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PREFACE.

It is hoped that this pamphlet may serve as a *pémimpin* to the study of Malay folk-lore in a fashion not only more systematic but also more interesting than has been hitherto attempted in the Peninsula, though space and method has made it necessary to sacrifice many a delightful fable and fairy tale, "breaking the butterfly upon a wheel" and serving up its skeleton bereft of colour and life. The outlines of tales and fables may seem copious and tiresome, but they are intended for the benefit of students who may not have time or opportunity to acquire the Malay language; moreover, most of the subject-matter has only been collected recently, is as yet unprinted and exists by tradition or in manuscript. Thanks to the present research scheme, *Awang Sulonq Merah Muda* (to which reference is made in the article on Romance) is already in the printer's hands, and other romances and a volume of farcical tales will follow. I am indebted to Mr. A. J. Sturrock for romanizing several of these tales.

R. O. WINSTEDT.

TAPAH, PERAK.
THE LITERATURE OF MALAY FOLK-LORE.

The literature of Malay folk-lore has many branches. There is mythological story where the origin and nature of plants and places, birds and beasts, kings and magicians, saints and spirits, is related and explained. There are proverbial sayings, pantuns1 and magic incantations. There are tales of Daddy Long-legs, Father Folly and other heroes of humorous adventure, the Malay Eulenspiegel series as Dr Snouck Hurgronje has dubbed them. There is a repertory of short tales, Malay only in the telling, the flotsam and jetsam of Asiatic folk story, imported from India, Arabia, Persia, Egypt, which to-day form the plots of pieces played in bangsawan from Batavia to Penang, and of which the Biblical stories of Joseph and his brethren, or of Joseph and Potiphar's wife, are characteristic examples. There is the province of romance (which to Malays is literal history), partly Indonesian, partly Indian, and partly, like mythological tale and fable, touched with a cosmopolitanism that carries its origin beyond the scope of literary enquiry, though anthropologists may profitably follow further.

For though in the following essays it is the literary aspect of folk-lore which is considered, this is not its only nor its most important side. "Folk tales," as Frazer has observed in The Golden Bough, "are a faithful reflection of the world as it appeared to the

1 Pantuns have been already dealt with by Mr. Wilkinson in Part I of these papers: Proverbs also are to be the subject of a separate article. So I only allude to them here.
primitive mind, and we may be sure that any idea which commonly occurs in them, however absurd it may seem to us, must once have been an ordinary article of belief. Analyze them, and define their elements and you reach the superstitions which have gone to mould the soul of a people. Lore handed down by tradition is never final; it develops and accepts incrustations as the soul of a people develops; and the arrangement of these papers is mainly for convenience and not meant to determine. By hard and fast division, the chronological order of branches of lore that are mostly synchronous and all infected with the spirit of several civilisations.

1

BEGINNINGS OF LITERATURE

Indonesian mythology has hardly become literature in the strict sense of the term, but it contains the essential quality of literature in the keen appreciation it exhibits of natural features and in the imagination with which its impressions are clothed. The sheeted goblin, "which is so tied up by funeral wrappings that it can only make its way along the ground by rolling over and over on its side:" Penanggalan, the Birth-spirit, "that horrible wraith of a woman who has died in child-birth and comes to torment little children in the guise of a fearful face and bust with many feet of bloody trailing entrails in her wake:" belief in such spirits as these was of course "in the air," but whether medicine-man, poet, or old wife, whoever

Turned them to shapes and gave to airy nothing
A local habitation and a name,

possessed, if unwittingly, the literary sense. They are terribly earnest ghost-stories.
Again, though Islam has done its best to disguise their real character by enlisting Solomon as deus ex machina, there are abundant traces that an age of animism inspired stories to account for the origin of the crocodile, the tiger, the mouse-deer, snakes, birds, trees and vegetables. "A Vegetarian Dispute," in Mr. Skeat's Fables and Folk Tales, explains why the yam has narcotic properties and the maize perforated cobs, why the sedge grows in the water, and maize and bean stand tall and straight while yam and liane creep along the ground. In the zoological world, the tiger was once a cruel boy whose back was scored by stripes from his school-master's cane. Or take the venomless python: he once infected a raja's son (who robbed him of fish) by spitting on his footsteps, but when the mouse-deer told him the noise in the palace was not the sound of mourning but of revelry at a fish festival, he spat out his venom for disgust. Then the crocodile was compounded, his stomach-skin of palm-spathe, his backbone of sugar-cane, his ribs of its peelings, his head of a stone, his eyes of saffron, his teeth of iron nails—that Fatimah made him for a plaything is obviously apocryphal. There are other tales, like Sir William Maxwell's Two Malay Myths; the Princess of the Foam and the Raja of the Bamboo (of which Mr. Skeat's "Legend of Patani" and "Princess Sadong of the Caves" are variations) turning on totemism. It does not interest us here if Sir William Maxwell is correct in his surmise that "the former is of Aryan origin current only in the more civilised Malay States, which have undoubtedly been largely influenced by Brahmanism," and the latter "far more widely extended and found among wild tribes who have been wholly unaffected by Hindu
influences; originating from an ancient (Turanian) belief as to the mode of the creation of mankind."
What is important is that the tales are attempts at historical narrative. Precisely similar tales occur in the elaborate romances of folk-lore, which are only historical narrative pushed a step further to the Malay mind; and the above myths are folk-lore in Perak and Patani and recorded history in the Kedah Annals and Sêjarah Malaya. "In the rude traditional beliefs common to the races of the Eastern Archipelago, a geographical expression including twenty-five degrees of latitude," as Sir William Maxwell sums up, "we have the conception from which sprang the legends preserved to us by the Muhammadan histories of Malay States: in the latter, metaphysical ideas have altogether disappeared and the main incident survives, incorporated in the history of human adventures. No longer accepted as a superstitious belief, it has been unconsciously retained as historical episode." The Perak version of these Two Myths is a good instance of unwritten embryo history and village romance full of picturesque local colour. The continuity and common sentiment underlying Malay literature is illustrated by the fact that it might be taken for a bijou folk romance or, as in part it almost is, a page out of the Sêjarah Malaya. Such is history in Malay folklore and such it is recorded by Muhammadan scribes even in legends of Muhammadan saints: witness Skeat's tale of "The Saints whose Grave-stones moved." It is romance to us, history to Malays, and, in its essential quality, imaginative literature. Even the simplest tales, the tale of the origin of the stick.

1 Vide appendix 1 (1): another instance of embryo history is given on page 563-568, Malay Magic
insect and its peculiar noise, the tale of the Spectre Huntsman, are cases in point. Interesting as a legend woven at once about mythological spirits and natural features, and in its conclusion turning into a "guile" story, is Mr. Skeat's story, "The Outwitting of the Gedembai:"

There was formerly a race of gigantic spirits named Gedembai who could turn people whom they addressed by name into wood or stone. Many years ago they were very numerous and were a great danger to the forest-dwelling Malays. In many places there are still to be seen the clearest traces of their former presence and power. Near the head waters of the Tembelling, close to the left bank of the river, stands a rock on which are still shown the claw marks of a tiger which escaped from the Gedembai by leaping the river (where it was ten fathoms across), when a wild bear which it was pursuing was turned into stone. There to this day you may see the petrified bear and the place is known by the name of the Tiger's Leap. Further down the river stands a high and solitary crag, the summit of which is the shelter where the Gedembai used to dry by day the fish they had caught during the previous night. There, too, you may see the big river pool into which they threw their casting-net and the rocks which they dropped into the river (in place of the stones thrown in to attract the fish before the cast is made with the net).

Such was the havoc wrought by the Gedembai that the older inhabitants at length conspired together to frighten them out of the land. For the Gedembai were incredible fools and could be cheated with great facility. And as they only went abroad at night, the Malays used certain stratagems to frighten the Gedembai out of the country. Pulling down the long weeping sprays of bamboo, that overhung the streams, they cut them off short and then let them spring back again to an upright position, so that the Gedembai might think only giants could have reached up to cut them. Next, they put an old man upward of sixty years of age in a child's swinging cot, so that the Gedembai seeing his toothless gums supposed him to be a new-born infant. And when the Gedembai had thus been thoroughly cheated, they were easily made to believe that the harrows lying beside the rice fields
were Malay hair-combs, and that the very tortoises were insects that infested their persons; but that nevertheless they could make themselves small enough to creep inside the sheath of a dagger in order to hollow it out. At length, therefore, the Gedembai lost heart and fled to the country at the Foot of the Sky, but as they fled they called upon everybody they met to follow after them, turning all who refused to obey into trees. Hence you will see in Malayen forests many lofty trees leaning over rivers. These were once men and women who refused to follow the Gedembai in their flight and were so severely kicked by them in consequence that they have never since been able to stand upright. Here and there you will see trees whose silvery outer bark peels off in strips. These, too, which are now pahlawan trees, were once human beings, but were transformed into trees for refusing to follow the Gedembai, who caused their bark to fall off in patches by stroking the skin of their own breasts.

The age of animism had its poetry too, a kind of rugged ballad, the metre of medicine-men's incantations; a ballad we find adapted to purely literary purposes in folk romance like Sri Ram and Awang Sulong; and, with a few pantuns, it is the only genuine imaginative poetry as distinct from facile versifying that Malay literature possesses. The metre often limps, sometimes fails altogether, but the sentiment and imagery is sincere and not mere verbiage:

Ha, sir shaker of earth,
Roar thou and rumble
Needles of brass, needles of iron.
Be the hair on the limbs of me,
Beard a forked venomous serpent;
Crocodile deadly my tongue;
Be my voice like an elephant's trumpet,
Like the rattle and crack of the thunder;
Clenched be the teeth and locked the lips of thee;
Not until earth rise up against heaven,
Shall thy heart be stirred
To anger or to destruction of me.
That is an invocation to encourage the heart against a tiger; and here is the “magnificent boast” in a pawang’s charm for courage:

Of iron am I, my bones of brass,
And my name the Tiger of God:

or take the address of a tapper to the souls of the coconut palm:

Queens of shorn and dripping locks,
Dwellers in wave and dip of the palm-sheath,
Palm-sheath the tire of tresses,
Seven queens of a virgin sheath,
Greetings be unto you:
Hither, my little ones,
Hither, my dainty ones,
Hither, soft birdlings.
I hang back the necks of you,
Roll up the folds of the locks of you:
Behold an ivory blade for your cleansing,
An ivory blade to shorten your tresses,
An ivory cup to hold up unto you,
Ivory bath awaiting beneath you,
Clap hands and laugh in ivory bath.
Bath of princesses changing their raiment.

Finally, take the charm so often referred to in the description of the head-kerchief of princes of romance, Doa Si Awang Lêbeh, the charm for pre-eminence, as written down in the charm-book of an old Perak court pawang:

Sheltered am Ineath Allah’s foot-stool,
Allah’s prophet my protector,
On my right the angel Gabriel,
On my left the angel Michael,
All the angels ranged behind me,
Me vice-regent of the Highest.
By the providence of Allah,
By th’ evidence of the Faith,
By the words of the Koran,
Hearts of all adversaries
Be locked at the sight of me;
Hearts of believers
Be opened unto me.
For God hath established me,
Nor shall He be wroth with me
Till He's wroth with His Prophet;
Till He's wroth with Muhammad.
Serpents my ban-cloth,
My throne a wild elephant!
Swift lightnings before me!
Fierce tigers to shadow me!
Yea, by this charm of mine.
God hath exalted me
In seated assembly
Pre-eminent I
Erect or in walking or talking
Pre-eminent I
I, the master of mortals,
Precious stone of the Prophet,
Pearl of the Highest.
Yea, none can withstand me,
My charm and confession of Faith

On the analogy of other ancient literatures and inferring from the rude ballad form of the Menangkabau romance, Chêndur Muta, which, as edited by Van der Toorn,1 is metrical throughout, it may be concluded with certainty that this rugged metrical form was the vehicle of all Malay rhapsodist literature, that it has survived only in a few legal sayings, in stock "purple patches," common to folk romances and especially and for utilitarian reasons in the incantations of medicine-men.

1 Batavia, 1888.
II.

FABLES.

The type which of all types of Malay story pure and simple is probably the earliest and has the widest geographical range is the fable. "The savage, we must remember, believes that animals are endowed with feelings and intelligence like those of men. An unusually intelligent Bushman questioned by a missionary could not state any difference between a man and a brute—he did not know but a buffalo might shoot with bows and arrows as well as a man if it had them." That is the state of civilisation which produced the fable in its elementary form; it is the product of a brain which believed in its possibility, not of an enlightened savage who should sit down and in a fine frenzy evolve a "Jungle Book" to exercise the imaginative faculty: one might as well picture Professor Huxley amusing himself by composing a "Book of Genesis." For the very reason that the Malay has ceased to be a savage and has not yet become a dilettante, the fable has only lately become a medium of his literature, and tales surviving in nursery and village have had to wait for the prompting of Europeans to find a literary setting.

The origin of the later types of Malay literature can be traced to India, to Persia, to Arabia: these fables, as well as circulating all over the Malay Archipelago (even among the Dyaks) and finding kindred tales in India and Tibet, have eventually a range that only conjecture can deal with. and Brer Rabbit, Reynard the Fox and Friend Mouse-deer are discovered to be blood brothers, a cosmopolitan trinity. The story "The Hare and the Tortoise" is the European version of the negro story of "How Brer Tarrypin outran
Snail.” “In an Amazon Indian version, a jaguar catches a tortoise by the hind-leg as he is disappearing into his hole, but the tortoise convinces him he is holding a root and so escapes. Uncle Remus tells how the fox endeavoured to drown the terrapin, but let him loose because the terrapin persuaded him that his tail was only a stump root.” " The Malay equivalent I will endeavour to give in verse, because such a translation can at once be practically literal and emphasise by rhyme what in the vivid verbal narrative is accentuated by gesture and accent, but is lost in prose and cannot indeed be captured in any written form:

Friend Mouse deer danced upon his way
And shunned the river many a day,
Still fearing he despite his guide
The cruel eye of Crocodile.
Till after many weeks had fled,
The season being hot, 'tis said,
And water most inviting cool.
He ventured down beside a pool
To quench his thirst, and drinking deep
Heard not a long slow rustling creep
That brought Friend Crocodile so near.
You'd hear the trickle of his tear
He only had to yawn and crunch
And presto Mouse deer for his lunch.
Friend Mouse deer turn'd; by half an inch
Too late his leap and sharp the pinch
Of cruel fangs upon his leg.
He could not move nor stir a peg;
Struggle and he must be a cripple.
All for the sake of that long cool tipple.
"Friend Crocodile," he then began—
For animals could talk like man—
"Are rotten twigs such dainty ration,
That one of your exalted station.

1 Introduction to Uncle Remus, J. H. Harris.
Deign to devour them?" "What," growled Croc,
Feeling it now his chance to mock:
"Your leg a twig! Ah, well, I never;
Friend Mouse-deer, you are wondrous clever."
"Just taste," said Mouse-deer, "do not bite
Or you'll not get the flavour right."
Friend Croc straight licks, lets go his grip
And Mouse-deer free with flying skip
Gains the high-bank and laughing cries.
"It was my leg, you cockatrice." ¹

The Mouse-deer cycle also contains a version of Uncle Remus' "Tar-baby story." Mr. Skeat points out how his tale of "Father Lime-stick and the Flower-pecker" appears in the Gesta Romanorum, how the "Tiger and the Shadow" is a Malay version of our "Dog and the Shadow" and how his tale of the "Pelican’s Punishment" is one of the best known of Aesop's Fables.

Definitively, we can only say that the fables of the Peninsula fall into two classes: there are those of avowedly foreign origin like the translation of the collection called Panchatanderan or Gêlila dan Dêmina (of which, according to Van der Tunk, there are adaptations from the Persian as well as the Tamil) and the recent translation of Aesop's Fables; and there are those that are apparently Indonesian. The unity of zoology is no test; it is not observed in the Hikayat Pêlandeok Djinaka, where the Lion plays a part. Narrow your range and select only those tales that have not the touch of cosmopolitanism which accompanies literary polish, those tales that are taken down simply from the lips of villagers, but the ancestry of your story-teller is no safeguard: collect a tale from a man of "pure Perak extraction," and you will find it a version of a tale occurring in Acheên and Java and

¹ With apologies to Hudibras!
among the Batak and Sundanese tribes. Tales in point are those of "The Otter's Babies" and of "How, Mouse-deer cheated Tiger": the former, with some variations, occurs in Acheen as well as in the Peninsula; the latter in a professedly Perak tale, in a Malacca tale of probable Javanese origin, in a Javanese tale and in a Sundanese tale. Even the same literary devices occur in tales independently collected. In Mr. Skeat's story "The Tiger gets his Deserts," heard in Ulu Kedah, but occurring long before, as Mr. R. J. Wilkinson has pointed out in the Malay version of the Indian story "Gul Bakuwali," the man asks, "O Road, Road, is it lawful to requite evil for good or good for good only!" and the Road replied, "I do good to mankind but they requite me with evil, defiling my surface as they go." Then they came to a Tree of which the man asked the same question. The Tree replied, "I do good to mankind but they requite me with evil, lopping off my branches and cutting me down." In the series of tales collected by myself from a Malacca man, who said he got them from a Javanese (I give a synopsis of them later, though from comparison with a Malay version of indubitable Javanese tales I am confident they are Javanese), in the story one might call "The Crocodile gets his Deserts," the same question is put to an old Sleeping-mat and a worn Dish-cover floating down-stream and they answer it in the same way. "More datu than we possess," observes Dr. Snouck Hurgronje, "would be required to enable us in each case of striking agreement between one of the Achinese, Malay, Sundanese, or Javanese versions to decide whether it is the common inheritance of the race or has been imported from elsewhere through some foreign channel of literature."
Malay beast fable, though it admits the tiger and birds and fishes, centres in the cycle of Mouse-deer tales, so that for purposes of comparative study it is this cycle which is pre-eminently important. Friend Mouse-deer is not unfit to stand beside Brer Rabbit. He is "a small chevrotain, to be found in almost every part of the jungles of Malaya." He is commonly called the mouse-deer; but, in spite of the name, belongs rather to the antelope tribe, the heel bone of the hinder leg projecting in a fashion never seen in the true deer. The eye-teeth, too, are curiously long and projecting, and the hooves are cloven to an extent which in so small a creature is really remarkable. At the same time, he is a most beautiful little animal, with big dark pleading eyes and all the grace and elegance of a gazelle." In the cycle of Mouse-deer tales there may, I think, be detected several stages of evolution. Firstly, there is the simple "guile" story, like the tales of "How Snail outran Mouse-deer," "How Mouse-deer escaped Crocodile," and so on: a type, as we have seen, of very wide geographical range and certainly very primitive, belonging to the age of animism, though a later age has often introduced anachronisms like the mention of Solomon. In this stage Mouse-deer is a delightfully pagan knave, pitting guile against strength in the struggle for existence: even if he conjures with the name of Solomon, he uses it for his own purposes to worst his enemies. The tale of "How Mouse-deer cheated Tiger" is a good instance.

Mouse-deer took counsel with himself "What shift is there for me to save myself alive?" And he came to a wild wasps'...
nest. "Good," said he, "I will hide by this nest." Presently, Tiger found him and asked him his business. "I guard Nabi Sleymun's gong," said Mouse-deer, pointing to the nest. "May I strike it?" asked Tiger: "of all things, I should like to strike it; and, if you let me do so, I will not eat you." "You may," answered Mouse-deer. "but, with your leave, I will go a long way off first or Nabi Sleymun will be angry." "All right," replied Tiger. Mouse-deer went a long way off till he came to a clump of bamboos, and there he waited. Then Tiger smote Nabi Sleymun's gong and all the wasps came swarming out and stung him till his face was swollen. So he bounded away in a rage and went to where Mouse-deer stood. "Knave, villain!" said he, "see my face all swollen. Now I will kill you. But what is this bamboo you are watching?" It is Nabi Sleymun's urial," said Mouse-deer, pointing to a sht stem on which the wind sounded. "How do you play it?" asked Tiger. "Lick it here with your tongue," said Mouse-deer pointing to the sht. "May I?" asked Tiger. "Yes," said Mouse-deer. "but with your leave. I will go a long way off first or Nabi Sleymun will be angry." "All right," said Tiger. Mouse-deer went a long way off and stood by some filth. Then Tiger licked the bamboo and a gust blew and closed the fissure, so that the end of Tiger's tongue was pinched off and that is why tigers are short-tongued to this day. So, he bounded away in a rage and went to where Mouse-deer watched over the filth. "See the hurt you have done me, accursed one," said Tiger, showing his tongue. "now, of a truth, I will slay and eat you. But, first, what is this filth that you guard it?" "It is Nabi Sleymun's marn Kungel," said Mouse-deer. "May I eat it?" asked Tiger. "of all things I should like to eat it; and if you let me do so, I will not kill you." "You may," said Mouse-deer. "and perhaps it will cure your tongue; but, first, let me go a long way off or Nabi Sleymun may be angry with me." "All right," said Tiger. And Mouse-deer went a long way off and stood by a coiled snake. Then Tiger tasted the filth. "Why is it so bitter?" said he. "beast, this is not rice but filth only." And he rushed in a rage to where Mouse-deer waited. "Now, indeed your hour has come," said Tiger. "make ready to die. But, first, what is this you are guarding?" and he looked at the coiled snake. "This is Nabi Sleymun's turban," said Mouse-
deer. "May I wear it?" asked Tiger: "of all things I should like to put it on; and if you let me do so, perhaps I may spare your life." "You may put it on," said Mouse-deer "but, first, let me go a long way off or Nabi Sleyman may be angry with me." "All right," said Tiger. Then Mouse-deer went a long way off and looked on gleefully. So, Tiger began to unwind the coils but the snake awoke, his tongue darting like flame, and fought with Tiger and overcame him and killed him. "Ha! ha!" laughed Mouse-deer and went on his way, up hill and down dale, by jungle and plain.

I have called these simple guile stories, but, as we have them now, they are arranged with considerable literary skill, a plot running through the Mouse-deer and Crocodile stories and the Mouse-deer and Tiger stories and connecting them into consecutive series: every different version, however, gives a different arrangement, so that we may infer it is comparatively modern and dependent on the skill and imagination of the individual teller.

In the next stage, Mouse-deer has become possessed of an ideal of justice and exercises his wit for unselfish purposes: and, here, Islam has entirely corrected the unorthodox animistic outlook by outing him from his pride of place and admitting him only as a servant or assessor to Solomon the Prophet, under whose charge is the jungle world. They are stories of far narrower geographical range and are more subtle in plot. Often one may infer, in this class of tale, Mouse-deer plays the part of vizier in story directly adapted from a foreign source in historical times. Mr. Laidlaw has printed several specimens. One of them bears a close resemblance to a tale in the Gelila Dan Dëmina. All of them remind one of the Biblical story of the "Judgment of Solomon," or of the Arabic tales of the wisdom and justice of Haroun. One specimen, which Mr. Laidlaw
has not yet printed, tells how the case of a rich man claiming one hundred gold pieces from orphans for the privilege of the smell of his larder on which they had grown fat is brought before the stock oriental just potentate and settled by Mouse-deer, who gets the orphans to count over one hundred pieces behind a curtain and says the sound of the money is as valuable as the smell of the larder.

Under this second class will fall the tale of Mouse-deer and the Otter's Babies, if it is to be reckoned in the Mouse-deer cycle at all and not rather to be treated as a Beast tale in general. Anyhow, with its acute sense of animal characteristics and its picturesque similes, it is a fine example of Indonesian fancy and Indonesian natur-sinn. Mr Skeat's version is so well known, that I content myself with giving a Malay version, independently collected, in an appendix. Finally, there is the fable worked up in an elaborate setting as in the Hikayat Pelandoek Djinaka, a compilation which is almost a parody of the court romance. Mouse-deer declares himself the Sheikh of the jungle world, rubs his head whiskers and hair with the sap of a wild fig till he looks white and venerable, pretends to have done penance and got magic power from Amir Hamzah. The off-spring of animism becomes a convert to the Muhammadan faith, and abandons pagan rogery and wanderings for the ceremony and pomp which Malay courts have imitated from Indian sources. He sits (like a Buddha) on a white stone under a tree all in blossom like a yellow umbrella. Friend Bull or Friend Rhino take the place of the conventional litter when he goes abroad; Raja Hedgehog and Raja Jackal are his heralds; Friend Goat is styled Maharaja Laksana Dewa, Friend
Buffalo Maharaja Ramu Peswata and so on, so that Elephant laughs with wonder; Rhino plays the part of the boaster (like the steersman in Awang Sulong) who affords comic relief in conventional romance. The stories turn on the old primitive plots, but Mouse-deer's cunning is exercised now for benevolent purpose, and in the last tale, "How the Ants stung Elephant to Death," he even ventures to moralise on torture. The best of the tales tells of the Beasts' fishing party at the river Tenom, of what befell there and of how Mouse-deer helped them out of their plight: it is so good that its excellence must be my excuse for quoting it, long as it is; I abbreviate as far as possible, without altering its character or omitting its points.

Rhino, Buffalo, Bull, Deer and Ape would go a-fishing in the sandy fish-stocked pool of the river Tenom, which was guarded by a terrible tall Ogre. Barking-deer had once come upon the river when he was in quest of prey, had seen its deep pools and their abundance of fish and returned home to tell his comrades..."It was across your mountain towards the sunrise I found it," said he, "a stream with a white sandy shore: and I fancy it is the Tenom where our fathers have told us King Solomon and his court go fishing"......Then all the Beasts of the Forest set out to the river Tenom and went up-stream to make a shelter, because down-stream was sacred to King Solomon. Said Rhino, "Let us all go and fish while it is yet morning." They fished till mid-day and got a large catch, and Rhino said, "We are hungry, let us to our shelter;" so they went to their shelter, heaped all the fish together and, after the meal, Bear offered to stay on guard. Quoth Barking-deer, "I've heard there is a terrible tall Ogre guards this river: can you combat him, Friend Bear?" And Bear replied, "Go you and leave me to fight him; I'll trample him and crush the very eyes out of his head." But, when all the Beasts had gone, Ogre, seeing a fire, crept up quietly and cried, "Bear, I want your fish, I'm hungry." Bear looked down, saw Ogre tall, red-eyed, light-haired, and ran helter-skelter swaying his head from side to side; his ears were pricked with thorns and he
thought Ogre had got him, till looking round he saw no Ogre there: then he returned and watched Ogre finish the fish. Quoth Ogre, "Be not afraid, come and bring me more fish another day." "To-morrow, your slave hopes to meet your lordship again," answered Bear, but seeing the fish all gone he cursed Ogre inwardly. In the evening the Beasts of the Forest returned bringing the afternoon's catch and found their fish gone. "Why," cried Rhino, "how could you, Bear, let Ogre devour them all?"

(Next day Bull, and the day after that, Tiger, stayed on guard: each day the same thing happened.) At last said Rhino, "I will stay and fight that accursed robber Ogre." and he bellowed and leaped and charged, striking his horn against a tree trunk with the speed and sound of a thunderbolt. So the Beasts of the Forest went fishing and Rhino stayed on guard. He squatted down blowing up the fire, but Ogre saw the smoke, crept up behind quietly and cried, "Rhino, I want your fish." Rhino glanced back, saw the stature of Ogre and jumped, knocking down the shelter; then he fancied it was Ogre had scratched him, and ran helter-skelter falling on stones torn and bleeding but insensible of his wounds. He stopped, saw no Ogre in pursuit, and ejaculated, "A fearsome monster. I just escaped. No wonder my comrades gave up their fish." Then he added, "Ha, Ogre, you boast your prowess before me. Let me get you in my clutches," and he stamped and trampled the ground and returned and saw Ogre devouring the fish. "Come here," he snorted, "and I'll crush you to bits." Ogre looked up and Rhino, thinking he was going to give chase, fled, knocking over trees, his face torn, his ears scratched by thorns, till he met Monkey. "Help, Friend Monkey, help. Ogre chases me," he yelled. "Are you mad?" cried Monkey. "Rushing about with no one in pursuit? Why is your body all wounds and mud and blood?" "I did battle just now with a tall huge Ogre," said Rhino; "two of his friends came up to help, and right bravely and stoutly I felled them right and left, but ran because a crowd were attacking me." Now the Beasts of the Forest came back to their shelter and found fish and Rhino gone. So Tiger started to look for Rhino and Bird told him, "I saw Rhino running blindly, his flanks torn, his nose bloody, his ears scratched with thorns." Presently, Tiger discovered Rhino
rolling on the ground. "My body has been scratched all over by that Ogre," he moaned. "Yes," retorted Tiger, "and I heard the Ogre say how sore his legs were from the wounds you dealt him." Then Rhino hung his head ashamed. But Tiger and Rhino returned together. And Bull and all the Beasts asked, "Whence these wounds, Rhino?" Quoth Rhino, "I refused to give up the fish to Ogre, and fought him and would never have budged had not a crowd of his friends come up and compelled me to flee. Thorns stuck in my wounds and delayed my return." But all the Beasts thought his wounds had been got in thorn brakes only. Said Bull, "Friends all, is there anyone bold enough to stay on guard again? If not, let us go home." So all the Beasts of the Forest turned homewards. On the way, they took counsel together: said Bull, "I have heard Mouse-deer the Wily possesses power from Ah, let us consult him, the Sheikh of the Forest, in our plight," and they set out for his haunts. Now the Lord Sheikh of the Forest saw them coming so he stared from sky to earth like a diviner and observed to his followers, "This day, may now, the Beasts of the Forest will come and lay plant before us." Then the Beasts came and told him of their plight and of Ogre's work at Tenom. And all the while the Sheikh of the Forest stared at Rhino. "Why is my friend's body wounded and muddied?" he asked. "It was the work of Ogre," replied Rhino, doing obeisance. "What a shame," quoth the Sheikh, "a fine body, too, wounded with thorns and rotans. Accursed Ogre." The Rhino was sore ashamed. And Monkey came up and asked him what was the matter. "Our Lord the Sheikh knows everything by his magic spells," said Rhino ... Then the Sheikh of the Forest agreed to set out in seven days' time. And after seven days, he set out for Tenom, mounted on the back of a white Bull, and the Beasts fished and got a large catch. And Mouse-deer bade them get him rotan nooses and sat on guard alone. As soon as Mouse-deer made a fire to fry his fish, Ogre crept up and cried, "What dost thou, Mouse-deer?" Quoth Mouse-deer, "My body is tired and sick and I am medicining it with these simples, an heirloom from my forefathers." "Well, I have come for fish and I want the fish first, but I should like some of those simples, too," said Ogre. "You must have the simples first," quoth Mouse-deer, twining the rotan nooses about
Ogre's knees and elbows: "don't break them or the medicine will not work." Then he tied the nooses till Ogre could not move. "Are you feeling better?" asked Mouse-deer. "keep still and I will medicine your head." Ogre kept still and the Sheikh of the Forests scratched his face with his long dog-teeth and gouged out his eyes and raised his battle cry. And though all the Beasts ran up only Lion and Tiger stood their ground when Ogre yelled his cries of agony. But the Beasts soon returned, some stampeded, some prodded Ogre till he died. Then said Mouse-deer, "Has Ogre any comrades?" and Bull answered, "None, your highness." And Mouse-deer asked "Where are his comrades, Rhino?" but Rhino said never a word. So the Beasts of the Forest fished in the river Tenom seven days and afterwards all went home.

III

FARCICAL TALES

Just as savage wit observing and exaggerating with childish naivety the characteristics of the animal creation evolved the Beast Fable, so by similar observation and exaggeration of the characteristics of human nature it evolved the farcical tale. In Indonesian fable Mouse-deer is the type of cunning, and one may imagine how, ever since the type was first established, Indonesian imagination has set itself the task of inventing circumstances in which that cunning could find its scope and so of adding to its repertory of fables: and thus, too, with farcical tales, the type once established, one can fancy how every conceivable act of folly would be ascribed to Pa Pandir, and every conceivable spiteful circumstance be a setting for Lēbai Malang, just as we ascribe so many "bulls" and drolleries to the typical Irishman and so many blunders and absurdities to the City Alderman. It is on analogy not surprising to find a type of farcical character common like Mouse-deer to the whole of the
Malay Archipelago, in Java, among the various tribes of Sumatra, in the different States of the Malay peninsula; stretching, indeed, further and having traits in common with European and Arab types. Sometimes the relationship is apparently direct, the tale immediately borrowed from an alien source. If the tale called "The Adventures of Saw Kay," which Mrs. Chan Toon gives in one of her books, The Triumph of Love, is a fair rendering of a Burmese folk-tale, then I take it Si Lunchai is a type probably borrowed from Burma or derived from some common source. Elsewhere I give an epitome of the Si Lunchai tales, and here I will quote that part of the Burmese tale whose points of resemblance are patent and unmistakable.

The guards proceeded to fasten him in the death-basket. A guard was set to watch him, while all the party repaired to the tent where the breakfast was spread. The sentry first nodded at his post and then went off to enjoy himself—when a large flat-bottomed boat, laden with silk and jewellery and propelled by one man, drifted down stream.

"Hullo, you fellow in the basket, what are you doing there?" cried the steerer in astonishment. To which Saw Kay replied:

"The King of Ava is dead and the Royal Astrologer has said that I must succeed him but I have refused the crown, and, as the wise men say that while I live no other can reign, it has been decided that I shall die."

"Fool," replied the boatman, "don't I wish I had your chance."

"What would you give me for it?" asked Saw Kay.

"All I have; my boat and its cargo."

"Agreed," said Saw Kay; "only, hurry and take my place before anyone comes."

Quickly the boatman cut away Saw Kay's bonds with his dah and, hastily changing turbans, stepped gladly into the basket and was firmly fastened in by Saw Kay, who then scrambled into the boat and shooting it out amid stream proceeded to light a cheroot.
and make himself thoroughly comfortable to watch the execution. The prisoner cried in a lusty voice: "I have changed my mind—I will be King, I will be King."

"A fine King you will be," cried everyone in chorus, and the basket was quickly unloosed and kicked into the river, a wild cry of vain agony alone reaching the watching crowd above. Saw Kay was dead. Meanwhile, Saw Kay slept calmly on a pile of his new goods. In the evening the merchants repaired to a pagoda to render prayers of thanksgiving, and thither Saw Kay, having hung himself with many jewels, followed them. Half an hour passed and then the worshippers prepared to return, whereupon Saw Kay arose, a majestic awful figure, barring their exit.

"I have returned," cried Saw Kay. "It has befallen that you, seeking to do me the greatest evil, succeeded only in accomplishing my greatest good, for the road to the abodes of the blest leads straight from the pool of the river into which you rolled me; there I met many of your relatives who sorrowed greatly at the thought they would never see you again, murder being the one crime that for ever denies to a man eternal bliss.

"Is there no repentence possible?" asked his hearers.

"Yes," answered Saw Kay, solemnly. "But only through my clemency, my mercy. Knowing all, I forgive all. And to prove this to you, I yielded to your relatives' prayers and consented to return here and speak to you, and thereby purchase your entry among us."

"And this state of which you tell us, how and in what way can we reach it?"

"By following me," Saw Kay replied, slowly; "so and in no other way. Let eight baskets be made, seven for you and the eighth for me. I even I with my own immortal hands will put you in those baskets and roll you into the heavenly pool."

"We will follow," they cried.

On the river bank were eight cylindrical-shaped baskets lying ready.

"An offering from your relatives," said Saw Kay, in answer to their surprised glances. Then, solemnly with no undue haste, he fastened each merchant securely in—and with a sudden wild mocking laugh rolled each of his victims into eternity."

1 For the Malay version, see Appendix III (I).
The Burmese tale differs a little from the Malay tale, but that is only to be expected in tales handed down by tradition. There are different versions even of the Malay story. In one Si Lunchai kills the king by decoying him down a pit. In another, collected by Mr. Laidlaw, he tells him the road to heaven is the sea, and when the King dives in Si Lunchai plunges after and fastens the king to a rock where he had a chain prepared, so drowning him. The "basket" execution occurs earlier in the Malay tale. Si Lunchai's death in the Malay tale is the work of a raja scribe bolstering up the prestige of his class.

Between other types there is no such clearly traceable bond, if bond it be, and the tales did not spring up independently of one another. For instance, Pa Pandir putting the bamboo filled with salt into the river to keep it safe is first cousin to Lever's Handy Andy putting the butter under his hat to keep it cool, or, as Hurgronje has pointed out, to Eulenspiegel, who ordered to grease the axles of his master's carriage greases the whole wheel. "Just as popular in Indonesian fable as crafty Mouse-deer," observes Dr. Snouck Hurgronje in his book The Achinese, "is a certain character which, even on the most superficial acquaintance, exhibits unmistakable traces of relationship with the German Eulenspiegel, the Arabo-Turkish Juha or Khojali Nasr ad-din. In Sundanese dress he is pretty generally known as Si Kabayan; but in some places and in some of the tales he appeared as Si Buta-Tuli (the blind and deaf), while in certain localities sayings and doings, which are elsewhere put down to Si Kabayan's account, are related under another name. Some of the tales are at least as pretty as the best-of those of Eulenspiegel; others owe their interest more
to the rough specimens of popular pleasantry which they contain, while many are, according to European ideas, unfit for translation. Like Eulenspiegel, who as coachman greases the whole of his master’s carriage in place of the axle, Kabayan is always taking the wrong meaning out of the words of his educators and advisers, and constantly alarming, astonishing, or injuring them by his method of putting their advice into execution. He himself, too, often gets into great difficulties through his endless misconceptions. From these straits, however, he always manages to escape and, though he never has a cent to his name, and shows a constant disinclination to settle down to any fixed occupation or to fulfilling his duties as husband or father, he comes out with flying colours day after day from all his pranks, and moves to side-shaking laughter all who have not suffered personal damage from his rogueries and cunning stupidity. Having once for all become the central point around which all popular humour and irony revolve, he undoubtedly plays a part occasionally in stories which originally belonged to a different cycle or even in those imported from foreign countries. It is just in this way that legend is wont to ascribe to a great hero deeds which are really performed by some of his less celebrated colleagues. The encyclopaedia of Kabayan stories even now comprises some tales differing entirely from one another in type: in some, the hero is nothing but a foolish dullard, in other characterised by the utmost cunning. Both of these are at variance with the Eulenspiegel character. The same remarks apply, though in a less degree, to the Jaka Bodo (silly young man) of the Javanese, and to Si Pandir among the Menangkaban Malays, to the Si Menseukin or Pa
Pande of the Aichinese.” They apply also, to some extent, to the farcical tales of the Peninsular Malays. The nearest approach to the Eulenspiegel type is perhaps Pa Pandir, Father Folly, whom a kind fate is always saving from the consequences of his own foolishness.” In Pa Pea’s-cod, on the contrary, “the hero is nothing but a foolish dullard.” In Lēbāi Malang and Mat Jamin we have versions of the wide-spread stories of folk who count their chickens before they are hatched: the heroes are hardly so much born-fools as the fools of fate. In Pa Bēlulang (Daddy Long-legs), and still more in Si Lunchai, the heroes are “characterised by the utmost cunning.” But, as none of the Peninsular tales have been hitherto published, I give them all in outline, and, that the reader can judge for himself their literary quality more particularly, I give two “Daddy Long-legs” tales in full.

The season was so dry that the rice crop failed: and the Long-leg family were sore put to it to get food—picking up occasionally a little rice, occasionally potatoes, sugar-cane, bananas, aroids and so on. At last came the wet weather; and all folk went down to their rice fields to clean ditches, repair broken dykes, plough up with buffaloes, their patches of rice-field till the soil was soft and good for planting, and the crop healthy and free from the danger of such pests as worms, rats and pig. Everybody worked except Daddy Long-legs, who did nothing but doze day and night in the house, very wretched at his poverty and unable to see his way to buy food on credit.

One day said Daddy Long-legs to his son: “Alas, in what a plight we are, without any food!” Said Long-legs, “Well, what can you think of, Daddy?” Quoth Daddy Long-legs, “You go and hide a pair of buffaloes that belong to those folk ploughing; hide them in the scrub. If the people clamour at their loss, say I have the gift of divination and can show them the place where their buffaloes are.” They had finished their plotting. It was midday and all the rice-planting folk were tired, ceased work,
and went into their shelters, ate and drank, and then went to bed. Their buffaloes were tethered near the yams in the field; eight of them and half of them were wallowing in pools. The rest were alone, peeping and gazing at the sleeping owner, until the buffaloes by their cords, took them about a mile away and tied them up to a big tree. Then he went home and told his mother, who was glad when he heard how his son had followed his teaching. When it was evening, all the rice-planters went back to their fields to fetch their buffaloes, and found two missing. In vain they searched; and said, 'We wonder if there is anyone who has the gift of divination.' We want to get him to tell us where our lost buffaloes are.' Just then, Long-legs was playing near them and cried, 'My father knows a little magic for finding lost goods.' 'Is it true?' asked the folk. 'Yes,' said Long-legs. Then said one of them, 'Come, my friend, let us all go to Daddy Long-legs and ask him to help us.' So all the rice-planters went to see Daddy Long-legs. Daddy Long-legs was at home, his betel-crusher in his hand, and gave them greeting. 'What purpose have ye, my sons?' They answered, 'We've come to ask you to tell us where are the buffaloes we've lost and sought in vain.' Quoth Daddy Long-legs, 'I have little skill, but will try if you like,' and he fetched a piece of shabby paper and wrote on it haphazard at a venture like the scratching of a fowl, and he counted his fingers and closed his eyes and exclaimed 'Ah, my sons, that pair of buffaloes is tied up to a big tree of this shape towards the west, and ye must be quick or they'll die.' As soon as they heard this, those folk were glad at heart, half went home and half went in search of the buffaloes and came in due time to the spot where Long-legs had tethered them. The buffaloes were nearly dead of thirst. So they took them and brought them home; sure and confident of Daddy Long-legs' skill and they went to his house, with a number of presents, husked and unhusked, tobacco, gambier and so on worth about fifty pieces of money. Daddy Long-legs was delighted at the presents, and he and his family had food in plenty and at ease. And the rice-planters all went off to their several homes.

Astrologer Long-legs was one day summoned by the King, and invited to go up-country on an elephant to a durian orchard and
sects had planted. And the King
placed an elephant to balance the howdah.

Pardon, your highness; if I sit
your highness surely I shall suffer
for it. The King. Never mind. My heart feels nothing
for my subjects for thee, Come Mother." So Astrologer Long-legs
mounted the royal elephant and sat on the King's left hand; and
the elephants of the viceroys and captains followed them towards
the orchard, whether they went glad at heart to pluck the fruits.

When it was evening, and the King had come half way home,
it happened a tiny Daddy Long-legs flew right into his hand.
And he grasped it and cried, "Ho, Astrologer, if you really have
the gift of divination, what is this I hold in my hand?" But the
Astrologer answered, "I have not enquired your highness.
I cannot say." And the King pretended to be wroth and said,"
"Verily, I will slay thee, if thou cannot not say, for having cheated
me with thy pretensions all this while," and he drew his dagger
and directed its point towards the Astrologer's breast, demanding
what it was he held in his hand. But his Astrologer was silent
thinking his last hour had come, and wept thinking on his son
Long-legs, and he moaned and muttered, "Goodbye, Long-legs.
Alas! Long-legs. Long-legs." And the King laughed; "Yes, it
is a Daddy Long-legs we hold," and he opened his hand and
showed the insect. Said the Astrologer, "Your highness would
show us the way now. We are old. But we have hundreds of
charm books about that insect at home." Quoth the King, "And
so we show thee the way to increase of reputation, Astrologer.
Then the elephants arrived at the hall; the King ascended his
palace and his Astrologer creaved leave to depart home, thinking
in his heart it were well he burnt his house that he could live safe
from royal problems henceforth. So, at night, he took counsel
with his wife. In a moment his house was ablaze, and Master
Fire playing the Maharaja Lela. Astrologer Long-legs pretended
to call for help, but he had put all his goods in another place.
The King heard voices shouting for help and went down in haste
to the scene of his Astrologer's misfortune and asked, "What is
this, Astrologer?" Said Long-legs, "A great misfortune, your
highness. All my chests of books on astrology have perished.
From this day I beg to be removed from my office of Astrologer."
Said the King, "Very well. Do no more work. Remove from hence, and we will provide for thee and thy family, for great have been thy services to us to preserve our honour. We will cherish thee till thy death." And on that very night the Astrologer removed to a house near the palace, and the King gave him food and money in plenty. For a lucky man is never confounded.

I regret I have been unable to examine Von De Wall's Menangkabau versions (Bunga Rampai, IV) of Pa Pandir and Lēbai Malang for comparison.

In addition to tales already mentioned, there are two others that deserve notice. Mr. Skeat's Patani story "Father Follow-my-nose and the Four Priests" looks as if it may be a fragmentary part of a series of stories circling round a character slightly different from any of those we have already met, and it shows distinctly Siamese influence in the introduction of the Buddhist priests. The story of Musang Bėrjàngnyut, the Bearded Polecat, is pure farce, a tale turning not on a type of character but on plot and incident. And, certainly, it is foreign and not Malay. It is hardly likely that the Malay whose light till recently has been only a torch or a flickering tin lamp could imagine a man playing the part of a pedestal lamp, a thing he had never seen.

The unconscious human note in these tales stands a welcome and signal relief beside the stilted style of romances, whose interest depends not so much on the slightest characterisation as on a tiresome endless recital of fine clothes, fine feasts and fine manners; for our next subject, Romance, brings us to the beginning of the end of folk-lore, out of the atmosphere of the village into that of the palace, where a people really compact of good manners forget manners and even life itself to gloat like new-made
upstarts over the glitter and parade of pretty (foreign) ceremonial.

Note.—All but one of the stories I give in outline have been collected and written down by Raja Haji Yahya bin Raja Muhammad Ali, Penghulu of Chendriang, Perak; and my thanks are due to Mr. G. M. Laidlaw for allowing me to examine versions of most of them collected by himself independently; it is perhaps remarkable that the versions of tales handed down merely by tradition so often nearly resemble one another. I cannot find that the story of Pa Musang, frequently the subject of casual allusion, is anything but a fable of the Æsop type.

IV.

THE ROMANCES OF FOLK-LORE.

The printed examples of folk-lore romance may be counted on one's fingers; the stories of Sri Rama, Raja Donan, Raja Ambong, Raja Budiman: in addition, there have lately been collected in Perak the stories of Awang Sulong Merah Muda, Maalim Dewa, Maalim Deman, Anggun Che Tunggal and Raja Muda. They are the cream of Malay literature. And they stand a half-way house between the fragmentary literature of Indonesian mythology and folk-tale and the Malay literary romance of modern times, tedious and a slavish copy of Indian models. Structurally, they have the outline and machinery of all Malay romance: the miraculous birth; the superhuman hero compelled by dreams or ill-fortune or lying astrology to wanderings wherein monsters and wicked princes are vanquished by the help of devas and heaven-sent birds; the visit to Keyangan the Hindu Olympus; the settling down after this Oriental wanderjahr to royal state with a royal complement of brides. They are saturated with
Hindu mythology. Whenever any of the heroes, Awang Sulong or Maalim Deman or Raja Donan, is born—

Seven lengths of floor are riven;
Seven roof-trees split and shivered;
Sun shines and wind-storm pattern;
Forks of lightning flash and flicker;
Thunder shoots its seven bolts;
'Gin to blare the royal trumpets,
'Gin to thud the royal drums.

When Raja Muda is born, there simultaneously come into existence himself, a buffalo and a leviathan incarnate from three pieces of magic coconut, which his father won from a serpent to appease his mother's longings; and his strange brothers stand by him in every crisis. Similar miracles attend the birth of Raja Donan. The mothers and often the fathers of these heroes die after the birth of their supernatural offspring. When the heroes sing,

The flowing water stops to listen,
The flying bird turns back to hear,
The sound of the voice of the sweet singer,
As the sound of the voice of David the Prophet.

Seeing the gleam of Awang Sulong's teeth,

Lizards bow and do obeisance
On the ceiling in the thatching;
Hawks do battle to the northward;
Dart and dive the sharks in ocean;
Swoops the whale upon his prey.

It is fruitful and suggestive to quote the account of Buddhah's birth in this context:

The future Buddha had become a superb white elephant. Three times he walked round his mother's couch, and striking
her on her right side, he seemed to enter her womb. Thus the conception took place... All the ten thousand worlds shook and quivered... All musical instruments gave forth their notes without being played upon; rain fell out of season; the birds ceased flying; the rivers checked their flow... Whereas a womb that has been occupied by a future Buddha is like the shrine of a temple and can never be used again, therefore it was that the mother of the future Buddha died when he was seven days old... At the very time of the birth there also came into existence the mother of Rahula, Channa the courtier, Kaludayi the courtier, Kanthaka the king of horses, the Great Bo-tree and the four urns full of treasure.¹

Or again,

The Buddha seized hold of his top-knot and diadem and threw them into the air, saying, **"If I am to become a Buddha, let them stay in the sky."** They mounted for the distance of a league into the air and then came to a stop; and Sakka, the king of the gods, received them in a golden casket.

So, too, Raja Ambong burnt incense, and, taking a metal tray made at the time of a dead princess' birth, passed it through the smoke, placed on it a letter and his own turban and directed it to fly through the air. Thus far, these tales are copies of Indian romance, but the heroes, though they have supernatural powers, are historical characters to the reciter and his Malay audience; living in real countries, Maalim Deman in Muar, the "Dandy Prince" (Anggul Che Tunggal) ruling over Tiku-periaman; Raja Muda over Benua Tua, which is said to be a hamlet in Perak near Sungkai, where, according to gossips, one post of Ninek Kebayan's house, a portal to Keyangan, is still to be seen up-river. Infidel "villains" (whom Dutch scholars may be able to identify), called variously Raja

¹ H. C. Warren's "Buddhism in Translations" (Harvard, 1930).
Pertokal,¹ Raja Berdurai Puteh, Commander Tehling and so forth, come on the stage to be ingloriously vanquished and sketched in terribly caustic characters. Raja Berdurai Puteh is a Dutchman who will not wake up: pummel him, wrestle with him, cut off his head even, he takes it sleeping:

Seven cubits broad his breast;
Seven spans around his arm
Malays four from out one root.
Pounds of meat at once he’d seven
Halt would cling about his grinders.

Occasionally, when convenient for the plot, even the Dutch “villain” and his party are credited with knowledge of the black art, for to the story-teller the black art is not romance but the real attribute of all great folk some ages ago. The daughter of “Sleepy Head” transforms her Malay lover, Prince Dandy, back from monkey to man by brushing him with magic coconut frond. Love converts the same damsel to Islam. In conversation, the Dutch commanders use innuendo and the common tactics of Malay diplomacy. Essentially the stories are the product of home-keeping wits and their distinctive note naive realism. They are infected with the crude but genuine humour to be found in the jokes of the clown of the modern bangsawan or in the tales of The Bearded Polecat and Daddy Long-legs. There are the incidents of the helmsman’s bragging and discomfiture in Aurang Sulong or the passage in Raja Donan describing the old astrologer. “At every three paces he halted to straighten his back and draw seven long breaths: he entered the place in a rage. ‘Old enough for a grave and yet summoned. Accursed king, may spirits run

¹ Perhaps “Portugal” and not Dutch.
off with him.' The maids of honour heard him grumbling and pretended they would tell the king. But the old fellow clutched their skirts and cried: 'Don't, or I'll be killed and my old wife left alone. When she is dead, I'll marry you, if you will not tell the king about me.' Local colour takes the place of conventional description. The inheritors of magic splendour are ushered into the world like *kampung* children by a present of betel-nut to an old midwife who comes running with dishevelled hair, slipping clothes and bleeding feet. Awang Sulong's mother dies after the festival of the rice harvest, after a Malay bean-feast. A prince suffers transformation, but it is into the familiar spectacle of a Semang full of sores and scurvy. The golden dragon blocking the river in *Raja Budiman* perturbs the *pawangs* of the nets and fishing stakes. The disguised hero lies inside a mat covered with husks and chaff and fetched from a shed where pestle and mortar for pounding rice are kept. The complaisant talking bird in *Raja Donan* is a kite and is bribed by its mistress' leave to devour one of the hens feeding in her father's court-yard. The hero must have his teeth filed, learn fencing, study the Koran, be circumcised. The latest religion of Malaya claims recognition. For ghostly visitant of the hero's dream in *Chândur Mata*:

*Comes a saint of God from Mecca,*
*Keeper of keys of God's Kaabah;*
*Rubbed in white, with snowy turban,*
*Wearing spectacles from China.*

What a pity Malay literature foreshore these vivid impressionist sketches!
The cream of realism, so light that at times it almost mounts into idealism, is contained in the metrical passages of these tales like that just quoted. There is the description of dawn in the *Sri Rama*; the picture of a palace with its pigeons and decoy birds and meadows full of kine in *Maalin Deman*; in *Awang Sulang*, the graphic sketch of a house, of upland jungle, the elaborately touched study of a raja’s costume, which would be finely imaginative, if it were not so closely drawn from actual superstitions. Elsewhere I have translated the description of Awang Sulang’s costume; so, here, I will give a rendering of the metrical passage in which the raiment of Sri Rama is set out: Sir William Maxwell’s is inadequate and disappointing.

*Trousers first of ancient fabric;*  
*Not a gore to gall their wearer.*  
*Moving each before his limbs more.*  
*Round the waist a hundred spangles.*  
*Round the feet a thousand spangles.*  
*All about the body spangles.*  
*Lastee spangles down the seams.*  
*Such the raiment of Sri Rama.*  
*Round his waist he wrapped a waist-band.*  
*Broad and long the flowered linen.*  
*With the tinge some thirty cubits.*  
*Thrice a day it changed its colour.*  
*In the morning dew-like tissue.*  
*Noon day saw it turn to purple.*  
*And at eve it was shining yellow.*  
*Such the raiment of Sri Rama.*  
*Velvet coat of glowing crimson.*  
*Thrice may seven times the dyes.*  
*Might erase its splendid colour.*  
*Then a stranger touch it, sated he*
For three years, *it* would stain his fingers:
Such the raiment of Sri Rama.
Seven-waved the kris he carried,
Blade and cross-piece one unjointed;
Into haft the cross-piece fitted
Screwed without the help of craftsman;
Magic grooves at base of blade
Twin in length, of deadly import;
'Mud the blade was damask fateful
Setting foes' allotted span;
And at point the sacred letters,
Symbol of the name of Allah,
Alif Lam that greet the dying
Next the damask silver reming
Of no common steel *it* was fashioned
Forged of fragments of the metal
Used for bolt of God's Kaabah;
Work of Adam, God's own prophet
In his hand did Adam smelt it
With his finger tip he shaped it,
Burnished it with scented water
In a furnace brought from China
Came its deadliness from heaven,
Would you clean the blade with acid
At the river's upper reaches,
Dead the fish at mouth of river
Such the raiment of Sri Rama.
Round his brow he wrapped a kerchief
Blazoned with the creed of Islam;
Space in centre left unpatterned,
Craftsman's purpose unaccomplished,
Left one corner uncompleted;
Were it finished world would end
For it was no common weaving;
Work from girlhood of his mother.
Full of love-charms and enchantments:
Charm to win each heart at outset:
Charm to drive a village crazy:
Charm of Solomon the Prophet
Bringing sundered hearts together;
Charm of unison for lovers.
As when salt is mixed with acid
Each more pungent for the mixing:
Charms make drunk the heart with longing;
Charm the white cow gave his name to
(This so lucky, none that have it
Need fear violence in dying);
Charm that opens every barrier
Even as Jonah oped the whale's mouth;
All were woven in the pattern
Such the raiment of Sri Rama
Scarf he donned of royal tissue,
Shoulder-scarf of many colours,
Muslin of no common weaving,
Wore by craftsmen gilded like fishes
In a jar in midst of ocean;
Craftsmen beaked like birds assisted
Task accomplished, slain the weavers
Lest the pattern be repeated
Scarf the dress of old-world rajas,
Not to-day the dress of rajas
Hung to dry it gathers moisture,
Dryer grows, if soaked in water.
Is it rent? The thread for mending
Purchased at a hundred dollars.
Makes it but the costlier fabric
Let one drop of dew but damp it
Cubits of it straight will tangle:
Till unravelled by the sephyra:
Such the raiment of Sri Rama.
These metrical passages are an interesting problem. Sir William Maxwell compared them with Dyak blank verse. In metre, tone and style, they are like the magic invocations of which Mr. Skeat has collected so many examples. One invocation\(^1\) gives phrases descriptive of house-building that are identical with those in the metrical picture of a house in *Awang Sulong*; in another the *Hantu Sungkui* is invested with the regalia of a Menangkabau raja, regalia enumerated in identical terms in a rhapsodist version now in my possession of the Sumatran story *Chëndur Mata*. They also resemble the sayings in which is embodied the Negri Sembilan costitution: there are the same metaphors, the same metre and even identical passages; the description of upland jungle is word for word alike in both contexts.

It has been debated if the admixture of elements in these romances took place among the Muhammadan peoples of Southern India, but to solve the problem it would require a knowledge of several languages and literatures. There is little doubt that most of them came into the Peninsula by way of Menangkabau. There is the evidence of the metrical passages. The bulk of the stories, those collected by Sir William Maxwell and those recently gleaned, came from the same source, a Sumatran source. Mir Hassan, Sir William Maxwell's rhapsodist, was a son-in-law of Pawang Ana the old Termusai man who recited *Awang Sulong, Maalim Deman, Maalim Dewa, Anggun Che Tunggul, Raja Muda*. The version of *Awang Sulong*, obtained by Mr. Abraham Hale in Negri Sembilan, had identical Sumatran words (*Pa Bongsu for twanku: qadis for permaisuri*), identical

---

\(^1\) Malay Magic, p. 638 (CLXX); Malay Magic, p. 639 (XXIII).
metrical passages. The house described in *Awang Sulong* is of a Sumatran style, foreign to the Peninsula. There is a Menangkabau version of *Maalim Deman* in the library of the Batavian Association which, from the allusion in Dr. Snouck Hurgronje's *Achinese*, would tally without story: there is also an Achinese version which would seem to be a mixture of *Maalim Dewa* and *Maalim Deman* together: and a Batak version which, according to Hurgronje, has "only isolated points of resemblance." All these romances must have had an Odyssey of adventure up and down the Malay Archipelago, and the prose parts have picked up much flotsam and jetsam in the wanderings of reciters: local pantuns, local words, local custom. The pantuns in *Awang Sulong* touch on islands and headlands from Malacca to Kedah Peak, and even the trite modern verse on Captain Light and the founding of Penang has crept in. The romances are not classic texts, a field for palaeographical criticism, but literature in solution handed down orally from father to son, and one version of the same story will differ from another if only in transcription. *Awang Sulong*, for instance, was put into literary form by a Perak raja, and some of the ceremonial of the Kuala Kangsar court has been interpolated in place of the reciter's brief allusions or in explanation of his metrical summary of, say, a wedding feast. Often scribes mar the older metrical passages from failure to understand obsolete words and foreign allusions or from failure to appreciate the vigorous unpolished style.

For primitive folk-lore appeals little to the taste of the modern Malay, proud as he is of the new learning, the smooth emasculate verse, the Arabic phrase. If
only he would write of the speed of railway and motor car as the rhapsodist sang of the speed of the wind-swift barks of romance; if only he would give us the same vivid word-pictures of priest and policeman, towkay or tamby, European official or native celebrity, which Anggun Che Tunggal gives us of the Dutch captain or Chündur Mata of "The Keeper of Keys of God's Kaabah," if he would write of the real wonders of modern life as rhapsodists sang of the marvels of mythical rajas, their charms and their weapons; if he could adapt instead of copy, with his eye on the teeming varied life around him whom fate has thrown into contact with so many civilisations, then, at last, we might hope for a speedy renascence, and an independent literature. For the Malay has humour, taste, imagination, a rich language, and (his best pantuns bear witness) a fund of genuine passion and emotion, but one foreign influence after another has borne down on him so rapidly that he cannot weigh the relative value of his materials nor see the wood for the trees.

[As Sir William Maxwell's collection and Mr Hugh Clifford's Raja Budiman have appeared with translations in the "Journal of the Straits Branch of the Royal Asiatic Society" (vols 17, 18, 19) and Raja Budiman a separate publication, and as those more recently collected are appearing in a similar form, it has been thought unnecessary to append analyses of particular romances. It is a pity that the Committee of the Asiatic Society does not republish Sir William Maxwell's tales with his translations, romanised, and in one volume.]
APPENDICES.

I.


Baginda Dae reigned in Johor Lamp. He despatched a trusted counsellor, one Nakhodah Kasim, to sail forth and look for a suitable place for a settlement, for there were plenty of willing emigrants. Nakhodah Kasim got ready a fleet of prahuas and sailed up the Straits of Malacca, hugging the coast, till he reached Brans in district and river in Perak. While there he saw that a brisk trade was being carried on between the coast and the interior. His curiosity was aroused, and he penetrated on foot into the interior and discovered the Perak river. Here he traded, like the natives of the country, making trips up and down river, and selling salt and tobacco at river-side villages. On one of these trips he reached Tuanong, in the north of Perak, and made fast his boat to the bank. After a few days the Semangs (for Perak was not yet populated by Malays) came down from their hills to buy salt. They came loaded with the produce of their gardens—sugar-canes, plantains, and edible roots—and brought their wives and families with them. A Semang girl, while her father was bargaining at the boat, took up a sugar-cane and began to strip off the rind with a knife; she accidentally cut her hand. Blood issued from the wound and its colour was not red but pure white. Nakhodah Kasim landed to see it with his own eyes. It occurred to him that this was a family not to be lost sight of; he loaded the father with presents, and in a month's time had so far won the confidence of the shy Semangs that he was able to ask for the girl in marriage. The father agreed, and Nakhodah Kasim and his wife settled at Kuala Tuanong, where they built a house and planted fruit trees.
Soon after their marriage an unprecedented flood occurred and quantities of foam came down the Perak river round the piles of their bathing-house; floating volumes of foam collected in a mass the size of an elephant. Nakhoodah Kasim's wife going to bathe tried to move it away with a stick; she removed the upper portion of it and disclosed a girl child sitting enveloped in cloud-like foam. The child showed no fear, and the white Semang carried her up to the house; heralding her discovery by loud shouts to her husband. The couple adopted the child willingly, for they were childless. The child was called Tan Puteh, but her father gave her the name of Tan Purba. As she grew up the wealth of her foster-parents increased; the village grew in extent and population and gradually became an important place.

One day some Semangs were hunting at a hill near the river Plus, called Bukat Pasir Puteh or Bukit Pelandok. They heard their dogs barking furiously, but on following them up found no quarry only a large bamboo (bulok betong), small at the top and bottom and having one large thick point. They split open the thick part of the stem and found in it a male child, whom they forthwith took to Nakhoodah Kasim. The latter adopted him as his son, and when the two children were grown up they were betrothed and in due time married. The marriage, however, was merely nominal, for Tan Puteh Purba preserved her virginity and returned to Changkat Pelandok; her husband returned to his native district. Plus Nakhoodah Kasim at last died, leaving Tan Puteh mistress of the whole of Perak. As he lay dying, he told her how he had come from Johor and how he had been despatched by its Raja, Sultan Mahmud, to find a suitable place for a settlement; and, with his dying breath, directed that a Raja for Perak should be asked for from that country. Tan Puteh called one of her ministers, Tan Saban, who came of a noble family and belonged to the district called Tanah Merah, Red Earth; he had two children, both girls. Tan Saban was commanded by his mistress to open negotiations with Johor, and this having been done, a prince of the royal house of that kingdom who traced descent from the old line of Menangkabau sailed for Perak to assume the sovereignty. He brought with him the (usual) insignia......in a box called Basian. On his way up the Perak river the new Raja stopped at Selat Lembajayan, and, in leaning
over the boat's side to look at some fish, lost his crown, which fell from his head and immediately sank. His people dived in vain for it, and from that day to this no Sultan of Perak has had a crown. Near Kota Stia, the Raja was received by Tan Puteh, Tan Saban and all the chief men of the country, who escorted him to Kota Lumut, where he was formally installed Sultan of Perak under the title of Ahmad Taj Uddin Shah, and one of the daughters of Tan Saban was given to him in marriage. (It is he to whom Perak Malays popularly ascribe the political organisation of the country under the control of chiefs of various ranks). After a short reign he died, leaving one son, about two years old. As soon as the Sultan's death was known in Johor, a nephew of his (who was afterwards known as Sultan Malik Shah) started for Perak. Having reached his late uncle's palace at Tanah Abang, to which place the capital had been removed from Kota Lumut, he called for the nurses and attendants of the infant Raja and demanded permission to visit his young cousin. He was accordingly introduced into the prince's apartment, and seizing the child by violence broke his neck and killed him. He then seized the royal sword and other insignia and established himself as Raja. By degrees all the chiefs and people came in and accepted the usurper as sovereign with the single exception of Tan Saban, grandfather of the murdered boy. His obstinate refusal led to a war which lasted three years. Tan Saban was gradually driven further and further up the Perak river. His most determined stand was made at Kota Lumut, where he fortified a strong position. This was closely invested by the Sultan's forces and a long siege ensued. During the siege an unknown warrior joined the Sultan's army. He came from Pagaruyong, in Menangkabau, and was the illegitimate son of the great Sultan of that country by a concubine. In consequence of his illegitimate birth he was driven forth, having for his sole fortune a matchlock (istinggar) and four bullets on each of which was inscribed: "This is the son of the concubine of the Raja of Pagaruyong, his name is Megat Terawis; wherever this bullet falls he will become a chief." Megat Terawis did not declare his name or origin to the Perak men, but, having selected an auspicious day, he asked one of the Sultan's followers to point out Tan Saban to him. Tan Saban was frequently to be seen on the outworks of his fort across the
rively dressed in garments of conspicuous colours: in the morning he wore red, at mid-day yellow, and in the evening his clothes were green. When he was pointed out to Megat Terawis it was morning and he was dressed in red. Megat Terawis levelled his matchlock and fired, and his bullet struck Tan Saban's leg. The skin was hardly broken and the bullet fell to the ground at the chief's feet; but on taking it up and reading the inscription he knew that he had received his death-wound. He retired to his house, and, after ordering his flag to be hauled down, despatched a messenger to the opposite camp to call the warrior whose name he had read on the bullet. Enquiries for Megat Terawis were fruitless at first, for no one knew the name. At length he declared himself and went across the river to the presence of the dying man. The latter said to him, Megat Terawis, thou art my son in this world and the next and my property is thine. I likewise give thee my daughter in marriage and do thou serve the Raja faithfully and not be rebellious as I have been. Tan Saban then sued for the Sultan's pardon, which was granted to him, and the marriage of his daughter with Megat Terawis was permitted to take place. Tan Saban died and was burned with all the honours due to a Malay chief. Megat Terawis was raised to the rank of a chief, and one account says he became Bendahara. Not long after this, the Sultan ascended the Perak river to its source, in order to fix the boundary between Perak and Patani. At the foot of the mountain Titi Wangsa they found a great rock in the middle of the stream from beneath which the water issued; and there was a wild cotton tree upon the mountain which bore both red and white flowers, the white flowers being on the side facing Perak and the red ones on the side turned towards Patani. Then the Sultan climbed up upon the big rock in the middle of the river and drawing his sword Pirbuyang smote the rock and clave it in two, so that the water ran down in one direction to Perak and in the other to Patani. This was declared to be the boundary between the two countries. On their return down-stream the Raja and his followers halted at Chegar Galah, where a small stream runs into the river Perak. They were struck with astonishment at finding the water of this stream as white as the grated pulp of coconut (santan). Megat Terawis, who was despatched to the source of the stream to discover the cause,
found there a large karuan fish suckling her young one: she had large white breasts from which milk issued. He told the Raja, who called the river Perak (silver) from its exceeding whiteness and returned to Kota Lama.

(2)

Hu, si gempar alam
Gegak gempita.
Jarum bési akan rumaku,
Jarum tembaga akan rumaku.
Ulir bisa akan janggut-ku;
Buaya akan tongkat mulut-ku,
Harimau mendram di-pengri-ku,
Gajah mendenging buni suara-ku,
Suara-ku seperti buni halus jarit,
Bibir tèrkapat, gegi tèrkuncu
Jikalau beringak bumi dengan langit
Bergerak-lah hati engkau
Hendak marah atau hendak mémbarakan ka pada aku (p. 604).

Aku bisa. Túang aku tembaga
Aku bernama harimau Allah (p. 653).

Al-salam alrikum puteri saktokong besar,
Yang beralus bérhilar si mayang,
Si gédaheh mayang.
Puteri tujob daru dang mayang
Mari kérhil ka-mari,
Mari sénik ka-mari
Mari burong ka-mari.
Mari talus ka-mari.
Aku mémaut leher mu,
Aku ményanggul rambut mu,
Aku mémbarakan sadap gading
Akan membasoh muka-mu,
Sadap gading mprr anchong kamu,
Kach a gading mênaddakan-mu,
Kolam gading mênanti di-bauwah-mu,
Bërtëpok bërkechar di-dalam kolam gading,
Kolam bërnama maharaja bërnalin (p. 612-3).—
"Skeat's Malay Magic."

Dudok aku di-bauwah arash Allah,
Payong-ku Muhammad sërtta-ku,
Jibrail di-kanan-ku,
Mikal di-kiri-ku,
Sëdang mëlaikat mëngiringkan aku
Khalisat Allah.
Ya hanan, ya manan
Ya din, ya bûrhan,
Yasin ul-koran,
Tërtutup tërkunchi
Hati sakulian sëtru lawan-ku,
Mëmandang-ku;
Tërbuka tërkëmbang
Hati sëdang múmin
Mëmandang-ku;
Bërkat aku sërtta Allah bërdiri-ku
Sërtta Muhammad bërmarah Allah,
Maka bërmarah aku bërmarah Muhammad,
Maka aku bërmarah-
Luar tëdong akan chawat-ku,
Gajah mëta akan kéindiñran-ku,
Kilat pantas akan tëntang-ku,
Harimau buas akan bayang-ku,
Bërkat aku mëmakai doa Si Awang Lëbeh;
Dudok pun aku lëbeh,
Bërdiri pun aku lëbeh,
Bërjalan pun aku lëbeh,
I.

(1)

A SYNOPSIS OF PENINSULAR MOUSE-DEER STORIES.

Some Mouse-deer Tales (R. O. Winstedt Journal, Royal Asiatic Society, Straits Branch, No 45, 1905) — Buffaloes release Crocodile whose tail has been pinned by the fall of a tree: Crocodile repays this kindness by saving one of them by the hind-leg till Mouse-deer coming up pretends to disbelieve the story of the release and so nettles Crocodile that he gets the Buffaloes to raise the trunk again and creeping too close is pinned down once more. (Skeat, page 20, gives a version, where man takes the part of buffalo, tiger of crocodile and a trap of the fallen tree) Dying Crocodile swears eternal enmity between his tribe and Mouse-deer. Mouse-deer is caught by a Crocodile, but escapes by saying it is not his leg but a withered branch which has been gripped. To cross a river without danger, Mouse-deer bids all the Crocodiles in the name of Solomon rise and be counted: he then crosses on a bridge of their backs. Sambur-deer, meeting Mouse-deer, sees his mouth red with slaver, Mouse-deer declares it is from the juice of betel-nut which he got in a kampong where all comers are welcome. Sambur-deer goes thither and is trapped by the gardener. A Sambur-fawn attacks Mouse-deer for killing her mother. Mouse-deer leaps into a deep pit to escape and later climbs out on the backs of beasts he has decoyed down by pointing at the drifting clouds and saying the sky is falling.
APPENDICES.

(This device is also used in one of the tales of the Hikayat Pelandock Djinska.) Mouse-deer persuades Tiger, who wants to devour him, to open his mouth wide and jumping right into his maw kills him. Mouse-deer cheats Tiger by pretending a wasp’s nest is Solomon’s gong, when a blow from inquisitive Tiger sets the wasps stinging him; by pretending a slit bamboo stem in which the wind sounds is Solomon’s viol, when Tiger’s tongue is pinched off in the closing fissure; by pretending cow-dung is Solomon’s rice; by pretending a coiled snake is Solomon’s turban, when Tiger is killed by Snake. Mouse-deer is caught fast in a “Tar-baby,” but, getting a bird to cover him with bird-lime, is taken for dead and stinking and thrown on a rubbish heap whereas he leaps away. Mouse-deer, caught in a trap, tells the Watch-dog he is shut there for refusing to marry the gardener’s daughter: the Dog, being anxious to marry, takes his place and gets a beating. Mouse-deer is worsted in a race with King-snail, who ranging his subjects along the shore bids each in station pop up in front of Mouse-deer, who sees King-snail apparently always ahead of him. (Skeat, page 33, gives this story of the King-crow and the Water-snail.)

A Mouse-deer Tale (G. M. Laidlaw, J R A S., S. B., No. 46, 1906. Taken down in Perak from a Perak Man) — Mouse-deer is Punghulu and Tiger Hulubalang to King Solomon, who in appearance is a Sakai. Mouse-deer wanting to eat a sleek Sambur doe he has met, gets Tiger to pretend to be dead: Friend Elephant, Friend Pig, Friend Doe are carrying the corpse for burial, when Tiger jumps up and captures Friend Doe. Tiger and Mouse-deer take the carcass to cook in a clearing: at night Mouse-deer asks permission to sleep, but warns Tiger not to touch his eye-teeth: Tiger neglects this warning and is detected by Mouse-deer, who, when it is Tiger’s turn to sleep, watches and eats Tiger’s share of the meat, putting bark of the same shape in its place: next day Tiger complains of the bitterness of his portion and Mouse-deer says it comes from touching the eye-teeth. They arrive at a river, and, after getting Tiger to push him across on a raft, Mouse-deer leaps aroha leaving Tiger to drift and shouting out the truth about the bitter meat. Tiger gets to land and would devour Mouse-deer, who cheats him with hornets’ nest and snake (as in the above series, but the encounter with,
the snake is not fatal). Mouse-deer crosses a river on a bridge of Crocodiles (as above). Crocodile makes a grab at Mouse-deer’s leg, but catches a twig; Mouse-deer pretends it really is his leg and so puts Crocodile off his guard while he scrambles away. (This is a variant version.) Crocodile and Tigre consult how to avenge themselves on Mouse-deer: caught in water he is to be Crocodile’s portion, caught ashore, Tigre’s. Mouse-deer dancing on the edge of the bank provokes Tigre to spring at him and so into the water, where Crocodile devours him. (Skeat, page 22, gives a version in which Mouse-deer plays no part, and, page 24, a Tigre story turning on the same compact.) The borrower of an axe declares he cannot return it because it has been eaten by weevils, and the case comes before Solomon: Mouse-deer comes in, black with ashes, and says he has been singing putting out the sea which was on fire. "A most unlikely story," says King Solomon. "But not more so than weevils eating steel," retorts Mouse-deer. And King Solomon gives the case against the borrower. Tigre tells Mouse-deer he has dreamt of eating a black goat. Mouse-deer bids him go before King Solomon and hurries away and fetches Goat, torch in his hand, to the palace. King Solomon decrees whatever one dreams should be done; whereupon Mouse-deer seizing the torch declares he will burn the palace because he has dreamt of its being gutted by fire. King Solomon then alters his decision.

Fables and Folk-tales from an Eastern Forest (W. Skeat, Cambridge, 1901). Most of the Mouse-deer stories were collected from a Kelantan Malay in Patani, the rest in Ulu Kedah. — King Tigre is sick. The Crown-prince suggests that to eat of every beast of the field will cure him and all come and are eaten except Mouse-deer. At last Mouse-deer is brought, too, and ascribes his reluctance to a dream of his that "to devour that which is nearest" would cure His Highness: King Tigre devours the Tiger Crown-prince and appoints Mouse-deer prince in his stead. Mouse-deer and Heron sailing to Java quarrel because Mouse-deer sleeps at the tiller: Heron pecks a hole in the boat and Mouse-deer only escapes a passing Shark by promising if carried ashore to teach him magic: Shark takes him ashore and Mouse-deer ties up his benefactor with magic rattan and kills him. Tiger coming up, Mouse-deer consents to share Shark’s carcass
with him, but, after cheating Tiger into making a fire, cooking the meat and fetching water, runs off up a tree with all the meat. (The tales of "The Otter's Babies" and of "The Man, the Tiger and the Trap and Mouse-deer" are noted elsewhere.) Mouse-deer informing Tiger that he has met a bigger Tiger with a Flying Squirrel astride his muzzle deludes Tiger into seeking for this rival; when, putting a Flying Squirrel on Tiger's own muzzle, he shows him his shadow in the river, whereat he leaps to attack and is drowned (cf., the story in Grêlila dan Démöna of "Lion and the Shadow"). Mouse-deer incites the Bull of the Clearing and the Bull of the Bush to fight, and the latter is killed. Mouse-deer sitting on a hillock to watch is attacked by ants but gets Bull of the Clearing to scatter the ant-hill: Bull rushes off to escape the ants and Mouse-deer gets the carcass of the slain Bull. This carcass Tiger tries to steal, but Mouse-deer, bidding him fetch thorny fire-wood from across the river, stands over him quivering as he struggles bleeding up the high bank on his return, and Tiger thinking Mouse-deer is quivering from designs on himself plunges back. Elephant and Tiger wager to make Monkey fall from a tree; whoever succeeds is to be eaten by the other. Tiger succeeds, but when he wants to claim the penalty, Mouse-deer pours molasses down Elephant's back, instructs him to trumpet as with pain and standing on his back makes believe to gnaw him. This spectacle sends Tiger fleeing in terror till Ape tells him it is Mouse-deer; then they return together: but Mouse-deer makes Tiger flee once more and take Ape for a traitor by crying, "Why did not you bring two Tiger for my meal, Ape, instead of one?"

Hikayat Pêlandoek Djinaka (Ed. H. C. Klinkert, Leiden, 1885... Written in Kampung Gelam, Singapore).—Mouse-deer tells the Goats it is owing to his prayers that Tiger never troubles them, and then visits Tiger and says the end of the world is at hand and Goats shall devour the Tigers: the Tigers seeing the Goats' mouths blood-red (with berries which Mouse-deer has hidden them eat) are terrified and swear amity with the Goats. The beasts harassed by an Ogre asks Mouse-deer's aid: Mouse-deer digs a hole in front of the Ogre's den and cries that the sky is falling, which leads the Ogre to leap into the hole, where, under pretence of medicining his aches, Mouse-deer binds him with cords and buries him. Monkey disallows Mouse-deer's claim to
sovereignty and reviles him. Mouse-deer despatches Raja Bear and Raja Jackal to deal with the offender. who flees to Raja Lion. Mouse-deer defeats Raja Lion by engaging him in a contest as to which can leap a blow-pipe laid across the forked branches of a tree, and at the same time eat jela fruit placed in the fork: tiny Mouse-deer easily performs this feat, but Lion is stuck in the branches and the fruit he eats has been filled by Mouse-deer with ants. In this plight he is stamped and thrust by Mouse-deer until he craves pardon. Monkey next flees to Elephant, whom Mouse-deer defeats in a wrestling bout by tricking him into mistaking a tree stump for his leg (which Elephant cannot break or move), and then, when his turn comes to try a fall, thrusts his sharp hooves into the quick of Elephant's toes and leaping on his neck digs his antlers into the root of Elephant's ears till he cries for mercy. Mouse-deer rides the Beasts of the post of alligators in river Damasa by means of tuba root. Mouse-deer challenges the Beasts to drink dry a river: he drinks when the tide is running out. when it is flowing in. Deer finds the river Tenom sacred to Solomon and the Beasts fish there. But every day their fish is stolen by an Ogre, who puts to flight such champions as Bear, Bull, Tiger and Rhino. Mouse-deer sets on guard, binding himself up with cords; these he tells the Ogre who comes up are magic simples. The Ogre asks for simples and is tied up and killed. Raja Ant challenges Elephant to battle for killing his subjects and digging a hole in mid plain causes Elephant to trip and fall. whereupon Ants swarm out and sting him to death. Mouse-deer approves his defeat, but orders the holeful of swarming Ants to be burnt out in retaliation for torturing Elephant wantonly.

Shaer Pelandok Jênaka. (Lith. Singapore). In substance and arrangement a later, shorter and inferior version of the last work.

A SYNOPSIS OF THE HIKAYAT GELILA DAN DEMINA.

There was a King of Padali Parum, named Sugaderma, who had four foolish sons. A Brahman, named Sumasanma, offered to teach them and did so by telling them fables.
Lion, the King of Beasts, was once terrified at the lowing of a domestic Bull. His captains, the Jackals Gelila and Demina (who are transformed demons), bid him not be afraid like the jackals frightened from their feed on corpses on a stricken field by the sound of a drum beaten only by a wind-awayed branch. They find the Bull, and Lion makes him Grand Vizier. Gelila is jealous. Demina tells the tale of the Crow, who steals a princess' necklace while she is bathing and in sight of her maids takes it to the hair of a Cobra who has stolen her eggs, so that the maids follow up the trail and kill the Cobra. Also of the Lion, who harried the beasts till, on Mouse-deer's advice, they provided him with one victim a day, and, the lot at last falling on Mouse-deer, he tells Lion how he has been delayed on the road by a larger Lion who reviles his highness and how he has left him devouring a deer hard by a well, whereupon King Lion sets out to attack this rival, and being shown his own shadow mistakes it for his foe, leaps in and is drowned. Also of the Stork, who told the Fish their pool would dry up, got leave to carry them one by one to deeper water and devoured them on the way, till when Crab was being carried along he saw the bones of his friends and nipped the neck of Stork till he died. Accordingly, Gehla suggests they two use guile to set Lion against Bull, and goes and tells Lion that Bull claims to be greater than his master, pointing out the consequence of bad friends by the parable of the Flea and the Bug: Flea consented to be Bug's friend, if Bug would bite folk only when they were asleep; but, the friendship formed, Bug forgot his promise and bit folk, who were awake and caught Flea in mistake for Bug. Gehla then runs off and pretends to Bull that Lion would kill him for a feast, telling the tale of the Lion whose three viziers, the Jackal, the Tiger and the Crow, being jealous of Camel, the fourth vizier, pretend at a time of famine that there is no other food to be found and get Camel devoured. He also relates the story of the Sand-piper. The Sand-piper's wife told him how in a drought two birds bade their friend Tortoise grip a stick in the middle and let them fly off with him to a deeper pond, and how Tortoise hearing yokels cry out opened his mouth and fell to the ground and was killed. Yet Sand-piper still insisted on her laying her eggs near the sea, and the tide carried them off. But they called upon Hawk, the King of the Birds,
who got the Angel of the Sea to order the return of the eggs and so recovered them. "This came of good counsel," said Gelila, "and I would advise you to anticipate Lion and on a wet day lower your head, lift your tail and attack Lion when his eyes are red and his mane bristling; that is a safe time." But Demina upbraids Gelila for his plotting and tells several stories to illustrate the fate of evil counsellors. The sons of two merchants, one good and one prodigal, travelled to a far country, and the good son profited a thousand dollars, but the bad nothing; and the good son divided his fortune with the prodigal; on their way back, the prodigal suggested they should bury their money under a tree and then came alone by night and stole it. He was haled before a judge and offered to call the tree as a witness, which being allowed he went home and asked his father to creep into the trunk and speak for the tree. The father demurred and told how Crab put a string of fish from Mongoose's hole to the hole of Snake who stole his eggs, so that Mongoose followed up the trail and killed Snake. But the son compelled the father, and when the judge heard the tree speak he ordered straw to be lit inside the trunk; the father fell suffocated; the son was fined one thousand gold pieces, and sentenced to be executed for causing his father's death. So perish evil counsellors. Again, there was a merchant whose friend sold his iron held on trust and averred it had been eaten by rats; but the merchant kidnapped his friend's child and said a hawk had carried it off; the judge declared it an unlikely story, but the merchant replied it was likelier than for rats to eat steel, and so won his case (cf. Mr. Laidlaw's tale of Mouse-deer and the axe-head eaten by weevils). Gelila hearing these tales repeats and runs off to make peace between Lion and Bull, but finds Bull already killed.

Second Tale.—In a country called Megilaroni there lived a clever Crow, named Elagopedena, who, watching a lowly spread his snare and catch doves, saw the King Dove bid his subjects fly off bodily with the snare and take it to Mouse who gnawed them free. So Crow makes friends with Mouse, after some demur from Mouse because Crow is a bird of prey. In time of famine Crow carries off Mouse to Tortoise's pond. Mouse tells Tortoise how he fed on a hermit's crumbs till another hermit came and told how to catch him, relating the story of the Brahman
who told his wife a tale against covetousness (a hunter killed a
deer and turned after a pig that killed him; a jackal rushed up to
cut the hunter when the hunter’s last arrow went off and slew
him), for the second Brahman dug out his hole and found a gold
jar, and after there was no more gold to be found the first
Brahman drove Mouse away. The three friends are joined by
Deer. Mouse gnaws Deer out of a snare. Tortoise is caught by
the hunter but released by Deer lying in the hunter’s path and
pretending to be dead, whereat, the hunter forgets Tortoise and
lets him escape. These are the fruits of friendship.

Third Tale.—The Owls worst the Crows. King Crow debates
with his ministers, shall they make peace, or fight, or remove
from their haunts, or come to terms? “We cannot be friends: our
voices differ,” said his minister, “like the Ass’s bray differed from
the Tiger’s roar and betrayed him when his master the washer-
man wrapped him in a Tiger’s skin and turned him into the
rice-fields to get a cheap meal, so that he was killed.” And when
the birds wanted to make Owl their king, an old Crow told how
Mouse-deer’s story that the pool he drank in was the Moon’s
bathing-place saved it from incursions by the Elephants; and he
said their king should have a great and awful name like Moon.
The Crow also told how the Mouse-deer and the Mina-bird,
quarrelling over living in the same tree, went before the Cat as
arbiter and the Cat ate them both. “Ever since the time Old
Crow spoke out, Crows and Owls have been foes,” said the mini-
ter. The minister Crow then went to the Owls pretending he had
been hurt and expelled by his kind for friendship with the Owls.
Owls debate how to treat him. One of them tells how fear of a
burglar sent a young wife to an old husband’s arms, and how in
gratitude the old husband offered the burglar all his goods; so if an
enemy comes to do us a good turn, we should treat him well. A
thief and a devil met as they were about one to steal a Brahman’s
cow and the other to take his life, and the Brahman hearing them
dispute as to which should act first requited their evil intentions
by making friends between them. Again, a king gave a piece of
his own flesh to a hunter rather than give up a bird which had
sought refuge with him. So King Owl made minister Crow one
of his ministers, and Crow asked out of pretense of good-will that
he might be transformed into an Owl and go to destroy the Crows.
Whereupon King Owl related a story: A Hawk dropped a Mouse into the hands of a hermit: the Mouse turned into a girl; and when she came of age, the hermit sought the most powerful champion he could find to be her husband; he tried the sun, the sun was confined by clouds; he tried the clouds which were ruled by the wind, and the wind was stayed by a mountain, and the mountain could be burrowed by Mouse. So he tried the Mouse, who consented to wed her if she became a Mouse, which she did, resuming her former shape. Each beast must stick by his own shape. So minister Crow is made guardian of the Owls' cave, but in that capacity he lets the Crows pile up rubbish and suffocate the Owls. He tells King Crow, how King Frog made Snake act as his horse by a present of a frog a day till all the Frogs eaten. Snake went away. One cannot humour enemies.

Fourth Tale. — Give not one's goods to other folk. Crocodile and Ape were friends. Crocodile's wife was ill and ordered to eat Ape's heart. Crocodile taking Ape across the river to see his wife told him this, whereupon Ape got him to return by declaring he had left his heart at home. Ape leapt ashore and related a tale. Lion bade Jackal fetch him an Ass to devour. Jackal did so, but Lion terrified Ass by his roar. Jackal saved him back. Lion killed him and went away. Jackal ate his eyes and ears, and when Lion enquired about them, asked if an Ass with eyes and ears would have returned after hearing Lion's roar.

Fifth Tale. — Moral: do not act rashly. A Brahman foretold his wife that her unborn child would be a boy and a great chief. The wife related how a beggar was given a jar of flour and dreamt he would sell it and buy goats, and then cattle, and then have a wife and child, and beat his wife for neglecting the child, and so dreaming beat and broke the jar of flour and got nothing. But the Brahman's wife bore a male child. One day the Brahman left a Mongoose to guard the child; Mongoose killed a snake that would attack it. Brahman seeing Mongoose's mouth all bloody thought Mongoose had eaten the child, and killed him. His wife tells another tale. A father dissatisfied at his son's horoscope casts him away, whereat his wife dies and he kills himself. But the son grows up and dreams he is to beat three strangers who shall come to his house door and ask for alms. He does so and they give him great riches. A barber, seeing the incident, also
beats the strangers, but is haled before the king and executed. The wife tells another tale. A merchant left his wife and boy and went to a far country, bidding the boy buy anything wonderful or of value. The boy buys a letter hawked for a thousand pieces and hangs it over his bed. His father returns and sees his wife sleeping in the same place as a man, draws his sword to kill them both but sees the letter and reads its legend "Do nothing without foresight." He sheathes his sword and finds the man is his own grown son.

By these fables the king's four sons were taught wisdom.

Note. From a synopsis given on page 163, vol. II of Stedman Hurgonejo's Achinasa (O'Sullivan's Tr.), it would appear that Gonggrip's Geda den Duma (Leiden, Koff, 1870) differs considerably from Abdullah Munshi's edition (Singapore Government Press, 1887, Rumanised, Leiden, 1904), which has been used for this article—perhaps it follows the Persian and not the Tamil version of the Sanskrit original, the version referred to by Van den Tunk (Essays Relating to Indo-China, vol. II, page 29, note.)

(3)

Two men (men, be it noticed) quarrelled about a loan which one had made to the other. The debtor had promised to repay the loan in two months. (In Malay, moon and mouth are the same word.) When, upon the expiry of the stipulated time, the creditor demanded repayment, the debtor replied laconically, pointing to the sky. "There is only one moon."

"It is two months since I lent you the money," replied the creditor, "and you promised to pay in two months."

"But there is only one moon" was all that he could get out of the debtor... Then to settle the dispute they went to Sir Peace of the Forest (Salam di Rima). Sir Peace heard both men state their cases and then, when the sun had set, took them both down to the river-bank. It was a cloudless night, and upon the bosom of the river the full moon shone reflected. "What is that?" said Sir Peace of the Forest to the debtor, pointing to the golden circle that lay upon the water.

"The moon," replied the debtor.

"And what is that?" said Sir Peace, pointing to the sky.

"The moon, also," replied the debtor.

"That makes two," cried Sir Peace. "Two moons: and the time has come for you to pay your debts."

DAKI HAL PELANDOK MEMIJAK ANAK MEMERANG.

Maka ada-lah kunun masa zéman nabi Allah Šuleiman alaihi salam dengan tákdir Allah ta'ala ka-pada masa itu sémua binatang bérchakap sêperti manusia juga. Maka ada pun nabi Allah Šuleiman itu lima pérldana ménteri-nya, suatu ménteri-nya daripada manusia, suatu ménteri-nya daripada jin bérnama Raferit, suatu ménteri-nya daripada unggas, dua ménteri-nya darípada binatang landak dan pelandok; didalam lima pérldana ménteri itu yang arif bijak-sana pérta na manusia, yang kédua landak, yang kétiga Salam-di-rimba ra-itu pelandok; tétapi Salam-di-rimba itu-lah yang témashhur arif bijak-sana-nya.


jakkan anak-anak Sang Mémérang itu, Tuanku, karna patek tengah késusahan hati sangat naik gembira menéngar bunyi gendang pérang Duli Yang Maha Mulia milaínkan térlebeh maalum-lah ka-bawah duli hal patek ini."


Hata sa-télah baginda mënèngarkan sémah Sang Sébarau itu, maka baginda pun bértitah kapada Sang Mémérang dèngan

III.

(1)

A SYNOPSIS OF PENINSULAR FARCICAL TALES.

Pa Kadok.—Pa Pea’s-cod, after getting his wife to stitch him a fine paper suit went to the royal cock pit with his best cock. The raja seeing what a fine bird Pa Pea’s-cod had easily persuaded him to exchange it for another cock which on royal word was superior. Pa Pea’s-cod set the bird given him against his own cock and wagered his house and garden on the issue. His own cock which he had parted with won and so caused him to lose his property. He clapped his sides over the fight, and his paper clothes burst and left him to run home naked. However, another day he caught a fish which had swallowed a lot of jewellery, and so recovered his lost fortunes.

Pa Pandir.—Father Folly came of folk who had lived on dry rice clearings up in the hills for generations, their wits unsharpened by play and association with others. His wife was Mother Andeh. When his father died, she sent him to buy salt for the funeral feast, and he put it in a hollow bamboo joint and hid the bamboo in a stream of water for safety. His wife gave birth to a son and begged her husband to go a-fishing that she might get fish to eat with her rice: the deer-cricket (bēlulang
rusa), she told him, was a fine bait; he took her to say deer-brisket (bélakung rusa), went into the forest, found a stag asleep and after a hard wrestle struck a hook into the poor animal’s back and threw him into the water for bait. His wife set him to mind the baby, and he bathed the child in boiling water with fatal effect. Carrying the corpse away in a fishing-net for burial, he dropped it and unsuspectingly buried the net only: retracing his steps he saw the corpse on the path, failed to recognise it and was comforted by the apparent commonness of infant mortality. His wife sent him to buy a buffalo for the funeral, describing the animal for his information as a grass-eater; he gave the first harvester he met a handsome price for a sickle and tied it up to a tree in his garden because it had cut him—its horns were so sharp. His next errand was to call the guests, the Hajis and Lebyes, or, as his wife described them, the white-capped ones and the bearded ones: he brought home a reluctant white-cap sparrow and a recalcitrant bearded goat. After that feat, he was commissioned to invite a Sheikh (kéramat in Islam) and warned not to take the wrong turning or he would alight at an Ogres’ den: of course, he mistook the road and brought the Ogres, man and wife, to the feast. The Ogres ate their fill and asked Father Folly to take home food to their children. Father Folly solicitously posted off and in excess of zeal choked the Ogres’ children with buffalo bones. He and his wife then fled for their lives across the river. The Ogres gave chase, but Mother Andeh cried that the river was deep and warned them to cross over in jars, in which they were swamped and drowned. Father Folly and his wife were rich for ever after on the Ogres’ treasures. Father Folly’s next achievement was to buy husks for rice. He toppled into the river on his return, for noticing ants cross in hundreds on a log, he reflected how they were many and he was one and tried to follow. His wife entrusted him with no more commissions: so he went a-fishing, killed his catch by knocking them on the heads with a chopper, smoked them and hung them in bags on a tree in the forest whither he resorted for secret gluttony; but his wife discovering his haunt asked him of what he was afraid, whereupon he averred he was afraid of nothing, neither of tigers nor of ghosts, but only of a grunting pig and the fabulous gérda. Accordingly, by imitating the noises of these
creatures his wife, hiding in the jungle, startled him into terror and carrying off the fish concealed them at home. In the following days she doled him out two fish a meal, but squatting down with her at his meals he wanted more, and declared she was hiding fish under her leg: she retorted it was her own flesh she was eating, whereupon Father Folly cut a slice off his thigh to taste. On recovering from the effect of that foolishness, Father Folly went into the forest and having the luck to lime five hundred birds on a fig-tree tied them alive all over his body: the birds flew away with him to the roof of a king's palace, where he was mistaken for a fairy and wedded to the king's daughter, but got a sad beating as soon as the secret was out. His next adventure was to pretend he was about to make a journey and induce his wife to prepare him supplies enough for seven days: he took the supplies and secretly returning home climbed on a shelf and lay there seven days devouring his easily earned rations. Father Folly met his death where he had been born and died—in a hill clearing. For one day being very hungry (he had always been hungry), he did not notice that the bananas which his wife had fried had not been skinned and ate them whole which brought on a colic whereof he died. He was buried by the rice-mortar.

Lihai Malang.—There was once a Luckless Priest living on the reach of a river. For one day, one man came and called him to bury a corpse, another to a feast to celebrate his pupil's completion of his religious studies, a third to a chanting of the Koran. So, the Luckless Priest told each of them he would come, and sat reflecting: "If I go to the funeral, I'll get a present of cloth; and if I go to the feast, I'll get a fine feed of meat and rice; and if I go to the chanting, I'll get cakes and sweetmeats. But I'd better go to the funeral first, as the law of Prophet lays it down as a paramount duty." So he set out to find the funeral over, the chanting ended and the cakes all eaten, the folk trooping away from the feast and only a bit of buffalo meat left him. Sadly he carried home the buffalo meat, but reaching his garden and remembering he had not collected the juice from his sugar palms set down the meat at the foot of the palm to climb the tree, when a dog at once filched it. The Priest gave chase; the dog bolted into a hole in a tree, whereupon the Priest doffed all
his clothes and stuffed up the hole with them, but the dog escaped by an aperture on the other side of the tree. A pair of pigeons mistook the naked Priest for a tree stump and alighted on him, he catching one under each arm-pit; but he tried to extract the bird under his right arm with his right hand, and the bird under his left arm with his left hand, and so let them go. He returned to picks up his clothes, but thieves had fished them; he looked for his palm-juice, but thieves had carried it off. So he went home naked and miserable and got a beating from his incensed help-mate.

Mat Jamin. Once upon a time a Malay yokel, Mat Jamin, was hired to climb coconut trees at so much a nut. So, having climbed to the top of a tree, he began to calculate how with the hire he would buy a hen, and the hen would have chickens which he would sell to buy goats, and the goats would have kids which he would sell and buy buffaloes, and the buffaloes have calves which he would sell to buy an elephant, and the elephant have young which he would sell to buy a ship and houses and lands, and finally he would marry a princess and she would hug him and he would wriggle. And so, in the ecstasy of imagination, he wriggled off the tree and was killed.

Pa Bēlālang - The Long-legs family were very poor folk, and when the rice crop failed they subsisted on potatoes, sugar-cane, bananas and so on. Accordingly, one day Daddy Long-legs said to young Long-legs, his son: "Go and hide the buffaloes of you folk ploughing, and if they clamour at their loss, say your father has the gift of divination and can tell them where their buffaloes are." Young Long-legs did so and hurried home and told his father how he had tied up the buffaloes to a tree in the jungle, a mile away. And when the ploughers came along and consulted the diviner, he told them of the spot and got a number of presents - rice, tobacco and money. Another time, the raja of the country had seven chests of valuables stolen, and hearing of Daddy Long-legs' fame as a diviner sent for him and threatened him with death if he failed to find the thieves. Daddy Long-legs went home and bade his wife bake him some loaves; she did so, and as each loaf made a noise cher falling into the hot oil, Daddy Long-legs counted them "One, two, three," up to seven: but just

\[\text{For this tale I am indebted to Mr. G. M. Laidlaw.}\]
then up came the thieves (pencakuri) one, two, three, up to seven; and thought he was counting them, whereas they confessed their crime and told him where the chests were hidden. He found the chests and the king hooped him with presents and made him Diviner Royal. Another time strange ships came to port and the captain brought goslings newly hatched whose sex he challenged all folk to determine, gaging his three ships against the raja's kingdom. The raja accepted the challenge and summoned Diviner Long-legs to discover the sex of the goslings. Diviner Long-legs was in a sore plight, but paddled out at night in a canoe and overheard the captain tell his wife, "If you would discover the sex of the goslings, get a bowl of water; the females will dive in first and the males follow." With that information he paddled away and won the challenge and the three ships for the raja. Later on seven ships came to port, and their captain staked his ships against the kingdom that no one could tell which was top and which was bottom of certain smooth round legs he carried. Diviner Long-legs declared he had seven books of divination on the subject, and paddling out by night overheard the captain say: "Whoever would tell top from bottom of the legs must hold them in the centre and put them in water and the bottom will sink first." With that information, he won this challenge also for the raja. Again, the king of a foreign country sent and begged that Diviner Long-legs might be lent him to discover his son's bride who, after seven days of marriage, had been ravished away by jins. Diviner Long-legs was despatched thither and headed the quest for the lost princess into the forest. There Hidzir Kutub u'lalam, a saint of Allah, rebuking him for his pretences (which, however, were not utterly distasteful to Allah in that they did harm to no man), showed him the cave where the princess lay concealed. Hence, further credit to Diviner Long-legs and many presents to take back to his own country. Another time, the raja making the Diviner Royal mount the royal elephant to balance the howdah caught a young "Long-legs" (grasshopper) in his hand and threatened death to his Diviner if he could not say what he had caught. The Diviner Royal, thinking of a son left fatherless, wept and blubbered, "Ah, young Long-legs, young Long-legs." "Right," quoth the raja, "a young Long-legs it is." But, after that, Daddy Long-legs set fire to his house (having secretly removed all his property) and
Declared all his books on divination had been destroyed so that he might live safe from royal moods and royal problems.

_Si Lunchai._—_Si Lunchai_ got his name because he was pot-bellied and big-buttocked. He was a poor fire-wood seller, but he thought he would like audience with the king, and as the king refused him audience on account of his ugly face, he painted his posterior red, black and yellow and stuck it with flowers and so presented himself to the astonished king. But, noticing the king's newly shaven head, he burst out laughing and being pressed for an explanation said his highness' head reminded him of the bald pate of his old dad. In a rage, the king ordered he be taken in a canoe to the river-mouth and drowned with a stone round his neck. _Si Lunchai_ started singing in the canoe and his arms were untied that he might beat time on a calabash. He told the boatmen to answer his refrain—

_He leapteth down with calabash_ with the words,

_Ah, let him go. Ah, let him go._

Then, being at the end of the boat where there was only the steersman and the paddlers' backs were turned, he leapt overboard and swam away. In vain the steersman yelled

_He leapteth down with calabash_ the paddlers only answered in chorus.

_Ah, let him go. Ah; let him go._

However, he was chased and caught ashore and put in a sack to be drowned. But going down-stream the boatmen heard the bark of a deer from the bank. "Ah." sighed _Si Lunchai_ from his sack; "God's gifts wasted" "How?" asked the boatmen. Quoth _Si Lunchai_: "There's a deer caught in the snare I set." So, the boatmen rushed ashore to catch the deer. _Si Lunchai_ was left alone in his sack and, hearing someone pass by, cried, in a loud voice: "I won't, I won't." The passer-by, a Tamil merchant, asked, "What won't you?" "I won't marry the king's daughter, and so he is having me drowned." "You fool," said the merchant. "Well," said _Si Lunchai_, "if you'd like to marry step into the sack and take my place; cry out 'I will, I will,' and you will be released."
So the merchant took his place, but though he cried "I will, I will," as lustily as he could, the boatmen laughed, "Why, Si Lunchai has gone mad and is chattering Tamil," and threw him into the sea and returned and told the king how Si Lunchai had gone crazy when he came to die. But Si Lunchai travelled about hawking the dead merchant's goods and at last, having donned a pilgrim's robe, coat, turban and prayer-beads, went into the presence of the king who had ordered his execution. He presented musk and ambergris to the king and declared how an angel had saved him alive from the sack and taken him up to heaven where he had met the spirits of the king's dead parents dwelling in bliss, who had begged him return and entreat their son visit them. "And if from this world you would see their state in heaven," said Si Lunchai, "build a tall scaffolding, and I can teach you a charm by which you can gaze into heaven; but a thousand pardons your royal highness, those that have the charm and yet cannot see into heaven are no true sons of their fathers but bastard only." So a scaffolding was built and Si Lunchai dilated on the heavenly palace he could descry, and king and counsellors all declared they could see it too because they did not wish to appear bastards. Then Si Lunchai took the king to the mouth of a deep pit where a glass lift had been prepared, and told the king the road to heaven was down the pit. The king entered the glass lift. Si Lunchai hung on outside it and the counsellors let them down. Si Lunchai leapt aside on to a ledge, but the king was let down to the bottom into the mouth of a dragon, who devoured him. Si Lunchai climbed out and announced he had been sent back not ripe for heaven to rule in place of the king, and that he was to marry the king's daughter. But, on the marriage night, the king's daughter, hating Si Lunchai and suspecting him of her father's death, stabbed him to the heart and he died.

Musang Bërjanggut.—A King, the Heir Apparent, the Vizier, the Temenggong, the Priest all fall in love with a beautiful newly wedded girl. The King bids the husband go into the forests and not return till he get a Bearded Polecat, a hopeless quest that will keep the husband out of the way. On the wife's advice, the husband pretends to set out but really hides at home. All the lovers send messages to the girl. She arranges for the Priest to
come at six o'clock, the Dato Temenggong at seven, the Vizier at eight, the Bendahara at nine, the Raja Muda at ten, and the King at eleven o'clock. As each comes, she puts him off saying she is busy cooking cakes for his repast. When the Dato Temenggong comes, she hides the Priest in a chest. When the Vizier comes, she puts the Temenggong on a shelf. When the Raja Bendahara arrives, she secretes the Vizier on another shelf. And when the Raja Muda's knock startles the Bendahara, she makes the Bendahara act the part of a scullion. Lastly, when the King taps the door, she makes the Raja Muda uphold a lamp in the middle of the room and pretend to be a pedestal. Finding the King exceedingly importunate, the girl promises to consent if he will play hobby-horse, and let her sit on his back and whip him up and down the room seven times. The King readily consents and struggles up and down the room with bleeding knees. Suddenly, the Vizier suffering from raging thirst and finding a coconut on his shelf mistakes the Raja Muda's shaven head just below him for marble and tries to crack the nut on it! There is a wild yell, a frantic rush: except the Priest who vainly pleads to be released. The husband issuing from his hiding-place pretends to have just returned from his quest and takes the Priest in the box up to the palace announcing that he has caught the Bearded Polecat. The Vizier, the Temenggong, the Bendahara all have to look into the box and report if it is the right species of polecat, and each hastily declares his ignorance of zoology as he recognises "To Ka," and the Priest growls out "Yes, and I know where you were last night." At last the King goes to inspect, too, and meets with the same reception. He orders the box to be removed from the palace. Husband and wife take it home and release a very penitent Priest. All the lovers eventually make handsome presents to the young couple.

Outline of "The Adventures of Saw Kay," in Mrs. Chan Toon's "Triumph of Love and other stories."—Saw Kay desiring to taste his mother's pig tells her how his father, one of a press-gang felling timber in the forest for the king's ships, has been killed by the fall of tree and so gets her to kill a pig for the funeral feast. Then off to his father in the forest pretending his mother has died of cholera and wheedling money for her funeral.
Back again to his mother bearing a bucket of palm-juice which he declares the Bok (or headman) contributes to his father's funeral for a consideration of fifty rupees; this his mother gladly pays and he pockets the money himself. When the press-gang is about to return home in the wet season, Saw Kay is in a quandary: so he tells his father he has found a new bride for him, the image of his dead mother, and at the same time informs his mother that he has found a new husband for her, the image of his dead father. He then actually contrives a marriage between his own parents and dees the consequences with a loan of pork and sixty rupees. The pork he sells to a jungle woman for one hundred rupees pretending he has met her husband who agrees to the price, and also that the loin sold represents the whole carcase of a wild hog lying out in the jungle, which he will send along as soon as possible. Then, hearing that the royal merchants are passing, he carves a bamboo and, having buried his money in bundles of four, five, and twenty rupees in various places, waves his bamboo as the merchants pass, crying, "Hey, for five rupees!" and striking the bamboo into the ground where a bundle is buried draws out five rupees. The merchants give him a thousand rupees for the magic bamboo. Later, after he has married and settled down, the merchants seek him to kill him for cheating them over the bamboo: but, having secretly told his wife and mother-in-law to kill fowl and prepare a curry, Saw Kay confronts the merchants and begs them to spare him till he has shot them enough jungle fowl to make a curry: he then goes into the jungle and fires at some fowl purposely failing to hit them and exclaiming, "Go home and curry yourselves." The merchants being then taken back to his house and seeing fowl being carried in the pot, think Saw Kay's is a magic bow and give him two thousand dollars for it. Cheated again, the merchants seek Saw Kay a second time but, pointing to his withered mother-in-law as his wife, he begs time to rejuvenate her and rolling her up in a mat (put in the doorway which leads into the interior of the hut) beats the mat with a née pestle shouting, "Become a virgin." The old woman rolls into the hut and Saw Kay's blooming young wife presents herself at the doorway. The merchants spare his life in return for the pestle, and, using it to transform their own old wives into girls, beat the unhappy women to death. The
king decrees Saw Kay's execution. He is put in a wicker-basket to be pushed off a high bank into the river, but, the sentry dosing, a stranger comes up-river and asks him why he is there, to which he replies, "Because I refuse the crown of Ava, and as the astrologers say none other may reign while I live, it has been decreed that I shall die." The strange merchant willingly changes places and Saw Kay sits in his boat to watch his own execution. [And so on, as quoted in article on Farcical Tales.]

IV.

(1)
Tujoh bila kantai teparah.
Tujoh gelugor teparah,
Berdru-dru hujan panas,
Sabong-menyabong kilat,
Panah-memanah halilintar,
Bersunyi sakalire bunyi-bunyian.

(2)
Ayer kilir terhenti-kenti,
Burong tiberang lagi berkalek,
Menengar bunyi suara-nya itu,
Bunyi suara Nabi Daud.

(3)
Sembah-menyembah chicak di atas, chicak di-
péran,
Berbantah kélang di-udara,
Parang-mémbarang iyu hóngkong,
Lular-mélular ilan raya.

(4)
Tujoh kasta bidang dada-nya,
Tujoh chap pokok lengan-nya,
Gérham-nya empel sa-rumpun;
Sagenglang makan daging,
Dua chipak ikat di-gigi-nya.
(5)
Datang wali dari Mekkah.
Yang empunya Kaubah-Allah.
Jubah puteh, sorban puteh.
Tuboh berkilat, chermin China.

(6)
Berseluar berdgunggu nama-nya.
Pesak berpesong sendiri-nya.
Berasus-ratus chermin dis-pengang.
Bersibu-ribu chermin di-kaki.
Menhari merata-rata budan.
Chermin besar menurut pesak.
Itu-lah pakaian raja Sri Rama.
Kain chindai jantan.
Panjang linya tiup-pulok.
Tiga-pulok dengar rambu-rambu-nya.
Tiga kali sa-hari bersubah warna-nya.
Pagi-pagi warna embun.
Tengah hari warna lembayung.
Pitang-pitang warna minyak
Itu-lah pakaian raja Sri Rama.
Baju beldu kesumba murup.
Tiga kali mnomak siri.
Tujoh kali menolak pati.
Tiga tahun digang bersayar.
Pati lihat di-tapak tangan
Itu-lah pakaian raja Sri Rama
Keris sempaya ganja imas.
Ganja memumpang puting putar sendiri-nya.
Batak mayat dua sanjanjar di-pangkai.
Pamur janji di-lungah
Lam jalalah di-tuntong.
Pamur alif tirdiri sendiri-nya:
Bersambut panjut puteh.
Bukan-nya berc sa-barang berci.
Berci lebih pengauking
Pintu Kaubah Allah.
Di-limpa anak nabi Allah Adam dahulu.
Di-hanchor di-tapak tangan,
Di-timpa di-wjong jari,
Di-sepo di-engan ayer bunga,
Di-sepo di-sempur China:
Turun bia-nya dari-atas langit,
Di-asam di-ulu ayer,
Jikan di-ekur mati berkupongek:
Itu-lah pakaian raja Sëri Rama.
Tembil tengkolok bulang ulu,
Bulang pelangi bésalu-alai.
Rambang tengan dëndam ta'owah,
Ada nalal pancha ta'sudah,
Jika sudah dina kramat,
Bukan ténun sa-barang ténun,
Ténun benda dari muda,
Chukup périndu dëngan pérëndang,
Chukup, hikmat—'Si-pul na jadi,'
'Ashek sa-kampung—'Si putar Leman,'
'Asam garam,' 'Edan mabok'
'Sa-pelit gila—'Sëri gaqah,
'Dua l'wse' pun ada têrsurat di-situ
Itu-lah pakaian raja Sëri Rama.
Kamu kindang kindu kindang kian,
Kain khasu gentapalam,
Bukan-nya ténun sa-barang ténun,
Ténun orang yang bérusang,
Gianti orang yang bérparoh.
Dalam têmpaya tengah laut
Sa-hari sudah tukang di-bunuh,
Tioa siapa tura têladan,
Bukan-nya pakaian raja sëkarang,
Pakaian raja saman da-hulu,
Di-jemor bêrtambah bawak
Di-rëndam bêrtambah béring,
Ada koyak sedikît bérjéramat
Usahkan kurang bêrtambah bérny,
Sa-ratus rial pémêli bênan,
Di-titek êmbun sa-titek
Sa-hasta bênan panjang kusut
Angin aslatan dañang mënyëfëniñak
Itu-lah pakaian raja Sëri Rama.
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PREFACE.

In this pamphlet I have endeavoured to deal with one aspect of Malay proverbs, and with the question of Malay letter-writing mainly from the point of view of official correspondence. It is hoped that the notes on this latter question will prove of special utility and interest to officials.

I am indebted to Messrs. C. W. Parr, B. O. Stoney, R. O. Winstedt and E. C. H. Wolff for suggestions and assistance in the preparation of the notes on letter-writing.

R. J. W.
MALAY PROVERBS ON MALAY CHARACTER.

The native of the Peninsula—as anyone who has studied the conditions of life on a Malayan river can readily understand—finds that courage, patience and industry are mere subsidiary qualities and that intelligence is paramount. He sees that he cannot snare game or catch fish or rob the forest of its precious products by merely trusting to hard work. If he is to be successful as a back-woodsman he must have special knowledge, the power of observation, much manual dexterity and great readiness to adapt himself to local conditions. He is not an idler or he would not be a fisherman working, according to the state of the tide, in all weathers and at all hours of the day or night. He is not a coward or he would never face the perils of the jungle and the sea. When a crocodile has been taken on a line, a Malay must possess exceptional nerve to approach the savage struggling reptile, to fasten up its jaws and to pinion its limbs, and yet, when he does these things he impresses the spectator more by his wonderful deftness and coolness than by the daring of his acts. Courage, dexterity, patience, carefulness and knowledge are all accessories: their intelligent application to the needs of jungle life is the question which interests the native mind. The Malay avoids useless risks and the waste of strength or energy:

If you pole down stream, the very crocodiles laugh at you.
Need you sharpen thorns?
Who goes out of his way to dye the sea green?
Rocks need no protection from the rain.¹

He is often accused of idleness because he spares himself needless labour, yet he can be patient enough when patience is really necessary:

If you lose your way near the end of your journey,
Go straight back and start afresh from the beginning.²
He realises the need of precautions:

If you are ashamed to enquire the way you will lose it.

If you do not look closely into things, you will be imposed upon.

If you are lax, laxity means ruin.  

He knows that such precautions must be taken in time:

Repentance in time is profit, but of what use is repentance that comes after the event?  

If a man goes out fishing with only one line, and only one piece of bait, a single accident will mean a wasted day.

All this feeling is part of his proverbial philosophy. The one man who has secured an immortality of ridicule in Malay eyes is the local chief who laid siege to Palembang and ran out of provisions before he had taken the place. The true Malay hates wasting his money or his efforts; he admires the intelligence that can secure great results at little cost.

When you kill a snake do not break your stick

When you spear a fish, take care not to injure the spear.

He loves labour-saving appliances of all sorts. He appreciates European machinery; above all else he admires the gins and traps and automatic appliances that do the work of their owner with unceasing vigilance night and day.

The Mouse-deer may overlook the snare, but the snare never forgets the presence of its victim.

The life of the forest has made monotonous unreasoning toil odious to the Malay. He likes his work to be interesting and to call for the exercise of his intelligence. He likes variety. He loves personal freedom. Under British rule he is usually an independent cultivator owning one or two small plots of land and supplementing his income by work as a poultry-rearer, cart-driver and fisherman. He is temperate in his pleasures, he is fond of excursions and picnics, he takes kindly to the games introduced by the English, and he loves his own home. He likes the simple, not the strenuous life.
The old aristocratic Government of the country has also influenced the character of the Malay. It has made him amazingly tolerant of the faults or vices of others. He has seen the training of a prince:

Is it likely that a dirty spring will give a flow of limpid water? ⁹

He thinks it natural enough that a prince should gratify his passions whenever he gets the chance; "after all," says he,

The python likes his chicken.
The crocodile is not averse to a corpse.
The fly loves to settle on an ulcer.
The flea finds its way to the hair.
The buffalo plunges wherever the hue of the grass suggests the presence of water.⁰

Is the Malay raja to be the one exception to a rule so general? Money lent to a chief is

Like sugar-cane in an elephant's mouth.¹¹

as good as gone. Granted; but was it not folly to let the chief know that the money was there?

A man with soft ears is sure to get them pulled.¹²

The idea of seeking vengeance against the tyrant excites the Malay's bitterest ridicule. ⑨

The flea wants to light the eagle
The gnat is trying to drink up the ocean
The sparrow has found the grain to be more than he can swallow.
The cock thinks that, by refusing to crow, he will prevent the sun from rising.¹³

The peasant looks upon the chiefs as a race apart:
They are hornbills, we are sparrows, how can we possibly fly in the same flock.¹⁴

As a local rhyme has it:
Let the great seek out the great.
While we, the poor, accept our fate.¹⁵

The Malay does not rejoice over the sufferings of his neighbours—far from it:
When the lower frond falls, let not the upper from be amused.¹⁶
its turn too will come some day—but he knows that it is as much as a man can do to protect his own interests without attending to those of other people. He would simply laugh to scorn the idea that an English statesman should trouble himself about the affairs of Finland or Armenia:

Why put aside your own child so as to suckle some monkey from the jungle? 17

He knows by sad experience the utter barrenness of mere sentiments of sympathy:

The eye that looks on does not suffer; the shoulder that bears the burden gets to know its weight. 18

The oppressor himself can afford to be prodigal of mere words of condolence.

What does rasping really matter to the rasp?—it is the poor coconut that gets scraped to pieces. 19

As for bringing aid to the victim, one might as well invite disaster by interfering between a tiger and his prey. A Malay, who considered himself injured by a very powerful chief, once asked a local magnate to obtain redress for the injury. The answer was characteristic and has become proverbial:

*Men must stores of grain possess* 
If they hope to earn success; 
Men, when caught without a gun, 
From their enemies must run; 
When insulted, men who lack Cannon, never answer back. 20

Patient and submissive under his own wrongs, cynically indifferent to the wrongs and sufferings of others, the poor Malay peasant has learnt a rather mournful philosophy. He is never jealous of his neighbour’s prosperity, fame, or success. There is a story in the Engadine of a certain chamois-hunter who is said to have bagged in the course of his life 4,000 chamois, 2 bears, 2 wolves, 3 wild goats, and 30 rival sportsmen. A Malay would consider the last item to have been made up of 30 deplorable accidents;
“live and let live” is his motto. He knows by sombre experience that the most promising undertakings often come to nothing, and that the very props of an enterprise are sometimes the causes of disaster. His popular songs provide him with reflections upon the vanity of human wishes—in the eighteenth-century story of Raja Haji of Riau (who set out to capture Malacca, little imagining that the enterprise would cost him his life), and in the fifteenth-century tale of Chaupandan who met a similar fate:

Chaupandan, the prince, and his Siamese powers,  
Set out to lay siege to Malacca, and then—  
When his hopes seemed as bright as his circlet of flowers—  
The flowers were bedewed with the tears of his men!  

If the unreasoning tyranny of a prince be such as to exhaust even the long-suffering patience of a subject, the Malay peasant knows that it is useless to be half a rebel. Half measures are of no avail. “One may as well be hanged for a sheep as for a lamb” is an English proverb which has many counterparts in Malay:

If you bathe, get thoroughly wet  
If you put your arm into the pickle-tub, put it in deep  
If you pursue anything, pursue it till you catch it.

The peasant knows that opposition to the chiefs means certain death:

If I fail, I am burnt to ashes, if I succeed, I am burnt to charcoal.

He takes his measures accordingly—

If you must die, it is nobler to be taken by a big crocodile than to be nibbled to pieces by little fish.  
If you are bound to be buried, seize the richest shroud that you can get.

In other words, if you are driven to slaughter, slay as many people as you can; the more you kill, the more you will be remembered. This is the spirit of the “amuck.” Caution and prudence are the very
breath of life to the normal Malay; when the strength of his endurance has been strained to snapping-point, the reaction of feeling is appalling in its consequences. The man who elects to "amuck" is beyond the canons of human reason; he is already a dead man. He even cares little if the oppressor himself is slain; the "fat" goes to others, the "bones and the feathers" fall to the share of the agent of retributive justice. The frenzied murders that have given so painful a notoriety to the natives of the Archipelago have virtually disappeared wherever a better system of government has removed the intolerable wrongs that unhinged the murderers' minds.

The Malay peasant believes firmly in the aristocratic principle and has a very real reverence for constituted authorities. He would quite enter into the feelings of the ancient Scotch dame who, when her son expostulated violently against an unjust sentence, reproved him by saying, "Gang up and be hangit, Donald, but dinna anger the laird." The Malay views the excesses of a prince much as an extreme Tory treats the appearance of a peer in the Divorce Court; he does not see why the faults of individuals should be considered to discredit the utility of class-distinctions. It is quite an error to confuse the aristocratic constitutions of Indonesian States with the despotic polities of India and Persia; the respect for birth is so great in Malaya that the whole spirit of the people would be against an upstart king:

The plated-ware that shows its nature when scratched;
The horn in ivory mountings;
The worm that plays the serpent;
The snake that apes the dragon;
The bug that mimics the tortoise;
The tortoise that affects arboreal habits;
The blown-out parrot-fish that has only wind inside it;
The bejewelled leg of a leper.
or any other of the numberless equivalents for the English "beggar on horseback." This feeling does not confine itself to the idea that princes are a caste apart; it credits every class of the community with an honourable part in the theoretical constitution of the country. It has saved the Malays from servility, or adulation of rank or wealth and has made of them a singularly dignified and self-respecting race of men. Good-breeding is the highest ideal with them. Sir Frank Swettenham has thoughtlessly described the Malay as

The mildest-mannered man
That ever scuttled ship or cut a throat

Such a quotation rather suggests an unctuous hypocrite, which the Malay certainly is not. He hates shams of all sorts. His courtesy may be more justly described as some far-off Asiatic aspiration after the ideal of Tennyson's Knights—

That gentleness
Which, when it wedd with manhood, makes a man

The essence of good-breeding, according to the Malays, lies in the word bahasa--true courtesy, sympathetic tact, gentleness of speech and manner--not in

The soft tongue that breaks bones,
The mouth of man that is sharper than swords or spears;
The flickering double-tongue of the snake or lizard,
The double-edged saw that cuts both ways;
The dart pointed at both ends;
The slate known as the pu kia-keia (which looks like a shark at one end and like a ray at the other).

all of which types of treachery are emphatically condemned.

Let your spoken word be a fortress to those who trust in it.
Much of this, of course, only represents an ideal; Malay deceit (सेमु मलयु) is also proverbial, and other proverbs dismiss the men of the various States as follows:

- Wheedlers are the men of Malacca.
- Exaggerators are the men of Menangkabau.
- Cheats are the men of Rembang.
- Liars are the men of Trengganu.
- Arrogant are the men of Pahang.

Still, the courtesy of well-bred Malays is a very striking quality and would put to shame the manners of many races of higher civilisation; it is not a mere accident in individuals, but represents the result of a national sentiment of which the following proverbial verse is only one of many expressions:

- Observe through all your life on earth.
- The courtly rules of olden days.
- You cannot overprize the worth.
- Of kindly words and gentle ways.

The Malay in his pride of race is superior to all considerations of fortune. He would have no sympathy with the needy aristocrat of Spain who lessens his expenditure on food but refuses to reduce the size of his table-cloth—on the contrary, the Malay admires the man who

- Lives like a cat and leaps like a tiger.

He likes quiet ways; he thinks much of secretiveness; he does not strive after effect. He believes in the soft answer that turneth away wrath; he is ready to be all things to all men; but, when it comes to matters of principle, he says:

- Let your bones whiten rather than your eyes.

An idiom meaning that death is better than disgrace. Anyone who employs Malays knows that they prefer considerate treatment to high pay. Muhammadanism, however, is democratic; "the noblest of you in the
sight of God is he who most feareth God" (Kor., xlix, 13); "the believers are but brethren" (Kor., xlix, 10). The feeling against "beggars on horse-back," which is so strong a feature of Malay public opinion, is quite alien to Islam; it makes the path of religion the only road to distinction open to a man of humble birth who wishes to win power and influence without creating enemies. A native hereditary chief is very tenacious of the "courtly rules of olden days," and (speaking generally) he enjoys the support of his people on this point, but he had to contend against the religious element which includes all that is energetic, able and ambitious in the native population.

The natural wealth of the Peninsula and the sparsity of its population have always rendered it easy for a peasant to earn the bare necessaries of life; the short sighted greed of his chiefs made it useless for him to earn more. Religion, though it combated the native princes on many points, agreed with them in considering that money was bad for the people:

Wealth is a harlot, wisdom is faithful
Lost not after the treasures of this world that cannot follow you to the world to come.

Religion enjoined the simple life, the Government made no other kind of life possible. The Malay has consequently acquired no luxurious tastes such as he would be willing to work hard to gratify. He has had to divert his interest from his work to the few harmless and inexpensive hobbies that were permitted to him. If he is fond of his home, he gives it all his thoughts. If he is religiously minded, he devotes himself whole-heartedly to his inner life and does not permit the things of the world to distract his attention. A European has so much to do to earn his minimum of necessary comfort that he can only devote a few hours a week to the gratification of his special tastes. What, therefore, in a European is a mere hobby,
in an Asiatic becomes a ruling passion—that is why there is so much "fanaticism" in Asia. Fanaticism, at its worst, is only earnestness misplaced. The European, with his varied interests, finds it hard to understand the passionate earnestness of the man of one idea. He may, perhaps, appreciate the race-distinction conveyed in the following remark attributed to an Asiatic: "You drunk, for drunk, but we drunk for drunk." Yet, after all, the distinction is most clearly shown in the best-known of all fanatics, the religious fanatic. The Eastern theory of faith is rather objective; it usually lies in a man sacrificing himself in order to carry out the ideas of Providence by self-torture, or by slaying an infidel or two. The Western theory of faith is more subjective; it is the "fanatic" who gets the ideas and who calls upon Providence to act up to them.

The Malay is not usually considered fanatical, but that is only because his tastes are social and domestic rather than spiritual or intellectual. He loves his own home. A man is a prince on his own sleeping platform.

whatever he may be elsewhere. He is a kind and indulgent husband and father, in fact, he is apt to spoil his children and to be hen-pecked by his wife. He is devoted to his own kindred. Friends and acquaintances, he says, are as leaves that the wind of misfortune blows away; blood-relations are as the sap of the tree which always falls near the parent stem. He loves his village:

Though it rain silver and gold abroad, though it rain daggers and spears at home—still, home is the better.

He hates wandering. He takes as symbols of misery the poor wandering traveller (kélana hina papa), the vagabond (orang tandang desa), the orphan stranger, even the alien student wandering in search of knowledge (dagang sëntëri). He thinks of his own
surroundings with an affection that is quite blind to the possibilities of the outer world and that leaves him no sense of proportion; in fact, in his enthusiasm about the skill of a village fencer or about the merits of a local blunderbuss, he will seriously discuss the bearing of these matters upon the fortunes of a rising against the British Empire. If his local chief is just to him, he will display the most passionate gratitude and devotion to that chief. He cares nothing about his neighbour—every man must shift for himself—but the Chief is, in a sense, the embodiment of the common interest:

When the tree falls the woodpeckers that live on it must also perish.

Indeed, the Malay is always grateful for a kindness; one of his popular verses runs:

Pray that your life may be prolonged until you can repay
Each kindness that another man has shown you in his day.

In all matters the personal equation enters very largely. Should there be a question of stationing a Resident at a native Court, the Sultan will enquire about the personality of the Resident, not about his powers. Should a tactful Resident be replaced by an unsympathetic successor, the Sultan will consider that the new man is not up to sample and that the British Government has been guilty of a breach of faith. It is difficult for men unacquainted with Malay ideas to realise how much the Federated States owe to the qualities of individual Residents.

The Malay is easy-going and detests worry. He likes to leave well alone and not to bring a hornet's nest about his ears:

If there are worms in the earth, need one dig them up?

When he has a good thing, he does not like to risk losing it for the sake of a better:

If you are hidden don't go creeping further back into your hiding place.
the movement may betray you. If you spend too much time in trying to pick out the best bit of anything, you may end by finding yourself left with the worst. The Malay believes in thoroughly thrashing out a question and then settling it once and for all; he likes a discussion followed by a decision. When he has said *sudah* (it is settled), he does not like reopening the matter; he considers it like the noise of the carpenters after the house is completed.

His favourite question is *apa kēsudahan-nya*, what is all this to lead up to? His highest compliment to his beloved is that she represents "finality in affection;" his idea of a lover's most painful plight is that there should be no end to his hopeless longing. In domestic, as in political, matters the Malay is a lover of ordered peace.

The question of the relation of the sexes among the natives of the Peninsula raises some very complex issues. We have to consider the old Indonesian ideas as well as the more modern Moslem theories on the subject, and we have also to discriminate between the Prophet's own views and the views of the Arabs among whom he lived. We will take the last question first. The ancient Arabs had a very low opinion of woman. They treated her as a mere chattel and divided the sexes into the owners—the males, who guarded their women-folk with savage jealousy—and the dependents, the females, whose bodies were caged but whose thoughts were ever intent on evil. These old Arabian ideas are everywhere visible in that portion of Malay literature which owes its inspiration to Islam. They crop up, for instance, in the tale of the osteological pundit who distinguished between the skulls of men and women by the crookedness of the latter "because women cannot be straight." They casually reveal themselves in remarks such as "although a woman, she was chaste," and they are uncompromisingly expressed.
in occasional tit-bits (translated from Arabic sources) such as: "a widow is as frisky as a horse that has thrown its rider;" "when God shut up Satan in hell, He created woman to replace Satan on earth;" and, again, God gives every man his day of saint-hood, and every woman her day of devilry."

The influence of the Prophet was more humane than moral. He insisted that a wife should be treated with kindness; he limited a master's rights over a slave; he enforced by severe penalties a certain standard of chastity. He could do no more. He had to tolerate much evil that has since been embodied in Islam and preached by Moslem missionaries all over the world. In Malaya, however, the ideas of the old Indonesians were not the ideas of Mecca. The moral standard was not high but it rested upon the theory that marriage was a relation in which husband and wife were equals. The political system was matriarchal. In some districts, the women owned all the land; in others, succession to titles and dignities went by descent on the maternal side. A woman was, in legal theory, "queen in her own domain" — the home. The missionaries of Islam might preach the supremacy of man to these poor hen-pecked villagers, but they could hardly put their preaching into practice. Even to-day, after several centuries of Moslem influence, a Malay husband will always find public opinion against him if he takes a one-side view of his duty to his wife. A forward woman is objected to —

The mortar must not run after the pestle — but an indifferent husband deserves no consideration —

A broken pestle means that the mortar will soon be lost.

A Malay has to earn his wife's fidelity; he cannot command it. Indeed, in spite of Islam and its sanction on polygamy, he can rarely obtain his wife's consent to her sharing his affections with a rival. The
English proverb that “it is well to be off with the old love before you are on with the new” has a Malay equivalent:

Sayangkan kain buangkan baju,
Sayangkan lain buangkan aku.

But the Malay version is a threat on the part of the old love—a threat that usually wins the day, for the wife is really “queen in her own domain.” In spite of the facilities for divorce and the tolerance with which public opinion treats all forms of misconduct, the Malay is usually a good husband. His easy-going nature renders him indulgent to his wife and children, while his love of ease makes him very unwilling to give up the creature-comforts of his own home for the unsettled existence of a Malay bachelor.

The native of the Peninsula who is here depicted differs materially from the Malay of old travellers' tales, the stage-villain associated with piracy, poisoned daggers and running amuck; in fact, he even differs from the mild-mannered murderer described by Sir Frank Swettenham and from the interesting scoundrel of Mr. Clifford's tales. Sir Frank Swettenham and Mr. Clifford are romantic writers and, from the romantic point of view, a pirate is better worth depicting than a Methodist minister. The average Malay is a law-abiding individual who is far more devoted to curry and rice than to methods of barbarism. Whatever may be imagined about the coast-peoples, the inhabitants of Upper Perak and Ulu Pahang could no more have lived by piracy or robbery than the Bedouin could live by plundering each other or the inhabitants of the Scilly Islands by taking in each other's washing. The Malays no doubt suffered great wrongs at the hands of their chiefs but they must not be condemned by a line of argument which would infer from the atrocities in Armenia that the Armenians
are a peculiarly cruel race. The deeds of violence and wrong recorded in local annals were mere excesses of misrule which have left no approving echo whatever in the literature or proverbial philosophy of the people.

There is a homely Straits proverb: sēbab pihat mati tuma, "the bug was the death of the louse." The story goes that these two insects struck up an acquaintance and that the louse used to find himself in continual trouble through being suspected of what his evasive friend had done. The pirates who infested the Archipelago were Illanuns, Sulus, Bajaus and other vagrants of the sea, but people in Europe, who put down Singapore as a town in India and Penang as a village in China, could hardly be expected to discriminate between the vicious Illanun bug and the comparatively harmless Malay louse. All the inhabitants of the Malay Archipelago were naturally called Malays and were described as a set of pirates.

The warrior of Peninsular romance is an unreal being who uses sorcery, asceticism and talismans to overcome his foes. Very different from this shadowy type is the warrior of a really savage race, "the stealthy tracker" of the Arabs "who sweats venom, tracking like the rustling viper spitting poison." Very different to the homely philosophy of the Malays are the utterances of a true soldier of fortune, like the Greek Archilochus, or the Bedouin cry of exultation over the enemy's dead:

The hyena laughs over the slain of Hudhayl, and thou mayest see the wolf baring his gleaming teeth upon them.
And the birds of prey awake gorged in the morning, trampling upon them, unable to fly (Browne, "Literary History of Persia," p. 199).

Very different also are the historic words with which the Arab general, Hajjaj ibn Yusuf, began his speech to a hostile audience of the men of Kufa: "I see
glances fixed upon me, and necks stretched forward, and heads ripe for the reaping, ready to be cut off—and, by God, I am the man to do it" (ib., p. 230). Malay literature gives us the picture of quite another race. Exultation is typified by a mouse in a rice barn; presumption by a leech that wants to become a snake; extreme ill-luck by the fish jumping out of the curry; misery by a man with only one suit of clothes; utter disaster by a broken hook combined with a snapped fishing-line. A choice of evils is figured by the case of sparrows settling on a rice-field; to leave them alone means loss of rice, to disturb them means getting wet. Contrasted with the savage energy of the literature of the true raider, the painfully commonplace sayings of the Malay cut a very poor piratical figure indeed.
LIST OF PROVERBS QUOTED.

1. Bérgalah hi’ir tétawa buaya.
   Ada-kah duri di-pértajam?
   A yer laut hijau siapa chélup?
   Batu di-pulau tidak térkajang.

2. Sésat di-hujong jalan, balek ka-pangkal jalan

3. Malu bértanya sésat jalan.
   Kalau tidak habis pikir,
   Kérja ačérmnak kéná tipu.
   Jika di-lalai badan binasa

4. Sésal dahulu pénđapatan, sésal kémudian apa guna-nya?

5. Kail sa-běntok, umpan-nya sa-ekor; sa-kali putus,
   sa-hari bérhanyut.

6. Pélahur habis, Palembang ta’-alah.

7. Biar ular mati kayu jangan pokah.

8. Pélandok lupakan jérat tétapi jérat tiada lupakan
   pélandok.

9. Ada-kah pérnah télaga yang kéroh mengalir ayer-nya
   iérneh?

10. Apa lagi sawa, ia bérkéhëndak ayam-lah.
    Ada-kah buaya ménolakkan bangkai?
    Lalat chari puru.
    Di-mana kutu mahu makan kalau tidak di-këpala?
    Laksana kérbau, di-mana rumput hijau di-sana-lah ta
        térkam.

11. Tébu di-mulut gajah.


    Lautan kéring di-hisap kuman.
    Pipit hëndak télan jagong.
    Sa-ekor ayam ta’-bérkukok hari ta’-siang-kah?

14. Burong pipit sama énggang,
    Mana boleh sama térbang.

15. Orang kaya sama kaya,
    Orang miskin bawa untong.

16. Pélépah bawah luruh, pélépah atas jangan gélak.

18. Apa sakit mata memandang, bahu yang memikul timpa rasa.
20. Jikalau tiada padi,
    Sabarang kērja ta’-jadi.
    Jikalau tiada sēnapang,
    Baik jalan lapang.
    Kalau ta’-bērlela,
    Baik bēredza-redza.
21. Chaupandam anak Bubanya
    Pērīg mênyērang Mēlaka,
    Ada chichein bērisi bunga
    Bunga bēladong Si-Ayer-Mata.
22. Mandi, biar basah,
    Mēnyēlok pekasam, biar ka-pangkal lēngan.
    Kalau turut, turut sa-kali; jangan turut sa-kērat jalan.
23. Alah jadi abu, mēnang jadi arang.
    Kalau mati biar mati bērkapan chiindai.
25. Isi lēmak dapat ka-orang, tulang bulu pulang ku-ku.
    Tandok bērśendi gading.
    Chaching mēnjadi ular.
    Ular mēnjadi nagas.
    Pijat mēnjadi kura-kura.
    Kura-kura nak kērabat kayu
    Buntal kēmbong.
    Kaki untut di-pakaikan gēlang.
27. Lidah manis mēmatahkan tulang
    Kēris lēmbing tiada tajam, lidah manusia tērlēbeh tajam.
    Lidah bērchahang, lidah binawak.
    Gērgai dua mata.
    Sēligi tajam bērtimbal.
28. Sudah kata biar-lah kota.
29. Kecheh anak Mēlaka, buat anak Mēnangkabau, tipu anak Rēmbau, bohong anak Tērēngganu, sambong anak Pahang.
    Bahasa tidak di-jual-beli.
31. Dudok sēpērti kuching, mêlompot sēpērti harimau.
32. Biar puteh tulang, jangan puteh mata.
88. Ada-pun harta dunia ini sempati perempuan jalang, 
    tetapi elmu itu bukan-nya demikian, teramat teguh 
    setia-nya; Hit. Abd., 28.
    Harta dunia jangan tuan
    Kalau mati tidak di-ikut.

34. Orang berasa di-penting-nya.
35. Daun dapat melayang, getah jatah ka-pérdu juga.
36. Hujan mas perak—negéri orang; hujan kéris lémbing—
    negéri kita.
37. Punggur rebah, belatok menumpang mati.
38. Minta dos panjang umur
    Hendak balas budi orang.
40. Sudah sembunyi jangan di-sorok.
41. Pilih-pilih ruas, terpilih pada buku.
42. Rumah sudah, pahat bérbunyi.
43. Pényudah kaseh.
44. Badan ta sudah dengan bérahinta.
45. Perempuan itu raja pada témpat-nya.
46. Lésong ménchari alu.
47. Antan patah lésong hilang.
48. Tikus jatah ka-dalam gedong béras.
49. Pachat kéndak jadi ular.
50. Ikan digulai habis mélompat.
51. Kain basah kéring di-pinggang.
52. Umpan habis, panching putus.
    Punca télépas daripada tangan.
53. Pipit tuli makan bérbujan;
    Di-halau, kain basah,
    Ta'-di-halau, padi habis.
LETTER-WRITING.

In the old days of Malay rule the conveyance of a letter from country to country was a matter of extreme difficulty. It meant weary travel over the jungle-tracks of the Peninsula or else a perilous journey through the pirate-haunted waters of the Straits. It also meant some sort of an escort to ensure that the letter should be able to reach its destination. In these days of resident ambassadors the presentation of an autograph communication from one ruler to another is a mere matter of complimentary form, but, in ancient times when all diplomacy was carried on by special missions, the letter borne by a diplomatic mission was a matter of the very greatest importance to the relations between the two interested States. A foolish letter might ruin all the chances of the envoys and might even doom them to a cruel death. Under such circumstances it is not surprising that the ancient Malays paid the very greatest attention to the expressions used in official despatches. They discussed the draft of every letter in their Councils and they weighed the relative value of every word. They turned letter-writing into a sort of fine art; they wanted to flatter the recipient without in any way compromising the dignity of the sender of the letter. A Sultan of Malacca was once forced to write a submissive letter to the Emperor of China. He began: \textit{Sahaya raja Melaku}. The Chinese took this to mean: "Your humble servant, the King of Malacca (addresses Your Chinese Majesty)." But, when the Raja of Brunei taunted the Malay envoys with their master's cowardice they explained that the letter could be differently construed: "The humble servants of the King of Malacca (address Your Majesty)."

Besides being most carefully drafted, a Malay letter had to be made as handsome as possible. It was sometimes adorned with floral patterns such as we find
on the illuminated pages of ancient books. It was usually wrapped in royal yellow silk if addressed to a prince, and even in cloth of gold if the occasion seemed to demand it. It was accompanied by gifts of real intrinsic value. It had to be looked after by a special slave who passed with it into the possession of the prince to whom the letter was addressed. The Arabic expression *tuḥfatu‘ l-ajnas* (varied gift) which regularly occurs in official correspondence at the present day is a survival of the time when every letter was incomplete unless some complimentary present was sent along with it. On reaching the city to which it was directed, the epistle of a Malay king was not unceremoniously handed over to the addressee. It had to be received in state with a dignity befitting the sender’s rank. It was first borne in procession on an elephant to the accompaniment of the royal musical instruments; then the envoys who bore it would be received in audience; and finally the contents of the letter would then be read out by some clerk in the hearing of the assembled court.

Occasionally trouble might arise. The people of Pasai, for instance, were reported to be guilty of deliberately misreading the letters addressed to their king. A certain Maharaja Diraja, Prince of Aru, once sent an envoy named Raja Pahlawan to take a letter to the ruler of Pasai. When the letter was read out, the clerk altered the wording and read “I send you my homage” instead of “I send you my greeting.” The Aru Ambassador immediately protested: “The letter says one thing, the clerk reads out another.” The clerk repeated what he had said. “Have a care,” said the angry envoy, “when the hour of death comes, what matters it whether I die here or in my own home!” The clerk kept to his version. Upon this the infuriated Raja Pahlawan ran amuck and killed a number of the Pasai courtiers before he
and his men were overpowered and slain. This incident led to war between Aru and Pasai, but it also had another and much less serious result. "These men of Pasai," said the King of Malacca, "alter the words that we write; how, then, are we to prevent their mutilating our letters?" "Let me be a letter," said a courtier, Tun Muhammad. Having committed to memory the words that the King wanted him to say, this man started on his mission. When he arrived at Pasai he was greeted by the usual procession. "Where is the letter?" said the men of Pasai. "I am the letter," said Tun Muhammad; "carry me in procession to your Court." He was accordingly borne along to the tune of the royal instruments and was taken into the presence of the King of Pasai to whom he recited the words that he had learnt by heart.

The aim of Malay correspondence is to be courteous to the man addressed without in any way compromising the dignity of the writer. Discourtesy was conveyed more by what was omitted than by what was actually said. Insulting language was left to foreigners, Siamese or Chinese, who knew no better. The Emperor of China is related to have written to Sultan Mansur Shah in the following insolent way: "This letter is from below the footgear of the Son of Heaven to above the crown of the Ruler of Malacca"—an expression signifying that the Sultan was humbler than the dust beneath the Emperor's feet. The Malay writers go on to tell us that the powers that protect the majesty of kings laid their curse upon the arrogant Celestial and afflicted him with a filthy skin-disease of which he could only be cured by bathing in the water in which Mansur Shah's feet had been washed. Similarly, Abdullah relates that the King of Siam sent to Sir Stamford Raffles a letter impeccable in tone but written on a torn sheet of paper as though the addressee was not a person of sufficient importance.
to justify the epistle being recopied; Abdullah praises Sir Stamford for seeing the veiled insult and for replying to the King of Siam on another torn sheet. The present writer has only once seen a thoroughly offensive letter written in Malay. It came from the Siamese Foreign Office, and, like the traditional letter to Mansur Shah, it purported to be from "beneath the dust" on Chulalongkorn's feet to "above the head" of the Malay ruling prince to whom it was addressed.¹ This spirit of wanton discourtesy is, of course, altogether opposed to Malay ideas. Again, as in all Oriental countries, a letter would sometimes be accompanied by a symbolic present. In the legends about the ancient kings of Singapore it is related that the ruler of Majapahit once sent them a polite letter accompanied by a wooden shaving, seven cubits long and rolled up into a single small disc. The King of Singapore asked if it was an ear-stud and whether the Javanese princes took the Malays for a mere pack of girls. "No, not so," said the Javanese, "my master wishes to show you the skill of our craftsmen and to enquire whether you can turn out craftsmen who work as well as they." The Malay prince sent for a hewer of wood and asked him to shave a boy with an axe. The boy struggled and screamed, but the unerring axe cut off all his hair after a series of successive blows. No one need believe the story of this Malay William Tell; it only serves as one more illustration of the fondness of primitive peoples for symbolic messages.

There are, however, two forms of letter-writing that do not necessarily imply conveyance over great distances. One is the drafting of memorials to those in authority; the other is the composition of love-letters. The Malays of old paid great attention to the form of the petitions that they laid at the feet of their

¹ The King of Siam does not speak Malay and need not be supposed to have personally assurred this amorous tone.
princes, for it was absolutely essential that the person addressed should forgive the trouble to which he was being put and should be induced to look favourably on the man who troubled him. The petition was usually headed by an invocation of the Almighty by some attribute suggestive of His kindness to those who approach Him in prayer; the words of the memorial itself began by begging a thousand pardons for the impertinence of troubling a great man with the affairs of the poor and humble. The art of Malay petition-writing is now entirely altered by the fact that letters to Europeans have taken the place of memorials to Malay rajas. We need not, therefore, dwell on it.

Love-letters are more interesting because they contain so much of what the Malays consider to be poetic expression. It must be remembered that a Malay epistle of this sort was generally a surreptitious communication to be smuggled past the watchful eyes of parents and guardians. Moreover, as girls were usually illiterate, a symbol was less compromising and more easily understood than a written document. A message might be conveyed in a jewel or by a flower. In Malay romance talking-birds play a great part. A mynah or a parrokeet, carefully coached by a wily lover, might obtain admission to the most guarded apartments and there convey the message that it had been taught to utter. All this is, of course, pure romance: the birds in the story are usually supposed to reason and remember as well as speak. In the legend of Sang Darmadewa, for instance, the tale of the hero's fate is related to the heroine by the parrokeets that witnessed it. The idea of using talking-birds as a fanciful way of transmitting messages appealed to the Malay mind; and though it is extremely improbable that any messages were actually so conveyed at any time, this theory of transmission is one that constantly crops up in the
composition of love-letters. Some years ago a Malay poetess accused a well-known chief of breach of promise of marriage and sent one of his old letters to a high British official as evidence of her lover's perfidy. The chief, in the letter in question, spoke of her last epistle to him as "a jasmine-bud of exquisite fragrance that had been brought to him by a discreet parroket," and also as "a pearl of purest water that was dated the 13th ultimo." The verses at the end of the letter—for every Malay love-letter should end in verse—began as follows:

A bird of speech has borne anew,  
Through favoured skies, by God's decree,  
A jasmine-bud of brilliant hue,  
A message from my love to me  
True-hearted bird of nimin proud  
Love's chosen envoy through the air,  
My happiness declare aloud,  
Proclaim the message that you bear!

Such passages illustrate very clearly the Malay fictions about love-letter-writing. Nowadays, it is sometimes argued that expressions such as *layangkun* (flown away with) are mere figures of speech suggesting that a loose sheet of paper is borne along by the breeze from one correspondent to another. Such a theory is inspired entirely by modern postal methods. The old Malays—when they wanted to be discourteous—may possibly have sent scrappy bits of paper to one another, but no self-respecting correspondent would have despatched his epistles in loose sheets; he would have wrapped them in silk or cloth of gold and would have liked to see an elephant sent out to meet them. The language of love-letters appeals on its poetic side to many Malay writers who use it to adorn their own official correspondence, but it is, of course, quite out of place in such documents.

In these days of cheap paper and of a three-cent post the old canons of letter-writing are being*lost
sight of. Most Malays have some general notions of what should be written in a letter but they are rarely consistent or accurate. Even the published Malay "polite-letter-writers" (tērasul) show no true logical arrangement in their specimen of correspondence; they only approximate to the correct forms. Although we can see from them that there must have been principles underlying Malay letter-writing in the past, we cannot deduce what those principles were. The rules given in the following notes are mainly based on a curious manuscript treatise that is now in the University Library at Cambridge. This treatise is clearly of some antiquity since it provides forms of address for writing to captains of East Indiamen and other persons whose special importance has long passed away; it must, therefore, have been written at a time when letter-writing was in the hands of a trained professional class. As the treatise appears to be correct and is certainly consistent, it may be said to give us the rules on which the confused practice of the present time seems to be based. But every modern Malay allows himself a certain amount of latitude so as to permit of the play of his fancy, and it would be a mistake to expect him to act up to the rules here given. He tries to improve on them. The result is inconsistency and confusion; but the intention is excellent.
NOTES ON MALAY LETTER-WRITING.

I.—The Heading (Kipala Surat).

Somewhere near the middle of the blank space at the top of the sheet on which a Malay letter is written we almost invariably find a short Arabic formula such as kaftu'l-hakk (the saying is the truth) or shamsu wa'l-kamar (the sun and the moon). It is usually impossible to learn from Malays why this formula is used or what it really signifies; they can only say that it is the custom to write such things at the top of a letter. But there is really a good deal of significance both in the expression used and in its position on the page.

If the formula is written exactly in the centre of the paper it signifies that the writer and the addressee are of equal rank and correspond as equals. If it is written slightly to the right, it implies that the writer of the letter claims a higher position than the person he is addressing. If the formula is slightly to the left it signifies that the writer is an inferior addressing a superior.

The formula itself also varies; the words used as a heading to a letter to a great prince would not be the same as those used in the heading of a letter to a penghulu.

The principal headings are

ٍيامير المؤمنين
O Commander of the Faithful.

This expression, in former times, was the correct heading to a letter addressed to a powerful ruling prince by a subject. It is out of date at present.

ٍقول الحق
The Saying is the Truth.

This expression is appropriate when two rulers correspond. It is common on letters from native rulers to the Governor and vice versa.

ٍوالمصدق
And the Writing is most Sincere.

This is a variant or continuation of the preceding heading. It is used under similar circumstances. Another variant is al-mustahakk: "the truth."

ٍبصلى الله يامحمد
'O God! O Muhammad!

This heading is sometimes used when native princes corresponded, but is, of course, inapplicable to correspondence between a Christian governor and a Moslem prince.
Property of the Sun and of the Moon.

This expression is a quasi-compliment meaning "shining brilliantly—but not with the true light of religion". It is often used by a Malay raja when addressing an "infidel" potentate.

1. Merciful Pardoner

This formula is very common on letters or petitions addressed to District Officers by penghulis, and to Heads of Departments generally by their subordinates. The "Merciful Pardoner" is, of course, God (described by one of his attributes), but the Head of Department is reminded of this divine attribute in the hope that he will be indulgent to the petitioner.

2. Unlocker of Hearts

This (rare) formula is appropriate in petitions asking for enquiry into some matter. Here, again, the ruler or administrator is reminded of his duty as the representative of a Divine Power "from whom no secrets are hid."

3. Judge of Wishes

This (rare) formula is appropriate to petitions containing a request of some sort. Here, again, we have an appeal to a divine attribute.

4. Ocean of Information to Enquirers

This (rare) formula is appropriate to letters asking a superior authority for information on some point.

5. Lord of Loveliness

This is a purely complimentary formula based on a divine attribute and used as a suggestion that the virtues of the official addressed have made a deep impression on the mind of his correspondent.

6. Precious One

This is an expression used as a heading to letters to a teacher, or to a Syed or Kichi, or any religious dignitary of high rank.
O Honoured One.
This formula is used in a letter to a father or mother.

O Belauded Power.
The heading to a letter to an elder brother.

O Blossom of my Heart.
This expression is the proper heading of a letter to a sister of about one's own age or to a wife.

O Comfort of my Eyes.
This formula is really a term of endearment used as a heading to letters addressed to a younger sister, to a favourite daughter, or to a beloved girl of any sort. The heading ya nūr'ul-ʿabīdīn may also be used over a love-letter. Ya nūr'ul-ʿain (light of my eyes) is another formula of the same sort.

Absolute Truth.
This formula is used when addressing anyone in whom one has perfect confidence.

God's Ocean of Knowledge.
This heading is placed above letters to very learned men.

The Decree is from the All-Powerful.
A heading to a letter announcing a death.

God is with the Submissive.
A heading to a letter of condolence.

God's Will be Done.
A heading to letters expressive of the writer's resignation to misfortune. The meaning is "surrendered into God's hands."
II.—THE “COMPLIMENTS” (Puji-pujian).

A Malay letter invariably begins with what are known as the puji-pujian or “compliments,” but these compliments are really only a formula indicating the names and relative positions of the writer and the person addressed. We may divide the formula into nine essential parts and discuss each part separately:

THIS LETTER
FROM ME
MAY IT BE CONVEYED
BY GOD (OR MAN)
TO
YOU
WHO LIVE
AT X

Amen.

1. THIS LETTER.—This expression is usually very much expanded. The following is an extreme case of expansion:

Werkatul-ikhlas wu tabiatu 'Lajnas yang tirbit damapada fuudul-zakah wa-iwu hait yang purat lagi kining dan jirneh yang tada minarab shak dan wakam di-dalam-nya su'ta tada minarab lupa dan lata sa-kitska jua pun su-lagi ada periduran chakirwula mutahur dan bulan;

ring:

“This sincere letter, this varied gift; issues from a pure heart, from feelings of a limpid and transparent candour that can harbour no suspicion or mistrust and that knows no neglect or forgetfulness—not even for one instant—so long as the firmament revolves and the sun and the moon pursue their courses.”

The full formula would only be used when a prince of the very highest rank addresses another prince of the very highest rank. In extreme cases, when a great ruler addresses a very minor official a mere bahwa ini surat would suffice. A Sultan addressing a Governor should use very nearly the full formula; addressing a District Officer he should use a short formula such as bahwa ini-lah surat tulus dan ikhlas su'ta kaech sayang. A Malay chief (other than a ruling prince) would in such a case use a longer formula.

2. FROM ME.—The writer of the letter should describe himself very shortly. If he emphasises his title in any way it is an assertion of superiority over the person addressed. If he depreciates himself by adding some such expression as yang hina it is an admission of extreme inferiority. The use of kita (we) for beta (I) is a strong assertion of superiority except in the East Coast States where beta is not used.
The address is usually given; the exact terms to be used in such cases will be found further on in section (7) "who liy.".

The following is a typical lengthy specimen of this part of the puji-pujian:

Yu-itu datang daripada beta, Raja Muda X., wakilu's Sultan, Negri Perak, daru-'ridwan, berasmayam di-Bukit Chandan, Sri Andalan.

The following is a humble variant:

Yu-itu datang daripada beta, Dato' P., yang ada pada masa ini di-dalam daerah Negri Rembau.

3. MAY IT BE CONVEYED.— If the letter is a letter to a ruler or man of royal blood the expression for "convey" is wasikan. In other ordinary cases, sampaikan should be used. Love letters (see next paragraph) are separately treated; except for these amatory effusions, this part of the puji-pujian should be either barang di-wasikan or barang di-sampaikan. Barang di-taslimkan may, however, be used as a polite equivalent of barang di-sampaikan.

4. By God (or Man).—The importance and character of a letter is suggested by the means of conveyance. A letter to a very great dignitary is accompanied by a pious expression of hope that the Almighty will cause it to reach its destination safely. But, if the letter is addressed to a person of no importance, it is sufficient to express the hope that the post office will help the letter along. In the case of love affairs, convention insists that the conveyance of love-letters is the special duty of certain birds, notably the hauan or parroket (palearvicis longicauda), the explanation being that these birds, being possessed of some power of speech, are mentioned in old romances as the bearers of messages from a lover to his lass. The expression for "convey" in such cases is, therefore, layangkan or even bayankan.

A further distinction is conveyed by the expression used to describe the Almighty. If the term used is some long expression such as Tuhan, maliku'l-hinnad wa'l-mannad, the letter is very formal and is suited for despatch to a ruler. But if a simple expression like Allah laala is employed the letter is considered more familiar.

Another distinction, again, is drawn by expressions meaning "perhaps," such as mudah-mudahan and kira-nya (or apa-lah jua kira-nya). These expressions suggest a reduced importance for the letter.
The following gives a list of expressions in a descending scale of formality:

(a) Barang di-waalkan Tuhan maliku’l-hinnán wa’l-mannán;
(b) Barang di-sampaikan Allah ar-rahan ar-rahim;
(c) Barang di-sampaikan Tuhan rabbu’l-alamín;
(d) Barang di-sampaikan Tuhan sêru sakalian alam;
(e) Barang di-sampaikan Allah subhána wa tsala;
(f) Barang di-sampaikan Allah azza wa jalla;
(g) Barang di-sampaikan Allah tsala;
(h) Barang di-sampaikan Allah;
(i) Mudah-mudahan barang di-sampaikan Allah;
(j) Apa-lah jua kira-nya datang;
(k) Minta tolong éuché’-éuché dan tuan tuan yang bérjumpa surat ini sampaikan.

5. To.—This very simple preposition may be expressed in various ways according to the respect that a letter is intended to suggest. To begin with, only a man of princely rank has the privilege of addressing himself to the "face" (wajah) of royalty. Ordinary people address the "presence" (hadzrat) of royalty, while very humble subjects address the dust beneath a prince’s foot (ka-bawah duli). Again, all these expressions are confined to royalty. In addressing a commoner a man cannot use wajah or hadzrat or ka-bawah duli; he may (if addressing a superior) lay his petition before the "presence," but he should use the word majlis, not hadzrat. Only when addressing a man of little importance should the simple preposition "to" (kapada) be used.

Further gradations are expressed by the use of the Arabic preposition ala for the Malay kapada, and also by qualifying with adjectives the expressions "face" or "presence"—e.g., "the noble face" or "the majestic presence." The following are examples of this portion of the puji-pujian.

(a) Alá wajahu’l-karimí’ sh-sharífu’l-‘alí;
"To the majestic, noble, and exalted countenance of . . . ." This expression might be used in a letter from one reigning prince to another reigning prince.

(b) Alá wajahu’l-karmí’l-kamal;
"To the majestic and illustrious face of . . . ." This expression might be used by a prince of the royal house addressing his sovereign.

(c) Ka-hadapan sêri wajah;
"Before the princely face of . . . ." This expression might be used by a Sultan to a non-reigning prince.

1 The word lâkhummar ("laid down before," "submitted to,"”) may be used before this and the following expressions.
(d) Ka-bawak hadsratu'l-masraf:
"Down before the presence of his highness." This form of address would be used by a chief (not of princely rank) writing to his sovereign.

(e) Ka-bawak hadsrat, or ka-hadsrat.
These are less ceremonial variants of (d).

(f) Ka-hadapan medan majlis,
"In the field before the presence of ---." To a very high official such as a Resident.

(g) Ka-hadapan majlis,
"To the presence of ---." To an official such as a Magistrate or District Officer.

(h) Kapada.
"To ---." Only used to persons of no position.

6. Yor.—The person addressed is described in several ways. A prince writing to another prince will often use respectful terms of relationship—such as ayukanda, kakanda, adinda, anakanda—according to the relative age of the parties. Writing to Europeans of rank terms of friendship are used in place of those of relationship: siri paduka sahabat beta, paduka sahabat beta, and sahabat beta. Strictly speaking, the first of these three expressions ought to be confined to the very highest European officers; a District Officer or Magistrate would be paduka sahabat beta, and an unofficial European of good position or a man of little official status would be sahabat beta. On the East Coast kita is used in place of beta; on the West Coast kita is used to inferiors only. Malays of low rank when writing to each other use terms of relationship if they are intimate. In other cases, they use the expression sahabat sahaya.

The following complimentary attributes should also be used:
Yang terutama: to the Governor;
Yang maka-nulia: to a Sultan;
Yang teramat mula: to a Regent, Raja Muda, or semi-independent chief like the Dato' of Jelebu;
Yang berhormat: to a Resident-General or Resident;
Yang muli: to a Malay chief or European of high official rank.

7. Who live.—This portion of the "compliment" is the expression in which most mistakes are made. A non-reigning member of a royal house and even a District Officer is often described in letters and petitions as "sitting in state upon a throne of sovereignty" (berhormayam di-atas singgavara takhta kerauan).
This is an obvious error and is often explained as mere oriental exaggeration, whereas, as a matter of fact, it is simply due to ignorance of the correct term to use.

A ruling prince does theoretically "sit in state upon a royal throne," and may use the expression bërârâmâm di-atas singgasana takhta kirajun. A better expression—for an administrator, at all events—is melakukan tadbirul-ihsan, "munificently carrying on the Government."

A non-reigning prince may be said to "sit in state" (bërârâmâm), but he cannot be said do it "on a throne of royalty," nor can he be said to "possess a throne of sovereignty" (mêmpunyai takhta kirajun) or "munificently to administer the Government." He may, however, be said to "possess royal dignity and importance" (mêmpunyai daulat kirajun dan kibótaran).

A District Office may hyperbolically be described as "munificently carrying on the administration," but not as "sitting in state," nor as "possessing a throne of sovereignty." The correct expression is bërâmukum or bërmaslautun, "officially presiding" or "officially residing."

An honoured unofficial "exists in peace and health and prosperity" (ada dêngan istirahat dan khairul-‘apot, or ada dêngan kêsijakhêraan-nya). A less dignified expression is the simple ada di-dalam pelihara Allah tuala.

A person of no importance simply "exists" (ada).

To summarise:

(a) The proper descriptions for a reigning Prince are:
   Yang bërârâmâm di-atas singgasana takhta kirajun;
   Yang melakukan tadbirul-ihsan;
   and (less dignified) yang mêmpunyai takhta kirajun dan kibótaran.

(b) The best descriptions of a non-reigning Raja are:
   Yang mêmpunyai daulat kirajun dan kibótaran;
   Yang bërârâmâm.

(c) of a Governor:
   Yang melakukan tadbirul-ihsan;
   Yang mëntrentak.

(d) of a Resident:
   Yang melakukan tadbirul-ihsan;
   Yang mêmpunyai pangkat Resident.
(e) of a District Officer:
  Yang bermakam;
  Yang bermastautin;
  Yang melakukan jalan bermakam-kusihan;
  Yang mempunyai jawatan pegawai jajahan.

(f) of an official, generally;
  Yang bertangkat (name of office);
  Yang berjawatan (name of office).

(g) of an unofficial of standing;
  Yang ada dengan sehat dan khairu'l-afat;
  Yang ada dengan kemuliaan;
  Yang ada dengan kesyakhtiran;
  Yang ada dengan kisimponian;
  Yang ada dengan silamak;
  Yang ada di dalam pelihara Allah Taala.

(h) of a person of no importance;
  Yang ada.

It must, of course, be always borne in mind that a man, speaking of himself, would describe his office by a simpler expression than he would use to describe the same office when held by the person he is writing to. Furthermore, in writing to superiors, certain complimentary attributes may be put into the compliments—e.g., yang mulia, yang arif bijaksana, etc.

8. **At X.**—The name of the place at which the addressee lives is often the subject of honorifics. Perak is daru’r-ridzwan, Kedah is daru’l-aman, Selangor is daru’l-ihsan, Acehen is daru’s-sulam; these titles are conventional, but, where no conventional name exists, an honorific can be invented such as negeri yang mulia or baldu’l-amlam, "the august city." Daru’sh-shahadah is another such expression. It is common also for Sultans to give special high-sounding names to the little hamlets in which they take up their abode: thus, Bukit Chandan is called Sëri Andalan. These honorifics are, of course, only used where the writer or the person addressed is a man of very high rank.

9. **Amen.**—It is usual in letters between Moslems of high position to end up the puji-pujian with some pious expression, sometimes the actual word amin and sometimes a longer expression like salam Allah Taala or hafuds Allah Taala. When writing to Europeans this expression is altered to dengan sejahiranya or dengan selamatnya or some similar expression of which examples will be given in the "specimen letters."
III.—THE CLOSING WORDS OF A LETTER.

At the close of a letter it is usual to put in a few words, to the effect that “there is no more to say except to send greetings to our friend.” This little formula should be expanded somewhat when addressing a superior—

The following are examples:

(a) to a Sultan:

Tiada apa-apa yang lain hanyalah di-harapkan seru
paduka sahabat betar dalam sihat dan 'asfat,
mudah mulahan kekal di atas takhta kerajaan
sa-lama-lama-nya.

(b) to a Chief:

Tiada apa-apa yang lain milainkan di-harap umur
panjang. Tamat.

c) to an equal:

Demikian-lah di-maalumkan hanya wa'is-salam.

IV.—THE ADDRESS.

The address on a letter only differs from the puji-pujian in the first item of the nine that have been discussed. This item should be alamat surat instead of warkatu'l-ikhtlas, etc. The following is an example:

Alamat surat harang disampaikan Allah subhana wa taala ke-
hedapun maﬁsa sahabat betar, tuan X., dindalam negeri Y.,
darul-‘iman, ada nya

V.—THE SIGNATURE, SEAL, ETC.

The seal or “chop” on a letter is usually placed imprinted on the margin of the letter to the right-hand side of the writer and more or less parallel with the opening sentences of the compliments. The signature is written under the seal. The date, the place of writing, and sometimes the writer’s name (for Malays usually employed professional letter-writers) would be written in a short sentence below the letter—e.g., ‘Umsurat (or ‘Urtubs or ‘Urmaklub or Termadakuri di Taiping, pada 27 hari-bulan
dzul-kaedah, saannah 1305.

In the lower corner of a letter addressed to a man of rank, groups of letters of the alphabet are occasionally written, to wit:

قلم ير
مع روب المريخ

These two groups are conventional and complimentary. In formal correspondence between equals the expressions

الكلم or السهي الكلم
are written in place of these letter-groups.
VI.—PETITIONS.

The rules hitherto given do not apply altogether to petitions. A Malay peasant addressing his prince would write:

Ampun tuan-ku, béribu-ribu ampun, tersembah ka-huwah duli lebu telepakun Seri Paduka yang makah-mulio yang di-petuan yang bérómayam di atas takhta singgasana kéraun di dalam negeri K., darul'íman, adanya.

A petitioner of higher rank would not alter the tone but would indicate his position by using Arabic words to show that he was a man of some literary taste and refinement, and consequently of some standing in the world:

Ampun tuanku béribu-ribu ampun, yasfa'ul-kitab ale hadsrat al-mawraj duli tuanku saidu'í-korim paduka seri Sultan A. ash-shahrist an-ningid manalu yang bérómayam di atas singgasana takhta kéraun di dalam baldu'l-andsam negeri K., darul'í-ikwan.

The address on a petition simply prefixes alamat surat to the puji-pujian; thus, alamatsurat ampun tuanku, béribu-ribu ampun, etc.

VII.—LOVE LETTERS.

The puji-pujian or "compliments," with their conventional terms of respect, sincerity and affection, are only preliminary to the important matter contained in an ordinary business letter. In a love-letter, however, they are the very gist of the communication, and may constitute the whole of the epistle from the beginning to the end. The ordinary rules of Malay correspondence have, therefore, to be much modified in such cases, and these modifications have been the subject of a good deal of study on the part of native writers or theorists on the subject.

Conventionally, a Malay love-letter is not a prosaic matter of paper and ink, but a message or token borne on the wings of a bird from lover to lover. This theory will easily be understood when it is remembered that native girls are secluded and are not allowed to communicate directly with the outer world, so that in Malay romance a lover usually entrusts his message to a bird gifted with the power of speech or else sends it by means of a suggestive token such as a flower or a leaf. Convention maintains that this should still nominally be done even in these days of a three-cent post. A love letter is not posted—it is entrusted to "some bird of wise utterance;" it is not a poor sheet of paper—it is "a jasmine bud of exquisite fragrance." Words like surat or even the royal warkat are avoided because of their suggestion of the ink-stand; the proper word is "a greeting with love and tenderness following in its train" (salam yang di-iringi dengan rindu sayang). Again, the lover does not address
it to the "presence" of his beloved or to her "face" or to the "dust beneath her feet";" he lays his floral offering metaphorically upon her lap (ka-atas ribaan adinda). And, of course, a letter of this type does not concern itself with the question of a girl's official position, but simply dwells upon the charms and virtues that she possesses.

The following example of the puji-pujian appropriate to love-letters only refers to cases in which the gist of the letter is on some matter of business and the "compliments" are those formally prescribed for use at the beginning of the epistle:

Bahawa ini lah salam yang dirang dengan rindu sayang di champur dengan denda tamadun, yang diurutkan dengan kasih takrim, yang di hujai dengan sayang yang tiada berkupu pada suam dan malam, yaitu datang daripada kakanda X. yang sangat menanggung dukachita sahari-hari, adanya; mudah mudahan barang diayangkan apalah kira nya datang ke atas ribaan adinda. Y. yang maha lagi arif bijaksana serta amat mengasah segala hadiah taulan-nya di dalam negeri Z. daru'1 malam.

dan ya

The following example on the other hand, gives a love letter that is nothing more than a message of affection and consists of puji-pujian from the beginning to the end:

Salam dua yang dirangs dengan beberapa hormat yang maha muta, maka di-champuri pula dengan beberapa rindu denda tiada berkupu pada suam dan malam pagi dan petang dan sabulang waktu tiada lagi sahabat lupa dan latar guna sa-kitika juga salah ada penawar chak-trawala bulan dan matahari. Maka ada laha laha langsung menderah bun buh dan seperti cintanya mencantikkan hujan dan lahan Zulaikha bersahabat Yusuf dan seperti Laili bersahabat Meisyun, maka demikian lah kakanda terangakan tuan. Jika tuan teringat dan jika cinta terbayang sayang melakukan taraah ashif wajahu'il karun itu terdiri pada orang orang maha sakanda yang amat diaif lagi hina serta pula dengan miskin daripada segala hamba Allah di dalam dunia ini lagi bidad serta dengan bidad yaitu pula yang tiada menarik sanah dan sendara lagi tiada menarik daya dan upaya melakuan di harapakan jua bidad kasihan tuan serta tulus akhisa adinda serta di bisih di atas batu kepala kakanda. Ada lah diundurkan seperti ayer di dalam tiga hakanhat serta dengan bidad pireh, lagi pula dengan sayuk-nya dan berhaya begitu chinta normat nase-nya yang tiada teparame lagi di dalam itu. Di serta-kum pula dengan suatu isharat dan bidad orang tuan: ada lah laksana sa-phoon kayu yang tumbling di tengah padang serta dengan rendangunya dan harum bau bunga nya dan kemah musau rupa buah nya; maka banyak lah hamba Allah yang bermanah berhenti di bawah pohon kayu; maka bertimp lah angin yang kunci lembut dari adara yang keluar dari dalam surga jameatu'malai, maka terkibar lah bau nya bunga kayu yang amat harum
The following is a rough translation of the letter just quoted:

In the train of this letter of greeting I send a multitude of respectful wishes and of loving thoughts that have never yet ceased to attend me either by night or day, evening or morn—no, not for one instant can I forget you so long as the sun and the moon pursue their courses. My love is as that of the night-bird when it sighs for the moon or as that of the rain-bird when it thirsts for the dew of heaven; my love is as the passion of Zulaihah for Yusuf or as the wasteful longing of Leila for Mejnun: it breaks on my slumberers with anxious fears, it distracts my waking hours with wandering thoughts, for at no time can my eyes image anything except the glorious beauty of your form. I may be humble and weak and poor, the very meanest of God’s servants on earth: I may lack every gift; I may have no friend or relative to look to in the world, but what of that? I put my trust and confidence in your tenderness and in the sincerity of your heart, oh, most desired of lovers! For you are as the waters of the River of Life, pure and calm and luminous, whose sweetness no man can measure—or, if I may quote a metaphor used by men of old, you are like some tree of over-arching verdure that yields shade and fragrance and fruit in the midst of a desolate plain—can you, then, marvel that men should be attracted by your beauty and that the sphyra from some heaven of bliss should play about you till the fragrance of your beauty should fill the thoughts of your lovers and lead them to be dead to everything except the delight of breathing the air of your presence? I, too, am under the charm of that
influence but my trust is in you, even as the trust of a nestling in its mother, for should the mother-bird desert it, where else could that poor fledgeling turn? Oh God Most High—for I swear to you I mean no untruth—I have faith in God and the Prophet, and, next to them, in you. Yes, had I the wings of a bird, this very moment would I fly to your presence. O Light of Glory! But of what avail are these thoughts? What power is left me? I am like a dove—but a dove of fettered wings, whose struggles can only cause it to fall more helpless than ever on the ground should be attempt to fly. O God! O Prophet of God! O Love of Mine! What is to be my fate? As in the words of the old, old song:

To her I lift my suppliant hands,
A simple boon I crave—
Oh that the earth on which she stands
May serve me for a grave.'

Etc.

VIII.—Typical Letters.

The following examples are taken from letters actually written:

1. From a Dato’ of Johol to a District Officer. The ‘compliments’ only are given:


This form, though probably not intended to be offensive, is a typical form to be used in addressing a man very much one’s inferior in position, for the only portion given at any length is that portion in which the writer’s own titles are enumerated. The offensiveness lies in the brevity of the description of the person addressed.

2. From a Negri Sembilan Rembang to his District Officer. Compliments only. This letter is interesting as the work of an educated man specially interested in custom:

8. From a Malay Raja (not a ruling chief) to a Magistrate. Compliments only:


4. From a Regent of Perak to a District Officer announcing the death of the Sultan. Compliments only.


IX. — Application of these Rules.

It will be seen from the above specimen-letters that Malay clerks are not usually quite consistent in the compliments that they employ but that they do what they can to approximate to certain forms. Conversely, although no rules have been definitely established by actual practice to show how a Malay penghulu, chief, or prince should properly be addressed by a European official, it is not difficult to lay down such rules if we study the practice of Malays when corresponding with one another. We may take as a basis for comparison the extent of territory governed. A certain allowance has to be made for the difference between hereditary and mere official position, but this difference is largely titular. A Resident cannot appropriate in correspondence the royal expressions such as mém-punyai takhta kéraajah; but he certainly could claim the administrative descriptions of a Sultan such as ménjalankan taibiru’l-ihsan. In the same way a District Officer corresponds in territorial extent of authority, more or less, with a Malay chief such as a Séri Adika Raja. Omitting the descriptions based on hereditary right and the religious expressions, it would be fairly easy to find formule that are apposite and do not jar on the ear like the present confused system by which District Officers claim royal thrones and otherwise make themselves ridiculous in official letters.
The only headings that are at all suitable to a letter from an English official to a Malay chief of any sort are kaulu’il-hakk and kalamu’a-siddik. It is true that they presuppose a certain equality of rank and are not really correct where a comparatively minor official addresses a Sultan, but they have long been customary and are only unsuitable in very exceptional cases, for a correspondence with a ruling chief is not usually carried on by minor officials.

The expression siri paduka sahabat beta should be confined as far as possible to Ruling Chiefs, Governors and Residents. The expression paduka sahabat beta ought to be quite sufficient for native heads of districts and for English officials of the rank of a District Officer or Magistrate, while sahabat beta would be enough in other cases. In the same way, an official, however high in rank, should avoid applying to himself the special Malay terms limited in use to native royal personages—words such as wajah, wasikan, berasniyan, singgasana, lauhut and takhla kéraian—and he should employ polite expressions descriptive of his duties only. Such expressions are not uncommon.

The following terms may be suggested as suitable to correspondence with Malays:

I.—From a Junior European Official—(e.g., a Cadet, Settlement Officer, Assistant Commissioner of Police, Inspector of Mines or of Schools, etc.)—

(a) to a peasant:

 DARIPADA KITA TUAN X., KIPADA MATA MATA DI DALAM DAERAH Y.,
 DISAMPAKAN KAPADA M. LUM N. YANG ADA SEKARANG DI-DALAM DAERAH Z.

 ABUAL DI TAARIFKAN.

(b) to a penghalu:

 SURAT TULIS IKHLAS DARIPADA BETA TUAN X., KIPADA MATA MATA
 DI DALAM DAERAH Y., BARANG DISAMPKAN KAPADA SAHABAT
 BETA DATO’ PENGHALU M. DI DALAM DAERAH Z., DENGAN
 SELAMAT RYA.

 ABUAL BETA TAARIFKAN.

(c) to a chief:

 SURAT TULIS IKHLAS SÉRÊ DENGAN HATI YANG PUTEH DARIPADA BETA
 TUAN X., KIPADA MATA MATA YANG ADA TÉRÊNTI SEKARANG INI
 DI DALAM DAERAH Y., MAHA BARANG DISAMPKAN OLEH TUAHAN
 SÉRÊ SÉKAHÀN ALAM DATANG KAJ-HADAPAN MAJLIS SAHABAT BETA
 YANG MULIA DATO’ M., YANG ADA PADA MASA INI DI-DALAM
 NEGÉRI Z., DENGAN SÉHAT DAN KHAIRU’TAHAT.

 ABUAL BETA MAALUMKAN.
(d) to a non-reigning raja:


Wa-baada-hu ahual beta maalumkan.

(e) to a reigning Sultan:


Wa-baada-hu ahual di-maalumkan.

II.—From a Senior Official (such as District Officer or Head of Department)—

(a) to a peasant:

Daripada kita tuan X. pêgawai kêrajaan di-dalâm daerah Y., negeri Perak, di-sambikan kapada M. bin N. yang ada pada masa ini di-dalâm Kampong Z.

Ahual di-nyatakkan.

(b) to a minor penghulu:

Surat ini daripada kita tuan X. pêgawai kêrajaan di-dalâm daerah Y. barang di-sampaikan kepada Penghulu M. bin N. di-dalâm daerah Z., dengan sêlamat-nya.

Ahual kita tarafikan.

(c) to a major penghulu or minor chief:


Ahual beta maalumkan.

(d) to a chief of importance:


Wa-baada-hu kêmôdian daripada itu ahual beta maalumkan.
(c) to a raja (other than a ruling prince):

Surat tulis ikhlas serta kaseh sayang yang tèrbit daripada hati yang puteh lagi hening dan jérneh serta tiada ménaroh lupa dan lai lai barang sa kétika jua pun sa lagi ada pérdranan chákráwalá matalhari dan bulan ya itu datang daripada beta tua X. pégawáí kérajaan di dalam daerah Y. barang di-waáilkan Allah subhána wa taala ká-hadapan wajah paduca sahabat beta Rajah M. ibni al marhum Rajah N. yang bérsemayam pada massa ini di dalam négréi Z. baldu'l-aádám serta mémunyai daulat dan kérézarán, ada-nya.

(f) to a reigníng Sultan

Warkatu'l-ikhlas wa tuhibatu'l-ajnas yang tèrbit daripada fuadu'z-zakah ya itu hati yang puteh lagi hening dan jérneh sa lagi ada pérdranan chákráwalá matalhari dan bulan ya itu daripada beta tua X. pégawáí kérajaan di dalam daerah Y. mudáh mudáhán barang di-waáilkan Allah subhána wa taala apá-lah kira-nya mónggád apa-apa paduca Séri Sultan M. ibni al marhum Sultan Y. yang di-pértuan négréi Z. dará'sh-shukádáh yang bérsemayam di atas senggaana takhti kérajaan di dalam istana Kásar L. dengan béléraka sélámát dan khaíru'l-áśált, ada-nya.

Wa baada hu kémudín daripada itu ahual beta málumkan.

III.—From a Resident or Resident-General—

(a) to a peasant

Daripada kita tuaan X. Resident di négréi Y. di sampaikan kapada M. bin N. di dalam kampung Z. Ahual di nyatakan.

(b) to a minor penghulu

Surat daripada kita tuaan X. Resident di dalam négréi Y. di sampaikan ká-hadapan penghulu M. bin N. di dalam daerah mukum Z. dengan sélámát-nya.

Ahual kita nyatakan.

(c) to a special-class penghulu or minor chief:


(d) to an important chief:

Surat tulis ikhlas yang tiada ménaroh shak dan wahám daripada beta tuaan X. Resident di dalam négréi Y. barang di-sampaikan oleh Tuhan Sérú Sakalian Alam ká-hadapan majlis paduca sahabat beta Dato' M. yang mülü yang ada pada massa ini di dalam négréi Z. dengan sélámát dan khaíru'l-áśált, ada-nya.

Ahual beta málumkan...
(e) to a non-reigning raja:

Surat telus ikhlas yang tiada ménaroh shak dan waham sa-
lama-lama-nya ya-itu daripada beta tuan X. Resident di-
dalam negeri Y. barang di-wasikkan oleh Tuhan asza wa-
jalja ka-hadapan wajah peduka sahabat beta Raja M. ibni
al-marhum Raja N. yang ada pada masa ini berasemayam
di-bandar Z. dengan bëberapa selamat dan sejahtera-nya.
Ahual beta maalumkan..........

(f) to a reigning Sultan:

Warkatul-ikhlas wa tuhsatul-ajnas yang tèrbit daripada
fuaduxzakiah ya-itu hati yang puteh lagi hëning sa-lagi
ada pérídaran chakêrawa’a matahari dan bulan ya-itu
daripada beta tuan X. Resident negeri Y. mudah-mudahan
barang di-wasikkan Allah subhana wa tasia ka-hadzrat al-
mukarram seri peduka sahabat beta yang maha-mulia peduka
séri Sultan M. ibni al-marhum Raja N. yang-di-përtuan
négrë Z. dawûsh-shahadah yang bërtisayam di-atas
singgasana takhta kërjaan di-dalam bandar Kuala L.
haldu’-l-aadsam, dengan bëberapa selamat dan kërsemponaan,
ada-nya.
Wa-baada-hu kêmudian daripada itu beta maalumkan.........

IV.—From the High Commissioner to a reigning Sultan:

Warkatul-ikhlas wa tuhsatul-ajnas yang tèrbit daripada
fuaduxzakiah ya-itu hati yang puteh lagi hëning dan jërneh
yang tiada ménaroh shak dan waham sa-lagi ada pérídaran
chakêrawa’a matahari dan bulan ya-itu daripada beta
Sir M. N. Governor tiga buah negeri Singapura, Pulau
Penang dan Melaka barang di-wasikkan oleh Tuhan maliku’-
hinnan wa’l-mannân a-pa-lah jua kira-nya ala wajahu’-
karimu’-sharif seri peduka sahabat beta as-Sultan M. ibni
al-marhum Raja N. yang-di-përtuan négrë Z. dawûsh-
shahadah yang bërsayam pada masa ini di-atas singgasana
séri peduka sahabat beta as-Sultan M. ibni
al-marhum Raja N. yang-di-përtuan négrë Z. dawûsh-
shahadah yang bërsayam pada masa ini di-atas singgasana
takhta kërjaan di-dalam istana bandar
Kuala L. haldu’-l-aadsam, dengan istirahat dan sehat seri
khairu’-l-asof selamat sejahtera-nya.
Wa-baada-hu kêmudian daripada itu maka ada-lah beta
maalumkan........
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INtRODuCTIoN.

OF all branches of Malay research the study of jurisprudence is the one that presents the greatest difficulties. Malay laws were never committed to writing; they were constantly overridden by autocratic chiefs and unjust judges; they varied in each State; they did not harmonise with the doctrines of Islam that they professed to follow; they were often expressed in metaphors or proverbs that seem to baffle interpretation. The following examples of Malay legal maxims will give some idea of the difficulty of understanding what a native jurist really means:

Kambang baka mendekel.
Goats bleed.

Ayam tak itu zapa pada tempatnya.
Poultry are kings in their own domain.

Kongkang itu tukang patah.
The twig breaks as the hornbill flies past it.

Kusut mengisailaikan.
Arms may be given.

Hutang mimbau, putang mendimakan.
One tempat sedenda.

To settle quarrels.
To pay debts, to collect dues.
These things are the business of the wife’s relations.

Akoi sa-kelar akan pengkat.
Kaya sa-botang limbang penikam.
Dahan sa-kelar akan penyelang.
Puchok, bermama pebang, pemanekong.
Hulah kata adat dietan pengaka.
The piece of rattan typifies the bonds.
The tree-stem means the spear.
The bough means the kris of punishment.
The shoot is the sword of execution.
So say the law and our ancient traditions.
It is extremely doubtful whether any European will ever succeed in thoroughly understanding every intricacy of the law of Menangkabau; but although sayings like those above quoted may seem to be intended for lovers of the unintelligible, the cryptic doctrines of the old Negri Sembilan jurists are full of meaning and interest if only they are studied in the right way.

The first key to all law is, of course, history.

The Peninsular Malays are believed to have originally come from the Menangkabau highlands of Sumatra, but they did not all come at the same time or in the same way. Some came almost direct; these men brought with them the pure Malay law of Menangkabau, the matriarchal adat pérpaték pinang sa-hutang. Others came by way of Palembang, these men brought the patriarchal adat témênggong, for the ancient Malay kingdom of Palembang had come under the influence of the old Hindu civilisation of Java and had entirely abandoned its Menangkabau customs. We thus get two absolutely distinct schools of law: the adat pérpaték in the Negri Sembilan and Naning, and the adat témênggong (or its fragmentary remains) in the other Peninsular States. To these two schools we must add a third: the hukum shari' or Muhammadan law. The Malays, as good Moslems, profess to accept the legal teachings of Islam even where those teachings conflict with the local adat; they pretend, indeed, to regard the adat as explanatory of Moslem law or as supplementary to it. All this is mere fiction: the three systems of law are absolutely irreconcilable. The adat pérpaték is democratic; it addresses itself to the commons and finds expression in quaint sayings that seem to belong to the homely province of proverbial philosophy. The adat témênggong is autocratic; it is supported by Malay
princes and finds expression in long legal digests (undang-undang) drawn up by court scribes for the glorification of the raja and (incidentally) for the purpose of displaying their own learning. The hukum shara is, of course, theocratic; it appeals to the educated classes and is embodied in elaborate treatises that have been translated from the Arabic. No three legal systems could be more unlike one another.

The first duty of the student is therefore to clearly understand the composite nature of Malay law. He must not look for uniformity where no uniformity can possibly exist. Above all, he must not allow himself to be blinded by any European preference for written or recorded laws. He should not take the so-called "codes" (undang-undang) too seriously. When he reads about the "Malacca Code" or the "Malay Maritime Code" or about the "Laws of Bencoolen and Palembang," he has to remember that these so-called "codes" were never actually enacted by any legislative authority; they are only digests of Malay law. There is a very great difference between a digest and a code. A digest may give a very faithful picture of its subject, but it is, at best, a picture and not the actual law—no man can be charged in court with violating some section or sub-section of a digest. This distinction would not matter so much if the authors of our so-called Malay "codes" were great legal artists who faithfully depicted what they found to be the law, but they were courtiers who were fonder of theories than facts. When, for instance, the author of the "Malacca Code" assures us that a fisherman is entitled to the ownership of his catch, even if he clumsily happen to hook a passing damsel, we need not imagine that there ever was a time when the hooking of casual spectators was allowed
to become a profitable branch of the piscatorial art; it is more reasonable to suppose that the learned author of the "Maritime Code" was an extremely argumentative person who pushed his doctrines to absurd extremes. Of course these published undang undang are interesting and valuable because of the evidence they give of the legal theories that underlie the adat temenggong, but they do not possess the authority of enactments nor do they help us in any way to understand the adat pérpoteh or ancient customary law of Menangkabau.

Great weight may, however, be attached to the curious Malay legal maxims, the sententious sayings that have been handed down by oral tradition and are accepted in the Negri Sembilan as good law. They correspond to such English proverbs as "Possession is nine-tenths of the law" and "An Englishman's house is his castle," but they are far more numerous and more authoritative. They deserve very careful study, for they embody nearly the whole of the adat pérpoteh and are based upon actual experience more than upon the opinions of individual jurists. These sayings are a great power in the Menangkabau States, being known to all and having the full force of public opinion behind them. Reference to them is sufficient to compel even an unjust judge to do justice to the litigants before him.

The student of old Malay law should also remember the political conditions under which it was administered, since he is apt to be misled by the position of affairs under British protection. In the principal centres of government—Taiping, Kuala Lumpur and Seremban—he sees that the largest public buildings are the gaols and the largest public bodies are the police, so that he is apt to forget that police and prisons had no part in the simple village life of the old Malays. 

Al-
though a few native princes (especially in the Northern States) were sufficiently advanced to establish at their capitals some cages that might be called rudimentary gaols and to maintain small bands of disreputable followers who might by extreme courtesy be described as their police, the minor headmen who controlled the destinies of the remote villages could not afford these evidences of higher civilisation. In the Negri Sembilan life was largely communal. Imprisonment and mutilation—such as the lopping off of a limb—rendered a man a burden to the community instead of an aid. Torture, scourging, branding and disfigurement were dangerous punishments to inflict because of the desperate thirst for vengeance that they roused in the heart of a sensitive and self-respecting Malay. Death, enslavement and exile were extreme penalties that could only be applied to incorrigible offenders. We therefore find, as we might have expected, that the adat perpatih was an extremely mild system of law, lenient to first offenders and always ready to condone a wrong if due restitution was made. Its great feature was the system of collective responsibility—the liability of a family for the faults of its members. In inflicting nothing more serious than a fine upon an offender, the administrators of the law could rest assured that all possible family influence would be brought to bear on the criminal to induce him to amend his ways and to become a source of profit instead of loss and disgrace to his relations. By this means the adat perpatih tended to reclaim the wrong-doer and to keep its own leniency from degenerating into an undue tolerance of crime. On the irreclaimable offender—the man whom his own family rejected—the law pressed severely: it had no option except to banish, kill or enslave him. Taken all
in all, this adat of Menangkabau may claim great merit as a system of law: it was just, it was humane, it tolerated no delay in criminal matters, it secured compensation for the injured; it never brutalised or degraded a first offender; it was understood by all and even went to childish extremes in its desire to explain itself clearly and intelligibly to the very humblest intelligence in the community.

The autocratic adat têmênggong was different. The interests of a Malay chief lay in the direction of exacting heavy fines, reducing offenders to slavery under him, and vindicating his authority by the cruel punishment of any man who dared to gainsay him or disregard his commands. The justice of a Malay prince, even when impartial, was a cruel and pitiless justice, seeking to deter rather than to reform. The theocratic hukum shara' (which came into prominence whenever a native ruler was frightened by illness or old age into a sudden zeal for reforming his neighbours) was, in its way, even more unsatisfactory than the adat têmênggong. It multiplied offences intolerably. Cock-fighting, opium-smoking, gambling, illicit intercourse, irregular attendance at mosque, and even such technicalities as wearing the wrong kind of clothing and beating gongs at weddings are liable to be severely punished under Muhammadan law. If the adat têmênggong brutalised the people, the hukum shara' put a premium on hypocrisy. Zeal for piety, like zeal for law and order, may easily be pushed too far.

As a corrupt judiciary will discredit any legal system however excellent in itself, it is necessary to discriminate also between the law and its administrators when we estimate the merits and demerits of the
old Malayan adat. When compared with English law the adat temenggong seems very faulty indeed; it was crude and primitive in its legal theories, uncertain and unmethodical in its pronouncements, cruel and brutalising in its punishments. The hukum shara' or Moslem law stands on a much higher plane of intelligence, but it was rather inhuman in its penalties and unpractical in its inability to distinguish between crimes and sins. The primitive adat perpatih bears the comparison with English law best. English law is not, of course, above reproach; it owes its reputation in the East more to the integrity of its judges than to its own merits. It is notoriously slow; it is full of formalities and technicalities; it is costly to suitors; it is constantly being amended or modified; it presses hardly on jurors and witnesses and is not easily understood by the people. Moreover, although it may seem paradoxical to accuse English law of comparative brutality, its system of administering punishment as a deterrent suggests the cruel adat temenggong rather than the kindly adat perpatih which treated crime as a mere civil wrong until an offender was shown to be incorrigible. The interest of the study of the different systems of Malay law with their varying merits and demerits lies in these comparisons of one with the other. From this point of view, the adat perpatih is exceptionally interesting because it shows how these primitive Menangkabau Malays overcame many difficulties that English law has failed to surmount. The men of Menangkabau succeeded in creating a jurisprudence so simple that the humblest villager could understand it, so well known that no judge could excuse or defend an unjust decision, so little vindictive that it sought the interest of the injured party rather than the punishment of the
wrong-doer, and so humane that it could dispense with mutilation, scourging, torture, slavery, and imprisonment. In fact, throughout all the old Sumatran adat we can trace the underlying idea that the worst use to which a criminal can be put is to cripple him or to kill him or to dishonour him by degrading punishments or to brutalise him by unproductive prison-labour. As all members of a little community were connected by marriage, they constituted one family and called the village-headmen the ibu-bapa or "parents" of the hamlet. The system of justice so administered by one’s "wife’s relations" was a happy mean between the over-indulgence of close blood-relationship and the utter indifference of stranger to stranger.

THE ADAT PERPATEH

The States that make up the modern Negri Sembilan are not ancient communities. They date back, at farthest, to the middle of the seventeenth century, when a number of Sumatran Malays began to migrate in small detachments from Menangkabau to the inland districts behind Malacca. The descendants of these old immigrants still speak of themselves as "Sons of Menangkabau."

Kita anak Menangkabau yang di-bawak "land" dan di muka bumi, suril-kur Gunung Biru, suril-kur padu naga, hir kaungg Silagundi, mudek yang berna Tareh Sunata, Pulau Andalas.

We, sons of Menangkabau, who dwell with the heavens above us and the earth beneath our feet, who once held the lands round the Mighty Burning Mountain as far as the great pass that opens the way to the plains, who migrated down to Silagundi, to the territories below the State of Sumatra in the isle of Andalas.
The "Sons of Menangkabau" came down first to Siak; then they crossed the Straits to the Linggi River; thence they made their way to Naning, Rembau and the other Negri Sembilan States. When few and weak they protected themselves by admitting the supremacy of Johor; gaining courage as time went on, they selected a prince of their own blood from the royal line of Menangkabau. This prince, Raja Melewar, appointed about A.D. 1770, was the ancestor of the present Yang-di-pertuan Besar of the Negri Sembilan.

These and many other facts of local history are recorded in the quaint old sayings (pērbilangan) that have been handed down from generation to generation by way of making the Negri Sembilan Malays ever mindful of their origin. These old sayings are not likely to be forgotten; they are a source of pride, an unwritten pedigree or patent of nobility to the men who quote them and about whom they are quoted. Old sayings, even when historical in character, are generally considered by Malays to be included in adat, "law," for although they are not really law, they serve to explain or elucidate the law. Here is one of them:

Bēraja ka Johor
Bērtai ka Siak
Bērtuan ka Menangkabau
Sultan Bēsar dartēgēri Sri Menantu.
Pērtuan Muda dartēgēri Rembau
Our suzerain is Johor.
We have ties with Siak.
Menangkabau is our master.
Our highest local chief is the Ruler of Sri Menantu.
Our second local chief is the Yamtuan Muda of Rembau.

This saying explains the political position of the confederation in its relations with foreign States.
Again—

_Ālam bērāja._
_Luhak bēr-pēnghulu._
_Suku bēr-tukuh._
_Anak buah bēr-bu-bupa._

The world has its king.
The district has its chief.
The tribe has its headman.
The family has its elders.

This saying gives the gradations of rank within the State.

Before, however, we can examine the constitution of the Negri Sembilan as a whole, we have to study the units, the little matriarchal communities, of which the population is made up. Tribal descent goes through women—a man is a member of his mother's tribe until by marriage he is received into his wife's. Land can be owned by women only. Women may not travel; the husband settles in his wife's village—not the wife in the husband's. Exogamy is insisted on. These points summarise the constitution of the 'family.'

The effect of these curious rules—the very reverse of what Europeans are accustomed to—is not to be realised without some thought. Let us suppose that a small party of men and women belonging to the Payakombo tribe settled at a certain village in Naning. The daughters of the original settlers would belong to the same tribe, would possess all the land, and would continue to reside in the same place. The sons of the original settlers would—owing to the law of exogamy—be compelled to leave their native homes, to marry into other communities, and to take up their abode in

---

1 Of course there are no actual tribal districts; the whole of the Payakombo tribe did not settle in one place. The unit is a family group (pēru), a subsection of a tribe (suku).
the houses of their wives. This process goes on from generation to generation. The women of a family group (*pérut*) constitute a wealthy, powerful and united body, banded together by the bond of a common descent, sharing a common tradition and owning all the land. Their husbands, the men of the community, are a nondescript crowd, drawn from many different tribes and villages, not united by ties of blood, and not owning any of the lands and houses. In such settlements the position of women is an immensely strong one. Any idle or criminal husband would at once incur the hostility of "his wife's relations," the whole clan, and would be practically compelled to mend his ways. Should he prove irreclaimable he might of course be divorced and expelled; he would lose his livelihood and would find that no community would accept him, and that no other woman would marry or support a man who had so hopelessly failed in his duties. If we try for a moment to realise the enormous hold that one of these communities must have over its members, we can at once understand why the "family" could answer for the deeds of its members:

*Kusut méngélésakan,*
*Hutang mémbayar,*
*Pintang ménérimakan,*
*Oleh témpat séménda*
To settle disputes.
To pay debts.
To receive dues—
Those things are the business of "the wife's relations."

I now venture to quote from Mr. Hale's "Folk-lore and the Menangkabau Code in the Negri Sembilan:"

*Orang séménda bértémpat séménda;*
*Jika chérdek téman bérunding,*
Jika bodoh di suruh da urah;  
Tinggi buah tempat beralunong.  
Ramban daun tempat bermaung.

The married man shall be subservient to his mother-in-law.

If he is clever I will try to capole him;  
If he is stupid I will see that he works;  
Like the buttresses of a big tree he shall shelter me  
Like the thick foliage he shall shade me.

One can imagine the satisfaction a Malay mother derives from thinking over this saying and erecting it to her crones and her daughter, when she has made up her mind to receive a son-in-law into the family, be he sharp or slow, clever or stupid, either way she cannot be a lose. Her daughter’s house will be built behind her own, if the man is clever he will get enough money to build the house by easy means, if he is stupid she will so bully him, that the poor man will be glad to labour with his hands at her bidding, it would seem to the anxious mother, that she and her daughter cannot be gainers by the contract.

This passage bears rather amusing testimony to the power of “the wife’s relations.” Although the quotation is not likely to prejudice anyone in favour of the women of Rembau, common justice ought to make us recognise that the system worked well. The people of the Negri Sembilan are the most industrious, most intelligent and most artistic Malays in the Peninsula. They owe these qualities largely to the pressure put on them by “the wife’s relations.” To the communal system they also owe the merits of their law. If a man was wronged he was indemnified by the wrong-doer’s “wife’s relations.” If a man committed an offence in a foolish moment of thoughtlessness or passion, he was not turned into a criminal; he compounded the wrong by the help of his “wife’s relations.” The quarrels of the community were settled by the elders—the ibu bapa, or “parents” of the community, as they were
called—men who were connected by marriage with both disputants and might be expected to temper justice with mercy. The communal system explains both why the law was humane and why it could afford to be humane. The women of a place constituted a bond of relationship between one man and another and gave to a settlement something of the unity of a family with the elders or "parents" at its head.

The highest quality of the adat perpatih was its humanity; its next great merit was the extreme simplicity that brought its provisions within the knowledge of everyone. It was embodied in a vast number of homely sayings that covered almost every branch of law, tradition and proverbial philosophy. Adat, in fact, meant more than mere law. In the quaint and primitive jurisprudence of Menangkaban the meaning of the word adat is explained by the proverb:

_Bupur laau, instang patah._

_Lengthways you get through._

_Crosswise, you get broken._

If you take a stick and thrust its point at an aperture, the stick goes through; if you press the stick athwart the aperture you only break the stick. The aperture is the same, the stick is the same, the intention is the same, but the procedure is not the same. Adat is right procedure. In all matters there is a right way of doing things and a wrong way of doing things; adat is the right way. If a man obeys the laws of nature and the customs of society he is likely to get on; if he flies in the face of convention he is sure to be broken like the stick in the proverb. In English the word "law" is used in a loose popular sense as well as in a technical sense; adat is law in the loose popular sense. Adat
includes the laws of nature, the conventions of society, the rules of etiquette, and even the doctrines of common sense. *Adat* is right action in the matters of everyday life as well as in obedience to the law of the land. The English word "law," as defined by a great jurist like Austin, is *adat* in a very limited sense indeed; it does not cover the so-called laws of nature or of health or of etiquette. An English jurist would say that the law compelled a cabman to wear a badge but not a tie or a water-proof; a Malay would say that *adat* compelled the diver to dress decently and to protect himself from the rain. Curiously enough, the modern Menangkabau Malays have been clear-sighted enough to appreciate the difference between law and *adat*, as the following verse will prove:

*Orang Makkah membawa tajuk,
Orang Baghdad membawa telot,
Di-makan dalam puasa,
Rumah yang bersendi batu,
Adat yang bersendi law
Itu-lah akan raja.*

"Houses built on a framework of brick—customs (*adat*) built on a framework of law—are kings among their kind." In this passage we see very plainly the idea that law lies at the very heart of *adat* but is not coextensive with it.

"Law," then, in the English sense, is virtually a government order backed up by a penalty for non-compliance; the source of law is legislative authority. What, then, are the sources of right action (*adat*)? The Menangkabau jurists say that there are six such sources: primitive justice, revelation, tradition,
treaty-convention, promises and the course of events. All these things determine what is right action and what is wrong.

Primitive justice (chupak yang asli) is practically equity or common sense. To illustrate the application of common sense to law the Negri Sembilan jurists have evolved a most curious series of axioms or maxims so homely in their terms that they could not fail to explain the adat to the intelligence of any villager however stupid or ignorant. To us, of course, they seem childish:

Kambing biasa membebek.
Kerbau biasa meninggak.
Ayam biasa berkukuk.
Murai biasa berkicau.
Goats bleat.
Buffaloes bellow.
Cocks crow.
Magpie-robin’s twitter.

This only means that every living thing, through birth, natural aptitude or surroundings, has some allotted function in life. Applied to humanity the same axiom is thus expressed:

Penghulu biasa menghukumkan adat.
Alim biasa menghukumkan shara.
Huluhalang biasa menjarah.
Juran biasa melépas.
Saudagar biasa bermain bungkai téraju.
Pémpuan biasa berusahakan kapas dan bénang.
The penghulu administers customary law.
The jurist consults administers religious law.
The warrior raids the enemy’s country.
The trainer lets fly the fighting-cock.
The merchant fingers weights and measures.
The woman works with her needle and thread.

1 A man’s promises and the course of events may determine right action, but they do not affect law. They are not discussed in this chapter.
These axioms have even been versified to enable them to be more easily remembered:

Chémpéjak ambilkan qalar
Di-gulai dalam panas.
Apa-kan chapak pegawai?
Bérolah tak daripada rama.

Ménchampak timba ka hulu
Kéna-lah udang oleh orang.
Apa-kan chapak pénghulu?
Bérman undang undang.

Ménchampak ka ténjah sawah,
Ménfamai banh daiban.
Apa-kan chapak mémérientah?
Ménjęthali jauh émpat péka kun.

We have also a similar set of quatrains in a slightly different form:

Bérpérak, ka-ténjah ínta
Tempat bértanam sélasah samb.
Jika ta' banyak kita bérbah.
Tinda sah ménjaddi kadzi.

Brong kénare bérélak.
Bérélak de-ténjah padan.
Jika ta béran ménjarah.
Tinda sah ménjaddi kubalabana.

Lalu béimpot orang iabon;
Ka baring mémébana pétau.
Jika ta'tahu kata bérelong;
Tinda sah ménjaddi pégau.}

All these verses—and many others like them—only mean that every man has his own business and that he should try to mind it.
The next maxim is that a man should not only attend to his own business, but should attend to it in the proper way:

Menumbok di-lésong;
Menanak di-périak.
Pound rice in a mortar;
Boil rice in a cooking-pot.

If you go pounding rice in a cooking-pot, you will only break the pot; if you boil your rice in a mortar, you will not get an appetising dinner. Such action is not right action; it is not the right way to do things; it is not adat.

The next item in this homely jurisprudence is that if a person is doing his proper work in the proper way, he is not to be thwarted or interfered with. Every person is "king in his own domain."

Pénghulu itu raja pada témpat-nya;
Pépasai itu raja pada témpat-nya;
Hululang itu raja pada témpat-nya;
Kanak-kanak itu raja pada témpat-nya;
Ségala binatang itu raja pada témpat-nya;
Ayam itek itu raja pada témpat-nya.

"Even poultry are kings in their own domain." When it comes to laying eggs the wisest man on earth cannot successfully compete with a humble hen.

The next maxim is a very important one; it deals with the treatment of offences against adat. The rule is expressed as follows:

Yang mënkhinchang, yang mémamar;
Yang mémbynok, mémbynúkan;
Yang mënful, mémberi balas.¹
Who wounds must heal;
Who slays must replace;
Who sells must restore.

¹ A shorter variant is chinchang jempej, búnok balas.
In other words, the wrong-doer must pay for the wrong done. This axiom has been versified.

Orang Silongkang membawa kapos,
Orang Butan membawa ayer;
Yang menequinchang yang memasak,
Yang berhubang yang membayar.

This is, of course, like the doctrine of “an eye for an eye, a tooth for a tooth, a life for a life.” But there is this important difference: the adat perpatah aimed at restitution and not at vengeance; it concerned itself chiefly with securing adequate compensation for the injured party or his relatives.

We may conclude with one final axiom of this axiomatic law—

Chopak, yang tepat,
Gantung yang purna;
Hungkai yang khit;
Titam yang bakar.
Tanda heth, despang lay;
Let your measure be just.
Let your measure be full.
Let your weights be correct.
Let your scales be even.
And no one will go back on what you do.

This saying is intended to imply that a seeker for justice should not be put off with half-measures, that compensation should be adequate and that debts should be paid in full. Half-measures satisfy nobody; they only lead to vendettas and to the continual reopening of a quarrel.

It is easy to see how this quaint old sententious jurisprudence could be applied to the settlement of simple disputes. Let us suppose that A drives over B. If A does not know how to drive we condemn him at once because “a goat should not attempt to bellow.”
If A has been using an unsuitably restive horse we also condemn him because he should not "pound rice in a cooking-pot." If A has been driving on B's side of the road we decide in B's favour for B is "king in his own domain." We follow up the decision by making A pay damages because "whoever destroys shall also replace," and then we fix the compensation at a sum proportionate to the injury, for "the measure should be full, the weight should be correct, the scales should balance fairly." Finally, if A meets the claim in a fair spirit we can insist on his obtaining a quittance in full from B—"the measure is sufficient, and there is no going back on what you do." If the trained jurist is inclined to sneer at a law so childish in its terms as to suggest the nursery or the kitchen rather than the court, he should remember that this very simplicity made it comprehensible to the humblest members of the primitive communities for whom it was intended. As with the great truths of religion—

Truth in closest terms shall fail.
When truth embodied in a tale
May enter in at lowly doors.

The simplicity of the law of Menangkabau was its strength. If a suitor had a perfectly clear case he either got what he wanted or he made it clear to the whole country-side that he was being unjustly kept out of his rights. He could not be put off with any misrepresentation of a law that the very children of the country knew and understood. The difference between the adat perpatih and the adat temenggong is visible in these days of British administration. Whenever a miscarriage of justice occurs in Perak, Pahang and Selangor, the Malays take it very calmly; but in the Negri Sembilan the whole population is excited by any
non-recognition of the local adat. The passionate interest taken by the people in their old traditional law is surely a testimony to its practical value. To quote one of their own sententious aphorisms, "A man who deals in jewels is the best judge of a gem."

According to Menangkabau jurists, the axiomatic justice that we have been discussing is only one of six great branches of adat. Embodied in a few homely sayings, primitive justice (chupak yang asli) may suffice for the settlement of very simple issues, but has to be supplemented by something more elaborate whenever we come to complicated questions such as the title to land, the succession to property, the validity of marriages and divorces, and the proper election of chiefs. The more elaborate branches of jurisprudence are accordingly known to the Malays as artificial law (chupak yang buatan), treaty-law (kata muafakat) and tradition (kata pēsaka). If we accept the unhistorical belief that the whole of the adat pērpateh was invented by a certain Dato' Pērpateh Pinang Sa-batang and that the whole of the adat tēmēnggong was the work of a Dato' Kētēmēnggongan, we might go so far as to describe all higher law as "artificial;" but, of course, these great opposing legists are mere personifications of schools of jurisprudence and could not historically have sunk European ships or argued with each other or done the other wonderful things that are ascribed to them. Under the circumstances, it will make for clearness if we discuss the peculiarities of the adat pērpateh as "tradition" (kata pēsaka) and the Negri Sembilan constitutions as "treaty-law" (kata muafakat). By this classification we limit the term "artificial law" (chupak yang buatan) to the additions imported into adat by the influence of Islam.
We use the term "additions" intentionally. In theory the Menangkabau Malays are good Muhammadans and are bound to accept the whole of Muhammadan law, but in practice they limit that acceptance to matters in which it does not disagree with their own customs. When it comes to choosing between the adat and the hukum shara' they allow the latter to go to the wall. Of course there are many points on which the two need not conflict: questions of mosque management, for instance, lie entirely outside the adat. Even in points in which the two laws contradict each other, the Negri Sembilan Malay affects to believe that Moslem law agrees with adat, and that his local kudzi is only misinterpreting the law. The Negri Sembilan Malay in fact looks upon the adat as the application of divine law to mundane matters—

Adat yang lazi.
Shara' yang lazim.
Custom is real law.
Religion is ideal law.

He argues that there is really very little difference between the two:

Pada adat,
Meninghilangkan yang buruk,
Menimbulkan yang baik;
Kata shara',
Menyuruhkan bercakap baik,
Menyakinkan bercakap jahat.
Our customary law bids us
Remove what is evil
And give prominence to what is good;
The word of our religious law
Bids us do good
And forbids our doing evil.
One law is satisfied if a man abstains from evil; the other goes further and expects him to do good. Although adat may not go as far as religion it must surely be based on the same right principles; how, then, can the two come into collision? So argues a Menangkabau chief whenever he dismisses a kudzi for not seeing his way to reconcile the canons of religion with the accepted law of the world.

As the hukum shara' or law of Muhammad is the subject of a special chapter of this pamphlet we may pass it over for the moment and proceed to examine the next two branches of Malay jurisprudence, "treaty-law" (kata muafakat) and "traditional law" (kata pésaka), as we may roughly translate them. We use the term "treaty-law" advisedly because the constitutions of the various States of the Negeri Sembilan were so elaborate and differed so much from one another as to bear out the theory that they were the result of conventions (muafakat) between the different village communities. The titular head of the country, the Yamtuan Besar, was a hereditary ruler who succeeded to his title according to descent in the direct male line. The Dato' of Naning (the oldest State) was also a hereditary ruler, but he inherited and bequeathed his title according to the matriarchal system of descent through women. The Dato' of Johol was chosen by the chiefs of the aboriginal tribes. The Dato' of Rembau was elected in the most elaborate way from a certain limited clan of waris or possible heirs. This clan was divided into two branches, each of which took it in turn to provide the Dato'. In theory the eight subdivisions—the waris villages—ought also to have taken in turn the provision of a chief, but in practice the stronger were apt to override the weaker.
The State of Rembau also presents us with the curious anomaly of a Sakai chief\(^1\) reigning over a population of Malays. The \textit{waris} clan was only a subdivision of the great \textit{bantu} tribe, the descendants of the aboriginal inhabitants of the country. But though the Dato' was, in a sense, a Sakai, the "electors" were Malays. The "electors" were the \textit{lembagas} or tribal headmen representing the twelve Malay tribes.\(^2\) The Dato' was a Sakai, but his own people had (in theory) no voice in the final stages of his election.

The constitutional \textit{adat} of the Negri Sembilan dealt with many things besides the appointment of the rulers. It defined the position and precedence of the minor chiefs, it settled their powers, and it covered the whole of what we may term their court etiquette. It is summarised in a large number of sayings, of which the following are examples:

\begin{quote}
Ada pun raja di tudu mempunyai negeri dan tiada boleh menerima kharipat, melainkan bercadilan sahaja serta permakaman-nya.
\end{quote}

The King does not own the soil nor can he levy taxes; he is the fountain of justice and may levy definite fees for his maintenance.

This passage explains the position of the Yang-di-pertuan Besar. His precedence was unquestioned; his powers were limited. He was the \textit{kadilan} or "fountain of justice,"' but the great chiefs executed his justice as they thought fit. All executive authority lay with the great local chiefs:

\begin{quote}
Raja bercadilat, p szczulu bercadilat;
Raja bercadilat, p szczulu bercadilat;
\end{quote}

\(^1\) The Dato' would be a Sakai in the direct \textit{female} line. By blood he must be largely a Malay—owing to the law of exogamy. But he claims the heirship by virtue of the Sakai element in his ancestry. The Dato' of Johol is also a "Sakai" in this sense.

\(^2\) The "electors" approve or confirm the election; they do not directly choose the Dato'.

Raja bérkhalifah, pénghulu bérzuká;
The king has Majesty, the chief has Honour;
The king decrees, the chief orders;
The king rules the world, the chief rules the tribe.

These last sayings do justice to the titular dignity of kings.

Raja ménobat didalam alam,
Pénghulu ménobat didalam luah,
Lèmesba ménobat didalam lingkungan-nya;
Ibu bapa ménobat pada anak buah-nya,
Orang bangak ménobat didalam tiralak-nya.
The king rules his world;
The chief rules his province;
The lemboya rules his tribe;
The elder rules his own people;
The peasant rules his house.

This last passage deals of course with the territorial limits of power. The next deals with the character of that jurisdiction:

Tahi pénjakat daripada lemboya
Kéris ménjanak daripada undang,
Pédang pémancang daripada raja
Bonds are the lemboya's
The execution kéris is the chief's,
The sword of execution is the king's

Petty disputes were settled by a system of arbitration, the arbitrators being the village elders or "parents" of the village. If the dispute was serious enough to demand stronger measures the lemboya or tribal headman was called in, with power to bind the culprit and, if necessary, hand him over to the chief; the undang, who had authority of life and death,

But why was there a distinction between the sword and the kéris?
In theory the power to shed a man's blood was only vested in the king. This power was very jealously guarded and might even provoke a war if a sultan believed that a great vassal was putting criminals to death without sufficient deference to the supreme authority, the "fountain of justice." The full power of life and death was defined as—

*Tikum ta'-bērtanya,*
*Panchong ta'bērkhabar.*

To stab without question.
To behead without reporting the matter—

a passage that is sometimes misinterpreted into suggesting that a prince could execute a man without trial. The real meaning is that the chief can execute without appeal. The full authority conveyed in these two expressions was essentially a royal prerogative and was not delegated. In practice, however, the power of executing criminals had to be exercised (without appeal) by the chief local authority in the outlying districts of a sultanate. A distinction was therefore drawn between death by the sword and death by the *kēris.* The long rapier-like *kēris* of execution, forced downwards from the collar-bone through the heart and lungs, slew the criminal without (theoretically) causing more external bleeding than could be absorbed by the little piece of cotton-wool through which the *kēris* was driven. Death by the *kēris* was not supposed to shed blood; the power *tikum ta'-bērtanya* might, therefore, be delegated without impairing the royal prerogative, and it might be exercised without exposing the local chief to the ghostly penalties for sacrilege by violating the majesty of kings. So, too, we have the following saying:
Lėmbaga bērsikat.
Undang bērkelautusan
The tribal chiefs are limited powers.
But the undang’s authority is wide

The four great Penghuluses or Undangs were the Dato’ of Rembau, the Dato’ of Johol, the Dato’ Klana of Sungai Ujong, and the Dato’ of Jelebu. The Dato’ of Naning never acknowledged the suzerainty of Sri Menanti, and the old Menangkabau rulers of Klang and Linggi were subjected by the Bugis chiefs. The modern representative of the Yang-di-pērtuan Muda has now become an executive ruler in Tampin. For all intents and purposes each subdivision was autonomous, though the rulers of Sri Menanti claimed a titular hegemony similar to that which the medi eval emperors claimed over the States of Europe.

The subdivision of a State into tribal districts under lēmbagas is not universal in the Negri Sembilan. The lēmbagas differed greatly in relative importance and were not all ‘electors’ of the Dato’.

The adat assigned to the major chiefs certain insignia of rank, certain privileges and certain marks of dignity. It laid down, for instance, that the marriage ceremonies in an undang’s family lasted five days, in a lēmbaga’s family three days, in a village headman’s family two days, and in a peasant’s family one day only. It allowed the principal chiefs to possess curious attributes of office such as flags of a type not found in the other Malayan States—the adat alar, a long white streamer with a black fringe at the end, the mērural, a long oblong flag with little metal spheres at the far corners; and the tunggal, a tricoloured triangular flag with a sphere and a tassel at the point. It also allowed certain officers to decorate with cloth hangings the
ceilings and pillars of the houses. It also granted more material privileges to the lēmbagus in the form of customary gifts of meat and food at festivals and weddings. Of course it laid down strict rules of precedence for the guidance of officers and arranged every detail of a state ceremony or procession. Indeed, it pushed formality to such extremes that the herald at the installation of a Yang-di-pertuan was expected to stand on one leg and hold his right ear in his left hand when making his proclamation. All these details, of course, seemed matters of vital importance to the old Negri Sembilan masters of the ceremonies, but they possess no interest to the student of jurisprudence. They have therefore to be passed over.

"Traditional law" (kata pēsaka) constitutes the fourth of the great branches into which the Menangkabau Malays divided their adat. Indeed, it might be made to include all the rest since traditional sayings enter into every section of the law. For the sake of lucidity, however, we will limit the term kata pēsaka to those sayings that refer to the special features of the law administered in the Menangkabau courts, leaving out administrative matters (kata muafakat), religious matters (chupak buatan), and axiomatic or commonsense rules of equity (chupak yang asli).

In an agricultural community the rules relating to land-tenure are, of course, of the first importance.

The adat pērpateh recognised that whenever waste land was taken up for cultivation it passed from the hands of the aborigines into those of the Malays. While admitting that the aborigines who could not develop the soil had no right to prevent more industrious people from doing so, the adat laid down that some compensation was due to the dispossessed, were
it only for the hunting-rights of which they were deprived. In a sense, the law even admitted the claim of the beasts and birds to some consideration:

Jalan raya, titian batu,
Bukit bukan rimba yang sungai,
Gunung yang dalam, lapan yang lebar,
Bandar yang sungai-
Sebaru buatan yang empunya
Lubuk yang dalam-
Sekitaran ketang yang empunya

The birds possess the earth; the fish possess the sea. But the aborigines or their representatives (the Dato’ of Rembau and his clan of waris or ‘heirs’) owned the waste lands in a stricter sense.

Gunung gunting, bukit bukan,
Waris dan pinggala yang empunya
The mullabs and the narrow valleys
The hils and the surrounding flats
Are the property of the chief and of the heirs

The chief and the heirs own the jungle, and the Malay settlers own the cultivated tracks:

Sawah yang berjung yang,
Pinang yang berjung,
Lembaga yang empunya
The stretches of ricefield.
The rows of areca palms.
These all belong to the tribal headmen.

Ownership in Malaya went with real working-tenure. The law did not allow a landlord to lock up valuable land at his own discretion or to exact a heavy tax from would-be workers. To use a homely metaphor, it allowed the dog-in-the-manger to levy toll on the cows to the extent of the value of the manger to the
dog, while English law allows toll to be levied to the extent of the value of the manger to the cows. The difference is important. This Malay theory of ownership shows itself in the old Perak chabut system under which Chinese miners were free to work any land that the Malay owner did not himself care to work provided that they paid the landlord a certain small percentage of the tin extracted. The same theory, no doubt, inspired the cultivation-clauses and building-clauses in Federated Malay States grants. In any case, the Dato' of Rembau and his waris or "heirs" still draw a definite percentage of the land revenue of the country. Under the adat pérpatok, the real owner of a piece of land is the occupier or cultivator, the original owners who never developed it are only entitled to a small percentage payment as compensation for their jungle-rights. This view of land-ownership is a very fair one. It encourages the development of a country without at the same time exterminating the poor aboriginal jungle-dwellers who know no art except that of the chase. In Rembau, at least, it worked very well and has made the bidinua tribe (the representatives of the aborigines) a very wealthy and powerful clan, that has picked up Malay culture and is more than able to hold its own with the descendants of the Sumatran settlers.

The right of ownership possessed by a cultivator commenced from the moment when he began to work the soil. To use the Malay dictum, it began—

Sa-bingkah tanah tèrbelah,
Sa-hélai akar putus,
Sa batang kayu rébah.

When the first clod of earth was turned over.
When the first trail of liana was cut.
When the first tree of the forest was felled.
It was rendered quite unassailable by evidence of long ancestral possession—

Pinang yang ganya.
Nyira yang sakai.
Jirai yang panjang

When the areca-palms have grown tall,
And the coconut palms are ancient,
And the line of owners' graves grows longer and longer.

Indeed, what better title deeds could anyone want? Under the adat pérut law ownership went with actual tenure, subject, in some places, to the payment of a small allowance to the descendants of the ancient races who had once possessed the land. But this ownership was qualified by one important condition: the land might only belong to women. No man in Remban could own it. Every man lived on his wife's land or on his mother's and sisters' land, she cultivated the soil and was entitled to his maintenance out of the proceeds. Moreover, as the law of exogamy was strictly observed, every man had, sooner or later, to leave his own village and to settle in the village of his wife. Marriage within the maternal clan (pérut) was incestuous and was punishable with death. A man always migrated; a woman never did. In the words of the traditional saying: a man sought his fate (mënchari untong); a woman awaited hers (mënanti untong). With his change of home a man passed from the power of his mother's family into that of his wife's. His wife's relations became responsible for him.¹

¹ Except in the case of finding a substitute for a murdered man. The substitute had to be provided by the murdered man's own family, not by his wife's. This may have been due to the law of exogamy: the murdered man's widow would probably belong to the same village and would be prohibited from marrying a man of her own tribe.
As we have already seen, petty disputes in these little matriarchal villages used to be referred to the local elders, the *ibu bapa*, who had much influence but no official powers. Since we have already discussed the primitive common-sense justice (*chupak yang asli*) administered by these village-magnates, we now need only speak of the criminal law recognised in the higher courts of the *lēmbaga* and undang. The key to the whole of Menangkabau justice is the rule—

*Hilang darah ganti darah.*

Blood for blood.

"A life for a life." This rule did not mean that capital punishment was necessarily inflicted. The fact that one family had been deprived of its bread-winner was no reason for rectifying matters by depriving another family of its bread-winner. Two wrongs do not make a right. The law of Menangkabau sought to restore rather than to punish; it compelled the murderer's relatives to provide a bread-winner or his equivalent for the support of the widow and children of the victim—sometimes in the form of a person, sometimes in the form of blood-money as the equivalent of a man's services. If a criminal's "wife's relations" saw extenuating circumstances in what the man had done, they could save their clansman from the executioner. If they thought that their kinswoman had married disastrously they could get her divorced on the same absolutely fair terms:

*Charı bahaqi:*

*Dapatan tinggal:*

*Huwa kēmbali.*

1 A man for a man; a woman for a slain woman. The substitute was adopted into the tribe of the injured person.
Earnings (during marriage) are divided;
The wife's heritage is hers.
The husband's bringings go back to him.

The adat pérputeh tried to be absolutely fair; it sought
to rectify a wrong and not to apportion blame.

Salah makan di-muntahkan;
Salah tarek di-kembalikan.

The offences for which (in extreme cases) a criminal
might be put to death are summed up as follows:

Dérhaka dérhaki, sambang salah,
Rébut rampas, sior balak,
Maling catur, kichang kichoh,
Upas rachun, tikam lunoh.

Treason, incest, robbery, arson, theft, cheating, poisoning and stabbing—these summed up the list of potentially capital crimes. But the only men who really came to a bad end were the ne'er-do-wells for whom no village would accept responsibility. The position of a stranger in a strange land is—not without reason—a proverbially unenviable one among Malays; no Malay of substance ever was a stranger in a strange land.

The jurists of Remban and Sri Menanti tried also
to invent a rudimentary law of evidence by compiling a
list of "indications of guilt" and other signs of the
same sort. If a man was seen walking fast near the
scene of a crime they condemned him at once, for no Malay with an easy conscience ever walks fast. If a man kept curious hours, they eyed him with suspicion; if he preferred the jungle to the village-paths, they
called upon him for an explanation; if he answered at
random when addressed, they considered him dan-
gerously eccentric. Indeed, from their standpoint all

---

Some lists give many more capital crimes.
eccentricity was an offence against adat; it is not the correct way of doing things. The most conclusive sign of guilt is, however, summed up in the proverb:

Enggang lalu, ranting patah.
The twig breaks as the hornbill flies past it.

This cryptic utterance is only intended to suggest a coincidence that seems to be more than a coincidence. If the appearances of some tramp invariably coincide with the disappearances of our fowls we are apt to become suspicious of that tramp even though we may have no positive proof of his guilt. After a certain number more of such coincidences the suspicion—without positive proof—will develop into moral certainty. If a man’s enemies happened to fall sick and die after quarrels with him, it was extremely difficult for that man to convince his fellow-villagers that he was not a dangerous wizard and that these little occurrences were only matters of coincidence. Many a poor victim in every part of Malaya has been done to death for sorcery on the evidence of “the flying hornbill and the breaking twig.” On the whole, however, the old customery law of Menangkabau was reasonable and humane. It was a simple homely law of which its votaries were always proud. It was reverenced as a priceless possession; it was never to be amended or altered:

Di-anjak layu, di-aleh mati
Uprooted, it withers; moved, it dies.

To many persons accustomed to the impartiality of English courts the praise lavished on the Menangkabau adat by its followers may seem a mere blind fanaticism; but to those who compare it with the justice administered by native rulers in Siam, India, Burmah and
Java, the simple and humane Menangkabau adat must seem fully worthy of the honour in which it was held as "a couch to the sleeper, a shelter to the wayfarer, a ship to the navigator, an ancestral estate to the cultivator—a true measure that no damp can mildew and no heat can warp."

THE ADAT TEMENGGONG

At the fountain-head of all tradition in the Southern Malay States there stands an ancient Hinduised kingdom of Palembang or Sarbaza that flourished between the years A.D. 900 and 1375 and finally perished, along with its daughter-city of Singapore, in the course of a terrible war with the Javanese of Majapahit. After the close of the fourteenth century these ancient States—Palembang and Singapore—disappear from the annals of our local history and are replaced by the famous Malacca sultanate which, as we all know, was overthrown by Albuquerque in A.D. 1511. The old Palembang tradition that had been borne by colonists from Sumatra to Singapore and then by fugitives from Singapore to Malacca was now carried on again by fugitives from Malacca to the island of Bintang, but in A.D. 1526 the Portuguese Viceroy Mascarenhas plundered and burnt the new Malay settlements and drove the sultan to Kampar in Sumatra. After further wanderings, the descendants of the old Malacca kings found in the upper reaches of the Johor river a refuge to which the deep-draughted galleons of Portugal could not safely follow them. Even there they were not left in peace. In A.D. 1613 and again in A.D. 1615 the shallow-draughted fleets of the Achehnese burnt Johor and carried off the Sultan Alaedin Riayat
Shah III to die a captive in Acheen. After the capture of Malacca by the Dutch (A.D. 1641), Johor revived slightly—only to be plundered and burnt by the people of Jambi in A.D. 1677. Twenty-two years later the last of the long line of Malacca princes, Sultan Mahmud Shah II, was assassinated at Kota Tinggi. Civil wars and disturbances naturally followed. About the year 1717 Johor was taken by a Sumatran adventurer, Raja Kechil, who made himself sultan under the name of Abdul Jalil Rahmat Shah and transferred the capital from Johor Lama to Riau. In A.D. 1722 Riau was captured by the Bugis, who appointed a puppet of their own, a Sultan Sulaiman Shah, to be Sultan of Johor, Lingga and Pahang. The descendants of Sulaiman Shah's family are represented to-day by the Sultans of Trengganu and Lingga and by the dispossessed royal family of Kampong Glam. The descendants of Sulaiman's great officers of State—his Bendahara and his Temenggong—are now Sultans of Pahang and Johor. The descendants of Sulaiman Shah's Bugis supporters are represented by the Sultan of Selangor and the Yamtuan Muda of Riau. Finally, the Sultan of Perak claims to represent the older dynasty, the Malacca sultans, whose direct line came to an end in A.D. 1699.

If, therefore, Malay law is studied in the light of Malay history, we can easily understand why the adat temenggong (as the old Palembang jurisprudence is called) should cover so many important States and yet compare so unfavourably with the adat perpateh of the humble villages of the Negri Sembilan. However excellent the Palembang law may once have been it must have suffered terribly from the political calamities that so often overwhelmed Malacca, Johor and Riau.
But we have no reason to suppose that the adat temeng-gong ever was a consistent and coherent system. It simply represents the old Menangkabau jurisprudence—the true law of the Malays—in a state of disintegration after many centuries of exposure to the influence of Hindu despotism and Moslem law. Although to the casual observer nothing could be more striking than the apparent difference between the patriarchal and autocratic adat of Perak and the matriarchal and democratic adat of Negri Sembilan, the real differences between the two are largely superficial and are connected with the way the law is administered rather than with the actual law itself. Succession to titles and dignities in Perak follows the male line; succession to lands and houses suggests the adat pérpatih. It is not long since Sir William Maxwell penned the following words:

In that State (Perak) the lands and houses of the deceased descend to his daughters equally while the sons divide the personal property. The latter are supposed to be able to create landed estates for themselves by clearing and planting land which they may select, or at all events to obtain the use of land by marrying women who may have inherited it.

The Perak adat here described by Sir William Maxwell is practically identical with the law of the Negri Sembilan. It is a survival and is due to the fact that the Malays were once a matriarchal people and that they still pay more deference to woman's rights than would be tolerated by Hindu or Moslem law. It is borne out by the custom—prevalent all over Malaya—of the marriage-ceremony taking the husband to live in the house of his bride. The old matriarchal law

1 "Malay Land Tenure," p. 127 (Journal of the Straits Asiatic Society)
may also be illustrated by the following passage from the early minutes of the Perak State Council:

It is customary among Malays of rank or position for a husband to appropriate a particular house to the use of his wife at the time of the marriage. She is entitled to live there during coverture, and if she is divorced by the husband the house is regarded as hers and is assigned to her for her use during her life. According to Che Long Jalar’s disposition of his property the kampong at Bukit Guntang went not to the Mantri but to his sister, Che Alang Sepah, the mother of Che Puteh Hawiah.

Similarly, in that very important matter, the acquisition of title to land, the adat têmênggong takes the same view as the adat pêrpatch. Maxwell says of the Perak and Malacca law:

There is no restriction upon the selection and appropriation of forest land and a proprietary right is created by the clearing of the land followed by continuous occupation. He who by clearing or cultivation or by building a house causes that to live which was dead (têmihomplan hono) acquires a proprietary right in the land which now becomes tanah hidup (live land) in contradistinction to tanah mati. His right to the land is absolute as long as occupation continues or as long as the land bears signs of appropriation.

Throughout this definition of title to land we can see the similarity between the ideas of Perak and those of the Negri Sembilan. In the rules regulating the fencing of gardens and the penalties for trespass by buffaloes we can also trace a close resemblance between the adat pêrpatch and the adat têmênggong. Indeed, we ought historically to expect such a connection. We know that the old kingdom of Palembang was a Malay country under a Hinduised government, and we would naturally be prepared to find that the adat têmênggong

1 "Malay Land Tenure," p. 77.
was only the *adat pĕrpateh* administered on autocratic lines. But the law of Menangkabau was not well suited to a despotic system of government; it fell at once into decay. Its curious proverbial jurisprudence perished as soon as law ceased to be the property of the many and became vested in a few chiefs. Its mildness passed away when the community could no longer be held responsible for the faults of its members. It became uncertain or indefinite from the moment that princes and judges did not like to see their discretion fettered by any inconvenient rules and regulations. In the absence of precise rules, common sense came to be regarded as the only possible law, discussion as the only possible procedure. When in the early days of the residential system the Attorney-General of the Straits Settlements criticised the indefiniteness of Perak *adat*, the Resident replied that the state of society in Perak had not reached the point at which it would be advisable to define more particularly the offences that a chief was empowered to punish. Indeed, the whole spirit of autocracy is hostile to strictly-defined systems of law.

Nevertheless, the natural love of Europeans for documentary evidence has led several writers to attach considerable importance to the so-called "codes" of the Malays. In their joy at obtaining written laws they have not always scrutinised with sufficient care the authority that these old Malay codes really possessed, and so have come to suggest the existence of native magistrates who administered the *adat tĕmĕnggong* by charging prisoners under some section of the "Ninety-nine Laws of Perak" or of the "Malacca Code." Although it may seem presumptuous to question the importance of laws quoted or translated by scholars
like Raffles, Newbold and Maxwell, the fact remains that the authority of the Malay codes will not bear serious investigation. The "Perak Code," for instance, is made up of a series of ninety-nine legal dicta or judgments that purport to have been delivered by the Persian minister Buzurjmihr for the guidance of his master Nushirwan the Just. Are we to seriously imagine that these ancient Persian worthies knew anything about Malay padi-planting or about Muhammadan law? As an exposition of Malay theorising, the "Perak Code" is interesting: historically, it does not seem to have been considered authoritative. The old law of the country is thus described by those who actually administered it:

The chief court of Kuala Kangsar administers, as far as it will go, the law of the country, and this law, though unwritten, is very generally understood. [Perak Council Minutes, 1877-1879, p. 19]

Here we have the highest authorities in Perak ignoring the very existence of what is alleged to be their own code. In the same way, we may see that the "Malacca Code" will not bear criticism. Though written at a later date, it purports to represent the law that was once administered in the old sultanate of Malacca and is largely concerned with rice-planting and trading-ships. The trading-ships were not Malay but Bugis. The rice-planting in the old sultanate of Malacca is thus described in the records of the contemporary Chinese navigators who visited the place:

The country produces no rice.

The "Malacca Code" is a modern work that was admittedly written at Riau under Sultan Sulaiman Shah in the days when the Bugis were all-powerful. The "Maritime Code," written at the same time and
place, is also inspired by Bugis adat. The true adat téménagong of Malaya was an unwritten law.

The adat téménagong was made up of ordinary Malay custom, administered by despotic authority and supplemented by a large number of sumptuary regulations drawn up for the glorification of the court. The latter feature appealed very much to the old Malays, as the following passage from Abdullah’s diary will testify:

I enquired of the Boarding Officer at Trengganu: “Sir, what is the law of this country and what are the offences that I should avoid? We are strangers to the place and do not know its ways; we only want to purchase stores for our journey.” He answered: “It is too early to do any marketing—all marketing is done in the evening—but the offences that you must avoid are the following: don’t open your umbrella when passing through the raja’s grounds; don’t wear shoes, don’t wear yellow clothes or thin linen; such things are absolutely illegal.

On being told of this list of offences I thought to myself with a smile at the folly of these useless laws that it would be far more profitable for everyone concerned if they were to prohibit the use of opium with all its demoralising effects and the practice of gambling in all its many forms. And if they are to have laws about clothing, why do they not prohibit the use of clothes that are filthy and have been left unwashed for months at a time?"

Yet this apparent fondness for trivialities is, historically, not hard to understand.

In the old Hinduised kingdom of Palembang the Malays acquired a very high ideal of sovereign power. A Malay raja was personally sacred. He was believed to heal diseases with his touch, he might perform miracles; he was considered almost invulnerable. He was immeasurably above his subjects, who were only...
permitted to address themselves to the dust beneath his feet. He was the source of all honour and the fountain of all justice. In Moslem times he styled himself a Sultan, a Caliph, a Commander of the Faithful, a Shadow of God upon Earth. Any insult or indignity to a prince was sacrilege; it exposed the perpetrator to all kinds of spiritual punishments. Even to roughly handle a king’s regalia was a deadly offence. If a commoner assumed the airs or attributes of a prince, if he wore the royal yellow or flew a royal flag, he was believed to expose himself to certain death at the hands of the ghostly protectors of royal dignities. The commoner had no rights whatever; the king could do whatever seemed best in his own eyes. Such, at least, was the theory of Malay government.

Under the circumstances it is not difficult to paint a very highly coloured picture of the immense improvement in the position of the Malay ryot since the introduction of the British rule. Theoretically, all despotic government is abominable; it ought to drive everyone to emigrate at once. In practice, however, life in a country like Russia is not entirely made up of pogroms, nor is existence in a native sultanate quite as black as some writers have depicted it. The most truthful account of it is that given by Sir William Maxwell:

In a Malay State, the exaction of personal service from the ryot is limited only by the power of endurance of the latter. The superior authority is obliged from self-interest to stop short of the point at which oppression will compel the cultivator to abandon his land and emigrate. But within this limit the cultivator may be required to give his labour in making roads, bridges, drains and other works of public utility, to tend elephants, to pole boats, to carry letters and messages, to attend his chief when travelling, to cultivate his chief’s fields as well as his own, and to serve as a
soldier when required. Local custom often regulates the kind of service exacted from the cultivator in a particular district. Thus, in Perak, one district used to supply the raja with timber for building purposes, while rattans and other materials came from others; the people of one locality used to furnish the musicians for the raja’s band while another had to provide nurses and attendants for his children.

In theory the sultan was omnipotent; in practice he knew the limitations of his power. For his authority and even for his own safety he was dependent on the forbearance of his people and the loyalty of his chiefs. In spite of their extraordinary reverence for kingly dignity the Malays did not believe in primogeniture or in the divine right of any particular member of a royal house. They were always ready to put a younger brother over an elder if the elder was unworthy. Within quite recent times they passed over the Raja Muda Abdullah in Perak, the Raja Muda Mahmud in Selangor, and the senior heirs to the high positions of Bîndahara in Pahang and of Timênggong in Johor. Instances of similar “usurpations” might easily be multiplied. In any case, history made it quite clear to every Malay prince that he could not afford to be too unpopular. Still less could the great vassal chiefs be indifferent to the feelings of their own followers. Having to hold their own against the jealousies of their neighbours and the exactions of their suzerains, the chiefs dared not allow their districts to become impoverished, depopulated, or disaffected. Malay proverbial literature, though very bitter against princes, is kindly in its tone about the chiefs. It helps us to understand why Malay misrule was so tolerable that men would sometimes even leave British territory and settle in a Native State.

1 "Malay Land Tenure," p. 108.
But the system of government in a Malay sultanate did not lend itself at any time to the proper administration of justice. At its best it encouraged a chief to assist his own followers against the stranger, it never put a premium on the chief doing justice to the stranger at the cost of his own men. In a country district where the people all acknowledged one common territorial chief justice might be honestly administered; but in places where rival magnates existed the quarrels of followers were simply passed on to their patrons. Litigation—in cases where the litigants did not take the law into their own hands—became a matter of diplomatic negotiation between the nobles who championed either side. On one of these occasions—in the old city of Malacca—a certain chief asked the sultan to surrender an offender. The sultan demurred. When the matter was pressed the sultan procrastinated in order to allow time for the chief's wrath to pass away, but at last handed over the criminal with a request that the chief might be merciful to his captive. The chief replied by taking up his elephant-goad and splitting open the prisoner's skull in the sultan's very presence. A criminal was a prize to be fought for; he was not a man to be tried.

The best parallel to the system of government in the old Malayan trading-centres is, perhaps, the case of the old Italian towns where the palaces of the nobles were simply so many rival fortresses, and where the population was divided up into Guelphs and Ghibellines or into followers of the great princely houses. Every citizen had to find some patron or protector. Such a system, of course, put a premium on bribery and blackmail. The "Malay Annals" tell us that in the good old days of Sultan Mahmud, the trading captains
who visited Malacca used to say that the place produced three admirable things: bananas (pisang jarum), the water of Bukit China and the justice of the Bendahara Sri Maharaja. But the Annals admit that the Bendahara took "presents," and contemporary Chinese traders gave the following account of the place:

When a word is used which does not please them, the Malays at once take to the kerep, and if a man is killed in this way the murderer runs away to the mountains and hides himself there for some time. When he comes back again the relatives of the deceased do not seek revenge; and the Orang Kaya does not look into the matter any more.

The poorer people often make themselves guilty of robbery, when they meet a single stranger they kill him and rob his effects.

They say that it is better to have slaves than to have land, because slaves are a protection to their masters.

For slight offences they use whipping; their capital punishment is impaling.

Every commoner for his own protection had to buy the patronage of a powerful chief. If he was wronged, he asked the chief to take up his case, if the chief dared not do anything the injured party had either to abandon the suit or to take the law into his own hands. Vendettas were frequent and bitter. The judges sat armed and did not hesitate to kill the prisoner if he insulted them or questioned their jurisdiction or impartiality—as he might very well do. But the worst feature of the old Malacca system was the employment of unscrupulous retainers, bands of idle bullies who were ready to commit any crimes in their master's interest. On one occasion a sultan gave a quid of betelnut to a humble follower. By way of a guess at what this significant mark of honour might indicate, the follower went back and slew the last man to whom the
sultan had been seen to speak. He was not punished for his zeal. Did he interpret his master's mind aright? History cannot tell us. The story only shows how extremely difficult it is to speak positively regarding any sultan's complicity in an assassination.

The aristocratic and autocratic rule, introduced by the old Hindu civilisation and known to Malays as the adat témênggong, degraded and destroyed the primitive Menangkabau law. Yet, in a sense, it is supposed to represent progress. It led to a higher material civilisation: it developed class distinctions and court-life; it brought new blood and new ideas into Malaya; it opened up the country, it created fresh wants and stimulated trade with foreign countries—in short, it did many of the things that British rule is believed to be doing at the present day. The followers of the adat témênggong are, therefore, prone to despise the votaries of the adat pérpateh: "dull-witted are the men of Menangkabau who have no footing on the sea."

In the eyes of the men of Johor, Perak or Malacca, the Negri Sembilan Malay is a sort of narrow-minded country-cousin whose adat, though suited to his own village, is not adapted to the needs of the great world outside. There is some justification for this opinion; the value of Menangkabau adat does not lie in the work that it is actually doing at the present time. None the less, the highly specialised adat pérpateh possesses the greatest possible interest to the student of primitive jurisprudence, while the cosmopolitan adat témênggong is too indefinite and illogical to possess any legal interest whatever.
MUHAMMADAN LAW IN MALAYA.

Although the Koran is always asserted to be the ultimate authority for Moslem law, a single holy book can never be sufficient in itself to serve as a guide to magistrates in the settlement of the many issues that come before them. Even in the early days of Islam, the Koran had to be supplemented. Its simple precepts were interpreted by the help of traditions of what the Prophet himself, as a ruler and judge, had said and done, or by what he had advised others to do. The many "helpers" or "companions" of Muhammad—while they lived—could always testify to the words and deeds of their master; when they died, their testimony was quoted for the guidance of those who came after them. The law thus became dependent on second-hand or third-hand oral "traditions" of what the Prophet had said or done—a confused mass of rulings that were often incorrectly repeated and quite misunderstood. Moreover, these hadith, as they were called, became uncomfortably numerous. The great jurist, Ibn Hanbal, is said to have collected no less than 750,000 of these sayings of the Prophet, and he accepted about 35,000 as authoritative. Textual criticism was a very simple matter in those days. The present text of the Koran was arrived at by the primitive expedient of preserving one manuscript and burning all the rest. While the choice of these hadith or "traditions" came to be decided more by dreams and prayers than by the weight of serious evidence. Rough methods of this sort can, however, be very effective, and no modern Sunnite Moslem would venture to question the accuracy of the Koran-text or the inspiration of that great mass of anecdotal matter which makes up the traditions of the Prophet.
Next in authority to the Koran and the tradition comes the *ijma* or "consensus" of the authorities quoted by the four great jurists of Islam. These four men were not official expounders of the law; they owe their authority entirely to their personal renown as men of learning and sanctity. The first, Abu Hanifah (A.D. 702-767), was actually scourged for refusing to serve as a judge, and he died in prison rather than accept office. The second, Malik (A.D. 716-795), was flogged by order of the Caliph Al-Mansur on the charge of holding mistaken opinions. The third, Shafei (A.D. 767-820), was a very retiring student and teacher, who only began to write in his forty-seventh year and died in his fifty-fourth. The fourth, Ibn Hanbal (A.D. 786-863), was scourged by order of the Caliph Al-Mamun for holding the view—now accepted by Islam—that the Koran was not created but had existed from the beginning of time. These four jurists agree on all major points; whenever they agree, their "consensus" settles a question for good and all. On some minor issues they differ. Abu Hanifah was essentially a lawyer. He was described by Malik as "such a person that if he were to assert that a wooden pillar were made of gold he would prove it to you by argument." Malik was a true theologian; on his death-bed he severely condemned himself for having allowed his own fallible reason to occasionally influence his legal opinions. Malik was the instructor of Shafei; Shafei taught Ibn Hanbal. There is, therefore, a certain distinction between the followers of these last three (who are known as "traditionists," *ahl-i-sunnat*) and those of Abu Hanifah who are called *ahl-i-kias*, or "disciples of reasoning by analogy." Modern Turkey is Hanifite; so are Northern India and Turkestan.
Morocco and Algeria are Malikite countries. A few fanatical Hanbalites are found in the wilds of Arabia. Egypt, Southern Arabia, Southern India, and the Malay Archipelago are Shafeite. The student of British Malaya is, therefore, mainly concerned with the teachings of Shafet.

The Imam Muhammad bin Idris ash-Shafet, an Arab of the tribe of the Kuraish, was directly descended from Abdul Muttalib, the Prophet's grandfather. From his teacher, Malik, he had derived a very great respect for tradition, but he did not blindly accept it all. Modest and unassuming in character, he did not force his views on his disciples. He allowed people to disagree with him so long as they showed proper respect for the main doctrines of Islam. The weakness of Shafet's system is, perhaps, best shown in the character of the most famous follower of his school, the great Saladin, who was a pattern of personal merit, but whose horror of impiety led him to put to death any one who broached very unorthodox views in religion.

The Malays never accepted Moslem law in its entirety. They were quite prepared to adopt it in purely religious matters, such as the control of mosques and the levying of tithes, but when it came to the serious business of life—such as contract, sale, slave-right, land-tenure, debt and succession to titles and real property—the chiefs continued to observe their own adat or customary law. They were probably right to do so; an abrupt transition from one legal system to another leads to innumerable cases of injustice. Law should be coincident with what may be called national common sense. No Englishman knows the whole of his law, but he feels that if he acts
in accordance with morality, custom and common sense he is not likely to go far astray; would he feel as safe in a foreign land even if the alien system of jurisprudence was logically superior to his own? Malaya recognised the theoretical merits of Moslem law but they decided that in matters of everyday life they would do well to adhere to customs that were known to all. The religious law gained ground very slowly. It had to fight against the ignorance and innate conservatism of the people, against the lawless ways of the chiefs, and against the discreditable behaviour of its own unjust judges. There can, however, be no doubt that Moslem law would have ended by becoming the law of Malaya had not British law stepped in to check it. An unwritten code can only be perpetuated by constant observance; every violation of the adat by some powerful chief had the effect of weakening the customary law. Moslem law was in a different position. It rested on something stronger than mere observance and was recorded in imperishable literature. It was gaining ground everywhere when the British authorities came into Malaya and limited the scope of religious law (in the Colony, at all events) to issues affecting the validity of marriages and divorces and the legitimacy of children.

Muhammadan jurisprudence regards marriage as having for its primary object the perpetuation of the human race. It confers upon the husband such rights over his wife as may be absolutely necessary to carry out this theory, but it does not permit him to reduce his wife to the position of a household slave or instrument of pleasure. Marriage is effected by a nuptial contract. This contract must be made in the presence of competent witnesses and must be assented to by both
husband and wife either directly or through their accredited representatives. It must be absolute and may not contain any provisions irreconcilable with the theoretical aim of marriage. It must be entered into for an indefinite period (till death or divorce), not for a specified time like a week or a month. It must be actual and not promissory: a mere agreement to marry at a future date is not a valid contract. Under Shafeite law a marriage may be declared null and void if either party is scrofulous, leprous, insane or a sufferer from certain permanent congenital defects which prevent it becoming a reality. A Moslem man may marry a Moslem or Kitabiah woman, but not an idolatress; he may be the husband of not more than four women at one and the same time. A Moslem woman may only marry a Moslem and must not have more than one husband at a time. She is entitled to as much time in her husband's company as he devotes to her fellow-wives, but she cannot claim an equal share of his affections, for love is not to be given at will. The prohibited degrees of affinity are summed up in the statement that a man may not marry:

(a) his mother, grandmother, daughter, grand-daughter, sister, aunt or niece;
(b) a present wife's mother, grandmother, daughter, grand-daughter, sister, aunt or niece;
(c) a woman bearing to him any of the above relationships by fosterage;
(d) a widow or divorced wife of his father, grandfather, son or grandson.

It should be added that the above rules do not prohibit a man marrying the sister or near relative of his

1Christian or Jewish.
deceased or divorced wife; they forbid his being married to two very near relatives at the same time.

The above statements summarise the Moslem law of marriage except in so far as it deals with the obsolete question of slavery. The law seems simple enough, but its interpretation in special cases has inspired a vast literature. What are the necessary words in a marriage contract? Is a Christian a competent witness? Can he give a Muhammadan girl in marriage? What is the legal effect of a guardian's carelessness in attending to the interests of his ward? What is to be done when an agent exceeds his instructions and marries his employer to the wrong woman or to two women—especially two sisters—at one and the same time? What course is a husband to pursue if a Christian wife demands payment of her dowry in pork? What exactly constitutes relationship by fosterage? If a man is married to two wives—the one an infant, the other an adult—and he finds the elder wife suckling the younger, what does the law expect him to do? If the law compels him to divorce both (one being now a wife's foster-mother and the other a wife's foster-child) must he forfeit their dowries through no fault of his own? It is quite clear that we cannot follow the marriage law through all its intricacies. A Malay bride's wali or guardian usually employs an agent or wakil. This wakil is a man versed in the law; he knows the proper Arabic formule by heart and he supplies competent witnesses for the ceremony: in this way the validity of a marriage is ensured. But it must always be remembered that the average Malay looks upon the true religious ceremony much as a French father looks upon the civil procedure which validates a marriage; it is sufficient for legality but for nothing more. The
true Malay wedding-ceremonies lie outside Moslem law: the henna-staining festivity, the bridegroom's procession, the mimic fights, the ceremonial ablutions of the newly married pair—all these prominent features of a Malay marriage belong to an older law than that of Shafei. A wedding before the religious authorities is like a marriage before the registrar: it is tolerated only. A Malay would consider that his daughter had disgraced herself if she was satisfied with a marriage before the local kadzi.

Again, according to Shafei, no woman can give herself (or anyone else) in marriage. If a girl is a virgin and under age, it is considered immaterial if she even consents to a marriage, for what can she really know about the meaning of the contract? In its eagerness to protect the interests of virgin minors the Shafeite law has rather overreached itself. It trusts no guardian except an ascending agnate. It presumes that a father or grandfather will have sufficient affection for a young girl to allow of his being entrusted with the power of giving her in marriage, but it does not presume the same of an uncle or even of a brother. This point creates a difficulty in countries like Malaya where immature orphan girls are occasionally wanted in marriage. The difficulty is got over by the fact that Shafei allows his disciples to differ from him on isolated points. The marriage of minors is therefore a point on which guardians find it occasionally convenient to disagree with Shafei; they adopt the view of Abu Hanifah that a guardian can give an immature ward in marriage provided that she is permitted to repudiate an unsuitable marriage contract when she comes to years of discretion. This expedient is known as balek madzhab or balek madahap—“going back on
one's school of law." Not that the average Malay parent understands the real points at issue. He does what he is told to do by his legal advisers, who take advantage of this expedient in order that they may surmount a difficulty. Sometimes the hindrance is of another sort. It may happen that a girl's legal guardian puts difficulties in the way of her getting married. In such cases the kadzi is entitled to step forward and to call upon the guardian to do his duty by the girl or to renounce the position of her custodian. "To her that hath no wali"—so runs a traditional saying of the Prophet—"the civil authority is wali": the guardian by birth resigns his position, and the guardian by law takes his place. If there be no kadzi available, a girl may go with her prospective husband before any person who has the education of a kadzi and can ask that person to act as arbitrator and even to give her in marriage should he think it advisable. Islam considers that it is the duty of a guardian to find a suitable husband for his ward.

The Malay rules regarding the "dowry" or settlement made by the bridegroom on the bride are very interesting because they represent a curious compromise between Muhammadan law and ancient Indonesian custom. Moslem jurists recognise one payment, the mahir: Malay customary law insists on a whole series of conventional presents, beginning with betrothal and sometimes continuing till the birth of the first child or even later. A sort of compromise has been arrived at by identifying one of these many presents, the mas kawin, with the Arabic mahir or dowry. The mas kawin appears, in former times at least, to have been a mere fee or customary wedding payment and to have been sometimes fixed so high as to
discourage marriage in impoverished districts and sometimes so low as to be no check on hasty divorce. All this is quite wrong, from the Moslem point of view. The *mahr* is not a payment or present to a woman's relatives; it is a settlement on the bride herself who can claim it as her absolute right. This Moslem view is gaining ground. Every Malay woman now gets either a dowry or a deferred dowry—a sum of money which the husband must pay her if he divorces her without sufficient cause. This deferred dowry is a real check on hasty separations. The old theory of a "customary payment," however, shows itself in the fact that in many districts the amount of the dowry is conventional and does not depend on the wealth of the contracting parties.

The Moslem check on hasty divorce is the *mahr*; the old Indonesian check seems to have been what is known as the *sharikat*. In districts where the dowry is more or less fixed by convention we find that a divorced wife or widow has a claim on her husband's property to the extent of one third of their "joint earnings." The calculation of this third is of course a matter of great difficulty and leads to endless disputes. An arbitrator is usually called in; he makes an approximate estimate of the increase in value (if any) of the husband's property during the period of the marriage and he allows the wife or widow her share. Malay public opinion is also in favour of considering that all jewellery and all household requisites—such as pots and pans—are the absolute property of the divorced wife or widow. The facts is that ancient Malay custom gives a woman a better status than she gets from Moslem theory. In Rembau, a Malay may not even marry a second wife without obtaining the special sanction of the ruler of
the country, while, in other States, the first wife's consent is expected before a second wife is taken. All this is quite unnecessary according to Muhammadan law.

In order to avoid disputes as to the paternity of children the law forbids the speedy remarriage of widows, of divorced women and of women whose marriages have been annulled after consummation. It prescribes a period of time (called the *iddah*) during which a woman is not free to marry again, and it gives her the right (if divorced) to claim maintenance from her husband during the whole duration of her *iddah*. An ordinary decree of nullity of marriage is treated as a divorce; it does not render the children illegitimate, nor does it deprive a woman of her rights to dowry and maintenance.

Like the law of marriage, the Moslem law of divorce is very simple in its main provisions but difficult of interpretation in occasional instances. A man may divorce his wife at any time, with or without cause for complaint against her; a wife may divorce her husband by simply "redeeming" herself or paying him compensation for the loss of his conjugal rights. Divorce does not even entail the parties going before a court or registrar; it is perfectly valid wherever pronounced and whether witnesses are present or no. Such, at least, is the theory. In practice, however, things are very different. A man who divorces his wife has to pay her a certain amount of money for dowry and maintenance and has to meet a good deal of hostility on the part of her relatives and a good deal of unwillingness on the part of others to allow him to marry a second time.

---

1 Three clear periods of purity, or about 100 days. But if the wife is pregnant she may not re-marry till she has been delivered.
Moreover, if a man does not divorce his wife formally and with proper publicity he is liable to have the facts disputed and to expose himself to expensive litigation. In practice, therefore, an ill-assorted marriage is only dissolved after much family discussion and with the full knowledge of the kudzi, who listens to both parties and tells them what to do and how much they will have to pay or to receive.

In theory there are two kinds of divorce—the talak or divorce by the husband, and the khula’ or divorce by the wife—but from a popular or practical point of view, there are six different kinds of divorce: (1) the provisional divorce, (2) the incomplete divorce, (3) the full divorce, (4) the absolutely irrevocable divorce, (5) the divorce by mutual consent and (6) the divorce by redemption or purchase. The provisional divorce comes about more or less in the following way: when the marriage ceremony is over the bridegroom is sometimes requested to pronounce a talik or formula of conditional separation, such as 'If I absent myself for six months without sending any letter or money to my wife she is divorced.' In a country whence people are apt to emigrate in search of a living or to disappear on pilgrimages to Mecca, the position of a deserted wife would be intolerable but for some expedient like the talik which enables her to go before a kudzi, prove her case, and obtain from him an assurance that she is free to marry again. An incomplete divorce (the first or second talak, as it is called) arises as follows: if a man says to his wife, "I divorce you," and then repents of his action, he may "recall her" at any time up to the expiration of her ildak, but he can only exercise this right of recall twice; on the third talak the separation is permanent. The
complete divorce (the third *talak*) takes place when the period of recall has been allowed to lapse unutilised or when the privilege of recall is no longer allowed, or when three successive divorces are pronounced—*e.g.*, "I divorce you once, I divorce you twice, I divorce you thrice." In such cases the husband usually counts out to the wife three articles such as three pieces of paper or three bits of areca-nut so that there may be no misunderstanding about the number of divorces pronounced. After a complete separation of this sort the parties cannot come together again without a formal marriage ceremony. Muhammad, however, to check hasty and ill-considered separations, made it a law that the remarriage of fully divorced persons was not to be permitted unless the woman had in the interval been married (by a fully consummated marriage) to a third party. This intermediate marriage is, of course, a very serious check on hasty divorce. In the very rare event of a man fully divorcing and remarrying the same wife twice—making, with the original marriage three marriages and divorces in all—he is not permitted to remarry her any more: this is the absolutely irrevocable divorce. The divorce by mutual consent takes place when an arbitrator is called in by both parties to decide what is to be done; technically, this is an ordinary divorce by the husband (who is made to pronounce it), but it does not necessarily involve the financial consequences of the ordinary *talak*. The sixth kind of divorce or "divorce by purchase" is a separation at the instance of the wife. A tradition of the Prophet tells us that a certain woman went to Muhammad and made a complaint against her husband. Muhammad advised her to surrender her dowry so as to induce her husband
to divorce her. "I will give that and more," said the woman. "Nay, not more," was the reply. Moslem law sets its face against the husband using his position to extort an unfair amount of compensation from the wife, but it allows him to claim something more than the dowry that he himself has paid. Malay custom has it that the dowry shall be returned doubled. This form of divorce does not entail an intermediate marriage should the parties repent of their action and decide to marry again. It is, however, rare. A Malay woman cannot usually afford to pay a double dowry and she has other methods of exasperating her husband into divorcing her—one favourite method being to lock him up in his house and then (in the hearing of the neighbours) to scream out some interesting but abusive details about his most private affairs.

We have now dealt with the principal elements in the Moslem law of marriage and divorce. We can easily see that the strictly legal position of the wife is unsatisfactory owing to the preponderant consideration given to the authority of the husband. Muhammad found woman in a state of subjection; he could not release her altogether from the results of centuries of hardship, but he did much to improve her position. He insisted on her being treated with respect, he gave her certain absolute rights to dowry and maintenance, and he checked hasty and inconsiderate divorce. Modern Moslem law, however harsh in theory, can be readily adapted to meet a woman's interests. If a father wishes to secure his daughter against the risk of her husband marrying other wives, he can do so by stipulating for a heavy deferred dowry and for a conditional divorce to come into effect if a second wife is taken. The husband, in such a case, has
so much to lose that he dares not marry a second wife in the lifetime of the first. If a man wishes to protect his daughter against the evils of desertion, he can do so by the talik process which has been already explained. If a man who is married to four wives wishes to keep them and yet legitimize his son by another woman, he can do so by arranging for one of them to divorce him by the khula' process; he thus becomes free to marry and divorce the child's mother and then to remarry his original wife without the unpleasantness of seeing her wedded to someone else as required by the ordinary talak procedure. If a marriage is pronounced invalid through no fault of the wife, English law brands the children as illegitimate; Moslem law on this point is kindlier than ours. Much may be made of the fact that a Muhammadan, besides having four wives, can have as many slave-mistresses as he pleases. Moslem law did not, however, create or insist upon slavery; it found the institution in existence and regulated the position of the slave. Apart from the slave question—now, happily, a thing of the past—Muhammadan law does not allow a man to have mistresses; it punishes the adulterer with death. The profligacy of wealthy or princely Malays is not to be attributed to their religion, but is largely ascribable to the fact that English law tolerates the laxer features of Islam without enforcing the stricter. Even, as matters stand, a special enactment1 has been introduced of late years into the Malay States to enforce more rigid rules of morality among Moslems than among Christians. This step was taken at the request of the Malays themselves.

The law of marriage and divorce is the only branch of Muhammadan jurisprudence that is fully recognised

1 "Muhammadan Laws Enactment."
in the Straits Settlements courts, but certain other branches are worthy of special notice. The first is the law of testamentary and intestate succession which is accepted by Moslems in the Federated Malay States and is often followed (though not the true law) in the Straits Settlements. On the question of testamentary succession the following tradition (recorded by one of the Prophet’s contemporaries) is worth quoting in full:

In the year of the conquest of Mecca, on my being taken so extremely ill that my life was despaired of, the Prophet of God came to pay me a visit of consolation. I told him that, by the blessing of God, having a great estate but no heirs except one daughter. I wished to know if I might dispose of it all by will. He replied, “No,” and when I severally interrogated him if I might leave two thirds or one half he also replied in the negative, but when I asked if I might leave a third he answered, “Yes, you may leave a third, but a third to be disposed of by will is a great portion and it is better that you should leave your heirs rich than in a state of poverty which might oblige them to beg from others.”

In accordance with the principle so laid down, a man may dispose of one third of his property by will, but he has no right to use his power in such a way as to defeat the aims of the law of intestate succession. In actual practice, when a Malay makes a will he does so in order to leave money to charity or to the mosque authorities as a sort of fine for having neglected his religious obligations during his lifetime; he does not make a will to favour one heir at the cost of another, nor has he the power to disinherit. If all the heirs are willing to agree to an unequal distribution of the property among themselves, they are at liberty to do so, but they are not compelled to recognise any special legacy made to one or more of them out of the available third of the estate. The object of this limitation of
testamentary power is to prevent favouritism and family disputes. The Colonial courts recognise wills that are in accordance with English law even though the wills may violate the doctrines of Islam; but no respectable Malay would use the privileges granted him by an "infidel" government to commit an offence against Islam. We thus really get a double system. The judge or district delegate gives powers under our law to an administrator or executor—and then this administrator or executor, with the full approval of the legatees or heirs, distributes the property on the lines of Moslem custom. One law is professed and another is followed. On the whole, not very much injustice is done; but it is perhaps, to be regretted that British courts should subsidize, so to speak, the violation of the commands of the Prophet. In the matter of law, as on the question of morality, the Anglicised or "enlightened" Malay of the Straits Settlements may often be the worst offender against his own national or religious codes.

The Muhammadan law of intestate succession differs materially from that of England. To begin with, there is no law of primogeniture in the disposal of real property. Next, there is the rule that a man's share is twice the share of a woman. Thirdly, we have the Moslem principle that the nearer heirs exclude the more remote—thus, children exclude grandchildren from inheriting, even though some of the latter may represent deceased sons or daughters of the legator. Finally, there is the point that people inherit per capita and not per stirpes: for instance, if a man leaves no surviving sons but five grandsons, all the grandsons inherit equal shares even though four are the sons of one father and the fifth an only son. If the rules as to
Dowry are considered to be a set off against the reduced rights of inheritance allowed to women, the only point that seems thoroughly inequitable in the Moslem law of intestate succession is the exclusion of the children of a deceased son from participation in their grandfather's estate should their uncles be alive to inherit it. Yet, even here we must not be too hasty in condemning. Muhammad himself, a posthumous son born in the lifetime of his wealthy grandfather Abdu'll Muttalib, suffered from this very rule of law, but such was the bond of family feeling (which compelled uncles to look after their fatherless nephews) that the Prophet, on becoming all-powerful, did not alter the law though it had deprived him of a share in the ancestral estate. The whole aim of Moslem law is to maintain the moral bond connecting the members of a family, and we very rarely hear of any Malay who has wealthy relatives being thrown upon the charity of the community.

The Muhammadan law regulating religious endowments (wakf) deserves attention owing to the frauds than can arise out of the differences between it and English law. Unlike many religions Islam is very chary about accepting endowments. If a man build a mosque with the avowed intention of giving it to the public, the gift is not legal until a public religious service has been held in the completed building. If a man presents a fountain, the fountain must have been built and used before the man and his heirs lose their right to it. If the gift takes the form of an appropriation for mosque revenues, the property must be actually handed over to the local authorities before it ceases to belong to the donor. English law is different; it attaches great value to documentary transfers. It
therefore allows certain abuses to spring up. In some cases, trust-deeds are drawn up that reserve rights to a donor's family, the object of such deeds being practically to secure an entailed income for a man's descendants, thereby evading death-duties, defeating the law of intestate succession and keeping up a lasting position for a family. Another abuse rests upon the English rule that thirteen years' undisputed and absolute possession of landed property gives a title to it. A Muhammadan trustee may not sell or alienate mosque-property, but he is enabled by English law to convey it away by collusion. The Acheen Street Mosque in Penang has lost property of enormous value through adverse occupancy. A third abuse has now been put an end to by recent land laws. In former times, a man could convey land to a mosque by a trust-deed without registering the conveyance or actually handing over the property in the manner required by Moslem jurisprudence. Under its own religious law the mosque could not claim the property; under English law the man's creditors could not seize it. In this way a man might go on for years drawing revenue from lands and houses that ought either to have been devoted to religious objects or to paying his lawful debts. Finally, at the man's death, the mosque (under Moslem law) lost all claim to an endowment to which effect had never been given.

This last point invites attention to a very interesting difference between Malay and English legal notions—the importance attached by the former to oral and by the latter to documentary forms. The Malay desires proper publicity where the Englishman wants a durable record. If a Malay wished to convey a house to his son, he called in all the neighbours, told them all the
facts, and then installed his son as master of the house. His idea was that such proceedings and such publicity made future disputes impossible. He would have looked upon a deed or document as a very tricky business when compared with the honest method of taking the whole world into one's confidence. Although the old Malay practice is more suited to primitive societies than to the requirements of modern commerce, it rests upon foundations of sound common sense. In Penang, at least, a good deal of fraud was perpetrated by secret conveyancing before the present registration laws gave a certain publicity to land ownership. The reasons given for introducing partnership registration in Singapore also rest on the fact that secrecy helps fraud. When once the proper publicity has been secured, the Malay—like all Asiatics—prefers the evidence of things to the evidence of words. He likes to have something to show. If a man wishes to trump up a case against his enemy, he hides stolen goods or illicit chandu or coming implements in his enemy's house. He does not trouble himself so much about suborning false witnesses, he leaves that to the defence. As prosecutor, he is content with the "sign (tandu) or corpus delicti, and with the evidence of the police.

A legal detail of some importance is the question of the form of oath to be administered in courts of justice. Contrary to the generally received opinion in the Straits, the Malays (and many other Asiatics) have the greatest possible respect for the sanctity of an oath, provided that the oath is taken on something really binding. It is quite a common occurrence in the Straits courts for a case to be stopped in order that the parties may take an oath in a mosque or at a shrine (kramat) or by cutting off a cock's head. Men who would dis-
believe a whole host of witnesses will abandon a prosecution at once if the defendant will swear in proper form that he is innocent. Purgation by oath is not simply a Malay custom; it is fully recognised by Moslem jurists and goes for to disprove the reckless assertion that a native is ready to perjure himself at a moment's notice. Unfortunately, the formula prescribed in the Straits courts is not a valid oath. The form at present in use runs: "I swear in the presence of God Most High that I will speak the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth." Muhammadan law insists—on the authority of the Prophet himself—that oath shall be either "by God," "by the name of God," or by God under some such designation as "the All-Merciful." Whoever takes an oath otherwise," said the Prophet himself, "is verily a pagan." To swear "in the presence of God" is precisely one of those evasions that Muhammad so severely condemned.

Nor does the formula even possess the merit of being a real affirmation; it omits the prescribed technical term. The fact is that the swearing of witnesses in our courts is looked upon by many respectable Malays as a profane farce; the famous writer Abdullah tells us in his autobiography that he refused a well-paid interpretership rather than administer the oath to witnesses.

Another very radical difference between Moslem and English ideas of jurisprudence lies in the relation between the executive and the judicial power. The English theory separates the two functions; the Muhammadan ideal unites them. The model judge, according to Malay ideas, is the man who will listen to a tale of wrong and then take steps to help the oppressed and to bring the oppressor to justice. The English

The F.M.B. formula is different.
idea is to give a man a summons and then let him fight his own case as best he can, though he may have no legal knowledge and no notion of what can be admitted as evidence. In country districts a District Officer, knowing a good deal about the parties to a case, is inclined to be indulgent to a respectable but garrulous witness who will not keep to the point or observe the rules of evidence, but, in the towns, every native has to work up his case and arrange his testimony before he comes into court. If he can afford it, he engages counsel; if he cannot pay for a properly qualified advocate, he engages a native hedge lawyer who tells him what to say and how to say it. Of course, this system of working up cases rather puts a premium on perjury and on professional witnesses, and tends to turn a judicial proceeding into a mere contest of cunning. Secret societies, though they aid malefactors, are often only a sort of insurance against the risks of malicious prosecution. The Moslem theory of jurisprudence takes the view that a judicial proceeding is an investigation in which the judge is not an umpire but an active seeker after truth. It also draws a more marked distinction than we draw between issues of fact and issue of law. The kadzi, or judge, investigates a matter and decides as to the facts. If he is doubtful as to the law, he states a case for the consideration of the legal adviser or mutti. In no case does Moslem jurisprudence allow a doubtful or novel point of law to be decided by a man whose sympathies may be affected by the facts that are in issue. The doctrine that "hard cases make bad law" is very practically applied. Another difference between English and Muhammadan law is that the latter is theoretically unchangeable. A ruler may supplement
but he cannot alter the law of the Prophet, however unjust the law may seem. It is a great tribute to the virtues of Moslem jurisprudence that ten centuries have not made it out of date. We, who suffer from the uncertainty of an ever-changing statute-book, will do well to compare the enduring character of the work of the ancient and primitive Arab jurists with the composition of the highly educated draftsmen of our own local laws.

Another striking feature of Moslem jurisprudence is the fact that a man learned in the law is forbidden to seek office as a judge and is even directed to refuse a judgeship should the post be offered him, provided, of course, that other satisfactory arrangements can be made for carrying on a necessary work. It was not for a mere whim that the great Arab jurist, Abu Hanifah, suffered scourging and imprisonment rather than become a kudzi. The Moslem ideal was that the study of the divine law should be absolutely free from the taint of self-seeking. In a sense this was only an ideal, for in the days of Malay rule and even in the days of the caliphs the official judges were usually subservient to the ruler and were occasionally ignorant persons who could neither read nor write. But a judge was not necessarily an official. Any man learned in the law could be called in as an arbitrator to settle a dispute or to investigate the details of a question of marriage, divorce, or intestate succession. If the official judges were not to be depended on, the people were permitted to refer their doubts and quarrels to the true jurisconsults, the men who like Abu Hanifah sought neither office nor money. Such men have usually been forthcoming. The self-denying example of the great Arab jurists was not wasted; it turned the study of Muham-
madan law into something more than a mere profession for earning a livelihood. There is no more painful contrast in British Malaya than the difference between the native votary of English law—the lawyer burök, as he is contemptuously called—who seeks to earn a dishonest fortune by perjury and fraud, and the true student of the law of the Prophet who can hope for no worldly advantage, but who loves the law either for its own sake or for the sake of the Prophet who inspired it or for the sake of its high ideals of truth, or justice, and of unselfish service to one's fellow-men.
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PREFACE.

As explained in the preface to the "Minutes of the Perak State Council, 1877-1879," it was my original intention to give in the first pamphlet of this "History" series some account of events in Malaya prior to British ascendancy, and in the second pamphlet to deal with the coming of the English to Perak. This intention has been abandoned. The story of British intervention in Perak has been the subject of bitter controversy. A narrative giving the whole truth might terminate the controversy, but it would arouse further bitterness; and, in any case, this little series of educational pamphlets is not the place for the publication of matter to which any exception might reasonably be taken.

Under the circumstances I am only publishing those portions of Part II which deal with the condition of Perak at the time of British intervention—the legendary history of the country, the government by chiefs, the position of the Mantri in Larut, and the Chinese disturbances that forced the hand of the Colonial Office. I have used these fragments of Part II as a sort of appendix to the first part—Early History—which is being published in full.

Part I was placed at the disposal of the Editors of "Twentieth Century Impressions of the Straits Settlements and Federated Malay States." It is being published by them with the advantage of illustrations, but students may prefer to have it in a smaller, handier and cheaper form.

R. J. W.
HISTORY.

PART I.

EVENTS PRIOR TO BRITISH ASCENDANCY.

WILD ABORIGINAL TRIBES IN THE PENINSULA.

It is a matter of common knowledge that the Malaya were not the first inhabitants of the Peninsula. Although they intermarried with the aborigines, and although they show many traces of mixed blood, they failed to absorb completely the races that they supplanted. The new settlers kept to the rivers; the older races lived on the mountains or among the swamps. Some of the old tribes died out, some adopted the ways of the Malaya, but others retained their own language and their primitive culture, and are still to be found in many parts of British Malaya.

The Negrito aborigines, collectively known as Semang, are usually believed to have been the first race to occupy the Peninsula. As they are closely akin to the Aetas of the Philippines and the Minicopies of the Andamans they must at one time have covered large tracts of country from which they have since completely disappeared, but at the present day they are mere survivals and play no part whatever in civilised life. Slowly but surely they are dying out. Even within the last century they occupied the swampy coast-districts from Trang in the north to the borders of Larut in the south, but at the census of 1901 only one Negrito—who, as the enumerator said, “twittered like a bird”—was recorded from Province Wellesley, and in 1901 not a single survivor was found. Although present-day students, who naturally prefer the evidence of their own eyes to the records of past observers, are inclined to regard the Semang as a mountain people it is quite possible that their more natural haunt was the swamp-country from which they have been expelled. Whether this be so or not, the Negritos of British Malaya are usually divided up by the Malaya into three: the Semang Paya or swamp-Semang (now almost extinct); the Semang Bukit or mountain-Semang who inhabit the mountains of Upper Perak, and the Pangan who are occasionally found in some of the hills between Pahang and Kelantan.
The culture of some of these Negrito tribes is very primitive. The wilder Semang are extremely nomadic; they are not acquainted with any form of agriculture; they use bows and arrows; they live in mere leaf-shelters with floors that are not raised above the ground; their quivers and other bamboo utensils are very roughly made and adorned. Such statements would not, however, be true of the whole Semang race: a few tribes have learnt to plant; others to use the blowpipe; others have quivers of very beautiful workmanship; some go so far (if Mr. Skeat is to be relied upon) as to include the "theft of a blunderbuss" in their little catalogues of crime—but, unless we are prepared to believe that they invented such things as blunderbusses, we are forced to the conclusion that they must have borrowed some of their neighbours' culture.

A few Semang are still to be found in the mountains between Selama and the Perak valleys; others doubtless exist in the little-known country that lies between Temengor and the river Plus; but south of the Plus we come to a fairer race, the northern division of the numerous tribes that are often grouped together as "Sakai."

If identity of language is any criterion of common origin the northern Sakai racial division includes the tribes known as the "Sakai of Korbu," the "Sakai of the Plus," the "Sakai of Tanjung Rambutan" and the "Tembe" who inhabit the Pahang side of the great Kinta mountains. As these northern Sakai are rather darker than the Sakai of Batang Padang and not quite as dark as the Semang, they have sometimes been classified as a mere mixed race, a cross between their northern and southern neighbours. This is not necessarily the case. Their rather serious appearance, for one thing, does not suggest an admixture of the infantile physiognomy of the Semang and the gay bovish looks of the Sakai of Slim and Bidor. Moreover, their industrial art (to judge by blowpipes and quivers) is higher than that of their neighbours either to the north or to the south. They practise agriculture and live in small houses raised above the ground—the commonest type of house throughout Indo-China.

The expression "Central Sakai" has been used to cover a group of tribes who live in the Batang Padang mountains and speak what is practically a common language, though there are a few dialectic differences in the different parts of this district. Mr. Hugh Clifford was the first to point out the curiously abrupt linguistic and racial frontier between the "Tembe" to the north and the "Senoi" (his name for the Central Sakai) to the south. But all the secrets of this racial frontier have not yet been revealed. Although the Sakai who live in the valleys above Gopeng speak a language that very closely resembles the language of the Sakai of Bidor, Sungkai and Slim, they seem still closer
akin—racially—to their neighbours in the north. Moreover, if we look up from Gopeng to the far mountains lying just to the north of Gunong Berembun we can see clearings made by another tribe—the Mai Luk, or men of the mountains—of whom the Central Sakai stand in deadly fear. These mysterious Mai Luk have long communal houses like the Borneo Dyaks, they plant vegetables, they paint their foreheads, they are credited with great ferocity, and they speak a language of which the only thing known is that it is not Central Sakai.

As we proceed further south the racial type slowly alters until—in the mountains behind Tapah, Bidor, Sungkai and Slim—we come to a distinct and unmistakable race that is comparatively well known to European students. These Mai Darat, or hill men, are slightly lower in culture than the northern Sakai; they live in shelters rather than huts; their quivers and blowpipes are very much more simply made than those of their northern and southern neighbours. Linguistically we are still in the “Central Sakai” region.

Near Tanjong Malim on the boundary between Perak and Selangor the type suddenly changes. We come upon fresh tribes differing in appearance from the Central Sakai, living (in some cases) in lofty tree huts, and speaking varieties of the great “Besisi” group of Sakai dialects. The men who speak these Besisi dialects seem to be a very mixed race. Some dwelling in the Selangor mountains are singularly well-built men. Others, who live in the swamps and in the coast districts, are a more miserable people of slighter build, and with a certain suggestion of Negrito admixture. Their culture is comparatively high. They have a more elaborate social system, with triple headmen instead of a solitary village elder to rule the small community. This form of tribal organisation—under a batin, jénang and jékra (or iuru kērah)—is common to a very large number of tribes in the south of the Peninsula and is also found among the Orang Laut, or sea-gypsies. The Besisi tribes cultivate the soil, build fair houses, have some artistic sense, are fond of music, possess a few primitive songs, and know something of the art of navigation. They are found all over Selangor, Negri Sembilan and Malacca.

In the mountains of Jelebu, near the head waters of the Kongkoi and Kenaboi rivers, are found the Kenaboi, a shy and mysterious people, who speak a language totally unlike either Central Sakai, Besisi or Malay. So little is known about the Kenaboi that it would be dangerous to commit oneself to any conjecture regarding their position in the ethnography of the Peninsula, but it is at least probable that they represent a distinct and very interesting racial element.

1 This is the type illustrated in Mr. Corruti’s photographs.
In the flat country on the border between Negri Sembilan and Pahang, we meet the Serting Sakai, an important and rather large tribe that seems at one time to have been in contact with some early Mon-Annam civilisation. Moreover, it is said that there are traces of ancient canal cuttings in the country that this tribe occupies.

By the upper waters of the Rompin river there live many Sakai of whom very little is known. They may possibly be either "Besisi," "Serting Sakai," "Jakun" or "Sakai of Kuantan."

The term "Jakun" is applied to a large number of remnants of old Malacca and Johor tribes that have now been so much affected by Malay civilisation as to make it impossible to hope ever to clear up the mystery of their origin. A few brief Jakun vocabularies have been collected in the past; a few customs noted. It is perhaps too much to expect that anything more will be done.

The aborigines who inhabit the country near Kuantan (and perhaps near Pekan and even further south) speak a language of their own, of which no vocabulary has ever been collected, and use curious wooden blowpipes of a very unusual type. They may be a distinct race, for they seem to have a primitive culture that is quite peculiar to themselves.

In the mountainous region lying between this Kuantan district and the Tembeling river there is found another tribe of Sakai who wear strange rattan girdles like the Borneo Dyaks, and speak a language of which one observer, though acquainted with Malay, Central Sakai and Northern Sakai, could make nothing. In the mountain-mass known as Gunong Bénom (in Pahang) there are found other tribes of Sakai speaking a language that has some kinship with Besisi and Serting Sakai. Very little else is known about them.

We possess fairly good specimen vocabularies of the languages of all the better-known Sakai and Semang tribes. With the single exception of Kenaboi they possess a very marked common element, and may be classed as divisions of the same language although the peoples that speak them show such differences of race and culture. This language is complicated and inflected, and has an elaborate grammar, but so little is known of the details of its structure that we dare not generalise or point to any one dialect as being probably the purest form of Sakai. It is impossible also to say which race first brought this form of speech to the Peninsula. It would, however, be rash to assume that Sakai and Kenaboi are the only two distinctive types of language used by these wild tribes. Nothing sufficient is yet known of the speech of the Mai Iak, of the dialects of Kuantan, and of the old Jakun languages. Far too much has been inferred from the customs of what one may term the
"stock" tribes of Sakai, the tribes that are readily accessible and therefore easy to study. These Sakai have been visited again and again by casual observers, to the neglect of the remoter and lesser-known tribes who may prove to be far more interesting in the end. When we consider the physical differences between tribe and tribe, the differences of language, the differences of culture evinced in types of dwellings, in tribal organisation, in weapons, and in mode of life, we may perhaps be excused for thinking that the racial elements in the Peninsula will prove to be more numerous and important than scientists are apt to believe.

Meanwhile the Peninsula presents us with a curious historical museum showing every grade of primitive culture. It gives us the humble Negrito, who has not learnt to till the ground but wanders over the country and lives from hand to mouth on the products of the jungle. It gives us the same Negrito after he has learnt the rudiments of art and agriculture from his Sakai neighbours. It gives us the Sakai who grows certain simple fruits and vegetables and is nomadic in a far slighter degree than the primitive Semang, for a man who plants is a man who lives some time in one place and therefore may find it worth his while to build a more substantial dwelling than a mere shelter for a night. Here, however, primitive culture stops. Even the man who has learnt to plant a crop in a clearing must abandon his home when the soil begins to be exhausted. The boundary between primitive culture and civilisation cannot be said to be reached until habitations become really permanent and until a comparatively small area can support a large population. That boundary is crossed when a people learn to renew the fertility of land by irrigation, by manuring, or by a proper system of rotation of crops. The Malays with their system of rice-planting—the irrigated rice, not hill rice—have crossed that boundary. But no Sakai tribe outside the Negri Sembilan has ever done so.

EARLY CIVILISATION.

Although the British possessions in Malaya are not absolutely destitute of archaeological remains they are singularly poor in relics of antiquity when contrasted with Java and Cambodia, or even with the northern part of the Peninsula itself.

Ancient inscriptions have been found in Kedah, in the northern district of Province Wellesley, in the central district of Province Wellesley, and in the island of Singapore. That in Kedah has been completely deciphered; it is a Buddhist formula.
such as might have been written up in the cell or cave of an ascetic. That in the north of Province Wellesley was carved on a pillar that seemed to form part of a little temple; it has not been completely deciphered, but from the form of the written character it is believed to date back to the year 400 A.D.; and to be the oldest inscription in this part of the world—unless, indeed, the Kedah writing is slightly more ancient. The rock carvings at Cheroh Tokun near Bukit Mertajam belong to various ages and are too worn away to be read in connected sentences; the oldest seems to go back to the fifth century and another to the sixth century A.D. As the monument in Singapore was blown up by the Public Works Department in order to make room for some town improvements it is no longer available for study, but from a rough copy made before its destruction it appears to have been in the ancient Kawi character of Java or Sumatra. It probably dates back to the thirteenth or fourteenth century A.D. Another inscription, presumably of the same class, is to be seen at Pulau Karimun, near Singapore.

Near Pangkalan Kempas, on the Linggi river, there are a number of broken monuments which, though they seem to be of comparatively recent date, are of considerable interest. On a curious four-sided pillar there are four inscriptions, two in clear-cut Arabic and two in the fainter lettering of an unknown script. Below these inscriptions there is a circular hole cut right through the pillar, and just large enough to permit of the passage of a man's arm—it is indeed believed that this pillar (which has been much used for oaths and ordeals) will tighten round the arm of any man who is rash enough to swear falsely when in its power. Near this pillar is another cut stone on which the lettering of some old non-Arabic inscription can be dimly seen. As there are many other fragments of carved stone that go to make up the kirammat or holy place of which the inscriptions form part, the Malays have invented a legend that these monuments represent the petrified property of an ancient saint—his sword, his sword and his buckler. Muhammadan zeal seems also to have carved the holy name of Allah on the sword of the saint, and to have converted the first line of the inscriptions into the well-known formula, "In the Name of God, the Merciful, the Compassionate." Fragments of other monuments may be seen lying low in the swamp near which this Linggi kirammat is built up.

Besides these inscriptions traces of ancient non-Malayan civilisations have been found: (1) in some curious old bronzes, resembling bells, that have been dug up at Klang in Selangor; (2) in a little bronze image of a walking Buddha that was discovered in a Tanjong Rambutan mine at a depth of some sixty feet below the surface. (3) in an old Bernam tomb beautifully constructed of thin slabs of stone and containing some broken
pottery and three cornelian beads, and (4) in pottery and iron tools that are continually being met with in old mining workings. More impressive, however, than any of these small relics are the galleries, stopes and shafts of the old mines at Selinsing in Pahang—the work of a race that must have possessed no small degree of mechanical skill. Who were the men who left these remains? If it be true (as the condition of the Selinsing workings seems to suggest) that the mines were suddenly abandoned in the very midst of the work that was being done, such a fact would lend further support to the natural conjecture that the miners were foreign adventurers who exploited the wealth of the Peninsula and did not make the country their permanent home. The Malays say that these alien miners were “men of Siam.” Is this true? Students are apt to forget that “men of Siam,” seven or eight centuries ago, would refer to the great and highly civilized Cambodian race who occupied the valley of the Menam before the coming of the “Thai” from whom the present Siamese are descended. It is therefore probable enough that the Malays are right, and that the mining shafts of Selinsing are due to the people who built the magnificent temples of Angkor. Further evidence, if such evidence is needed, may be found in the fact that the Sakai of certain parts of Pahang use numerals that are neither Siamese nor Malay nor true Sakai, but Mon-Khmer.

The general conclusion to be drawn from the traces of ancient culture in the Peninsula is that the southern portions of the country were often visited but never really occupied by any civilized race until the Malays came in A.D. 1400. Such a conclusion would not, however, be true of the Northern States, of Kedah, Kelantan, Trang and Singgora. There we find undoubted evidence of the existence of powerful Buddhist States like that of Langkasuka, the kingdom of alang-kah auka or of the Golden Age of Kedah, still remembered as a fairyland of Malay romance. This Langkasuka was a very ancient State indeed. It is mentioned in Chinese records as Langgasu as far back as A.D. 500, and was then reputed to be four centuries old; it appears (in Javanese literature) as one of the kingdoms overcome by Majapahit in A.D. 1377; its name probably survives to this day in the “Langkawi” islands off the Kedah coast. But the ancient States of Northern Malaya lie outside the scope of this pamphlet; they are interesting to us because they probably sent small mining colonies to the south and thus claimed some sort of dominion over the rest of the Peninsula. The great Siamese invasion changed all that. By crushing the northern States during the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries A.D. it ruined their little southern colonies and left the territories of Perak, Johor, Malacca and Pahang a mere no-man’s-land that the Malays from Sumatra could occupy without resistance.
THE COMING OF THE MALAYS.

According to a tradition that is accepted in almost every portion of Malaya the founder of the most famous native dynasties was a prince named Sang Sapurba, son of Raja Suran, the "Ruler of the East and of the West," by his marriage with a mermaid, the daughter of the Kings of the Sea. This prince first revealed himself upon the hill of Siguntang, near Mount Mahameru, in the hinterland of Palembang. Two young girls who dwelt upon the hill are said to have seen a great light shining through the darkness of night. On ascending the hill in the morning they found that their rice-crops had been transformed—the grain into gold, the leaves into silver, the stalks into golden brass. Proceeding further they came across three young men, the eldest of whom was mounted on a silver-white bull and was dressed as a king, while the two younger, his brothers, bore the State sword and spear that indicated sovereign power. "Who then are you—spirits or fairies?" said the astonished girls. "Neither spirits nor fairies, but men," said one of the brothers. "We are princes of the race of the Great Alexander, we have his seal, his sword and his spear; we seek his inheritance on earth." "And what proof have you of this?" said the girls. "Let the crown I wear bear me witness if necessary," replied the eldest prince; "but what of that? is it for naught that my coming has been marked by this crop of golden grain?" Then out of the mouth of the bull there issued a sweet-voiced herald who at once proclaimed the prince to be a king bearing the title of Sang Sapurba Trimurti Tribhuna. The newly installed sovereign afterwards descended from the hill of Siguntang into the great plain watered by the Palembang river, where he married the daughter of the local Chief, Demang Lebar Daun, and was everywhere accepted as ruler of the country. At a later date he is said to have crossed the great central range of Sumatra into the mountains of Menangkabau, where he slew the great dragon Si-Katimuna and was made the king of a grateful people and the founder of the long line of princes of Menangkabau, the noblest dynasty of Malaya. Meanwhile, however, his relatives in Palembang had crossed the sea, first to the island of Bintang, and afterwards from Bintang to the island of Tamasak, on which they founded the city of Singapore. "And the city of Singapore became mighty, and its fame filled all the earth." Such, at least, is the story that is told us in the "Malay Annals."

It is very easy to criticise this story, to point out that the tale of the Macedonian origin of Malay kings is too absurd for accept ance, and that the miraculous incidents do not commend themselves to the sceptical historians of the present day. It is also possible to show that there are two entirely different versions of the story in the very manuscripts of the "Malay Annals," and
that both these versions differ from a third version given by the annalist himself to his contemporary, the author of the Malay book known as the "Bustanu's-Salatin." But no one need treat this legend of Sang Sapurba as actual history. The ancient kingdoms of Singapore and Palembang are no myth; the latter, at least, must have played a great part in history. Nor is the legend in any way an invention of the author of the "Malay Annals"; it occurs in still earlier books and is folk-lore throughout Perak at the present day. The Sultan of Perak claims direct descent from Sang Sapurba; one of his chiefs, the Dato' Sri Nara Diraja, is the lineal representative of the herald who came out of the mouth of the bull. As late as February, 1907, the Raja Bendahara was installed (in the High Commissioner's presence) by the Dato' Sri Nara Diraja reciting over him the mystic words—in a forgotten tongue—that the latter chief's ancestor is said to have used at the proclamation of Sang Sapurba himself. The origin of these ancient legends and old-world ceremonies is lost in the dimness of past centuries, but it may, to some extent, be explained by the light that Chinese records throw upon Malay history.

We know with absolute certainty from the accounts of Chinese trade with Sumatra that the kingdom of Palembang was a powerful State, certainly as far back as the year 900 A.D., perhaps even as far back as the year 450 A.D. We even possess the names (often mutilated beyond recognition by Chinese transcribers) of a large number of the old kings of Palembang. We can see that these ancient rulers bore high-sounding Sanskrit titles, almost invariably beginning with the royal honorific Sri that is still used by great Malay dignitaries. But while the Malay annalist allows a single generation to cover the whole period from the founding of the State of Palembang by Sang Sapurba down to the establishment of the city of Singapore, we are in a position to see that the period in question must have covered many centuries, and that even a millennium may have elapsed between the days of the founder of Palembang and those of the coloniser of Tamanak or Singapore. Although Sang Sapurba may be nothing more than a name the ancient legend is historical in so far that there must have been a time when an Indian or Javanese dynasty with a very high conception of kingly power supplanted the unambitious Palembang headmen who bore homely titles like Démang Lebar Daun and claimed no social superiority over their fellow-villagers. The story given us in the "Malay Annals" is only an idealised version of what must have really occurred. The most mysterious feature in the legend is the reference to Mount Siquntang. Although this famous hill (which is believed by all Malays to be the cradle of their race) is located with curious definiteness on the slopes of the great volcano, Mount Dempo, in the hinterland of Palembang,
there is no local tradition to guide us to the exact spot or to suggest to us why that locality, above all others, should be singled out for special honour. The culture of the Malay States that accepted the Hinduised Palembang tradition differs completely from that of the primitive Sumatran communities who have not been affected by foreign influence. Such differences could not have been brought about in any brief period of time. The history of the State of Palembang must go back extremely far into the past; and if only we could unearth some real records they might explain why the proud rulers of the country thought it an honour to claim descent from some still more ancient dynasty associated with the name of a hill-district from which all traces of imperial power have long since passed away.

PALEMBANG. A.D. 450—A.D. 1375.

In the reign of the Chinese Emperor Hsian Wu (A.D. 454-464), a kingdom of "Kandali" sent articles of gold and silver to China. In A.D. 502 a king of this same Kandali sent an envoy to China with other valuable gifts. In A.D. 519 and again in A.D. 520 similar missions were sent. After this date "Kandali" disappears from history.

Although Chinese records positively identify this country with San-bo-tsai or Palembang, all that contemporary Chinese notices tell us about Kandali is that it was a Buddhist kingdom on an island in the Southern Sea, that its customs were those of Cambodia and Siam, that it produced flowered cloth, cotton and excellent areca-nuts, and that its kings sent letters to the Chinese Emperor congratulating him on his fervent faith in Buddha. Still, as one of these kings is reported to have compared the Chinese Emperor to a mountain covered with snow, we may take it that the accuracy of even this meagre account of Kandali is not above suspicion. We can perhaps see traces of Javanese influence in the reference to "flowered cloth," as the expression suggests the painted floral designs of Java rather than the woven plaid-patterns of the Malays.

In A.D. 905 Palembang reappears in Chinese records under the name of San-bo-tsai. In that year the ruler of San-bo-tsai "sent tribute" to China, and received from the Emperor the proud title of "the General who pacifies distant Countries." In A.D. 960 "tribute" was again sent—twice. In A.D. 902 the same thing occurred. From A.D. 962 onwards we have a continuous record of similar tribute-bearing missions until the year 1178 when the Chinese Emperor found that this "tribute" was too expensive a luxury to be kept up, so he "issued an edict that they should not come to court any more but make an establishment in the Fukien province." After this date the Palembang
merchants ceased to be tribute-bearers and became ordinary traders—a change which caused them to disappear temporarily from official records. "Tribute" was, of course, merely a gift made to the Emperor in order to secure his permission to trade; it flattered his pride and was invariably returned to the giver in the form of titles and presents of very high value. So much was this the case that Chinese statesmen, when economically inclined, were in the habit of protesting against the extravagance of accepting tribute. None the less the Emperor encouraged these men of Palembang, for in A.D. 1156 he declared that "when distant people feel themselves attracted by our civilising influence their discernment must be praised." One Malay envoy received the title of "the General who is attracted by Virtue," a second was called "the General who cherishes Civilising Influence," a third was named "the General who supports Obedience and cherishes Renovation." The manners of the men of San-bo-tsai must have been as gratifying as those of their successors, the Malays of the present day.

The kings of San-bo-tsai are said to have used the Sanskrit character in their writings, and to have sealed documents with their signets instead of signing them with their names. One king is mentioned (A.D. 1017) as having sent among his presents "Sanskrit books folded between boards." Their capital was a fortified city with a wall of piled bricks several miles in circumference, but the people are said to have lived in scattered villages outside the town and to have been exempt from direct taxation. In case of war "they at once select a chief to lead them, every man providing his own arms and provisions." From these Chinese records we also learn that in A.D. 1003 the Emperor sent a gift of bells to a Buddhist temple in San-bo-tsai. As regards trade, the country is recorded as producing rattans, lignum-aloes, areca-nuts, coconuts, rice, poultry, ivory, rhinoceros-horns, camphor and cotton-cloth. In the matter of luxuries we are told that the people made intoxicating drinks out of coconut, areca-nut, and honey, that they used musical instruments (a small guitar and small drums), and that they possessed imported slaves who made music for them by stamping on the ground and singing. In A.D. 992 we hear of a war between the Javanese and the people of Palembang.

It seems therefore quite certain that Palembang—between the years 900 and 1800 A.D.—was a country of considerable civilisation and importance, owing its culture to Indian sources, and perhaps possessing very close affinities to the powerful States of Java. What then were the events that brought about the downfall of this great Malayan kingdom?

The close of the thirteenth century in China saw the Mongol invasion that ended in making Kublai Khan the undisputed overlord of the whole country. That restless conqueror was not,
however, satisfied with his continental dominions; he fitted out
great fleets to extend his power over the Japanese islands in
the north and over the island of Java in the south. He began
a period of war during which we hear nothing of the trade with
the States in the Southern Seas, but the advent of the Ming
dynasty (A.D. 1368) commenced a new era of peace and commerce
in which we again find mention of the State of Palembang. Great
changes had taken place since the last reference to the country
in A.D. 1178. San-bo-ten was said to have been split up into three States.
We hear (A.D. 1373) of a King Tan-ma-sa-na-ho—probably the
King of Tamasak or Singapore. We hear also (A.D. 1374) of a
King Ma-na-ha-pau-lin-pang—probably the King of Palembang.
The King Tan-ma-sa-na-ho died in A.D. 1376, and his successor,
Ma-la-cha-wu-li, ordered the usual envoys to go to China, and
was sent in return a seal and commission as King of San-bo-ten.
The Chinese annalist goes on to say:

"At that time, however, San-bo-ten had already been conquered by
Java, and the king of this country hearing that the Emperor had appointed
a king over San-bo-ten became very angry and sent men who waylaid and
killed the imperial envoys. The Emperor did not think it right to punish
him on this account. After this occurrence San-bo-ten became gradually
poorer and no tribute was brought from this country any more."

Chinese, Malay and Javane;e historical records all agree in
referring to a great war of conquest carried on by the Javanese
Empire of Majapahit and ending in the destruction of Singapore
and Palembang as well as in the temporary subjugation of many
other Malay States, such as Pasai, Samudra and even Kedah,
Kelantan, Trengganu and Pahang. The Chinese records enable
us to definitely fix the date—A.D. 1377. It is a great landmark
in Malay history, for the fugitives driven by the Javanese from
Palembang and Singapore settled down in the Peninsula and
founded the famous city of Malacca.

SINGAPORE: A.D. 1360 (?) TO A.D. 1377.

Writing in A.D. 1819 from his newly-founded settlement of
Singapore, Sir Stamford Raffles spoke of it as having been the
seat of ancient empire, and said that the very lines of the old
fortifications could be traced. Sir Stamford referred, of course,
to the legends of the "Malay Annals," according to which "the
city of Singapore became mighty and its fame filled all the earth."

The name of Singapura was only an honorific title given to an
island that was known, and continued to be known, as Tamasak.
Of the existence of this old Malay State of Singapore or Tamasak
there can be no doubt whatever, as Chinese, Siamese, Malay and
Javanese records agree upon the point. Of the fact that
Singapore was a colony from Palembang there can also be no
doubt, since both the Chinese and the Malay records bear out this version of the origin of the city. An inscription in the Kawi character was found by Raffles at Singapore, but it was blown up at a later date by a discreditable act of vandalism, and from the fragments left it is impossible to say definitely whether it was carved by the Palembang colonists or by the Javanese conquerors who destroyed the city in A.D. 1877. The "Malay Annals" tell us a good deal about the place, but give us nothing that is really reliable. They say that Sang Nila Utama, the founder of the State, was driven to the island by a storm of wind in the course of which he lost his royal crown—a story suggesting that the founder was not a reigning prince when he came to settle in the island, and that his followers had to invent a story to explain away his lack of the usual insignia of royalty. He was, however, probably of royal blood, since the Chinese envoys were afterwards willing to recognise his descendants as rulers of Palembang. The Annals also tell us that five kings reigned in Singapore, as shown in the following table:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Raja Suran (King of the East and of the West)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sang Sapurba (King of Menang-kabau)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nila Pahlawan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kiona Pandita</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sang Nila Utama (1st Manfaka King of Singapore)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Raja Kechil Besar (Paduka Seri Pikrama Wira, 2nd King of Singapore)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Raja Kechil Muda (Tun Parapatih Parmuka Berjajar)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Raja Muda (Seri Rana Wikrama, 3rd King of Singapore)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tun Parapatih Tulua</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paduka Srei Maharaja (4th King of Singapore)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Raja Isandar Dzu'l-karnain (5th and last King of Singapore, and first Sultan of Malacca)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
If this pedigree is to be accepted, the old State of Singapore must have lasted for several generations, but the annalist who drew it up gave another pedigree to his friend, Nuruddin Raniri al-Hasanji, the author of the "Bustanu's-Salatin." The other pedigree is as follows:

Raja Suran  
(King of the East and West)

Sang Sapurba  
(King of Menangkabau)

Sang Baniaka  
(King of Tanjong Pura)

Sang Nila Utama  
(1st King of Singapore)

Raja Kechil Besar  
(Paduka Sëri Pekërmadiraja, 2nd King of Singapore)

Sëri Rana Adikërma  
(3rd King of Singapore and 1st of Malacca)

Sultan Ahmad Shah  
(2nd Sultan of Malacca)

Raja Kechil Muda

This second pedigree gives a much shorter life to the old State of Singapore and (since it came from the same source as the first pedigree) shows that neither account can be considered at all reliable. It also suggests its own inaccuracy, since "Iskandar Shah" is not a name that any non-Muhammadan prince of Singapore would have borne at that period. The probability is that the ancient kingdom of Temasak was a mere offshoot of the State of Palembang, that it did not last for any length of time, and that it came to a sudden and terrible end in the year of the great Javanese invasion, A.D. 1377.

The account of Singapore in the "Malay Annals" is entirely mythical—from the opening tale about the lion that Sang Nila Utama discovered on the island, down to the concluding stories about the attack made by the sword-fish upon the city, and about the fate of Sang Ranjuna Tapa, the traitor who betrayed the city to the Javanese and was turned into stone as a punishment for his sin. Yet in all this mythical account there is a suggestion of infinite tragedy. The story of the sword-fish ends with the ominous words that the blood of the boy—who saved the city.
and was put to death lest his cleverness should prove a public
danger—rested upon the island as a curse to be wiped out in
days to come. The story of Tun Jana Khatib is the tale of
another awful deed of wrong. The last tale in the narrative is
that of the injury which maddened Sang Ranjuma Tapa into
treason—the cruel fate of his daughter who was publicly impaled
on a mere suspicion of infidelity to her lover the king. More
than once does the annalist seem to suggest the Nemesis that
waits upon deeds of oppression. In the end the Javanese came;
the city was betrayed; "blood flowed like water in full
inundation, and the plain of Singapore is red as with blood, to
this day." A curse rested on the place. In A.D. 1819, more
than four centuries later, Colonel Farquhar found that not one of the
people of the Settlement dared ascend Fort Canning Hill, the
"forbidden hill," that was haunted by the ghosts of long
forgotten kings and queens. The alien Chinese who now inhabit
the town believe to this day that—for some reason unknown to
them—a curse laid on the island in times long past makes it
impossible to grow rice on it; rice being the staple food of the
Malays. All these legends seem to suggest that the fate of the
ancient city must have been one of appalling horror. Many
Malay towns have at different times been captured, many were
doubtless captured by the Javanese in that very war of A.D. 1877,
but in no other case has the fall of a city left such awful memories
as to cause men, four centuries later, to refuse even to face the
angry spectres that were believed to haunt so cruelly stricken a
site.

MALACCA. A.D. 1400—A.D. 1511.

The fall of Singapore led to the rise of Malacca. A number
of fugitives, headed (if the Annals are to be believed) by their
king himself, established themselves at the mouth of the Malacca
river and founded a city that was destined to play a much
greater part in history than the old unhappy Settlement of
Singapore from which they came. The Annals, however, are
not a safe guide. Although it is indeed probable that a party of
refugees did do something to found the town of Malacca, it is
extremely doubtful whether they were headed by the fabulous
"Iskandar Shah." Be the facts as they may, the new town did
not delay its rise very long. In A.D. 1408, as Chinese records
tell us, the ruler or paramisura of Malacca sent envoys to China;
in A.D. 1405 he was recognised as king and received a seal, a
suit of silk clothes and a yellow umbrella from the Emperor; in
A.D. 1411 he travelled himself to China and was most hospitably
entertained. In the year 1414 the son of this paramisura came
to China to report his father's death and to apply for recognition as his father's successor. The son's name is given in Chinese records as Mu-kan-sa-u-tir-sha. He died about the year 1424, and was succeeded by his son, who is described in Chinese as Sri Mahala.

At this point it is advisable to say something about Malay chronology. The dates given in Sir Frank Swettenham's "British Malaya," in the Colonial Office List, in Valentijn's "History of Malacca," and in many other works, are all deduced from the "Malay Annals" by the simple process of adding together the reputed lengths of the reigns of the various kings. Such a system is usually unreliable. In the case of the "Malay Annals" the unreliability of the method can be proved by taking the history of ministers who served under several kings, and who must have attained to impossible ages if the reign-lengths are really accurate. The point was brought out clearly for the first time by Mr. C. O. Blagden in a paper read before an Oriental Congress in Paris. Mr. Blagden began by showing that the Malay dates were inaccurate, and then went on to prove that the Chinese records, though meagre and unreliable in many details, gave us a real key to the chronology of the period. From these records it is quite clear that Singapore fell in A.D. 1377, and not in A.D. 1252 as the "Malay Annals" would suggest. From the same source it may be shown that the various Kings of Malacca reigned between the year 1400 and the year 1511. But we are not in a position to prove conclusively who all these kings were.

The royal names, as given to us by different authorities, are here shown in parallel columns:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Chinese Records</th>
<th>Albuquerquen's List</th>
<th>Malay Annals</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Paliwasra (1403-1414)</td>
<td>Parmisura</td>
<td>Iskandar Shah</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mukansutirsha (1414-1424)</td>
<td>Xaqundarsa</td>
<td>Raja Basar Muda</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seri Mahala (1424)</td>
<td></td>
<td>Raja Tengah</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seri Mahala (1433)</td>
<td></td>
<td>Muhammad Shah</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seri Parnsiwartipasha (1445)</td>
<td></td>
<td>Abu Shahid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sultan Wutasunasa (1456)</td>
<td>Modafarsi</td>
<td>Mudzafer Shah</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sultan Wangpuaha (1459)</td>
<td>Marsusa</td>
<td>Mansur Shah</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mahamuna (undated)</td>
<td>A landscape</td>
<td>Alaudin Biyat Shah</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sultan Mamat (who fled from the Franks)</td>
<td>Mahamat</td>
<td>Mahmud Shah</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The great names of Malacca history are common to all three lists, but the minor names differ considerably. Those in the "Malay Annals" would naturally have been considered the most reliable, were it not that Muhammadan names like Iskandar Shah occurring before the Mussulman period show the certainty of serious error. If also we take I skandar Shah to be identical with Xaqundarsa and to have come to the throne in A.D. 1414, it will be fairly obvious that the Malay version allows too many generations between him and Mudzafer Shah, who seems to have been reigning in A.D. 1445.
It is quite impossible to reconcile the lists, but the truth may be inferred from what we know for certain. A Chinese work, the "Ying Yai Sheng Ian," dated A.D. 1416, speaks of the Malacca Malaya as devoted Muhammadans, so that it would seem that the conversion to Islam took place as early as the reign of the Paramisura and not in the time of his grandson or great-grandson, Muhammad Shah. But the explanation that seems to clear up the difficulties most readily is the probability that the author of the pedigree in the "Malay Annals" confused two princes who bore the name of Raja Kechil Besar,¹ and also confused Sultan Ahmad with Sultan Muhammad. If the title Muhammad Shah and the conversion to Islam are ascribed to the first Raja Kechil Besar instead of to the second, the difficulty of explaining the Moslem names of Iskandar Shah and Ahmad Shah disappears at once and the pedigree is shortened to a reasonable length. The amended version would read as follows:

Raja Kechil Besar
(Paramisura, Sultan Muhammad Shah)

| Iskandar Shah |
| Raja Besar Muda |
| (Ahmad Shah) |
| Raja Kasim |
| (Mudzafar Shah) |
| Raja Abdullah |
| (Mansur Shah) |
| Raja Husain |
| (Almedin Riazat Shah I) |
| Raja Mahmud |
| (Sultan Mahmud Shah) |

We can now pass to the reigns of these different kings.

The Chinese account of Malacca, written in A.D. 1416, gives us a very convincing picture of the Settlement. It tells us that the inhabitants paid very little attention to agriculture, that they were good fishermen, that they used dug-outs, that they possessed a currency of block tin, that they lived in very simple huts raised some four feet above the ground, that they traded in resins, tin and jungle produce, that they made very good mats, and that "their language, their books and their marriage ceremonies are nearly the same as those of Java." The town of Malacca was

¹ Muhammad Shah was known as Raja Kechil Besar before he came to the throne.
surrounded by a wall with four gates, and within this fortified area there was a second wall or stockade surrounding a store for money and provisions.

This description bears out Albuquerque’s statement that the town was created by the fusion of fugitives from Singapore with a local population of ‘‘Cellates’’ or Orang Laut. The men from Singapore brought their old Indo-Javanese civilisation, the language, the books and the marriage ceremonies that were so closely akin to those of Java; the Orang Laut were simply fishermen, living by the sea and using the rude dug-outs that impressed the Chinese historian. But there was a third element. The Chinese account tells us that the tin industry, both in trade and actual mining, was important. As this industry would be quite unknown to the Orang Laut and could hardly have been introduced from Singapore we are left to infer that traders in tin had visited the country before the advent of the Malays and had taught the aborigines the value of the metal and the proper means of procuring it. These early traders were, in all probability, the Cambodian colonists whose homes in the north had just been conquered by the Siamese, but who—up to the fourteenth century—appear to have exercised some sort of dominion over the southern half of the Peninsula.

According to both Chinese and Portuguese records the first ruler of Malacca was a certain ‘‘Pulisura’’ or ‘‘Paramisura,’’ but unfortunately this word only means king and gives us no clue either to the Hindu or to the Muhammadan name of the prince in question. It would seem waste of time to discuss points relating to mere names were it not that these issues help us to unravel the complex chronology of the period. Every king at this time of conversion—must have had a Hindu title before taking an Arabic name, so that serious errors may have been imported into genealogies by kings being counted twice over. Omitting the mythical elements let us collate the first names of the four lists that we possess:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>“Malay Annals.”</th>
<th>“Bustane’s Salatin.”</th>
<th>Chinese</th>
<th>Portuguese</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(1) Raja Kâchil Bêsar, Paduka</td>
<td>(1) Raja Kâchil Bêsar, Paduka</td>
<td>Palisura</td>
<td>Paramisura</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sêri Pêkêrma Wiraja</td>
<td>Sêri Pêkêrma Diraja</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(2) Raja Muda, Sêri Rana Adik Wikrama</td>
<td>(2) Sêri Rana Adik Wikrama</td>
<td>Mukramautirsha</td>
<td>Xaquendarsa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sultan</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(3) Paduka Sêri Raja Bêsar Maharaja</td>
<td>(3) Sêri Muda, Sultan</td>
<td>Sêri Mahala</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The only point that we have to suggest is that these lists refer to the same men in the same order. If this is admitted, there is no difficulty in giving the pedigree of the Kings of Malacca; but the acceptance of this view disposes at once of the theory that the line of the Malacca Kings covers the earlier dynasty of Singapore. The truth seems to be that the author of the "Malay Annals" had only the Malacca pedigree to work upon, but by attaching Singapore legends to the names of Malacca Kings he represented the genealogy as one which descended from the mythical Sang Sapurba of Palembang through the Kings of Singapore (whose very names he did not know) down to the family with which he was really acquainted.

As Malay tradition seems to insist that the first Moslem sovereign took the name of Muhammad Shah, and as the Paramesura of Albuquerque was undoubtedly the first Moslem sovereign, we are justified in believing that the King Paduka Sri Pekermia Diraja took the name Sultan Muhammad Shah on his conversion. He ascended the throne before the year A.D. 1403, but was first recognised by the Chinese Emperor in A.D. 1405. He visited China in A.D. 1411. The following is the account given of this visit in the records of the Ming Dynasty:

"In 1411 the King came with his wife, son and ministers—540 persons in all. On his arrival the Emperor sent officers to receive him. He was lodged in the building of the Board of Rites; and was received in audience by the Emperor who entertained him in person whilst his wife and the others were entertained in another place. Every day, bullocks, goats and wine were sent him from the imperial buttry. The Emperor gave the King two suits of clothes embroidered with golden dragons and one suit with unicorns; furthermore, gold and silver articles, curtains, coverlets, mattresses—everything complete. His wife and his suite also got presents.

"When they were going away the King was presented with a girdle adorned with precious stones and with horses and saddles. His wife got a cap and dresses.

"At the moment of starting he was entertained by the Emperor and again got a girdle with precious stones, saddled horses, 100 ounces of gold, 40,000 dollars (known in paper money, 2,600 strings of cash, 300 pieces of silk gauze, 1,000 pieces of plain silk, and two pieces of silk with golden flowers."

It is not surprising that kings were willing to "pay tribute" to China.

The policy of Muhammad Shah seems to have been to ally himself with the Muhammadan States and with the Chinese, and to resist the Siamese who were at that time laying claim to the southern part of the Peninsula. As the Siamese had conquered the Cambodian principalities that had sent mining colonies to the Southern States the King of Siam had a certain claim to consider himself the suzerain of Malacca. But the claim was a very shadowy one. The fall of the Cambodian kingdoms in the north seems to have killed the Cambodian colonies in the south. The Siamese themselves had never exercised any authority over Malacca. The very title afterwards assumed by the Siamese
King—"Ruler of Singapore, Malacca and Malaya"—shows how very little he knew about the countries that he claimed to own. Nevertheless, Siam was a powerful State, and its fleets and armies were a constant menace to the prosperity of the growing Settlement of Malacca.¹

The Paramisura Muhammad Shah died about A.D. 1414. He was succeeded by his son, Sri Rama Adikèrma, who took the title of Sultan Iskandar Shah—the Naquendarsa of the Portuguese and the Mukansautrsha of the Chinese records. This prince, who reigned ten years, paid two visits to China during his reign, one visit in A.D. 1414 and the other in A.D. 1419. He pursued his father's defensive policy of alliances against the Siamese.

Sultan Iskandar Shah died in A.D. 1424. He was succeeded by his son, Raja Besar Muda, who bore the Hindu title of Paduka Sri Maharaja and assumed the Moslem name of Sultan Ahmad Shah. This ruler is not mentioned by the Portuguese, but he appears in Chinese records as Sri Mahala. He seems to appear twice—perhaps three times—in the "Malay Annals" first as Paduka Sri Maharaja, son of Sri Rama Adikèrma (Iskandar Shah's Hindu title), and secondly as Raja Besar Muda, son of Iskandar Shah. He is also confused with Muhammad Shah, whose place he ought to be given in the pedigree. It is therefore difficult to say whether he or the first King of Malacca ought to be credited with the numerous rules and regulations drawn up for the guidance of Malay countries and given at great length in the "Malay Annals" as the work of "Muhammad Shah." In any case, from this time forward the use of yellow was confined to men of royal birth, the most rigid etiquette was enforced at all court ceremonies, the relative precedence of officers was fixed, and other rules were made regarding the proper attire and privileges of courtiers. The author of the "Malay Annals" discusses all these points at great length, but European students are not likely to take much interest in them. Happy is the country that has no more serious troubles than disputes about etiquette! The first three Sultans of Malacca must have governed well to bring about such a result as this.

Sultan Ahmad Shah (Paduka Sri Maharaja) died about the year 1444 A.D. His death was followed by a sort of interregnum, during which the reins of power were nominally held by his son.

¹ The Siamese occupied inland territories about Chiang-mai till the fourteenth century when they advanced to the coast, founded Ayuthia (A.D. 1350) and overthrew the Cambodian empire by capturing Angkor (A.D. 1373). Col. Gerin's belief that the Siamese had penetrated "far into the Malay Peninsula" before A.D. 1141 seems to be based upon "The Malay Annals" and not on Siamese sources. But, as we have seen, the chronology of the "Malay Annals" is hopelessly at fault; and the revised chronology which brings the Siamese to the Peninsula at about 1400 A.D. is far more reconcilable with events in Siam.
Raja Ibrahim or Raja Itam, afterwards known as Abu Shahid; because of his unhappy death. This interregnum ended in a sudden revolution in which Raja Ibrahim lost his life and Raja Kasim, his brother, came to the throne under the name of Sultan Muzafar Shah—the Modafaixa of the Portuguese and the Sultan Wu-ta-fu-na-sha of Chinese records. The new ruler began his reign in the usual manner by sending envoys to China, but he did not go himself to pay his respects to the Emperor. He had to wage war against the Siamese, who seem at last to have made some sort of effort to enforce their claim to suzerainty over the south of the Peninsula. Malay records are not very trustworthy and we need not believe all that they tell us about victories over the Siamese, but we can see from the change in the policy of the State of Malacca that it must have been successful in its campaigns against its northern foes, since the Malays, suddenly becoming aggressive, carried the war into the enemy’s country. From this time onwards the town of Malacca became a capital instead of being an entire State in itself.

Muzafar Shah died about the year 1430 A.D. According to Portuguese authorities he conquered Pahang, Kampar and Indragiri, but, if the “Malay Annals” are to be believed, the honour of these conquests rests with his son and successor, Mansur Shah. Sultan Mansur Shah, we are told, began his reign by sending an expedition to attack Pahang. After giving a good descriptive account of this country, with its broad and shallow river, its splendid sandy beaches, its alluvial gold workings, and its huge wild cattle, the “Malay Annals” go on to say that the ruler of Pahang was a certain Maharaja Dewa Sura, a relative of the King of Siam. Chinese records also say that the country was ruled by princes who bore Sanskrit titles and who must have been either Buddhist or Hindu by religion, but they add that the people were in the habit—otherwise unknown in Malay—of offering up human sacrificial to their idols of fragrant wood. Their language also does not seem to have been Malay. Pahang was conquered after very little resistance, and its prince, Maharaja Dewa Sura, was brought captive to Malacca. Of the expeditions against Kampar and Indragiri we know nothing except that they were successful.

Sultan Mansur Shah married five wives. By a daughter of the conquered Maharaja Dewa Sura he had two sons, one of whom he designated as heir to the throne, but a murder committed by the prince in a moment of passion led to his being banished from the court and sent to rule over Pahang under the title of Sultan Muhammad Shah. By a Javanese wife the Sultan had one son, Radin Gieglang, who succeeded his step-brother as heir to the throne and was afterwards killed while trying to stop a man who ran amuck. By a daughter of his chief minister, the Bendahara, the Sultan left a son, Raja Hussain, who ultimately
succeeded him. By a Chinese wife the Sultan left descendants who established themselves as independent princes at Jeram in Selangor. By his fifth wife, the daughter of a chief (Sri Nara Diraja), the Sultan only had two daughters. The following table shows how the kingdom of Malacca was divided up:

Raja Kasim  
(Sultan Mudzafar Shah)

Raja Abdullah  
(Sultan Mansur Shah)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Raja Ahmad</th>
<th>Paduka Minat</th>
<th>Raja Husain</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(Sultan Muhammad Shah of Pahang)</td>
<td>(whose family ruled in Jeram)</td>
<td>(Sultan Alaeedin Rayat Shah I of Malacca)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Raja Ménawar</th>
<th>Raja Muhammad</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(Sultan Ménawar Shah of Kampar)</td>
<td>(Sultan Mahmud Shah of Malacca)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The policy of war and conquest initiated by Mudzafar Shah and Mansur Shah was a fatal one to a trading port like Malacca; it turned the Malays into a sort of military aristocracy living on the trade of the foreign settlers in their city. Trade is not, however, killed in a day. The foreign merchants from India and China, though they continued to frequent the harbors of Malacca, began to look upon the Sultan and his people as a mere burden on the town—as indeed they were. The Sultan needed money for his pleasures, his followers, and his wars; he increased his exactions from year to year. But for the coming of the Portuguese the fate of Malacca would ultimately have been the same as that of Passai, Siam, Perak, and the other trading ports that enjoyed at various times a temporary spell of prosperity as emporia in the eastern seas. Even as it was, Albuquerque found the foreign settlers in the city perfectly willing to rise in revolt against their Malay masters.

Mansur Shah was succeeded by his son, Raja Husain, who took the name of Alaeedin Rayat Shah. This prince is said by the Portuguese to have been poisoned at the instigation of the rulers of Pahang and Indragiri. He was succeeded by his son, Sultan Mahmud Shah, the last of the Kings of Malacca. Sultan Mahmud Shah seems to have been a weak ruler, who gave himself up to his pleasures and ultimately delegated all his powers to his son, the Prince Alaeedin, whom he raised to sovereign rank under the name of Ahmad Shah. The most important event in his reign—apart from the Portuguese conquest—was the
mysterious revolution of A.D. 1510, in which the most powerful chief in Malacca, the Bendahara Sri Maharaja, lost his life. This event is mentioned by Albuquerque and is described with great vividness by the author of the "Malay Annals," who, being a member of the Bendahara's family, was extremely anxious to represent his great ancestor's case in the best possible light. According to his story,¹ one of the great ministers of State was induced by a very heavy bribe to bring a false charge of treason against the Bendahara—"for there is truth in the saying 'Gold, thou are not God, yet art thou the Almighty,'"—and the Sultan was tempted by an illicit passion for the Bendahara's daughter into consenting to his minister's death: "Love knows no limitations and Passion no considerations." It is probable that the great minister was only overthrown after a severe conflict in which most of his relatives were slain. But that is not the account given us in the "Malay Annals." The proud chief is said to have consented to die rather than lift a finger in opposition to the king: "It is the glory of the Malay that he is ever faithful to his ruler." The Sultan's messenger approached and presented him with a silver platter on which rested the sword of execution. "God calls you to his presence," said the messenger. "I bow to the Divine Will," said the Bendahara. Such was said to have been his end, but there is a curious epilogue to this tale of loyalty. In A.D. 1699 the last prince of the royal line of Malacca was slain by his Bendahara, the lineal representative of the murdered minister of A.D. 1510, and of his successor and champion, the courtly author of the "Malay Annals." It is therefore quite possible that the Bendahara of A.D. 1510 was only conspiring to do what the Bendahara of A.D. 1699 eventually succeeded in doing.

---

THE PORTUGUESE ASCENDANCY.

The celebrated expedition of Vasco da Gama, the first European navigator to appear in the eastern seas, took place in 1498. Within ten years da Gama had been followed to the East by many other famous adventurers: Francisco de Albuquerque, Alfonso de Albuquerque, Francisco de Almeida, Tristano d'Acunha, Jorge de Mello and Jorge de Aguyar. In 1508 the whole of the Portuguese "empire" in the East was divided into two viceroyalties, one stretching from Mozambique to Diu in India, the other from Diu to Cape Comorin. Francisco de Almeida was appointed Viceroy of Africa, Arabia and Persia; Alfonso de Albuquerque was Viceroy of India. Two other admirals were also sent out in that year to carve out viceroyalties

¹ See "Malay Literature" I, pp. 25-30.
for themselves. Of these two, one—Diego López de Sequeira—was destined for Malaya. He left the Tagus with four ships on the 5th April, 1508, sailed to Cochin (the head-quarters of the Indian viceroy), borrowed a ship from the Portuguese fleet at that port, and finally in August, 1508, sailed to Malacca.

As soon as Sequeira cast anchor in the harbour a boat put off from the shore to ask him, in the name of the Bendahara, who he was and why he came. The Portuguese admiral answered that he was an envoy from the King of Portugal with gifts for the Sultan of Malacca. Messages then seem to have been interchanged for several days, and ultimately a Portuguese of good position, one Teixeira, was sent ashore and conducted to the palace on an elephant. He handed the Sultan an Arabic letter signed by Dom Manuel, King of Portugal, he also gave the Malay ruler some presents. This interview was followed by the usual interchange of compliments and friendly assurances; permission to trade was given, and, finally, Teixeira was conducted in honour back to his ship.

But in the town of Malacca all was excitement. The wealthy Indian merchants could hardly have viewed with equanimity the presence of strangers who threatened them with the loss of their trade. The suspicious rulers of the city feared the powerful fleet of Sequeira. The Bendahara wished to attack the Portuguese at once; the Laksamana and the Temenggong hesitated. The Sultan invited the strangers to a feast—perhaps with the intention of murdering them. Sequeira, with a rudeness that may have been wise, refused the dangerous invitation. Meanwhile the Bendahara's party had begun to collect a small flotilla behind Cape Rachado so as to be ready for all emergencies. The position was one of great tension. The Portuguese who landed at Malacca do not seem to have been molested, but they could hardly have failed to notice the nervous hostility of the populace. The "Malay Annals"—written a century later—contain echoes of this old feeling of fear and dislike of the strangers, the popular wonder at these "white-skinned Bengalis," the astonishment at the blunt bullet that pierced so sharply, the horror at the blunders in etiquette committed by the well-meaning Portuguese. "Let them alone, they know no manners," said the Sultan, when his followers wished to cut down a Portuguese who had laid hands on the sacred person of the king in placing a collar round his neck. At such a time very little provocation would have started a conflict, and a misunderstanding probably brought it about. A sentry suspected the crews of the Malay boats of wishing to board the Portuguese vessels. He gave an alarm. A panic at once arose: the Malays on deck sprang overboard; the Portuguese fired their guns. Sequeira avoided any further action in the hope of saving those of his men who were on shore at the time, but the sudden
appearance of the Malay flotilla from behind Cape Rachado forced his hand. The Portuguese sailed out to meet this new enemy and so lost the chance of rescuing the stragglers. When they returned it was too late. The city was now openly hostile; the Europeans on shore had been taken; the fleet was not strong enough to capture the town unaided. After wasting some days in useless negotiations, Sequeira had to sail away. His expedition had been an utter failure. After plundering a few native ships he sent two of his own fleet to Cochin and returned to Portugal without making any attempt to redeem his mistakes.

King Emmanuel of Portugal was not the man to submit tamely to a disaster of this sort. Fitting out three more ships under Diego Mendez de Vasconcellos he sent them—in March, 1510—to organise a fresh attack on Malacca. This fleet was diverted by Albuquerque to assist him in his Indian wars, but in May, 1511, the great Viceroy himself set out to attack Malacca, taking nineteen ships, 800 European troops and 600 Malabar sepoys. He first sailed to Pasai in Sumatra. There he found a Portuguese named Viegas, one of Sequeira’s men, who had escaped from captivity in Malacca and who reported that there were other Portuguese fugitives at Pasai. The Viceroy sailed to Pasai and picked them up. He was well received by the people of Pasai, but he sailed on at once in order to overtake a native ship that was bearing the news of his approach to Malacca. He caught this vessel and slew its captain. Still sailing on, he captured a large Indian trading ship from which he learnt that the rest of Sequeira’s men were still alive and in bondage to the Malays, the leading man among them being one Ruy d’Araújo, a personal friend of the Viceroy. On the 1st July, 1511, Albuquerque and his fleet of nineteen ships sailed into the roadstead at Malacca with trumpets sounding, banners waving, guns firing, and with every demonstration that might be expected to overawe the junks in the harbour and the warriors in the town.

At the sight of the powerful Portuguese fleet the native vessels in the roadstead attempted to flee, but the Viceroy who feared that any precipitate action on his part might lead to the murder of his fellow-countrymen in the town ordered the ships to stay where they were and assured them that he had no piratical intentions. The captains of three large Chinese junks in the harbour then visited the Portuguese admiral and offered to assist him in attacking the town; they, too, had grievances against the port authorities. The captain of a Gujarati trading ship also brought a similar tale. Early on the following day, there came envoys from the Sultan to say that the Malay ruler had always been friendly to the King of Portugal, and that his wicked Bendahara—who had recently been put to death—was entirely responsible for the attack on Sequeira. Albuquerque
made every effort to impress the envoys with a sense of his power, but he replied with the simple answer that no arrangement was possible until the prisoners had been released. The prisoners were, indeed, the key of the situation. The admiral was sure that any attack on the town would be the signal for their massacre; the Sultan vaguely felt that to give them up would be to surrender a powerful weapon of defence. So the days passed; the Malays were arming, the Portuguese were examining the roadstead with a view to devising a good plan of attack, but neither side was guilty of any overt act of hostility. At the Malacca court itself the usual divided counsels prevailed, the war party being led by the Sultan's eldest son and by the Sultan's son-in-law, the Prince of Pahang. After seven days of futile negotiations a man from the town slipped on board the admiral's ship with a letter from Ruy d'Arango, the most important of the prisoners, strongly advising Albuquerque to abandon all idea of rescuing them and to begin the attack without further delay. Although the Viceroy was not prepared to take advantage of this heroic offer of self-sacrifice on the prisoners' part, he felt that his present policy could lead to nothing. By way of a demonstration he burnt some of the Malay shipping in the harbour and bombarded a few of the finer residences on the seaside. The demonstration produced an unexpected result: Ruy d'Arango was at once released. He brought with him the news that many of the townspeople were hostile to the Sultan and would be prepared to turn against the Malays should the opportunity present itself. This information probably settled the fate of the city.

More negotiations followed. Albuquerque asked for permission to build a fortified factory in the town of Malacca so that Portuguese merchants might be able to trade there in peace and safety; he also asked for the return of the booty taken from Sequeira and for an indemnity of 300,000 cruzados (about £33,500). He found that the Sultan was not indisposed to make concessions, but that the younger chiefs were clamorous for war. Ultimately, as often happens in Malay councils, the Sultan decided to stand aside and to let the opposing parties—the Portuguese and the princes—fight it out. He himself kept to the defensive and refused either to make concessions or to lend an attack. As soon as this decision was arrived at, the Prince Alaeedin and the Sultan of Pahang set about the defence of the town, while the Javanese chiefs seem to have assured the admiral that the coming conflict was no concern of theirs and that they were, if anything, well disposed to the Portuguese.

In order to understand the plan of attack it is necessary to appreciate the difference between the Malacca of 1511 and the Malacca of the present time. It is often supposed that the harbour has silted up and that the conditions cannot be
reproduced, but it should be remembered that the Portuguese ships were small vessels of light draught and could lie much closer to the shore than the deep-draughted steamers of to-day. The great change that has come over the harbour is due to the shifting of the river-channel after it enters the sea. The old maps of Malacca show that the Malacca river on reaching its mouth turned sharply to the right and had scooped out a comparatively deep channel very close to the northern shore where the houses—then as now—were thickly clustered. This channel was the old harbour of Malacca; it enabled light-draughted ships to anchor very near the land, and it explains how the Portuguese with their guns of little range could succeed in bombarding the houses on the shore. Landing was, however, another matter. The deep mud-banks made it extremely difficult to land under cover of the guns of the fleet; the true landing place—that as now—lay just inside the river itself. Above the landing place—then as now—there was a bridge, though the old Malay bridge was a little further up the river than the present structure. This bridge, since it commanded the landing place and maintained communications between the two sections of the town, was the key of the whole situation. Both sides realised how matters stood. The Malays strongly fortified the bridge and stationed upon it a force of picked men under an Indian mercenary named Tuan Bandam. The high ground immediately to the south of the river—St. Paul's Hill, as it is now called—was the true Malay citadel. It was covered with the houses of the principal adherents of the Sultan and was the site of the Sultan's palace itself. It protected the bridge and was garrisoned by the followers of the war-party, the Prince Alaedin and the Sultan of Pahang. It was felt by all that the landing places and the bridge would be the centre of the coming struggle.

Behind all this show of Malay strength there was, however, very little true power. The Malays themselves were, nothing more than a military garrison living on the resources of an alien community. The trading town of Malacca was divided up into quarters under foreign headmen. The Javanese of Gersek held Bandar Hilir to the south of the river; the Javanese and Sundanese from Japara and Tuban held Kampong Upeh to the north of the river. The Indian merchants also possessed a quarter of their own. These alien merchants did not love the Malays. All they wanted was to trade in peace; at the first sign of a struggle they began to remove their goods to places of safety and had to be forcibly prevented from fleeing inland. The Sultan of Pahang with his fire-eating followers was not a very reliable ally; he had no real interest in the war. The conflict ultimately resolved itself into a trial of strength between the personal retainers of the Sultan and the 1,400 soldiers of
Albuquerque, but the advantage of position was all on the side of the Malays.

The Viceroy's preparations for attack lasted several days. He spent that time in tampering with the loyalty of the Javanese and other foreign communities, and in constructing a floating battery of very light draught to enter the river and bombard the bridge. The battery was not altogether a success. It grounded at the very mouth of the river and was exposed for nine days and nights to incessant bombardment from both banks. Its commander, Antonio d'Abreu, had his teeth shot away at the very first attack, but he stuck doggedly to his post and saved the battery from capture. At last Albuquerque landed a strong force, obtained temporary possession of both banks and forced the floating battery up to a more commanding position whence it made short work of the bridge itself. The battery had now served its purpose and had made communication between the two banks of the river less ready than it had previously been, but the fight was by no means over. The Prince Alastum and his men furiously attacked the landing party and were only beaten off after the Portuguese had lost 80 men in killed and wounded. The Viceroy tried to follow up his success by attacking the mosques and palace on what is now St Paul's Hill. Bewildered in a maze of buildings the Portuguese again suffered heavy loss and had to beat a confused retreat to their landing place. There they entrenched themselves and were able to hold their own. Their only substantial success had been the capture of the outworks built by the Malays to protect the landing places; the fortifications of the bridge itself were still uncaptured.

The next attack took place on St James' Day, the 24th July, 1511. The Viceroy landed bodies of men on both banks of the river and advanced again upon the bridge. The Portuguese on the south bank were furiously attacked by a Malay force of about 700 men headed by the Sultan in person. The battle seems to have been a very terrible one and to have raged principally about the south end of the bridge where the high ground of the hill approaches nearest to the river. From their place of vantage on the slopes and under cover of their buildings the Malays poured an incessant stream of poisoned darts upon the Portuguese who replied by burning the houses and endeavouring to drive the Malays out of their cover. Encumbered with armour and weapons the Portuguese found that the heat of the fire was more than they could resist. To add to their troubles, the Laksamana Hang Tumoh brought down a flotilla of boats and fireships that harassed the flanks and threatened the communications of the Viceroy's forces. Albuquerque decided to retreat. He retired to his ships, taking with him seventy of his men who had been struck down with poisoned darts. Of these seventy men, twelve afterwards died and the rest suffered from
constantly recurring pains for a long period of time. The Malay losses will never be known. The Sultan of Pahang, whose houses had been burnt and whose property had been plundered, left his father-in-law in the lurch and returned to his own country. The fire-eating youths of Malacca, who had egged on their Sultan to war, had now had enough of the fighting. The foreign merchants had learnt that their Malay masters were not omnipotent. Although the Viceroy had been consistently repulsed, his very pertinacity had practically secured the victory. When he landed again on the following day all organised resistance was over. The foreign subjects of the Sultan refused to expose their lives in a hopeless cause that was not their own. The Sultan's retainers found that the profit of war was not worth its risks. The Sultan himself fled. A few untameable spirits like the Laksamana continued to carry on a guerrilla warfare against the Portuguese, but with no real hope of success. The foreigners all submitted—first the Peguans, then the various sections of the Javanese community. They even joined the Portuguese under the brothers Andrade in an expedition to destroy the stockades of the Prince Alhedin. After this defection the Malay prince saw the futility of further resistance; he followed his father in his flight to the interior. A few scattered bands of outlaws represented all that was left of the famous Malay Kingdom of Malacca.

The spoils taken by the Portuguese are not exactly known. According to some authorities, the value of the plunder was 70,000 cruzados, or about £6,000. Others say that this only represented the King's share of the spoil. It was also said that several thousand cannon—either 3,000 or 8,000—were captured. This expression may refer to mere firearms, but it must be enormously exaggerated even with this limitation. The Malay forces were very small and they inflicted most damage with poisoned darts. Moreover, we are specially told that Albuquerque sent home as his only important trophies one or two cannon of Indian make and some Chinese images of lions. Had it not been for the foreign elements in the population of the town of Malacca the capture of the city would have been an act of useless folly; as it was, the victory was a valuable one. It substituted a Portuguese for a Malay ruling class without destroying the trade-tradition of the place, and it gave the Portuguese a naval base, a trading centre and a citadel that they could easily hold against any attacks that the Malays might organise.

The Viceroy could not afford to garrison Malacca with the force that had sufficed to take it. He had captured it with the whole of the available forces of Portuguese India—19 ships, 900

---

1 One account says that they all died except one man who cut off his own head.
European soldiers, and 600 sepoys; he left a small company under a captain. If anything were needed to show the unreality of the wealth and power ascribed by some imaginative writers to these old Malayan “empires” or “kingdoms” it would be the insignificance of the Portuguese garrisons that held their own against all attacks and even organised small punitive expeditions in reply. The loss of ten or twelve Portuguese was a disaster of the first magnitude to the captain in charge of the town and fort of Malacca. A small Portuguese reverse on the Muar river—when the gallant Ruy d’Aranjo was killed—enabled the Laksamana Hang Tunah to entrench himself on the Malacca river and to “besiege” the town. This famous Malay chief, whose name still lives in the memory of his countrymen, was a man of extraordinary energy and resource. He fought the Portuguese by sea in the narrows of the Singapore Straits; he surprised them off Cape Rachado; he harassed the town of Malacca from the upper reaches of its own river; he intrigued with the allies of the Portuguese; he even induced a Javanese fleet to threaten Malacca. This indefatigable fighter died as he had lived, desperately warring against the enemies of his race. With his death and with the destruction in 1525 of the Sultan’s new stronghold on the island of Bintang, the Malay power was utterly destroyed. From 1511 to 1605 the Portuguese were the real masters of the Straits.

The history of Malacca from the date of Sequeira’s expedition (A.D. 1509) to the time when it was captured by the Dutch (A.D. 1641) reads like a romance. It is associated with great names like those of Camoens and St. Francis Xavier; it is the story of desperate sieges and of the most gallant feats of arms. Tradition has it that once when the garrison had fired away their last ounce of powder in the course of a desperate battle against the Acehnese the suspicious-seeming silence of the grim fortress was enough to terrify the enemy into flight. We are not, however, concerned with the romance of its history so much as with its political aspect. There is something significant in the very titles of the officials of Malacca. The Portuguese Governor of Malacca was its “captain;” the heads of the native communities were “captains” too. Indeed, Albuquerque went so far as to appoint the Javanese headman, Utimuti Raja, his Bendahara. The officials of the Dutch bore trading names such as “supercargoes,” “merchants” or “storekeepers”; the civil servants of our own East India Company were “writers.” There is no arrogance about any of these descriptions; they only showed what their bearers really were. What, then, are we to make of titles such as those of the “Viceroy of Africa, Arabia and Persia” and the “Viceroy of India”? They hardly represented realities; did they symbolise any national policy or ambition?
The aim of all the European powers in the Far East—whether Portuguese or Dutch or English—was to capture the rich trade of these countries. Sequeira asked for permission to trade; Albuquerque asked for permission to build a fortified factory at Malacca; the East India Companies of the Dutch and English were merely trading concerns. Yet there was this difference. The imperial idea—which in the case of the Dutch and English took centuries to develop—seems to have existed from the very first in the minds of the Portuguese. It was not the imperialism of the present day. Albuquerque did not seek to administer even when he claimed suzerainty; he allowed his Asiatic subjects a wide measure of self-government under their own "captains" in the very town of Malacca itself. Although he did not indeed try to administer, he tried to dominate. The Portuguese power would brook no rival. The garrisons were small—they were not sufficient to hold any tract of country—but the striking force of the Viceroyalty was sufficient to destroy any trading port that refused to bow to the wishes of the Portuguese or that set itself in irreconcilable hostility against them. Again and again, at Kampar, in the island of Bintang, and on the shores of the Johor river, did the Portuguese expeditions harry the fugitives of the old Malay kingdom and destroy the chance of any native community rising to menace their fortified base at Malacca. What they did in these Straits they also did on the shores of India and Africa. The titles of the old Portuguese Viceroyats were not misnomers, though they did not bear the administrative significance that we should now attach to them. The Portuguese fleet did really dominate the East. The weakness of this old Portuguese "empire" lay in the fact that it could not possibly survive the loss of sea-power. It consisted—territorially—of a few naval bases that became a useless burden when the command of the sea passed into the hands of the English and Dutch. The fall of Malacca may be truly said to date from A.D. 1606, when the Dutch Admiral Cornelis Matelief gained a decisive victory over the Portuguese fleet in the Straits of Malacca. From that time forward the doom of the town was sealed. Trade went with the command of the sea; apart from its trade, Malacca had no sufficient revenue and became a useless burden to the Viceroyats of Goa. Portuguese pride did indeed induce the Viceroyats at first to send expeditions to the relief of their beleaguered countrymen in the famous fortress, but as siege succeeded siege it became obvious that the fate of the city was only a question of time. It fell in 1641.

After Sultan Mahmud had been driven out of Malacca he fled to Batu Hampar, while his son, the Prince Alacdin, built a stockade at Pagoh. Pagoh was soon taken by the Portuguese. The Malay princes then took refuge for a time in Pahang. After
which they established themselves far up the Johor river where they were relatively safe from attack. Settlements far up a river are, however, of very little use either for trade or piracy, so—as the Malays regained confidence—they moved southwards and established themselves on the island of Bintang, Sultan Mahmud at Tebing Tinggi and the Prince Alaeedin at Batu Pelabohan. This Prince Alaeedin had been raised to sovereign rank and bore the title of Sultan Ahmad Shah, to the great confusion of historical records, which confuse him both with his father, Sultan Mahmud, and with his brother who afterwards bore the name of Sultan Alaeedin. In any case, this Sultan Ahmad died at Batu Pelabohan and was buried at Bukit Batu at Bintang; if Malay rumour is to be believed, he was poisoned by his father. Sultan Mahmud then installed his younger son as Raja Muda, but did not confer on him the sovereign dignity borne by the murdered Ahmad Shah. After this the Sultan moved his headquarters to Kopak. There another son was born to him—this time by his favourite wife, Tun Fatimah, the daughter of the famous Bendahara who had so bitterly opposed Sequeira. The child was given the title of Raja Kechil Besar and was afterwards allowed (through his mother’s influence) to take precedence of his elder brother the Raja Muda and to be raised to sovereign rank as the Sultan Muda or Sultan Alaeedin Riayat Shah II. Meanwhile the Malay settlement of Kopak had increased sufficiently in importance to attract the notice of the Portuguese. In 1526 it was surprised by the Viceroy Mascarenhas, who utterly destroyed it. Sultan Mahmud, again a fugitive, took refuge at Kampar in Sumatra. As the Portuguese had just abducted the ruler of Kampar and had incurred the deadly hostility of the inhabitants of that Sumatran port, the aged Sultan Mahmud was welcomed and was recognised as sovereign in the absence of the lost chief. He died shortly afterwards, leaving the throne to his son Alaeedin Riayat Shah II. The new Sultan was not left in peace by the Portuguese. Driven by them out of Kampar he ultimately settled at a place on the Johor river where he died and was succeeded by his son, the Raja Muda Perdana, who took the title of Sultan Mudzafar Shah II. This Mudzafar Shah established his capital at Seluyut (Johor Lama), but he had outlying stations on the trade routes. At a later date these stations were destined to become important.

The Sultans of Perak claim descent from a “Sultan Mudzafar Shah,” an elder son of the Sultan Mahmud who was driven from Malacca by the Portuguese. The present Sultan of Perak has himself said that this Sultan Mudzafar Shah went to Perak because he had been passed over for the succession by his younger brother. If this tradition is correct the “Sultan Mudzafar Shah” of Perak would not be the poisoned Alaeedin (Sultan Ahmad Shah) but the young Raja Muda, who was set aside by his father in
favour of the Raja Kechil Besar, afterwards Alaedin Riayat Shah II. All that we know about this disinherited member of the royal line is that he married Tun Trang, a daughter of Tun Fatimah by her first husband, Tun Ali, and that he had a son, Raja Mansur. This accords with the Perak story that Sultan Mudzafar Shah was succeeded by his son, a Sultan Mansur Shah. The following table shows the line of descent:

![Table showing the line of descent](image)

This pedigree would go to prove not only that the Sultan of Perak represents the senior line of the oldest Malay dynasty, but also that he is directly descended from the famous line of Bendaharas whose glories are the subject of the "Sejarah Melayu."

Sultan Mudzafar Shah II seems to have reigned in comparative peace at Johor. The only incident of any importance recorded about him was his secret marriage under rather suspicious circumstances to a Pahang lady, the divorced or abducted wife of one Raja Omar of Pahang. Sultan Mudzafar Shah did not live long. When he died the chiefs placed his son Abdul Jalil on the throne. The new sovereign, Abdul Jalil Shah, suffered great tribulations at the hands of the Portuguese, who burnt Johor Lama and drove him to the upper reaches of the river where no ships could follow him. He settled ultimately at Batu Sawar, which he named Makam Taulhid. He died at this place, leaving two sons (Raja Mansur and Raja Abdullah) by his principal wife, and three sons (Raja Hasan, Raja Husain and Raja Mahmud) by secondary wives. It is said that the last three became rulers of Siak, Kelantan and Kampar, respectively, while Raja Mansur succeeded to the throne of Johor under the title of Alaedin Riayat Shah III. It was in the reign of this Alaedin Riayat Shah that the Dutch and English first came to Johor.
EARLY BRITISH TRADE WITH EASTERN ASIA.

In October, A.D. 1589, less than one year after the defeat of the Armada, a body of English merchants memorialised Queen Elizabeth for permission to send ships to trade with India. The memorialists, after discussing the Portuguese settlements in the East and the occupation of Malacca and the Moluccas, drew attention to the many places that might still be profitably visited. The Queen gave the desired permission. In A.D. 1591 an expedition of three ships was sent out by the merchants, but only one ship, under Captain James Lancaster, succeeded in reaching the East Indies. A second expedition under Captain Wood in A.D. 1596 proved a failure. Three years later an association was formed with a capital of £30,133 6s. 8d.; and a charter was petitioned for on the ground that "the trade of the Indies being so far remote from hence cannot be traded but in a joint and united stock." This resulted in the grant, on the 31st December, A.D. 1600, of a "Charter of Incorporation of the East India Company by the name of the Governor and Company of Merchants of London trading in the East Indies." The charter was to run for fifteen years.

The first expedition sent out by the newly created Company was commanded by Captain Sir James Lancaster, who had visited the Eastern seas in the previous expedition of A.D. 1591, and who now received from the Queen a circular letter to "the Kings of Sumatra and other places in the East Indies." Sir James Lancaster established trading stations at Acheen and Bantam. He brought back merchandise on which £1,000 was paid in customs duties and he was also the bearer of a letter and gifts from the Sultan of Acheen to Queen Elizabeth. The gifts consisted of a ruby ring and two "gold embroidered vestures" in a china casket; the letter assented to an alliance against the Spaniards and Portuguese of Malacca "whose king and his subjects are our enemies in this world and the world to come." Invaluable experience of the conditions of trade was also gained, with the result that the East India Company's second expedition (under Sir Henry Middleton) paid 95 per cent. profit on the capital subscribed, and the third expedition paid 234 per cent. profit and £4,500 in customs dues. Sir Henry Middleton also brought back friendly letters from Acheen and Bantam, the latter going so far as to say that "England and Bantam are now one." The fourth expedition was a disastrous failure; one ship never returned to Europe and the other, when near safety, was lured to its destruction by wreckers on the Breton coast. The loss of ship and cargo was estimated at £70,000, and £7,000 more was wasted in seeking redress from the French Government. Other ships continued, however, to be sent out. In A.D. 1613 the customs dues paid by the East India Company amounted to
£13,000. In A.D. 1615 two ships actually paid £14,000 between them; in A.D. 1616 the cargo of a single ship was valued at £140,000.

In order to appreciate the significance of these figures, it is necessary to bear in mind the fact that the entire customs revenue of England was being farmed out in the last years of Queen Elizabeth’s reign for £12,000 annually. The results of this Eastern trade were quite sensational; they practically doubled the value of the country’s imports and held out the prospect of extraordinary wealth to the merchants who took part in it. The Government of James I., delighted at this new source of profit, confirmed the East India Company’s charter in perpetuity and even extended its scope. There were, however, unpromising features in the situation. The English had no monopoly; the Portuguese and the Dutch were already established in the Eastern islands. Any competition between rival purchasers would inevitably force up prices and reduce the profits of the European trader. Any attempt to secure a monopoly by force of arms would dissipate in the cost of armaments the profits that the trade could bring in. Accordingly, in A.D. 1615, the Dutch East India Company proposed an amalgamation with the English, the two associations to subscribe £1,200,000 between them. At that time the Dutch had invested £900,000 in the trade.

The position in the Indian Archipelago at that time was a peculiar one. The Dutch had, at their own expense, broken down the Portuguese monopoly of commerce in the Far East. In A.D. 1606 Admiral Cornelis Matelief de Jonge, with eleven ships, some slight help from Johor and four Sumatran junks, had attacked Malacca and nearly captured it. The town was relieved, after heavy fighting, by a Portuguese fleet of twenty-six sail under Don Louis de Lobato; but the undaunted Dutch Admiral, after replenishing his supply of ammunition at Johor, returned to the attack and succeeded in defeating the Portuguese fleet and capturing its leader. The Dutch in the meanwhile had lost heavily, two of their ships had been sunk and 600 of their European soldiers and sailors had been killed. They were not in a position to renew the attack on the town and had to continue to maintain a large fleet and army to secure their trade against molestation by the Portuguese. In A.D. 1618 the British East India Company was informed by its agents that the Dutch maintained 22 forts, 4,000 troops, and 30 large ships in the Indies, and that the cost of this establishment (which would be shared by the British in the event of the amalgamation of the Companies) caused a most serious reduction of their profits. The London Company temporised; it had profited by the Dutch armaments without contributing to their cost, and it desired so satisfactory a state of affairs to continue as long as possible. The Dutch became exasperated; those in Europe pressed for a
 speedy decision, while those in the Indies did not hesitate to attack the British ships that interfered with their trade. The agents of the London Company then wrote to their employers that although a refusal to amalgamate would probably end in the English being ousted from the Indian Archipelago, the English factories on the mainland of India were strong enough to drive out the Dutch and secure a monopoly on the profitable trade of Hindustan. These counsels against amalgamation prevailed. In A.D. 1624 the exasperated Dutch attacked the British factory at Amboyna and massacred its occupants. This massacre naturally roused great indignation among the people of England, but it is evident from the correspondence of the British East India Company that the Company deliberately imperilled the safety of its factors rather than come to a fair agreement with the Dutch. In any case, the results of the Company's policy were exactly what had been anticipated: the British flag began to disappear from the waters of the Eastern Archipelago while the factories in Hindustan ultimately made England the predominant power in India.

The system followed by the East India Companies seems to have been that of stationing one or more European 'factors' or agents at the principal ports to buy and sell goods on behalf of their employers. A great deal turned upon the character of these men. The London Company impressed upon its representatives in India that "the glory of a factor is the gain of his employers and the contrary his discredit"; it supplied them with profitable reading, "books of divinity for the soul and of history to instruct the mind"; it admonished them "to be the more respective and shun all sin and evil behaviour that the heathen may take no advantage to blaspheme our religion by the abuses and ungodly behaviour of our men". In spite of all 'his good advice many of the factors turned out to be unprofitable servants. They made up for their insufficient pay by trading on their own behalf; in fact, to use the forcible language of the contemporary comments on their behaviour, they "sheared sheep" and only allowed the parent Company to "shear hogs".

The moral lessons seem to have been equally wasted. At Acheen twenty-four men from one expedition are reported to have died through drinking arrack; others died through "the inordinate drinking of a wine called tadic distilled from the palmetto-trees"; others were severely censured for immorality; one "very dissolute scapethrift" went so far as to "capitulate his soul to the devil by turning accursed Mahometan."

We know a good deal about the nature of the old East Indian trade. Sumatra sold pepper, gold, camphor, wax and benzoin; it bought Cambaya and Masulipatam commodities. The Java
factories at Bantam, Gersek, Jacatra and Japara did a great trade in pepper; Bantam produced from 60,000 to 150,000 sacks of pepper a year. The Borneo factories at Sukadana, Landak, Sambas and Banjermasin did business in diamonds, bezoars, gold and wax. Patani was a profitable market for the sale of Coromandel and Surat cloths. India exported pearls, rubies, emeralds, rich velvets, cloth of gold, tapestry, satins and damasks. The trading-ships also purchased cloves, mace, nutmegs, galac, diamonds, and ambergris wherever they could get them. Only the more precious spices and commodities were worth the cost of transport to Europe, so that the nature of the cargoes of the East Indiamen gave an entirely false impression of the Indies as a place.

"Where the gorgeous East with richest hand

Showers on her kings barbaric pearl and gold."

Locally, however, the ships did a profitable trade by buying "coast-cloths" in India and selling them in the Eastern Archipelago. The cargoes from Europe included gloves, embroidered caps, purses, mirrors, glass-ware, knives, pictures, striking-clocks, coloured beaver hats and silk stockings. The London merchants even went so far as to send the Great Mogul a portrait of himself, painted from imagination by an artist in England, but "it was nothing like him and served no use at all." In some places trade was impossible. At Macassar no business could be done because the Hollanders had "murdered the king's most dearly loved nephew, more like cannibals than Christians," and in Cocham-China all strangers were upset into the water and harpooned "like fishes" because Dutch traders had palmed off false dollars on the king.

Of the social and political conditions prevailing in the islands we learn very little from the Company's records. Neither the London merchants nor their agents in the East were at all interested in the peoples with whom they had trade relations, unless, perhaps, we have to except the "dissolute scapethrift" who seems to have made some enquiries into the religion of the country. We have also a severe criticism of a factor for arrogance; the Company is advised to employ men of "good carriage with a humble spirit" for "these men (the Achehnese) are desirous of honour and to have good words." Incidentally we also learn that customs duties were levied in Java—5½ per cent. ad valorem at Bantam, and 3½ per cent. ad valorem at Jacatra. At Achehnese ports no trade could be done without the Sultan's letter of authority, for which the factors had to pay heavily; but the Sultan must have also made money in other ways for he closed Tiku to foreign commerce in order to make all
business pass through his own port at Bandar Acheh. This incident goes to show that the central government was powerful enough to enforce its authority at an out-port, and it also goes to show that the local authorities could not be trusted to collect revenue on behalf of the sovereign. Of the Sultan of Acheen, the great Iskandar Muda or "Mahlota Alam," we have a very gloomy picture; he is described as very cruel, very grasping, base, covetous, delighting in drinking and making men drunk. He was boastful and unreliable; a report that he was about to set out with a great fleet of galleys to attack Malacca is dismissed by the Company's agent with the sharp criticism, "but their words and deeds seldom agree." Of the Sultan of Johor we are told: "The King of Johor is now [A.D. 1613] at Acheen, having married that king's sister; they often drink drunk together." At Patani, the English were, at first, "honourably received by the Queen and country people"; later on they were driven away "in respect of great charges, taxation and other unkind usage imposed on strangers." The letters of the English factors say much that is evil about the native chiefs, but make no complaints whatever about the people. Even the worst that is said about the Sultan of Acheen falls short of the criminality imputed by the Company's agents to their Dutch rivals; the "charges, taxation and other unkind usage" which the traders had to put up with from the local Sultans compare very favourably with the massacre of Amboyna and with the treatment generally meted out by the Dutch to the English and by the English to the Dutch.

It is usual to look upon the time of these early voyages as an age of romance. In reality it is a sordid record of unprofitable servants who defrauded their employers and disgraced their country, and of a sanctimonious Company that supplied its employees with devotional literature, underpaid them and sacrificed their lives rather than reduce its dividends. The story of the beginnings of British trade with the Far East is instructive rather than romantic. It explains the "mildness" of our subsequent rule. The Dutch and English were essentially traders and were quite content to respect the religious ideas and racial customs of the people with whom they came in contact: the Portuguese and Spaniards, who were missionaries, colonisers and conquerors, forced their own creed and their own institutions upon their subjects. The politic spirit of tolerance which grew up along with our Indian Empire was due originally to commercial greed and not to any innate spirit of kindliness to the "accursed Mahometan," as the Company agents described him. Trade paid handsomely; territorial acquisitions did not pay. Rather than contribute to the cost of the Dutch Company's troops and fleets, the British Company deliberately sacrificed its share of the
trade of the Archipelago. Nevertheless, the Dutch, with a wider experience of the Eastern trade than the English then possessed, slowly recognised the necessity of territorial acquisitions. They saw (as the English in India afterwards saw) that the cheap "factory" was too dependent for its prosperity, and even for its security, upon the goodwill of greedy native despots to be permanently successful, so they turned it first into an extritorial concession, then into a fort, and then into a fortified settlement. These steps were not taken in any spirit of imperialism or of land-hunger. In the Peninsula the Dutch held the port of Malacca as well as forts at Kuala Liuggi, Kuala Selangor and the Dindings, but they never attempted to govern the hinterland of their possessions. They recognised that administration did not pay, and were content, even in the town of Malacca itself, to leave the natives a large measure of self-government under their own "captains." In these days of scientific warfare it is hard to realise how difficult and costly it was to defend large stretches of territory in days when European troops were hard to obtain and had to be highly paid, and when matchlocks and flintlocks, slow to load and limited in range to about a hundred yards, gave very little advantage over the primitive weapons of an uncivilised foe. Wars in those days were not wars of conquest; they were punitive expeditions. By degrees, as the Dutch and English became stronger both in war and administrative knowledge, they began to consider that the best defence against a harassing native enemy was a vigorous offensive, and that complete subjugation alone led to permanent peace; then, when the discoveries of modern science made conquest easier still, wars were undertaken simply to prevent native misrule interfering with trade. All these changes, however, belong to a later period. The early British and Dutch navigators, though they laid the foundations of great empires, were themselves averse to territorial rule. Professor Seeley, in his famous book on "The Expansion of England," has paradoxically pointed out that the British Empire was acquired "in a fit of absence of mind." He might have gone further and proved that the best feature in the theory of British Government—the kindly treatment of Asiatic races—was actually due to the absence of the imperial spirit. The Spaniards and the Portuguese—not the English and the Dutch—were the real imperialists of the sixteenth century. The trader treated the native with a wise considerateness, while the conqueror, conscious of his strength and higher civilisation, behaved to his subjects with a contemptuous arrogance which ultimately demoralised both him and them.

1 The quotations in this chapter are taken from the "Calendar of State Papers relating to the East India Company," vols. I and II.
THE DUTCH ASCENDANCY.

About the end of the year 1602 A.D. a Dutch navigator of the name of Jacob van Heemskerck visited Johor and left a factor behind, after satisfying himself that the factor's life was not likely to be endangered by any peace between the Malays and the Portuguese. By doing this he attracted to Johor the unwelcome attentions of the Governor of Malacca, who at once sent a few small vessels to blockade the river. However, in A.D. 1603 two Dutch ships that came to visit the factor drove away the Portuguese flotilla and obtained great honour in the sight of the Malays. From this time onwards the Dutch came constantly to Johor. Their factor, Jacob Bunson, resided continuously at his station and seems to have done a good deal to turn an insignificant fishing village into an important centre of trade and political influence. In this work of development he received every assistance from the Sultan's brother, Raja Abdullah, who was anxious to make a definite alliance with Holland and to obtain some permanent protection against Portuguese attack. A Malay envoy was sent to Holland but died on the journey, so that no treaty was actually made till A.D. 1606 when Admiral Cornelis Matheief with a powerful fleet arrived in the Straits of Malacca.

The Dutch account of this expedition tells us that the old Sultan Abdul Jalil Shah had been a great fighter and had waged a long war against the Portuguese. At his death he left four sons. The eldest, the "King Yang-di-pertuan" (Alaeedin Riakat Shah III), was in the habit of getting up at noon and having meal, after which he drank himself drunk and transacted no further business. A second son, the King of Siak, was a man of weak character who rarely visited Johor. A third, Raja Abdullah, is described as a man of about thirty-five years of age, fairly intelligent, far-sighted, quiet in disposition and a great hand at driving hard bargains. The fourth brother, Raja Laut, is depicted as "the greatest drunkard, murderer and scoundrel of the whole family...... All the brothers drink except Raja Abdullah; and, as the rulers are, so are the nobles in their train." Such then were the men whom Admiral Cornelis Matheief had come to succour. But we must not condemn these men too hastily. The Bendahara or prime minister of these princes was the author of the Annals, our great source of information on Malay history. The royal drunkard, Alaeedin Riakat Shah, was the man who ordered the Annals to be written. The "great hand at driving hard bargains"—Raja Abdullah—is the patron of the history: "Sultan Abdullah Maayat Shah, the glory of his land and of his time, the chief of the assembly of true believers, the ornament of the abodes of the Faithful—may God enhance his generosity and his dignities, and perpetuate his just
government over all his estates." These men must have been something more than mere drunkards; and the historian has reason to be grateful to them.

On the 14th May, 1606, Admiral Matelief arrived off the Johor river and received a friendly letter of greeting from Raja Abdullah; on the 17th May he entertained the prince on board his flagship. The interview must have been amusing, for it is quite clear that the Dutch had come to the Straits with the most exaggerated ideas about the greatness of Johor. On boarding the Dutch ship Raja Abdullah greeted his host most cordially and presented him with a "golden kris studded with stones of little value." In welcoming the sailors to Malay waters, the Raja prolonged the compliments to such an extent that the impatient admiral tried to lead him up to business by a pointed enquiry regarding the nature and extent of the help that might be expected from Johor if the Dutch attacked Malacca. In this matter, however, the prince was anxious not to commit himself. He explained that he was an orang muskin, a person of little wealth and importance, subordinate in all things to the will of his royal brother. "In short," says our angry Dutch chronicler, "all the information that we could obtain from this prince was that he was a very poor man indeed; had he been able to fight the Portuguese by himself, would he have sent to Holland for assistance." This was unanswerable. The admiral gave up all hope of obtaining any real armed assistance from Johor.

Nevertheless, a treaty was signed. It is the first Dutch treaty with Johor and is dated the 17th May, 1606. Its terms are interesting.

The new allies began by agreeing to capture Malacca. After capturing it, they were to divide up the spoil—the city was to go to the Dutch and the adjoining territories to the Malays, but the Dutch were to possess the right to take timber from the nearest Malay jungles for the needs of the town and its shipping. The permission of the future Dutch Governor of Malacca was to be obtained before any European could be permitted to land on Johor territory.

As this treaty seemed a little premature until the capture of Malacca had been effected, Admiral Matelief set out at once to carry out that portion of the arrangement. He gained a decisive victory over the Portuguese fleet but failed to take the town, and ultimately gave up the enterprise as impracticable. On the 23rd September, 1606, he made an amended treaty under which a small portion of Johor territory was ceded to the Dutch as a trading station in lieu of the town and fort of Malacca, the rest of the treaty remaining the same as before. After concluding this agreement he sailed away and only returned to the Malay Peninsula in October, 1607, when he visited the factory at Patani. He then found that a complete change had come over the
position of affairs at Johor. The Portuguese—having lost the command of the sea—had reversed their policy of unceasing hostility to native powers, and were now prepared to make an alliance with the Sultan. The Dutch factor had fled to Java, and the admiral summed up the situation in a letter dated the 4th January, 1608: "the chief king drinks more than ever; the chiefs are on the side of the Portuguese; Raja Abdullah has no power." The Dutch East India Company had invested $10,000 at Johor and $63,000 at Patani.

Admiral Matelief could do very little. As he had sent most of his ships home in anticipation of the arrival of a fleet under Admiral van Caerden he tried to induce Admiral van Caerden to change his course and threaten Johor, but he was too late as the admiral had sailed already from Java on his way to the Moluccas and was too far away to give any assistance. Nothing could be done till the autumn. In the end, a Dutch fleet arrived under Admiral Verhoef to bring the Sultan to reason. Sultan Alaeddin Riayat Shah seems to have defended himself by the very logical argument that he wished to be at peace with everybody, and that Dutch friendship, to be of value, should accord him permanent protection. This permanent protection was promised him by a new treaty under which the Dutch agreed to build a fort at Johor and to station two guardships there to defend the place against Portuguese attack. Having made this arrangement the admiral sailed from Johor with a letter from the Sultan begging for Dutch aid to prosecute a personal quarrel between himself and the Raja of Patani. In fact, nothing could have been more fatuous than the policy of this Alaeddin Ria at Shah. Surrounded by powerful enemies he was content to think only of the pleasures and passions of the moment, leaving all graver matters to the care of his cautious brother Raja Abdullah.

In A.D. 1610 the marriage of the Sultan's eldest son to his cousin, the daughter of the Raja of Siak, led to a complete change in the attitude of the fickle Alaeddin Riayat Shah towards Raja Abdullah and the Dutch. The Raja of Siak, a friend of the Portuguese, became the real power behind the throne of Johor. Again, as in 1608, the Dutch might well have written: "the king drinks more than ever; the chiefs are on the side of the Portuguese; the Raja Abdullah has no power." But vengeance overtook the treacherous Alaeddin from a most unexpected quarter. On the 6th June, 1618, the Acehnese, who were at war with Malacca, suddenly made a raid on Johor, captured the capital and carried the Sultan off into captivity along with his brother Abdullah, the chief Malay court dignitaries and the Dutch residents in the factory. The Acehnese did not treat their prisoners very harshly. The Sultan of Aceh—two famous Iskandar Muda or Mahkota Alam—gave his sister in
marriage to Raja Abdullah and even joined Alaeedin in the convivial bouts that were so dear to the Johor princes. A reconciliation was effected. On the 25th August, 1614, Alaeedin Riayat Shah was back in his own capital, but he does not seem to have learnt much wisdom from his stay in Acheen. Accused of lukewarmness in helping the Achehnese in their siege of Malacca, he brought upon himself for the second time the vengeance of the great Mahkota Alam. Johor was again attacked—this time by a force which an eye-witness, Admiral Steven van der Hagen, estimated at 300 ships and from 30,000 to 40,000 men. Johor was taken, but the Sultan himself escaped to Bintang. Bintang was next attacked. The unfortunate Sultan received some help from Malacca, but only just enough to seal his destruction. He was now unable either to repel the attack of his enemies or to clear himself of the charge of allying himself with the Portuguese infidel against whom Mahkota Alam was waging religious war. Alaeedin Riayat Shah was taken prisoner and died very shortly afterwards; tradition has it that he was put to death by his captors.

Incidentally it may be observed that the "Malay Annals," though dated A.D. 1612, refer to "the late Sultan Alaeedin Riayat Shah who died in Acheen." This reference shows that the book though begun in A.D. 1612 was not actually completed till some years later. It is very much to be regretted that the Malay historian should have confined his work to the records of the past and should have given us no account whatever of the stirring incidents in which he personally, as Bendahara, must have played a most prominent part.

Sultan Alaeedin Riayat Shah III was succeeded by his brother Raja Abdullah, who took the title of Sultan Abdullah Mayaat Shah. The new ruler possessed many good qualities and enjoyed the advantage of being married to a sister of Mahkota Alam, but he was extremely unfortunate in being forced to contend against so jealous a potentate as his brother-in-law. He seems to have led the wandering existence of a pretender-king. In A.D. 1623 he was certainly driven out of the island of Lingga by an Achehnese force. In A.D. 1634 the Dutch records speak of Pahang and Johor as being incorporated in the kingdom of Acheen. No Dutch ships ever visited Abdullah during his sultanate; no Dutch factors were ever stationed at his court. He was deserving but unfortunate—a mere claimant to a throne that the Achehnese would not permit him to fill. He died in A.D. 1637.

He was succeeded—if indeed we can speak of succession to so barren a title—by his nephew, Sultan Abdul Jalil Shah II, son of the Sultan Alaeedin Riayat Shah III who died in Acheen. The new ruler was more fortunate than his predecessor in that the Achehnese power was now on the wane. The mighty Iskandar Muda or Mahkota Alam, the most powerful and most ambitious
of the rulers of Acehn, was dead; his sceptre had passed into
the hands of women. These years—from 1637 onwards—may be
considered years of revival among the Malay States that had
been reduced to vassalage by Acehn, for they gave a new lease
of life to the kingdoms of Johor, Pahang and Perak. In A.D.
1639 the Dutch, who were anxious to procure native assistance
for the siege of Malacca, made overtures to the Sultan.
Possessing the command of the sea they wanted Malay auxiliaries
to assist them with supplies and transport, and to help in
hemming in the Portuguese by land. The Dutch Admiral van
de Veer accordingly entered into an agreement with Abdul Jalil
Shah and definitely secured him as an ally in the war against
Malacca. This time the Portuguese stronghold was captured
(A.D. 1641).

In spite of the fact that the military commanders at Malacca
were not altogether satisfied with the help given them by their
Malay allies, the Dutch civil authorities did their best to show
gratitude to Johor and to restore it as much as possible to its
old position. They arranged a peace between Johor and Acehn,
and gave various other assurances of their goodwill to the Sultan
Abdul Jalil Shah. We hear of various complimentary missions
being exchanged between Johor and Batavia without much
practical result. What else, indeed, could we have expected?
Johor became useless to Holland as soon as the capture of
Malacca gave the Dutch a better station in the Straits than the old
trading factory of Batu Sawar had ever been. Johor had no
industries, no trade, no productive hinterland. It was bound to
decline. Sultan Abdul Jalil lived long enough to see a great
calamity overwhelm his country. A quarrel with the Sultan of
Jambi led in A.D. 1673 to a war in which Johor was plundered
and burnt and its aged ruler driven into exile. The death of the
old Sultan—who did not long survive the shock of the destruction
of his capital—brought to an end the direct line of the Johor
dynasty.

He was succeeded by a cousin, a Pahang prince, who took
the name of Sultan Ibrahim Shah. The new ruler’s energy
infused fresh life into the State; he established himself at Riau
in order to carry on the war against Jambi more effectively
than from Johor Lama, he allied himself with the Dutch, and in
time succeeded in regaining what his predecessor had lost. But
he did not live long. On the 16th February, 1685, he died,
leaving an only son who was at once placed on the throne under
the title of Sultan Mahmud Shah. As the new Sultan was a
mere boy his mother became regent, but she allowed all real
power to be vested in the Bendahara Paduka Raja, the loyal and
able minister of her late husband the victorious Sultan Ibrahim.
She was wisely advised in so doing. Peace was assured; the
traditional friendship with Holland was loyalty kept up by the
Bendahara; internal troubles of all kinds were avoided. Unfortunately the Bendahara died, and his headstrong ward took the government of the State into his own hands. In A.D. 1601 we hear of him as ruling from Johor. This young Sultan, Mahmud Shah II, the last prince of his race—ruler of Pahang and Riau as well as of Johor—is the most mysterious and tragic figure in Malay history. He was said to be the victim of one of those terrible ghostly visitants, a Malay vampire, the spirit of a woman dead in childbirth and full of vengeance against the cause of her death. He is accused—by Malay traditions from all parts of the Peninsula—of having slain in the most fiendish manner those of his wives who had the misfortune to become pregnant. Probably he was mad; but no form of madness could have been more dangerous to a prince in his position. The frail life of this insane and hated Sultan was the only thing that stood between any bold conspirator and the thrones of Johor, Pahang and Lingga. The end came in A.D. 1609. As the young ruler was being carried to mosque at Kota Tinggi on the shoulders of one of his retainers he was stabbed to death. All Malay accounts ascribe this assassination to the Sultan’s minister, the Bendahara Sri Muharaja, head of the great family that is described in the “Malay Annals” as glorying in the tradition of fidelity to its princes. With the death of the Sultan Mahmud Shah II the dynasty of Malacca, Johor and Pahang disappears from the page of history.

In the records of this long line of kings the point that most impresses the student is the curiously personal character of Malay sovereignty. In Europe, where all the continent is divided up under different rulers, there is no place for a fallen king except as a subject in the thinly populated Malay world the position was entirely different. So long as a fugitive prince could induce a few followers to share his lot he could always find some unoccupied valley or river in which to set up his miniature court. The wandering fugitive Raja Abdullah (A.D. 1615-1637), whose movements cannot be traced and the date of whose death is uncertain, was nevertheless a king—“Sultan Abdullah Maayat Shah, the glory of his land and of his time.” He was born in the purple. But to less highly-born adventurers the acquisition of royal rank (as distinct from mere power) was a very difficult matter. All Malay popular feeling is against the “worm” that aspires to become a “dragon.” Should a bad harvest or a murrain or any other misfortune overtake the subjects of an upstart ruler all Malaya would have explained it as the Nemesis that waits on sacrilege, the result of outraging the divine majesty of kings. Royalty was a mere matter of caste, but a great Sultan might create minor Sultans just as the Emperor of China made a Sultan of the Paramisura Muhammad Shah, or as Sultan Mansur Shah divided his dominions between his sons, or as Sultan Mahmud
Shah gave sovereign rank to his son Ahmad Shah, or as the Queen may be said to have created the Sultanates of Johore and Pahang. Titular dignity was one thing; real authority was another. Powerful de facto rulers such as, in recent times, the Bendahara of Pahang, the Temenggong of Johor and the Dato of Rembau, and great territorial magnates like the Maharaja Perba of Jelai were kings in all except the name. The glamour of titles and of royal descent is so great that it often obscures realities. The Dutch when they negotiated their treaty with the Sultan of Aceh found, when too late, that he was Sultan in rank only, not in power. The sympathy that has been lavished upon the dispossessed princely house of Singapore is based upon a misconception of the meaning of Malay "royalty." Royal rank meant prestige, position, influence—the things that lead to power. Royal rank was a great thing in Malay eyes and justified the attention that they devoted to pedigrees and to the discussion of the relative importance of the articles that made up a king's regalia. But the student of Malay things who mistakes mere rank for power will constantly be surprised to find—as Admiral Maitland was astonished to discover—that a Malay prince is often an orang miskin, a very poor person indeed.

Immediately after the death of the unhappy Mahmud Shah, his murderer, the Bendahara Sri Maharaja, ascended the throne of Johor and Pahang under the title of Sultan Abdul Jalil Riayat Shah. Like most princes who obtain a crown by violence he found that his position was one of ever-growing danger from malcontents at home and enemies abroad. Two new disturbing forces had entered the arena of Malayan politics. The first was the great Menangkabau immigration; the second was the continued presence of Bugis fleets and colonies on the Peninsular coast. A constant stream of industrious Sumatran Malays had for some time past been pouring into the inland districts now known as the Negri Sembilan. These men, being very tenacious of their own tribal rights and customs, resented any interference from Johor. The Bugis were even more dangerous. They were more warlike and more energetic than the Malays; they built bigger ships; they were ambitious, and they seemed anxious to get firm footing in the country. In A.D. 1713 Sultan Abdul Jalil Riayat Shah tried to strengthen his position by a closer alliance with the Dutch; but such a policy, though it might assist him against foreign foes, was of very little use against the enemies of his own household. In A.D. 1717 (or a little earlier) an incident occurred that may be described as one of the more extraordinary events in Malayan history. A Menangkabau adventurer calling himself Raja Kechil appeared in Johor, gave himself out to be a posthumous son of the murdered Mahmud Shah and stirred up a revolution in the capital. But the strangest part of the incident was its termination. The
upstart Sultan Abdul Jalil Riayat Shah consented to revert to his old position of Bendahara Sri Maharaaja and to serve under the impostor, Raja Keelil, whose claims he must have known to be false. To cement this alliance between murder and fraud the ex-Sultan agreed to give his daughter, Tengku Tengah, in marriage to the new Sultan, who took the name of Abdul Jalil Rahmat Shah.

It is difficult to trace exactly the course of events after this point because we have two Malay partisan histories written from opposite points of view. One history accepts that Raja Keelil as a true son of the murdered Sultan Mahmud; the other treats him as a second-rate and an impostor, and makes a martyr of the deposed assassin, Sultan Abdul Jalil Riayat Shah. There can be no doubt that the Bendahara's relatives conspired with the Bugis against their new master, but the details of the plot are not very clear. According to one account a woman's jealousy provoked the trouble. Raja Keelil jilted Tengku Tengah in order to marry her younger sister, Tengku Kamarah. This little substitution of one sister for another did not injure the Bendahara, but it made a great deal of difference to the ambitious Tengku Tengah and caused further dissension in a family that was already divided by personal jealousies, as the children of the Bendahara who were born after his accession to the throne deemed that their elder brothers—who were born before their father became a king—had any right to call themselves princes. It is not surprising that intrigues and conspiracies should have been begun. There was at this time in Johor a Bugis adventurer named Daeng Parani. Tengku Sulaiman, eldest son of the Bendahara, went to this man and appealed to him for help in overthrowing the upstart Raja Keelil. Daeng Parani hesitated; the odds against him were too great. Tengku Sulaiman then tried to win over the Bugis adventurer by promising him the hand of his sister, Tengku Tengah, in marriage. Daeng Parani again refused. At this juncture Tengku Tengah herself came forward and made a personal appeal to the love and chivalry of the Bugis chief. Daeng Parani now consented to act. With great boldness—for he had only a handful of men in the heart of a hostile capital—he surrounded the Sultan's residence and endeavoured to slay Raja Keelil and to abduct Tengku Kamarah. He was only partially successful; the Sultan escaped. Daeng Parani fled to Selangor, leaving his fellow-conspirators behind. Tengku Sulaiman and Tengku Tengah fled to Pahang. The aged Bendahara, father of Tengku Sulaiman and Tengku Tengah, feeling that he would be suspected of having taken a part in the conspiracy, followed his children in their flight but was overtaken and murdered at Kuala Pahang. He is the Sultan known as Markum Kuala Pahang. Tengku Sulaiman managed, however, to make good his escape and ultimately joined his Bugis friends.
After these incidents Raja Kecheil—or Abdul Jalil Bahmat Shah as he styled himself—abandoned Johor Lama, the scene of so many misfortunes to Malay kings, and made a new capital for himself at Riau. He carried on with great courage and success a desultory war against the Bugis, but was ultimately outmanoeuvred and lost his position as Sultan of Johor because the Bugis ships, having enticed the Malay fleet to Kuala Linggi, doubled back during the night and suddenly appeared before Riau. In the absence of its king and his followers, Riau could offer no resistance. The Bugis proclaimed Tengku Sulaiman Sultan of Johor under the title of Sultan Sulaiman Badru‘l Alam Shah. The principal Bugis chief, Daeng Merewah (or Kiana Jaya Putra) became "Yang di pertuan Muda" of Riau with the title of Sultan Alaedun Shah, while another Bugis chief Daeng Manompo, became "Raja Tuanku" under the title of Sultan Ibrahim Shah. This seems to have occurred on the 22nd October, A.D. 1721, but the formal investiture only took place on the 4th October 1722. To strengthen their position, the Bugis chiefs allied themselves in marriage with the Malays. Daeng Manompo married Tun Tepati, aunt of Sultan Sulaiman, Daeng Merewah married Inche Ayu, daughter of the ex-Temenggong Abdul Jalil and widow of the murdered Sultan Mahmud. Daeng Parau had married Tengku Tengah and Daeng Chulak sought to marry Tengku Kamarah the captured wife of Raja Kecheil. Other Bugis chiefs—Daeng Saram and Daeng Mengato—married nieces of Sultan Sulaiman.

As the Bugis accounts of the Raja Kecheil incident differ very materially from the Malay version we can hardly be to get a thoroughly reliable history of the events that led to the establishment of Bugis kingdoms in the Straits of Malacca. We may however, consider it certain that Raja Kecheil was not a posthumous son of Sultan Mahmud Shah. Dutch records prove that Raja Kecheil was an extremely old man in A.D. 1745, they even provide strong evidence that he was 53 years of age when he seized the throne of Johor, he must therefore, have been an older man than the prince whom he claimed as his father. In all probability Raja Kecheil won his kingdom by mere right of conquest, supplanting a murderer who was quite ready to give up an untenable throne and to take a secure position as Bendahara under a strong ruler. In later years, when the Malays became savagely hostile to their Bugis master, they were doubtless ready to accept any tale and to follow a Menangkabau ruler, who was at least a Malay in preference to the Bugis pirates and their miserable tool Sultan Sulaiman Shah. But when Raja Kecheil died the Malays rallied to the side of his younger son (who had a royal Malay mother) and treated the elder son as a mere alien without any claim to the throne. The murder at Kota Tinggi in A.D. 1000 had divided the allegiance of the Malay
world and contributed greatly to the success of the Bugis; it was only at the close of the eighteenth century that the old Johor communities again recognised a common ruler.

The Bugis chiefs at Riau paid very little attention to the puppet Sultans that they set up. They so exasperated Sultan Sulaiman that he soon left his sultanate and fled to Kapar (A.D. 1728). After this incident the Bugis felt that they had gone too far and they made a new treaty with their titular sovereign and induced him to return to Riau. It should be understood that even with Sultan Sulaiman’s help the Bugis position at Riau was very insecure. Raja Kechil, who had established himself at Siak, gained many victories and repeatedly attacked his enemies in their very capital. In A.D. 1727 he even rescued his wife, Tengku Kamarah, who was held captive at Riau itself. In A.D. 1728, with the aid of Palembang troops, he laid siege to Riau and was repulsed. In A.D. 1729 the Bugis blockaded Siak and were repulsed in their turn. The history of the whole of this period of Bugis activity (1721 to 1785) is extremely involved, but is fully discussed in Dutch works, especially in the 35th volume of the Transactions of the Batavian Society. We can only briefly refer to it.

The policy of the Dutch—so far as their general unwillingness to interfere allowed of any policy—was that of supporting the Malays against the restless and piratical Bugis. It was a difficult policy, this assistance of the weak against the strong, but it proved successful in the end. Looking at it in the light of ultimate results we can compare two exactly similar situations—one in 1756 and the other in 1784—and notice the difference in treatment. On both occasions Malacca was attacked.

On the first occasion the Dutch, after repelling the attack on their fortress, allied themselves with the Malays (Sultan Sulaiman, his son the Tengku Besar, and his son-in-law the Sultan of Trengganu) and forced the Bugis to come to terms (A.D. 1757) and to acknowledge the Sultan of Johor as their lawful sovereign. This plan did not work well. Sultan Sulaiman had great difficulty in enforcing his authority. To make matters worse, his death (20th August, 1760) occurred at a time when his eldest son, the Tengku Besar, was on a mission to the Bugis princes of Linggi and Selangor. If Malay records are to be believed, the Bugis chief Daeng Kamboja was not a man to waste an opportunity. He poisoned the Tengku Besar and then took his body, with every possible manifestation of grief, back to Riau to be buried. At the burial he proclaimed the Tengku Besar’s young son Sultan of Johor under the title of Sultan Ahmad Hiayat Shah, but he also nominated himself to be regent. When the unhappy boy-king was a little older and seemed likely to take the Government into his own hands he, too, was poisoned so as to allow a mere child, his brother, to be made Sultan and
to prolong the duration of the regency. The Dutch plan of securing Malay ascendency had completely failed; the Bugis were stronger than ever.

On the second occasion (when Raja Haji attacked Malacca in 1784) the Dutch, after repelling the attack and killing the Bugis chief, followed up their success by driving the Bugis out of Riau and recognising the young Malay Sultan Mahmud Riayat Shah as the ruler of Johor. But on this occasion they felt that they could not trust any native dynasty to maintain permanent peace. They accordingly made a treaty with the Sultan and stationed a Resident with a small Dutch garrison at Riau. This plan did not work very well at first; it pleased neither the Bugis nor the Malay chiefs. The fifth Bugis "Yamtuam Muda" attacked Riau; the Malay Sultan fled from his capital to get up a coalition against the Dutch; even the Iban pirates made an attack upon the place. In time, however, when the various chiefs came to recognise that the glories of independence were not sufficient compensation for losing the creature-comforts of security and peace, both the Malay Mahmud Shah and the Bugis Yamtuam Muda settled down definitely at Riau and accepted the part of dependent princes.

The following pedigree shows the branches of the Bugis family that ruled in the Straits:

Upu Tanderi Burong
(a Bugis Chief)

Daeng Perani  Daeng Merewah,  Daeng Chelak,
(died 1723 A.D.)  Klaña Jaya Putra,  Sultan Alaedin
Sultan Alaedin Shah  Shah II, 2nd Yang-
1, 1st Yang-di-pertuan Muda of Riau  di-pertuan Muda of
(1721-1728)  Riau (1728-1745)

Daeng Kamboja,  Raja Lumu,  Raja Haji,
Sultan Alaedin  Sultan Selaheddin  4th Yang-di-pertuan
Shah III, 3rd Yang-  Shah, 1st Sultan  Muda of Riau
di-pertuan Muda  of Selangor  (1745-1777)  (1777-1784)

Raja Ali,
5th Yang-di-pertuan
Muda
Sultan Mahmud Riayat Shah of Johor died in the year 1812 A.D., leaving two sons, Tengku Hussain and Tengku Abdurrahman. The latter was at once proclaimed Sultan by the Bugis Yang-di-pertuan Muda of Riau. The elder son, Tengku Hussain, who was absent in Pahang at the time of his father's death, returned to Riau, but appears to have made no effective protest against his younger brother's accession. Sultan Abdurrahman was recognised as Sultan of Johor and Pahang by both the Dutch and the English until January, 1819, when it suited Sir Stamford Raffles to repudiate that recognition and to accord to Tengku Hussain the title of Sultan of Johor. From this time the line of Sultans divides into two, one branch reigning under Dutch protection in the island of Lingga, the other living under British protection in the town of Singapore itself.

THE PENINSULAR STATES.

Perak.—The history of Perak may be divided into four periods. Of the first period (during which the seat of Government was at Bruas in the Dindings) we know next to nothing. A few carved tombstones represent all that is left of this very ancient capital—and even these are of late Achehnese make and throw no light whatever on the early history of the country. If Malay tradition is right in saying that the great arm of the sea at the Dindings was once an outlet of the Perak river we can easily understand the importance of Bruas, combining as it did the advantages of a perfect landlocked harbour with a commanding situation at the mouth of the greatest waterway in the western half of the Peninsula. Although Bruas was powerful, the "Malay Annals" tell us, before even the mythical ancestors of the Malacca dynasty appeared on the famous hill of Sigungang, it had begun to decline as the river silted up. In the days of Sultan Mahmud (A.D. 1500) Bruas had so far fallen that its king did homage to Malacca in mere gratitude for assistance against a petty rival village. After the Achehnese invasion the place entirely disappears from history.

The second period of Perak history stretches from the coming of Mudzafar Shah I, the reputed founder of the long line of Perak kings, down to the extinction of his direct male line in the wars with Acheen. This period covers a century—from
A.D. 1580 to 1630—and is marked by the reigns of nine Sultans

Mudzafar Shah I
(1st Sultan)

Mansur Shah I
(2nd Sultan)

Mansur Shah
(Tajuddin Shah
(Sultan)

Shah

Sultan

A daughter

Taj-ul-Arifin
(3rd Sultan)

of Acheen)

Raja Kéehil

Mukadam Shah

Mahmud Shah I

(4th Sultan)

(5th Sultan)

(6th Sultan)

(7th Sultan)

(8th Sultan)

Alaedin Shah

Mansur Shah II

A daughter (m. Selaheddin Shah

(5th Sultan)

(7th Sultan)

(9th Sultan)

Perak tradition (as we have seen) identifies its first Sultan, Mudzafar Shah, with a son of Sultan Mahmud I of Malacca, who was born about A.D. 1505 and was at one time heir to the throne of Johor but was passed over in favour of his younger brother, Alaedin Riayat Shah II. It goes on to tell us that this disinherited prince after having first settled in Selangor was invited to fill the throne of Perak, and that he reached his new kingdom after various adventures, such as the slaughter of the great serpent Si Katimuna with the sword Chura Si Manjakini. In the story of this prince the Perak tradition does not hesitate to borrow from the legend of Sang Sapurba. Mudzafar Shah was succeeded by his son Mansur Shah. After the death of this latter prince his widow and children were taken prisoners by Achehnese invaders and carried off to Kota Raja where fortune favoured them in that the eldest son—another Mansur Shah—succeeded in marrying the Queen of Acheen.

After restoring his brothers to Perak this Achehnese Mansur Shah perished in a revolution in A.D. 1585. Early in the seventeenth century the great Takandar Muda or Mahkota Alam, Sultan of Acheen, conquered Perak, and led ruler after ruler to captivity and death until the direct male line of Mudzafar Shah had completely died out and Perak had become a mere province of his empire. About the year 1635 Mahkota Alam died, and his successor, Sultan Mughal, sent a certain Raja Sulong (who had married a Perak princess) to govern Perak as a tributary prince under the name of Sultan Mudzafar Shah II. This event begins the third period of Perak History.

There seems very little doubt that there was a Raja Mudzafar who was disinherited by Sultan Mahmud Shah in the
manner described by Perak tradition. It is also true that this Raja Mudzafar married a lady named Tun Trang and had a son, Raja Mansur, as the Perak tradition tells us. It also seems true enough that the Achehnese invaded and conquered Perak. The only evidence against the truth of this story is negative evidence. The "Malay Annals" are absolutely silent as to Raja Mudzafar having gone to Perak, though they give an account of the second Mudzafar Shah, who was unquestionably Sultan of Perak and who may possibly have been confused with the first.

The third period of Perak history begins with the accession of Mudzafar Shah II (A.D. 1637) and goes down to the death of Mudzafar Shah III (A.D. 1705). The Sultans with which tradition fills up this period of 128 years are given in the following table:

Mudzafar Shah II  
(10th Sultan)

Muhammad Iskandar Shah  
(11th Sultan)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Alaedin Riayat Shah</th>
<th>Mudzafar Shah III</th>
<th>Muhammad Shah</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(12th Sultan)</td>
<td>(13th Sultan)</td>
<td>(14th Sultan)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It should be added that the 11th Sultan is said to have reigned for 111 years and that the next three Sultans were his nephews by birth and his sons by adoption.

This period presents great difficulties. Raja Sulung, who married a Perak princess and was sent by the King of Acheen to rule over Perak, is a real figure in history. His mother was a daughter or niece of the author of the "Malay Annals." But (if we are to believe the "Malay Annals") this Mudzafar Shah II was succeeded by Raja Mansur, "who is reigning now." The Perak account itself speaks of the 12th, 13th and 14th Sultans as grandsons of a certain Mansur Shah, who is not given in the pedigree. The Perak account also states that the Bugis chief Klena Jaya Putra invaded Perak in the days of Alaedin Riayat Shah. As the Klena died in A.D. 1728, the 111-year reign seems to need some modification. Again, the Bugis Raja Lumu is said to have been created Sultan of Selangor by Sultan Mahmud Shah of Perak in A.D. 1743; who is this Mahmud Shah?

Putting aside these questions of royal descent we know that this period (A.D. 1637—1705) was one of extreme turbulence, and, probably, of civil war. In A.D. 1650 the Dutch opened a factory on the Perak river; in A.D. 1651 the factory was destroyed and its inmates massacred. Hamilton, writing in A.D. 1727, speaks of Perak as "properly a part of the kingdom of Johor, but the people are untractable and rebellious and the Government anarchical. Their religion is a sort of heterodox
Muhammadanism. The country produces more tin than any in India, but the inhabitants are so treacherous, faithless and bloody that no European nation can keep factories there with safety. The Dutch tried it once, and the first year had their factory cut off. They then settled on Pulau Dinding, but 'about the year 1890 that factory was also cut off.' The ruins of the blockhouse on the island of Pangkor are still to be seen.

In justice to the Malays it should be added that the Dutch in their anxiety to secure a trade-monopoly treated the selling of tin to anyone but themselves as a serious offence and even as a casus belli. It is not, therefore, surprising that disputes were frequent and sanguinary.

The first half of the eighteenth century in Perak was marked by internal anarchy and foreign invasions. There were three kings in the State—the Sultan of Bernam, the Sultan of Perak, and the Regent; the chiefs were at war with each other and the Bugis kept raiding the country. About A.D. 1757 things had so far settled down that the Dutch were able to establish a factory at Tanjong Putus on the Perak river. They subsequently sent a mission to Sultan Mudzafar Shah about A.D. 1764 and concluded a treaty with his successor, Muhammad Shah, in A.D. 1765.

The exact position of the next four Sultans in the Perak pedigree is a matter of doubt, but they seem to have been either brothers or cousins of one another and to have belonged to the generation immediately following Mudzafar Shah 111 and Muhammad Shah. From the 18th Sultan onwards the pedigree is officially stated to have been as follows:

Ahmadin Shah (18th Sultan)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abdul Malik Mansur Shah (19th Sultan)</th>
<th>Raja Inu</th>
<th>Raja (daughter) Abdurrahman</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Abdullah</td>
<td>Raja</td>
<td>Shahabudin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Musazam</td>
<td>Ahmad (20th Sultan)</td>
<td>(21st</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jafar (23rd</td>
<td>Raja Alang</td>
<td>Ali (24th</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sultan)</td>
<td>Iskander</td>
<td>Sultan)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abdullah</td>
<td>Sultan</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(28th</td>
<td>Idris (now</td>
<td>reigning)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The special interest of this table lies in its illustration of the curious law of succession under which the three branches of the royal house take it in turn to provide the reigning Sultan.
SARENSOR.—The present reigning dynasty of Selangor traces its descent to Raja Lumu, son of Daeng Chebak, one of the Bugis chiefs who overthrew the old State of Johor in A.D. 1722, but it should be added that Raja Lumu appears to have become Raja of Selangor through his mother and not through his father. In any case, he was recognised as Sultan of Selangor in A.D. 1743. He maintained a close alliance with his Riau relatives and with the Bugis of Kuala Linggi. In A.D. 1756 and again in A.D. 1783 the combined Bugis forces attacked Malacca but were repulsed with heavy loss. On the second occasion the Dutch followed up their success by attacking Kuala Selangor and ultimately forcing the Sultan to come to terms.

There have been five Sultans of Selangor: Sultan Selaheddin who founded the dynasty, Sultan Ibrahim who made the treaty with the Dutch in A.D. 1786, Sultan Muhammad who reigned from A.D. 1820 to A.D. 1856, Sultan Abdul Samad who accepted British protection, and Sultan Sulaiman the present ruler. The principal events in the history of this State during the last century were the development of Lukut as a mining centre and the civil wars between Raja Mahdi and Tengku Dzai-ud-din. The Lukut mining led to a great influx of Chinese immigrants, who paid a poll-tax to the Bugis chiefs for their protection and who were kept in order by the splendid old fort on the hills near Port Dickson. As the Sultan seems to have taken rather more of this revenue than the local chiefs would willingly have given him, Raja Jumaat, the principal Lukut chief, succeeded at Sultan Muhammad's death in diverting the succession from the Sultan's son to a weak nominee of his own who belonged to another branch of the family. The new ruler, Sultan Abdul Samad, did not interfere with the Lukut princes, but he ultimately allowed himself to be influenced by a stronger will than his own and surrendered all true power into the hands of his son-in-law, the Kedah Prince Tengku Dzai-ud-Din. He thereby exasperated many of his subjects, who did not like to see a foreigner become the real ruler of the country. Civil war broke out and was only terminated by the Bendahara of Pahang marching into Selangor and restoring peace by force of arms. It was then found out that the Sultan had been quietly giving his support to both parties—a discovery that led to his famous defence, "Both parties were right—from their own point of view." A bad case of piracy in 1874 brought matters to a crisis again and led to British intervention.

Politically the State of Selangor has not been interesting. Piratical and anarchical, it never developed any organised system of government nor did the authority of the Bugis chiefs ever extend very far beyond their own little settlements on the rivers or near the mines.
NEBRI SEMBLIAN.—About the middle of the seventeenth century—after the decline of Acheen and before the coming of the Bugis pirates—a large number of Menangkabau Malays migrated in small detachments from Sumatra into the Peninsula, where they founded the little confederacy of States now known as the Negri Sembilan. Extremely proud of their origin—for Menangkabau is the purest-blooded kingdom of Malaya—the descendants of these immigrants still speak of themselves as "we sons of Menangkabau, who live with the heavens above us and the earth beneath our feet, we who once dwelt on the slopes of the mighty volcanoes as far as the Great Pass through which we came down to the plains of Sumatra in the Isle of Andalas."

The early settlers taught this formula to their children so that their history might never be forgotten.

But they taught more. These sons of Menangkabau were passionately devoted to the old legal sayings in which is embodied a most extraordinary system of matriarchal law. They are the most conservative people in Malaya. To their everlasting honour it should be added that they loyally observed covenants by which they first obtained possession of their lands, and that to this day, although all real power has long since passed out of the hands of the aborigines, the proud "sons of Menangkabau" acknowledge as ruling chiefs in Rembau and Johol men who are avowedly the representatives of the humbler race. The migrations seem to have been peaceful. The first-comers occupied the nearest lands in the district of Naning; the next arrivals settled in Rembau; the latest settlers had to go further afield—to Sri Menanti, to Inau, to Sungai Ujong and to Jelebu. In the development of their peculiar systems of constitutional law and statecraft, treaties or conventions (muafakat) probably played a great part. In Naning succession to the chieftaincy went by descent in the female line; a Dato' Sri Maharaja was succeeded by his eldest sister's son. This little State has been absorbed into the Settlement of Malacca, but the representatives of the old rulers still receive a great deal of popular respect and were even given a small allowance of about £40 a year by the British Government up to a few years ago.

Next in antiquity to Naning comes Rembau. Tradition has it that the first settlers in Rembau were headed by two chiefs, Dato' Laut Dalam and Dato' Lela Blang. These men, though they settled in different localities, made an alliance and arranged that their descendants (in the female line) should take it in turn to be rulers of the country. With the craving for high-sounding names that is so striking a feature of Malay character these two chiefs sought and obtained from the then Sultan of Johor the titles that their descendants still bear. The present ruler is the seventeenth Dato' of Rembau and the ninth "Dato' Lela Maharaja," the other eight being "Dato' Sedia Raja."
The founders of the State of Rembau were followed to the Negri Sembilan by the headmen of other immigrant parties, until at last a whole aristocracy of petty dignitaries was established in the country. Far from their homes in Sumatra, and surrounded by possible foes, the early settlers had looked to Johor for protection and recognition, but the last-comers, finding themselves strong and Johor weak, began to seek for a prince of their own from the royal line of Menangkabau. In their own words:

"The villager owes obedience to the village-elders,
The village-elders to the tribal chief,
The tribal chief to the ruling chief,
The ruling chief to the titular head of the State."

This head of the State was the Yang-di-pertuan Besar of Sri Menanti. He occupied a position of great dignity but of very little real authority over great ruling chiefs like the Dato' of Rembau; but of late years he has had his office strengthened by British support. The principal ruling chiefs are:

- The Dato' Klanda Petra of Sungai Ujong;
- The Dato' Mendika Mantri Akhirzaman of Jelebu;
- The Dato' Johan Pahlawan Lela Priyana Setiawan of Johol;
- The Dato' of Rembau;
- The Dato' Bandar of Sungai Ujong;
- The Tengku Besar of Tampin, and
- The Dato' Muda of Linggi.

Pahang — The early history of the State of Pahang—as usually given—is brief and inaccurate. Even so authoritative a work as the present edition of the official "Handbook of the Federated Malay States" sums it up in two statements, both of which are incorrect. It says: "The first ruler of Pahang of whom there is any record was a son of the Sultan Mahmud who fled to Pahang from Malacca after the capture of that town by the Portuguese in A.D. 1511. A reputed descendant of his was Bendahara Ali, who died in the year 1850 or thereabouts."

We know from Portuguese as well as Malay sources that when Albuquerque arrived at Malacca he found the city engaged in festivities over the marriage of Sultan Mahmud's daughter to a Sultan of Pahang. The statement in the Handbook is therefore singularly unfortunate; a son of Sultan Mahmud is the only person whom that ruler could not have been. There is, however, no mystery about the origin of the old line of Sultans of Pahang. The country was conquered by Mansur Shah or Mudzafar Shah, and was created a separate sultanate when the former ruler bestowed it upon his eldest son. Mansur Shah's descendants
continued to reign over Pahang till 1899 when Mahmud Shah II, the latest prince of the line, was murdered by his Bendahara. Mahmud Shah II was succeeded as Sultan of Johor and Pahang by this Bendahara, who was not a descendant of the old Malay rulers and who took the title of Abdul Jalil Riayat Shah. As after the Bugis conquest of Lingga the Sultans were practically hostages and had to reside at Riau they deputed their principal ministers to govern in their name, the Bendahara in Pahang and the Temenggong in Johor. These ministers continued, however, to visit Riau from time to time and to take part in the decision of the important matters such as questions of succession to the throne. At the death of Sultan Mahmud Riayat Shah (A.D. 1812) the Bendahara came up from Pahang and seems to have accepted Sultan Abdurrahman as his suzerain, though he must have personally favoured the other candidate, Tengku Husein, who was his own son-in-law. When the Riau family divided into the Singapore branch under British protection and the Lingga branch under Dutch control the Bendaharas of Pahang acknowledged the Lingga rulers while the Temenggongs of Johor threw in their lot with the English. In time, however, both of these great feudatories began to pay less attention to their titular suzerains and to assume the position of independent princes, until at last the British Government recognised the real position by converting the Bendahara into a Sultan of Pahang and the Temenggong into a Sultan of Johor.

Malay history is a record of great vicissitudes of fortune. Time after time the connecting link between one period and another is a mere band of fugitives, a few score refugees. Such was the case in A.D. 1511, in A.D. 1526, in A.D. 1615, in A.D. 1673 and in A.D. 1721. It should not therefore be imagined that the new States that were built up after each successive disaster were made up entirely—or even largely—of men of true Malay blood. The bond connecting the Peninsular States is unity of language and religion more than unity of race. The northern Malay is physically unlike the southern Malay; the one has been compared to a cart-horse and the other to a Batak pony. The Malay population of Perak, Pahang and the Negri Sembilan must be largely Sakai, that of Selangor is Sakai or Bugis where it is not made up of recent immigrants. Moreover, the Malays have accepted many of the traditions and beliefs of the people who preceded them in the possession of the land; they worship at the holy places of the older races of the country and believe in the same spirits of disease. Any one who is a Moslem and speaks the Malay tongue is accepted as a Malay whatever his ancestry; there is no real unity about Malay tradition. Still there are three systems of government that are essentially Malayan. The first is what one may call "river" government. The State was a river valley; the Sultan lived near the mouth and levied toll on
all the produce that travelled up and down the great highway of communication. Such a State could be controlled with comparative ease since the great feudal chiefs who governed the reaches and the tributaries of the main stream were dependent for their imports and exports on the goodwill of the king. Pahang, Trengganu, Kelantan and Perak all furnished good examples of this type of feudal government. The second type of Malay kingdom was the predatory State—a Malay Sultan with a sort of military aristocracy living on the foreign settlers in his own country or terrorising smaller Malay communities into paying blackmail or tribute. Malacca, Johor Lama, Acheen, Riau and Pasai were instances of this type of predatory rule; the Larut and Lukut settlements in the nineteenth century show how it could be applied to comparatively modern conditions. The third type is represented by the matriarchal communities of Menangkabau or Negri Sembilan. Self-sufficing, independent of trade and rather averse to war, a Negri Sembilan village might be established at some distance from any navigable river and was not usually amenable to the control of central authorities. It led to the evolution of a most interesting and successful type of a government that one might almost call constitutional. But annalists do not, as a rule, take much interest in the humble politics of village communities, nor do they care much about the civil wars of feudal river-states; it is always the lawless predatory government that makes most noise in the world. The great names of Malay history are those of men like Mansur Shah of Malacca and Mahkota Alam of Acheen. None the less, the best political work of the Malay race was done in the little villages that have no history—the matriarchal communities in the highlands of Sumatra and in the valleys of the Negri Sembilan.
PART II.

NOTES ON PERAK.

LEGENDARY HISTORY.¹

All Perak tradition points to Brucas as the original seat of Malay rule in the State. Tradition is supported by history in so far that the "Malay Annals" speak of Brucas as having been a powerful kingdom long before the Malays settled in Malacca or even in Palembang. Geography also supports legend, for, if the great estuary known as the Dindings river was once an outlet of the Perak, Brucas must have occupied an ideal situation for the capital of the State. But the rivers have silted up, the modern village of Brucas (Pangkalan Baharu) is many miles to seaward of the old site, and the fame of the district has long since passed away. A few old legends still linger about the tombstones that mark the spot where the ancient capital once stood. The lost town—so runs the story—was so large that it took a cat three months to do the circuit of the roofs. The water-jars were so huge that ladders had to be used to get at their contents, while, as for the serpents—but even a Brucas Malay apologises for the stories about them. These snakes, it appears, used to stand on their tails and fall with killing weight on the unwary passer-by. More interesting, perhaps, than these echoes of past glories are the Malay predictions about the future of Brucas. It is prophesied that Brucas will be the last province of Perak to be developed, but that, when developed, it will excel all the rest in its wealth and its prosperity. Anyone who knows the splendid tract of country that lies behind the Perak river and the Dindings will see no improbability in the old prophecy on which the scattered inhabitants of Brucas rest their hopes of its future.

Of the names of the old kings of Brucas and of the deeds that they achieved local tradition can tell us nothing. The earliest heroes of Perak legend belong to a later period, to the coming of the ancestors of the present dynasty of Sultans. There are many versions of these stories—versions that differ curiously in certain details while closely agreeing in others—and the general impression that they leave behind is the belief that courtiers have been trying to introduce dynastic questions into the genuine

¹ See also "Malay Literature, II," pp. 39-42.
folk-lore of the country. The dynastic features vary; the folk-lore remains the same.

Once upon a time—so runs one dynastic story—there came out of the sea four princes, the sons of a Raja Chulan and of the Princess Darustan, daughter of King Fatihu’l-ardzi. These princes were descendants of the great Alexander and they bore the names of Nila Utama, Nila Pandita, Nila Pendaya, and Nila Këchil Bongsu. Nila Utama became Emperor of Rome and of China, Nila Pandita became Sultan of Menangkabau, Nila Pendaya became Sultan of Singapore and Malacca, and Nila Këchil Bongsu became Sultan of Perak. But he did not become Sultan of Perak without difficulty. He it was who in the course of his wanderings gave Singapore its name of the “Lion City” because of the lion that he saw standing on the shore; he, too, it was who had to face the terrible storm in the Singapore Straits that nearly overwhelmed his frail bark and only ceased when the prince had changed his name and cast away his crown to appease the jealous wrath of the Spirit of the Tempest 1 Thus it comes about, the legend tells us, that the Sultans have no crown and that all fish have to rise to the surface in the little Strait of Lembayyan because they are dazzled by the splendour of the long-lost diadem of Perak. At last the Prince Nila Këchil Bongsu (under his new name of Sultan Mudzafar Shah) entered the waters of the Perak river, but was brought to a standstill by finding that one of the great snakes of the country was stretching its huge body from bank to bank over the shoal that bears the name of Biting Béras Basak. “What, then, am I to do?” said the prince to his saintly counsellor, Demang Lebar Daun. “I know not,” said the saint; “but there is among your heirlooms the sword of your grandsire, King Fatihu’l-ardzi, the magic sword Chura Si-manjakini that once belonged to the kings of the sea; that sword perhaps will help you to hew a way to your heritage.” So King Mudzafar Shah took the sword; then, concentrating his thoughts on his ancestors, he cut through the body of the snake with a single blow, but the edge of the blade was dented—as may be seen to this day by those who are privileged to look upon the Sultan’s sword of State. To this day also the scene of this exploit is a place of votive pilgrimage for the rulers of Perak.

Another story (accepted by His Highness the Sultan himself) represents Mudzafar Shah as the Raja Mudzafar who was disinherited by his father Mahmud Shah (of Malacca) about the year 1520 A.D. This version associates Mudzafar Shah with the slaughter of the snake and the loss of the Perak diadem, but it throws back the tale of Nila Utama and his brothers to a much earlier date. Indeed, the old Palembang legend of the brothers

---

1 These legends are related of Sang Nila Utama in the “Malay Annals.”
who appeared on Mount Siguintang Mahameru is well known in Perak song and story:

_Limbayung gitah nga puteh,
Dauk nga jatok kittilintang,
Turan birbayong gujak puteh,
Turan dari Bukit Siguintang._

_Dauk nga jatok kittilintang,
Biri-biri di jambatan;
Turan dari Bukit Siguintang
Dapat ngejari di saubukan._

Other Perak legends ascribe the origin of the present dynasty to a certain Sultan Ahmad Taju’d-din who was brought from Johor Lama to reign over Perak at some period that would seem to be about A.D. 1670. This prince is said to have married the daughter of a Perak chief, Tan Saban, and to have died leaving an infant son who was murdered very shortly afterwards by the regent, a Johor prince named Malik Shah. This murder led to a civil war in which Tan Saban was killed by a warrior named Megat Terawis. The story of the lost crown of Perak is associated with Ahmad Taju’d-din as well as with Mudzafar Shah.

The folk-lore about the prince who came out of the sea, gave a name to Singapore, lost his crown in a storm and finally slew a great dragon or snake with his sword Chura Si-manjakimi is not true Perak folk-lore. It is associated with the Johor dynasty and was imported into Perak with the kings. It is all related in the “Malay Annals” and may be read there (except for some trifling discrepancies) by anyone who is interested in the subject. The real local heroes of Perak are Tan Saban, Megat Terawis and the unnamed actors in the tragedy at Tanah Abang. Tan Saban was the ruler of Upper Perak when the ancestors of the present dynasty first came to the country. He governed the whole land from the sources of the great river down to Kuala Temong, where he built a fort and defied the forces of Malik Shah or Mudzafar Shah. On the watch-tower of this fort he used to appear three times a day, clad each time in a garment of a different colour—green in the morning, white at noon-day, and red in the afternoon. Secure in the fact that his skin could not be pierced by any bullet, he used to laugh at the efforts made to shoot him down. But there was in the army of the invader a humble soldier named Megat Terawis, an illegitimate scion of the great imperial house of Menangkabau. This Megat Terawis was born with a silver bullet in each hand, each bullet bearing the inscription “This is the bullet of the prince’s son ofPager Ruyong; wherever this bullet falls its owner will be made a chief.” Megat Terawis asked that Tan Saban should be pointed out to him. He fired; the bullet struck Tan Saban, but fell to the ground without piercing the skin. Tan Saban picked it up,
read the inscription and knew that his hour was come. He sent for Megat Terawis, named him his heir, expressed regret for his past hostility to the Sultan, and died, leaving the humble soldier heir to the highest chieftaincy in the State. On the day of Tan Saban’s death the present dynasty began to reign over all Perak, with Megat Terawis and his descendants as Bendaharas. There was, however, a curious limitation. The Sultans kept to the left bank of the river while the family of the Megat lived on the right. The present Sultan was the first to depart from this ancient custom and to build himself a palace on the right-hand side of the stream. In course of time, however, the family of Megat Terawis lost all its importance as well as the high office of Bendahara that it had held for about a century. At present the Bendahara is a member of the royal house.

It is difficult to see exactly the relationship between Perak legend and true history. Why did the old Sultans shun the right bank of the river? Even in the story itself there is nothing that would seem to explain it. Why did the Bendaharas assert themselves to be heirs of Tan Saban when his true representatives were the up-country chiefs who bore the title of Sëri Adika Raja, who claimed descent from him, and whose authority was co-terminous with his own? What also is the real connection between Mudzafar Shah and the legendary origin of the name Tanah Abang? As the founder of Perak travelled up-river he is said to have met a youth mourning over the body of his dead brother. The boy had been asking the name of a bamboo, the bulah apa or “which bamboo.”

“What, brother, is the name of this bamboo?”

“Which bamboo.”

“This bamboo.”

“Which bamboo.”

And the younger slew the elder in a rage before he discovered that “which” was the name of the bamboo.

Then there is the story of the infant princess who was discovered in a great mass of cloud-like foam floating down the Perak river, and whose romantic origin seems to have led to no future of any importance. So, too, there is the tale of the great aruan fish that Megat Terawis discovered suckling its young with a milk the whiteness of which gave the great river its name of the “Silver Stream” (Sungai Perak). Again we have the story of the cotton-tree that marked the frontier—the tree that bore flowers of white and red, the white towards Perak and the red towards the valley of the Patani. These legends are all associated with the coming of the present dynasty, but they seem properly to belong to a much earlier period.
THE CHIEFS OF PERAK.

ROYALTY.

The Ruler.—The head of the State was, of course, the Sultan (duli yang maha-mulia Sīri Sultan, yang-di-pērtuan negāri Perak dīrū-r-rīdānud). He derived his principal revenues from the duty (chukai Kuala Perak) levied on all produce entering or leaving the State by the mouth of the Perak River. The duty probably varied from time to time, and many of the great chiefs were exempted (bebas) from paying it; but in 1874 this source of revenue had been let for $12,000 a year, of which the Sultan received $10,000 and the two great Lower Perak chiefs (the Laksamana and the Shahbandar) $1,000 each.1

The Sultan’s wife, if of royal birth, was styled the Raja Pērēmpuan, but if she was only a commoner she bore the lower title of Raja Pērmāisuri. The heir-apparent bore the title of Raja Muda.

Although the Sultan was theoretically absolute, he was expected to obtain the consent of his principal chiefs before he appointed any high officer of State or took any step of great importance to the country. If left unconsulted the chiefs were apt to affect ignorance of the decisions arrived at, to refuse to recognise the Sultan’s nominees, and even (by questioning the authenticity of documents) to decline to obey the Sultan’s orders. Thus, when the Mantri obtained his concession of Larut he was careful to have his charters sealed by many of the leading chiefs, and when Sir Andrew Clarke made the treaty of Pangkor he insisted on having it agreed to by all the chiefs present at the negotiations. So, too, the first object of Mr. J. W. W. Birch was to obtain the signatures or seals of the chiefs who had not been present at Pangkor.

It was the rule that a Sultan should be succeeded by his heir-presumptive or Raja Muda, but here again the approval of the chiefs was necessary. The procedure was as follows. When a Sultan died his Bendahara or chief minister would at once proceed to take possession of the regalia and to administer the government as regent. At the expiration of seven days he would

---

1 The following were among the rates charged:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Rate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rice</td>
<td>4 a kopan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Salt</td>
<td>16 a kopan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Opium</td>
<td>8 a chest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Java tobacco</td>
<td>2 a pikul</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>China tobacco</td>
<td>1.50 a box</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tin</td>
<td>6 a bahara</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rattans</td>
<td>2 a hundred banded</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hides</td>
<td>1.25 a pikul</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gutta</td>
<td>2 a pikul</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gums</td>
<td>2 a pikul</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Salt fish</td>
<td>10 per cent. in kind</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oil</td>
<td>10 per cent. in kind</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
send or head a deputation to invite and escort the Raja Muda to the palace. On his arrival at the residence of the late ruler, the Raja Muda would be presented with the regalia and would be formally installed as Sultan in the presence and with the approval of the assembled chiefs. The most active part at a coronation was the part played by the Bendahara; he was the interim ruler, he summoned the chiefs to the installation, he invited the heir-apparent to attend, he handed over the regalia, he conducted the new Sultan to the throne and he bore all the expense of the installation-festivities. The new Sultan generally replied by conferring upon the Bendahara the vacant position of Raja Muda or heir-presumptive. It was also customary to defer the obsequies of a deceased ruler until his successor had been formally installed.

In accordance with these customs the Raja Bendahara Ismail—at the death of Sultan Ali in 1871—proceeded to take possession of the regalia and to invite the then Raja Muda (Abdullah) to come to the palace for the installation. But Raja Abdullah was a man of unusual timidity; even the prospect of a crown was not sufficient to induce him to take the risks of the journey. He feared that he might be ambuscaded by a rival prince (Raja Yusuf) on the way; he feared also that he might have a private quarrel to settle with the family of the deceased Sultan whose sister he had married and divorced. So he stayed away. The disgusted chiefs waited for him for over forty days during which time the remains of the late Sultan remained unburied. In the end the Bendahara himself was installed as Sultan by the chiefs, the body was interred, and the assembly dispersed.

The new ruler reported his accession at once to the Lieut.-Governor, Mr. (afterwards Sir Arthur) Birch, at Penang, and received a complimentary reply congratulating him on his installation and addressing him as "Paduka Sri Sultan Ismail Liaisun Riaiul Shah, the son of the late Shaikh Al-Heyrat Shah, who now holds the throne of Perak." This letter was dated the 30th August, 1871. So, too, on the 8th February, 1872, Mr. Arthur Birch again addressed Sultan Ismail by his royal titles in a letter applying for the expulsion of certain disturbers of the peace who were meditating an attack on Selangor. Even the Raja Muda Abdullah who had been passed over for the sultanate recognised his rival's title to the throne. The question of the validity of Sultan Isma'il's title was not seriously raised till some time afterwards.

A further complication arose out of the fact that Raja Abdullah himself owed his position as Raja Muda to election more than to descent. There were three branches of the royal house.

1 See Appendix A.
that took it in turn to provide the Sultan and the Raja Muda. When the 23rd Sultan died he should have been succeeded by a son of the 21st Sultan; and a son of the 22nd Sultan should have been made Raja Muda. But the son of the 22nd Sultan was Raja Yusuf, who was unacceptable to the chiefs and whose branch of the family thus came to be passed over. Raja Yusuf then became a sort of legitimist claimant, though he recognised Sultan Ismail's title for the time being and only wished to be made the next heir to the throne. Meanwhile, however, Ismail was Sultan; he held the regalia and he was the chosen of the chiefs and people.

The Heir-presumptive.—An heir-presumptive to the throne of Perak bore the title of Raja Muda (yang tormanat-mula tuanku Raja Muda, Wakilu's-Sultan) and derived his revenues from the contributions of the gambling houses, opium saloons and spirit shops. It is difficult to get an exact estimate of the total value of this source of income. An opium shop or a gambling saloon in a Malay village of some importance was found by Mr. J. W. W. Birch in 1874 to let for about $30 a month, but the whole of this sum was not likely to come into the Raja Muda's "tub" (long) as his treasury was called.

The wife of a Raja Muda when she was of royal birth was styled Raja Empuan Bésar, but if she was only a commoner she bore the inferior title of Raja Da'ua Nála. This latter designation has now been altered to Che' Puan Muda.

The Princes of the Blood.—The princes of the blood were collectively known as waris negri and in default of any special title were addressed as čaŋku. They were under the special control of the Raja Muda who acted as head of the princes, while the Béndahara was often supposed to represent the chiefs. Princes, as such, were not entitled to any definite revenues, though they probably helped themselves in many indefinite ways. They were eligible for offices of State and for certain titular dignities carrying high precedence. The most important of these honorary distinctions (in order of rank) were:

- Raja di-Hilir,
- Raja Kíchil Tángah,
- Raja Kíchil Bésar,
- Raja Kíchil Bongau,
- Raja Kíchil Muda,

THE FOUR GREAT DIGNITARIES.

The chiefs of the highest rank were four in number and were known as the Orang Bésar Empat or Orang Empat di-Balai. They were:

- The Béndahara,
- The Orang Kaya Bésar,
- The Temtengong,
- The Mantri.

1. The Béndahara.—The premier chief of Perak was the Raja Béndahara (yang tormanat-mula tuanku Raja Béndahara,
wakilu’s-Sultan wazirul-kabir). He was the titular prime minister and commander-in-chief. He derived his revenues mainly from a toll-station (batang Kuala Kinta) that levied duties on all produce entering or leaving the Kinta river. It is not known what the gross annual revenue from this station amounted to. The Bendahara was also entitled once a year to send the royal musicians (orang kalar) round the villages to bear his sword of office (baaur) and to collect a capitation-tax of 50 cents from every household. This revenue was known as the beman kalar.

The wife of a Bendahara when she was of royal birth was styled Raja Empuan Kichil, but if she was a commoner she was known as Bendahara Empuan or (popularly), as Che’ Puan Bendahara.

The title of Bendahara up to the days of Sultan Iskandar Dzu’l-Karnain (about A.P. 1780) was vested in the family of Megat Terawis. Sultan Iskandar suddenly betook himself—so the story goes—that it was a great pity that Perak should only have a commoner as its prime minister when there were so many promising young princes for whom no employment could be found. He therefore directed his Bendahara, Megat Pendia, to build him a palace at Pulau Indra Saktri, and so worried that minister with contradictory instructions and undeserved censures that the unfortunate man tendered his resignation in order to prove that no other Bendahara could do the work better. But the Sultan promptly appointed his brother (or cousin), Raja Alaedin, to be Bendahara and expressed himself perfectly satisfied with the house that Raja Alaedin built. After that time the high office of Bendahara came to be looked upon as an appanage of royalty. About the year 1851, however, the holder of this position died at a very inconvenient time, there being no prince of the royal house who was acceptable to the chiefs. The old theory as to the non-royal status of the Bendahara was thereupon revived and the office was conferred upon Raja Ismail, whose father was a foreigner though his mother was a Perak princess. The theory was that he should be regarded as a prime minister or premier chief and not as a prince of the blood and ultimate heir to the throne. At the deaths of Sultan Shahabudin, Sultan Abdullah II, and Sultan Jafar, the Bendahara accepted this view and put forward no claim to the position of Raja Muda.

Doubtless he would have done the same at Sultan Ali’s death

---

1 The tolls levied on produce in 1874 were:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Produce</th>
<th>Rate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gutta</td>
<td>$1 a pikul.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hides</td>
<td>12½ cents a pikul.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>To</td>
<td>$4 a bahun.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rice</td>
<td>$16 a koyan.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tobacco</td>
<td>$2 a pikul.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Opium</td>
<td>$4 a chest.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oil</td>
<td>10 per cent. in kind.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Small articles</td>
<td>1 in 10. taken in kind.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
in 1871 had not the timidity of Raja Abdullah created an intolerable situation. The chiefs then revived the more modern Perak practice and treated the Bendahara as an heir to the sultanate. Raja Ismail was a very old man and his installation as Sultan promised to be a temporary makeshift for tiding over a serious crisis.

2. THE ORANG KAYA BESAR—Immediately after the Raja Bendahara came the Orang Kaye Besar Maharanja Diraja Penghulu Bendahara. He was the Sultan’s Treasurer, Secretary and Chamberlain. He collected the Sultan’s revenues, received and replied to the Sultan’s letters and had charge of the Sultan’s household. He was always selected from a family of Saizids who resided at Pachat. He is said to have received the revenues of Pachat, and perhaps he levied some commission on whatever he collected for his master. His wife bore the title of To’ Puan. There has been no holder of this office since the English came to Perak.

3. THE TEMENGGONG—The Orang Kaye Temenggong Paduka Raja, popularly known as the Tengku Temenggong, was a sort of minister of police. In the homely phraseology of the country he was the Sultan’s “dagger” (kris pandak) or policeman, as compared with the Bendahara who was the Sultan’s sword of war. The Temenggong looked after the Sultan’s forts and stations; he apprehended, tried and executed criminals; he examined weights and measures and certified to their being correct. He derived his revenue from a monopoly of the sale of salt and ataps, from fees on weights and measures and from the smaller fines that he inflicted. Large fines all went to the Sultan. The public executioner was a servant of the Temenggong.

The Temenggong was also a territorial chief. He was lord of the mukim of Kota Lama, where he was all-powerful. His deputy in charge of his feudal district was himself a minor chief, the Da’i Seri Lela Paduka. The wife of a Temenggong was a To’ Puan and his heir was a To’ Muda.

4. THE MANTRI—The fourth in rank of the great court dignitaries was the Tengku Mantri or Orang Kaye Mantri Paduka Tuah. The Mantri was an adviser attached to the court; he settled disputes between the princes and chiefs and gave his opinion on questions of law and custom. He had no special revenues attached to his office. The first holder of this dignity was an Arab named Sai’id Mahmud in whose family the title remained till A.D. 1882, when Sultan Jafar conferred the title upon Che’ Ngah Ibrahim, ruler of Larut, to give him more precedence than he then possessed. But there was no historical connection between the title of Mantri and the district of Larut.

The wife of a Mantri was a To’ Puan and his heir was a To’ Muda.
THE EIGHT CHIEFS.
The eight chiefs (Orang Bésar Délapan or Hulubalang Délapan) took precedence after the four great dignitaries. The eight chiefs—in the order assigned to them by the Perak State Council in 1905—are:
The Orang Kaya-Kaya Maharaja Lela Tan Lela Putra,
The Orang Kaya-Kaya Laksamana Raja Mahkota,
The Orang Kaya-Kaya Séri Adika Raja Shahbandar Muda,
The Orang Kaya-Kaya Pënglima Kinta Séri Amar Bangsa Diraja,
The Orang Kaya-Kaya Pënglima Bukit Gantung Séri Amar Diraja,
The Orang Kaya-Kaya Shahbandar Paduka Indëtu,
The Orang Kaya Kaya Sêtu Bujaya Diraja (formerly Sêri Agar Diraja),
The Orang Kaya-Kaya Imam Paduka Tuan.

There is no doubt whatsoever about the composition of this list, and there is very little doubt indeed about the accuracy of the order of precedence assigned to the various chiefs included in it.

1. The MAHARAJA LELA — This chief ruled the district about Pasir Salak. He had the right to stand prominently forward with a naked sword at all court ceremonies and to beheaded instantly any unfortunate person who behaved improperly or showed contempt for the dignity of the ruler. He was above the law. His peculiar privilege made a great impression on the Malay mind in Perak; he was styled Maharaja Lela panchong bêtangga. "The Maharaja Lela, who cuts off heads without asking leave." and in all Malaya the expression bêtmaharaja lela, "to play the Maharaja Lela," is used to describe a chartered libertine.

The wife of a Maharaja Lela was a To' Puan. The Maharaja Lela drew revenue from his own feudal district of Pasir Salak and from certain customs dues drawn from the Sungai Dedap.

The position of Maharaja Lela is now vacant and is never to be filled because the last holder of the office instigated the murder of Mr J W W Birch.

2. The LAKSAMANA — The Orang Kaya-Kaya Laksamana Raja Mahkota ruled in Lower Perak. His jurisdiction extended "up-river as far as the tide can reach, down-river to the line where the surf breaks on the bar and the grey-mullet come to the surface." He had also charge of the whole sea coast. Whenever the Sultan's boats entered tidal waters the Laksamana had the right to place his boat at the head of the fleet and to lead the way. At all times he could put up a pole or flagstaff (galak) in the bows of his boat and blow the royal trumpet.

1 Some lists give a higher place to the Dato' Segar.
(nafiri) as "king of the sea." In the event of war he could summon the peasantry to construct the forts and other coast defences against an invading foe.

The Laksamana administered justice in Lower Perak and derived a certain revenue from fines; he also levied tolls on the river Batang Padang and received a small share of the tolls on the Perak river itself. His wife was styled To' Puan; his heir was the Dato' Raja Mahkota.

3. The Sadika Raja.—The Orang Kayu-Kaya Sēri Adika Raja Shahbandar Muda, popularly known as the Sadika Raja, held in the upper waters of the Perak river the position that the Laksamana occupied near the sea. He too—in his own waters—could erect a royal flag-staff and blow the royal trumpet; he, too, was a king in his own place, the akik rinai dihajang kurang or "prince of the shallows." His authority extended from Kuala Temong (above Kuala Kangsar) to the "white cotton-tree" that marked the watershed between Perak and Patani. He enjoyed the ordinary revenues of a feudal chief besides certain tolls ($2 a bahara on tin, and $2 a pokal on rambong and gutta-percha), fines, fees, and a capitulation tax of 70 gantangs of rice from every household. His wife also ranked as a To' Puan.

4. The Pengluma Kinta.—This chief ruled over the valley of the Kinta river. He received a royalty of 10 per cent. on all tin found in the district, besides the usual fines and fees. He had to send 100 bahara of tin annually as a sort of tribute to the Sultan and was given in return a complimentary present of $100 worth of articles for distribution among his ryots. He was sometimes described as the pemanggang kur or ruler of the "left flank"1 of Perak because his territories guarded the eastern frontier of the State. The wife of a Pengluma Kinta was a To' Puan; his heir was a To' Muda.

5. The Pengluma Bukit Gantang.—The Orang Kayu-Kaya Pengluma Bukit Gantang Sēri Amar Durai was the feudal warden of the western marches (pemanggang kanan). He held the pass that led from the Perak river to the plains of Larut. He received some income from the district; but at a later date the Mantri (who was related to the Pengluma Bukit Gantang) secured all the revenues of Larut for himself. There is now no longer a Pengluma Bukit Gantang. His wife ranked as a To' Puan.

6. The Dato' Bandar.—The Orang Kayu-Kaya Shahbandar Paduka Indēra was a Lower Perak chief who acted as a sort of harbour master, customs officer, protector of immigrants and superintendent of trade. He received a commission on what he collected. It does not appear that his wife was a To' Puan, nor was he a real territorial chief.

---

1 Really "left gunwale." See the metaphor of the "ship of State" further on.
7. THE DATO’ SAGUR.—The Orang Kaya-Kaya Sieri Agar Diraja, popularly known as the To’ Sagur, ruled the banks of the Perak river between Kampung Gajah and Pulau Tiga. He was also theoretically the controller of the Sultan’s household. In the metaphorical language of the time the kingdom of Perak was a ship; the Laksamana was officer of the watch, the Sadika Raja steered, the Penglima Kinta rowed on the left, the Penglima Bukit Gantang rowed on the right, and the Dato’ Sagur attended to the royal passengers. The wife of a Dato’ Sagur was a To’ Puan.

The last Dato’ Sagur was executed for complicity in the murder of Mr. Birch. The title was abolished and its place in the “Eight” was given to the new dignity of Orang Kaya-Kaya Setia Bijaya Diraja, a title that does not carry the territorial authority of the old Dato’ Sagur.

8. THE IMAM PAUKA TUAN.—The Orang Kaya-Kaya Imam Paduka Tuan was an ecclesiastical dignitary. He served as a sort of chief kadi or high priest and derived his income from the contributions of the faithful. His wife was not a To’ Puan nor was the position one that could (strictly speaking) be considered hereditary.

THE SIXTEEN MINOR CHIEFS

After the “Four” and the “Eight” came the “Sixteen.” The Dato’ Sri Maharaja Lela appears to have been always regarded as head of the “Sixteen,” but it is by no means certain who the other fifteen were. According to the decision of the State Council in June, 1905, the list of “Sixteen” is made up of the following chiefs:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dato’ Sri Maharaja Lela</th>
<th>Dato’ Penglima Teja</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dato’ Sieri Lela Paduka</td>
<td>Dato’ Shahbandar Muda</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dato’ Maharaja Indira Muda</td>
<td>Dato’ Setia Maharaja</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dato’ Maharaja Diraja</td>
<td>Dato’ Sa-Indira Bunga</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dato’ Paduka Setia</td>
<td>Dato’ Maharaja Dewa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dato’ Sieri Dewa Raja</td>
<td>Dato’ Paduka Raja</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dato’ Sieri Amar Diraja</td>
<td>Dato’ Amar Dewa Angus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dato’ Raja Mahkota</td>
<td>Dato’ Pendaana</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As this list was approved by the State Council it may be taken as correct for the present day, even if inaccurate historically. But a list supplied me still more recently by the kindness of the Secretary to H.H. the Sultan for the purposes of this publication does not agree with that approved by the Council in 1905. Other lists obtained from other sources and at various dates differ still more materially; and Mr. J. W. W. Birch (who tried in 1874 to get reliable lists of the Perak chiefs) found that it was impossible to get any two people to give the same sixteen names.

---

1 He had nothing to do with the king’s “dug-outs” (sayer). The word is s’ayer, a Perak dialectic corruption of sieri agar; cf. sediaka for sieri adika.
Below the "Sixteen" came the "Thirty-two." It will be readily understood that if a reliable list of the "Sixteen" is unattainable, a table of the "Thirty-two" is not even worth attempting. The State Council did not attempt it; and His Highness's Secretary writes that the head of the "Thirty-two" was Dato' Tan Dewa Sakti of Batang Padang and that the other members were chiefs of no importance whatsoever. I have an old list of the "Thirty-two," but it cannot be considered authoritative and it clashes with the list of the "Sixteen" approved by the State Council.

It will be sufficient if the principal titles are given without any special reference to such purely artificial questions as the classification into "Sixteen" and "Thirty-two" and without attempting to fix their precedence relatively to one another. We will begin with the court or official dignitaries as distinct from territorial magnates.

The military titles were as follows:

Dato' Pénghlima Bébar.
Dato' Pénghlima Pérang Kanan.
Dato' Pénghlima Pérang Kiri.
Dato' Pénghlima Dalam.
Dato' Pénghlima Muda.

These military titles were not included in the "Sixteen" or "Thirty-two," they were a class apart.

The ecclesiastical dignitaries were:

Imam Sëri Raja of Kota Lama Kanan.
Imam Sëri Jidin of Sayong.
Imam Sëraja Pakih of Kota Lama Kiri.
Imam Sëraja Mahkota of Bota.
Imam Malakat Aman of Kettor.
Imam Shaikhul-Islam of Pasir Salak.
Imam Sëi-Raja Diraja of Géronggong.
Imam Sëi-Raja Dalam of the Sultan's Palace.

These also were a class apart.

The Sultan's court-heralds are:

Sëri Nara Diraja, principal herald.
Sëri Dewa Maharaja.
Maharaja Dinda.
Paduka Sa-Indéra.
Raja Di-Muda.
Sëri Rakna.
Sandar Maharaja.
Raja Di-Bongsu.
The Raja Muda's heralds are styled:
   Sa-Indera Muda,
   Sa-Indera Jaya.

The Ladies-in-waiting on the Sultan's wife are entitled:
   Siri Nara Suri,
   To' Suri,
   Rakna Sinar,
   Rakna Wati,
   Kémala Séri,
   To, Kéumbu,
   To' Tun,
   To' Mandu

The Ladies-in-waiting on the Raja Muda's wife are called:
   Rakna Muda,
   Rakna Jaya.

The court-writers are styled
   Pakhe Si-Raja Mantri
   Pakhe Si-Raja Diraja
   Pakhe Si-Raja Muda

The chief court-musicians (Orang Kalur, bear the titles
   To' Sétwa Guna,
   Sétwa Indéra.

It should be explained that the royal drums and trumpets may
not be handled by the general public, the theory is that any
such handling will lead to the death of the sacred person
at the hands of the ghostly protectors of royal majesty. The
members of one family alone the orang kalur, are exempt from
this risk and therefore possess a certain hereditary dignity. The
heads of the family bear the titles above mentioned.

Another ancient family is the family of the mantah nembu
Its members claim to be descended from the singer who came
out of the mouth of the white bull that carried Sang Sapurba
on his first appearance in the world. One version has it that
the founder of the family was really a step-brother of Sang
Sapurba—the son of Sang Sapurba's mother by a tín whom she
married as her second husband. The head of this family bears
the title of Séri Rijaya Indéra, and the chief court-herald,
Dato' Séri Nara Diraja, is a member of the same house. He
is the repository of the installation formula, the wording of which
is in a language older than Malay—the language of the jin
according to the Perak Malays, but really Pali or Sanskrit.

Most of the great chieft— the "Four" and the "Eight"—had
deputies or assistants who helped them in their duties and bore

1 See page 9.
special titles. In some cases these assistants (known as tongkat or golok-golok) were heirs to the higher title; in some cases they were paid helpers; and again in some cases they were vassal chiefs whose titles were hereditary in their own families. It is, however, difficult to speak positively in every single case as to the exact relationship between a chief and his tongkat or golok-golok. The following are some of these subsidiary titles:

1. The Dato' Siri Lela Paduka was the Temenggong's deputy in his feudal appanage of Kota Lama Kanan;
2. The Maharaja Si-Rama and the Maharaja Anakda were under the Maharaja Lela;
3. The Raja Mahkota was the deputy and heir of the Laksamana in Lower Perak;
4. The Shahbandar Muda (or Shahbandar Ulu) was the deputy of the Sadika Raja at Pulau Kamiri;
5. The Siri Paduka Wangsa was the chief assistant of the Penglima Kinta;
6. The Paduka Siti was the principal assistant of the Penglima Bukit Gantang— it may be added that Che' Long Jafar, the ruler of Larut, was the son of a Paduka Siti and was not a mere "trader" who had settled in the country;
7. The Siri Dewa Raja was a chief in Lower Perak subordinate either to the Laksamana or Shahbandar;
8. To' Raja Duanun and To' Raja Biji Dewa were subordinates of the Sri Maharaja Lela at Sayong.

The above were subordinate chiefs, though important as deputies or heirs of very powerful territorial magnates. The following were also feudal chiefs, but they governed less territory (in some cases) and are therefore (in those cases) of minor importance:

1. The Dato' Siri Maharaja Lela of Sayong;
2. The Dato' Siri Amar Duanun of Sungaipau;
3. The Dato' Siri Amar Diraja of Sungai Trap;
4. The Dato' Maharaja Dewa of Lambor;
5. The Penglima Teja of Teja;
6. The Raja Indira Lela of Sungai Raya;
7. The Dato' Amar of Paching;
8. The Dato' Paduka Raja behind Pulau Tiga;
9. The To' Siti Kërma of Sungkai;
10. The To' Si'nongsah of Képayong;
11. The To' Paduka Sa-Indira of Layang-Layang;
12. The To' Pérdana Mantri of Bota;
13. The Tan Dewa Sakti of Batang Padang;
CONCLUSION.

Generally speaking, a Malay title consists of a string of high-sounding honorifics such as raja, diraja, maharaja, sri, paduka, lela, dewa, indra, wangsa, diwangsa, etc. These honorifics give no clue whatever to the position of their possessor—indeed, it often happens that the least important nobles possess the most sonorous names. The Perak titles are no exception to the general rule, but it is possible from some of them to infer a good deal as to the former history of the country.

There are in the above lists traces of two distinct types of Government.

The first type is that of Malacca and Johor. The Sultans of Malacca and Johor governed through a number of high court-officials (orang di-balai) or ministers: the Bendahara, the Temenggong, the Laksamana, the Shahbandar, and the Maharaja Leba. These titles all appear in Perak with the same duties attached to them and with approximately the same precedence as at Malacca and Johor.

The second type is that of Acheen. The Achehnese system was feudal; there was a Sultan, of course, but the real rulers were great territorial chiefs who governed provinces and who bore the title of hulubalang. Below the great chiefs there was a hierarchy of minor chiefs, rulers of villages.

When, therefore, the ancient Perak nomenclature marked the difference between the orang di-balai and the hulubalang it really drew a distinction between the court aristocracy of Johor and the feudal aristocracy of Acheen. We know from history that Perak was an Achehnese province in the days of the great Mahkota Alam. About A.D. 1635 Sultan Mughal of Acheen sent Raja Sudong (or Mudzafar Shah) of Johor to govern Perak. Raja Sudong would naturally introduce his Johor system and would give his own chiefs—his Bendahara and his Temenggong—precedence at court over the powerful territorial nobles who ruled the country before he came. He thus began to create the present aristocracy of Perak by the fusion, or confusion, of his own Johor-made nobles with the old feudal "hulubalangs" of the Achehnese hegemony.

The division of the chiefs of Perak into the "Four," the "Eight," the "Sixteen" and the "Thirty-two" bears every mark of artificiality. A more popular, more ancient and more reliable description is that which likens Perak to a ship pointing southward, with the Sadika Raja at its stern, the Laksamana at its prow, the Penglimas of Kinta and Bukit Gantang to its left and right, and the Dato' Sagur in the centre. A glance at the map of Perak will show how well this description fits it. The ancestors of these five chiefs must have divided the country in the old Achehnese days; they were the "hulubalangs" of that time. Upon this territorial nobility of five great feudal magnates
Mudzafar Shah would naturally impose his non-territorial officers—the Raja Muda, the Bendahara, the Temenggong, the Laksamana, the Shahbandar and the Maharaja Lela. He gave the title of Laksamana to the *hulubalang* who ruled the coast and was *de facto* “king of the sea,” but he kept the other dignities for his own men. The Raja Muda, the Bendahara, the Temenggong, the Shahbandar and the Maharaja Lela were assigned no part whatever in the navigation of the old “ship” of State.

But two such kinds of aristocracy could not be kept distinct for long. The court dignitaries would naturally try to acquire territorial power and to make their position more permanent than that of officers whose existence depended on the caprice of the monarch. The Dato’ Sagur, in whose territory the court was located and whose duty it was to “look after the passengers,” would be the first to suffer. He had to surrender Kota Lama to the Temenggong and Pasir Salak to the Maharaja Lela. Some of his vassals seem also to have made themselves independent of their weakened lord. But the four other great *hulubalangs* continued to rule over the great provinces that they held.

Another possible alternative, of course, is that the hereditary chiefs of Kota Lama and Pasir Salak succeeded in getting themselves made Temenggong and Maharaja Lela, respectively. The objection to this view is that the real hereditary chief of Kota Lama was the Dato’ Sire Lela Paduka, and that there is some evidence of Pasir Salak also possessing a local chief. The Temenggong’s authority over Kota Lama was only that of a liege-lord—the sort of authority that a great provincial *hulubalang* like the Dato’ Sagur would possess over the chiefs of villages like the Dato’ Sire Lela Paduka. This feudal theory will easily explain the curious system by which each great *hulubalang* possessed one or more “assistants” (*tongkat* or *golok-golok*) in his district. The chief was the liege-lord, the *tongkat* was the vassal, though the *tongkat* might be the chief’s own heir in the chief’s own village.

The _orang debubai_ were—we suggest—the Bendahara, the Temenggong, the Shahbandar and the Maharaja Lela; the original *hulubalang* were the Laksamana, the Sadika Raja, the Penglisa Kinta, the Penglisa Bukit Ganteng, and the Dato’ Sagur. In course of time the position changed. The Perak kings had court-favourites, Saiyuds, men of intellect and good birth but of little wealth or real power, on whom they would naturally wish to confer high rank and precedence. The kings seem therefore to have created two or three new dignities that had no part in the old Johor hierarchy introduced by Mudzafar Shah. These were the Orang Kaya B’nar, the Orang Kaya Mantri, and the Imam Paduka Tuan. Meanwhile, also, the Temenggong and the Maharaja Lela had acquired territorial possessions. The old line of demarcation between the _orang_
di-balai and the kuluabalang had ceased to exist; some chiefs partook of the character of both types of aristocracy.

The Sultans then created a new order of precedence: the "Four" and the "Eight." The old names of orang di-balai and kuluabalang were retained for the "Four" and the "Eight," respectively, but ceased to bear any real meaning and are now being rapidly forgotten. The Dato' Sagur, whose authority over the heart of the country had made him a very great kuluabalang, sank to a very humble position in the "Eight." Nevertheless, the list of the "Four" and of the "Eight" is a very definite list and always limits itself to certain great court dignitaries and to the representatives of the five feudal chiefs of the first rank. The minor chiefs, the heads of villages, had no part in it; they were only provided for in the "Sixteen" and the "Thirty-two." But though people spoke of the "Sixteen" and the "Thirty-two," no one seems to have seriously attempted to classify the minor chiefs of Perak. The expressions "Sixteen" and "Thirty-two" simply meant chiefs of the third rank and of the fourth rank and did not correspond exactly with their numbers. The "Sixteen" included any minor chief who had a title and some real territorial power; the "Thirty-two" included any man who bore a title but possessed little else. The "Sixteen" were about twenty-five in number,1 and the "Thirty-two" were probably more than thirty-two. At the present time the Sultan does not readily confer territorial titles upon the heirs of their former holders, so that many of the ancient dignities of Perak are likely to become extinct.

THE MANTRI OF LARUT.

The district of Larut (with its sub-districts of Krian, Matang, and Selama) lies quite outside the valley of the Perak river. A narrow tract of country, lying between the Perak watershed and the sea, it may be said to have come within the "sphere of influence" of the old river-State rather than to have formed part of the State itself. During the first half of the nineteenth century Larut was practically a no-man's-land, for the Malay, who loves the banks of great streams, found very little to attract him in the desolate swamp-country of the coast. Of the principal Perak territorial chiefs, only one—the Penglima Bukit Gantang—had any footing in Larut at all, and he was simply a sort of warden of the marches guarding the pass that gave access to a

1 It must also be remembered that titles included in the "Sixteen" might be vacant for long periods and the number actually filled would usually be about sixteen. To make a list of the "Sixteen" is like trying to make a peerage of Ireland or Scotland tally with their representation in the House of Lords.
large and isolated district. Politically speaking, Larut is in Perak but not of it; it owes its population and prosperity to settlers from beyond the borders of the State.

The first man who saw the potential wealth of Larut was a certain Long Jafar, father of the famous Mantri. This Long Jafar was not (as is usually believed) a shrewd trader from Penang or Province Wellesley, but a Perak-born Malay, son of a minor chief, the Dato' Paduka, and grandson of another petty chief, a Dato' Johan. As his brother had married a daughter of the Penglima Bukit Gantang, Long Jafar came to settle in the vicinity of the present township of Taiping. When he first arrived he found that there were only three Chinese to be exploited in the whole territory of Larut, but after the discovery of some rich mining land he succeeded in attracting many more adventurers to the place. His first mines were at Kelian Pauh, where the Taiping gaol now stands. At a later date an elephant that was being used by the miners escaped into the Kamunting jungles and when recaptured was found to be covered with a mud that was very rich in tin. The prospecting done by this elephant led to a rush to Kamunting—the "new mines" or Kelian Bahara as the place came to be called.

There is a Malay proverb to the effect that a man need not forget his own interests when working for the State. Long Jafar acted up to this rule. Beginning as a mere representative of the Sultan he seems to have gradually bought—once after another—from his master the various sources of revenue in the province. In 1850 he obtained his first title to Larut; he received it from the Raja Muda Ngah Ali and the leading chiefs of Perak.

The document runs:

"Che' Long Jafar has opened up one of the provinces of Perak called Larut and all its rivers to make tin mines; this he has done by his own diligence and at his own expense. We express our entire approval of the diligence he has bestowed and the expense he has incurred in Larut, and his children shall receive the district as their own property. What is written in this deed can never be annulled by anyone."

---

1 The full title was Dato' Paduka Setia. The full pedigree is:
Dato' Paduka Setia,
Chief of Lubok Mérban

Dato' Paduka Setia
(m. a daughter of a Sumatran Dato' Johan)

Che' Long Jafar
(m. Che' Ngah Pura, a grand-daughter of the Dato' Penglima Kinta)

The Mantri Ngah Ibrahim
(m. To' Puan Halimah, daughter of the Laksamana)

The present Mantri.

2 The translations of the original documents—made in 1873 by Sir F. Swettenham—are given in full in Appendix B.
In 1856 the then reigning Sultan (Jafar) confirmed the Raja Muda's grant. In 1857 Long Jafar died and was succeeded by his son, Che' Ngah Ibrahim, who at once applied to the Sultan for recognition and was granted powers even greater than those that his father had possessed. The new deed—dated the 30th November, 1857, and bearing the seals of the Sultan, the Raja Muda and the Raja Bendahara—contains the following passages:

"Be it known that, after due deliberation with our princes and chiefs, we bestow a province of this country of Perak upon Ngah Ibrahim bin Jafar to be governed by him and to become his property. Moreover, we make known the boundaries of that dependency to be as follows: from Larut to Krian and Bagan Tiang—these are the boundaries that make up the province of Larut.

"Now we confirm Long Jafar's son's Government; and this cannot be revoked—whether he (Ngah Ibrahim) does well or wickedly—by anyone who may hold the sovereignty of Perak.

"Therefore we endow Ngah Ibrahim with the power of legislation and give him authority to correspond and to settle matters with other countries and with the British Government without reference to us three (the Sultan, Raja Muda and Bendahara) or to anyone who may hold sovereignty in Perak."

The great powers that the Sultan conferred on Che' Ngah Ibrahim were not merely titular; they were a formal recognition of existing facts. When in 1862 the British authorities called on the Sultan of Perak to enforce an award of $17,447.04 that had been given against Larut, the Sultan could do nothing. He appealed to the British to blockade Larut and he begged the ruler of Larut to be reasonable. Che' Ngah Ibrahim paid the money in May, 1862, but he got another concession from the Sultan. From this time forward he was destined to be a Raja in Larut.

"The wishes and laws of Ngah Ibrahim are our own laws also: let everyone understand this and not dispute the laws of Ngah Ibrahim bin Jafar."

This was in December, 1863. By the end of March, 1864, he had been granted the title of Orang Kaya Mantri—a title of the highest rank in Perak—and received a further deed recognizing him as ruler of the whole country from the Krian river in the north to the Bruas river in the south.

"We give the government of the afore-said entire country to the Orang Kaye Mantri, whether he acts well or ill, with all its subjects and its soldiers, its lands and its waters, its timber, its plants and rattans, its dams, its wells, its animals, its hills and its mountains, and all the immigrants who dwell thereon, whether they be Chinese or Dutch—with power to frame laws and to admit men to the Muhammadan religion, to kill, to fine and to pardon and (as our representative) to give in marriage the guardiansless . . . . If any man makes disturbances or disowns the Mantri's authority, he commits a sin against God and against Muhammad and against Us."

---

1 If, as is possible, the word translated "also" is juga, the true meaning would be: "the wishes, etc., of Ngah Ibrahim are equivalent to our own."
Such then was the position of the Mantri until 1873. To the English he was "the Rajah of Larut"; he corresponded direct with the Governor at Singapore and the Lieut.-Governor at Penang; he built roads, let revenue-farms, maintained a police force and even possessed two small ships of war of his own. "He was acknowledged," said Mr. A. M. Skinner, in an official report, "to be practically the independent ruler of Larut." "From what Mr. Arthur Brench tells me," wrote Mr. C. J. Irving, in another report, "I fancy that Larut is a virtually independent State." Its independence was not, however, officially recognised till the 3rd September, 1873, when Governor Sir Harry Ord wrote:

As I am satisfied from the various documents which the Orang Kaya Mantri has produced that he is the lawful ruler of Larut, and as such independent of the Sultan or any authority in Perak, he will now be recognised by the Government as the independent ruler of Larut."

This decision was announced in Council and was officially conveyed to the Mantri in a letter dated the 5th September, 1873.

Four months later Governor Sir Andrew Clarke, in a despatch to the Secretary of State, gave a very different account of the Mantri's position:

"It was also made perfectly clear to me that the Mantri was not an independent ruler but simply the Governor of the territory or district of Larut and, on his own admission, an officer of the Sultan and owing allegiance to him; for while he held an undoubted appointment as Governor with full powers from the late Sultan, it seems to be perfectly clear that such an appointment terminated with the reign of the Sultan granting it and must, to be valid, be confirmed by his successor."

The contradictory opinions expressed by these two Governors will excuse the somewhat lengthy quotations from the documents upon which the Mantri relied. The documents are also given at full length in an appendix to assist any student who wishes to investigate the whole question for himself. They make it quite clear that the grant of Larut was not to be revocable by future Sultans and that it was not a Governorship tenable for a single life or on good behaviour only. On the other hand, they also make it evident that the Sultan did not give away his own titular dignities. Monarchs rarely do. King James I, when addressing the Sultan of Acheen, described himself as King of England, France and Ireland, and several European rulers at the present day claim to be Kings of Cyprus and Jerusalem. A ruler who is an absolute monarch in his own dominions and who is not restricted in his relations with foreign powers is, however, always considered to be independent—and that seems to have been Sir Harry Ord's justification for recognising the independence of Larut.

1 This is probably a mistake: the Mantri always claimed to be independent in Larut though he was a vassal in Perak proper. His position of Mantri was revocable, but not that of ruler of Larut.
It was unfortunate for Che' Ngah Ibrahim that he acquired the great Perak title of Mantri. That title—as we have seen—had nothing to do with his dominion over Larut, but it led officials in the Straits to look up the word Mantri in Sanskrit dictionaries and to discourse learnedly about the lack of connection between a prime ministership and the government of a province. If the Mantri had been content to be a humble Dato' Paduka (Sovereign Lord) like his grandfather, or a Dato' Johan (Lord of the World) like his great-grandfather, he would have ranked as a very minor chief in Perak, but he would have been a far greater man in the dictionary. The position of Mantri also led, curiously enough, to the well-born Che' Ngah Ibrahim being considered a parvenu, for he usurped this particular title from an ancient family of Saiyids with whom he was in no way connected. "His case," said Sir Andrew Clarke, "was entirely different from that of the Maharajah of Johore whose father and grandfather had long been in possession of Johore." Yet, there is much to be said for the Mantri. He and his father had made Larut; they took an uninhabited tract of country, opened it up, filled it with colonists, administered it and honestly bought up any claims that the ruler of Perak might have put forward over it. Few Eastern rulers—and certainly not the Maharajah of Johore—could have put forward a fairer title to recognition. Those points have to be dwelt upon because the politics of Perak at the time of the Pangkor treaty cannot be really understood without a full explanation of the anomalous position of the Mantri of Larut.

THE CHINESE DISTURBANCES.

The troubles for which the British Government exacted compensation in A.D. 1892 were fights between Larut miners—men who were split up into various factions by their secret societies and by the strong clanish feeling that exists among Chinese coming from one and the same district. In the end, two great secret societies practically absorbed all the rest: the Ghi-Hin Society which was patronised by the men of four Chinese districts, and the Hai-San Society which drew its supporters from five other Chinese districts. Both these Societies had their head-quarters in Penang.

In A.D. 1862 the Cheng-Sia Chinese had attacked the Wi-Chiu Chinese and had driven them out of Larut. Cheng-Sia was one of the "five districts," 1 Wi-Chiu was one of the "four." 2 The Mantri is said to have thrown in his lot with the victors and to have shared in the spoil; but this, we imagine, only means that

1 Go-Koss. 2 Si-Koss.
he condoned offences and accepted accomplished facts. In any case, he did not give the five districts or the Hai-San Society any monopoly of the mining, for he allowed their rivals to settle at Larut and to become very numerous and powerful between the years 1862 and 1871. Throughout this period the Mantri ruled Larut in a manner that might be criticised in a European, but seemed quite enlightened when compared with ancient Perak Governments; he built a road, maintained a small force of police, bought two steamers, kept a house in Penang and entertained his own countrymen most lavishly at Bukit Gantang, where he usually lived. He received a vast revenue—some $200,000 a year or even more—from his district. Meanwhile, however, the Chinese were slowly becoming too strong for him. The great headmen who controlled the mines began to resent any interference with the profits that they made out of their truck-systems; they forced the Mantri to forego the gambling farm and the opium farm and to allow the mine-owners to pocket the gains from both sources. In course of time they would probably have gone further and stopped the tin-royalty as well. But before that happened, a trifling cause—a gambling dispute or a fight over a woman—led to fights that gradually spread to the entire Ghi-Hin faction on one side and the entire Hai-San faction on the other. In February, 1872, the Mantri reported that he and his police were helplessly looking on, while huge gangs of miners were plundering and burning each other's property. In March, 1872, victory had definitely favoured the Ghi-Hin faction. On the 12th March the Ghi-Hin junks fired on anyone who tried to enter Larut by way of the sea. By the end of that month things had quieted down and mining was resumed, but it was confined to the Ghi-Hin men of the four districts. The Mantri accepted the position and punished no one for what had occurred.

Of course the Hai-San leaders—many of them being wealthy Penang merchants—were not likely to continue to tolerate their exclusion from the profits of the Larut mines. They began to collect arms and ammunition with a view to attacking their old enemies; they also intrigued with the Mantri's Malay rivals, especially the Raja Muda Abdullah of Perak. In August, 1872, the Mantri wrote to the acting Lieutenant-Governor of Penang (Mr. G. W. R. Campbell) to complain that a man named Bacon was organising disturbances in the Krian district while the Chinese Hai-San leaders were using Penang as a base for a naval expedition against Larut proper. As to the former, Mr. Campbell wrote:

"Bacon, as I believe His Excellency knows, is a Eurasian adventurer aged 45 or 50, who some time ago was dismissed from his management of one of Mr. Horsemann's estates, became bankrupt, and subsequently stood his trial for arson, since which time he has been living chiefly in the Native States and advising Abdullah. . . . . There is no doubt that Abdullah, from antagonism to the Larut chief who will not support him, would like Bacon
to collect the Larut revenue; but Abdullah cannot assist Bacon, and Bacon unassisted cannot help himself. He has therefore got a boy, Junas, from Kedah—partly, I imagine, to involve the Kedah people in the matter and partly because Junas may have influence with the Larut Pengulus. Bacon says he himself is not going to collect the revenue or going to Larut at all; Junas is to go and collect it. The revenue is to consist of a tax on rice, one on wood, one on rattans, and a capitación-tax of $2½ on married couples and $1½ on single persons for permission to live in the country. When I asked Bacon what he had paid for this valuable farm, he said $2,000."

Mr. Campbell warned Bacon and Junas that their whole expedition was merely piratical and that it might bring them to a very terrible end. But when it came to dealing with the Chinese preparations to attack Larut, the Lieut.-Governor—with no department of Chinese affairs and only seven marine policemen—was as helpless as the Mantri. In October, 1872, a number of armed junks and a strong force of Chinese fighting-men sailed from Penang to Larut and began a determined attack upon the Ghi-Hin miners. The acting Lieut.-Governor and the Superintendent of Police went in a ship of war to Larut to investigate matters and found that the junks were cleared for action and "seemed very determined." Mr. Campbell did not like to take the responsibility of seizing the junks and returned to Penang, where he was severely criticised by Governor Sir Harry Ord for his inaction. As for the Mantri’s own ship, the "Bébara Bayu," it was put out of action by the primitive expedient of bringing a bogus case against it and having it seized for debt by the Penang Supreme Court; by the time the case was over, the fighting at Larut was also over, and the Ghi-Hin faction had been defeated with very heavy loss. A hundred wounded men found their way overland to British territory; very many more must have perished miserably in the jungles and swamps of the country.

The victory of the Hai-San Society was not, however, decisive. Fighting continued. The great mine-owners began to fly flags of their own and became leaders of armed men; the whole of the country became an armed camp. The Mantri was powerless and retired to Krian. The Penang authorities prosecuted some of the Chinese leaders and did what they could to prohibit the export of arms and ammunition, but they could not make their prohibitions effective. Fighting still went on. When starving and desperate, small defeated bands of Ghi-Hin or Hai-San miners would turn and plunder unoffending traders and fishermen. Piracy became rife, and fears were entertained that the hostility of the great societies would lead to open warfare in Penang itself.

About the middle of the year 1873 it became obvious that the British policy of non-interference in the affairs of the Malay States

---

1 The population of Krian was largely of Kedah-Malay descent. This Bacon afterwards became confidential clerk and interpreter to Mr. J. W. W. Birch.
would have to be materially modified. The Lieut.-Governor of Penang (Colonel Anson) did what he could to put an end to the disturbances by arbitration, but he was baulked by the unreliability of some of the Chinese leaders and of the Raja Muda Abdullah, who could not be induced to keep to any definite line of policy. Ultimately, Colonel Anson saw that the only hope of restoring order without actually annexing Larut lay in giving a whole-hearted support to the Mantri. On the 20th July, 1873, Captain Speedy, Superintendent of Police, resigned the British service and went to India to recruit Sikhs for the Mantri. On the 21st August Colonel Anson advised the Governor to take the strong step of recognising the Mantri’s independence. Accordingly, on the 3rd September, Sir Harry Ord recognised the independence of Larut and on the 9th September he repeated in the Mantri’s favour the order prohibiting the export of arms and ammunition to the disturbed districts. By throwing the full support of the English on the side of the newly-recognised ruler it was hoped that the country would be pacified and the pirates put an end to. But the state of Larut was far more serious than the Governor had anticipated. A few days after the recognition of the Mantri the boats of H.M.S. “Midge” were fired upon and two officers wounded. Retribution followed at once; the junks and the stockades on the Larut river were shelled, captured or destroyed by British gun-boats on the 20th September. Among the prisoners taken on this occasion was the Raja Muda Abdullah. On the 4th November seven Chinese junks were seen to fight each other near Pangkor for several hours, but no one ever discovered what they were fighting about. Ultimately the Chinese seem to have given up their junks and taken to swift piratical row-boats that were still more difficult to cope with, as the following statement by Sir F. Swettenham will show:

“In the operations against the Chinese pirates of Larut in 1872-73, when H.M.’s gun-vessels for months sought and pursued the pirates without securing one boat or one man, I several times accompanied the men of war and joined the boat expeditions.

“Though the pirates were repeatedly seen, sometimes in the act of committing a piracy, they were never caught, for they could always get away from a man-of-war’s boats or from the heavy and useless steam launches sent against them.

“Without a proper steam launch, one of the fastest and lightest draught (say 3 feet)…… I believe it is impossible for English sailors to act successfully against pirates on such a coast as that of the Malay Peninsula, a network of mangrove swamp and shallow rivers, often dry at low water. A pirate boat once out of sight in such a maze is as difficult to find as the proverbial needle in a haystack.”

These piratical row-boats carried their depredations as far north as the Kedah coast and as far south as the Dindings, to the intense exasperation of the British authorities. But the exploits of these pirates were due to hunger and desperation more than to success or courage. The Chinese could not be hunted.
down in their own tidal rivers but they were being blockaded and
starved. To seaward lay the British gun-boats; to landward
were Captain Speedy and his Sikhs* as well as the Malays of the
Mantri and of his friend the new Sultan Ismail. Sooner or later
the Chinese were bound to give in. It was, however, just at
this critical juncture that Sir Harry Ord left the Colony and
Sir Andrew Clarke took his place.

BRITISH POLICY IN 1873.

When in a.d. 1866 Sir Harry Ord made a treaty with Kedah,
the Colonial Office—while not disapproving of the treaty itself—
laid down decisively for the instruction of its officers that
"it would generally be undesirable that a Governor should enter
into negotiations with native rulers—still less that he should
conclude any agreement with them—except in pursuance of an
object or policy considered and approved by Her Majesty’s
Government." These instructions are logical enough. But the
"policy considered and approved by Her Majesty’s Government"
in the days of Sir Harry Ord was one of the strictest non-
intervention. When, in July, 1872, a number of Malacca traders
sent a petition to the Governor about the losses to which they
were being put by the Selangor disturbances, they received the
following reply.

"It is the policy of Her Majesty’s Government not to interfere in the
affairs of these countries except where it becomes necessary for the
suppression of piracy or the punishment of aggression on our people or
territories and if traders, prompted by the prospect of large gains, choose
to run the risk of placing their persons and property in the jeopardy
that they are aware attends them in those countries under present circumstances,
it is impossible for the Government to be answerable for their protection
or that of their property."  

This answer was formally approved by Lord Kimberley in
December, 1872. The same rule of absolute neutrality was again
laid down for the Governor’s guidance in a despatch dated the
5th July, 1873. From that date, however, we seem to get
indications of a change of policy. Writing to Mr. Seymour Clarke
on the 5th August, 1873, the Colonial Office qualified its assertion
of neutrality by stating that it had hitherto been the practice of
the British Government not to interfere in the internal affairs of
the Native States. Six weeks later, on the 20th September, 1873,
the practice of non-intervention was avowedly given up.

"Her Majesty’s Government have, it need hardly be said, no desire to
interfere in the internal affairs of the Malay States; but, looking to the long
and intimate connection between them and the British Government........
Her Majesty’s Government find it incumbent to employ such influence as
they possess with the native princes to rescue, if possible, these fertile and
productive countries from the ruin which must befall them if the present
disorders continue unchecked.
"I have to request that you will carefully ascertain, as far as you are able, the actual condition of affairs in each State and that you will report to me whether there are in your opinion any steps which can properly be taken by the Colonial Government to promote the restoration of peace and order and to secure protection to trade and commerce with the native territories. I should wish you, especially, to consider whether it would be advisable to appoint a British officer to reside in any of the States. Such an appointment could, of course, only be made with the full consent of the native Government, and the expenses connected with it would have to be defrayed by the Government of the Straits Settlements."

It seems clear, therefore, that in August, 1878, the Secretary of State had been contemplating a change of policy and that in September, 1878, that change became an accomplished fact. If the abandonment of the old neutral attitude is to be ascribed to the representations of any Governor, it must have been due to the counsels of Sir Harry Ord. But as Sir Harry Ord was on the point of retiring, the orders of the Colonial Office were not directed to him (though he was still in office) but to the Governor-designate, Sir Andrew Clarke, who happened to be in England when this all-important despatch was written. Still, it is not likely that the counsels of Governors could have been sufficient in themselves to have brought about so great a change if they had not been aided by the course of events. In the year 1873 Larut was being torn in two by rival secret societies; Perak proper was in a state of anarchy; Selangor was in the throes of civil war; even in the Negri Sembilan there were serious disturbances. The whole Peninsula, as Sir Harry Ord pointed out, was in the hands of the lawless and the turbulent.

The policy of inaction that had been pursued between 1867 and 1873 must have been very galling to an administrator of the masterful temperament of Governor Ord. Local feeling was all in favour of intervention. In February, 1869, when Raja Yusuf laid his claim to the throne of Perak before the Straits authorities, the Colonial Secretary (Colonel Macpherson) openly expressed to the Governor his regret that it was not possible to take advantage of the opportunity and govern the country through a British nominee. In 1871 a committee (of which Major McNair was a member) definitely proposed that Residents should be sent to the Native States. In 1872, Mr. G. W. R. Campbell, when acting Lieutenant-Governor of Penang, wrote in a similar strain:

"I speak with diffidence, being so new to this portion of the East, but I think it is worth consideration whether the appointment under the British Government of a British Resident or Political Agent for certain of the Malay States would not, as in India, have a markedly beneficial effect. Such Resident or Political Agent would need to be an officer of some position and standing and a man of good judgment and good personal manner, and he should, of course, have a thorough knowledge of the Malay language. In India, in many a native ruled State, it is marvellous what work a single well-selected British officer has effected in such matters as roads, schools, and police—even within the compass of a few years."
The ideas and wishes of the officials and unofficials of the Straits could, however, be of little avail as long as it was the declared intention of the Colonial Office to abstain from interference in the internal affairs of the Peninsula. It was only when the anarchy of 1873 forced the hand of the authorities at home that the Governor has a real chance of effecting anything of permanent value. That chance fell to the lot of Sir Andrew Clarke.

The preceding chapters will—it is hoped—make it fairly clear why the British intervened in Perak affairs and what was the political condition of the country at the time of that intervention. They may also serve to show that the introduction of the residential system into the Malay States was not the result of any sudden inspiration on the part of a new Governor, but was led up to by the course of events and by the advocacy of many Colonial officials—Sir Harry Ord, Colonels Anson and Macpherson, Major McNair, and Mr. G. W. R. Campbell, among others. Sir Andrew Clarke, before leaving England, had been told what he was to do. He landed in the Colony in November, 1873, and signed the Pangkor Treaty in January, 1874. His intervention was only one incident in a long series of events with most of which he had not been associated. But there were many possible ways of intervening in the affairs of Perak, and Sir Andrew Clarke must be judged by the line that he elected to take—his recognition of the Raja Muda Abdullah as Sultan, his reversal of Sir Harry Ord’s policy towards the Mantri, his choice of Residents, and his instructions to the Residents that he selected. This line, whether right or wrong, led to the Perak war and to bitter controversies that make it, even now, inexpedient to discuss the history of Perak for the years 1874, 1875 and 1876.
APPENDICES.

APPENDIX A.

LETTER ACKNOWLEDGING SULTAN ISMAIL

From the Raja Muda Abdullah to Sultan Ismail. The wording is literally as follows:

With all submission and humility from your grandson, the Raja Muda, who is at this time residing at Sungai Korok, to my grandfather Sri Paduka Duli Yang di-pertuan yang maha-mulia.

After Compliments.—We respectfully inform our grandfather about all matters concerning us; for at this time our thoughts are troubled, for things are much altered since former days.

When our late grandfather ascended the throne he instructed us in the way we should go. When we went wrong he reminded us of what was right. If we slept, he watched; if we tarried, he urged us on; if we were headstrong, he checked us; if we could not succeed, there was one to help us.

The Rajas at that time gave us much assistance. Now our grandfather holds the sovereignty of Perak, and we are very glad of it. We believed that increased power would be shown to us. But our faith has not been justified by God's grace, and we, in consequence, are much distressed. But we still rely upon our grandfather's assistance in all these matters.

In the past our good fortune never failed us; but now, since our grandfather ascended the throne, for the first time we are put to shame in a way never previously endured by any Perak Rajas.

Life has become more burdensome than before and we are resigned to God's will. We have received no instructions from any of the chiefs of Perak as to the position (tenggongan) we occupy, or any advice as to the best course to pursue. Now we have erred towards our grandfather; yet, even in this case, not one of them pointed out what was right or what was wrong in our behaviour, only as it seemed to us ourselves.

Moreover, we settled things (according to our own notions), but none of the chiefs took any notice of us. Now, indeed, we ask a thousand pardons and beg our grandfather to assign us some responsible position that our mind may be at rest.

15th Shawal, 1269.
(7th December, 1852.)

APPENDIX B

CHARTERS OF THE MANTRI

I

In the year 1267 1 of the Mahomedan Era, the year called Jam, on Friday, the 1st day of the month Muharram,2 on that date we, Raja Nyah Ali bin Sultan Shahabudin Shah, at present in possession of the supreme power in Perak, give notice by this writing that, acting under the orders of His Highness our father-in-law, the Sri Paduka, who governs Perak aforesaid, we bestow this favour upon Che' Long Jafar bin Abdul Latif Paduka 864ia.

1 A.D. 1850. 2 26th February.
Che’ Long Jafar has opened up one of the provinces of Perak called Larut, and all its rivers, in order to make tin mines; this he has done by his own diligence and at his own expense. We express our entire approval of the diligence he has bestowed and the expense Che’ Long Jafar has incurred in the aforesaid place (Larut), and his children shall receive it (Larut) as their own property at their own disposal. This is established and confirmed with the approval of the chiefs who have affixed their seals to this document, as a sign of each one’s approval and concurrence, and what is written in this deed can never be annulled by anyone.

Done this 1st day of the month Muharram.

[Sealed by the Regent Raja Ngah Ali, by the Taminggong, by the Panglima Bukit (Gantang), by the Panglima Kinta, by the Shahbandar and by the Sadika Raja.]

II.

This document is given under the seal of His Highness Maulana Paduka Seri Sultan Jafar Maatham Shah bin Al-marhum Ahmad Shah Johan Bardaulat Khalifatu’llah, who possesses the sovereignty of the country of Perak.

Be it known to all Rajas, and sons of Rajas, and Chiefs, Warriors, Officers, Eunuchs, Herals, Penghulus, Naibs, Subjects and Soldiers, in our presence and at a distance, living beneath the shadow of the Government of Perak, that we make this document sealed with our seal and bestow it upon Che’ Long Jafar bin Abdul Latif.

Inasmuch as Che’ Long Jafar received a written power from Raja Ngah Ali bin Al-marhum Sultan Shahabudin Shah with the sanction of his father, done in the presence of all his chiefs who affixed their seals to that document which was written on the 10th day of the month Rabialawal in the year 1257, to the effect that the Government of Larut and its dependencies was bestowed upon him (Che’ Long Jafar), to be managed by him at his own expense, to be his own property, and the inheritance of his children.

Now we confirm all that is therein written, to the effect, that it (Larut) shall become his (Long Jafar’s) property and the inheritance of his children.

This we declare and establish, and we have sealed his document with our seal.

Done this 10th day of the month Rabialawal in the year 1273.

[Sealed by the Sultan.]

III.

This document is given under the hand and seal of us, Maulana Paduka Seri Sultan Jafar Maatham Shah bin Al-marhum Ahmad Shah who holds the sovereignty of the kingdom of Perak.

We three, Ourselves, the Raja Muda, and Raja Bandahara, our Chief Ministers, bestow upon Ngah Ibrahim bin Jafar (this power): Be it known to all Rajas, sons of Rajas, Chiefs, Warriors, Officers, Eunuchs, Herals, Penghulus, Naibs, Subjects and Soldiers, in our presence and at a distance, that after due deliberation with our Rajas and Chiefs, we bestow a dependency (province) of this country of Perak upon Ngah Ibrahim bin Jafar, to be governed by him and to become his property. Moreover, we make known the boundaries of that dependency to be as follows: from Larut and Krian and Bagan Tiang, these are the boundaries, that is to say,

1 Erratum; it should be the 1st Muharrum. 2 7th May, 1866.
these compose the country of Larut (lit. this is Larut), to follow out the
terms of the power by which his father Che’ Long Jafar managed (governed
that country) up to the time of his son Ngah Ibrahim who received it from
his father by his father’s gift.

Now we confirm his (Che’ Long’s) son’s Government and this cannot be
revoked, whether he (Che’ Ibrahim) acts well or wickedly, by anyone who
may hold sovereignty of Perak.

Therefore we endow Ngah Ibrahim with all power of law, and give
him power to correspond and settle matters with other countries and with
the English Government without reference to us three, or to anyone who
may hold sovereignty in Perak.

Thus do we confirm that to him as his property and bestow it upon him.
Written on the 10th day of the month Shawal, 1274. 1
[Sealed by the Sultan, Raja Muda and Bendahara.]

IV

At Panur Panjang, Indera Mulia, in the country of Perak in the
year 1290.

On Monday, the 21st day of the month Shawal in the year 1290, 2 at
the time and date above-said we Paduka Síri Sultan Jafar Maatham Shah,
a renowned sovereign, ruler of the kingdom of Perak, grant this (power) to
Ngah Ibrahim bin Jafar in order that it may be known to all Rajas and all
sons of Rajas, Chiefs, Warriors, Officers, Eunuchs, Herals, Penghubus,
Naibs, Subjects and Soldiers, together with all in our presence and at a
distance, thus we make known to them all: that after due deliberation with
our Rajas and Chiefs, we bestow a province of the country of Perak upon
Ngah Ibrahim bin Jafar to be governed by him.

Moreover, we make known the boundaries of that province to be as
follows: from Larut and Krian, Bagan Tiang, these are the boundaries,
that is to say, these from the country of Larut, as far as Krian.

And on the sea coast towards the west as far as Tanjung Bélanak, thence
from Pasir Gédebou to the mouth of the Krian river; towards the interior all
which marches with Kedah, and the government of our chief of the interior,
following the boundaries of Krian as they are at present, the total, 3 one
river in Kuran given to an old subject of ours, the Pênglima Bukit Gantang
Séri Amar Diraja, his place will be bounded on the right and left by country
under the government of his grandson, Ngah Ibrahim, as aforesaid, and
thus there will be no disputes about either’s boundaries.

Let no one under the government of Ngah Ibrahim break his laws within
the aforesaid provinces. Just as we ourselves should give laws to them as
long as they lived under the Government of Perak, so Ngah Ibrahim can
govern them as he pleases and make any laws he thinks fit, without
committing any offense against us, or against our rajas or chiefs in this
country of Perak or in any other country.

Should anyone, whether Malay or Chinese, or of any other race, wish
to do anything in the aforesaid provinces, such as cutting wood or tin
mining, he must agree to be faithful to, and receive permission from, Ngah
Ibrahim, in like manner as he would receive it from us—and (be it known to)
our rajas and chiefs, that if they do not arrange with Ngah Ibrahim and
obtain his consent they cannot do (anything in Larut).

The wishes and laws of Ngah Ibrahim are our own laws also, let
everyone remember this and do not dispute the laws of Ngah Ibrahim bin
Jafar.

[Sealed by Sultan Jafar.]

1 30th November, 1867. 2 16th December, 1868. 3 Except?
V.

On Tuesday, the 10th Jimadilawal 1280,\(^1\) in the year Wan, in the reign of Maulana Sri Sultan Jafar Maatham Shah, at the Palace at Pasir Panjang, Indra Maha, in the presence of the Raja Muda, representative of the Sultan, and in the presence of the Raja Bandahara, also representative of the Sultan, and in the presence of the Sultan Muda, and in the presence of all the Rajas and sons of Rajas and Chiefs, the head of them being Orang Kaya Besar Maharaja Diraja, and in the presence of all the Temenggongs and the Temenggong Padsuka Raja, and in the presence of all the Warriors, Officers, Eunuchs, Heralds, Penghuli, Naibs, Subjects and Soldiers, crowding the Hall of Audience:

Now, at this time, His Highness the Yang-di-pertuan (i.e., Sultan) bestows this (document) given under his seal, upon the Orang Kaya Mantri.

Be it known to all Rajas and sons of Rajas, and all Chiefs and Warriors, Officers, Eunuchs, Heralds, Penghuli, Naibs, Subjects and Soldiers, that we inform this Orang Kaya Mantri that we bestow Larut upon him: westwards as far as Krian, eastwards as far as the mouth of the Braua river, thence to Bukit Berapit and towards the interior as far as the interior at the new mines.\(^2\)

We give the government of the aforesaid entire country to this Orang Kaya Mantri, whether he acts well or ill, with all its subjects and soldiers, its lands and its waters, its timber and plants and rattans, its danum and shells, its mines, its hills and mountains, and the immigrants who are living there, whether they be Chinese or Dutch, with power to frame laws, and admit men to the Muhammadan religion, and to kill and to fine, and to receive criminals, and to give in marriage those who have no guardians, the Orang Kaya Mantri our Wakil (representative) can become their guardian.

Over all the things which we have stated in this document, we give notice that we have empowered the Orang Kaya Mantri to hold sway.

If we are in want of anything we shall look to no other source (for assistance), but the Orang Kaya Mantri only. Everyone who resides in the aforesaid province (i.e., Larut) must follow out and obey the orders and counsels of the Orang Kaya Mantri, for whatever the Orang Kaya Mantri does is done (as if) by our orders.

Moreover, be it known that if anyone goes to that country (Larut) wanting anything there, we do (or can) not give them permission—we have given the government of all the aforesaid provinces to the Orang Kaya Mantri: now, the Mantri shall rule (lit. give laws to) all the (renamed) provinces of Perak, inland as far as Baru\(^3\) southwards, northwards, westwards, and eastwards (as stated above). Let no one, by God's help, make disturbances or disown the Orang Kaya Mantri. If anyone makes disturbances or disowns (him) he commits a sin against God, and against Muhammad and against us.

By the grace of God, with the protection of the Prophet, our revered ancestors (or, perhaps, by the graves of our ancestors) the former Sultans, to the man who does that we will mete out a full punishment: if he disown (the Mantri) we will seize his property, if he resist him (the Mantri) we will kill him, so shall it be—we cannot alter what is written in this document sealed with our seal.

[Sealed by Sultan Jafar.]

---

\(^1\) 31st March, 1844.  
\(^2\) Klian Baharu: Kamunting, near Taiping.  
\(^3\) Klian Baharu
APPENDIX C.

LIST OF THE SULTANS OF PERAK.

The Sultan of Perak has two well-known pedigrees associated with his name; he accepts one as correct and rejects the other as spurious. The officially accepted genealogy gives 28 Sultans while the other only mentions 20. I give the two lists in parallel columns to show where they possibly correspond. I give the personal names, the royal titles, and the descriptions by which they were known after their death:

A.—THE TWENTY EIGHT.

1. Raja Muda Alif, Sultan Alif Arif

2. Raja Mansur, Sultan Mansur Shah, Marhum Kota Lama Kanang

3. Raja Ahmad, Sultan Ahmad Tajuddin Shah, Marhum Muda

4. Raja Abu, Sultan Tajuddin Shah, Muda

5. Raja Ali, Sultan Aladin Shah

6. Tengku Tuba, Sultan Mukadam Shah, Died in Acheen

7. Raja Mansur, Sultan Mansur Shah II, Died at Johor

8. Raja Yusuf, Sultan Mahmod Shah, Marhum Pulau Tiga

9. Raja Kubai, Sultan Saidudin Shah, Died at Kampar

10. Raja Sulung, Sultan Muda Alif Shah II, Marhum Jamalu'llah

11. Raja Mahmod, Sultan Muhammad Iskander Shah, Marhum Baser Auliallah


B.—THE TWENTY.

1. Sultan Ahmad Tajuddin Shah, Marhum Tanah Abang

2. Sultan Makridin Shah, Marhum Kota Lama

3. Sultan Muhammad Iskander Shah, Marhum Baser Auliallah

4. Sultan Aladin Iskander Shah, Marhum Sulung

5. Sultan Muda Alif Shah, Marhum Haji Allah


7. Cf. B II.


9. Cf. A II.

A.—THE TWENTY-EIGHT—(cont.) B.—THE TWENTY—(cont.)

XIV. Raja Bismu, Sultan Muhammad Shah, Marhum Aminu’lIah

XV. Raja Iskandar, Sultan Iskandar Dzu’l-karnain, Marhum Kahar

XVI. Raja Samsu, Sultan Mahmud Shah II, Marhum Muda

XVII. Raja Alaedin, Sultan Alaedin Mansur Iskandar, Muda Shah

XVIII. Raja Chik, Sultan Ahmadin Shah

XIX. Raja Abdur’Malik Sultan Abdur’Malik Mansur Shah, Marhum Jamali’lIah

XX. Raja Abdullah, Sultan Abdullah Mansur Shah, Marhum Khali’lIah

XXI. Raja Chulan, Sultan Shaqobudin Shah, Marhum Safu’lIah

XXII. Raja Abdullah, Sultan Abdullah Muhammad Shah, Marhum ‘Itikadu’lIah

XXIII. Raja Ngah Jafar, Sultan Jafar Mansur Shah, Marhum Waliu’lIah

XXIV. Raja Ngah Ali, Sultan Ali Md Malik Rizvat Shah, Marhum Nabi Allah

XXV. Raja Ismail, Sultan Ismail Mubdiin Shah, Marhum Mangkat di Sambai

XXVI. Raja Abdullah, Sultan Abdullah Muhammad Shah II, now El Sultan Abdullah

XXVII. Raja Yusuf, Sultan Yusuf Sharifudin Mufidul Shah, Marhum Ghafru’lIah

XXVIII. Raja Idris, Sultan Sir Idris Mershidul-unsam Shah, O.C.M.G., now reigning

XX. Sultan Sir Idris Mershidul-unsam Shah, O.C.M.G.
The first list, A, is that given by the Dato' Bétia in connection with the renovation of the tombs of the old kings. It has been officially approved and the names in it are being engraved on the new tombstones.

The second list, B, is an old list compiled before Sultan Yusuf came to the throne. The last two names have therefore been inserted by me. It seems to have been accepted till comparatively recently and is the one always referred to in bluebooks, etc., on Perak affairs.

A curious feature about the Dato' Bétia's list, A, is that in giving relationships it sometimes refers to names that do not appear in itself but that may appear in the rival list (B). Thus, his 13th and 14th Sultans are given as sons of "Mansur Shah of Pulau Tiga." This cannot refer to A 7 but might refer to B 2; for A 7 must have died about A.D. 1810 and A 13 died in A.D. 1765.

Again, assuming that A is correct, we find that the lengths of the reigns of the first 13 Sultans amounted to about 220 years and the next 13 Sultans to only 110 years.

B omits Sultan Muhammad Shah (A 14), who certainly existed and who made a treaty with the Dutch in A.D. 1765.
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PREFACE.

This pamphlet was intended originally to contain a series of essays (some being of a very technical character) on Negri Sembilan subjects. It has, however, been decided to publish only the two less technical essays in the "Papers on Malay Subjects" and to issue the others in separate form in a series of monographs that will appear later.

R. J. W.
HISTORY.

NEGRI SEMBILAN NOTES.

PART I.

NEGRI SEMBILAN HISTORY.

By R. J. Wilkinson.

I.—INTRODUCTORY.

The annals of the little Malay confederacy known as the "Nine States" (negri sembilan) have been the subject of much discussion and of many essays by Martin Lister, D. F. A. Hervey, R. N. Bland, A. Hale, C. W. C. Parr, and other authorities, who can claim a more intimate knowledge of the country than that possessed by myself. Under the circumstances some defence or apology seems necessary for the fact that my account differs very much from that which has hitherto been accepted as true history. The divergencies are largely due to the use of fresh historical material and to the critical method that I have thought it necessary to adopt when discussing Malay legends.

In Martin Lister's own words the history upon which he relied had been "handed down by word of mouth from generation to generation of the inhabitants." Though oral tradition of this sort possesses a good deal of value, it is insufficient by itself to give us a trustworthy history of a country. It must be corroborated or checked; and Martin Lister did not know of any data by which his legends could be verified. Other writers have sought for additional history in what one may call the constitutional law of the Negri Sembilan; they have drawn inferences from explanations that every Malay accepts or seems to accept as historically true. Thus, the royal Sakai ancestry of the ruler of Rembau is deduced from the fact that he "is Nitiromba; he adds to his constitutional authority the privilege of blood—of a pedigree traced on the maternal side back to the aborigines, the heirs of the soil he rules, whose rights have been merged in him."

Plausible as the process appears, such a method of tracing history is even less to be trusted than Martin Lister's frank acceptance of local legends for what they

1 Parr and Mackay, "Rembau," p. 61.
were worth. The new method is simply history that takes as its basis the pretensions of various families and the claims that they put forward to a share in the revenue. The trail of greed, of arrogance and of self-interest is over all such testimony.

Even in the course of this enquiry I have met with attempts to tamper with historical truth. Sometimes it was a mere hiding of evidence, as when a powerful chief concealed the fact that he possessed a Sakai weapon among his heirlooms—the concealment in this case being due to his fear that a Sakai ancestry might be imputed to him. Sometimes the suppression goes further, as when in one instance a Malay magnate destroyed deliberately a number of documents that did not corroborate his own version of history. Indeed, there was evidence to show that in another case a good many years ago, all the chiefs and headmen of a small Negri Sembilan State agreed among themselves to deceive the District Officer and to induce him to recognize a concocted constitution that would give them a claim to a larger share of the local revenues than they actually possessed. The effort seems to have been successful. But it must not be supposed that these local attempts to falsify history are due to the temptation offered by the credulity of individual British officers; the forger was at work in these States long before the days of the protectorate. One document produced before me in connection with a certain title bore the date 1698, purported to have been issued by a sultan who lived in the early part of the nineteenth century, was stamped with the seal of a sultan who died in A.D. 1760, and was written on paper with a water-mark of A.D. 1771. It must have been concocted in connection with a controversy that was raised and settled several generations ago.

These facts will explain why I have thought it necessary to be critical of my historical material, to check it by collecting different versions of the same incident, to supplement it in every possible way, and to be very careful before accepting any uncorroborated statements. But for a cautious student there is plenty of evidence that has been neglected hitherto. To begin with, there are the seals used by the local chiefs now and in the past. These seals are usually dated and bear the name of the sultan who conferred them. They give us first-hand evidence of real value. Then we have the testimony of the "Malay

---

1 The life of a seal is not long enough to ensure our possessing the original; we only have copies that were made to replace the old seals. The evidence is not conclusive, but it goes a long way towards proof.
Annals," a book written in A.D. 1636. It is evident that any references made by the author of that book to the Negri Sembilan of his own time are of great importance for corroborating or demolishing our tradition. Lastly, there are many traditional details, of little importance in themselves, that have a material bearing on the truth or falsity of more important assertions. We have, for instance, lists of the holders of almost every Negri Sembilan title. The length of a list may not be absolute proof of the antiquity of a title; but it is prima facie evidence and may be corroborated by the traditional association of certain holders of the dignity with events of which we know the dates. Singly, such facts count for very little, but cumulatively they may prove a great deal.

Let us then apply these critical methods to the main points of our present traditional history.

The principal figure of the "Sakai" period of Negri Sembilan history is the Dato' Sekudai. He lived in the days before the foundation of the Menangkabau State of Rembau—and that State is supposed by Malays to have existed for 360 years, and is believed by Newbold, Parr and Mackray¹ to date back to A.D. 1530 or 1540. We can check these statements. The Dato' Sekudai is mentioned in the "Malay Annals" as a contemporary chief (A.D. 1636). The seal of the second Dato' of Rembau (son of the first) is probably extant even now; certainly its impression is to be seen on old documents. It bears the date A.D. 1707. The fifth Dato' of Rembau is associated by Jelebu and Sungri Ujong tradition (as well as by Rembau tradition) with events that occurred between A.D. 1757 and 1773.² His son became Dato' of Rembau about the year A.D. 1795. In face of this evidence, is it possible to accept Parr's view that the first Dato' of Rembau dates back to A.D. 1540; that the fifth reigned between A.D. 1645 and 1660; and that the eleventh (son of the fifth) became Dato' in 1795, one hundred and thirty-five years after his father's death? These are rather serious calls upon our faith.

Let us turn to Johol. The Dato' of Johol is expected to wear his hair long and to decline to travel; he is the lineal

¹ "Remban," pp. 12, 116. ² He is said to have visited Malacca, and we know that a Dato' of Rembau visited Malacca in A.D. 1757. There he married a Portuguese girl who became the mother of the eleventh Dato', and ancestor of the Worai Thibat. He refused his daughter to Sultan Abdal Jami Man scum Shah (A.D. 1700). He expelled the Linggi settlers from Rembau (A.D. 1770-1780).
representative of a Sakai chieftainness of the most legendary period. Here at least we ought to have a lineage that goes back to the misty regions of the distant past. But criticism plays havoc with romance. The line of Johol chiefs only includes eight names; the seal of the dignity is dated 1874; and the ancient long-haired chieftainness was traditionally the mother of a Dato' of Ulu Muar who was put to death about the year 1773. Johol is the newest, not the oldest, of the nine States.

Jelebu is reputed an ancient "Sakai" kingdom; its chiefs bore the title of undang in the days before Rembau was founded. So runs our tradition. It also tells us that the third Dato' obtained a certain seal and title from Johor, and that the first Dato' Bandar of Jelebu obtained his seal and title at the same time. Let us examine these seals. They quote as the fountain of honour Sultan Abdul Jalil Muadzam Shah of Johor; and he reigned and died in A.D. 1760.

The first Yamtuan Besar, Raja Melewar, came over from Sumatra about A.D. 1773 under very romantic circumstances; he was (we are told) a son of the Sultan of Menangkabau of the oldest Malay lineage and was deputed by his father to reign over the Negri Sembilan. History again is fatal to romance, for there was no Sultan of Menangkabau in A.D. 1773; the Menangkabau kingdom had been partitioned nearly a century before.

Discrepancies of this sort between Malay tradition and indisputable fact make it imprudent to follow blindly in the wake of great pioneers of Negri Sembilan research such as Lister and Hervey. Much evidence has come to light since their time to enable a more accurate account to be written; and, doubtless, this present history will be corrected and supplemented in its turn as more facts become known. The only finality that we need expect lies in the possibility of the old uncritical methods of study being abandoned for good and all. Far too much of our past information rested on no better authority than the representations of some inventive lemaga on the look-out for an increase of pay.

---

1 At the earliest.
II.—THE LEGENDARY OR SAKAI PERIOD.

A.D. 1450—1600.

Malay tradition divides the history of Negri Sembilan into three principal periods: (1) an early period when the country was split up into four Sakai States (Sungei Ujong, Klang, Jelebu and Johol); (2) an intermediate period during which the four Sakai States were replaced by nine Menangkabau States under the suzerainty of Johor; and (3) a modern period during which four out of the nine Menangkabau States formed themselves into an independent constitutional monarchy under a yamtuam or ruler of their own.

It is with the early or “Sakai” period that we are first concerned.

Malacca was founded shortly before the year A.D. 1400 by the fusion of a settlement of aborigines with a colony of Singapore or Palembang Malays. The place grew rapidly in importance, and was soon in a position to exercise some sort of hegemony over the coast districts of Selangor and Sungei Ujong and over its own hinterland of Rembau and Naning. From the “Malay Annals” we learn that a Malacca noble named Tun Perak was penghulu of Klang in the reign of Sultan Mudzafar Shah (about A.D. 1450). This penghulu was a man of the very highest rank; his sister, Tun Kudu, was married to the sultan; his father had been bendahara; he himself rose afterwards to the position of bendahara; and his son was the aged bendahara who fought Albuquerque in A.D. 1511. From the “Malay Annals” again we learn that Sungei Ujong was governed in the days of Mansur Shah by a Malacca noble, Tun Tukal, and that like Klang it was an appanage of the bendahara’s family. Of Jelebu and Johol we hear nothing. The evidence of the Stjarah Melayu makes it quite clear that “the four Sakai States” were mere fiefs of the bendahara from A.D. 1450 to the date of the “Annals” themselves (A.D. 1636); and even the seal of the Dato’ of Rembau, granted in A.D. 1707, bears the inscription “by the grace of the Bendahara Sri Maharaja.” The inhabitants of the Negri Sembilan of that early time may have been aborigines but their rulers were certainly Malacca Malays.

Dengan hormat Bendahara Sri Maharaja.
We will now turn from recorded history to local Malay tradition.

"It is difficult to say," writes Martin Lister, "how long ago it was that a great number of Sakai travelled from the mountains of Seudai and arrived in Johol. Their numbers amounted to as many grains as are contained in a gunang of padi, as on their arrival in Johol each individual planted a grain of padi and it was found that a gunang was exhausted... There were four great chiefs or ladins among these Sakai: three were men and one a woman. The women elected to remain in Johol. The three men separated with their followers. One went to Jelebu, one to Klang, and one to Sungei Ujong. This was the origin of the wadang yen gunjet, the four law-givers, of which Klang was the oldest."

This is the Johol story. In Rembau we hear again of a Sakai migration and of Sekudai; but the details are different. The migration becomes a mere "descent from the hills," a blending by intermarriage of the aboriginal hill-people with the Sumatran immigrants from the other side of the Malacca Straits: Sekudai appears only in the story of the Dato' Sekudai and is not associated with the migration. In Sungei Ujong we hear of the founding of the four Sakai States without any general migration, and the date is given as at a time anterior to the coming of the Dato' Sekudai.

All traditions unite in saying that there were four "Sakai States," although the "Malay Annals" mention only Sungei Ujong and Klang. The point is unimportant. More interest attaches to the story of the Sakai migration. The Negri Sembilan aborigines belong to three distinct tribes: the Biduanda (also known as Blandas and Mantra); the Besisi; and the Jakun. The legends are associated with the Biduanda, a hill-tribe that speaks a language made up mainly of archaic Malay. It is possible that the old Malacca penghulus succeeded in imposing their language upon these Biduanda, but it is difficult to see why they failed to convert the Biduanda to Muhammadanism and why they did not impose their language upon the Besisi and Jakun. The problem must be left unsolved for lack of evidence. Meanwhile the old Malay traditions or folklore regarding this early Sakai period may be placed on record for what they are worth. The Johol story has been given in the words of Martin Lister. The Rembau legend tells us in its figurative language that "the black crows (the Sakai) walked down from the hills while the white egrets (the Sumatran immigrants) flew over the

1 J. B. A. S., S. B. (1894) xiii; "the Constitution of the Negri Sembilan."
2 I am inclined to conjecture a connection between the Biduanda and the Sumatran Sakai.
sea." Then there came the Bendahara Sekudai, "a great man, a man of title," who married a daughter of the aboriginal chief, Batin Sa-ribu Jaya, and had three children, who became in their turn the ancestresses of the ruling houses of Rembau, Sungei Ujong and Pahang.

**Bendahara Sekudai**

m. a daughter of Batin Sa-ribu Jaya

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tu' Bungkal (f)</th>
<th>Tu' Medek (f)</th>
<th>Tu' Mengkudu (f)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The Rulers of Rembau</td>
<td>The Rulers of Sungei Ujong</td>
<td>The Rulers of Pahang</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

These pedigrees would carry more conviction if they did not possess such geometrical exactitude. The Sungei Ujong genealogy shows this bad quality to an even more suspicious extent.

**Batin Sri Alam**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Batin Berchamgang (f)</th>
<th>Tu' Jilundong</th>
<th>Nenek Kirbau</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(a Chief of Sungei Ujong)</td>
<td>(founder of Jelebu)</td>
<td>(founder of Jobol)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tu' Darin Birenti</th>
<th>Patric Mayang Sitio</th>
<th>m. the Sultan of Johor</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Batin Birenti</th>
<th>m. Batin Sekudai</th>
<th>Tu' Engku</th>
<th>Tu' Maha</th>
<th>Tu' Johan</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Jaya (f)</td>
<td>Siluau</td>
<td>Klang</td>
<td>Akercaaman</td>
<td>Pahlawan</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

By a similar arrangement of parallel columns all the principal titles of Sungei Ujong are made to trace back to a common ancestor. This, of course, is Malay tradition; history does not work on mathematical lines.

Sungei Ujong legend is more interesting and certainly more original than its pedigrees. It takes us back to the very dawn of history, the creation of mankind.

It ascribes the origin of the Biduanda to a certain Batin Sri Alam, who met a walking tree-trunk near the waters of the river Langat. He captured it and kept it in captivity till it laid eggs,
forty-four in number. He buried the eggs till they were hatched, when there emerged forty-four children, the ancestors of the Biduanda. Batin Sri Alam brought up these children till they came to years of maturity and had to be supplied with garments of bark-cloth to cover their nakedness. He then sent twenty-two over to Sumatra, where they colonised the coast as far as the borders of the Batak country, while he kept the remaining twenty-two in the Peninsula, where they became Biduanda or Rayat—the latter term being interpreted as “sons of the soil.” Another story tells us that every man falls from heaven either on his feet (as a raja), or on his seat (as a batin), or on his face (as a slave). Batin Sri Alam rose up from his seat and travelled round the world ruling the slaves—the Bedouin in Arabia, the Biduan1 in India and the Biduanda in Malaya; the three terms being all translated “serf.” Folk-lore and etymology are at daggers drawn in every region of the earth.

These legends of the creation are not the only stories associated with Batin Sri Alam. He is said to have led an expedition into Jelebu. There he found trays of food waiting for him, served up and ready for him to eat, but with no man present to explain the source whence they came. Batin Sri Alam made few enquiries; he ate the food and named the place Kuala Dulang, the place of plates, as an everlasting memorial of his gratitude. He showed less thankfulness in his next adventure. The Muhammadans of Jelebu did their best to bring him into the fold of the true religion. He accepted their ministrations at first with great placidity and consented to repeat the Confession of Faith; but when the mudin went on to explain the need of circumcision Batin Sri Alam incontinently vanished. One rumour has it that he reappeared on Mount Siguntang Mahameru, another that he is still in hiding among the caves of Kota Glanggi in Pahang. But, whatever his fate, he was never seen again either by the Moslems who effected his conversion or by the land that he did so much to people.

Next in this aboriginal genealogy comes the Batin Ber-changgai Besi, whose wife was Berduri Besi and whose brother-in-law was Ketopong Besi—the iron-clawed chief with his iron-quilled wife and her iron-crested brother. The names are somewhat forbidding; but the legend bids us avoid hasty conclusions by assuring us that these saga-figures were quiet, primitive people, unacquainted with the use of iron

1 “Minstrel.” The word is Sanskrit.
or even of fire and that they had to live on uncooked food.
By them there was found in a hollow of the rocks a lovely
fairy-child whom they adopted as their own, though she showed
her breeding by living on fruit and declining to share their
bestial repasts of raw meat. When she grew up she appeared
to the Sultan of Johor in a dream and let him know that she was
to be seen in the place where water was heaviest. The Sultan
began his investigations at once. He weighed the water of
Johor and found that Malacca water was heavier. Following up
this clue, he found that the Linggi and then the Langat waters
were heavier still. He travelled up the Langat till he came to
the junction of the Beranang and the Semenyeh. Applying his
regular test, he chose the waters of the Beranang. A little
further upstream he came to a place where four streams met.
Here the welcome sight of some sugar-cane pulp and maize-
refuse floating down on one of the streams suggested the
presence of human habitations and led him to the home of his
destined bride. She became the mother of the Bendahara
Sekudai

There are, however, many variants of these legends. In Mr.
Bland's version of the Aluran Sungai Ujong, the story of the
sugar-cane pulp and the maize-refuse is told of the Bendahara
Sekudai himself when in search of his bride, Batin Sibu Jaya,
and the incident is located at the junction of the Linggi and
Rembau rivers.

Legend also associates Batin Berchanggai Besi with the
founders of various States. Dato' Jelundong, foundress of
Jelebu, was his sister. So was Nenek Kerbau, foundress of
Johol. To' Tukul and To' Landas, joint-founders of Klang,
derived their titles from the hammer and the anvil with which
they rendered to Batin Berchanggai Besi the service that Batin
Sri Alam vanished to avoid.

Again it is related of To' Dara Derani, daughter of Batin
Berchanggai Besi, that she fled in terror from Sang Kelembai who
was striding about the country turning all whom he met into stone.
"Why flee?" said an Achehnese saint who lived at Sungei
Udang between Pengkalan Kempas and Permatang Pasir, "I
have a charm that no Kelembai can face. A single candle will
keep him away."

The candles were lit nightly; the people
were saved from a stony fate; and the place is called Pengkalan
Dian to this day. This legend is interesting because it is asso-
ciated with the "petrified properties" of this Achehnese saint,
the curious old granite carvings that lie round his tomb and are the great archaeological mystery of Negri Sembilan.

Tradition gives us the names of the places that were important in those primitive days: Ching, Beranang, Pajam, Lebah Bergoyang, Buloh Bohal, Langkap Berjuntai, Subang Hilang, Merbok Kerawang, and Tunggul Si-jaga. They could not have been Malay villages for they are not on the banks of streams such as Malays love. Probably they were Biduanda settlements and represent the golden age of the Sakai, the time before the Menangkabau colonists filled up the country and drove the aborigines to the mountains.

These legends are given for what they are worth. The student of serious history will prefer to rely on the maps of Goudinho de Eredia (A.D. 1613) and the statements of the "Malay Annals" (A.D. 1636). He will learn from them that the Negri Sembilan of this "Sakai" period was a country sparsely populated by wandering aboriginal communities who were exploited by officials and traders from Malacca and Johor.

III.—THE DATO' SEKUDAI, A.D. 1600—1640.

The Dato' Sekudai or Bendahara Sekudai or Batin Sekudai has become a sort of mythical figure. The rulers of Rembau claim him as their ancestor through his marriage with the daughter of the aboriginal chief, Batin Sa-ribu Jaya or Sibu Jaya. The rulers of Sungei Ujong also claim him as an ancestor and Batin Sibu Jaya as an ancestress; little discrepancies as to sex are negligible in a Malay legend. He lived at all sorts of dates. He was the traditional grandfather of the first Dato' of Rembau, who ruled (according to Parr) about A.D. 1540. His wife was a traditional contemporary of the Achehnese saint (of Pengkalan Dian) who died in the reign of Mansur Shah about A.D. 1460.° One Rembau legend has it that the first Dato' of Rembau claimed the title because he was the Bendahara's grandson. One Sungei Ujong legend has it that the Bendahara was married in the presence of Sultan Abdul Jalil II of Johor, a ruler who reigned from A.D. 1637 to 1671. But every Malay account agrees on the fact that this Dato' lived in the Sakai period before the foundation of the nine Menangkabau States. He is of interest as a date, if as nothing else.

---

1 From the inscription on the tomb.
The Dato' Sekudai appears in the "Malay Annals" and is a historic as well as a legendary figure. The "Annals" tell us very little about him. His son, Tun Ahmad, married Tun Puteh, daughter of Tun Anum, Bendahara of Johor. Another of his sons, Tun Kenibak, married a Johor lady, Tun Chembul, and had two children, Tun Puteh and Tun Pandak. The Dato' was therefore a grandfather at the time the "Annals" were written. Of him personally the *Sejarah Melayu* only says that he obtained his name because he was the first person to colonise Sekudai; clearly, the Rembau and Sungei Ujong traditions cannot refer to an earlier Dato' Sekudai. It only remains to fix his date by the light of what the "Malay Annals" tell us.

The "Annals" are dated A.D. 1612 and purport to have been written or inspired by Tun Sri Lanang, Bendahara of Johor. But this date cannot be accepted. Even in the preface where it occurs reference is made to the death of Sultan Alaedin in A.D. 1615, and in the body of the work mention is made of Sultan Mughal of Acheen (A.D. 1635), of the mission of Mudzafar Shah to Perak (A.D. 1635), and of the fact that Mudzafar Shah had been succeeded by his son Mansur Shah "who is reigning now." The "Annals" cannot have been written in their present form prior to A.D. 1635. But Sultan Abdullah is referred to as the reigning Sultan, and he died about A.D. 1637. These facts give us the date of the "Annals" very closely, and show us that the Dato' Sekudai was a man of a certain age in A.D. 1636. He must have been a man of high birth to have borne the title of Tun and married his sons so well, and he must have played a very important part in the Negri Sembilan to have become the legendary figure that he now is. We may say that he flourished between A.D. 1600 and 1640—a date that disposes of the Rembau tradition that its line of rulers dates back to A.D. 1540. Incidentally, too, the date disposes of the fanciful claim put forward for the Dato' of Rembau that he "is bertéromba, that he adds to his constitutional authority the privilege of blood—of a pedigree traced on the maternal side back to the aborigines, the heirs of the soil he rules, whose rights have been merged in his." There is no question of any Sakai heiresses in actual history. The "Malay Annals" tell us that the Negri Sembilan districts were appanages of the Bendaharas of Johor "to this day" (A.D., 1636). The Dato' Sekudai was closely connected with

---

1 Grandfather of the lady who married the Dato' Sekudai's son, Tun Ahmad.
2 The last chapter was added very much later than 1836.
the Bendahara's family. Rembau tradition traces descent to him; the Rembau seal refers to "the grace of the Bendahara Sri Maharaja." The idea of waris rights through Sakai ownership of the soil is a mere fiction that has been accepted all too readily by British officers stationed in Rembau.

IV.—THE NINE MENANGKABAU STATES,

A.D. 1640—1760.

The Menangkabau migration to the Peninsula seems to have begun in the sixteenth century some time after the capture of Malacca in A.D. 1511. In A.D. 1613, Goudinho de Eredia notes in his book and map the presence of Menangkabau settlers in the Portuguese territory of Naning and also in Rembau beyond the Portuguese frontier. There is nothing, however, in his map to indicate that there were Menangkabau colonists in Johol, Sri Menanti or Sungei Ujong; indeed, his silence suggests that those districts were still occupied by the aborigines. The fact that he speaks of Sungei Ujong as a Sakai region and of Naning as a Portuguese possession goes to show that the foundation of the "Nine States" must be referred to some later period.

In A.D. 1639 things began to change. The Dutch Admiral Van de Veer made a treaty of alliance with Sultan Abdul Jalil II of Johor and co-operated with him in the siege of Malacca. The military value of the Malay auxiliaries proved a disappointment to the Dutch; but the fact remains that the Sultan's men were present at the siege and were brought into close relationship with their Menangkabau kinsmen. From this date the Johor Government began to possess a much stronger hold over the Malay settlements in the Negri Sembilan. The position had changed in other ways as well. The Malacca Malays do not appear to have sent colonists to their dependencies; they simply sent officials and perhaps a few traders, miners and planters as the English do to-day. But the Menangkabau men were a settled Malay population, with influential resident families, that sought to get the chieftaincies into their own hands. The days of the deputy from Johor were really numbered; the reign of Sultan Abdul Jalil II marks the commencement of a new era in Menangkabau history.

In A.D. 1643 the Dutch at Malacca created the first of the "Nine States" by recognising a certain Dato' Sri Lela Merah
as hereditary Ruler of Naning. It is not to be supposed that there were no chiefs in the rest of the country, but they had not yet secured the recognition and the hereditary rights that would justify us in regarding them as Heads of the Nine States.

In A.D. 1705 the Ruler of Naning secured recognition and received certain kibesaran, or insignia of rank, from the Sultan of Johor, Abdul Jalil III, as well as from the Dutch. This seems to have been the signal for other ambitions and applications of the same sort. In A.D. 1707 the second de facto Ruler of Rembau obtained a hereditary title and a seal from Johor "by the grace of the Bendahara Sri Maharaja." A few years later the Dato' Bandar of Sungei Ujong (and probably the Penghulu Mantri or Ruler of Sungei Ujong) obtained similar recognition. The title of Penghulu Mantri had been in existence for a very long time but was held (in its early years at least) by deputies from Johor; it now began to be held by a local hereditary chief. The Dato' of Jelebu did not secure full recognition till about A.D. 1760; the Dato' of Inas probably secured his position about the same time. The Chiefs of Pasir Besar, Klang and Segamat have disappeared from history and their seals cannot be traced; the To' Raja of Jelai is a Pahang magnate. But I see no reason to doubt the universal Malay tradition that the "Nine States" were made up of Naning, Rembau, Sungei Ujong, Jelebu, Klang, Inas, Pasir Besar, Segamat and Jelai. There was no real "confederacy." The "Nine States" were merely a congeries of small chieftaincies that had received recognition from their common suzerain, the Sultan of Johor. They were not even "Menangkabau" States in the truest sense of the word. The adat perpatih, or law of Menangkabau, was introduced into Sungei Ujong at a much later date, and it is doubtful whether it was ever introduced at all into Klang, Segamat and Jelai.

Of course, the traditional account of the foundation of the Nine States is more romantic than the reality. Let me quote the present Yamtuan of the Negri Sembilan on the subject:

"In the early days of the foundation of the States that make up the Negri Sembilan, colonists came over from Menangkabau to all the nine settlements, and each settlement had its own penghulu or headman over itself. As the population augmented with the arrival of fresh colonists, and with the natural increase through the birth-rate, the penghulus came to an agreement among themselves and went on deputation to Johor. This was in the days of Sultan Abdul Jalil II of Johor. The Sultan gave them each a seal and a title with authority to govern the country under the suzerainty of Johor."  

1 From the Bandar’s dated seal.  2 From the Dato’s seal quoting Sultan Muadzam Shah.  3 From a letter to the Resident of Perlak.
History moves with prosaic deliberation; it does not create Nine States in a day. Romantic legend proceeds on different lines. To be remembered, it must be picturesque; to be picturesque, it sums up a whole century of history as a sort of grand durbar, in which the mighty Sultan Abdul Jalil II distributed seals and titles to the founders of the new ruling dynasties. The seals themselves disprove this story. There was no durbar and no distribution of this sort; the legend is a mere dramatic picturing of a great historic change.

The Sultan of Johor could grant seals and titles but he could not confer any real power. The new dignitaries returned to their various States with their seals in their pockets and their pretensions very much enhanced, only to find that the local magnates had still to be reckoned with. They met with varying destinies. In Rembau and in Naning the Chief secured local recognition but had to consent to have his powers fettered by the admission of four tribal headmen to a share in the Government. In Jelebu the Dato' had to grant to two powerful and ancient dignities (Dato' Mantri and Dato' Umbi) a right of veto at the election of his successors. In Sungri Ujong the Ruler had to share the revenue with the Dato' Bandar and the Dato' Andulika Mandulika. In Jelai the To' Raja confined his authority to his own valley and asserted no claims to superiority over other local chiefs who held no title from Johor. In Inas the Dato' failed to secure any hegemony over the other local magnates and was compelled to cede his position to the more powerful Dato' of Johol and to become that Ruler's vassal. The Rulers of Pasir Besar and Segamat lost their positions altogether and did not survive even as vassal chiefs. The peculiar constitutional arrangements that we meet with in the different Negri Sembilan States seem to have been due in some measure to the concessions with which the Johor nominee bought off the opposition of the other local magnates.

The world of Negri Sembilan is a small one; but, small as it is, it did not stand still during this long period of 120 years. The immigrants from Sumatra continued to flock into the country and to fill it up. The effect of the immigration was twofold. In the first place it tended to displace the law of Johor by the customary law of Menangkabau. It is noticeable that the first two rulers of Rembau were father and son, thus suggesting succession according to the law of Johor. In Naning, where Johor rule was never effective, the Menangkabau law of succession
was followed from the first. In Sungei Ujong, where the Sumatran immigrants were not numerous, succession by uterine descent was only introduced in the nineteenth century. The gradual displacement of Johor law by Menangkabau custom was one of the great features of this transition period. The other was the shifting of the balance of power. The first Sumatran immigrants had settled in the nearest valleys: in Nanjing and in the low-country (baroh) divisions of Rembau. The later settlers had to go further afield, with the result that they created new States—Inas, Johol, Gemeneheh, Terachi, Gunong Pasir, Jempol and Ulu Muar—and upset the balance of power in the old by making the new divisions of Rembau more populous than the original settlements.

Meanwhile the civil wars and troubles that were distracting the Government of Johor between A.D. 1700 and 1760 rendered the Sultan willing to grant titles and concessions to any chiefs who would recognise him, and made it impossible for him to interfere effectively in the internal affairs of the Negri Sembilan. Further, the accession of the Bendahara’s family to the throne enabled the sovereign to give away powers that had previously belonged to the sovereign’s ministers. No Negri Sembilan seal can be traced to an earlier date than that of the change of dynasty. The weakness of Johor, the increasing population of the Negri Sembilan, the agitation for the introduction of Menangkabau law, the rise of new settlements and new chiefs: all these things made for one single end—the severance of the tie between the Negri Sembilan and Johor.

V.—ABDUL JALIL MUADZAM SHAH, A.D. 1760.

The name of Abdul Jalil Muadzam Shah, Sultan of Johor, plays a great part in Negri Sembilan history and tradition. It was this Sultan who conferred on the Penghulu of Jelebu his seal and title of Dato’ Mantri Akhirzaman Sultan. The name also appears on Raja Adil’s seal:  

\[ \text{Ibni Sultan Abdul Jalil Muadzam Shah} \]

It appears on the seals of the Rulers of Tampin—e.g., as-Sultan Abdul Jalil Muadzam Shah turun capada as-Sultan Sharif Hamid bin Sharif Shaaban Muhammad Shah. It appears again on the seal of the last Ruler of Nanjing: Sultan Si-Maharaja Diraja ibni Sultan Abdul Jalil Muadzam Shah. It was also a “Sultan Abdul Jalil” of Johor
who is alleged by tradition to have granted to the Negri Sembilan chiefs the permission to seek a ruler in Menangkabau.1

But when we turn to the annals of the Sultans of Johor the name of Abdul Jalil Muadzam Shah seems at first sight to be conspicuous by its absence. The third Abdul Jalil (1701-1717) was Abdul Jalil Riayat Shah; the fourth (1717-1722) was Abdul Jalil Rahmat Shah. Faute de mieux, Parr identifies this Abdul Jalil with the child-king, Ahmad Riayat Shah; and then finds it incredible that an "infant puppet could effect such a partition of his empire."2 It is equally incredible that this child-ruler, who died before he came of age, should have borne two distinct titles. Abdul Jalil Muadzam Shah could not possibly have been the "infant puppet," Ahmad Riayat Shah. A glance at the latter's full name will explain the mystery, he was Ahmad Riayat Shah ibni Abdul Jalil Muadzam Shah. What then was the history of this boy's father?

Sultan Sulaiman of Johor and Lingga died in A.D. 1760 at a time when his eldest son and heir, Tengku Besar Abdul Jalil, was in Selangor with the Yamtuan Muda, Daeng Kemboja; and the Sultan's death was followed a few weeks later by that of the Tengku Besar himself. Daeng Kemboja gained so much by this opportune coincidence that he is accused by Malays of having brought it about by poison. However, he dissembled his joy and took the body with a great show of grief to Kivau, where he placed the Tengku Besar's son upon the throne under the name of Ahmad Riayat Shah. Dutch records mention the visit paid to Malacca by the Bugis fleet bearing the remains of the deceased heir to the sultanate.

Abdul Jalil Muadzam Shah occupies a peculiar position in history. In one sense he was never Sultan. He survived his father. it is true, but he died before he could return home and assume the reins of power. On the other hand, there is no doubt that he was de facto Regent for some years previous to the death of his father. He bore a royal title, negotiated several treaties, and doubtless did confer the seals and titles that are attributed to him. In fact he pushed generosity of this sort to a fault. He ceded Rembau (and other territories) by treaty to the Dutch. By another treaty he ceded Rembau to the Bugis. He also appointed Raja Adil his deputy, to govern

1 The old seal of the Dato' of Ulu Muar quotes Sultan Mahmud ibni Sultan Abdul Jalil, but it is doubtful whether this is Sultan Mahmud III of Johor, or Raja Malawar taking the title of Sultan Mahmud. 2 "Rembau," p 17.
Rembau in his name; and, last of all, it is quite possible that he did grant Rembau (and other territories) to Raja Melewah as the tradition would have us believe. The cession of the same piece of territory to four different owners is quite consistent with the ways of Malay princes, especially when (as in the case of Sultan Abdul Jalil Muadzam Shah) they have no real claim to the territory that they cede. But if Malay tradition is justified in accusing Daeng Kemboja of poisoning the Tengku Besar, we may be able to trace in Abdul Jalil's policy some slight justificatory explanation of the reason for his death.

One more fact is related about this Abdul Jalil Muadzam Shah. It is said that he asked for the daughter of the Dato' of Rembau, To' Uban, and that the Dato' refused her to him. This led to a feud. Rembau tradition mentions the feud and the name of the Dato', but not the name of the Sultan. Jelebu tradition mentions the feud and the names of both Dato' and Sultan; it goes on to add that the Dato' of Jelebu obtained his seal and title for his good services in reconciling the antagonists. We need not accept every detail of the story. The Rembau tale that the hostility of Johor caused a breach of the law of succession in Rembau is hardly credible of a time when the Johor power was represented by an "infant puppet." But there was doubtless an "incident" of this sort that led to the execution of To' Uban's brother who was despatched on a mission to Johor and to the grant of a title to the Dato' of Jelebu who may have been more conciliatory and apologetic. And if it does little else, the incident helps us to date its hero, Dato' Uban, the fifth Ruler of Rembau.

VI.—THE MENANGKABAU PRINCES.

A.D. 1721—1773.

Reference has already been made to the fact that the constant migration of settlers from Sumatra into the Negri Sembilan tended to create a demand for autonomy. In this chapter an account will be given of the manner in which this autonomy was brought about; but before dealing with the point it is necessary to give a short sketch of the position in Johor.

In A.D. 1699, Mahmud II, the last sultan of the old Malacca line, was assassinated at Kota Tinggi. He was succeeded by his bendahara who took the title of Abdul Jalil III. In his turn,
Abdul Jalil III was deposed by the Sumatran pretender, Raja Kechil, who claimed to be a posthumous son of the murdered Sultan Mahmud. Raja Kechil took the title of Abdul Jalil IV. But the sons of Abdul Jalil III intrigued with the Bugis and succeeded in overthrowing the pretender who had deposed their father. This was in A.D. 1722. For the next twenty-five years there was a continuous civil war between the two factions, one aided by the Bugis and the other by Sumatran Malays.

In this long civil war the Negri Sembilan States recognised the pretender. Raja Kechil, as a true son of the murdered sultan and took his side against the Bugis. They did what we might have expected them to do, for Raja Kechil was a Sumatran of the same blood as their own settlers. But by their action they brought upon themselves the hostility of the Bugis, a dangerous race, united, energetic and redoubtable in every way; while they themselves were leaderless and divided. Such situations created the opportunity of the military adventurer, the soldier of birth and renown, under whom the Negri Sembilan chiefs might lay aside their differences and fight as one man against the common enemy. But let the present Yamtuan describe the position in his own words:

"As time went on, the State of Johor grew old and was attacked by enemies on all sides—men from Jambi and Menangkabau, Abelonesse and Europeans from Malacca. The Negri Sembilan settlements themselves fell into the hands of Bugis chiefs from Riau and suffered cruelty from the tyranny and oppression of their foreign rulers. At last the position became intolerable. Little by little the Menangkabau settlers were losing all that they possessed; so far from meeting the Bugis on equal terms they had to sacrifice every single thing that they owned; they had passed into complete subjection; and even the Sultan of Johor was powerless to keep the Bugis at bay, for he was weak and beset by enemies. In this dilemma the Menangkabau penghulu of the Negri Sembilan held a meeting and came to an agreement under which they went and represented to the Sultan the tyranny of the Bugis, asking him to let them have a prince for themselves to govern the country and drive out the enemy. But the Sultan would not give them a prince. So they asked permission to refer to Menangkabau in Sumatra and to procure a prince from that country. To this the Sultan consented, for he was himself of the Menangkabau family, and also because the Negri Sembilan had been colonised and developed by settlers from Menangkabau and were known by the Menangkabau name. Upon their arrival in Menangkabau the Sultan there gave them the services of one of his sons named Raja Mlewar. On the return of the delegates the penghulues and all the people did homage to Raja Mlewar, after which they made all preparations for a general war against the Bugis. In course of time, thanks to the valour of Raja Mlewar and to the power of his sword, the Bugis were defeated, and their ruler, Daeng Kemboja, retired to Riau where he died. All this is recorded in the histories of Malaya." 

1 A.D. 1717. 2 From the letter to the Resident of Perak.
A reference to Bland's *Aturan Sungai Ujong*¹ will show that the Sultan who referred the delegates to Menangkabau is said to have been Sultan Abdul Jalil IV, and that the occasion on which he did it was when he had ascended “his father's throne by the aid of Bugis and Rawa troops.” This was about A.D. 1717. Raja Melewar was chosen and placed on the throne about A.D. 1773. Malay embassies are very dilatory, but the longevity of these particular envoys is beyond belief. We can see clearly enough how Malay tradition condenses long periods of history into single dramatic incidents.

But the Sungei Ujong account furnishes us also with a solution to the problem that it presents. It tells us that Raja Melewar was not the first Menangkabau prince to be “deputed” from Sumatra to the Negri Sembilan.

“In due time after this (embassy) Raja Kasah came from Menangkabau, sent by the Raja of the country; and the four penghulus received him. He was unable, however, to introduce the laws of Menangkabau as the four penghulus desired ..... After Raja Kasah came Raja Adil ..... He was also unable to revise the customs. ..... Raja Adil went back to Menangkabau and was succeeded by Raja Khatib. He also did not know how to introduce new customs. And the four penghulus were amazed and said, 'the Raja of Menangkabau promised he would grant us a Raja who would establish his laws in the four countries; now we have had three Rajas who have done nothing at all.' Then Raja Khatib went away, and after him came Raja Melewar.” ²

The Dutch records in Malacca tell us that in A.D. 1722 there was “a son of the Sultan of Menangkabau” in Rembau preparing to lead the people against the Bugis. This may have been “Raja Kasah.” Of Raja Adil we know more. He was not a foe of the Bugis; in fact he owed his seal and authority to Abdul Jalil Muadzam Shah, the ally of Daeng Kemboja, and he married his daughter to a Bugis chief. In A.D. 1757 he was conducting negotiations at Malacca on behalf of the State of Rembau. Of Raja Khatib we hear much and know little. He was the enemy of Raja Melewar, against whom he waged a civil war. Tradition has it that he was an imposter who was unmasked by Raja Melewar. But the facts seem to be otherwise. Raja Melewar attacked and was badly defeated at Kampong Bukit, whence he retreated to Spri. He then detached Penghulu Naam of Ulu Muar from Raja Khatib's side and invaded the country again, this time successfully. It was then Raja Khatib's turn to flee and to intrigue with

---

¹ J. B. A. 8. 8th. xxviii. ² From an account of Sungei Ujong prepared by the present Dato' Klana for Mr. D. O. Campbell, when Resident of Negri Sembilan.
Penghulu Naam. Suspecting treachery, Raja Melewar beheaded the intriguing Penghulu before attacking the enemy. Raja Khatib fled and never returned. Penghulu Naam's head is buried at Bukit Tempurong and his body under an asam jawi tree near the old astana at Ampangan Rambai.

The details of this story and the part of king-maker played by the petty Penghulu of Ulu Muar make it fairly clear that Raja Melewar was not a delegated prince of Menangkabau with the whole forces of the four undang at his back. He was an adventurer who conquered for himself a certain real authority in the valley of Sri Menanti and then proceeded to claim or to obtain a certain nominal authority over the whole of Negri Sembilan. He did that by taking the title of Yamtuan or king.¹

VII.—THE CONSTITUTION OF A.D. 1773.

Raja Melewar is believed to have been installed as Sovereign of Negri Sembilan by the four undang at Penajis in Rembau in the year 1773; and I see no reason to question the date. It is approximate if it is not exactly correct. But there is some reason to doubt the details of the story.

Consider the state of the country at the time. Between Dato' Uban of Rembau, who was governing his country in A.D. 1770, and Kosel, his son, who became Dato' about A.D. 1795, there were no less than five Rulers of Rembau and the rule of alternate succession was disregarded altogether. Although we know nothing definite about these frequent and irregular changes we may infer that the time was one of civil war and turbulence in that little State. In Sungai Ujong the Dato' Klana had just obtained a Bugis title and was no friend of the customary law of Menangkabau which Raja Melewar is said to have introduced. In Jelebu the Dato' had obtained a seal and title from Johor some fifteen years previously but had had hardly time to consolidate his power to meet the rivalry of the more ancient dignities of Dato' Mantri and Dato' Umbi. The famous installation at Penajis may be a mere dramatization of a slow historic change. Still, whatever the truth may be, there is no doubt that Raja Melewar did secure for himself recognition as Yamtuan of the

¹ He appears to have taken the title of Sultan Mahmud ibni Sultan Abdul Jalil, evidently in virtue of some concession granted him by the ever-generous Abdul Jalil Muda zam Shah of A.D. 1780.
Negri Sembilan, that he created the modern Johol, and that the constitution of Negri Sembilan represents the outcome of his policy. Under that constitution Raja Melewar became the titular king of the country, with no ownership of the soil and no power to tax the people, but with high titular dignities and a small civil list.

As regards Johol the position is this. We know that Dato' Naam was Raja Melewar's contemporary and was the first of the seven holders of the dignity of Penghulu of Ulu Muar. There have been eight Rulers of Johol, seven of Jempol, eight or nine of Terachi, and ten of Inas. In no case do the lists of the holders of any of the minor tribal dignities cover more than eight names in the Johol division. These lists are not conclusive evidence of the antiquity of a title, but their average length and their uniformity suggest that they date back to the time of Raja Melewar and must have been affected very greatly by his policy. In this connection it is interesting to note that the second and third Rulers of Johol were women, and that the second was named the "Long-haired," 1 and the third Sitiawan, a title now borne by the Dato'. Is it too much to see in these details some explanation of the feminine attributes that have been the cause of the dignity being associated with immemorial Sakai antiquity?

Raja Melewar could not have been a son of the Sultan of Menangkabau, for that old Sumatran empire had fallen to pieces a century before his time. He may, of course, have been a descendant of the old Menangkabau kings. But it is a notable fact that no Negri Sembilan princely pedigree goes back further than the ancestor who first came to the Peninsula; the antecedent Sumatran portion is never given. This is the more remarkable because the theory of the constitution expected every Yamtuan to prove his silasih or genealogy before he was installed, and because the imaginary Sultan of Menangkabau continued to send his sons over to Negri Sembilan for half a century after the coming of Raja Melewar.

But if these early yamtuan were not princes of Menangkabau, who were they?

Any explanation must be conjectural. Still, there is a clue. A Rembau account of Raja Melewar says that he went from Menangkabau to Kampar and from Kampar to Telapak Burok (or Teratak Buloh) before setting out on his journey to Johor. Why

---

1 Rambut panjang.
Telapak Burok? When we come to the Sungei Ujong story of Yamtuam Sati we read that after his deposition he went with his wife to live at Telapak Burok in Siak. Other princes and princesses in the local pedigrees are said to have done the same—was this little place their real Sumatran home? When we remember that these Menangkabau princes were obtained through the medium of the Raja of Siak, it is hard to resist the conclusion that he sought them in his own territories from a family at Telapak Burok and did not send embassies to the extinct Empire of Menangkabau.

One last point remains: why did Raja Melewar accept a position of no real power and why were the all-powerful provincial chiefs anxious to secure a puppet to rule over them? We are referred by courtly Malay historians to Raja Melewar's kingly descent, to the anxiety of all men to do him honour, and to the fact that he was a warrior-prince, under whose generalship the local leaders were willing to lay aside their rivalries and expel their common enemy, the Bugis prince Daeng Kemboja. We need not accept this explanation at its full face-value. There is no country in the world where titles are sought after more than in the Negri Sembilan. The "constitution" of A.D. 1773 had great merits. It gave the chiefs a king whom they knew and trusted, who could enable them much more readily and economically than the distant Sultan of Johor, and who could settle their many disputes without interfering with local autonomy. It gave Raja Melewar an exalted title, an assured position and a certain income. On paper the constitution of the Negri Sembilan was excellent, but the chiefs forgot that a great name is apt to rouse corresponding pretensions and that Raja Melewar's successors might be less tractable than he. It took a century of civil war to stamp out the arrangements that looked so well in theory. For the moment all went well, it was not till the death of the first Yamtuam that troubles began to arise.

VIII.—THE YAMTUAM MUDA OF REMBAU.
A.D. 1773—1830.

In A.D. 1757 the Dutch records tell us that there were present in Malacca two chiefs who came to negotiate a treaty on behalf of Rembau. One of these was the ruling Dato'; the other was Raja Adil. But who was Raja Adil and what authority had he to represent Rembau?
As usual, Malay traditions agree to differ. But the seal of Raja Adil makes it plain that he was a delegate or representative of the Regent of Johor and that he did not bear the title of Yamtuan. His seal and powers passed afterwards into the hands of Raja Asil, his son, who took in 1798 the title of “Sultan Muhammad Shah, Yang-di-pertuan Muda of Rembau.” The change was merely titular; Raja Adil exercised in Rembau the same powers as a Yamtuan Muda, and is counted as the first of the line even though he never held the actual title. According to one version Raja Adil was the second Yamtuan Besar; but this may be doubted. He was probably senior to Raja Melewar, and certainly played his part in the Negri Sembilan before his Sri Menanti rival appeared on the scene.

The facts that led up to the creation of this new dignity are not recorded; they can only be guessed. It is hardly likely that Raja Adil and Raja Asil could have witnessed without jealousy the assumption of the title of Yamtuan by a Menangkabau prince who had no greater claim to it than they themselves possessed. When Raja Melewar died there would be a disputed succession: in any case the Yamtuans of A.D. 1773 became two Yamtuans in A.D. 1798 and three Yamtuans a generation later. From A.D. 1798 we get two princely families: one in Sri Menanti and one in Rembau and Jelebu. Peace between them was secured by the marriage of the Yamtuan Besar, Raja Itam, to the widowed sister of the Yang-di-pertuan Muda, Raja Asil.

A Negri Sembilan throne was a precarious possession at best. About the year A.D. 1812 Raja Haji, son of the Yamtuan Muda, abducted a woman of Rembau and took her for safety to his father’s house. All Rembau was in arms at once at this violation of customary law. According to Begbie (who was writing only twenty years after the event), Raja Ali, a nephew of the Yamtuan Muda, persuaded his uncle to flee for refuge to Malacca till the storm blew over. Raja Asil, with his sons, fled, leaving the bold nephew to face the storm. Raja Ali got over the difficulty by deposing his uncle and seizing the throne. The new Yamtuan Muda was a son of a Bugis chief named Daeng Alampaki and a stepson of the Yamtuan Besar, Raja Hitam.

If Raja Asil’s position had been precarious that of his nephew was more precarious still. The latter had to contend against the hostility that besets every usurper, the intrigues of his disinherit family and the jealousy and suspicion of the democratic people of Rembau. He moved at first with great deliberation,
making no enemies. In A.D. 1819 he made a treaty of friendship with the Dutch. With the Sri Menanti family he was on good terms, being the stepson of Yamtuan Hitam and the brother-in-law of that prince’s successor, Raja Lenggang Laut. By slow degrees he saw his disinherited cousins sink into poverty and disgrace during their exile at Malacca, till Raja Haji died and Raja Jafar, his brother, was ready to renounce his pretensions. But just as Raja Ali seemed sure of his position, the unexpected death of the Yamtuan Besar, Lenggang Laut, in A.D. 1824, threatened the peace of the Negri Sembilan and the position of the Yamtuan Muda.

Immediately after the death of the Sri Menanti ruler the Dato’ of Ulu Muar (Dato’ Bongkok Abdul Malik) came forward as custodian of the royal family, reported the sovereign’s death to the four great undang, and invited them to instal Raja Radin, a mere boy, as Yamtuan Besar, in the place of his father, the deceased Lenggang Laut. The Dato’ Klana Kawal of Sungei Ujong (whose duty it was as imam of the four undang to nominate a Yamtuan’s successor) objected to the procedure. Insisting that a successor should be delegated from Sumatra, he entered Sri Menanti with a strong force, drove out the Dato’ of Ulu Muar, and placed a soldier of fortune named Raja Kerjan in charge of the royal domain till the Raja of Siak could choose and send over a successor. In A.D. 1826 the successor arrived, a certain Raja Laboh or Yamtuan Sati, who had married a daughter of the exiled Raja Asil and was therefore a deadly enemy of the Yamtuan Muda, Raja Ali. He made a very poor use of his position. Instead of pursuing a conciliatory policy he allied himself at once with the Sumatran free-lance, Raja Kerjan, whose misconduct had made him thoroughly unpopular and whose military reputation rested largely on a policy of self-praise. Yamtuan Sati could look for no friendship from his family foe in Rembau, nor from Ulu Muar and Johol, where Dato’ Bongkok and Raja Radin had found a refuge. He had only one powerful friend and supporter, the king-making Dato’ Klana Kawal. With incredible folly he proceeded to quarrel with his only friend, the Klana, over a matter of a few cents.

It appears that about the year 1830 Dato’ Klana Kawal went to Sri Menanti to attend a cock-fight, at which he won a good deal of money. In the midst of his jubilation over his bags of copper coin he was accosted by a Sumatran prince, Tengku Kechil Muda Raja Laut, who ordered him to pay 2½ per cent.
commission to the Yamtuan. This was too much for the very small reserve of patience possessed by Dato' Klana Kawal. Apart from the question of the Yamtuan's ingratitude to a man to whom he owed everything, the demand for a percentage was unconstitutional; it interfered with every right that a waris possessed in the country. The Sungei Ujong chief plunged his hands into his sacks of cents and said to Raja Laut, "It is to us, the waris, the heirs of the soil, that all commissions and percentages belong. I claim the commission; let the Yamtuan have the rest of the money." Raja Laut went off well-satisfied with 97½ per cent. of the Klana's winnings, leaving the Klana to see that his temper had got the better of his judgment. Of course, reflection only made him angrier as he realised his error. As he went down the steps of the astana he muttered tags of customary law and ended by laying down his handful of cents at the foot of a tree. "If the law is to be broken, be it broken; I, too, shall break the law. How runs the saying?"

'Bértali ka-Siak;
'Bértuan ka-Menangkabau;

'We have ties with Siak, and look to Menangkabau for our Lord.' May I drink the water of forest streams and eat the roots of forest plants and pillow my head on forest timbers—I will have no more of these ties with Siak and these princes from Menangkabau." He passed on to Terachi where he sent for his old enemy, the Dato' of Ulu Muar, and told him that the astana might be attacked with impunity. Dato' Borqok immediately drove Yamtuan Satî out of the country and restored Raja Radin to his father's old home. Yamtuan Satî took refuge in Malacca.

The flight of the "delegated prince" and the attitude of the Klana made it possible for any local candidate to hope to become Yamtuan Besar. There was no lack of applicants for the honour. First there was the boy, Raja Radin, his father's heir. Next there was "Yamtuan Beringin," Raja Radin's self-appointed guardian. Next there was Raja Kerjan who did not lack assurance in matters of this sort. Then there was the deposed ruler who wanted to be restored; and last of all there was Raja Ali, Yamtuan Muda of Rembau, who saw an opportunity of securing for himself a titular kingship over the whole of the Negri Sembilan.

It was during the troubled years of Yamtuan Satî's presence in Sri Menanti that a new factor in Rembau politics had come to
the front in the person of Saiyid Shaaban bin Saiyid Ibrahim al-Kadri, a clever Arab who had succeeded in ingratiating himself with Raja Ali and becoming the Raja’s son-in-law. Saiyid Shaaban’s influence was so great that from this time onwards the Yamtuan Muda’s whole policy was devoted to the advancement of the interests of his son-in-law and to securing the Saiyid’s recognition as heir to the throne. It was a risky policy. The Saiyid was not popular. He was a man of no real rank; his mother was a slave girl; and his father’s Arab blood counted for very little with Rembau tribesmen who traced descent through the mother. Such then was the position when the outbreak of the Naning war gave a sudden importance to what were previously the family quarrels of a few petty chiefs.

IX.—THE NANING WAR, A.D. 1831—1832.

The “Naning War” is an episode to which the English student cannot look back with satisfaction. The Portuguese are the only Europeans who have been able to carry on war against Malays in a manner suggestive of something higher than comic opera. The real point at issue between the English and the Dato’ of Naning was a matter of 200 gantang of rice, worth a few dollars at the very outside. Of course, there were “principles” involved. The English claimed to be fighting to vindicate the sanctity of an ancient treaty made by the Dutch 190 years earlier; the Malays were fighting nominally for their independence, but in reality to support the pretensions of the ambitious Dato’ Dul Saiyid. The facts were as follows:

In A.D. 1643 the Dutch had made a treaty with Naning. Under that treaty the first Naning “Dato’” had agreed to pay the Dutch a tribute of one-tenth of the rice-crop of Rembau, the Dutch pretending to believe that the entire crop did not exceed 4,000 gantang. The Dutch could not have levied this tribute by force; but the Dato’ was glad to pay it for their recognition of his title and their assistance against his rivals. The successors of that Dato’ were not in need of Dutch support and found that the tribute was irksome. They, therefore, approached the Dutch with a view to its abolition. A compromise that saved the dignity of all parties was arrived at by the Dutch affecting to believe that the entire rice-crop of Naning only amounted to 2,000 gantang a year and by their accepting 200 gantang as one-
tenth of the quantity. From that date the Dato' paid the Dutch 200 gantang of rice per year, and the arrangement was confirmed by the English in the Nanning Agreement of A.D. 1801.

About the year A.D. 1830 the East India Company chafing at the cost of the Settlement of Malacca, drew attention to this old treaty and pointed out that a great deal of revenue was being wasted by the acceptance of 200 gantang of rice as one-tenth of a crop that was enough to maintain a population of some 10,000 people and could hardly amount to less than a million gantang. In vain did the local authorities point out the iniquity of an exaction for which the Company made no return and the folly of trying to enforce it at the cost of war; the East India Company was obdurate, saying that a treaty was a treaty and must be observed. Matters were not made easier by the fact that the reigning Dato', Dul Saiyid, was a man of arrogance and ambition. The Malays of Nanning refused to comply with the orders of the Company and affected to believe that those orders were mere illegal demands made by Mr. W. T. Lewis, the Collector of Land Revenue. The Resident Councillor sent a portion of the Malacca garrison to invade Nanning and maintain the authority of the Company. This led to the "War."

On arriving at the borders of Nanning the officers found that their advance was blocked by a solitary Malay pênglima in full war-paint who hurled defiant imprecations at the troops and danced a contemptuous military dance in full sight of the whole British force. Such conduct could not be tolerated. The cautious troops suspecting that the dance was intended to decoy them into the exposed padi-fields, bombarded the truculent pênglima with their field-guns, to his extreme delight, as the artillery of that time was not exactly an arm of precision. In the end the dancing pênglima was hit "in the midst of a demi-rolle"; and the elated troops were left to find out for themselves that Malays who did not expose themselves were more difficult to deal with than Malays who did. The field-pieces next became a source of great tribulation owing to the love of the draught buffaloes for muddy pools and other localities that made very poor emplacements for the guns. After several hours had been spent in advancing three-quarters of a mile, the troops bivouacked for the night. The next day they had to face new difficulties. They had not brought much food as they had not anticipated resistance. Small convoys invited disaster; large convoys were impossible when the force itself was so small. In the end the whole body of
troops had to retreat to the nearest rest-house on British territory and impound whatever stores the local kedai could produce. This staved off disaster for the moment, but it encouraged the enemy and brought every waverer to the side of Dul Saiyid. The troops were besieged in the rest-house. Meanwhile, in the town of Malacca all was panic; the wildest reports were current and the authorities dared not denude the place of its remaining defenders in order to send succour to their soldiers in the field. The men in the rest-house held out till their provisions were exhausted and then endeavoured to cut their way through the enemy and reach Malacca. The old trouble about the buffaloes and the guns began again to impede progress. At last, the exasperated officers solved the difficulty by spiking the guns and allowing them to fall into the hands of the enemy. Malay resistance may be harrassing, but it is not an effectual bar to the march of European troops. The force got back to the town of Malacca and the Malays were ungrateful enough to eat the buffaloes to which they owed so much of their success. The victory and the buffalo-feasts left Dul Saiyid the undisputed master of Naning.

Probably we shall never learn the truth about Saiyid Shaaban and his policy at this time. Begbie says that the Saiyid suspected the British expedition of being aimed at Rembau in the interests of Yamtuan Sati, and that he lay in ambush in the jungle and counted every gun and every soldier in order to satisfy himself that Yamtuan Sati was not with the force. The Malay account also represents Saiyid Shaaban as the ally of Naning at this time. It is typical of a certain aspect of Malay character that a chief like Saiyid Shaaban, born and educated in Malacca, should have been so foolish as to imagine that his own petty rivalries with Yamtuan Sati could stir up European Governments and set in motion European troops. The issue of the war taught him more wisdom than that. Whether it was that he realised that no European Power would tolerate a reverse so damaging to its prestige, or whether he did not wish to magnify still further the power of Dul Saiyid, he reversed his policy as soon as the expedition had been repulsed. From this moment he figures as the friend of the English.

The East India Company began now to regret the policy that plunged it into war over a question of a few measures of rice. The Singapore press was scathing in its comments upon the political and military inefficiency that had been conspicuous
throughout the whole affair. British prestige demanded the
despatch of a second expedition and rather better preparations
and management. While these preparations were being made
negotiations were opened with Raja Ali and Saiyid Shaaban.
An interview was arranged and a treaty made with the Rembau
chiefs. Begbie, who was an artillery officer in the Naning
expedition, describes the Rembau magnates as the sorriest crowd
of vagabonds who were ever admitted to the honour of an
alliance with the British Empire. However, the treaty was
signed. It is noteworthy that Saiyid Shaaban's name did not
appear in it, nor had he any locus standi whatever as a Rembau
chief; yet, both the English and Malay accounts represent him
as the most important figure in the negotiations. According to
the Malay story he obtained for his assistance the promise of a
pension and of a refuge in the Colony should the vicissitudes of
Negri Sembilan politics ever lead him to need such assistance.
He also received a plot of land in Malacca and was certainly
encouraged in his ambition to become the heir to Raja Ali's
dignities.

The second Naning expedition was more successful than the
first. Taboh Naning, Dul Saiyid's village, was taken by assault;
many of the Naning chiefs went over to the British; Dul Saiyid
himself became a fugitive and ultimately surrendered. He was
deposed but received a pension from the Indian Government till
his death. His heirs still take the title of Dato' of Naning and
possess a certain prestige; his tomb is the scene of votive
pilgrimages. His country became a Malacca district and the
tribal chiefs were replaced by territorial penghulus. Naning
lost its autonomy and the East India Company its money; the
only gainers by the war were Raja Ali and his son, the ambitious
Saiyid Shaaban.

X.—TAMPIN, A.D. 1833—1872.

The fall of Naning was a great triumph for Rembau. True,
the State had given the English no assistance, but its defection
from the side of Naning was represented everywhere as the
decisive factor in the war. Begbie himself attached more
importance to this factor than it probably deserved. In Sri
Menanti Yamtuan Sati had fallen; in Naning the Dato' had been
deposed. Raja Ali and Saiyid Shaaban were the dominant
chiefs; and they possessed the friendship of the British at Malacca.
Taking advantage of the opportunity, Raja Ali proclaimed himself Yamtuan Besar of the Negri Sembilan, while Saiyid Shaaban took the title of Yamtuan Muda.

The descendants of Raja Ali and Saiyid Shaaban possess the originals of the two treaties made with England about this time. The earlier is dated the 20th January, 1832 (14th Shaaban, A.H. 1247); the later is dated the 9th January, 1833 (19th Shaaban, A.H. 1248). It was in the interval between these two treaties that the two chiefs claimed their increase in rank, as appears clearly from the seals used on the two occasions. The claim was perilous. It is typical of Malay chiefs that they are never content with the reality of power: they prefer to imperil it for the sake of empty titles. The Yamtuan Muda and Saiyid Shaaban had nothing to gain by their new titles; per contra they gave offence to every chief in the Negri Sembilan. For the moment, however, the other chiefs nursed their wrath, awaiting their opportunity. It was the folly of Saiyid Shaaban that gave them the chance for which they were waiting.

The Dato' Muda of Linggi (To' Muda Katas) was a personal enemy of the Saiyid and had endeavoured without success to interrupt the negotiations that had led to the treaty of 1832. Nakhoda Lop, a rival of the To' Muda, took advantage of the altered conditions in order to secure the Saiyid's assistance against Linggi. He presented Saiyid Shaaban with a gold-sheathed keris and with a buckle (pênding) of some value and so obtained his help in an attack on To' Muda Katas. The attack failed. To' Muda Katas happened to be a believer in a vigorous offensive. He did not wait for a second attack but led a raid into the heart of Saiyid Shaaban's territories. The Saiyid called on the Dato' of Rembau for assistance. The Dato' of Rembau, To' Nganit, had not received any gold pênding and saw no reason for interfering in private quarrels. He stood aloof. Saiyid Shaaban then committed an act of blazing indiscretion. He sent a small band of his followers to surprise and slay the Dato' of Rembau, a fellow-magnate of his own State. To' Nganit escaped with his life but his house was plundered and burnt by Saiyid Shaaban's men. After this outrage all Rembau rallied to the side of the injured chief, and even the Dato' Klana of Sungei Ujong declared against Raja Ali and Saiyid Shaaban. On the principle that "one should fight a hawk with a hawk and a sparrow with a sparrow," the two great undang now put forward a prince, Raja Radin of Sri Menanti, as a candidate
for the dignity of Yamtuuan Besar. A civil war followed and ended in the flight of Raja Ali and his son-in-law.

Accounts differ as to what exactly happened. One story has it that Raja Ali fled to Lubok China, then to Simpang Linggi, and finally to Malacca, while Saiyid Shaaban held his own in Tampin and succeeded ultimately in turning Tampin into an independent State. Another story has it that Saiyid Shaaban fled to Malacca while Raja Ali held out in Tampin. There is no doubt about the issue of the war. After a long and desultory struggle the old State of Rembau was torn in two, the western portion going to the Dato' of Rembau and his headmen, and the eastern portion to Raja Ali and Saiyid Shaaban. Raja Ali died at Kêru, near Tampin, in the year 1850. Saiyid Shaaban lived till 1872 (A.H. 1291) but never succeeded in receiving recognition as Yamtuuan Muda. He was accepted as the independent ruler (têngku besar) of Tampin, and as nothing more.

Incidentally it is recorded in the annals of Raja Ali’s family that Saiyid Shaaban was serving a sentence of six months’ imprisonment in the Malacca gaol when his father-in-law died, and that a hard-hearted British Government refused to allow him out on parole to attend the obsequies. His wife sent the Tampin regalia as an offering to the authorities at Malacca without being able to induce them to change their resolution. The regalia were then concealed and (presumably) have not been found since. They are said to have consisted of two spears (one of the type known as changgai putêri, the other bêrkêrawang), a long bûris (bûris panjang bêrkêlok bêrsalut) and a written genealogy of the family. The obsequies of Raja Ali were carried out by his daughter, Raja Lebar, wife of Saiyid Shaaban.

Thus then was the State of Tampin established. The question suggests itself: Why did this particular portion of the old State of Rembau cleave to Saiyid Shaaban when the rest of Rembau seceded? And what is the origin of the four local territorial dignities, the penghuluships of Kêru, Repah, Têbong and Tampin Têngah?

The facts seem to be as follows. The old Malay State of Rembau contained a large amount of unoccupied territory. Adventurers at the head of bands of emigrants came at various times to the Yamtuuan Muda and obtained his permission to form settlements in these tracts of jungle. Tradition has it that Penglima Hitam, a Batu Hampar tribesman of Lanun descent,
was the first to colonise Tampin; he was head of a party of 70 Lanun settlers. A Machap man of the Mungkul tribe is credited with having colonised Keru and Tebong, while a Tiga Batu party colonised Repah. These four settlements with their territorial penghulus, having nothing in common with the tribal chiefs of Rembau, followed the fortunes of the Yamtuan Muda and his descendants. The boundary between Rembau and Malacca is given as follows in the treaty of 1833:

“From Kuala Sungai Besar to Bukit Bertam, thence to Bukit Jelutong, thence to Bukit Putus, thence to Jirat Gunai, thence to Lubok Talam, thence to Dusun Perringi, thence to Dusun Kepar, thence to Hulu Sungai and thence to Bukit Petus.”

This is the present boundary. But it is suggested that the Tebong district at least lay in the territories of the Dato’ of Nanning and that its inclusion in Tampin was the result of the Nanning war.

XI.—BRITISH INTERVENTION, A.D. 1872—1897.

Sungei Ujong.—The history of the State of Sungei Ujong stretches back far into the past. As early as A.D. 1460 or 1470, it was ruled by Malay chiefs who bore the title of penghulu mantéri and were appointed by the bendaharas of Malacca and Johor. But the present ruling houses of Sungei Ujong do not date back so far. They seem to have acquired their hereditary rights about the year A.D. 1700, and transmitted them at first from father to son in accordance with the law of Johor, and not by uterine descent as required by the law of Menangkabau. About the middle of the eighteenth century a son of the penghulu mantéri of Sungei Ujong obtained the semi-royal Bugis title of dato’ kélana putéra, by which his representatives have since been known, to the exclusion of the more ancient dignity of the penghulusip. In A.D. 1773 the State was one of the four that recognised Raja Melewar as yamtuan of the Negri Sembilan, and Sungei Ujong so obtained for its ruler, the Klana, recognition as imam or head of the undang of the confederacy. To this day the Dato’ Klana is charged with the duty of making the formal nomination of a new Yamtuan. About A.D. 1780 the second Dato’ Klana (Leha) gave a settlement at Linggi to a number of Riau colonists who had been expelled from Rembau by Dato’ U’han for declining to give up their customary law, the adat témenggong. If it is true, as some
traditions have it, that Raja Melewar's popularity was due to his being able to enforce the *adat pérpatéh*, it is a notable fact that Sungei Ujong, the first State in his confederacy, never accepted that law in its entirety and did not accept any of it till a much later date. Sungei Ujong has a territorial rather than a tribal system of administration.

Early in the nineteenth century a conflict began to arise between the supporters of the patriarchal law of Sumatra and those of the Peninsular patriarchal law. It came to a head in a civil war of succession between the third Dato' Klana (Bahi) and the turbulent Dato' Kawal, heir by uterine relationship to the first two Klanas. In the end Dato' Kawal triumphed; he became the fourth Klana and introduced the *adat pérpatéh* along with a compromise, a *giliran* (or rule of succession by rotation), under which his representatives and those of Dato' Klana Bahi took it in turn to succeed to the position of head of the State. These disputes and the headstrong policy of Dato' Kawal did a great deal to weaken the real authority of the ruler.

It must always be remembered that Sungei Ujong was not a tribal State like Rembau. It possessed great territorial chiefs in the Dato' Bandar who governed the Coast, the Dato' Andulika Mandulika who ruled Pantai, the Dato' Akhirzaman of Rantau, the Dato' Amar of U'lu Klawang, and the Dato' Muda of Linggi. These chiefs possessed concessions and seals; in some cases they owed their positions and revenues (equally with the Klana) to the Sultan of Johor. Foremost among them was the Dato' Bandar, chief of the *waris di-ayer*, who held the country's richest sources of revenue in his own hands. The Dato' Klana wanted that revenue for his wars; the Dato' Bandar disputed his orders. Civil war arose and the Yamtuan Besar, Raja Radin, was called in as arbitrator. The revenues were divided and various compromises were arrived at to save the dignity of both parties. History was tampered with; pedigrees were put forward to show a relationship between the rival families; sayings were coined to make peace between the Klana and Bandar. The State was "an egg borne by them equally"; they were "as the pupil and the white of the eye."

_Télur sa-bijji sama di-tatang;  
Péšaka satu sama di-béla;  
Hilang di-darat di-ayer mënchari,  
Hilang di-ayer di-darat mënchari,  
Laksana mata hitam dëngan mata putch._
But common-sense is against such diplomatic compromises. The Bandar smarmed over his loss of revenue; the Klana resented his loss of dignity. The State became a house divided against itself; whatever one ruler did, the other opposed. Matters came to a crisis in the Selangor disturbances of the early seventies. The Selangor refugees, fleeing from the wrath of the British, came to Sungei Ujong. Warned by the British Government the Klana gave them no shelter. Encouraged by the unpopularity of this inhospitable policy, the Dato' Bandar shielded the refugees and made the Klana's position insupportable. The unfortunate Klana had to choose between the enmity of the British and deposition at the hands of his own people. He threw in his lot with the British, maintained his position with the assistance of a Resident, and divided the ranks of his enemies by inciting a chief to drive out the Bandar and seize his authority. Ultimately the country was pacified and a British Protectorate was established, under which the Klana and the new Bandar ended their differences by the receipt of an equal status and an equal civil list.

_Sri Menanti._—We have seen that the expulsion of Yamtuan Sati and the fall of Raja Ali, Yamtuan Muda of Rembau, left Raja Radin in undisputed possession of the royal demesne in Sri Menanti and the royal dignity of Yamtuan Besar. He held this position against all rivals till his death, and even exercised a good deal of influence in Sungei Ujong, in Rembau, and in Jelebu. His death, however, was the signal for new disturbances. His son, Tengku Antah, on claiming the throne, was opposed by a Sumatran prince, a son of the old claimant Yamtuan Beringin, who maintained that the custom of seeking a ruler outside the country should be reverted to. The _undang_, on being called in, set aside the claims of both the disputants and placed on the throne an older man, Yamtuan Imam, brother of the deceased Yamtuan Radin. The death of Yamtuan Imam reopened the trouble. This time the claimants were Tengku Antah, son of Yamtuan Radin, and Tengku Ahmad Tunggal, son of Yamtuan Imam. The former had the more powerful local following; the latter had seized his father's seals which were the true regalia of the State. The local _undang_, the Dato' of Johol, favoured Tengku Antah, who installed himself at Sri Menanti and made a fresh seal of his own to replace the missing regalia. But the rest of the Negri Sembilan rulers were now weary of the eternal disputes over the title of Yamtuan. The Dato' Klana, Saiyid Abdurrah-

---

The present Dato' Bandar Ahmad.
man, of Sungei Ujong, was friendly to the claimant, Tengku Ahmad Tunggal. The Dato' of Rembau claimed complete independence, and the Dato' of Jelebu's attentions were monopolised by a Yamtuwan Muda of his own with whom he was on the worst of terms. The "treason" of the three undang who would not acknowledge Yamtuwan Antah would, if acquiesced in, have left him in undisturbed possession of Sri Menanti at least; but with true Negri Sembilan imprudence he would not leave well alone. In A.D. 1876 he attacked the Dato' Klana of Sungei Ujong for showing courtesy to the pretender, Tengku Ahmad Tunggal. The Dato' Klana was then under British protection. A British force at once set out in two columns; one column forced the Bukit Putus pass and occupied the Terachi valley, the other traversed the mountains and took the Malays in the rear. This reverse made Tengku Antah consent in A.D. 1876 (at the instance of the Maharaja of Johor) to resign his claims to the titles of "Yamtuwan Besar" and "Sultan" and to style himself only "Yamtuwan of Sri Menanti." In A.D. 1887 he made a fresh treaty, submitting himself to the supervision of the British Government as regards his relations with other States; and in A.D. 1889, his son and successor, Tengku Muhammad, and the rulers of the States under his jurisdiction (Johol, Inas, Ulu Muar, Jempol, Guong Pasir and Terachi), placed themselves unreservedly under the protection of England. This treaty was also accepted by the Rulers of Tampin and Rembau.

In this connection it is necessary to explain that there was a phase in the history of the Negri Sembilan States when the Maharaja of Johor endeavoured to play a part in their affairs. It must be remembered that the independence of the Negri Sembilan was never admitted by the Maharaja and that the policy of that prince seemed to be aimed for some time at bringing this part of the Malay world into his own sphere of influence. The activity of the British Government put an end to any ambitions that the Maharaja may have entertained of bringing Rembau and the Sri Menanti States into union with Johor and Muar, but traces of these perished hopes may be seen occasionally in the terms of old treaties, notably in the Rembau agreement of 1877, the Jelebu agreement of 1877 and the Sri Menanti agreement of 1876.

Rembau.—The war between Rembau and Tampin over the pretensions of Yamtuwan Ali and Saiyid Shaaban ended, as we have seen, in the complete separation of the two States. Like
all Malay wars it was long, desultory and indecisive. Rembau
continued to be hostile to Tampin; the Ruler of Tampin con-
tinued to intrigue for the dignity of Yamtuan Muda. The
chronic trouble caused by these irritating little conflicts and
intrigues led in the end to discontent with the Rulers of both
States. In March, 1877, Haji Sahil, the unpopular Dato' of
Rembau, made a treaty "for giving quietness and peace" to his
country by undertaking to submit all his disputes for the "advice
and instructions" of the Maharaja of Johor. This treaty was
ultra vires as it was not signed by the eight lêmaga. Six years
later, by a fresh treaty, the eight lêmaga deposed Haji Sahil and
appointed Serun bin Sidin, Dato' of Rembau. By this treaty the
chiefs agreed to refer all their disputes to the Governor of the
Straits and to abide by his decision. But this treaty was not
enough. It gave the British Government no real control over the
country and allowed the Dato' and his waris to pursue a
most suicidal policy of land-alienation for the sake of the personal
gains made by selling large tracts of country to Chinese tapioca-
planters from Malacca. A policy of this sort is so pregnant with
future trouble that the British authorities began to strain every
nerve to obtain some hold over the land-policy of the country.
In the end the Dato' and the leading waris chiefs who claimed
possession of all waste lands parted with their rights to the
British Government in return for one-third of the revenue.
This is the treaty of September, 1887. In 1889 the State of
Rembau joined with Tampin and the Sri Menanti States in
forming the confederacy known as the "old" Negri Sembilan.

Jelebu.—The State of Jelebu was established about A.D. 1760
by a certain local chief of Ulu Jelebu obtaining from Abdul Jalil
Muadzam Shah, Regent of Johor, a seal and title as ruler of his
country. There were, however, certain local territorial chiefs
who held positions of real antiquity and importance even though
they had not been recognised by the Johor Government. These
chiefs seem to have disputed the Dato's authority, with the
result that a number of muafakat or compromises were arrived
at. The title of Dato' now "rotates" between three families,
one being the original Ulu Jelebu family; and each new holder
has to be approved by two local chiefs, the Dato' Umbi and
Dato' Mantri. But a further disturbing element appeared in the
country in the form of the princely Sumatran families who
exploited the Negri Sembilan so successfully. Raja Adil is said

1 The waris Ulu Jelebu, warie Kēming and warie Sanrim.
to have lived in Jelebu; and his grandson, Tengku Sabun, made himself Yamtuan Muda of the little State at some date about A.D. 1820. Dynastic disputes and wars of succession divided the Jelebu chiefs and exposed the country to raids from Pahang which depopulated considerable tracts. When the British Protectorate was established in Sungei Ujong the condition of Jelebu was pitiful. In 1877, the Yamtuan Tengku Abdullah made a treaty agreeing to ask "advice and instructions" from the Maharaja of Johor, but such an undertaking, given by a titular dignitary without the consent of the Dato' and chiefs of Jelebu, was valueless for bringing about peace. The troubles continued. In 1883, the British Government was invited to arbitrate and a fresh treaty was made. Under this treaty the residential system was introduced into Jelebu, the Yamtuan was bought out with a life-pension of £1,200 a year, and the Dato' and chiefs were promised an interest in the revenues of the State. The Yamtuan died not very long afterwards, and a fresh treaty was drawn up (in A.D. 1886) abolishing the dignity of Yamtuan and readjusting the financial arrangements.

The Negri Sembilan.—The various treaties to which reference has been made had the effect of dividing the administration of the country into two sections: the Eastern (comprising Rembau, Sri Menanti and Tampin) under "the Resident of Negri Sembilan," and the Western (comprising Sungei Ujong and Jelebu) under "the Resident of Sungei Ujong." This administrative partition was brought to an end in 1895 by the appointment of the Hon. Martin Lister as Resident for both divisions under his old title of Resident of Negri Sembilan. Mr. Lister died in A.D. 1897 and was succeeded by Mr. E. W. Birch, who effected the union of the Negri Sembilan States under a titular Malay sovereign by the election of Tengku Muhammad, Ruler of Sri Menanti, as Yang-di-pertuan Besar of the whole country. This was, for all intents and purposes, a reversion to Raja Melewar's constitution of A.D. 1773, which had been abolished (as we have seen) by the treaty of 1876 after nearly a century of civil war.
PART II.

THE CONSTITUTION.

By R. J. Wilkinson.

Alam bəraja;
NEGRI bərpənghulu;
Suku bərtuha;
ANAK buah bəribu-bapa;
Orang səmənda bərləmpat!səmənda.

"The world has a king, the country a chief, the tribe a head, the family an elder, and every man a family to attend to his affairs," so runs a local saying that summarises the constitution of the Negri Sembilan. Unfortunately, this brief definition includes technical terms that presuppose a knowledge of all the complexities of Menangkabau law. Words like "tribe," "family," "elder" and "chief" are beyond any simple interpretation; they have to be explained guardedly and at very great length if the explanation is to escape the wrath of every European who has dwelt in Rembau and absorbed its enthusiasm for the unimportant.

Some terms, of course, are easy to define. "The world" is the Negri Sembilan; no Rembau man need take exception to that. "The king" is the Yang-di-pertaun Besar. "The country" is Rembau (or her sister-States); the definite article need only be emphasised to indicate what is meant. "The chiefs" are the Klana of Sungai Ujong, the Penghulu of Jelebu, the Dato' of Johol, and the Dato' of Rembau. But underlying this territorial system we have a tribal organisation. Each of the four great chiefs rules, or ruled—for we are dealing with the constitution of A.D. 1773—over a number of "tribes" or semi-autonomous clans, each of which manages most of its affairs under the control of its own ləmbaga or headman. The clan, in its turn, is subdivided into "families," each with its own "elder"; and the "family" may be divided into various branches settled in different localities. Every individual has his own immediate relatives to look after his affairs and avoid, if possible, the publicity and scandal of a reference to the family elder. If a dispute could not be

1 Suku. 2 Pērul. 3 Ibu bapa or buapa.
arranged amicably it had to be taken to the elder who had jurisdiction up to $3.50 or the value of a goat. If that jurisdiction was insufficient the case might be referred to the limbaga whose powers went up to $7 (or the value of a buffalo) and included authority to arrest: "bonds are the limbaga's," said the law. Next came the court of the chief or undang, whose jurisdiction extended to $14 and included the power of life and death. In exceptional cases a matter might come for hearing before the king's own court.¹

In itself the gradation of official powers is no protection to the liberty of the subject. Its special effectiveness in the case of Negri Sembilan lay in the fact that the higher authorities were like our own appellate or assize courts: they could not initiate an attack on an individual. The Negri Sembilan peasant was more than a ryot helpless in the clutches of a great territorial chief. If he committed a petty offence he was judged by his own people: the chief could not interfere. If he was charged with a graver crime he was heard by his own people, and if a prima facie case was made out against him he was handed over to the higher authorities for trial. If the tribal headmen used their powers unfairly and screened their own people from punishment they might be called to account for their misconduct; but the chief could not proceed against anyone except the tribal headman, nor was he strong enough to attack any single limbaga unjustly in face of the opposition that such a proceeding would arouse among the rest. The abolition of direct relations between the chiefs and the ryots made the Negri Sembilan tribal divisions a real shield to the rights of the subject. If any European student imagines that constitutional Government is alien to the Asiatic mind he may study the Menangkabau system with profit, for it is a genuine Malay creation and owes nothing to alien influence. Its faults and failures are those common to all democracies: overmuch disputation, irresolute and divided action, and the inertia that comes of a Government being over-weighted with checks and counter-checks. These faults were free from any oriental hankering after despotism. The Negri Sembilan Malay was a loyalist in his way, but he loved his liberty even more than he loved a lord. It was his attempt to love both that brought disaster upon him.

The "king" or Yang-di-pertuan Besar was essentially a constitutional ruler. "He does not own the soil nor can he

¹ Khadijan.
levy imposts,” said the law; “he is only the fountain of justice and can claim a civil list.” No one indeed could be less like the despot of Eastern romance. His civil list was framed on very frugal lines: “from every household a gallon of rice and a couple of coconuts” each time a ruler was buried or crowned. Commuted into dollars at the last accession this mas manah amounted to

$14 for Johol proper,
$14 for all Ulu Muar,
$7 for all Jempol,
$7 for all Gemencheh,

and so on. Moreover, it was limited by the stipulation that the funeral of one ruler and the installation of the next should be treated as one ceremony and should call for one contribution only. On the occasion of a great festival—such as a royal marriage or circumcision—the yamtuan was entitled to a gift of three buffaloes from the magnates who attended the dinner. In consonance also with the universal Malay custom that regards all rarities and freaks as the king’s perquisite the yamtuan could claim bezoar-stones, talismans, ivory, freak-buffaloes, and even the children of unmarried mothers as being inexplicable phenomena, “plants without seeds, flowers without buds.” When all these sources of income are totalled up they represent very little. Attempts to get more were risky. One Yamtuan, as we have seen, tried to levy a commission of 2½ per cent. on some money won by the Dato’ Klana when betting at a cock-fight in Sri Menanti. He was deposed and driven out. Any attempt to claim percentages or raise taxes brought the “king” into collision with the great territorial chiefs who were always ready to fight for the retention of their perquisites.

The Yamtuan was bīrkhalīfah, the Caliph, God’s vicegerent on earth. This meant that he stood at the head of the religious law and was the court of final resort in all disputes regarding Moslem custom. His position meant less in the Negri Sembilan than it did elsewhere, owing to the fact that the chiefs and people owed their powers and liberties to the adat and were very unwilling to admit its subordination to the Law of the Prophet. Indeed, they tried to argue that the two were identical or of equal importance.

Hukum yang rata,
Adat yang datar.
"Religious law is level; customary law is flat." And again

Adat yang kawi,
Shara’ yang lasim.

"Custom is compulsory; religion is obligatory." In both cases we get a distinction without a difference. Moreover, the judges of religious law were removable at the will of the local chiefs and were not likely to carry many appeals to the king. At the same time the position of “Caliph” must have been one of some importance, for the powerful rulers of Rembau claimed to be bérkhalifah as soon as they asserted their independence of the Yamtuan.

The king was also the kúdilán or fountain of justice: in other words, he was the final court of appeal. His jurisdiction amounted to 66 kúfang or $24, and he could behead while the chief could only kill with the kérís. If a Dato’ of Johol or Dato’ of Rembau considered that a matter was too thorny for him to settle by himself he might always refer it to the Yamtuan as a disinterested arbitrator. The value of the king’s prerogative in this respect depended greatly on the trust that the chiefs could feel in him. A fair-minded prince might have become the most influential man in the land: a self-seeking judge was what nobody wanted. If the civil wars are any criterion of the capacity for rule displayed by the later “kings” they indicate that the fountain of justice was polluted and that the indefiniteness of the ruler’s judicial powers are due to the fact that reference to him never crystallised into a regular custom.

Apart from the limitations to his power the king held a position of great dignity. He and his family were extra-territorial, belonging to no clan and owning no allegiance to any tribal headman. He was sárosanét. The great territorial chiefs were revered. They had a special sanctity of their own, but it was a pale shadow of the true majesty of kings. The latter penghulus of Rembau, though they claimed several royal attributes, dared not claim the dánalt. Royalty had also its own court language: the great chiefs could not annex it though they tried to raise their own “utterances” to the plane of the king’s “commands.” Then there were the ceremonies: the royal precedence, the deference of others, the homage, the kingly yellow that no one else might wear, the regalia, the salutes, the
dwelling in palaces, the title of Sultan—all these things were precious possessions and whetted an appetite for more.

We may pass over the minor rulers, the Yamtuan Muda of Rembau and the Yamtuan Muda of Jelebu. They had no place in the arrangements of A.D. 1773, but were added afterwards to allow some feud or put an end to the jealousy of rival princes. Each Yamtuan Muda was a local deputy of the Yamtuan Besar, and did not possess a distinctive position of his own in the theory of the constitution.

Next below these titular rulers came the four great territorial chiefs or undang. Ceremonially they were of minor importance. When elected each of these chiefs had to present himself before the yamtuan and do homage for the office conferred upon him—a mere form, since the yamtuan had no power to bestow such dignities. On these occasions the chiefs were addressed formally as orang kaya: a commoner's title, not a prince's. Nor could a chief habitually use the royal yellow or the royal forms of speech or any other regal attribute; he was a commoner and no more. He could claim a salute of five guns as against seven for a yamtuan and three for a lёмbaga. So, too, his wedding bėrhinaи ceremonies lasted five days as against a prince's seven, and a lėmbaga's three. He had no less than 15 kibēsarān or insignia of rank, but they were not "regalia" in the highest sense. In theoretical power he had also to take a position below that of the king. His jurisdiction was limited to a bahara or about $14, while the king's extended to 66 kupang or $24.80 to be exact. The chief could only execute with the kēris; to "shed blood" was a royal prerogative. The yamtuan could levy his mas manah—his gallon of rice and two coconuts—on all the households of "the world": the undang levied a similar contribution on certain Crown lands only. But with all this affectation of inferiority the great territorial chiefs were wealthier and mightier than the king. Their wealth they did not owe to their office but to the fact that they were waris, heirs of the soil, representatives (in theory) of the old aboriginal peoples. Though the chief divided his revenues with the rest of the waris (he was only one of many "heirs"), he took the lion's share in accordance with the tribal rule, "Big shares to big men, little shares to little men." Constitutionally, too, the four great territorial chiefs were the tiang balai, the pillars of the court, the electors and upholders of the yamtuan. The yamtuan could not create a chief, but the

1 Tanah telapakan.
chief might—and often did—create a yamtuan. Raja Khatib was put forward by the Dato' of Ulu Muar, a minor territorial magnate; Yamtuan Radin was the nominee of Rembau; Yamtuan Sati was made and unmade by the Dato' Klana; Yamtuan Antah was set up by the Dato' of Johol. In true power there was no comparison between the chief with a whole State at his back and the king with his great pretensions and his ragged retinue. One was reality: the other bluff. So was it also with jurisdiction. That of the king was a name; that of the undang a living force. The king might behead, it is true; still he could only behead his own followers, and the practice was not to be recommended. For real criminal justice the chief's kēris was all that was wanted. The chief's powers were definite enough. He heard cases of treason, murder, robbery, arson, poisoning and incest. Lesser offences were tried before the lēmbaga, and unless the lēmbaga's fining powers (£7. or the value of a buffalo) were exceeded, the chief did not interfere. As has been pointed out already, the undang's court was not one of original jurisdiction; offenders were brought to it by their own tribal headman, and when the case was over it was also the lēmbaga who saw to the recovery of the fines. The chief was in general control of the tribal headmen and could call them to account if they were inefficient or corrupt, but the machinery for the purpose was elaborate and does not enter into the theory on the Constitution.

In three out of the four States the term pēnghulu (nēgēri bērōnghulu) may be identified with the undang himself: in the fourth State, Johol, there were divisional penghulus who were subordinate to the undang.

The main point of the theory is that below the territorial chief—he is an undang or a divisional pēnghulu like the Dato' of Ulu Muar1—there come the tribal headmen who are not territorial in the strictest sense of the word. They are known as lēmbaga and their tribes as suku: both terms need a good deal of explanation.

The colonists from Menangkabau came to the Peninsula from various Sumatran districts: from Payakombe, from Sri Lemak, from Sri Melenggang, from Batu Hampar, from Batu Balang, from Mungkal, from Tanah Datar, from Tiga Nenek and from Tiga Batu. After settling in the Negri Sembilan they and their descendants continued to call themselves after the districts from

1 The divisional penghulu is often termed an undang.
which they had come, so that what are territorial names in Sumatra have come to be tribal names in the Malay Peninsula. But this list of ten tribes would not be exhaustive. It might happen that some Sri Lemak settlers would reside for some time in Pahang and then migrate to Ulu Muar; while other Sri Lemak colonists would come direct to Ulu Muar from Sumatra. This would create a distinction between the Sērī Lēmak Pahang and the Sērī Lēmak Mēnangkabau. In other cases there might be two separate migrations from the same locality at different times under different chiefs; thus, we get the Payakombo tribe in Rembau split into two portions, one in the low-country under the lēmbaga Dato' Mērbangsa, and the other and larger portion in the uplands under the lēmbaga Dato' Sērī Maharaja. Furthermore, the Negri Sembilan population includes descendants of the original inhabitants who were in the country before the Sumatran settlers arrived, and who are known generically as the biduanda tribe; and it also includes colonists who did not come from Menangkabau: for instance, the clans of the anak Acheh or Acehnese, and the anak Mēlaka or Malacca Malays. It is, therefore, difficult to lay down any general rules as to the distribution of these different tribes.

Moreover, it must be remembered that Menangkabau adat traces descent through women only. The "Payakombo" tribe of to-day is made up of the descendants in the direct female line of the women-settlers from the Payakombo district; the descendants of the male settlers take their mother’s designation. Under the circumstances these tribal distinctions have no real racial or territorial significance. For all intents and purposes they are artificial divisions. The artificiality of the whole system is enhanced by the fact that a man passes on marriage from the control of his mother’s tribe to that of his wife’s, so that a large proportion of the males in the charge of any one tribe do not belong to that tribe at all by descent. A Negri Sembilan suku is a very mixed community; its women—and the lands they own—are the bonds that hold it together. Not that the artificiality of the whole tribal system would matter much if it worked well in other respects. But the inequality in numbers and importance between one tribe and another and between one family and another created difficulties. In 1891 two Rembau tribes totalled 167 persons between them, while a third tribe numbered 3,766 by itself: a constitution that disregards numerical differences of this sort is hardly the work of men wise in the wisdom of the
world. There are many features in the government of the old Negri Sembilan that seem to have been invented for the express purpose of exciting tumults and provoking civil war.

Nothing, for instance, could be fairer—on paper—than the system of *gilir* or rotation. We will suppose that there were four Payakombo "families" in existence when the constitution was settled. To avoid the risk of the position of *lembaga*-ship being monopolised by any one family, the four might agree that the tribal headman should be selected from the ranks of each in rotation. But what was simple, practical and just in A.D. 1700 might become an abuse two centuries later. New families would have come over from Payakombo and have risen to importance without acquiring any claim to the honour of giving a *lembaga* to the tribe. Old families would have fallen into poverty and discredit, yet under the ancient constitution they would still have the right to insist that the tribal headman shall be selected in rotation from their own ragged and disreputable ranks. If the divisions had been territorial instead of tribal a redistribution of electoral rights could be arranged easily enough on the basis of numbers, but with "families" and "clans" the difficulty is almost insuperable. The grievances and disputes which arise out of the election of officers in the Negri Sembilan are due to the fact that the Constitution (in so far as it affects that one issue) is quite out of date.

The jurisprudence of Menangkabau allowed for the need of constitutional changes from time to time. It recognised tribal agreements¹ as a source of law. If the tribe choose to admit new colonists to a full or partial franchise the tribe was at liberty to admit them. Doubtless, arrangements of this kind were arrived at from time to time in the interests of tribal peace; but they were only compromises and concessions, varying in each case with the requirements of the moment. There was no uniformity about them. The old families gave as little as possible, the new families took as much as they could get. These divergencies and anomalies make it necessary to write a separate account of each State, tribe, and title in the Negri Sembilan; general statements on such points are impossible. But within the tribe itself the powers of the headman and elder do not vary. The differences that exist are confined to extra-tribal authority and to the method of selection or appointment to offices.

¹ *Muafakat.*
Before proceeding to discuss the unvarying element—the authority of an official within his own tribe—it may be of interest to give an example of constitutional change and of the reasons for it. In the oldest Rembau treaties we get the signature of the Dato' and of four tribal headmen. This Council of Four represented in all probability the four principal lēmbaga at the date when the Constitution was established. Yet, in 1891, the tribesmen represented by these four headmen numbered only 1,317 persons out of a total population of 11,136 souls. The Council of Four had long ceased to be representative of the whole people, though its members still enjoy a certain ceremonial precedence over the rest. Accordingly, in 1832, we find that four more lēmbaga were added to the list of signatories to a treaty, thereby indicating the creation of a Council of Eight. These four additions possessed (in 1891) a following of 3,667 tribesmen, so that the Council of Eight is much more representative than the original Four. On the 1891 census the figures are:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tribe</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Biduanda</td>
<td>(represented by the Dato')</td>
<td>3,766</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tribesmen under the original Four</td>
<td></td>
<td>1,317</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>... additional Four</td>
<td></td>
<td>3,667</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

or 8,750 out of 11,136 persons. Although there are even now over 2,000 persons who are not included in what we may call the higher franchise of Rembau, the present state of affairs represents a very great advance on the days of the Council of Four. And the constituencies (if we may call them so) are unequal. The Dato' Samsuroh Pahlawan only represents about 150 tribesmen: and even the senior lēmbaga, the Dato' Gempa Maharaja, with his following of 300, compares unfavourably with the junior lēmbaga, the Dato' Mandulika, whose anak buah must be about 2,000 in number. Anomalies of this sort will explain the turbulence of Government in Rembau, besides throwing light upon the distribution of the population in the days of the early colonists.

Within the tribe itself things were simple enough. The lēmbaga was its head.1 His authority was defined with great precision; he could fine or award compensation to the extent of the value of a buffalo or of a bahara of tin, a jurisdiction representing some $7 in the currency of the time, though it would represent far more in the depreciated silver of to-day. He was

---

1 In Johore, Johol and Rembau. In Sangei Tjong the term lēmbaga is used loosely and often incorrectly.
elected by a strict rule of rotation from one after another of the fully enfranchised families included in the tribe; but the election (which was made by the *ibu bapa* or heads of families) had to be confirmed by the territorial chief, be he an *undang* or a *pênghulu* like the Dato' of Ulu Muar. Once elected and approved the *lêmbaga* could not be dismissed except by the *undang* in council, nor could he be dismissed for anything except a serious offence such as dereliction of duty or encroachment on the powers of others. His position in fact was a very strong one.

The duties of a *lêmbaga* were of a very varied character. He was expected to be present at great social functions in his tribe—weddings, feasts, ear-boring festivities, circumcision celebrations, and so on; but his presence had to be paid for by gifts of rice or cakes and by the tit-bits of the meat of the buffalo slaughtered for the occasion. He had judicial authority in cases of serious assault; in more serious cases he took the accused into custody and handed him over to the *undang* for trial. He was a sort of qualified witness in important cases such as transfers of land, and he was a sort of bailiff or sheriff for carrying out decrees of the court.

In Rembau and in the Kuala Pilah district the *lêmbaga* still plays a part in land administration. Although there need be no question of the usefulness of the tribal system in the past, there may well be two opinions about its utility at the present time if compared with the territorial system in force in the other Malay States, and to some extent in Jelebu, Tampin and Sungei Ujong. In Malacca it was swept away after the Naning war and a territorial classification was substituted for it. In Tampin and Jelebu it is perishing; in Sungei Ujong it never throve: Rembau is its main stronghold.

Below the *lêmbaga* came the *ibu bapa* or elder. The elder or elected head of the family was the court of first instance in such family disputes or petty assaults as could not be settled in a friendly manner by the immediate relatives of the disputants. Even in the past the elder's powers were limited. He could not arrest: "bonds are the *lêmbaga's," said the law. He might give damages or award compensation or impose a fine up to the value of $3.50 or one goat, but he could not enforce such a decision without invoking the aid of the *lêmbaga*. Such powers are quite obsolete now. The elder's main business, however, was of another kind. He was supposed to be *au fait* with the affairs of his "children." If they were in debt or trouble he pleaded
their cause; if there was any doubt as to what they had done he was expected to testify to the truth. In order that he might possess the needed knowledge of what was going on he was an honoured guest at all family feasts and family councils, and he was called in to attest the payment of a debt or the final settlement of any transaction of importance. He was a sort of attestant J. P. or qualified witness. The elder was elected by his "children," subject to the approval of the tribal headman. "He lives or dies at the discretion of the lēmbaga," said the law: he could in fact be dismissed without trial or enquiry. The dignity of iBu bapa still exists in Rembau, Kuala Pilah and Jelebu, though shorn of much of its ancient importance.

Two more institutions invite attention though they are left unmentioned in the short summary of the Constitution that has served as a heading for this chapter. They are the orang bēsar and the waris. The orang bēsar (or bēsar, as they are more commonly called) were tribal officials whose business it was to act as a check on the officer immediately above them, whether he was an elder or a lēmbaga. The territorial chief appointed some to keep an eye on the lēmbaga's doings and prevent him becoming too powerful; the lēmbaga appointed others in order that he might keep his "elders" in order. With the weakening of the tribal system the powers and duties of the orang bēsar have passed outside the range of practical politics.

It is otherwise with the waris, whose position has been much misrepresented and misunderstood—to their own very great advantage—by many a writer upon the subject of Menangkabau adat. They are sometimes spoken of as the waris "tribe," and are identified with the great Biduanda clan who number about one-third of the whole population of Rembau. Moreover, it is suggested or implied that "the proprietary right of the aborigines in the soil vested in the waris by virtue of the alliance contracted between To' Lela Balang and the daughter of Batin Sekudai." All this is pure myth.

In the first place a distinction must be drawn between the waris and the biduanda. True, the waris are members of the Biduanda tribe in Rembau and most other States, but they are not co-extensive with it. They are a privileged inner ring or circle, very little limited indeed in number: so limited in fact,

1 Parr and Mackray, "Rembau," p. 28.
that they hardly number twenty adults for the whole of Sungei Ujong. In Rembau they are more numerous, it is true; but even in Rembau there is a great numerical difference between the few families who make up the privileged circle of the waris and the four thousand persons who are grouped together as Bidaunda.

Who then are the waris? They are the “heirs” of some territorial chieftaincy, or of some ruling house—in Rembau, as in Sungei Ujong, Jelebu and Johol. Doubtless, they sometimes claim descent from mythical figures like the Batin Sa-ribu Jaya, who is alternately a man and a woman at the discretion of local genealogists, but the facts of history are plain enough. The exploiters or overlords or rulers—call them what we will—of the ancient Negri Sembilan were the members of the great house of the bendaharas of Malacca and Johor. Tun Perak, the fourth of the Malacca bendaharas, held at one time the actual post of penghulu of Klang. He was the father of the Bendahara Lulok Batu, the seventh bendahara (A.D. 1511), and grandfather of Tun Isap Beragah, the eighth bendahara. Continuing the pedigree we come to Tun Perak’s great-grandson, Tun Isap Biajid, the ninth bendahara, who is associated with the early years of Johor: to Tun Isap Misai, a generation later, the tenth bendahara; and lastly to Tun Isap Misai’s grandson, the eleventh bendahara, Tun Sri Lanang, who inspired (if he did not write) the Sêjarah Melayu. And the Sêjarah Melayu tells us in so many words that these outlying districts had been the property of that great Malacca family from the time of the earliest Bendaharas down to the period at which the “Annals” themselves were written (A.D. 1636). There is no question of any “Batin Sa-ribu Ijya” or of any Sakai ancestry through whom a claim was made.

True, we have only Tun Sri Lanang’s word for the statement that his family possessed these rights; he may be exaggerating the power and wealth of his family. But corroboration comes from an unexpected quarter. The old seal of the Dato’ of Rembau was worded as follows: Dato’ Sedia Raja bin Dato’ Lela Maharaja, dengan kurnia Bendahara Sri Maharaja. Then follows a date of which the first two figures are illegible. “By the grace of the Bendahara Sri Maharaja”—that is the authority on which the old chiefs of Rembau based their claim.

1 i.e., the Klana’s waris. But waris may be used of the heirs of any territorial title: and there are thus several waris groups in Sungei Ujong. In Terachi the waris are not Bidnanda, nor is the Dato’ of Naning.
Be it remembered that this old seal—which can be read on the treaty of 1833—was not personal to the ruling Dato' (who was a Lela Maharaja), but was the seal of the chieftaincy itself. There is no question of any waris tribe or of any Sakai descent: the waris are simply one or more Biduanda families who obtained a seal and a concession from an old Malay chief.

What then was the date of this concession? The last two figures are "21,"—A.H. 921, 1021 or 1121. The first of these dates takes us back to A.D. 1514, an impossibly early period. The second takes us to about A.D. 1610, when the author of the Sêjarah Melayu was himself bendahara; but he bore the title Paduka Raja not Sêri Maharaja. The third is A.D. 1707. The seal would represent the second Dato' of Rembau, the first having been a Lela Maharaja. The Sungei Ujong pedigrees, though they mention no dates, give us seven penghulus anterior to the Dato' Klana of A.D. 1773, and suggest that the waris family obtained its rights during the closing years of the seventeenth century. The assertion of right by uterine descent is not a Sakai custom nor is it a Johor custom, it is a matter of Menangkabau adat; and the conclusion to which the historian is forced is that certain early Menangkabau settlers acquired the claims of the old Johor overlords and then proceeded to transmit them to their têmpat sêmênda or "wife's relations" in accordance with their own ancestral law.

1 This is in accordance with tradition which maintains that the second Dato' of Rembau was the son of the first. It also explains the giliran bêmor of Rembau. The transition from the adat têmênggong to the adat pêrpatch would make two families eligible to the rulership: the lela maharaja family as heirs of the first Dato' and the adat raja family as heirs of the second. The giliran of the Sungei Ujong waris di-darut arose in exactly the same way. The Malay theory of Sakai ownership of the soil is quite irreconcilable with the claims of the waris just of Rembau.
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PREFACE.

In dealing with matters relating to Malay Life and Customs I have thought it best to divide up the subject into three pamphlets. This, the first, deals with the principal incidents in the life of a Malay. The second pamphlet will give some account of the conditions under which a Malay lives—the type of house he resides in, the clothes he wears, the furniture he uses, etc. The third pamphlet will treat of Malay amusements.

I am very much indebted to Raja Haji Yahya, Penghulu of Kota Setia, and to Messrs. H. Berkeley and R. O. Winstedt for valuable assistance in the preparation of this pamphlet. The details given are, of course, based upon Malay life in Perak.

R. J. WILKINSON.
LIKE most Eastern ceremonies the rites that accompany a Malay birth are very elaborate and very incongruous. The newly-born child is first spat upon by the midwife in order that he may be protected against the old Indonesian spirits of disease. After this he hears from the lips of his father (or from some learned man if the father be illiterate) the Moslem tenets, the adzan or "call to devotion," and the kamat or "final exhortation to prayer." He is then handed back to the midwife in order that she may imprint on his forehead the caste-mark of the Hindu. Having been thus received into three religions at once, the child is put to rest by his mother's side—along with a piece of iron, a quantity of rice and a number of other articles that the Malay considers necessary for the defence of infancy against its natural and spiritual foes.

The presiding authority on these occasions is a woman, the bidan, or midwife. The mighty pawang, or wizard, is also there, but he plays a humble part. He chooses an auspicious place for the birth and he surrounds it with thorns,² nets, dolls and bitter herbs, in order to keep the spirits of evil from getting at the mother and child in the perilous hour of their weakness. He selects the exact spot by dropping some sharp-pointed chopper or axe-head and marking the first place where it sticks into the ground. Thorns are thought to be dangerous to the trailing entrails of the vampire;³ bitter herbs are unpalatable to everyone;

---

1 Ante-natal ceremonies are dealt with in Appendix A.
2 Duri mengkuang and duri bulan.
3 Pinanggalan; it has long pendent bowels.
dolls may be mistaken for the baby; nets are puzzling to spirits because of their complexity, and even a much-perforated coconut is sometimes hung up over a Malay door in order to bewilder a ghost by the multiplicity of its entrances and exits. The pawang's duty begins and ends with these primitive precautions. The elders of the mosque, great though they are on other days, are even less important than the pawang on the occasion of a birth; the bidan is supreme. She has charge of mother and child; she takes the infant from the moment of his birth, washes him with the proper water, rubs him with the prescribed black cloth, and finally brings him to a proper sense of his position by banging a brass tray near his ear or (in extreme cases) by lighting Chinese crackers in his immediate neighbourhood. The midwife's word is law: "obey the bidan" is a Malay proverb that is quoted to silence any fool who dares to dispute the word of an expert. The bidan gets ready the child's first resting-place, the platter of rice on which he is laid and the iron nail that usually keeps him company. The honour of the first introduction she gives to the child's grandmothers, for there is a local saying that "an old woman takes to a baby like an epicure to a sardine."

Next in order of presentation after the grandmothers come the religious dignitaries of the mosque. They are not credited with any special love for babies, but it is the duty of these pious people to "open the child's mouth;" and it is considered good form on the infant's part if he anticipates the ceremony by indulging in a good "mouth opening" scream as soon as he looks on the faces of his benefactors. A cry of this sort, though it is welcomed as a sign of intelligent
anticipation, does not release the baby from the prescribed formalities. The imam ceremonially opens the child’s mouth with a golden ring that has been dipped in a compound of sireh-juice and sugared and salted water: “In the name of God, the merciful, the compassionate—may He lengthen your life; may He teach you to speak fittingly in the courts of kings; may He give to your words the attractiveness of sireh, the sweetness of sugar and the spiciness of salt.” When this little function is over and the ring has been tied to the child’s wrist, another function begins. The baby has to be solemnly presented to the foster-mother or wet-nurse—a serious formality in a place where relationship by fosterage may some day be a legal barrier to marriage. Sooner or later this function also comes to an end: the guests go away; the child is put to sleep, and the bidan can devote all her attention to the mother.1

During the first few days and weeks of his existence the Malay child is the subject of innumerable precautions against evil spirits. He is spat upon, morning and evening; his resting-places are smeared with sacrificial rice and with cosmetics that no ghost can approach; his cot is fumigated with the incense that the devil is known to abhor; his bath contains potent ingredients (such as manganese-dust and talismans of all sorts) that make the water purifying both to soul and body. On the seventh day the child begins to be taught the ways of the world. He is made to eat fruit—banana beaten into pulp and flavoured with salt. He is given a name, experimentally; but the name may be changed afterwards if it seems to bring ill luck. He is shown to

---

1 The treatment is the very severe one of ‘roasting’ (dirang).
the neighbours and receives his necessary quantum of feminine adulation. He has his head shaved. A sacrifice may be offered up on his behalf; feasts may be given in his honour. If his parents are unusually proud of him they offer up vows at some shrine, to be fulfilled in later years when the child has survived the perils of infancy. In short, the seventh day is the celebration-day of a baby's birth and everything possible is done to honour the child on that occasion. From an orthodox standpoint the great event on this occasion is the religious sacrifice that accompanies the ritual shaving of the head. The sacrifice should consist of two goats for a boy and one goat for a girl, and it may be offered up at Mecca on the child's behalf. But orthodox rites of this sort are not always the most important in the eyes of the Malays.

It is about the fortieth day after his birth that the child is first presented to the Spirits of the River. As soon as the sun is high in the heavens the infant is carried down to the river bank by a merry crowd of men, women and children, who take with them a quantity of parched rice, yellow rice, purifying rice-dust, two coconuts, a fowl, an egg (of a black hen), a quid of betel, seven long packets of cooked rice, seven square packets of cooked rice, a light bucket of palm leaf, and a banana-flower. As the procession approaches the stream the bidan or bomor in charge of the child stops for a moment, sets fire to a bundle of herbs and raises it aloft till all can see a column of dense smoke ascending into the air. Then, advancing to the edge of the stream, the bearer of the child makes an offering to the Spirit of the Waters—the egg, the quid of betel, the seven long

1 Akikah. 2 Biras birth. 3 Tipong tawar. 4 Lpat. 5 Ketupat.
rice-packets and the seven square rice-packets. The purifying rice-dust is sprinkled about like holy water to avert all evil influences; the grains of parched rice and yellow rice are scattered over the face of the stream, and the fowl and the two coconuts are put down into the water itself. The older members of the crowd now raise their voices in a loud song to drown any crying on the infant's part as the homor or bidan places one of the child's feet on the two coconuts and the other on the fowl. The bucket and the banana-flower are next set adrift and float down stream bearing away any possibilities of evil that may still lurk about the spot. If the baby is a boy, a boy fishing further upstream should now catch a fish with his casting net; if the baby is a girl, the fisher should also be a girl. But in Upper Perak, at any rate, the baby himself should be caught under the net, along with a number of other young children who receive five cents each for being members of the finny tribe for this occasion only. After such an auspicious beginning it is considered unlikely that the infant will ever lack fish for his dinner.

When these river-rites have been concluded the crowd goes back to the house to witness the first cradling of the infant. The ceremony begins by the baby being allowed to loll in the lap of luxury, with cakes on all sides of him and fifty-cent pieces for him to spurn beneath his restless feet. Meanwhile his swinging-cot is being got ready. It is draped or made by means of one or more (usually seven) long rolls of black cloth, the ends of which are festooned with cakes and hard-boiled eggs. As it is always possible that some unlucky influence may be lurking in the cosy folds of the newly-made cradle, a cat is
put in to absorb or drive out the evil spirits of the locality. By way of making assurance doubly sure
the cat is succeeded first by a curry-stone and secondly
by a coconut grater smeared with chalk or lime.
When all these prior occupants have been given time
to purify the place the cot is considered fit for
infantile habitation. The inevitable midwife comes
forward, lifts up the baby and sets him down in his
new home. The old people start rock ing the cradle,
and the wife of the imam, or some other pious old
lady, begins to chant the "Lullaby of Our Lady
Fatimah":

Bhagya saha biyana, impar
Pah, impar hahma intimpale
Bhagya saha bhekai mumun
Hah, pah mumun isana Allah

And so on. The peculiar drowsiness induced by this
poetic outburst enables the child to sleep through the
next item in this set of ceremonies—the handing round
of curry and rice to enable the elders of the party to
get some share of the good things of this world that
have been hitherto monopolised by the baby. The
imam recites prayers, the visitors disperse, and the
parents bless the midwife and reward her with yellow
rice, roast fowl, and a piece of white cloth that serves
as an emblem of the stainlessness of their affection
for her. These things are not her real fee. She
receives her fee—in hard cash—at the lustration that
marks the mother's complete recovery. On this
occasion the mother is led by the midwife to the well
and is made to hold a pair of betel nut scissors in one
hand and a foul-smelling cloth in the other. The
scissors and the smell keep the spirits at a distance

1 See Appendix B, where the full text is given.
while the bidan carries out the purification. On the return to the house the bidan is paid off and her duties are at an end.

If a child is born to a Sultan of Perak after his accession to the throne the child cannot be brought up in the palace by his mother. He is called an anak bunta and must be given over to adoptive parents. He is believed to bring great ill-luck to his adoptive father and mother until he comes of age, and great good fortune to them afterwards if they survive the perils that dog them during his minority. This rule applies to children of both sexes and has been illustrated in the case of two sons and several daughters of H.H. the present Sultan. By a curious set of coincidences misfortune has steadily pursued the families into which these princes and princesses have been received, and it still remains to be seen whether the blessings of the future will make up for the evils of the past. The theory itself is not hard to understand: in the days of Malay rule the intrigues of a palace could not have been healthy for the children of rival queens.

The ceremonial treatment accorded by Malays to a girl-baby does not greatly differ from that which they give to a boy. The girl has the "exhortation to prayer" repeated in her ear, while the boy hears the "call to devotion." The boy's "caste-mark" is said to differ sometimes from that of a girl; the former has a broad-arrow, the latter a cross.1 The votive sacrifice for a boy is two goats while that for a girl is only one. These differences are in favour of the boy and suggest a certain religious or ritual preference for male children; but they do not imply that the

1 Skeat, "Malay Magic," p. 336; but in most places it is a cross for both girls and boys.
Malays as a race are indisposed to welcome the birth of daughters. "While the elder sister is still only able to lie on her back may the younger be born," is a proverbial Achelnhese good wish that expresses a welcome to girl-children and a desire for many more. As we might expect from their old matriarchal customs, the Malays are as ready to offer up vows on behalf of a daughter as they are on behalf of a son. Of course there is not the slightest trace of anything like female infanticide having been prevalent among them.

At first the baby is wrapped up in some simple swaddling clothes—the lampin and the bédong—to keep him from injuring his limbs by over-indulgence in aimless kicks. After some months the child is promoted to wearing a barut, a sort of broad wrapper of the cholera-belt type, designed so as to leave him free to exert himself and learn the arts of crawling and walking. Later still, he is promoted to the very superior class of Malay children who wear no clothes at all. But such a promotion is only attained after many preliminary stages of culture. The development of a child is measured by his prowess in infantile arts. A crawler is regarded as superior to a child that can only lie on his back, and as the peer of all other crawlers; but when compared with a toddler he is a very inferior being indeed. The grades of infantile aristocracy are as follows: first comes the stage at which infants can only lie on their backs; then comes the ability to turn over, to crawl, to toddler, to walk, to run—and so on. The proud mother does what she can to expedite her child's education and to make rival mothers jealous. She teaches him to eat banana, fruit-mash and rice-pulp
long before such a diet is good for him. She introduces him to the great world by taking him outside the house with very little thought of the temperature and innumerable precautions against the malignant spirits of envy. She encourages him to crawl, and teaches him to walk by fastening him to a sort of windlass that revolves on a pivot at a convenient height above the ground. She weans him as soon as possible by the simple process of rubbing bitter herbs upon her breast. These attempts to accustom a child to the life (and particularly to the food) of later years are probably responsible for the heavy mortality among native children. Malays notice this death-rate. They see that certain mothers seem incapable of bringing up children—"like the tuman fish that eats its own young"—and they attribute such an incapacity to a horoscopic incompatibility between mother and child. In cases of this sort they hand over the custody of later children to a more successful matron (Abdullah himself was so treated), or they give the infant an unattractive name like Hudoh (ugly) in the hope that Death will not think the child worth snapping up.

In no case are Malays fond of high-sounding names for children; they prefer nicknames as more usefully descriptive. A West Indian negro may call his son "George Washington" and a Tamil Moslem may name his boy "Sultan Muhammad," but the Malay policeman is content to fire his son's ambition with some modest and practical appellation such as Peral or "Corporal." Although every child must be given an Arabic name, that name is usually abridged.

1 This ceremony, turun Katonah, coincides and corresponds in details with the presentation to the Spirit of the River (turun Kasayer).
to an easy mouthful—Mat for Muhammad, Pin for Arifin, Piki for Shafei, Din for Jamaludin, Lah for Abdullah, and so on. Moreover, the Malays have a whole series of conventional or descriptive names that they give to their children in order of seniority: Long or Awang to the eldest child, Alang to the second, Ngah to the third, Anjung or Panjung to the fourth, Andak or Pandak to the fifth, Teh or Puteh to the sixth, etc., all in succession according to age. These conventional names, though they bewilder the beginner, are often a guide to the advanced student when he wishes to find out the relative seniority of the members of a Malay noble house. In a few cases the names given to the children of a family give some indications of their parents' tastes or ideas. A succession of names ending in ar-rashid (the Orthodox) always suggests that the father is a strict follower of the Muhammadan faith. A name taken from old Javanese legend implies that the giver has a pretty taste in romance. But fanciful naming is rare. The average Malay is content with stock names, such as Long Mat and Anjung Abdullah; indeed, he will often elect to drop his own appellation and be called after his child—Pa' Long or Pa' Awang, the father of his firstborn.

CHILDHOOD

Between the ages of two and six a Malay child is allowed to amuse himself by playing games in the immediate vicinity of his home while making himself useful by running small errands for his parents. He wears nothing, eats very simple food, and puts his relatives to so little expense that the possession of a
large family is never regarded as an economic difficulty. At the age of six he usually begins to receive some sort of education. At various periods between early childhood and adolescence every boy and girl has to submit to certain ceremonial operations, such as ear-boring (in the case of girls) and circumcision (in the case of boys). By far the most important of these rites is circumcision. It takes place after a boy has passed an examination in the Koran and represents his formal admission to the communion of Islam. In certain portions of Malaya (especially in the Northern States) it is accompanied by such a wealth of irrelevant detail as to suggest that it has been grafted upon an ancient festival belonging to an older faith than that of Islam, but whatever may have been its origin the event is important enough from an orthodox Muhammadan standpoint to justify the sincere gratification of a Malay father at seeing the completion of his son’s training in the creed of his ancestors.

The education of a Malay child is now conducted on European lines and bears no resemblance whatever to the system that prevailed in former times. Indeed, except for the existence of occasional Koran-classes, there used to be no schools—in our sense of the word—until the period of European ascendancy. Education was based upon a sort of apprenticeship. Most boys picked up a good deal of industrial knowledge by assisting their parents in the work of agriculture, fishing and trapping. They acquired manual dexterity by working in wood and rattan, and they gathered a large amount of miscellaneous information regarding crops, fruit-trees, irrigation,
boats and the ways of fishes, animals and birds. They learnt also to be observant. A few youths of exceptional gifts would go further and learn something of art and metal-working by giving occasional help to a village craftsman; a few more would specialise in reading and writing, either for religious purposes or with a view to becoming doctors, diviners, sorcerers and letter-writers. The young bloods of a village, eager for distinction in war, might study fencing, talismans, the points of a kēris, and the many ways of making oneself invulnerable. In the matter of proverbs, old saws, folk-lore, tradition, history and popular verse, the girls were generally better instructed than the boys. But it must always be remembered that "the trail of the amateur" was over all Malay education. A silversmith, for instance, could not live by his art; in a small Malay village there was not enough work to support him. He had to be a farmer like all his neighbours, and he only used his art to supplement his income. If his fame spread to other places he might be summoned to the Sultan's court and be made to work for the ruler; yet even there the rarity of silver prevented a silversmith being constantly employed. Apart from a certain amount of local renown there was no inducement whatever to lead a boy to become an artist or man of letters. Moreover, there was no real competition. A village could not support two smiths; the most skilful artificer soon drove out his rival and monopolised what work there was. And an artist who has it all his own way is rarely a great artist.

As with all incidents of Malay life the sending of a boy to a Koran-class was accompanied by much
elaborate ceremonial. A feast was given; the mosque-teacher was invited to it, and the proud father publicly handed over his son to the educational authorities with a deep obeisance and a little formal speech: "Imam, I have a favour to ask of your kindness. Here is my boy, Si-Alang. I desire to place him in your hands so that he may be taught to read the word of God. You will need a torch to lighten his path to knowledge, so please let me present you with this cane for use as a rod of correction in the event of his showing any indifference to the Divine Light. You should not poke out his eye or break his bones, but—short of such extreme measures—all things are permitted unto you." To which the Imam replied, "I accept this youth as my disciple; please God, he will learn in time the little that I know." All this ceremonial is becoming a thing of the past. The penghulu now visits parents, talks about "average attendances" at the village school, and finally threatens the father with the wrath of the Government if he allows his son to grow up in ignorance. Even this is sometimes ineffective. I have seen a Malay mother go down to a school, smash her son's slate, tear up his books, and defy the head master—and all because the boy's irregularity in attendance prevented his being presented at the annual examination of the class. On this occasion I ventured to suggest that the visiting-teacher might be sent round to bring her to a more reasonable frame of mind, but my proposal was met by the crushing rejoinder that the lady was the visiting-teacher's wife.

The old Malay Koran-schools were often residential. Boys were sent to live in the house of
some renowned teacher, the parents supplying each of their sons with a sleeping-mat and pillow, a cooking-pot and a sack of rice. Three lessons were given daily. They lasted for an hour at a time—one after the early morning prayer, the other after the midday devotions and the third after vespers. At other times the boys helped their master in his housework and in the care of his rice-fields and orchards. The instruction was of a most primitive character. A pupil began by learning to repeat correctly the Arabic formulæ with which every lesson began and ended. When he had mastered these preliminaries he proceeded to study the alphabet, less for its own sake than as a sort of guide to reading Arabic prayers and texts. Through much memorising and through the assistance given him by his knowledge of the lettering he would in time succeed in being able to read the Koran and the principal prayers from end to end. There his education stopped. The general drift of the text was explained to him, but not the construction of the sentences nor the meaning of the Arabic words. A slight amount of dogma was also imparted. Religious doctrine can, of course, be made to vary greatly according to the needs of the locality. A Patani imam once gave a lecture on "infidels" in the presence of a Siamese Governor and of a European visitor. "Infidel," he explained, was the name given by Muhammad to the lusts of the heart.1 It did not necessarily refer to other faiths. Other religions had prophets of their own who were nevertheless true prophets like Nabi Isa, the prophet of the Christians, and Nabi Musa, the prophet of the Siamese. Here he bowed to his

1 Nabi yang didalam duni kila.
foreign audience. Doctrines of this sort are not mere diplomatic statements to meet the needs of the moment; they are sedulously preached by Moslem advocates of peace and conciliation in every part of the world. Of course they differ very greatly from the teachings of Acheen and of Arabia, and although they furnish matter for debate among the amateur theologians of the village they are looked upon as rather wasted when taught to children. In practice the Malay boy has to memorise his Koran and his prayers before he can be admitted by circumcision to the community of Islam, and he can afford to postpone his studies of doctrine to a later date.

At first sight nothing could appear more futile than the Koran-class instruction given to boys all over the Moslem world. It is mere parrot-like repetition of certain texts in a language not understood by the pupils; and, even if it develops the memory, it would seem to be useless either as an intellectual training or as an education in morals. But it is never safe to condemn a system that has proved acceptable to a large section of humanity. In some schools the more logical process of teaching a boy Arabic before teaching him the Koran has been tried and found wanting. Arabic is a very difficult language; the teachers were unskilful, and the pupils became discouraged and gave up a task that seemed hopeless. Modern educationists are inclined to insist on the necessity of making study interesting to the student. They may be right; but few of us owe our knowledge of Latin grammar to the intrinsic interest of the subject. Encouragement, reward, the admiration of one's fellow schoolboys, and even the much-maligned "rod of correction" are brilliant
torches along the path to knowledge. The Malay child who mastered an Arabic "broken plural" or some eccentricity in the ways of the Arabic verb would never receive as much praise and satisfaction as the boy who learnt a new prayer and was able to chant it correctly to the great joy and pride of his parents and the envy of the whole neighbourhood. Incidentally and almost unconsciously the learning of successive prayers and texts led an intelligent Malay boy to pick up a good deal of knowledge about the meaning of Arabic words and the syntax of the language. The process was slower, but the steps were pleasanter and more encouraging. Every prayer represented one more step to the good; it was a milestone on the way to wisdom. The duller boys dropped out, and were content with what they knew; the cleverer boys went on and studied more. Learning took a strong religious tinge and became rather fanatical, but it was never stifled by the form in which instruction was given. Meanwhile a boy learnt his Arabic alphabet and with a little coaching could apply it to the reading and writing of Malay.

Manners were recognised as a very important item in the education given at these old Malay Koran-classes; and nothing is more deplored by natives of the old school than the alleged inferiority of the present generation in this branch of instruction. A boy was taught to be silent until he was addressed, to keep his eyes cast down in the presence of his superiors, to behave unobtrusively at a public meeting, and to adapt his language to the occasion on which it was used. He generally learnt these lessons well; Malay courtesy is admired
by all. It is only right to add that some few religious leaders, in their anxiety to teach humility, have taught their followers to cringe in a manner that is as objectionable as the truculent self-assertion which every good Malay considers the acme of bad taste. But such cases are rare. The well-educated Malay of the older generation is a master of courteous manners and quiet dignified language; he creates difficulties by his very anxiety to avoid any expression of opinion that may seem to disagree with a view of the person addressed. A well-known Malay member of a State Council was once asked point-blank for his views on an issue regarding which his sovereign had not yet expressed an opinion. With great reluctance the chief rose and spoke at considerable length in a manner that roused the keen aesthetic appreciation of his critical fellow-countrymen. "An excellent speech," said the Sultan, when the applause had subsided. "But what did he say?" enquired the bewildered Resident. "Oh, he did not say anything at all, but the way in which he said it was magnificent!"

At the conclusion of a boy's education his parents give an entertainment at which he is enabled to display his best manners and his knowledge of Arabic ritual. This feast is part of the circumcision ceremony. The formalities begin when the boy is clad in royal garments and is set upon a royal throne for all and sundry to see. Then on the following day he is stripped, bathed and purified; he is stained with henna like a bridegroom and is dressed in the garb of a pilgrim to Mecca. In this guise he recites prayers to the assembled guests in order to prove the sufficiency of his learning. When the prayers are
over he rises and prostrates himself before his teacher in gratitude for past kindnesses. The parents now come forward with the customary gifts: a suit of clothes, a sum of money and certain articles of food. Then there follows (in some parts of Perak) a very curious ceremony. The boy is taken to an inner room, where he is stripped and covered with a rich cloth, while his mouth is filled with yellow glutinous rice and his body is sprinkled with the purifying rice-dust. After this, two coconuts and two small packets of rice are slowly rolled over him from head to foot. A hen is placed on the boy's chest and is encouraged to peck up any grains of yellow rice that may still be adhering to the boy's mouth. This is done to drive away ill-luck. The circumciser (or mudin) then comes forward and gently taps the boy's teeth with a stone. This is also done to avert misfortune. Feasting follows. The boy is dressed again and is carried in procession round the village and down to the river for another ceremonial purification. There the circumciser makes an appeal to the Spirit of the Waters, deprecating his wrath. The usual purifying rice powder is scattered on the stream and the usual offerings are made—yellow rice, a quid of betel, an egg, seven long packets of cooked rice and seven square packets of cooked rice. When the Water Spirit has been propitiated the boy is washed by his mother and has his long lock of hair solemnly shorn off by the mudin. The people then return to the house to witness the actual circumcision itself. While this is taking place the boy is made to sit either on a banana trunk or on a sack of rice.\(^1\)

\(^1\) See Appendix C
The ceremonies vary greatly in different States. It is usual to circumcise a number of boys at one time so as to minimise the cost of the celebrations. In such cases the son of the giver of the feasts is treated as the king for the occasion, while the other boys (whose parents contribute nothing) play the part of mere attendants upon the central figure. At the Perak Court the mudin is a regular officer of State with a recognised title; but he carries out his work under rather disturbing conditions, for the great chiefs stand round him with drawn swords ready to slay him if he mismanages the operation. In Patani the boys are carried about on a dais in the shape of a bird or animal; in Perak they are borne on men’s shoulders. In the towns of the Straits Settlements the royal ceremonies are less conspicuous. More attention is paid there to the religious details, while motor cars, jewellery and brass bands make up for the absence of the regalia and symbolism of the Native States.

A Malay girl is taught something of the Koran, though she is not expected to attain to the same standard of proficiency as her brothers. When her religious education is complete she is dressed like a pilgrim to Mecca and is admitted to the community of Islam by a ceremony much simpler and less public than the circumcision-rites of boys. On this occasion her ears are bored and her teeth used to be filed down and stained “black as a humble-bee’s wing.” Tooth-filing and tooth-staining are now obsolete; the ceremonies attached to them seem to have been little more than precautionary rites against evil spirits.

1 To’ Gembrin. He appears in the Estimates.
2 In Patani this ceremony is performed in infancy.
Ear-boring is still practised, but the huge, round ear-studs¹ which were assumed after this ceremony and worn by girls as emblems of their maiden state, are now becoming ceremonial and are only put on for the wedding itself in order that they may be formally discarded a few days afterwards.

BETROTHAL

Malay girls are usually kept shut up in their own homes from the age of ten to the time of their marriage. This seclusion varies in rigour in different parts of Malaya, being strictest among the "Jawipekan" population of the towns and least strict in the districts where the ancient customary law is observed. The confinement of girls to their houses served to guard them from the dangerous notice of the chiefs and also from the risk of their injuring their matrimonial prospects by any foolish compromising acts. In the law-abiding Menangkaban communities of Sumatra a good deal of freedom could be safely allowed, provided that the women kept in parties by themselves and did not indulge in tête-à-tête interviews with fascinating young men. Out of this degree of freedom there grew up a pretty custom that has greatly influenced Malay literature—the practice of holding rhyming contests between the rival parties of the men and the girls. A girl might be suddenly inspired to extemporise or quote some pantun or verse that was apposite to the character, history or appearance of some young man who happened to be present. The opportunity was not to be missed. The

¹ Subang.
person chaffed (or one of his friends) would retort with a second pantun. The contest would then continue till one or other party was at a loss for a proper reply. The Malay quatrain is a very easy thing to extemporise, owing to the fact that its first two lines are mere jingles put in to rhyme with the last two, and also because every line is sung slowly and is followed by a chorus or refrain that gives time to the other party to think of an appropriate answer. At the same time there can be a vast difference in quality between one pantun and another, and there is every scope for skill and wit in these poetic contests, punctuated as they are by the applause or laughter of the audience. While, therefore, in everyday life the negotiations for a wedding are of a very commonplace order, it is quite otherwise in ceremonies and in literature. The heroine of a romance is always wooed in verse, and even the bearers of a formal proposal of marriage are expected to announce their errand and receive their answer in an appropriate succession of quatrains.

The diplomacy of a marriage generally commences when the parents or friends of the prospective bridegroom make advances to the girl's family with a view to finding out (without exposing themselves to the humiliation of a public rebuff) whether a proposal of this sort would be likely to be well received. Enquiries such as these need a good deal of tact. The suitor's party do not wish to take any risks and the girl's parents do not like to show any suspicious eagerness to part with their daughter. Hints are sometimes used. What could be more innocent than the position of the little silver vase
containing the sirih that is offered to a visitor? Yet if this vase is upset and left lying on its side, the quick-eyed enquirer knows that his quest is useless; the lady's people do not desire the marriage. If his hints become broader and the vase still remains upright he knows that he can proceed to more definite action. Professional marriage-brokers are often employed at this stage, their very presence suggests their errand to the girl's parents.

When it seems likely that the proposal of marriage will be well received the ladies of the young man's family call upon the bride, make much of her and endeavour to appraise her character and charms. The meaning of such overtures can hardly be mistaken; but it is essential that a real understanding should be arrived at before the marriage can be openly discussed. A rebuff would be fatal to any friendly relations between the two families. It would indeed be an insult. "Do not start by speaking of 'agreements' and go on by calling them 'enquiries,'" says one proverb. "Let your word, once given, be held like a fort," says another proverb. Betrothal--because of the feuds that may spring out of a broken promise--is the one occasion in life when the Malay tolerates no indecision and no evasion.

Let us therefore suppose that the proposal is welcome to both parties and that there are no real difficulties in the way. "One side has the curry, the other side has the spoon;" it only remains to bring the two together. The main details—the amount of the settlement to be made on the bride, the value of the wedding gifts, the probable duration of the engagement, and other questions of the same sort—are roughly settled by custom and are known to both
parties. All that is left is to have them definitely laid down so that no misunderstandings may arise afterwards. As these matters are too delicate for direct negotiation between the parties, they are usually referred to the penghulu and elders of the village. At this point secrecy ceases to be possible, even if every one is pledged to it. Both parties submit their case to arbitration, knowing in outline what they have to expect and ready to abide by the decision of their elders if it is unfavourable to them on the minor issues that have to be decided. By a recent discussion of the Perak State Council the following scale of "dowry" (or settlement by the bridegroom on the bride) was laid down for observance in ordinary cases.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>For a Sultan's daughter</td>
<td>$1,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For the daughter of a Raja Muda or Bendahara</td>
<td>500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For the daughter of a major Chief</td>
<td>250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For the daughter of a minor Chief</td>
<td>125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For the daughter of a man of some position</td>
<td>62 50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For the daughter of a peasant</td>
<td>31 25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This scale is not universal or compulsory even in Perak. It was only drawn up for the guidance of Kathis who have to appraise the mas kahwin for purposes of divorce in cases where no definite sum was actually agreed upon at the time of the wedding itself. But this scale of settlements shows approximately what the bridegroom expects to have to pay and what the penghulu and his elders are likely to fix.

Other matters have also to be arranged. The cost of the wedding festivities has to be paid by the bride's family, but the bridegroom has to contribute
to it. The *penghulu* has to fix the amount of this contribution of "money to go in smoke." In former times in Perak it used to be \$6\frac{1}{2}, but the exact sum can be modified by agreement. The *penghulu* has also to fix the approximate date of the marriage, so that neither side may evade its obligations by prolonging the engagement indefinitely. When everything has been arranged in such a manner as to leave no loophole for future disputes the agreement has still to be confirmed by a formal proposal and by its formal acceptance.

Malay etiquette expects the suitor's parents or guardians to proceed on his behalf to the lady's house and, after many apologies and much circumlocution, to enquire (usually in verse) whether the young man may be permitted to offer himself for acceptance as the lady's slave. It also insists that the girl's relatives shall declare themselves quite unworthy of the proposed honour. The most that they will admit is that they are like the proverbial expression, "nearly up to but not attaining." As for the girl herself, "she cannot cook, she cannot sew, look to it that ye be not deceived in her; she is a buffalo that has been allowed to run wild, she may have some defect that has escaped our observation." The suitor's family reply politely that they have long been seeking a buffalo of that description and that she exactly meets their wishes. Ceremonial gifts of betel-nut are then brought forward in two boxes adorned with palm blossoms and decorations of gilt or coloured paper. Slipped over the *sirih*-leaf in one of these boxes are two rings of the pattern known as *bunga nyior*; one of these rings is a pledge of good faith to
be given to the girl’s parents, and the other is a betrothal-ring to be given to the girl herself. After these rings have been passed round from hand to hand so that everyone may be able afterwards to testify to the occurrence the suitor’s mother is invited indoors to see the girl. Of course such a visit is never unexpected. The girl is there, dressed in her best and overcome by self-consciousness as her future mother-in-law comes in, addresses her as “my child,” kisses her and gives her the engagement-ring as evidence of her betrothal. The girl answers by doing obeisance. The ladies of the suitor’s party then strike up a verse declaring that they have been attracted from afar by the lodestone of the damsel’s beauty.\(^1\) The girl’s relatives sing in reply that the strangers from a distance are welcomed as friends. After a few more quatrains of this sort refreshments are handed round and the suitor’s relatives go home.

The public proposal of marriage and its public acceptance give finality to the contract. Its nature can no longer be questioned, and it has to be carried out unless one or other contracting party elects to pay damages for its violation. Even the discussion of details cannot be reopened. The appropriate Malay proverb on this occasion is *Putus bēnang boleh di-khubong; patah arang sudah sakali: “broken thread may be tied together; broken charcoal is broken for ever.”* Broken charcoal is the symbol of finality. The contract is final: the bystanders have witnessed it, the whole village is invited to testify to it. The rule as to its breach is *tanda ēmpat pulang dēlapan: “if the engagement rings are worth four dollars, the girl’s relatives must return eight.”* If the man does

\(^1\) See Appendix D.
not carry out his promise, he forfeits the betrothal gifts; if the lady is false, she returns the gifts doubled in value. Nowadays the presents may be worth much more than four dollars, but that sum meant a great deal to the poverty-stricken ryots in the days before British ascendency.

After this settlement the suitor and the girl are looked upon as definitely engaged and are allowed to interchange small complimentary gifts. They are not, however, supposed to see anything of each other, as any conduct suggesting forwardness on the lady's part would be an offence against the Indonesian rule that forbids "the well to seek the bucket" or "the pestle to seek the mortar." Of course they do see each other; curiosity is strong, even if affection is not. "On some one evening," as a Malay puts it, "after prayer-time the suitor may slip round with his relatives and peep through the chinks in the wall of the lady's house at a time when his future mother-in-law will have induced her daughter to sew or play chess as she sits in the full glare of the lamp-light. Some men, intoxicated with love, cannot sleep after this vision, others can." The latter must be very phlegmatic persons; disappointment might well be expected to increase the tendency to insomnia.

About a week after the public proposal of marriage the prospective bridegroom pays a ceremonious visit to the family of his betrothed. He is entertained to dinner on the verandah, brings gifts of money, is very obsequious to his future mother-in-law, and finally goes home about midnight after receiving a present of a complete suit of new clothing, with the explanation that they are "a miserable set of rags that may be of use to you to wear when bathing, but, alas!
we are poor people and can give you nothing better.'

He is not allowed to see his betrothed; it is now her
turn to look through the chinks in the wall.

When the month of Shaaban comes round and the
annual fast is imminent, the girl's parents send over
to the house of her betrothed a gift of rice-powder,
limes, loofah-fibre, perfumes and other cosmetics used
in the ceremonial ablutions that precede the Malay
Lent. This delicate attention is acknowledged by
return-gifts of cakes and small sums of money for
spending at the minor feast days that occur about this
time. Similar courtesies are shown once or twice
during the Fast itself, but the great festival of the
hari raya is not used for any exchange of civilities
between the betrothed.

In every country it sometimes happens that a man
falls desperately in love with a girl already engaged
to someone else. In such cases every possible
opposition must be made to the new suitor if a feud
with the first suitor is to be avoided. On this point all
Malay law was explicit. Still, if the new candidate
for the girl's hand had 'a strong party to back him,
plenty of money and no lack of personal courage,'
he was not likely to find that her relatives were really
unwilling to accept him as her husband, provided, of
course, that he made such a show of force as would
acquit them of the charge of connivance. Even with
the complicity of the girl's relatives the abductor's
task was a hard one. He had to defend himself
against the murderous enmity of his injured rival
until such time as the authorities could step in and
put an end to the quarrel. Indonesian custom knew
by experience that it had to concern itself more with
pacifying feuds than with preventing them; it never
hesitated about compounding an offence. If a man's betrothed was seduced or abducted, the law stepped in and made the wrong-doer pay compensation all round and a fine to the Bendahara as well. If he failed to pay, he was sold into slavery for the debt. If he paid, the matter blew over. Marriage by abduction became a recognised institution, with a special scale of enhanced payments associated with it.

In the old wild days of Malay rule these abductions often led to most tragic results. If a girl was famous for her beauty the report of her engagement was enough to bring about a crisis. Any disappointed suitor—or perhaps some gay Lothario tempted by the spice of danger that attends the plucking of forbidden fruit—might have recourse to the simple expedient of seizing the girl and threatening to drive his kris through her heart if any attempt was made at a rescue. An outrage of this sort was known as panjat angkara and was hazardous in the extreme. Even if the abductor escaped instant death he dared not sleep, lest he should be murdered in his sleep; he dared not eat, lest his food should be drugged; he had to be constantly on his guard, lest he should be suddenly speared by a treacherous thrust through the thin flooring of a Malay house. His one chance of life lay in the fact that his desperation made his enemies chary about approaching him, while it made his friends eager to purchase his safety by promises of compensation. The "Malay Annals" record the case of a Javanese chief who succeeded in winning a Malacca wife by a desperate panjat angkara. Many abductors were less fortunate. In one case, mentioned by Sir William Maxwell, a certain Mat Taib, a poor retainer of the Sultan, asked
for Wan Dena, the daughter of the Bendahara of Kedah, in marriage. The relatives refused. He then forced his way into her house, seized her by the hair, drew his kris and defied everybody. Eventually he was drugged—probably with his friends' connivance, for he was not slain—and the girl was released and married to one Mat Arshad. A year later Mat Taib ran amok, killing Mat Arshad and wounding Wan Dena. But it must not be supposed that this panjat angkara was a recognised and regular form of marriage like panjat adat. It was far too violent for that; it was a savage variant of the crime passionnel, and had much in common with the amok, which is only the Malay form of suicide. How else can one explain the action of Hang Kasturi, who, when his intrigue was discovered, slew the girl in the most cruel manner, stripped and exposed her mutilated body, and then fought all comers till he was slain?\(^1\)

Incidents of this sort were the exception, not the rule: the seclusion of Malay girls did not lend itself readily to broken vows and breach-of-promise cases. The average Malay engagement pursued its tranquil uneventful course until the prosaic incident of a rice harvest placed the families of the prospective bride and bridegroom in a position to entertain their friends. In the old days of native rule a bad harvest meant a general curtailment of the wedding-festivities. In the present age of security and peace the beneficent alien money-lender is always ready to make up for the deficiencies of the crops. The marriage-ceremonial has become more elaborate than ever, while the people are sinking more and more into debt.

---

1 The story is given in the "Malay Annals" and is very famous.
MARRIAGE.

The formalities attending a Malay wedding are so elaborate that a European is apt to lose sight of their essential features in his bewilderment at the quantity of incidental detail. Indeed, the actual marriage service is a very simple rite that lies outside the customary celebrations. These celebrations should go on for at least seven days. The first three days are given up to the "henna-staining" festivities; the fourth day is devoted to the adornment of the happy pair, to their meeting and to their sitting in state; the fifth and sixth days are days of little importance; the seventh day witnesses the ceremonial lustrations of the married couple. The fourth day is the most notable. Its afternoon and evening ceremonies—the procession of the bridegroom in the house of his bride, his entry and the "sitting in state"—are the events that the European guest is usually invited to witness.

During the first three "henna-staining" days the bride is at home to those of her lady friends who express a wish to assist in painting her fingers with henna. She receives such guests and accepts whatever gifts they bring, while the male friends of her family are being entertained by her relatives on the verandah. The actual henna staining is done by a professional expert and the assistance given by the visitors is purely nominal. The first "henna" night is known as the hina churi, because the staining is done in private and in a very small way. The second night is the hina besar, when the fingers, the toes and even the sides of the feet of both bride and groom are painted with henna. Both nights are marked by feasts and
dancing. On one of the two nights a special "henna-dance" is performed; the other dances and amusements are of the regular Malay type and are only given for the amusement of the guests. On one of these two nights also a special wedding-dish of rice is served. The third night is marked by more feasting, by the chanting of Arabic hymns and by the ceremonial presentation of certain gifts of food from the relatives of the bridegroom to those of the bride—a huge dish of rice adorned with red eggs stuck on a tree-branch, and a certain quantity of raw material (such as coconut and firewood) for the preparation of the coming feast. These gifts are presented to the sound of much music and gun or cracker firing.

The morning of the fourth day is taken up with the ceremonial shaving of the bride's fringe and with her adornment for the festivities of the evening. Her hair to the width of a finger's breadth all round the forehead is drawn forward and shaved off, while the band plays special tunes in honour of the event. After this shaving is over, the bride puts on her bridal dress and jewellery. She wears a gold-embroidered jacket with tight sleeves, a pair of loose silk trousers and a silk sarong. In her hair she fixes a number of artificial flowers of tinsel-work, kept in position with wires; to her ears she attaches the heavy, round ear-studs that are the emblems of virginity. On her arms, over her tight sleeves, she puts on an assortment of bracelets and anklets, notably the dragon-shaped pontoh. She is also adorned with golden nail-protectors, with hollow anklets, with

1 The masi hadap hadapan yang berniur tokong. 2 Dzikir maulud. 3 Serah. 4 Andam. 5 Subang.
necklaces, with three heavy crescent-shaped breast ornaments known as *dokoh*, and, in many cases, with as much additional jewellery as her mother can borrow for the occasion.¹

While these *andam*-ceremonies are taking place at the bride’s house, the bridegroom is also being decked out for the evening procession. He is dressed as a warrior king. He wears the soldier’s short coat, ² made of rich silk with a gold edging. He also puts on loose trousers of silk and gold, a rich waist-cloth, a stiff headdress or turban, with artificial flowers and pendent ornaments, a *kēris* mounted in gold, royal bracelets, ³ a royal necklace of gold and three or more of the crescent-shaped ornaments known as *dokoh*.

When the procession is ready it starts off with the bridegroom (and sometimes with many symbolic gifts to make its way slowly and circuitously to the house of the bride. It cheers itself upon the way with the sound of much cracker firing, with shouts, with shots, with the banging of drums, with the clanging of gongs and with as many other noises as the village is capable of producing. The bridegroom himself is borne in state by the best means of conveyance obtainable, be that conveyance a motor car, a carriage and pair, a dog-cart, a horse, an elephant, a jinrikisha, or even the humble shoulders of a coolie. As he approaches his destination the noise becomes more and more deafening, and when he stops it is impossible to hear anyone speak. This is the signal for the bride’s people to suddenly become awake to the fact that something is happening. "Who is this visitor?"

¹ Nowadays there is great variety in bridal costume, even in Perak, to which these rules apply. ² *Hari minyak*. ³ *Pantok*. 
Whence comes he? Does he come in peace or in war?"
A colloquy ensues. Sometimes the bridegroom's party apologize for his coming: "He comes by no wish of his own; he is drawn by some magnet of irresistible attraction, by the breath of the breeze, by the swirl of the tides." A duenna from inside the house shouts, "Let him be welcome then; but he must doff his weapons and pay tribute in the land where a queen holds sway." To which his supporters reply, "His wallet is torn, his money is lost, he can only give an earnest of the gifts that are to come." In this way he may be admitted on payment of "tribute" or little gifts to all and sundry of the old ladies of the house. Or, again, the bride's friends may affect complete ignorance of the bridegroom's personality; they may want him described so as to assure themselves that there is no mistake. All this, of course, gives unlimited opportunities for friendly chaff. Or again, they may pretend to resist him and hurl sweetmeats at the advancing host of the bridegroom's supporters. A mimic battle ensues and goes on until some well-meant act of treachery gives the bridegroom admission and prevents the jest from lasting too long. His followers crowd in after him.

It is usual at this stage for the young man to display a timid modesty that accords very ill with his truculent soldier-dress. He is Mars overcome by Venus; he is a poor fainting creature whose eyes have to be guarded with a fan lest a sudden glimpse of his betrothed should overpower him; he has to be held up by his friends lest his limbs should give way. Everyone hastens to reassure him and lead him to the bridal dais where his bride is waiting. There the pair have to be ceremonially seated together with their
little fingers interlocked. The process is like an exercise in physical drill in which the performer is made to sink slowly down into a squatting posture and then to straighten his knees and stand erect. Bride and groom have to go on doing this together till they succeed in seating themselves slowly and exactly at the same moment—as custom requires. They also sometimes have to exchange vows that they will cherish each other and each other's good name. Once seated they are expected to remain motionless while the eyes of all the guests are fixed upon them. In Perak the guests are allowed to come up in strict order of precedence and lay offerings of silver on a platter before the newly-married pair. One by one they come up, doing obeisance, first to royalty (if present) and then to the bride and bridedgroom, as king and queen of the evening. The married pair interchange mouthfuls of rice as evidence of their new relation to one another; the feast begins, and at last the guests are sent off in honour to their homes, the less distinguished being sometimes presented with packets of boiled rice and the more distinguished with the tēlur joran or coloured eggs stuck on branches. At the close of the 'sitting in state' the bride is allowed to leave her husband and to return to her mother; and the hasty rush of the frightened girl, with the jingling and clanging of her ornaments, is a proverbial source of gratification to the bystanders, as a sign of her modesty after the uncomfortable splendour of her position.

On or about the seventh day the ceremonial bathing takes place. A temporary bath-house is built on a dais above a flight of seven steps, and is prepared for the reception of the bridal pair. The two march up
together into it, either holding a handkerchief or with their little fingers interlocked. They sit side by side on a bench or on a banana stem. The bride's hair is untied. In some cases the water is passed through a cloth filled with flowers and palm-shoots; in some cases coconut-milk, lime-juice and rice powder are used as cosmetics for these ablutions; in all cases everything possible is done to give a ceremonial character to the whole lustration. In the south the pipe carrying the water is carved into the shape of a dragon's mouth at its extremity. Both in the north and in the south of the Peninsula the lustration ceremony includes the passing of a curious bridal cord round the necks of the married pair, and it ends with the severance of this cord. But long before this cord is severed the excited matrons who wash the bridal couple have turned the water on each other and the ceremony turns into a general fight, in which syringes are the guns and the missiles are streams of water. The spectators are splashed and wetted until the signal for the cessation of the fun is given by the breaking of the cord that binds the bride and the bridegroom. At a Patani wedding, observed by Mr. Winstedt, this severance was effected by fire; the flame of the burning ends was blown out by the bridegroom and the soot of the charred extremities was rubbed on the foreheads of both him and his wife. Guests and hosts, bride and bridegroom, wet and dry, all now return home, put on their wedding garments and meet again for a further feast and for a further bersanding or "sitting in state."

Throughout this period of the ceremony the married relation between the bride and bridegroom is only nominal. They see very little of each other and
are not permitted to be alone. It is not till three days, or a week, or even a fortnight has elapsed after the "final" fourth day, that the bridegroom is allowed to have the bride to himself. If he is not satisfied with her and has reason to question her virtue he is entitled to announce his dissatisfaction by appearing in public without his kēris, or minus his headdress, or otherwise "incomplete." In that case he can claim a refund of half the dowry. But the marriage is not considered void, and the passing of such a public affront on his wife's family is not likely to conduce to the success of his future life. It is considered bad taste as well as bad policy to create a quarrel at this stage. Any differences are enquired into and can be amicably settled without the cognizance of all the scandalmongers of the village.

In all the ceremonies that have been described hitherto no account has been given of the true marriage service (if we may so call it) in which the blessing of the Almighty is invoked upon the union of his servants. This detail is generally overlooked by spectators as it is very simple and very private. What happens is this. The imam or other officiating elder opens the proceedings with a religious appeal, such as, "I exhort you to the fear of Allah." To this his hearers reply, "Amen." Then the bride's guardian is expected to repeat a formula offering the bride in marriage to the bridegroom and mentioning the amount of the marriage-settlement. But as the formula is long, and as it is in Arabic, and as the guardian is usually too illiterate and too flustered to be intelligible in a language that he does not know, he appoints some more learned man to be his attorney and to make the
offer in his name. The offer is then made by the attorney. As soon as it has been made the presiding elder gives a warning tug to the bridegroom’s arm by way of telling him that he must now express his acceptance of the offer. He does so—in Arabic. This formula is short enough to present little difficulty even to an illiterate man, but the nervousness of a bridegroom occasionally makes him use some expression that is not to be found in any Arabic dictionary. Everything has then to be repeated all over again—the offer, the warning tug, and the reply. At last the bridegroom gets his words right and the marriage is nearly valid. It is made quite valid by the two necessary witnesses being appealed to, and by their replying that they have heard everything that has taken place. The presiding elder then repeats a prayer more or less to this effect: “O God, make union between these two as Thou didst make union between the water and the earth.” The ceremony ends. The bride need not be present at all, and if she is a maiden and under age her consent need not be asked.

What is fairly evident from the elaborate wedding ceremonies of the Malays is the fact that the actual religious rite is looked upon as a legalising form like the signing of the register in an English church or the attendance at the Mairie in France. The major incidents—the henna-staining, the shaving of the forehead, the procession, the sitting in state, and the lustrations on the seventh day—all lie outside the scope of Moslem law: they represent survivals of older customs and religions. Henna-staining is a custom that prevails in most Muhammadan countries and was

1 The khutbah nikah.
probably imported with Islam. The procession of the armed and mounted bridegroom, the mimic resistance offered to him and the efforts to overcome it either by bribery or battle may be far-away echoes of a time when marriage by capture or marriage by purchase was the recognised rule of the day. Many of the other incidents have no special reference to marriage. The sitting in state and the ceremonial lustrations, for instance, are not confined to weddings. The shaving of the forehead is hard to explain: certain superstitions are connected with it; inferences regarding the bride's virtue are drawn from the way the hair behaves. In one old romance, the "Hikayat Koris," a distinction is drawn between wives for whom a bridegroom thought it worth his while to shave his own forehead and those to whom he did not pay that compliment. We can see traces of marriage by purchase in the advances paid at betrothal and in the other customary gifts. We find signs of the matrilineal chate in the rule that the bridegroom must reside in his wife's house for some considerable time after his wedding. Upon the simple Moslem marriage rite there is superimposed a whole mass of ancient custom that the Malay refuses to discard. He considers the religious ceremony to be legal but inadequate; he wants the other things as well. He does not change old customs for new: he adds the new to the old. In old days high officers of state used to come on painted elephants to their installation. In 1907 the Raja Bendahara arrived in a carriage and pair, but the painted elephants followed behind. In 1908 the Raja Muda came in a motor-car with carriages and elephants in his train. "What will be used at the next installation of a Malay Chief?" asked a critical
spectator. "An aeroplane," said the Dato' Sri Adika Raja. But it is also safe to predict that the aeroplane will be followed by a motor-car, the motor-car by a carriage and pair, and the carriage and pair by a painted elephant. Last of all will come a faithful retainer, prepared to carry the Chief on his shoulders should our modern contrivances end by leaving his old master in the lurch.

ADULT LIFE.

Immediately after his marriage a Malay husband settles down to live in his father-in-law's house. He gives his services to his wife's relatives, helps in their rice-fields, looks after their fruit-trees and repairs the family dwelling. This idyllic state of things may go on for some time, but sooner or later it is apt to be ended by the growth of the new family. When the old home ceases to be big enough, the young couple desire to set up an establishment of their own. This is not a difficult matter. During some idle month, when rice is not being planted, the husband and his friends clear an acre or two of good dry soil on which to erect a small house and plant a little garden of coconuts and fruit-trees. If the ancestral rice-lands are of small extent, they proceed to extend them by adding a little field or two. By degrees they build and furnish the new house, and make everything ready for the flitting. The migration would not, however, be reckoned as an incident in Malay life if there were no ceremony attached to it. Ceremony dogs every detail, from the propitiation of the Earth Spirits when the soil is wounded by the digging of the foundations of the new house, down to the great day when the old parents
invite the neighbours to witness everything that has been done. The villagers assemble; the old people make a speech enumerating all the articles with which they are endowing the new household; the young people express their complete satisfaction with all that has been done for them, and the fitting is accomplished. These formalities are not intended, as a cynic might suggest, to advertise the family reputation for generosity; they are necessary to avoid disputes. Should there subsequently be a quarrel or divorce, every neighbour will be able to testify to the proper distribution of the family property. When the speeches are over, the neighbours go home enriched by an additional subject of conversation, while the new householders indicate their approval of everything by keeping indoors for three days, so as not to display their radiant faces to any malignant spirit of envy that may be lurking about the village. Possessed of a house, a garden and a rice-field, they are now in a position to earn a comfortable living.

Of course the above procedure is not invariable. A Malay official cannot afford to live in his wife's house if the Government desires his presence in some other place. Old parents, when their last remaining daughter is married, sometimes move to an annexe or enlarge the house so as to retain their daughter and to save themselves from the danger of being left alone in their old age. Moreover, it is not always possible to find unoccupied land in the vicinity of the house of the old people. The cultivation of all available land in the rice-growing districts of Penang and Province Wellesley has led to an annual exodus to Krian for the padi-planting season. In such cases the new household is apt to make its home in the new country while
the old parents keep to their ancestral village. Krian has been largely populated by this planting-out of young families from Province Wellesley; the coast of Selangor is being settled from Malacca; the whole Peninsula is being helped by a similar tide of migration from Sumatra and Banjermasin. But Perak itself is not yet over-populated, and the Perak Malay does not leave his native country. Once settled in his new house the young Malay is "king in his own place": he can "think of what he pleases and sing whenever he likes." So the proverbs tell us. They also recognise that woman's kingdom is the home—a fact which militates against the young husband's perfect freedom. Apart, however, from what the Malays call "the foe in one's own blanket" the householder is independent enough. He works whenever he likes and takes a holiday as often as he pleases. For a few weeks in the year he is very busy in the rice-fields; during the remaining ten months he enjoys comparative leisure. He has his meals at irregular times, goes to mosque irregularly, does a little fishing at odd moments—indeed, apart from padi-planting, most Malay work is done at odd moments: it is not the great business of life.

Religion supplies him with a time-table—the lunar calendar of the Muhammadans—with its incidents for each day, week, month and year. It divides up the day with the five daily prayers (which he forgets) and insists on his attending mosque every Friday, unless he can find some excuse for his habitual absences. It also marks off certain days of the year as great religious festivals. The general impression among Malays seems to be that people go to mosque
more consistently now than they did in the days of native rule, but there can be no doubt that the easy-going nature of the people is against regularity in any form.

The Moslem year is a lunar year unconnected with seasonal events. It begins with the month Muharram. The first day of the year is not marked by any festivities nor does the month itself contain any special Sunnite holidays, but Indian Shiite influence shows itself in Penang in the borin performances and in occasional lamentations over the death of the Prophet's grandson Husain. A borin is a troupe of strolling minstrels, generally dressed and drilled as soldiers and headed by a Captain and an Army Chaplain. The troupe visits the houses of wealthy or popular Moslems and serenades them till paid to go away. The songs are sometimes eulogistic and sometimes comic: the tunes are admirably suited for their purpose—pleasing at first and monotonous after a time, so that the troupe is gladly welcomed and gladly dismissed. The religious element is entirely absent from the borin performances and there is no apparent reason for their association with the month of Muharram.

Safar, the second month, is regarded as unlucky: to take up any enterprise in Safar is like beginning a journey on a Friday. It is the month in which Muhammad's fatal illness declared itself. The last Wednesday of the month is a religious event, a day of penitence and of ceremonial purification from the sins of the world; but it has been turned by the light-hearted Malays into a sort of bathing-picnic known as the Mandi Safar. The Malays do not take
kindly to fasts, but they pay very great attention to the fact that the month is an unlucky one in the matter of work.

The twelfth day of the third month is the anniversary of the Prophet's birth and also of his death, but the former event is regarded as the more important. The day is wholly a day of rejoicing, marked by much good cheer and by the chanting of many maulud or Arabic hymns and discourses about the life of Muhammad. In consequence of this great festival the name maulud is often given to the whole month in preference to the orthodox Arabic description of Rabi‘u-l-awwal. Malays, who do like long Arabic words, sometimes use the expression "the four months with the same name" when speaking of the months Rabi‘u-l-awwal, Rabi‘u-l-akhir, Jamadu-l-awwal, and Jamadu-l-akhir. The names are not the same, but they seem to possess certain family likenesses and are all equally unpronounceable.

The next great Moslem holiday is the 27th day of the seventh month, Rajab, the anniversary of the Prophet's journey to heaven. It is a great occasion for chanting and prayer and it is commemorated by all Malays of piety and learning.

The eighth month, Shaaban, is rendered dismal by the approach of the ninth, the Fasting Month. The fifteenth night of Shaaban is believed to be the time when the Almighty shakes the Tree of Life causing the fall of leaves that represent the lives of men. Throughout this night in some parts of Arabia the mosques are thronged with agonised suppliants appealing to the Almighty to allow their lives to be prolonged throughout the coming year. Such scenes are rare in the Peninsula. The Malay calls this
event the *kanduri roti*, because of the cakes that they eat to commemorate it.

The concluding days of *Shaaban* are marked by many feasts, because the Great Fast is coming on when men may no longer dine in comfort. They represent the days of preparation for the Malay Lent and should be marked by ceremonial ablutions to purify the soul and by much food to fortify the body. They are soon over, and the Great Fast begins.

Throughout the month of *Ramazan* a Moslem is forbidden (between sunrise and sunset) to eat, drink, chew, smoke or swallow. It is a time of misery, mitigated by the possibility of sleeping all day and feasting all night. During the whole of this period the Spirits of Evil are believed to be chained up, so that the superstitious Malay can (and does) go about at night without fear of ghostly visitants. As each sunset approaches a faithful few find their way to the mosque and await in prayer and meditation the exact moment when they will be permitted to break their fast. When sunset comes the worshippers share a light meal of rice-gruel (*kanji buka puasa*) before returning to their homes. The whole of the month is treated as a sort of a religious retreat, during which great princes like the Sultan of Perak offer a generous hospitality to the pious poor who flock to the palace-assemblies. All through the night there may be heard the long wailing sound of the Arabic chants with which the devotees beguile the weary hours. At last the dawn approaches, the last long meal is taken, and the exhausted worshipper curls up on the floor in sleep. As the end of the month approaches, the fervour of devotion becomes more intense, the special Arabic chants (*tarawih*) become
longer, and the strain becomes more cruel. The 26th night is the "Night of Power" on which the Koran was sent down to Muhammad, a night when the very trees of the forest are believed to bow in homage towards Mecca; it is a great event and is marked by ceremonial lustration, by nocturnal feasts and by religious services of unusual length. It is the culminating point of the Ramazan devotions. After the "Night of Power" the weary worshipper scans the horizon anxiously for a sight of the new moon that is to put an end to his long-drawn troubles.

The new moon comes at last; the Great Fast is followed by the Great Feast. Every Malay dons his finest garments, calls on all his friends, gives his family the best dinner he can afford, sends small gifts of cakes to his European acquaintances and apologizes to his seniors for any offence that he may have committed during the past year. The rejoicings go on for the first three days of the tenth month, Shawwal. This festival, the hari raya besar, is the nearest Malay equivalent for the English Christmas, the Greek Easter or the Chinese New Year.

The next great day is the 10th of the twelfth month, Dzu'l-hijjah. It is the month of the Pilgrimage. On this 10th day the pilgrims at Mecca visit a place called the Mina Bazaar, near Mount Arafat, and offer up a sacrifice to mark the conclusion of the Hajj. The day is known in the Straits as the hari raya haji. It is the great day of the haji, the man who has been to Mecca. It is the anniversary of his pilgrimage. On this day the haji—who is often a humble Javanese gardener working in some Singapore or Penang compound—puts on the gorgeous robes and

1 Lailatu'l-hadir.
turban of the Arab, takes a holiday and astonishes his employer by his sudden magnificence. The transformation does not last long. In two days the haji is back at work along with his less fortunate friends who have never been to Mecca. This festival is the last of the Moslem year.

The Malay possesses another year, a solar year, with holidays and festivals that have no connection with religion. It begins with some definite sign—the height of the Pleiades above the horizon or the seasonal ripening of some fruit—telling the ryot that the time for planting is at hand. The true Malay year is a sort of farmer’s almanac. Its first festival is marked by the reading of prayers, the burning of incense, and the singing of chants over the mother-seed that is to be used in the rice-nursery. The calendar is marked by further festivals at every stage of cultivation—at the sowing, the transplanting and the harvesting. It is supplemented by special holidays, when mimic fighting or mock-propitiation is used to get the better of the ghostly denizens of the district who prey upon the crops. This solar calendar is only unsatisfactory because it is unauthorised and uncontrolled by any supreme authority, so that its details vary in every part of the Peninsula. It is the relic of an old agricultural religion and belongs properly to the province of Folklore and Malay Belief. None the less its holidays are observed and its feasts are well attended. The exact day for each event is fixed by the local pawang, but it turns upon the state of the crops and the details of the padi-planting industry. The industry is the subject of a special pamphlet and need not be considered here.

1 The pêrah fruit.
One thing alone must be discussed: how does rice-planting pay? The whole of Malay life turns on this industry and the crucial point in it is one about which we have singularly little information. Mr. Hale, usually a reliable authority, estimated the average harvest from a five-acre block of good irrigated land in Krian at a total of 3,000 gantang of padi, representing a gross value of $240. Against this he set the land-rent ($5), the water-rate ($10) and a sum of $48 for interest on borrowed capital at the local money-lenders' rate of 24 per cent. Mr. Hale was appealing for a reduction of taxation, and in his anxiety to forestall any criticism of his figures he made out a strong case against himself. His figures seem too high. In 1907 a most interesting experiment was made in Krian by order of the Director of Agriculture. Eight small pieces of land were marked off and cultivated in different ways in order to test the relative effectiveness of different processes of planting. The bulkiest crop (366 gantang to the acre) was obtained from the land cultivated by Banjarese according to their own native methods. Some instructive differences were noticed in the three other fields cultivated by Banjarese on their own lines as modified in some small detail by the Director. The average for the four Banjarese fields was 328 gantang per acre. A field cultivated by Tamils gave a poorer result. A field treated with bone manure gave a miserable crop (128 gantang to the acre); selection of local seed by weight was a failure (164 gantang to the acre), and the importation of special seed from Ceylon resulted in a complete fiasco. The local ryots, who saw in these experiments an attempt to improve on their own
methods, summed up the situation with the pithy proverb that it is useless to teach swimming to ducks. Still, these figures make it abundantly clear that Mr. Hale’s estimate of 600 gantang to the acre is too high for an average. The crop of 366 gantang was declared to be a fair crop for the locality. Mr. Hale’s estimated price of 8 cents per gantang is also rather high. Taking 350 gantang at 8 cents as a conservative estimate we find that the harvest of land in Krian, after deducting land rent and water-rate, works out at $25 an acre. If we set against this sum the tithe taken by the mosque, the cost of buffaloes (if used for ploughing), and the money lender’s interest at 24 per cent., it may fairly be contended that rice-planting does not pay.

As a matter of fact, it does pay. Mr. P. A. Thompson estimates the gross value of the rice-crop in Siam at about £3 5s. an acre, and looks upon this figure as very profitable, though it corresponds almost exactly with the Krian estimate. A loan at 24 per cent. is not a business transaction, nor does a Malay borrow money to open up new land; indeed, he could not get his loan till he has cultivated his land and secured his title. He borrows money for some wedding-ceremony or as security for a friend, and we ought not to lay at the door of the rice-growing industry the improvidence and recklessness of individual ryots. When all is said and done, a profit of $125 (on a five-acre block for some five months’ work) is good profit, as native incomes go, especially when

1 In the following year much better crops were obtained, one plot yielding 600 gantang to the acre. The mill buys padi at 7 cents a gantang, paid in advance.

2 “Lotus-land,” p. 183
we remember that much of the work of padi-planting is little more than the leisurely duty of watching a growing crop.

Rice-growing is not the Malay peasant's sole means of livelihood. He usually has his little holding with its thirty or forty coconut trees round his house. With an annual yield of 50 nuts per tree and an average price of 4 cents a nut he may get anything from $50 to $80 a year from this source. If he resides near the sea he can earn an appreciable amount by working as a fisherman. If he lives near a forest he may gather and sell rattans and other jungle produce. In some places he can make great profits by cutting the nipah palms and making house-roofing. If his house is near a high road he may keep a cart or carriage and earn an occasional dollar by letting it out on hire. In many cases he has some special source of income of his own—he may be a mosque-official or a Koran-teacher or a school-master or a smith. Separately considered these sources of profit amount to very little; collectively they mean a great deal. They must represent an average of some $15 to $20 a month and would be much more if the rice-planters made full use of their opportunities and leisure. As it is, the Malay peasant is never likely to furnish a plentiful supply of cheap labour; he is far too well-off for that. He may take odd jobs and small contracts, but he will not consent to exchange his lot for that of a regular wage-earner on an estate. Why, indeed, should he? His life is varied, pleasant, and healthy; it supplies him with all that he needs; it allows him ample leisure and absolute personal

---

1 I have heard it said on good authority that 25 coconut trees will support a Malay family.
freedom. It enables us to understand why the ceremonies at a peasant's wedding can go on for a week and be attended by the whole village without dislocating the industries of the locality. All that is necessary is the choice of a suitable season—the month after the harvest—when everyone is at leisure and the granaries are full.

Agriculture is the soul of Malay life. The ryot may hear of lunar months and of the years of the Hegira, but he speaks of "years of rice" or "years of maize," and he dates an incident as "so many harvests ago." He is essentially a planter; his festivals are seasonal; his joys and sorrows depend on the crops; and his whole life is regulated by the great rice-planting industry.

SICKNESS AND DEATH

When a Malay becomes so ill that the ministrations of the local herbalists are of no avail he sends for the pawang. Now the pawang is a very unorthodox person: historically he is the priest of an older religion and theoretically a trafficker with evil spirits and a dabbler in the blackest of black art. To the pious dignitaries of the mosque the pawang is an abomination, because he represents the accredited agent of the Devil. But the sick man is not likely to stand upon such ceremony; believing as he does that all sickness comes from the Evil One he will not be deterred by any rules of propriety from entering into negotiations with his tormentor. He sends for the pawang. The pawang realises the delicacy of the situation and begins with mild measures: he tries to feed the Evil One. He hangs out baskets of food and
cakes in the jungle—raw food and cooked food, vegetable food and animal food, dainties to suit all tastes. If the spirit is malicious enough to go on tormenting the poor sick man after such kindness has been shown, the pawang tries a little mild deception. Having built a sacrificial boat, filled it with money and provisions, and induced the evil spirits to step on board, he sets it adrift on the river to float away to its fate in the Great Sea. If the demon of disease is too canny to be taken in by these temptations—well, there is no help for it: a bērхαntu ceremony must be resorted to. It is wicked; but what else is the poor sick man to do?

Sir Frank Swettenham has described a bērхαntu ceremony; so has Mr. Skeat. These accounts must suffice for those who desire to know what the performance looks like. But descriptions are of all sorts: one may dwell on the ridiculous aspect of an incident, and another may resolve itself into detailed inventory of the pawang's paraphernalia and a word-for-word record of the formulæ that he uttered. In neither case does the description give much of a clue to the real significance of a bērхαntu; and, after all, the principal question is, "What does the ceremony mean?"

Sir Frank's sick man was a reigning Sultan; Mr. Skeat's was a peasant, the brother of his collector. Sir Frank's pawang was, "a woman in male attire—in ordinary life she was an amusing lady named Raja Ngah, a scion of the reigning house on the female side"; Mr. Skeat's pawang was a man of no special importance. Sir Frank's orchestra consisted of "five or six girls holding native drums" and was headed

by the daughter of Raja Ngah; Mr. Skeat's was only the pawang's wife. "an aged woman whose office was to chant the invocation." Sir Frank's ghostly visitant was the aristocratic Israng, the special familiar of Raja Ngah: Mr. Skeat's was the plebeian tiger-spirit, the common property of the whole Malay world. There is a vast difference in the importance of the incidents described; Mr. Skeat's may be called a vulgar or workaday bərhantu, while Sir Frank's represented a minor incident in the history of the State.

In a shadowy way we can also find outlined for us in the dry records of a Straits Settlements blue-book the story of a much greater bərhantu—one that was a major incident in the history of the State. When Sultan Abdullah was charged with complicity in the assassination of the British Resident, one of the allegations against him was that he had "sent off a boat to Pasir Panjang to fetch down the Raja Kechil Muda and his son, Raja Ahmad, to conduct a main bərhantu in his presence," and that the object of the performance was in some way connected with the murder of Mr. Birch. Mr. Plunket, who conducted the enquiry, had only a vague idea of what a bərhantu was. He described it as "a superstitious performance which the Perak people have learnt from the Sakais or wild men of the interior for looking into the future by calling up spirits and questioning them: . . . . on this occasion in all seriousness the Sultan sent for Raja Kechil Muda and his son (as skilled persons in such performances) to conduct a main bərhantu as a preliminary ceremony to carrying out the conspiracy, already formed against Mr. Birch's life. . . . . The performances on
the first and second nights were merely preliminary introductions to what was to follow, but on the third night Sultan Abdullah, having been possessed by seven spirits in succession, spoke out and declared that Mr. Birch would be dead in a month." Such was Mr. Plunket's interpretation of the incident, though his account is not borne out by the evidence. The performance took place at Batak Rabit on or about the 24th August, 1875.

There is no doubt from the evidence that the pawang at this great bérhantu were the Raja Kechil Muda and his son, Raja Ahmad. "On this night," said one witness, "the devils asked to be paid, and Raja Kechil Muda replied that the devils would be paid with a boatload of offerings when Mr. Birch was dead. One of the Sultan's devils declared that the devil which would kill Mr. Birch resided at Kuala Perak." Another witness testified as follows: 'Raja Ahmad said that he could call up Mr. Birch's spirit for $100. The Sultan agreed to pay this sum. . . . Raja Ahmad said that what the Sultan wanted was being done. The Sultan said, 'Will what I want happen?' Raja Ahmad said, 'It will.' " Another eye-witness described "the performance which took place. At its conclusion Raja Ahmad said to Sultan Abdullah, 'Now I have done for Mr. Birch, but I won't do it properly unless you pay me.' Sultan Abdullah replied, 'I will pay you without fail if you can only get Mr. Birch out of Bandar Baharu.' " The evidence records the surprise that was felt at a bérhantu being held when nobody was ill, and it works up to the conclusion that the Sultan "wanted to do something wrong to Mr. Birch and that he wanted to kill him by sorcery."
Although the eye-witnesses were very reluctant to talk about what had happened, the general drift of their evidence was that the wizards were the Raja Kecrih Muda and his son, that the fee was $100, besides the offerings to the spirits, that the spirits invoked ("the Sultan's devils") were the jin kērajana or divinities of the State, and that the hope was that these mighty spirits would wreck Mr. Birch's launch off Kuala Perak and drown him in the sea.

In the three bērhantu performances to which reference has been made we find that the importance of the incident increases with the importance of the pawang, the greatness of the spirits, and the magnitude of the fee. "As one star exceeds another in glory," says Sir Frank Swettenham, "so one jin surpasses another in renown, and I have named them in the order of their renown. In their honour four white and crimson umbrellas were hung in the room, presumably for their use when they arrived from their distant homes. Only the Sultan of the State is entitled to traffic with these distinguished Spirits; when summoned they decline to move unless appealed to with their own special invocations, set to their own peculiar music, sung by at least four singers, and led by a Biduan (singer) of the royal family. There are common devils who look after common people; such as Hantu Songkai, Hantu Mēlayu and Hantu Bēliam: the last the Tiger-Devil, but out of politeness he is called Bēliam to save his feelings." It was this last "tiger-devil" that Mr. Skeat saw; and even Raja Ngah's familiar, Israng, whose antics are described in "Malay Sketches," was not as aristocratic as the umbrella-using dignitaries of whom Sir Frank speaks.
On one point Sir Frank is in error, though so near the truth that the very subtlety of the distinction has led him off the trail of an interesting fact. There are two Sultans in Perak: one is "the Sultan of the State" and the other is the Sultan "who is entitled to traffic with these distinguished spirits." This latter sovereign, the Sultan Muda as he is called, is chosen from the royal house; his wife is a titular queen, the Raja Che' Puan Muda; and he has a deputy or heir-apparent known as the Raja Kechil Muda. But it is the law of the State that this spiritual Sultan, prince of the blood-royal though he be, may never succeed to the secular Sultanate of the State. His kingdom has nothing to do with this visible world of Perak; he rules over the Spirits of the Land and can convene eerie courts to be attended by ghosts of all grades of dignity from the great "Twin Brother of the Heavens," who came into existence when the universe was created, down to the humble arak arak jin su-ribu, "the ghosts who follow in procession, a thousand ghosts at a time." The president of this ghostly court is the Sultan Muda (or his deputy, the Raja Kechil Muda). He knows the exact title by which each Spirit must be addressed and the subtle distinctions of rank between them. He alone can summon the very highest ghosts in the land, and his fee for doing so is $100 in all. These facts may throw some light on a few of the details of the mysterious bérhantu at Batak Rabit that was brought up against Sultan Abdullah at his trial. They may also explain the following minor incident in the early history of British intervention in Perak.

When the Pangkor Treaty was made and Sir Andrew Clarke's advisers were looking for a
Malay title to serve as a dignified equivalent for the English term "ex-Sultan," some one in Singapore unfortunately coined the expression *Sultan Muda* as suitable for the purpose in view. With many expressions of goodwill and with the very best intentions this devil-derived dignity was offered by the British Government to the aged and religious Sultan Ismail, a descendant of the Prophet, by way of consoling him for the loss of the throne of Perak. The embarrassed ex-Sultan—not knowing exactly what to think—suggested in a mild way to Mr. Birch that another title, such as *Sultan Baginda*, would suit him better. Mr. Birch suspected that the new title might conceal some deep design and referred the matter to the Singapore adviser on Malay affairs (Mr. T. Braddell, C.M.G.) for an explanation of the difference between the two designations. Mr. Braddell was completely nonplussed. In the end, it was decided, with some misgivings, that the ex-Sultan might be allowed to please himself in this matter.

Among the regalia of Perak is a set of small cups (resembling Chinese tea-cups but with serrated rims) that are used by the Sultan Muda in his incantations. So, too, a very handsome golden bowl,1 with a cover of gold and a saucer of *suasa* studded with precious stones, is said to have done service in these *bērhuatu* ceremonies. Under the ancient Government of Perak it was the feudal obligation of the villagers of Pasir Garam to erect the nine-staged pavilion used for the ceremonial lustrations after a princely *bērhuatu*. Although few people in

---

1 Known as a *Mundam*. It is an Achehnese bowl and is said to date back to the time of *Marhum Bissar Aululla*. 
Perak know who the Sultan Muda is and although his office and that of the Raja Kechil Muda do not figure in the Annual Estimates, every section of his duties and every detail of his costume are most clearly defined by the unwritten custom of the country. The ceremony of the bérhantu commenced at 8 p.m., when the Sultan Muda, dressed in the prescribed robes, made his formal entry and took his seat on the puadai, a narrow mat only used on such occasions. His head would be veiled with a scarf of many colours. Rice-dust was scattered about to avert ill-luck, incense was burnt, and the Sultan Muda, grasping a handful of sambau grass, bowed, folded his arms, and gave the signal for the invocation to begin. The Chief Minstrel\(^1\) — to the accompaniment of an orchestra of drums — then chanted his appeal to the Spirits of the Country, one by one in the strict order of their precedence, to attend the audience of their King. A strange assembly was this ghostly Court of Perak. It numbered among its aristocrats spirits borrowed from all religions and from every part of the world, souls of orthodox rulers like Ali, Ahmad and Solomon, deities of India like Brahma and Vishnu, nature-gods like the "Supporter of the Heavens" and the "Ruler of the Storm," and divinities of special localities like the Dato' of Mount Bérémbun. Invoked by their proper names and titles — for no mistake was permissible on this point — the Spirits would come in, one by one, announcing their arrival by the flicker of the tapers used in the performance. As each Great Spirit arrived the Sultan Muda\(^2\) would turn to the Chief Singer and enquire in set phrases if all was well. In language that was equally well studied the

\(^1\) Biduan. \(^2\) As the medium of the spirit in question.
Singer would reply that all was indeed well, and that the object of the meeting was the convocation of all the Spirits to a great feast to be held on the morrow. The Singer would then go on to invoke the next Spirit in order of precedence, and, as the Ghosts of Perak are many, the ceremony would drag on far into the night.

Early the next morning the Sultan Muda and the Raja Kechil Muda paid their first ceremonial visit to the pavilion of lustration, the great nine-storeyed scaffolding erected by the men of Pasir Garam. At the summit of the pavilion was the image of a bird, the jäntaru that lives on the dew of heaven and is ever calling for the rain. Below this image were many minor decorations and offerings—streamers of cloth and paper, strings of flowers and fronds, square rice-packets and long rice-packets, cakes and pastry, jars of water, joints of sugar-cane, food of all sorts—and prominent among them all would be the grizzly head of a pink buffalo sacrificed in honour of the occasion. Everything was on a lavish scale, befitting the greatness of the ghostly guests. The Sultan Muda having seen that all was ready would return home. Then in the half-light of evening, "when faces can just be recognised," he would come back and ascend the tower along with his heir-apparent and a train of attendant paucang. Bowing to the four quarters of the heavens he would wave the offerings in each direction as an invitation to the Spirits to approach and partake of the provisions that had been consecrated to their use. Later on the whole party, meeting at the palace, held another and wilder bérhantu, appealing desperately to the Spirits of the Country to help the sick king in his hour of distress.
The great drums of royalty, the holy regalia of the State and even the maiden daughters of the royal house were brought out to do honour to the invisible guests; the feast was of the very best, and every effort would be made to thoroughly propitiate the Spirit. The sick Sultan was laid on a curious sixteen-sided dais, the pētērakna parchalogram, specially prepared for these occasions, and the bērhantu invocations would then go on as before.

On the third day (or later) the Sultan, if cured, was taken to the lofty nine-staged pavilion and was ceremonially bathed by the Sultan Muda and his attendants. This lustration marked the final recovery of the royal patient. It gave the Sultan Muda a claim to his fee of $100—$25 for himself, $25 for the Raja Kechil Muda, and $50 for his suite of wizards. We are, of course, speaking of royal illnesses. When the patient was a man of humble birth, the ceremony was simpler, the pawang was less authoritative, the spirit was a "common devil," and the fee was less—witness the ceremony recorded by Mr. Skeat. All these things are questions of degree. In describing a bērhantu we must allow for the importance of the occasion, and lastly we must reckon with another possibility suggested in the pithy summing-up of my Malay informant about these bērhantu performances: "All these things cost money—and sometimes they only make the patient worse."

Was the Spirit at a bērhantu ceremony to be regarded as an enemy to whom the sick man had to pay ransom? Or was he an ally called in to fight the hostile Demons of Disease? Probably the latter—or the bērhantu against Mr. Birch would have been meaningless—but possibly he was a little of both.
The ways of demons are inscrutable. The ghosts of the State should be the allies of the State, but they might consider it a service to the country to remove a Sultan instead of curing him. In such a case the Sultan’s appeals might be promises of repentance. We will return therefore to the eventuality already suggested—the possibility that the din and excitement of the coming of the Spirits may have only pushed the patient a little nearer to the grave. Hope is given up; the pawang returns home to find excuses for his failure, and the poor despairing invalid, having failed to get well either by fair means or foul, hands himself over to the last ministrations of the orthodox leaders of religion. The imam and his fellow-dignitaries of the mosque are bound by duty to attend at the deathbed of a dying believer and to prepare him for the great change by repeating seven times in his ear the assertion of the Unity of God, the cardinal pillar of the Moslem faith. As with the Hebrew whose last words should be “Hear, O Israel, the Lord thy God is One God,” so also the dying Moslem should pass to the hereafter while testifying to the same great truth. He endeavours therefore to listen to the imam and to repeat the Arabic formula after him, “though feebly and incorrectly for the power of his tongue is broken.” He dies, and the attendants immediately bind up his jaw, pinion his arms to his sides, fasten his lower limbs together and lay him reverently on a couch in the great centre-room of his house.

At nightfall torches are lit and the neighbours assemble, the men to pray and the women to weep and lament, while the inmates of the house are kept busy providing refreshment for all who come to render the
last honours to the dead. All through the night, if possible, the Koran should be chanted. In the morning the preparations for interment commence. The men prepare the loose coffin in which the body is borne to the grave and the rough litter on which the coffin is carried. The women get ready the sireh, the small coins and the fragrant leaves that are to be used in the course of the coming ceremony. As noon approaches the body must be washed for the last time. For this purpose it is usually laid on rollers of banana-trunk, but in special cases of distinguished honour it may be allowed to rest on the legs of relatives and friends. The lustration is done by an expert, and consists partly of real cleansing and partly of ceremonial purification. When all is over, the body is dried with a towel, perfumed with camphor and sandal-wood, plugged against impurities, and shrouded in a long white wrapper with fastenings taken from its own unravelled edges. The last toilet of the dead is now complete. A short prayer is said, a little money is scattered about, and the body is placed in the coffin and borne outside the house. There a short funeral service is held. When this is over, a pall is thrown over the coffin and the litter is lifted on the shoulders of the attendants and borne to the cemetery, a procession following and singing the creed. It would be quite wrong to use a wheeled vehicle for such purposes, and many are the devices resorted to for evading the difficulty. In some very stately funerals it is said that concealed hearses have been used while the "bearers" marched by the side of the hearse and pretended to carry the coffin. In some cases the bearers have stood in the carriage and supported the coffin on their shoulders. But the law
on the point is unmistakable. Even the present constitutional Sultan of Turkey at the lowest ebb of his fortunes was able to veto the use of a gun-carriage at a military funeral given by the Young Turks.

A Malay grave is like an English grave, except that a long niche or cavity is usually dug along the side of the main trench. The body rests in the niche and not in the principal hollow. Should the earth be too loose to allow of a niche being made, a cavity is dug along the bottom of the trench and the body is laid in this cavity. In some cases a sort of three-sided bottomless coffin is used. In all these methods the essential point is that the body shall lie on the earth but not the earth on the body. The niche or cavity is closed in by a plank, or else the three-sided coffin is placed over the corpse to protect it from the soil above. The loose coffin used in the procession to the cemetery is not buried at all, the body is taken out of it for interment. When this is done a clod of earth is held to the nostrils of the dead to suggest a notion of what is happening, and the fastening of the grave-clothes is partially unloosed to allow him to rise slightly when listening to the prayer known as the talkin. The body is then placed in its aperture; the aperture is closed up and the trench is filled.

After the burial a few more prayers are said—notably the talkin or last exhortation to the deceased—and alms are distributed among the pious poor. A few of the friends go back to the house of mourning and assist in chanting the Koran during the night. On the third day a funeral feast is held in honour of the departed. If the relatives can afford it, similar funeral feasts may be held on the seventh, fortieth
and hundredth day after the death. Gifts are made to the mosque authorities—a mat to the expert who washes the body, the pall to the imam who recites the burial service, and other customary fees in rice, coconuts, sugar-cane and money.

Temporary wooden marks are set up to show the place of interment, and are replaced at a later date by tombstones if the relatives of the deceased are well-off. Round posts are set up for a man, flat planks for a woman. Of the two marks put up, the headstone is much the larger, and the space between the pair (about three feet) is usually filled up by a low ridge of earth. A few monuments are very elaborate. The tombs of the early Perak kings were of the Acehnese type—four-sided monumental headstones carved with the confession of faith. So are the graves at the ancient Perak capital, Bruas, and so also is the tomb of the great Upper Perak female saint, To Temong, who played some part in the legendary history of the country. About A.D. 1700 the type seems to have suddenly changed. The gravestone of the Sultan Marhum Bésar Aulia'llah is of a curious polygonal type narrow at the base and increasing near the top. The monument of Marhum Kahar is of the same type and far more elaborately carved; the headstone is joined to the other by a long stone block five or six feet long and carved with the triple crescentic dokoh that was the sign of royalty and a long narrow cutting that fills with rain and supplies water for the birds of the air to drink—but whether this was its real object I cannot say.

Older graves have been found in Perak; some indeed are lined with slabs of stone and contain broken pottery and even cornelian beads. But were
they Malay? Of their origin nothing is known. The
Malays, who are extremely conservative in the matter
of old ceremonial, give us nothing in their burial-
customs that is not of the most orthodox Moslem
character. It may be that they used formerly to
dispose of their dead otherwise than by interment—
but this point must be left to be dealt with in the
course of another chapter.

CONCLUDING NOTES.

The Malay cares nothing for consistency; he does
not exchange old customs for new; he keeps both the
new and the old. He is indeed afraid to give up the
old. "Again and again have I tried to abandon this
inconvenient system [of coinage]," said a Pahang
prince to Abdullah Munshi; "but the tigers took to
eating men, and the crocodiles became hungrier, and
I desisted." The Malay is afraid to give up an
ancient practice because he fears the vengeance of
the creators of the practice; he thinks that the dead
hand of some old lawgiver may reach out over the
intervening centuries and strike down the impious
being who dares to alter what past ages have approved.
To meet this difficulty he keeps the old while adopting
the new. He has gone on preserving custom after
custom and ceremony after ceremony till his whole
life is a sort of museum of ancient customs—
an ill-kept and ill-designed museum in which no
exhibit is dated, labelled or explained. For the
Malay has not retained these old ceremonies for
their own sake or because he loves them; he
has preserved them as mere formalities: dead
things for the satisfaction of his dead ancestors. If the European observer examines the bridegroom's offerings at a Perak wedding he will see that they are mere dummies of wood and paper got up to represent coconuts, firewood and cattle. Malay custom is largely a matter of dummies. Some day when elephants become scarce the elephant at a raja's installation will be replaced by a figure of bamboo and tissue-paper, a mere symbol to be borne along in the train of a prince. Why indeed should it be otherwise? The elephant is no longer there as a beast of burden; he only figures in the procession to gratify the ghostly majesty of ancient kings who like to see their descendants keep up the traditional forms of royalty.

Malay ceremonial, as we have said, is a museum of dead customs kept up for the benefit of the dead. It is unlabelled and unexplained because the men of old who made each custom may be safely trusted to know its nature and its meaning, and if the men of old had left us records of their times in the form of ancient history and literature they might have helped us to understand every incident in the long drama of Malay ceremonial. But they have left us very little. As guides they fail us, they force us to infer and to surmise where we ought to be able to speak with confidence; all that they can do is to indicate the lines on which research must proceed. We must work historically. We can best begin by eliminating the modern Moslem elements—the henna-staining, the marriage contract and prayers, the entire funeral ceremony, the practice of circumcision, and the festivals that make up the lunar year. Of the Hindu elements we cannot speak so positively; they probably
include the bridal rice, the bridal thread, much of the
lustration ceremony and some details of the propitiatory sacrifices. But when we have eliminated these
Hindu and Moslem details we are still far from the
bedrock of Indonesian custom; we have to distinguish
between essentials and accessories. Dances and
feasting are accessories to weddings all over the
world, yet they are not really a part of the marriage
ceremony; they belong to the great province of merry-
making. The "enthronement" at a Malay marriage
is merely honorific; the "lustrations" are rites of
purification; the offerings to evil spirits are made to
avert ill-luck. Rites of this sort, like feasts and
dances, accompany every great Malay ceremony; they
are common accessories, not true essentials. It is only
when we have set aside these items that we get at the
real traces of old Indonesian custom. To describe a
Malay wedding by giving an account of the bzersaminy
is like publishing the menu of a wedding breakfast
as an example of an English marriage service.

After this rough classification of the items that
make up our Malay museum of ancient custom we can
proceed to discuss the various exhibits one by one.
Let us begin with the Moslem exhibits as being the
most modern and the easiest to identify and under-
stand. In the matter of marriage-custom Islam has
exercised very little influence. It brought in the brief
religious service at which the contract is ratified and
witnessed, and it identified an old Indonesian cus-
tomary payment, the mas kahwin, with its own mahr
or marriage-settlement. These two items represent
the barest requirements of Muhammadan Law. In
the matter of unessentials Islam only introduced one
rite—the henna-staining. This henna-staining is
accompanied in Malaya by a peculiar dance performed to a special tune: the dancers (men and women in turn) balance a cup or vessel to which lighted tapers are affixed while they go through the prescribed steps: they are expected to play with the cup and even to invert it without extinguishing the lights by the jerkiness of their movements. In the matter of funeral-ceremonies Islam exercises a complete monopoly. In circumcision we should expect a similar monopoly, and we find it in Southern Malaya (if accessories are eliminated) but not in Northern Malaya, where the circumcision-ceremonies are very elaborate, take place at a comparatively late age and are regarded almost as a recognition of puberty and as a preliminary to marriage. In the matter of the calendar the influence of Islam is very distinct: it monopolises the festivals of the lunar year and surrenders the solar year to older Malay creeds. These few points summarise Muhammadan influence on Malay ceremonial.

What are we to make of them all? It would seem that when Islam came to the Peninsula it found in existence a solar calendar, a very elaborate system of wedding-ceremonies, a complete absence of burial ceremonies and—in the North but not in the South—an important festival that was accepted as analogous to circumcision. There is evidence to show that such inferences would not be incorrect.

Cremation was practised by the Malacca Malays during the first half of the fifteenth century—so every contemporary Chinese navigator tells us most positively. Cremation is still found in Hindu Bali and is constantly mentioned in old Malay romances; it is, in fact, the common practice of Hinduism and
Buddhism. It is not found among the aborigines of the Peninsula, nor is it to be traced among such wild tribes as the Borneo Dyaks and Philippine Igorrots. Under the circumstances, we might have inferred that the ancient Malays burned their dead till they accepted Hinduism and Buddhism; that they then began to burn their dead, and that they finally abandoned cremation for burial when they became Moslems. Curiously enough, there is strong evidence against such an inference. Plausible though it seems at first sight. In the North of the Peninsula there is positive proof of the existence of tree-burial, a practice that survives to this day in spite of the hostility of Buddhist priests, Moslem Imams and Siamese Governors. The Buddhist Malayo-Siamese are like their Moslem cousins in that they believe ordinary religion to be sufficient for ordinary cases, but consider that exceptional cases demand exceptional treatment. If a man dies a 'bad' death he is not interred or cremated; he is given tree-burial so that his soul may have peace. The body is 'rolled up in a mat and then in a casing of split bamboo so as to form a cigar-shaped bundle which is suspended between two trees in a waste place or hung up in the fork between two branches.' Moreover, even when a man has died a normal death his relatives sometimes attempt to combine the new and the old by putting the body into an aerial coffin for some days prior to cremation. Tree-burial must at one time have been a very common practice in the Northern States of the Peninsula though we cannot trace it in the South.

1 "Fasciculi Malayenses." Anthropology Part II (a), page 84

2 Aerial coffins are said to be used by the Northern Sakai also in the case of the death of one of their pawang
There were also other and stranger ways of disposing of the dead. "Among the Malays [of Patani]," says one authority, "interment is the universal rule at present; but it is said that until recently people who had died a bad or unlucky death were frequently cast out to be eaten by dogs and vultures." There are no vultures to be found further south than Perak. We may, however, compare with the Patani tradition the following passage in the "Malay Annals" giving the words of the Aru Ambassador to Pasai. "Better die at once and on this spot, if the dogs of Pasai are to eat me, be it so!" Let us also couple with these words the following statements of ancient Chinese writers on Java:

When their parents die they carry them to the forest and allow them to be eaten by dogs, if they are not devoured completely they are very sorry. The remains are burned, and often the wives and concubines are burned also to accompany the dead.

Their burial rites are as follows. When a father or mother is about to die the sons and daughters ask whether after death he or she would prefer to be eaten by dogs, to be burnt or to be thrown into the water. The parents give their orders according to their wishes and after their death their directions are carried out. If it is their wish to be eaten by dogs the body is carried to the seashore or into the wilderness where dogs soon arrive; if the flesh of the corpse is eaten completely it is considered propitious, but if not the sons and daughters lament and weep and throw the remains into the water.

The circumcision-ceremonies both in the North and the South are very elaborate. In the South they are made elaborate by the accessories (the enthronement, the lustrations and the propitiation of evil

1 "Fasciculi Malayenses," Anthropology. Part II (a), page 77.
2 History of the Ming Dynasty.
3 Ying Yai Sheng Lan (A.D. 1416).
spirits): but the essentials are Moslem. In the North the rite of circumcision is regarded as the equivalent of the Buddhist tonsure ceremony: one is masok Melayu, the other is masok Siam. When the Northern Malays became Moslems they may well have grafted circumcision upon the old tonsure ceremony. In any case, Malay ceremonial bears out clearly enough the view that Islam overlaid Hinduism in Southern Malay and Buddhism in the North.

We can now pass to the Hindu elements in Malay ceremonial. They are hard to identify because Malay Muhammadanism itself came from a Hindu country and has a strong South-Indian colouring. Still in the bridal rice⁴ shared by the newly married pair, in the bridal thread⁵ passed round them at the lustration, and in the bathing pavilion⁶ erected for this rite, we have not only Indian customs but actual Indian names. These, of course, are minor details. The influence of Hinduism went further: by creating Malay dignities and the whole theory of kingship it may be said to be behind the entire ceremony of enthronement. But Hinduism exercised its power at second-hand: its direct influence is neither interesting nor important in matters of custom.

The accessories of Malay ceremonial—the enthronement, the lustrations, and the propitiatory rites—demand some attention. The propitiatory rites belong to the province of Malay Magic or Malay Belief; they need not be here discussed. The lustrations are probably Hindu. The bersanding or enthronement is extremely interesting, though not in the sense in which it is usually studied. It is a ceremony in which the bride and bridegroom play at

---

¹ Nas bhirastakona. ² Itiñg pancharona. ³ Pancha-pśranda.
royalty; they sit in state on a royal dais, wear regalia and receive the homage of the assembled guests. They play most interesting parts—the parts of an ancient king and queen—acted to the staging of an old-world throne and court. The European observer looks on and thinks that he sees a wedding. But he forgets that the subject of the drama is royalty and not marriage: he will learn nothing about Malay marriage-theories from a mere glorification of the bridal pair.

Let us compare for a moment the enthronement of a Perak bridegroom with the enthronement of the Sultan himself: and in this connection it may be mentioned that a Perak prince wears as his wedding-jewels articles taken from the actual regalia of the State. At his coronation a Sultan wears a golden chain, three gold breast-ornaments, golden bracelets shaped like dragons, a gold-sheathed kēris, a golden-hilted sword and a silver seal mounted on a piece of wood. A Perak prince at his wedding only wears the chain, the breast-ornaments, the bracelets and the kēris. The difference is important. The chain, the breast-ornaments, the bracelets and the kēris are true regalia: the sword and the seal are dynastic heirlooms. The sword is the "sword of Alexander": the seal is the "seal of Alexander": they are historic things, but there is no legend attaching to the regalia worn by the bridegroom. The Perak bridegroom is imitating royalty in general; he is not copying any particular line of kings. The drama at which he is playing is older than the Perak dynasty; it has remained practically unchanged (as the "Malay Annals" prove to us) since the days of the Malacca kings; it probably goes back to the old Palembang kingdom with its strong
Javanese affinities. Wherever the old Palembang tradition exists—in Pahang, Johor, Riau, Malacca, Selangor and Perak—the "enthronement" or bēr-sunding varies very little. But if we leave the Palembang area and cross into Patani, we find a complete change. We see an "enthronement," it is true, but it is not the enthronement of a Palembang king. The ceremony is different; the regalia are different. We see before us the ghost of the ancient Northern Courts and of the old and high civilisations that have been crushed out of existence by the Siamese. From the custom and ceremonial of the Northern Malays we may yet learn much about the history of this most interesting part of the Peninsula.

We can go back further still, to the old Indonesian days before the Malays knew aught about Hinduism or Buddhism or Islam. Do the pantun contests at a wedding or betrothal speak of a time when women had more liberty and when courtship was allowed to precede marriage? Probably they do, though that time is indeed remote. The freedom allowed to unmarried girls among most of the less civilised Indonesian tribes and even among the Menangkabau Malays makes it seem probable enough that there was a time when Malay marriage was a matter of mutual selection. Despotism would soon change all that; the will of a chief was not to be gainsaid. The poetic elements remained, but their tone changed; the bride became a diamond to be bought and not a girl to be courted. It seems fairly clear that the position of women has sunk since the old Menangkabau days when they owned all the land and treated a husband as "the dog about the house."
The fact that the Malay husband still comes to live in his wife's house is evidence that the wife's position must once have been the higher one.

The customs of the Dyaks, Bataks and Igorrots suggest a further question: Did the Malays ever practise trial-marriage? There is no evidence of it in the present wedding ceremony; on the contrary, the virtue of the bride is guarded, praised and prized. Still, it would be unsafe to speak confidently on this point beyond saying that if the practice of trial-marriage ever existed all traces of it have long since passed away.

Again, we may ask ourselves: How long are these old Malay ceremonies likely to survive? Not long, perhaps. The Malay is becoming educated; he is commencing to believe in newspapers and books, and, above all, he is beginning to have a good conceit of himself. Why should he defer to the custodians of these ancient customs, old and ignorant people who cannot read and write? He does not discard—he would not be a Malay if he did—but he improves upon what went before and his improvements are of a most deadly character. There was once a Malay who tried to introduce poetic elements into the official letter-writing of the State Secretariat with which he was connected. The object was laudable enough, but the fond expressions used by Malay lovers seemed singularly out of place in official documents. Anyone who attends a modern Malay ceremony, be it a wedding or an ear-boring or even the installation of a prince, will be struck by the inevitable confusion between the new and the old. Not even Malay conservatism will suffice to preserve the old customs of the country from the disintegrating influence of modern improvements.
The change in Malay life is not really for the worse. The ancient Malay planted for his own consumption; the Malay of the future will plant to sell. In the old days of insecurity when trade was impossible the size of a holding was regulated by the needs of the family and rarely exceeded two or three acres of rice-land and a garden of some ten or twelve coconut-trees. Surplus rice was almost unsaleable; the extra labour was wasted. But the modern Malay—in Krian, at least—deals with five-acre blocks and exports what he does not need for himself. The size of the holding of the future will be regulated by capacity to produce rather than by capacity to consume. The present time is a time of transition. In their early admiration for foreign art many Malays melted down their precious native silver and had it remade by Chinese craftsmen. They now regret it. Such mistakes are inevitable in days of change. Compared with the great economic movements that are going on all round us the changes in ceremonial may seem of little account, but seeing how much national history is crystallised in the old ceremonies of the people it would be a pity if Malay custom was allowed to perish unrecorded.
APPENDICES.

A.

By Raja Haji Yabaya.

ANTE-NATAL CEREMONIES.

BAB PERI MANDI BUNTING DAN MELENGGANG PERUT DAN MENEMPAH BIDAN.


Maka tepak sîreich dan pêrasapen itu-pun di-sorôngkan-nya kapada tuan imam itu. Maka sêgêra-lah di-sambut oleh tuan imam dêngan bêberapa hormat-nya, serta ia mêmbacha doa


dun-belas machan, di-bubohkan ka-dalam talam; beras sa-chupak, kundur sa-biji, damar sa-batang, ayam sa-ekur dan tepak sireh satu. Telah mustaed sakalian-nya, maka ibu laki-laki dan pereumpuan pun dunkuh-lah menghadapi To’ Bidan dan To’ Pawang séraya ménugerongkan tepak sireh dengen ségala pérkakas yang tésébut tadi sérta de’ kadas se-jumplal (50 sen), ada yang sa-téngah tiada bertuit-pun jadi juga, karna masing-masing dengen, ré-sun lésukam hati-nya To’ Bidan itu, séraya bérkatalah kédua-nya kapada To’ Bidan itu ‘im-lah To’ Bidan dan To’ Pawang sireh sahaya ménumpahkan anak sahaya ini atas mana-mana kadas yang hadir sahaya akan ménjahi tanda pérteruhan diri anak sahaya pértama tama kapada Allah, wabaa-dahnu Rasul-nya, yang kétiga To’ Bidan-ah sahaya harapkan ménubela pélihara anak sahaya kédua ini pada masa waktu iné hendak bersalih kélak maka apabila sakit anak sahaya ini hendra bersalih waktu sang atau téngah maham dimihari ada-lah pénurah dénya dan ménjepur To’ Bidan dengen To’ Pawang, pada masa itu haraplah sahaya akan To’ Bidan dan To’ Pawang kédua-nya bér-sama-sama sibukan ka-mari pada menghadapi sakit anak sahaya ini.

ka-tikar. ada bértinggal perkkakasan sirch-sireh itu daripada salah suatu di-dalam tepak itu; maka alamat kapada pétum-nya masa bérnak kélok adalakah kesusaan sadikita ada bértinggalan uri kéehil tiada-lah bésama-sama jadi dengan budak itu.


B

MALAY LULLABIES

THE FOLLOWING IS THE FULL TEXT OF THE DONDANG SITI FATIMAH OR "LULLABY OF OUR LADY FATIMAH :

Barang-siap bērpadi ēmpang,
Pa sa ēmpang huma di-tēngah.
Barang-siap bērhati munum,
Hatī yang munim istana Allah.
Pa sa ēmpang huma di-tēngah,
Gēliga di-puncha kain,
Hatī yang munim istana Allah.
Masok shurga pammatu n-ramaun
Gēliga di-puncha kain.
Orang bērtanak di-bawah sentul
Masok shurga pammatu n-ramaun.
Ini lah anak bagunda Rasul.
Orang bērtanak di-bawah sentul,
Chērana bērasi tumah.
Ini lah anak bagunda Rasul.
Yang bērmama Siti Fatimah
Chērana bērasi tumah.

- Timah di-tēmpa si-Undang,
Yang bērmama Siti Fatimah.
Dia yang pandai mēngarang
Timah di-tēmpa si-Undang,
Puchok kundur asam-nya kandis.
Dia yang pandai mēngarang.
Budak yang tidur, jangan menangis!

PAPERS ON MALAY SUBJECTS.
Puchok kundur asam-nya kandis,
    Pina-pina jalan ka-huma;
Budak yang tidur jangan ménangis,
    Fatimah téngha méngarang bunga.
Pina-pina jalan ka-huma,
    Orang bérgo洛克 di-dalam padi;
Fatinah téngha méngarang bunga.
Ménghisi ténghkolok baginda Ali
Orang bérgo洛克 di-dalam padi,
    Pisan pénýadap di-hujong gahal;
Isi ténghkolok baginda Ali,
    Hén dak ménghadap Rasul Allah
Pisan pénýadap di-hujong gahal,
    Minta sadapkan umbi akar;
Hén dak ménghadap Rasul Allah,
    Hén dak ménminta akan Dzu'î-fikar.

Another of these lullabies runs as follows
Ratih rantau mélawan tandang,
    Dí-sabong orang di-kédai China;
Igan rantau tiada di-pandang,
    Laksana sudah tércêna guna
Bérêmpat tidur di-péntas,
    Bérêma dêngan guru-nya;
Laksana dawat dêngan kêrtas,
    Kêtiga-nya kalam akan judu-nya.
Jumjong perak gêmala ganti,
    Sauh di-laboh nakhoda-nya;
Jauh di-mata ingat di-hati,
    Anak di-kawal ayah bonda-nya.
Tikâr puchok tikar ménkuang,
    Témpat dudok raja Mélauy;
Ikan busok jangan di-buang,
    Buat pérênehah daun kayu.
Anak itek mati-nya kêmâs,
    Di-sêmberleh orang dêngan sîkin-nya;
Hilang bangsa karna mas,
    Hilang budi karna miskin-nya.
The following Perak lullaby for royal babies is however by far the most interesting owing to its historical allusions:

**Bunga merah tinggi di-tambak,**
Tambak bérukir taman bérawan;
Séri Sultan Raja Perak,
Asal Iskandar Nushirwan.

Bunga merah banyak di-taman,
Sunting dayang masok ka-dalam;
Di-Makkah Nabi Akhir-zaman,
Di-Johor Mahkota Alam.

Dari Tanjong mudek ka-Bota,
Singgah bérhenti di-Bérahmana;
Tuan di-junjung padi mahkota,
Ménjunjong sipat děngan sémpru ma.

Bérahmana těbing-nya tinggi,
Pulau di-těngah pasir-nya halus;
Tuan laksana mas pělangi,
Dérja di-těntang badan akan haus.

Balu bésar bératap kajaran,
Istana di-sélat di-sabēlah kiri;
Entahkan mata gérangan abang,
Ka-mana lagi měmbawa diri.

Zaman raja di-Bérahmana,
Gajah di-chêloang di-bawah bukit;
Jikalau ada tuan bérguna,
Mohonkan tolong badan yang sakit.

Tětak sa-ranting buatkan golek,
Hénidak měnuba sungai Buimań;
Engku běrtěntang adeg beradek,
Laksana bunga kěmbang sa-taman.

Hénidak měnuba sungai Buiman,
Singgah běrmalam di-rotan gětah;
Raja ini raja běriman,
Sa-isi alam ménjunjong titah.

Singgah běrmalam di-rotan gětah,
Pagi-pagi buka punasa;
Raja ini raja běriman,
Daulat-nya térdiri sěněntiasa.
CIRCUMCISION.


Maka bapa budak itu ségéra-lah mémberi upah khatan itu kapada mudim-nya, satu ringgit atau béreh. Maka mudim itu-pun ségéra-lah kembali ka-témplat-nya; maka tinggal-lah budak itu di-dalam béla pélihara ibu bapa-nya.

**BÉTROTTHAL VERSES.**

The following is the short series of verses referred to on page 25:

Dari Pauh ka-Pérmatang,
Tétak ténar papan kétudi,
Dari pauh sahaya datang,
Déngar tuan yang baik bud
Tatang puan tatang chérana,
Tatang bidok Séri Rama,
Datang tuan, datang-lah nyawa,
Datang bidok bérsama-sama
Orang ménambah suput di-lohok,
Ayer-nya dalam banyak lintah;
Datang ménambaik atap yang tembok.
Héndak méngeanti lantai yang patah
Rimba di-bakar ménanam padi.
Makan bérhulam baun-nya pétau;
Jikadau sudah tulus dan sudi,
Bérbantalkan béndul, bértikarkan lantai.
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PREFACE.

In preparing this pamphlet I have to thank Messrs. Hale and H. C. Robinson and Raja Said Tauphy for reading several chapters and pointing out omissions; Mr. R. J. Wilkinson, for many invaluable suggestions and for allowing me to use in appendix an account of the Perak regalia kindly communicated to him by H. H. the Sultan; Mr. A. J. Sturrock, for a long account of Pahang costume and court ceremony. By the kindness of the General Editor I have also been privileged to read an account of Patani wedding ceremony and dress taken down by Mr. Berkeley, which would apparently show that there is little, though essential, difference between the dress and jewellery there adopted and the dress and jewellery of the States that have inherited Malacca tradition; but only inspection of the articles worn in Patani could enable one to speak with authority on the matter. I have to thank Abdulhamid, a Malay Writer in the Perak Secretariat, for much patient assistance; and, above all, Raja Haji Yahya, Penghulu now of Kota Setia, without whose profound repertory of lore and unflagging industry in writing it down this pamphlet would probably have been hardly more than a compilation from previous accounts, and whose information, however carefully tested by comparative investigation, I have never in one single instance found inaccurate or at fault. The harvest is plentiful but the labourers are few, and it will be something if these pages shall merely evoke articles on the wedding costume of Sri Menanti and Alur Star, the carving of Patani and Sungai Ujong. More might have been written on house-building, silver work and so on, but they are topics which I am handling at length in a pamphlet on Arts and Crafts.

Matang, Perae.               B. O. Winstedt.
LIFE AND CUSTOMS.

THE KAMPONG.

The word *kampung* has come to bear two meanings: it is used of a collection of houses, in which sense it has given its name to villages throughout the Peninsula, or of a single house and enclosure. Marsden speaks of Sumatran villages with "rows of houses forming a quadrangle, . . . in the middle of the square a town hall"; Crawfard mentions "assemblies of dwellings constantly surrounded by quickset hedges". Dr. S annoyed Hurgronje, writing of the Achinese *kampung*, describes "villages surrounded by a fence of their own and connected by a gate with the main road," and surmises that "in former times each *kampung* comprised a tribe or family, or sub-division of one, which added to its numbers only by marriages within its own enclosure or at most with the women of neighbouring fellow-tribesmen." Probably a trace of these enclosed villages survives in the Peninsula in the wide enclosures of rajahs, containing not only the palace but the houses and huts of retainers and in the centre a hall of general audience; and it is noteworthy that the fence which encircles such yards in native States is generally built of wattled bamboo, such as we find in one of the most primitive types of Malay house. But even this trace is vanishing.

Apart from that possible survival of a fenced territorial unit, the *kampung* of the Peninsula is unconfined and straggling, and it is hardly exaggeration to say that the Malay village grows—an organism

---

1 Mr. Boden Kloss tells me "Trengganu town is built with streets running at right-angles; the squares thus left, each a separate *kampung*, being enclosed with high woven bamboo fences."
like the jungle at its doors. "A path not six feet wide, here a bridge of logs, there a slough, dirty, obstructed by thickets and trees; twisting and winding like a snake that is beaten. Compounds and houses without order or arrangement, just as their owners liked to build them, some unfenced, some with fences zigzag; about and underneath the houses rubbish and damp filth and stores of coconut husk for smoking the mosquitoes. None of the houses facing the same way; some fronting the path, others running parallel to it, others with their backs to it." Thus of the East Coast in 1835 Munshi Abdullah, supercilious, from Singapore, a steadfast sitter at the feet of utilitarian Europeans. But, despite high-roads, his description is a faithful picture of most villages in the Peninsula to-day; and broad native theories, as that Perak houses always face the river and Kedah houses are built according to the points of the compass, mean little more than that if there is a river the chances are the peasant will prefer his house to face it, and if there is not he will avoid constructing a house on which the sun shall fall directly. The only recorded instance of an attempt at order under Malay rule was in Malacca, a cosmopolitan town, and in the foreign quarter. "It was the custom of all the young gentlemen of the household," we read in the "Malay Annals," "when they wanted money, to go and represent to the Bendahara that the market-place in their quarter of the town was not placed even, and had a great many shops irregularly projecting, and that it would be proper to adjust it; for would not His Highness be in a great passion if he should pass by and see? 'Well then,' said Tun Hassan, 'go all of you with a surveyor and make it even by the chain.' The young gentlemen would go, and where they saw the houses of the richest merchants, there would they
extend the chain and order the houses to be pulled down. Then the merchants who were the proprietors of the ground would offer them money, some a hundred, some fifty and some ten dollars. Such was the practice of the young gentlemen, who would divide the money with the surveyor and adjust the chain correctly and order the houses out of line to be destroyed!"

Most often there is no fence about the compound, or the boundary is marked by a row of pineapple plants or betel palms. Sometimes the prickly dédap is planted or, rarely, the fine bamboo. Whether there is a fence or not will depend on the rank of the owner, on his industry, on the nature of his cultivation and the proximity of pig, deer, goats and buffaloes. In the north a rough fence is sometimes constructed by piling up brushwood between a couple of crossed sticks or poles. Of artificial fences the most usual are the rail fence of round bamboo or timber, or a stout wattled fence\(^1\) of bamboos, as Marsden has accurately described them "opened and rendered flat by notching or splitting the circular joints on the outside, clipping away the corresponding divisions within and laying them to dry in the sun pressed down with weights."\(^2\) "At times," writes Major McNair in "Sarong and Kris," speaking particularly of the home\(^3\) of the Mantri of Larut at Bukit Gantang in Perak, "at times these fences are so strong that they will throw off a musket ball; and those not acquainted with the country have taken them for the stockades used by Malays in time of war. Sometimes they are merely placed round the base of a house itself, thus enclosing the open part between the posts through which an enemy could otherwise make his way." Such fences, however, would be found mainly about the houses of

---

1 Púgar sasak. 2 Pálupek. 3 Built by a Patani man.
chiefs, according to that root principle of Malay politics to which Munshi Abdullah so often adverts. "Under Malay rule men were afraid to build stone houses, or gilded boats, or to wear fine clothes and shoes and umbrellas, or to keep fine furniture, because all these were the peculiar perquisites of the raja class." Even under the democratic Menangkabau constitution it was apparently not permitted; and we find the Yam Tuan of Negri Sembilan, not two decades ago, by published order forbidding the peasant to arrange his house similarly to the royal hall at Pagar Ruyong, which, according to the ancient custom of Menangkabau, had "arched roof lychgates; with the exception of persons who are permitted by the raja or pênghulu." It is not unusual to find an insignificant raja or saiyid with a tiny palm-roof lychgate at the entrance to a very poor demesne, a harmless make-believe of importance in these days when every leech can play the serpent. To most fences there will be no gate at all, or just a gate of bamboo, by an ingenious trap-like arrangement of rattans made to swing back and close automatically. In times of infectious sickness a rattan, like that used by Hindus, hung with twisted palm-leaf streamers, will be stretched across the entrance to warn passers not to visit. And in front of the neighbouring compounds may be seen a bamboo stick with cotton streamer (such as Malays and Chinese place before sacred trees and stones), a humble hint to the malignant spirit of disease to be kind and pass on his way.

In the older settlements, compounds will be planted with a fine variety of fruit-trees, mango-steen, rambutan, chiku and so on. Hamilton, writing of Malacca at the end of the seventeenth century, notes

1 Gavaq-gawaq.
"Several excellent fruits and roots for the use of the inhabitants and strangers who call there for refreshment. The Malacca pineapple is accounted the best in the world, for in other parts, if they are eaten to a small excess they are apt to give surfeits, but those of Malacca never offend the stomach. The *mangostane* is a delicious fruit, almost in the shape of an apple; the skin is thick and red, being dried it is a good astringent; the kernels (if I may so call them) are like cloves of garlic, of a very agreeable taste but very cold. The *rambutan* is a fruit about the bigness of a walnut, with a tough skin, beset with capillaments, within the skin is a very savoury pulp. The *durian* is another very excellent fruit, offensive to some people's noses, but when once tasted the smell vanishes; the skin is thick and yellow, and within is a pulp like thick cream in colour and consistence but more delicious in taste. They have coconuts in plenty and some grow in marishes that are overflowed with the sea in spring tides. They have also plenty of lemons, oranges, limes, sugar-canes and mangoes. They have a species of mango called by the Dutch a *stinker*, which is very offensive both to the smell and taste, and consequently of little use." This was a good picture of the better *kampong* to-day, but though in alienating native holdings land officers now stipulate for so many fruit trees of economic value to the acre, still in remote upland places they have often nothing more permanent than maize, bananas, sugar-cane, pumpkins, yams.

Immediately in front of a house is a small open space \(^1\) skirted perhaps with minor vegetation, with chillies, herbs and sometimes a few straggling flowers or an hibiscus tree or variegated medicinal shrubs. There may be a well, or perhaps two—one for

\(^1\) Halaman.
drinking, one for washing—fenced or not with palm-thatching or wicker-work, a sarong slung over it as a sign of occupation, a bucket folded of palm-spathe at hand. But river, if river be near, will serve for washing and drinking. There will be a floating bathing-house and latrine combined, covered or roofless. Water will be carried home in hollow bamboos¹ or perhaps conveyed by a neat contrivance of hollow bamboo pipes² and rattan lines. Bamboo is indispensable to the peasant's hand: sometimes a large bamboo laid lengthwise across forked props and bored with holes will provide a shower-bath; handy against a tree will be the tall bamboo with which fruit is cut or jerked off the trees; and there are nearly always to be found one or more bamboo shelves on stilts, where fruit and drinks are set for sale and clothes hung to dry.

Unless they find accommodation under the house, thatched sheds will cover, according to locality, the beam mortar³ wherewith the rice is husked, a wooden coffee-crusher, a sugar furnace; and another larger shed,⁴ raised like the dwelling-house on posts, will contain the huge round bark rice-tun.⁵ If the owner be a neat-herd and the district infested with tigers, a hut, raised some dozen feet or more off the ground and approached by a ladder consisting of one nibong palm trunk, will afford lofty security to his goats. Perhaps he is religious and lives up-country where mosques are far; he will build a small private chapel,⁶ thatched and barn-like, in his garden. Perhaps his daughter is about to be married or has just been wedded; there may be, separate from the house, a

¹ Tubong ayt. ² P'unchur. ³ Lisong. ⁴ K'epok, b'témpong. ⁵ Kémpong. ⁶ Surau.
temporary hall for the reception of guests. Or the place may be ancestral property with long mounds under the trees, the graves of its dead owners, and with the shell of an older house standing dilapidated, unoccupied, at best a store for nets and nooses.

"Whenever a Malay has occasion to build a new house," writes Newbold, "he leaves the old one standing: to pull it down is considered unlucky, as also to repair any house that has been seriously damaged." The superstition is moribund or even dead, but the indolent practice has survived.

The compound of a chief may be graced with a summer-house; and that of a ruling raja with a band-stand fenced, in Perak, at time of occupation, with a magic string of fowl's feathers, which not even members of the royal house may pass without payment of a fine of twenty-five dollars to the musicians.

Goats, dogs, fowl, geese, ducks, cats, the amusing wa-wa, the useful bērok trained to climb and pluck coconuts, pet-birds of many kinds, from the gray dismal heron of the coast to the plaintive ground dove or the fierce parroquet, are all to be found; poultry seldom in excess of the household needs. When the prince of romance enters the palace yard, always—

"Decoy cock crows and strains his tether. Crows! the fighting cock in chorus, The ring-dove coos three notes of welcome."

The pet bird will be caged and hung by the roofed house-ladder, or in the verandah, or on the top of a post; pigeons and doves will flutter in the court-yard or their cotes. Buffaloes and cows have their separate

1 Balai angkat-angkat.
stalls. But many kinds of buffaloes even were "korban" to rajadom of yore.

As for the space under the house, it is generally devoted to an olla-podrida of filthiness. Sometimes a cow or a pony are tied to the house-post. We read in the "Sejarah Melayu" how Raja Zainal, the brother of Sultan Mahmud Shah, "had a horse named, 'the Skiddler,' of which he was extremely fond, and which he stabled hard by his sleeping apartment and emptied a lower room for that purpose, and twice or thrice in a night he would go and see him." All the small live stock inhabit the shady recesses: the poultry confined at night on an enclosed shelf under creels. To add variety to the nastiness, kitchen refuse is thrown from above, and there is a hole cut in the floor of the back verandah to serve as a latrine for children and sick elders! For the rest Dr. Snouck Hurgronje has well summarised its contents: "The see saw rice-pounder for husking rice, the kēpok a space between four or six posts separated off by a partition of plaited coconut leaves or similar material thrown round the posts, in which the newly harvested rice is kept till threshed and threshing itself takes place, the great tun-shaped barrels made of the bark of trees or plaited bamboo or rattan wherein is kept the unhusked rice after threshing, the press for extracting the oil from decayed coconuts, and a bamboo or wooden rack on which lies the firewood cleft by the women, these are the principal inanimate objects to be met with." In addition, fishing traps, snares, agricultural tools, stacks of utaps all find room. And in the day-time women will squat there at household duties, shaded from the sun, perhaps a cradle within reach swinging from the joists of the floor.

1 See Appendix 1.  2 Bowah rumah: Kelong.
THE HOUSE.

The Malay house bears many marks of complex origin. Merely to guess at the earliest influences that went to shape it would require wide comparative study not only of philology but of material and design. As well attempt to trace to their origin the primitive animistic ceremonies performed by builders to propitiate the spirits of the soil: the customs common throughout the Archipelago (as in Burma) of covering the top of the centre pillars with pieces of white and red cloth to ward off evil spirits: the superstitions collected by Sir William Maxwell. "It is unlucky to place ladder or steps which form the approach to a Malay house in such a position that one of the main rafters of the roof is exactly over the centre of them: quarrels or fighting in the house will certainly be the result. . . . It is unlucky to stand with arms resting on the steps of a ladder going up to the house for the purpose of talking to one of the inmates, because if a corpse is carried out of the house there must be a man below in that position to receive it: to assume this attitude unnecessarily therefore is to wish for a death in the family. In selecting timber for the uprights of a Malay house, care must be taken to reject any log which is indented by the pressure of parasitic creeper that may have wound round it when it was a living tree: a log so marked, if used in building a house, will exercise unfavourable influence in child-birth, protracting delivery."

To what prehistoric civilisations are due the grilled floor, the walls of palm, of bark, of flattened bamboo? Probably the earliest historical description of the Malay house is in the graphic Chinese account of Malacca in the fifteenth century; and the Chinese chronicler seems to have been struck most by the same feature that has attracted the notice of modern
travellers, "the perilous elastic gridiron" for a floor. "The manners and customs of the people are pure and simple," he observes, "their houses are built rather high and have no flooring of board, but at the height of about four feet they make a floor of split coconut trees which are fastened with rattan, just as if it were a pig-sty; on this floor they spread their beds and mats, on which they sit cross-legged whilst they also eat sleep and cook here." The high floor raised on piles is a feature that deserves attention in view of a possible Indo-Chinese influence on the Malay race. Colonel Yule long ago pointed out that "the custom of erecting the village dwellings on bamboo posts at various heights above the ground is very general from the frontiers of Tibet to the islands of the Southern Sea. Crawfurd, after mentioning that the Malays and most of the people of Sumatra, Borneo and Celebes build on piles, while the Javanese, Balinese and some others build on the level of the ground, proceeds to say: 'The distinction has its origin in the different circumstances under which the two classes exist, and their different state of society. The maritime tribes inhabit the marshy banks of rivers and the sea-coast and for the purposes of health their habitations must be raised from the ground: the superior salubrity natural to the well-cultivated countries of the agricultural tribes renders the precaution of building on posts unnecessary.' But some curious facts seem to show that however the difference of practice may have originated, it has now got as it were into the blood and may almost be regarded as a test of race, having often no traceable relation to local circumstances. The Bengali inhabits a marshy country; his villages are for several months of the year almost lacustrine; but I think I am right in saying that he never builds on piles. On the other
hand the Indo-Chinese tribes on his eastern border, as far as I have seen them, all build on piles, though many of them inhabit mountains in place of marshes. The Burmese and Karens always raise their houses from the earth, whether dwelling in high ground or low. Even in Java, whilst the true Javanese builds on the ground, the people of Sunda mountain districts, a different race, raise their dwellings on posts."

Again, Raffles describes the Javanese house as having "the sides of walls formed of bamboo flattened and plaited together." Marsden writing of Sumatra alludes only to walls of bark and of flattened bamboo. Neither of these accurate observers mention two other less primitive types which occur in the Peninsula: the wall of plank and the wall of cane wicker-work.¹ One of them, the wall of carved plank, rough-hewn not sawn, Marsden would certainly have described had he penetrated up-country in Sumatra. Wallace relates how, when he went inland from Palembang, he found "houses built entirely of plank, always more or less ornamented with carving and having high-pitched roofs and overhanging eaves, the gable ends and all the chief posts and beams covered sometimes with exceedingly tasteful carved work, which is still more the case in the district of Menangkabau, further west." The carved plank house—the roof concave, "like the swooping flight of a hawk," with ridge-pole also concave and high at ends, and gables not flush and parallel with the wall but projecting far out and sloping back like the wings of a bird² as they descend—this type occurs in the Negri Sembilan and was introduced directly from Menangkabau. The only other part of the Peninsula where Malay wood-carving is found is in Patani, and there we get carved

¹ Tipan bérturap. ² Ránumap layang-layang.
wooden gateways and the "kingfisher" kēris-handle, both decorated with apparently kindred foliated design. Whence did Menangkabau acquire the art of carving? Malays look to Java:

...Bove the royal portal carving,
Work of craftsmen come from Java,
Flowers knit and interwoven,
Like grains of salt the beaded pattern,
Very like to life the carving,
Worms had ate the pictured blossoms."

But Java, apparently, has nothing quite of the same nature to show, and why should Javanese influence have made itself felt in isolated up-country Menangkabau and not rather in Palembang and its colonies like Malacca? The concave roof, modelled it is supposed on the slopes of the tent.

"Ridge-pole carved like a writhing snake,
Painted red its carved top angles."

are certainly Indo-Chinese. Did carving come from the same source? And have we in the Patani work confirmation of the philological surmise that Indo-Chinese influence was once great in the north of the Peninsula and that the Malays swept down into the Archipelago from the same region?

Another feature which Malay buildings have in common with those of Indo-China is the tiered roof. It is hardly a prominent feature in the Peninsula but possibly the form of the village mosque may be a survival, and, according to the traditional etiquette of Perak, the palaces of the Sultan, the Raja Muda and the Bendahara alone may have roofs of two tiers, the houses of lesser rajas and chiefs concave, and those of lesser folk straight roof-slopes. "We find," said Colonel Yule, "in the public and religious architecture

1 *Hikayat Awang Salang Merah Muda*
2 Cf. Law 101 in "The Ninety-nine Laws of Perak" (Law Part II in this series).
of the more civilised nations of Indo-China and of
the Archipelago a propensity to indicate importance
and dignity in timber palaces and places of worship
by a multiplication of pitched roofs rising one over
the other. In Jaya this ensign of dignity has passed
from heathen times to Islam and marks the mosque
in the principal villages. There also, as applied to
private or palatial residences, the number of these
roofs appropriate to each class is regulated by
inexorable custom, and precisely the same is the case
in Burma and Siam. No trace of such a system
remains, so far as I know, in India proper. Yet,
judging from the similar forms in Tibet and the
Himalayas, from the evident imitation of them in the
stone temples of Kashmir and from the sculptured
cities in the bas-reliefs of Sanchi, I should guess that
the custom was of Indian origin.

Certain carved wooden quail-traps and designs
in paper at the back of the marriage dais exactly
exhibit the tiered roof with up-curving crockets found
in Buddhist wats, but Buddhism has left no mark
on the buildings of the Peninsula, probably because
Kedah the northern State in which traces of an old
Buddhist kingdom should be sought, has no more
permanent architecture to display than that of the
fine cane wicker already alluded to. This, to be sure,
shows simple workmanship of considerable merit;
the gable ends of its houses elaborated into patterns
which are dubbed "the sun's rays," "the star-fenced
moon"; the lower walls also having a variety of
patterns, "the bat's elbow," "the pumpkin," "the
folded blossom," or merely cross or zig-zag lattice:
all picked out and painted white and red, yellow
and black. As we have seen, the style would appear
to have no parallel in the Archipelago and the finest
specimens are to be found in the north of the
Peninsula. There, too, in Patani, we find another distinctive feature in a broad gridiron platform at the head of the front house-ladder, and a cluster of houses united thereby to the original home.

The elementary ground-plan of a house is extremely simple. It must contain a place for the reception of visitors, a sleeping place and a place for cooking. In houses of the poorest type these may be all under one roof; the sleeping apartment curtained off perhaps merely by a mosquito-curtain, the cooking place at the back of the one room (as in Banjarésa huts) or under an extension of the eaves—that is, in the back verandah. Out of this plan, apparently, the more elaborate types have been evolved. The place for the reception of visitors becomes a long closed front verandah, a short board balcony closed or open projecting at right angles to the centre building on the same or a lower level, or in the house of prince and chief becomes the audience hall. The main building constitutes the sleeping apartments and may or may not be cut up into rooms. A closed back verandah may be added and becomes the women's gallery. The kitchen is separated, behind the house, or if close to the river, and by association of ideas if away from it even, on the down-stream side from simple sanitary logic: a raised outside platform tacked directly on the house at a slightly lower level, open or covered under a sloping pent-roof, when it is known as pisang sa-sikat or sengkuap; or built at right-angles with a double-roof, when it is called "the suckling elephant"; or, yet again, in palace and larger houses a separate hut joined by a covered or uncovered way.1 If extra

---

1 Strambi. 2 Anjung. 3 Ditunda. 4 Pilasturan. 5 Gapah minyusu. 6 Pinanggah. 7 Stlava; Stlung.
sleeping room is required, the unmarried girls occupy an attic reached by a ladder, situate between ceiling and roof, lighted by a window in the gable end. Yet again, if a daughter marries and more commodious accommodation be required, the anjong may become an annex of the house, built on to it generally from the kitchen passage and forming another building of equal size. The house is lighted in front (and behind if at all) by a horizontal aperture running sometimes the whole length of the verandah, and level with the head of a squatter on the floor; and there will be the same aperture or taller barred windows at the sides of the house.

It is noteworthy that the Malay raja’s audience hall, like the cottage, has three divisions: the little hall reserved for members of the family; the large for ceremony—a throne with a Sanskrit name in place of the huge decorated bedstead that often adorns the central part of a chief’s house; the front hall for the common fry. Students of origins may wonder if there are not here and in the marriage balai of common folk survivals of a guest-house common in many primitive communities and discernible in Acheen in the uses to which is put the meunasah. Traces of Indian influence are to be met everywhere in the raja’s hall: in the Sanskrit names of a palace, its compartments, its furniture. We find the central pillars called the “raja” and the “princess”; the tall assertive end-pillars reaching to the roof-tree the “Maharaja Lela” after the Malay court Malvolio; the pillars in mid hall the “expectant suppliants”; the corner pillars, distant but important the “eight viziers.” Probably it was

1 *Puro, payu (Mal.) pérən.* 2 *Rumah su-bandong.* 3 *Tingkop ibu rumah.*
due to the same influence that sumptuary laws forbade certain types of house to commoners. In folk romance there is frequent mention of an upper chamber sacred to the unmarried hero or heroine:

The fair silver'd upper chamber,
Roof'd with diamonds and glusters,
Every corner post a bull's horn.

and in the "code" of Raja Muhammad Shah, of Malacca, common folk are prohibited from building houses "with an alcove supported on flying pillars not reaching to the ground or on pillars built up through the atap roof"—a survival, perhaps, of the dignity of the tiered roof. Degrees of rank were also exhibited in the length of the hall. The palace in the folk-romance of "Sri Rama" had seven spaces between its pillars, that in "Awang Sulong" nine, while the Malacca palace of Raja Mansur Shah had seventeen! In Perak there is supposed to have been a very precise etiquette. "Formerly the Sultan of Perak's palace had seven interspaces between the pillars, that of the Raja Muda six, that of the Bendahara five, the houses of lesser rajas and of great chiefs four, those of the lesser chiefs and considerable commoners three, and those of other folk two only." The Malacca "codes" give strict rules of precedence in hall. "Whenever the raja gives audience in his hall of state the bendahara, the chief treasurer, the temenggong, the viziers, chiefs and eunuchs sit on the raised central platform, while all the scions of royalty sit on the right and left of the hall and the young eunuchs among the heralds in the passage. The young captains sit in the side galleries; the select sea captains from Champa have seats on the central platform; and all the young nobles with no particular occupation in the side galleries."
Besides Indian influence, there was also Chinese, which directly invaded the Peninsula centuries ago, not indeed an influence of the spirit but of material and workmanship, to be found in sawn planks, in paint, gilding, joinery. Princes and nobles who today employ Chinese artisans to erect brick palaces of bizarre design had their forerunners in the old Sultans of Malacca. The "Malay Annals" tell how the palace of Sultan Mansur Shah was painted and gilded, had fretted dripboards under the eaves, was glazed with Chinese glass and roofed with pieces of tin and brass. A Chinese chronicler relates how "the king of Malacca lives in a house of which the fore-part is covered with tiles left here by the eunuch Cheng Ho in the time of Yang-po (1403-1424); other buildings all arrogate the form of imperial halls and are adorned with tin-foil." On the East coast Munshi Abdullah notes how the palace of the Yam-tuan of Trengganu was of stone and of Chinese design in 1835.

Last phase of all, we come to European and Chinese influence operating together. In 1845 Mr. Logan wrote of a Malay at Bukit Tengah in Province Wellesley, "He conducted me along the foot of the hill through a grove of trees to his house, which I found to be quite an uncommon edifice for a Malay, being very neat and having a pleasant little verandah with Venetian windows." "The Sultan of Selangor," writes Sir Frank Swettenham of a time some thirty years ago, "had chosen to build himself a habitation of, for those days, a somewhat pretentious order. The house was raised from muddy ground on short brick pillars; it was built of squared timbers and the roof was tiled." Such buildings are common now and the house of the well-to-do Malay is fast losing native distinction. The change is not to be regretted.
Outside the Negri Sembilan even the houses of chiefs seem to have been poor enough before the days of protection, except where might could hold its own. "A very modest dwelling it was," remarks Sir Frank Swettenham of the house of a Perak princess of the first rank in 1874. "A building of mat sides and thatched roof, raised from the damp and muddy earth on wooden piles, a flight of steps led into the front of the house and a ladder served for exit at the back. The interior accommodation consisted of a closed-in verandah and large room and a kitchen tacked on behind."

"Mostly atap, even the walls, and very dirty," is Abdullah's comment on the houses of the East Coast in 1835. But though it has always been a trait of the Malay character to welcome whatever is new and foreign, he adapts and seldom discards, so that though Chinese carpentry and European models have altered much, bringing improved material and workmanship, larger windows and plank floors, yet they have destroyed little, and the earlier archetype, if it can so be called, abides. There are still types of house no peasant would erect in the proximity of his chief and no chief in the proximity of his raja. In comparatively recent days, in Perak, we find Sultan Ali and Sultan Yusuf regarding with jealous eye the fine house built by the Mantri of Larut at Matang, and though his widow could not well be deprived of the property, by a convenient fiction it was presumed to have devolved as a gift of the State. Sultans and chiefs may build palaces externally renaissance or moresque, but there remain the old primary divisions—the hall for visitors, the central palace with sleeping apartments, and, away at the back, a kitchen. Finally we must not forget that the vast majority of huts are still untouched or touched but imperceptibly by modern influences.
FURNITURE.

The feature that strikes the casual observer on entering a Malay house is the absence of what the European conceives to be furniture; and should he be interested further and discover that the words for chair\(^1\) and book-rest\(^2\) are Arabic, the words for towel\(^3\) table\(^4\) and cupboard\(^5\) Portuguese, the words for curtain\(^6\) bedstead\(^7\) and box\(^8\) Tamil, then he will certainly imagine that there is no such thing as native Malay furniture. This impression will be confirmed if the house he has chosen for inspection be that of a schoolmaster or some such hybrid mind and reveal all the horrors of crocheted antimacassars and bentwood Austrian chairs, photos of the owner by a Chinese perpetrator and oleographs of Queen Victoria or the Sultan of Turkey. Yet the Malay hut has furniture as much its own as ours is, though, like ours, built up of borrowings from many ancient sources.

Ascend the verandah, the part of the house proper to the mere male, his gatherings and his pursuits, and the visitor will find himself in a space empty, save for a few shelves or bamboo racks, for the plank or bamboo bed platform of an unmarried son at the further end, for the fisherman’s net, the hunter’s noose, and the birdcage of rattan hanging from the roof; save, too, for the half-finished trap or basket that lies scattered on the floor to employ the indoor hours of men and boys. Look around at these things and at the household furniture and he is in the midst of a prehistoric civilisation. There is a fable telling how a fairy taught Malay women to copy the patterns of those remnants of nets and baskets which Sang Kelembai left behind when fear of the human race drove him away to the sky’s edge. Here is every variety of

---

1. Kerusi
2. Piala
3. Tuala
4. Meja
5. Almari
6. Tira
7. Katil
8. Pitti
article plaited\(^1\) of dried palm-leaf; mats\(^2\) spread over part of the floor; mats piled aside to be unrolled for the accommodation of visitors; a small prayer-mat\(^3\) of Arabic name but home workmanship; the plaited tobacco pouch\(^4\) or box,\(^5\) or the bag receptacle\(^6\) for betel utensils handy for daily use; plaited sacks\(^7\) stacked in a corner, full of rice from the clearing. They are sometimes plain, sometimes adorned with open-work,\(^8\) or the interweaving of strips dyed red black yellow, in both of which styles the craftsman's hand, subdued to what it works in, has evolved graceful geometrical designs.

The specimens of plaited palm leaf\(^9\) work kept in the verandah are often little better than the coarse rough work of the aboriginal tribes, but in the inner room, the women's apartment, there will be articles of more delicate material\(^10\) and intricate manipulation. Perak, Pahang, Patani, Kedah, Kelantan, all produce fine goods. And women store clothes in baskets\(^11\) (in Malacca of curious pyramidal shapes) adorned with raised fancy stitches called "the jasmine bud," "the roof-angle," and so on; decorated or debased by the frippery of later civilisations—the addition of coloured paper pasted\(^12\) upon them and the attachment of gold filigree chains or silver bosses. Even here however, in the ordinary way, articles of the most primitive kind will predominate. You may find the women plaing a pattern like that of the bird-shaped receptacle\(^13\) for sweet rice which possibly dates from the days of belief in a bird-soul; or wrappers\(^14\) of coconut, plantain or palm-leaf wherein to boil rice, triangular, diamond, heptagonal,\(^15\) octagonal\(^16\) in shapes called

---

\(^1\) Anyam. \(^2\) Tikar kampar. \(^3\) Tikar sapadah. \(^4\) Kumpat. \(^5\) Lapak-lapak. \(^6\) Bagum. \(^7\) Kumpat (open); Sumpat (closed like a sack). \(^8\) Krawang. \(^9\) Mungkang. \(^10\) Pandan. \(^11\) Kombol or (Malacca) rombang. \(^12\) Kombol gunal; used at weddings. \(^13\) Engpak (Ked); kating kating (Perak). \(^14\) Lpat. \(^15\) Kumpat bawang. \(^16\) Kumpat pawar or k. tilar.
the country's pride"\textsuperscript{1} "the onion" "the paddle handle," or pre-Muhammadan models of birds, buffaloes, stags, the crab, the horse, the durian, the dog. Water-gourds may be suspended from a beam in hanging palm-leaf holders.\textsuperscript{2} A k\textit{e}ris may be stuck in a palm-leaf holder\textsuperscript{3} and pinned to the mosquito-net. For the central room of a Malay house is the place where sleep old married folk, men and women, with their children; sometimes on a raised platform,\textsuperscript{4} more often in cubicles formed by mosquito-nets and outer curtains,\textsuperscript{5} or merely by the mosquito-nets. The omnipresent baby hangs from the rafters in a cradle\textsuperscript{6} composed of three, five or seven layers of cloth, according to his degree; that is, after the young probationer has lain for the first seven days of his life on a mat in a rice-strewn tray, and before he descends to the indignity of a rattan basket cradle. In a loft that is lighted by a window or hole in the roof, the unmarried girls spend day and night above their parents' heads, safe from the invitation of admirers who might else slip love-tokens through the interspaces of the gridiron floor. On the walls of the room may be nailed, perhaps, a tiger's skull or a wild-goat's horns, or more probably, a pair or so of mouldering antlers, or rickety pegs from which dangles the daily wear of the occupants; or the less prized daggers may hang there, while spears and an old gun stand in the corner. There may be a tall cupboard\textsuperscript{7} of Portuguese name and Chinese manufacture, wherein will be stored spare pillows, papers and the best crockery. There will be a wooden shelf\textsuperscript{8} or stand,\textsuperscript{9} on which, placed in plates or brass holders, will be natural\textsuperscript{10} or clay gourds\textsuperscript{11} and broad clay water-jars.\textsuperscript{12} A clay or brass

\textsuperscript{1} Strix nigra. \textsuperscript{2} Cantong-gantong. \textsuperscript{3} Sangkat k\textit{e}ris. \textsuperscript{4} G\textit{e}rai or g\textit{ita}. \textsuperscript{5} Tiram. \textsuperscript{6} Humun. \textsuperscript{7} Almari. \textsuperscript{8} Para. \textsuperscript{9} Kuda-kuda. \textsuperscript{10} Labu. \textsuperscript{11} Labu tanah. \textsuperscript{12} Ruyang.
brazier will be filled with charcoal and incense to accompany religious chantings. In old days the largest light in the house proceeded from resin torches stuck in a roughly carved wooden stand that was placed on the floor in the central room. Or shells fixed to wooden sticks and clay boats were used to hold oil. Later, probably, candles stuck in coconut shells, and eventually in brass sticks, were employed. Heavy brass lamps of Indian origin, suspended from the chains (that sometimes contain an interesting bird-shaped link), may still be collected in the form, apparently, of lotus cups, from the hollows of whose several petals wicks projected. Brass supplies a number of household utensils, some heavy and thick, such as lamps, bowls, basins; some thin and decorated with florid realistic representations of butterflies, deer, flowers and birds, of which sort trays and large lidded boxes offer example; yet a third kind, fretted with chisel or file, provides glass stands braziers and betel-trays.

Women and children feed generally in the kitchen, male guests in the verandah, but female guests, and in the absence of guests the lordly male proprietor, feed in the central room, so that writing of its furniture we may conveniently deal with the utensils of a Malay meal in conjunction with that brass-work which has played so large a part in its service. Here we have layer upon layer of civilisations. The most primitive plate in the Malay world is a banana leaf; next a shallow coconut shell (whose existence of course premises some kind of settled cultivation); and then the wooden platter. The Chinese in the sixteenth century note that the king of Johor affected gold and silver eating utensils and other

1 Damar.  2 Ratan.  3 Rumah parut,  4 Lidin.  5 Dasar.  6 Chapah.
folk earthenware. Rare specimens of obsolete green celadon ware from Sawankalok in Siamese territory, survive among the old-world treasures of rajas under the name of "the ware of a thousand cracks." Cheap Chinese earthenware is common everywhere now, but examples of fine early work are extant in large flat dishes used for rice, and an enamelled Chinese curry-tray is occasionally found. Europe has long imported earthenware, ranging from old Dutch ware or fine old willow pattern to German coffee-cups with the legend Sélamat minum. The most primitive drinking cup is a half coconut shell carved or plain; then came a small silver bowl modelled upon it; then the European glass, for which a brass stand is provided. The most primitive jug, as we have seen, will be a dried gourd or a large polished coconut shell with a hole about three inches across at the top, and both are still in vogue even in palaces, where they will be tied up in a covering of yellow cloth, a string with a golden knob at the end being pulled to close the mouth of the covering; it is also customary to place a plate of silver or brass atop the mouth of the coconut shell, and to set thereon the small drinking bowl. Next came the gourd of pottery, fitted sometimes with a silver stopper top; being often round-bottomed and always porous, it is put in a shallow metal basin. Very rarely a brass vessel of gourd shape, or a brass kettle, or a kettle of Ligor niello ware will be used for cold water; and now also an earthenware jar, or a horrible thick muddy-blue decanter of European manufacture. All these vessels serve both to fill the drinking bowl or glass and for pouring water over the

1 Pongyan rìtak sa rìbu buatan Jin. 2 Pembikar. 3 Chebek. 4 Batil. 5 Kaki glas bérpuchok réhong bérkerrawang banji. 6 Sélakin. 7 Chepír. 8 Tila. 9 Bokor. 10 Chérêk. 11 Kendil. 12 Balang.
hands preliminary and subsequent to feeding. The water of ablation is caught in a large silver or brass bowl or in a vessel that is employed alike for that purpose and for a spittoon. Trays are of many kinds: there is the flat wooden or lacquer tray, high of rim; there is the brass tray, flat and rimmed, there is the wooden pedestal tray, sometimes very large, there is the brass pedestal tray for a single cake plate and the large brass pedestal tray for a number of saucers. Pedestal trays are decorated on festivals with an embroidered and bead-work fringe, like the fringe on the marriage mosquito net, of Hindu name and shaped perhaps after the leaf of the sacred peepul-tree. Trays, plates and gourds are protected from flies and dirt by conical covers, embroidered or made of bamboo cut into concentric geometric and floral patterns dyed red and black, or similar covers decorated with blue green red and gilt paper cut into scrolls. Chinese and European wares are used for coffee services.

Finally, there are tobacco and betel boxes, those appanages of the last course of a Malay meal. Considering the universal habit and ceremony of betel chewing in the Archipelago and the portability and number of its utensils, it is not surprising to find a great variety of material and shapes, a vocabulary rather vague in its terminology, the name for a wooden article improperly transferred to a brass one, and so on. The most primitive kind are plaited of screw-palm as already noted. Then come small wooden chests, fitted with trays to contain the requisites of betel-chewing, shaped like the coffers Malay sailors use, larger at base than lid, rudely carved; one shape
has a drawer that pulls out at the side;¹ one shape² has an ornamental end of wood or silver projecting³ as it is carried under the arm—these last are commonly used for the presentation of betel at betrothal and some Perak specimens have realistic bobbing models of snakes made of wax and fastened dependent from pliant rattan by human hair. Specimens made entirely of gold, or Ligor niello, or silver, of brass or tin, also occur, and then there is only a tray for the betel vine leaves and in place of the other divisions in the tray we have four tiny casks;⁴ but there are other specimens, open at the top and taking the form rather of a small, deep tray than of a chest. Commoner in metal, are open salvers,⁵ round or oblong, or round and on pedestals:

'Betel nut that's cleft in four.
Lime that's mixed with scented water;
Tobacco clinging to its stem.'

and gambir are the contents of the four caskets. If the caskets be presented on an open salver, then a metal vase,⁶ shaped like a triangle upside down with its apex cut off, takes the place of the casket's tray for the vine leaves. The casket⁷ that holds the betel-nut is commonly open, unlike the others; that⁸ containing the lime is round, its sides parallel from base to lid, or it is octagonal, or round and stunted: the other two caskets may be modelled after the seed-pod of the sacred lotus; the lid is often decorated, like waist-belts, with a conventionalised lotus flower pattern. Round boxes⁹ are made for tobacco, decorated with conventional foliated scrolls common in all Malay silver-work, or a box¹⁰ like a huge old silver watch is used. It is caskets and boxes which

¹ Junang (Mangkasar). ² Puan. ³ Salur hayong. ⁴ Chēmbul. ⁵ Chēma (Skt.) ⁶ Keloengong or chumpita (Kedah) sometimes held by a māmpelai. ⁷ Chauvan pinang. ⁸ Pikapur. ⁹ Kap or kup. ¹⁰ Chēpu bērgelugar, awan bunga sajangkur.
of all Malay work are the most interesting as representative obviously of very various influences, which too have found their way more than any other articles into European collections and, with an almost tiresome iteration, into museums: like Tennyson’s “little flower in the crannied wall,” they embody a large problem in a small compass, and could we tell all about them, we should know a lot about the comings and goings of the Malay race. Betel-nut scissors, shaped in the form of the head of a bird or dragon, whichever it be, and in the form of the magic steed, kuda sembrani, exhibit some of the earliest iron work.

Malay life, even in palaces, is essentially simple, and this may serve to excuse transition from the refinements of the table (or rather the floor) to the mere utensils of the kitchen. Also the kitchen, if not in the back of the central room itself, is not far separated; moreover, it is as interesting as any part of the house, and though it is impossible absolutely to distinguish the most primitive utensils from later accretions, more perhaps than any other room it bears traces of ultimate civilisations. There are examples of bamboo work in a bamboo bellows, or rather blower; in a cooking-pot for rice, constructed of a single joint of bamboo, the green cane resisting the fire long enough to cook one mess; in bamboo racks. There are specimens of bamboo and rattan weaving in hanging plate-holders, in stands for round bottomed cooking-pots, in fish creels, in baskets for fish or vegetables, in strainers, in rice sieves. There are utensils of dried coconut shell: ladles, bowls with rattan handles, spoons. There is some important carved

---

1 Kochip. 2 Sulang. 3 Sarau. 4 Lékár. 5 Rajat. 6 Baga. 7 Tapuan. 8 Nyiru. 9 Goyong. 10 Sekul (Pers.) 11 Síndok.
wood-work: a parrot-shaped handle to sweet-rice spoons, spoons with rudely carved foliated handles, oval carved enscribed blocks (such as are used also by Dyaks) for crushing salt and pepper, and last, but not least, cake-moulds, and a spurred coconut rasper. In the south of the Peninsula the coconut rasper is decorated with foliated carving like the pepper-block: in the far north, in Patani there is far wider scope in design, probably due to Cambodian influence, and coconut raspers are carved in the form of grotesque beasts, of human figures kneeling prostrate with the spur-scraper offered in uplifted hands; and there too cake-moulds bear the carved impress of buffaloes, elephants, cows, cocks, tortoises, axes, kēris, horses even and pistols, while cake-moulds in the south have only conventional foliated designs.

Considerable interest attaches to the four methods of fire-making once in vogue in the Peninsula, the fire-saw, the fire-drill and the fire-syringe, as they have been called, and the familiar flint and steel. The use of the fire-saw is still known to jungle Malays. A branch of soft, dry wood is taken, scooped out till a small orifice appears in the centre of the hollow; it is notched transversely across the orifice on the outer side and a piece of rattan passed underneath it and worked to and fro by hand till dust rises through the orifice and presently ignites. Another kind of fire-saw is made from a piece of sharp-edged split bamboo, which is worked quickly to and fro in a notch across a piece of bamboo split in half and filled with tinder. The fire-drill consists of a piece of friable wood in which a shallow groove or orifice is cut, the point of a hard stick is inserted and the drill stick

1 Sudip: if large, chéntong. 2 Séngkdám. 3 Achnam kuch. 4 Kukuran nyuru. 5 Tel屁股mpang tirap. 6 Batan saga. 7 Rabok dudor. 8 Puar basong.
twirled rapidly between the palms of the hands with the action of one whisking an egg or a cocktail, till the dust got from the soft wood by friction smoulders. The fire-syringe is made sometimes of wood, sometimes of tin; its piston of tin or hard wood is bound round the end with cloth, just as the piston-end of a European glass syringe is bound with cotton, and the end of the piston is slightly hollowed to receive tinder; to make the tinder catch fire, the piston is driven smartly into the cylinder and abruptly withdrawn. It has been found rarely in the Peninsula and also in Borneo (where it is called the tin fire-syringe). I am not certain if its use is known in the south of the Peninsula. It is obviously a fairly advanced method of fire-making, and it is said to be commonly found among Indonesian peoples.

For cooking-vessels, there is the earthenware pot and steamer; and of later use a number of brass and iron vessels, a covered brass rice pot, a large open brass pot for sweetmeat cookery, a large open iron stew pot, a huge iron cauldron, an open iron frying pan. The cooking place is an arrangement of stones on which the pots are placed: above it is a shelf on which firewood is laid to dry, and more wood is stacked beside the fire-place. There is a grindstone for curry-stuffs and a tiny stone mortar for pounding chillies and other edible pods. In the purliens of the kitchen there will be large earthenware water-jars and some basins for washing and culinary purposes.

The rest of the house is devoted to middle-age and meals: the best bed-room, in homes where there are daughters of marriageable age, to the apotheosis of youth. Here will be kept the finest furniture, the
softest clothes, the best embroidery. The door will be
curtained and its curtain adorned with the bo-leaf
fringe or, alas for modern taste, hideous white
crocheted work. There will be a stand just inside
for the drinking vessels such as we have already
explained. Athwart the room, in the corner next the
window and outer wall, will be a small day couch of
one storey only, made of wood, with fretted skirting-
board in front, or board pasted with coloured papers
in floral scrolls. Thereon will be laid a mat of several
thicknesses according to the house-owner’s rank,
edged with gold-threaded silk border and silver or
embroidered corners; and at the head of the couch a
large round pillow with embroidered or gold silver
“faces” or ends. On this day couch will be found the
best betel utensils in the house. But the greatest care
will have been lavished on the large bed-platform that
runs lengthwise along the room against the inner
partition; it will be storied according to rank, with
fretted or paper-pasted front; it will be enclosed in a
large mosquito-net adorned within and without along
the top with the bo-leaf fringe embroidered, and often
having silver leaves among the embroidery. Like the
day couch and the stand for water vessels, it will
have hung above it a ceiling-cloth to keep off the dust
and debris of the palm-leaf roof. At the head, and
extending the full width of the bed-platform, will be

1 Pintas kicht. 2 Papan hitihok awan Jawa atau awan
Pilembang, hunjung hamp, awan lanut etc. 3 Tikar bertiangkat, e.g.,
pitirana, used by reigning princes of seven thicknesses; pachur, of five
asu by chiefs like the bendahara, chiu of three. 4 Lampok. 5 Bantal
sura. 6 Pintas besar or jerni. Kedah folk, it is said, used
only this bed platform for the saming, whereas Perak and the southern
States, with more delicate, have a similar platform erected in the central
room for that function. The arch over the front of the saming platform
is called pintu gedong; the inner space you.
7 Di-bulat dengan kertas
merah kuning yang bila melalui warna kertas-nya itu; hitihok berawan
lanut irama-nya yaitu tebok buang-buang nana-nya yaitu yang tebok
berawan itu kertas merah atau apa-apa macam warna-nya dan tanah-nya
kertas putih atau pirada kereek atau pirada. Siam; yang sudah di-tebok
itu di-pelukakun di-atas kertas tanah itu. 8 Langit-langit.
an oblong hollow pillow, made of white cloth stretched over a wooden frame, its ends adorned with embroidery or silver plates, and on this pillow will be laid a prized kéris and two or three round pillows with decorated ends facing outwards. Above it all will tower the triangular pyramidal back to the dais, decorated with coloured paper, and sometimes exhibiting the tiered roof with upcurving crockets found in Buddhist wats, though the pyramidal shape is not, I believe, common in the south. Below the hollow oblong pillow are laid flat sleeping pillows, and then comes the bed proper, covered with a mattress, on which are laid two mats, one for bride and one for groom, with embroidered corners and of several thicknesses according to rank; one or more long Dutch-wife pillows stretch the length of the mats; perhaps a silk coverlet will be spread. There will be various household articles inside this mosquito-curtain: on the inner wall side of the bed, at the head, between the sleeping pillows and the bantal saraga, are kept squat, round-lidded boxes of Palembang brass or Palembang lacquer, receptacles for clothes and toilet necessaries; and there is a wooden clothes-rack, carved with upturned crockets, suspended from the mosquito-net or standing in the inner side of the bed.

Such in outline, tiresome skeleton outline as I have had to make it, are the articles of furniture in a Malay house. Not a tithe of them will be found in the ordinary house, for it is not a museum but a home, generally untidy, disordered, yet neat in the effect of dim backgrounds and recesses and dun natural colours.

1 Bantal saraga mean bunga nagasari. 2 Gunung gunong. 3 Bantal papeh. 4 Bantal galang; bantal pilok. 5 Citar. 6 Tabuk (Ar.) Bintang (Malacc). Bangking urn shaped and used at weddings. 7 Sangkat bersudut bayong.
DRESS.

The Malay Annals relate how one of the bendaharas of old Malacca would change his garments four or five times a day; how he had coats and turbans of all colours and such a number of each colour that they could be counted by tens; some of his turbans kept always ready rolled; his coats some half-sewed, others nearly finished, others just cut out; and how he had a tall mirror by which he dressed himself daily, asking his wife if this coat suited that turban and following her advice exactly. It is a story that goes to the root of the matter, because the Malay has been a fop for centuries and is a fop still. Turning over his wardrobe, one is only astonished that head or tail can be made of such admired disorder. For centuries the fashions and stuffs of India, China, Persia, Arabia, Europe have been pouring into it. The Chinese records tell how this king and that throughout the Archipelago sent envoys to the Celestial kingdom and got in return "suits of clothes embroidered with golden dragons," "a girdle with precious stones, pieces of silk-gauze, pieces of plain silk, pieces of silk with golden flowers." The early voyagers narrate how Cambay, Coromandel and Bengal trafficked with Java and Malacca in "cotton luyen sarampuras, cassas, sataposas, black satopasen, black cannequins, red toriaes, red beyzamen," names that make the eye dizzy; and how "the heathenish Indians that dwelt in Goa not only sold all kindes of silkes, sattins, damaskes and curious workes of porselyne from China and other places, but all manner of wares of velvet, silke, sattin and such like, brought out of Portingall." The Malay welcomed all with the avidity of the born wanderer that his Archipelago had made him, and took such an Elizabethan gusto in things foreign that the remoter
its origin the finer the object in his eyes, till, to rouse enthusiasm, his bards had to sing of "steel from Khorassan," kēris "wrought of the iron left after the making of the keys of the Kaubah," 3 scarves "made of the mosquito-net of the prophet of Allah;" 2

Narrow lengths of patterned satin.
Work of Coromandel craftsmen.
Woven part in looms of China.
Part by weavers gilded like fishes.
Stretched, as wide as earth and heaven.
Folded, small as nail on finger.

With marvellous dexterity he contrived to adjust this barbaric plenty to a fair standard of good taste. It is true that he often revels in grandiloquent phrases from Sanskrit, Tamil, Persian, Arabic and so on; they are heirlooms and sound like that "blessed word Mesopotamia" in romance, but they do not command his attention. All the time he is busy peering over his acquisitions with the curious eyes of a naive child, inventing labels for them drawn from aboriginal intimacy with nature. The gold spots on his coat are labelled "the scattered rice-grains" or "bees on the wing"; the patterns on his skirt "the chequer board," "the bamboo spikes," "the jump three stripe". If his skirt be heavy with gold thread, it is dubbed "the cloth that would sink a junk." His bracelet is oval without and flat within, and he names it "the split rattan" bangle. He welcomes foreign skill, but he insists on having goods conform to his taste: there is a story that Sultan Muhamad, of Malacca, sent a messenger to the land of the Klings to order forty lengths of forty different kinds of flowered cloth. 3 and that none of the designs brought suited the messenger's fancy till, at last, he drew designs himself, so beautiful and intricate as to amaze the craftsmen.

1 Liheh pingunching Kaubat Allah. 2 Pancho klimbu rasa Kurdish Allah. 3 Kain strauah.
The Malay has the faculty of criticising as well as the generous faculty of admiration. In "Anggun Che Tunggal" the young hero dresses all in black, but his mother tells him he looks like a flock of crows; changes into complete white, whereupon she likens him to a flock of storks; changes into red, when she compares him with the hibiscus aflame at daybreak; and he only satisfies her by donning garments of contrasted colour. But though he assorts, the Malay never discards. He adopts the jacket, and the old shoulder-scarf becomes a head shawl for his women, a waist band for himself, a stole at court, a cordon at wedding ceremonies; he adopts trousers, and the skirt is a useful receptacle of baggage, a handy change at the journey's end, a decent tribute to the dictates of his religion. He has an accumulation of centuries and civilisations in the way of jewellery, the greater part sacred from immemorial superstition; good taste forbids him to flaunt it all, but apportions this to his tiny children, that to his unmarried daughters, and only sows with the sack on the occasion of a wedding. Moreover, not all the gold of the Indies has ousted the wrist-string as an amulet, nor till recently the ancient vanity of blackened teeth. It is this conservatism which has left such a bewildering abundance of material for the study of his dress, and it was this conservatism which led Marsden to write, "We appear to the Sumatrans to have degenerated from the more splendid virtues of our predecessors. Even the richness of their laced suits and the gravity of their perukes attracted a degree of admiration, and I have heard the disuse of the large hoops worn by the ladies pathetically

1 The following kinds are common: kain limau, kain tinggarun; kain di; kain Mentak; kain pelangi or kain Brava; kain bangi chinghek; kain pengiring qu'ito berlalar merah putih kuning. 2 Dibahok baja seperti mayap kumbang padang bercilat-kilat.
lamented: the quick, and to them inexplicable, revolutions of our fashions are subject of much astonishment, and they naturally conclude that those modes can have but little intrinsic merit which we are so ready to change: or at least that our caprice renders us very incompetent to be the guides of their improvement." In the light of actual fact the concluding sentence seems singularly unfortunate. Criticism has assailed the originality of every Malay garment except the chequer skirt.

The Malay skirt as it exists to-day in the north of the Peninsula, and as it probably existed in the far days of its primal investiture, is a piece of cloth home-spun, of coarse vegetable fibre, chequer, coloured with vegetable dyes, unsewn, bound about the waist reaching hardly to the knees, "the knee-caps often exposed even in the king's balai, a practice which would not be tolerated in any other part of the Peninsula." From that it has developed into a garment about forty inches in depth and eighty in length, the ends sewn together so that the made skirt is a wrapper like a bottomless sack, lacking pleat or intricacy of tailoring, its openings equal in size at top and bottom, the latter indeed being convertible terms. It has depended for its continued vogue on an infinite adaptability: it can serve as a nether garment, a bathing cloth, a night-shirt, a turban, a wallet, a cradle, a shroud; it was retained and respected as a shibboleth of Islam when the use of trousers became almost universal. There are several ways of fastening it about the waist, from loosely bundling it so as to hold a dagger or parang, to folding it so neatly that a long pleat will open down either leg as the wearer strides: the country mouse can be

1 Tali pisang, benang manas  2 Kain lipas.  3 Kain chokse. 
4 Sarong.
distinguished from the town mouse by the hang of his skirt. There were modes fashionable at court: for chiefs the "skirt in puffs," 1 for ladies the "billowy" 2 tempestuous swell.

The range in material and pattern is wide. To point a common distinction, there are two kinds of sarong, the chequer skirt of geometrical design 3 and the flowered Javanese skirt 4 on which figure birds and warriors. Did the chequer skirt accompany the race in a migration from the north? The kain Champa is of geometrical draught-board pattern: Patani and Kelantan still produce coarse chequer skirts of vegetable fibre: the chequer style must have been long and firmly established to resist the inroad of Javanese fashion, which succeeded only in capturing the headkerchief. In addition to these, there are two other kinds of material that deserve especial emphasis. There is the material of which Palembang and Batu Bara (and Asahan) produce varieties and which Trengganu imitates with its thin inferior silk; the style of the cloth of gold, 5 the silk ground almost always a rich red, sometimes having a faint chequer traced in sparse white or blue or black threads; generally plain, and dependent for beauty on small geometrical and floral patterns 6 interwoven in gold thread, with a mass of gold-thread decoration 7 at the edge and on the kepala sarong. There is a Malay saying, "If you are about to die, go to Malacca; if you want pleasant dreams, to Palembang; if you desire good food, to Java; if you like fine clothes, to Batu Bara." Batu Bara silk was and is the wear for Malay nobility on occasions of state, for commoners at weddings: of it not only skirts but trousers, jackets

1 Kain kimbang. 2 Ombak bisma. 3 e.g., Chorek damdam; tupak chatur, bidadar kipat. 4 Kain Batik. 5 Kain bunga emas. 6 Kimas bintabur, bintah patah, bunga kimbang, bunga tunjung, bunga kemat nausi, etc. 7 Tekat songkit, puchak rebong, jong sarat.
and pillow-cases are made. The other silk\textsuperscript{1} which
deserves study, being, so far as I know, peculiar to the
north and hardly affected south of Perak, is woven in
Pahang, Trengganu and Kelantan, and is found not
only in \textit{sarongs} but more particularly in that shoulder
scarf which was the forerunner of the jacket; it is of
exquisite harmonious sober colours, a blend of reds,
yellows and greens, the shape of the pattern, if closely
inspected, bearing a distant resemblance to the line
from which it has acquired its name; for that is the
best and most typical pattern out of several species,
such as the "clove-head," and so on.\textsuperscript{2} There is one
kind of silk which combines this pattern with the gold
thread ornament of the Sumatran style.\textsuperscript{3} Yet another
kind of fabric,\textsuperscript{4} employed less for skirt than for coat
and kerchief, is a calendered silk stamped with design
in gold-leaf by means of carved wooden blocks, a kind
manufactured in Patani and Pahang. The word for
silk is Sanskrit,\textsuperscript{5} which gives a clue to the source of its
original adoption, but plain woven silk from China
has long been used for the manufacture of some kinds
of skirt and scarf. It is stained with aniline dyes to
produce the "rainbow"\textsuperscript{6} silk made by Bovinas and in
Singapore, now fashionable in place of costlier and
heavier stuffs, worn oftenest as a scarf but sometimes
as a \textit{sarong} both by men and women. Formerly the
cotton \textit{sarong} was either coarse home-spun or, for the
higher classes, calendered Bugis tartan cloth, but now
the Coromandel or German tartan holds the field.
The flowered Javanese skirt is worn sometimes by men
as a loin-cloth with trousers, but, as a long skirt, is
considered effeminate except for indoor \textit{deshabile}.\textsuperscript{7}

\textsuperscript{1} \textit{Kain lisanu.} \textsuperscript{2} \textit{Bunga chingkeh, bunga rampat, bunga nasaam, sumber nibong. Andak Menak, masam kilat, \textit{p\textsc{erong rumak} are all patterns of Trengganu and Kelantan sarongs.} \textsuperscript{3} \textit{Kain tinggarun.} \textsuperscript{4} \textit{Kain tilipok.} \textsuperscript{5} \textit{Sutera.} \textsuperscript{6} \textit{Kain p\textsc{elangi.} \textsuperscript{7} \textsc{Di-g\textsc{erws.}}
The Malay certainly went coatless in early historical times: the Chinese chroniclers repeatedly advert to the fact and it is only in their later records that "a short, jacket" is sometimes mentioned. Folk romances devoting lines of ballad verse to picturing the hero's skirt, dagger and head-kerchief dismiss his coat in a few Persian, Arabic or Portuguese phrases descriptive of a foreign cloth, and there has never been any rigid royal etiquette in the matter of coats except in Java, where the garment was forbidden at courts. If Langgasu can refer to the old traditional kingdom of Langkasuka, then the chronicles give a picture of dress in the north of the Peninsula in the sixth century describing how "men and women have the upper part of the body naked, their hair hangs loosely down, and around their lower limbs they use only a sarong of cotton: the kings and nobles wearing a thin, flowered cloth (sêlêndang) for covering the upper part of the body." Colonel Low, who went up the Perak river in 1826, remarks that "the women display a good deal of the upper part of the body, only throwing their upper dress, which is a narrow piece of cloth, carelessly across the breast." Even now Kelantan and Patani men wear no coats, but wrap a long sash about their waists which is often shifted to the shoulders, while the women following a fashion that obtains alike in Siam and in Java, "hitch a cloth round the body under the arms and above the bust, which falls over the sarong to a few inches below the hips, being usually adjusted to reveal the figure as much as possible." In the fifteenth century the Chinese chronicles tell us how the "people of Banjermasin wore a jacket with short sleeves, which they put on over their heads," and those of Malacca "a short jacket of flowered cotton": the former

1 Baju ain'ul-banat, h. sakhlat, b. bêlédu. 2 Kêmban.
statement being the earliest explicit allusion to the *baju kurong*. A coat with short sleeves\(^1\) is the usual garb of princes of romance and may date from the days of the armlet; being worn with trousers of similar name and shortness, it was probably affected for fighting, while the common rank and file wore a straight coat\(^2\) altogether sleeveless. The "Malay Annals" relate it was Tun Hassan, a great fop and *tēmēnggon* in the reign of Mahmud Shah, who first lengthened the skirts of the Malay coat and wore large and long sleeves, it having been formerly both short and straight, and how Tun Hassan was therefore celebrated in topical verse as requiring four cubits of cloth for his coat. There are, in brief, two styles, the coat open all down the front\(^3\) and coats with only a hole for the head to slip through.\(^4\) Commenting on them as they occur in a Besisi saying:

> "Who was it made the land Semajong"
> They who donned the round coat became retainers.
> And mixed with strangers, the Malays of Rembau;
> They who donned the split coat speak Besisi."

Mr. Skeat boldly suggests that the styles possibly distinguished those who followed the *adat Tēmēnggon* and the *adat pērputeh* respectively. He remarks that the *baju kurong* is generally worn by Menangkabau Malays of the Negri Sembilan, and he might have added that the Naning regalia include such a coat, whose narrow opening, according to popular belief, will fit none but the *pēnghulu* or his destined successor.\(^5\) Java certainly would appear to affect the "split coat": Malay wedding garments are

---

\(^{1}\) *Baju ulang.*  \(^{2}\) *Baju pokok.*  \(^{3}\) *Baju blah.*  \(^{4}\) *Baju kurong.*  
\(^{5}\) "To this day," wrote Newbold. "it is firmly believed by many that the elder brother of Abdul Syed was rejected solely on account of his inability to get his head through the neck of the vest, which is represented to be so small as scarcely to admit of the insertion of two fingers. How the ex-pēnghulu contrived to slip his large head through must remain a matter of conjecture."
mostly derived from Java and the wedding coat is open down the front: but the 
_baju kurong_ has so long been universal among both sexes of the Malays that 
conjecture as to its original adoption is probably futile. Prior to the introduction of the 
kābaya, it was commonly the wear for women, short and reaching only to the 
sarong, or in the Malacca of Logan’s day, ‘reaching to a little above the ankle, its cuffs fastened 
with buttons of gold and sometimes of diamonds.’ It is not surprising that feminine vanity soon 
discarded a style so disastrous to ordered tresses; and the long, shapeless kābaya of Portuguese name, and 
for indoors a short open jacket fastened with brooches, are now universally worn by women. Men’s coats are 
variations of the two main types: Chinese, Arabic and European influences leaving their mark, local 
Brummels and Worths of Johor and Malacca, Kedah and Penang accounting for minor differences of style. 
The coat double-breasted and tied at the side of the waist with strings, the coat open down the front with 
froged buttons are Chinese. Raffles detected traces of the old Friesland coat in Java; and many now 
obsolete Malay styles—the collar high at nape of neck, the sleeve tight at wrist and buttoned from the elbow 
down, the tailed or ‘‘winged’’ coat—all show traces probably of European patterns. The Zouave tunic 
and the pilgrim’s flowing gown are Arabic. Women have borrowed underwear from India and lately from 
Europe. Men have long worn an undervest of linen or silk and now affect the zephyr. Newbold’s picture 
of the Dato Klana of Sungai Ujong in 1833, shows how elaborate the vest would sometimes be: the 
passage is worth quoting in full. ‘His dress betrayed

---

1 Baju Jipun. 2 Baju kanyut. 3 Baju képok. 4 Baju 
bāra yap layang-layang. 5 Baju sadhrāh. Jubah. 6 Chuli.
a taste for finery, consisting of gaudy red surcoat flowered with yellow; a broad crimson sash encircling his waist, in which were inserted several weapons of the Malayan fashion; a Batek handkerchief with the bi-cornute tie and a plaid silk srong, resembling the tartan worn by Highlanders, descending to the knees; underneath the plaid he wore short embroidered trousers. In the left-hand sash of his close vest of purple broad-cloth, lined with light green silk and adorned with silk lace and small round buttons of gold filagree, was a watch1 of antique shape, to which were appended a gold chain and seals. He wore his hair long, and very obvious it was to two of the five senses that he, when studying the graces, had no more spared the oil than Demosthenes himself.

Trousers2 carry their alien origin even in their designation. Apart from the extreme improbability of a primitive race indulging in two entirely different kinds of garment for the nether limbs and from the silence of early travellers, we have the evidence of the chronicles that the people of Langgasu wore nothing but sarongs, and we know that the word is Persian out of Arabic. It is significant that Acheen, the earliest stronghold of Muhammadanism, has always been famous for its patterns: a sack-like shape designed, one might fancy, for the nether limbs of a bear, of enormous width and depth of seat, with a three-cornered embroidered piece called the "duck's web"3 at the back of the ankles. This pattern dominated the Peninsula, both for men and women of the higher class, till Chinese and European styles ousted it, and

1 Or was this the watch-like box, obi tug, for tobacco commonly knotted to a corner of the sapa tungun, which was often thrown over the shoulder, now obsolete.
2 Shibar.
3 Direct Acheenese influence is discernible in Perak in the siber lun Sayong, (vide p. 301) lun being, as Mr. Wilkinson has reminded me, the Acheenese word for Kampung. Sayong must be the village, formerly the seat of royalty on the Perak River.
4 Topak tek.
the passion for trousers, inspired presumably by Islamic sentiment, took such a hold of the Malay mind that, south of Patani and Kelantan, the man who omitted the garment was considered a craven and Don Juan before the settled days of British protection. A confusing number of styles was in vogue: some were decorated with gold lace; some had gold thread interwoven in the material up to the knee; some were stamped with tracings in gold paint or adorned with inlet pieces of coloured glass; some woven in latitudinal stripes of red, yellow, white, black and so on. The "cut" in all cases was Achinese, or founded on Achinese but without the "duck web." And, indeed, in the Malay world, the only other patterns that are found are Chinese and European and variations of them. Two kinds of scant workaday trews deserve mention: the short, tight Bugis trousers worn by Malay miners, and the short loose Chinese trousers, reaching barely below the knee, which are commonly worn in the wet rice-fields.

A very early fashion in belts was a narrow woven band, with a loop for the kēris at one end, to be wound outside the deep waist-cloth; and we also find a band of scarlet cloth, adorned with inlet pieces of glass, with sequins and embroidery. A few decades ago there was common a pouch-belt, the pouch a foot long and two or three inches deep with a slit in the middle; looped at one end, with a string ending in a button at the other, by which it was fastened round the body. Quite recently and still up-country, for ornament rather than utility, was worn a loose hanging belt derived, perhaps, from Chinese influence, of woven silver wire or of silver coins, such
as is worn at Patani weddings and often affected by ma'yang dancers. Women have always worn a silver or silk waist-band with a large metal buckle in front, a buckle which was once and for wealthy fops is still a part of male attire. But the waist-cloth of romance, the waist-cloth of princes and warriors in turbulent times was a deep fringed sash, wound round and round the body and capable of resisting a dagger thrust. Sometimes it was the product of Malay looms, stiff with gold or silver thread or interwoven with Arabic texts; sometimes it was an Indian fabric, whose sheen of shot mottled colour, probably, won it a nickname after a snake and a reputation for being able, if fumigated, to turn itself into its reptile prototype and render its owner’s body invulnerable and his house safe from thieves.

"Round his waist he wrapped a waist-band,
    With the fringe some thirty cubits
Long with large and snaky pattern:
Thrice a day it changed its colour.
In the morning dew-like tissue,
Soon-day saw it turn to purple
And at eve 'twas shining yellow:
Such the raiment of Sri Rama."

In this broad sash were thrust betel utensils and an array of weapons. For an invariable item of Malay dress before European regulations were enforced, was one or more often three daggers. Munshi Abdullah relates how, when it was proposed to forbid the wearing of weapons at Singapore, the chiefs complained to Raffles that daggerless they felt naked; and he tells us how, on his visit to Trengganu and Kelantan, he found the inhabitants of those countries all armed with "six or seven javelins, a kēris, a
chopper, or cutlass, or sword, or a long kēris in their hands and sometimes a gun." The dagger is still a part of court dress and the quality of the mounting a privilege of rank. Princes of the highest rank may have sheath and hilt of gold;¹ others only the long piece of the sheath;² chiefs only the lower half-length of the sheath,³ with ornament of silver or gold cord⁴ above. The Malacca code laid down that "persons not attached to the palace are not allowed to wear a kēris with a golden handle" weighing an ounce without express permission from the king, except the bendahara and children and grand-children of the king; the penalty being confiscation of the weapon." The fashion of wearing a dagger is almost obsolete in the Protected States and the only enthusiasts in the matter are a few old men to whom the Sultan's permit to carry a kēris is a visible sign of their untitled gentility. If an offensive weapon is required, the small "pepper-crusher"⁶ the straight budik or the curved Arabic "ripper," all of which are easy to conceal, are carried under the coat. But a superstitious reverence for the kēris still obtains and folk are readier to dispose of its gold sheath than of a rusted blade, which may bring good luck to house and crops. The kēris has gone. But every peasant tucks into the folds of his skirt a chopper,⁷ which serves, like Hudibras' sword, for almost all those manual purposes of life that require a knife.

If the wearing of weapons has died out, the use of shoes has come in. Shoes and socks are modern additions to Malay attire. In his voyage referred to above, Munshi Abdullah tells how, in 1835, he saw no

¹ Kēris tīrapang gabus.  ² K. tīrapang.  ³ K. pindok (Jav.)
⁴ Tulituli. Does Newbold's reference to the "tuli-tuli, a rattan appendage for fastening the dagger into the belt," throw light on the origin of this ornament? The shape would lead one to suppose so.
⁵ Ulu kēnchana (Jav.).  ⁶ Tumbuk lada.  ⁷ Golok (Jav.)
shoes in Kelantan on the foot of man, woman or prince, and the description of princely raiment in folk romances never includes any foot-covering. India, by way of Palembang, has furnished a sandal with cross-strap,¹ such as Chetties always wear: China, patterns² with a large bone or silver knob to be gripped by the big toe; Turkey, velvet heelless slippers, worked with gold and silver thread and sequins; Portugal, the name of a boot;³ Europe generally, a variety of wonderful fashions so little understood that there are still many counterparts to the Sultan whom Sir Frank Swettenham describes as wearing sky-blue canvas shoes on stockingless feet. Tamil⁴ and Arabic names for shoes furnish epithets for royalty which may embody a primitive respect for foot-gear, but have left no special patterns.

Crawfurd would further rob the Malay of the credit of a head-dress, remarking that "the ancient practice of the Indian islanders with respect to the head appears to have been to leave it uncovered, and the Balinese still adhere to this practice." The Chinese chronicles give colour to the theory. I speak under correction, but it is strange that the name for the head-kerchief seems Malay. Of Kedah, if Kalah be Kedah, before the tenth century, the chronicles record that "only functionaries are allowed to tie up their hair and to wrap a handkerchief round their heads"; of Malacca in the fifteenth century, that "the men of the people wrap up their heads in a square piece of cloth." The oldest style known is that "square piece of cloth,"⁵ a form evidently determined by the obsolete fashion of wearing the hair long. The kerchief of heroes of folk-romance is

¹ Chapal. ² Terompa. ³ Stpatu. ⁴ Chirpu. ⁵ Knus ⁶ Tingkolok.
always "rainbow" silk, probably of Indian manufacture, though nowadays the attribute would signify a famous modern pattern of Boyanese design. But the universal wear for at least a century has been, for chiefs and commoners butek cloth; for rajas on high occasions gold-threaded Batu Bara or gold-painted silk kerchiefs. The methods of tying them have been legion and had considerable significance. In Java, in Acheen, in the Negri Sembilan, the origin of the wearer could be inferred from his manner of folding it. In Perak only the three highest officers of state could fold it high on one side and low on the other, "like a young coconut split in halves"; only rajas could fold it with one corner erect "like the leaf of a bean"; only great chiefs could wear it down over the poll, "taut as the cover of a pickle pot"; warriors used the style called "the fighting elephants" with two corners of the kerchief drawn forward like jutting tusks; commoners wrapped their kerchiefs in the style of "the fowl with the broken wing," throwing one end limp over the top. Other fashions have such picturesque names as "the tail of the bulbul," "the beak of the parrot," "the calladium leaf," "the deer's ear," each expressive of the most prominent peculiarities in the folding. Logan has recorded that even in his day the fashions were practically obsolete in Johore and Singapore; and the younger generation is everywhere discarding the kerchief and does not know the names of its styles.

The head-kerchief was supplanted by a succession of cylindrical caps, all ultimately, it would appear, of Arab origin. There is the light neat cap woven of rotan or fern-stem, surmounted often by a gold

1 Suluk mumbang di-bitah dua. 2 S. kerbang sa-bi'ai. 3 S. getang perkuan. 4 S. gajah berjuang. 5 S. ayam potah kipak. 6 Kopiah. 7 Resam.
or silver button-ornament on the top; there is the cap⁠¹ "which greatly resembles the Malacca cap in colour, its body is made of close-pressed tree-cotton divided into narrow, vertical ribs by stitching on the lining; on this thin strips of silk or cotton stuffs of various colours are worked together so as to give the impression, when seen from a distance, of a piece of coarse European worsted work; between these ribs is often fastened gold thread, spreading at the top into ornamental designs." The hideous pert Turkish fez is common. A white crocheted skull cap⁠² is affected by the religious. All the foregoing may have a kerchief wound round their lower edge as turban. Commonest of all styles is the natty, low, cylindrical cap of velvet or frieze, sometimes decorated with slashed borders of black and coloured silk. Peasants don, as a sun-guard, a conical-shaped hat⁠³ made of palm-leaf and rotan, like the hats depicted on Chinese tea-caddies but straight from top to brim and not concave. Bridegrooms often wear merely the head-kerchief, but common is a turban-like headdress, which has, among others, a Persian name⁠⁴ like the bride's fringe. It is a round band, stuffed with cotton-wool, covered with red cloth pasted over with gilt paper cut into patterns, or, in the case of royalty, of gold or bound round and round with gold tinsel; it may have a fine gold fringe⁠⁵ along its lower edge; one end is upturned: an erect aigrette⁠⁶ is tucked above it, from which hang pendants⁠⁷ of tinsel or fine gold filigree. It is worn in Perak by the Raja Muda (and, I believe, by the Sultan) on the occasion of his installation: a fashion which, in conjunction with the

¹ Kapok Arab. ² Saregkok. ³ Tirendak tenan. ⁴ Dista. ⁵ How Persian and Arabian influence worked its way into a Court may be seen from Mr. Wilkinson's Introduction to The Ninety-nine Laws of Perak in this series. Mr. Skult says it is also called persia in Selangor; in Perak it is kerah kapok, in Patani, kerang. ⁶ Auda kidu. ⁷ Tajok. ⁸ Rumban; gunja, malan, gudabah.
jewellery of the Perak Court, shows the remarkable continuity of custom inherited by Perak from the usages of the court of the old kingdom of Malacca: the same tradition obtains, of course, in Johore and Pahang, but circumstances have given these countries little opportunity of conserving it intact. The "Malay Annals" are quite clear on the point: "Every candidate for installation got a change of costume: a candidate for the office of bendahara, five trays-full—one containing a coat, one a skirt, one a turban (dēstar), one a scarf, one a waist-cloth; sons of rajas, viziers and men of princely rank (kshatriya) four trays-full, the waist-cloth omitted; court attendants warriors, three trays-full—namely, skirt, coat and turban. After they had donned this costume, attendants adjusted a frontlet on their brows and armlets on the upper arm, because all candidates wore armlets according to rank: some armlets decorated with dragons, full of charms and enchantments, some jewelled armlets, some armlets with projecting ends, some in the form of a blue ring, some silver armlets, some a pair, some a single armlet."

This passage introduces us to jewellery, which forms a part ethnomically very important in Malay dress, and which may be studied preeminently in the dress of bride and bridegroom. Again the Perak court has preserved tradition. Both sexes wear the dragon-headed armlet as it occurs in Java; both sexes wear a long gold chain of Javanese name tucked into the waist-band on the left side. Besides these, they wear a number of other ornaments which differ not in character but only in quality from those used by lesser folk. Both sexes, as in Java, wear

1 Pontah bernaga and pontoh.  2 Kingkudong.
an oval buckle, or rather ornament of gold or silver or jadum-ware or even brass, according to their rank and means: the older specimens all having conventionalised lotus-flower centres, others the signs of the Zodiac, and some of jadum an Arabic text. Both sexes wear hollow anklets and bracelets such as occur in Java; but the bride wears, in addition, peculiar bracelets, a badge of virginity, whose ends are shaped like the side of a flat triangular spoon. Both sexes wear a breast ornament worn in Java, consisting of tiers of gold plates, and above it, as in Java, an ornament commonly worn by children, circular for male, crescent shaped for female, of gold filigree-work. In place of turban, the bride wears a gold (or gilt-paper) frontlet upon her brows, like that used both by bride and groom in Java; it is surmounted by a garden of paper blossoms stuck on nodding wires, and gold flowers are fixed by golden hair-pins on the top of her chignon. Both sexes wear a variety of rings, some plain and dubbed after their shapes, the "sated beech" (on the index finger of the right hand), the "elephant-foot bezel" (on the little finger of the same hand); some set with stones and called, for example, "the garden of fire-flies" on the ring finger. The bride also wears a ring remarkable for a ruby-eyed filigree gold peacock perched in place of a bezel; a ring which is always worn along with a protector for the long finger-nail of leisure that looks like a glorified cheese-scoop. "They wore a girdle of gold and golden rings in their ears," we are told of the

kings and nobles of Langgasu. At the foundation of Palembang both sexes were adorned with ear-rings but now the bride only wears ear-rings,\(^1\) round, the size of a penny, a badge of virginity, and these are giving way to small drops\(^2\) and pendants.\(^3\) The bridegroom’s dagger\(^4\) may have a golden sheath and gold or ivory haft: for is he not a king for the day?

Such is the older jewellery. Perak tradition vaguely ascribes most of it to craftsmen immigrant from Java, and old Malacca of course not only represented the Palembang tradition, with its Indo-Javanese culture, but also had a Javanese settlement. Clearly gold work exhibits styles quite different from that of the foliaged scrolls common to Malay silver, and, curiously enough, Indian influence is patent in the Sanskrit names for gold pinchbeck and jewels but not in the terminology of silver. But if most of the wedding finery be derived from Java, there must be other old elements on which comparative investigation should throw further light. Whence comes the virgin’s bracelet with flat triangular spoon-like ends? Whence the cheese-scoop nail protector and the peacock ring?

The bride wears necklaces other than those already cited, but they are of foreign origin and comparatively modern: the Manilla chain,\(^5\) to which allusion is made in the “Sejarah Melayu,” a chain named after a Persian coin;\(^6\) a necklace of oval beads, usually of gold, but called after Arabian coral;\(^7\) a chain with tiny casket containing an Arabian amulet.\(^8\) Among the heirlooms of the Perak sultanate is “a very strange breast ornament” for adorning the front of a woman’s dress; it is made

---

1 Subang. 2 Subang gantung. 3 Orlit. 4 In Patani he wears the Tajong or ‘kingfisher’ hilted kris. 5 Rantai Manilla. 6 Rantai dirham. 7 Mirjan. 8 Azimat. 9 Kanching alkah.
up of six dragons: the two upper dragons approach each other with their heads and tails while their bodies curve outwards; between their heads is a fish; below them are two dragons stretching downwards parallel to one another; below these, two more dragons crossed. The whole ornament is made of a sort of mosaic of poor gems. It is not Malayan, and it has an Arabic name.

The trail of Chinese and European influence, tiresome as mediocrity, is over all. Malay ornament now that the feudal age with its patient unpaid craftsmen has passed and fearful respect for rank has given place to a democratic ostentation which would have been quashed by keulis and fine of old. Women and children, both boys and girls, wear necklaces, bracelets, anklets and rings with their best clothes, but the oldest ornaments are dying out, except that children still wear the agok and a fig-shaped ‘modesty-piece,’ fastened by a string, where the sculptor from similar motives places a leaf.

Men’s jewellery consists, now, of gold coat buttons, watch-chain and rings: for which the poorer substitute iron, silver, pinebeck or brass, while the severe and the poorest wear no jewellery at all, excusing poverty of attire with a wealth of religious conviction. The kebaya has brought into fashion a set of three brooches, sometimes studded with brilliants, oftener with rubies or cornelians, two of them circular, one heart-shaped. Tiger claws, mounted in gold, are a favourite ornament. The ear-rings now commonly worn are tiny studs, drops and pendants.

Ladies daub their faces and the faces of their children with a white or yellow paste which takes

1 Chaping. 2 Kerow. 3 Keulis. 4 Subang gantong. 5 Anting-anting; taneg (Chinese and bean shaped); adit, or diamond and attached behind the lobe of the ear. 6 Hadak. 7 Banik.
the place of the European lady's puff-powder and, like that, finds excuse in alleged cooling properties. Both sexes once affected blackened teeth in preference to the white teeth "of a dog"; but the dog and better taste have now won the day, though it is still usual for girls to have their teeth filed down to a uniform level. The bride's nodding artificial flowers, the bridegroom's floral pendants, the blossoms stuck behind the ear of the candidate installed in office, all bear witness to a time when the use of flowers was usual. In the "Malay Annals," we are told, as the mark of a dandy, that he wore over the ear a nosegay of green chempaku blossoms. Folk-tales often allude to the ear posy, a symbolical present between lovers. Probably it is to the severity of Islam that we owe the entire discontinuance of this pretty fashion for men and the fact that flowers in hair are considered the sign of a light woman. In the north of the Peninsula women still wear jasmine in their chignons, and munshi Abdullah tells how he saw women of Kelantan decked with garlands of flowers down to the knee, strung in beautiful patterns such as were never heard of in Malacca or Singapore.

The Chinese records describe Malay women as wearing their hair in a knot; men as sometimes following a like fashion, generally as wearing those long flowing locks which till recent days were considered a sign of bravery:

Apa guna bermbut panjang,
Kalau tidak bermuti mati?

Isolated instances may still be found, though Muhammadanism and European example have made shaving, or at least short hair, the rule, as also

1 Vide "Malay Magic" pp. 352-360, and for the Malayفوز
classicus, Ht. Awang Sulang Merah Muda (pp. 15 and 67), edited by
shaving for the chin and lip: a beard is a sign of staidness and religion. Women's coiffure can no longer be dismissed as a knot. "The axe," as the Malay proverb runs, "must be pardoned for trespassing on the carpet," the rude male intelligence for handling the mysteries of the toilet. But there is the style of "knot" like a big bowl athwart the back of the head and fastened in the middle, a style common in the south of the Peninsula and worn everywhere at weddings; there is the "roll"; there is a trefoil knot sometimes askew to the right; there is a quinquefoil fashion with various names according to its positions; and Chinese and European models are imitated in towns. The Malay has a keen appreciation for the roll as "smooth as a grain of rice." A princess in "Trong Pipit" is pictured

"In seven folds her tresses tiring,
Seven up-foldings Nine down-turnings,
Like snakes a-coil or dragons a fight.
Her curls close tucked as lovers delight.
Bunch round as monkey on branch and tight "

The heads of tiny children of both sexes are shaved, but girls' hair is allowed to grow at the back and boys have one or sometimes two tufts left, until, say, at the age of twelve or the time of their circumcision they are allowed the style of the grown man. These fashions for children are due, of course, to Arabic influence, as also is the staining of the fingers with henna and the darkening of the eyes with kohl at marriages.

---

1 Lipat pandan or Intong sangkut 2 Sanggul lipat 3 Tronggit bincang nas to kebul, yaun balut dan turun, semun-bum. Sanggul kibela.
4 Sanggul norma, if in front, 5 agum minggiram, if on top of the head.
Other fashions are Sanggul Siram, Sanggul toda lambang.

5 Sanggul bincang tuak lipat,
Tuak lipat, sembulan kulir.
Flar bincang naga birkelaki.
Anak rambut ranti pilai;
Ekir rambut kera bincang.
For Arabic influence was powerfully at work prior to our coming. It has captured the wedding dais and puts the bridegroom into its flowing robes, unless he be a prince from whom heathen pride and heathen frippery are difficult of expulsion; it would even forbid this wedding dais as a dangerous incentive to the lust of the eye. Perhaps this may be a consolation to us in contemplating the change that we have wrought on the silks and velvets and the gold and sequins of Malay romance; this and the thought that these splendours were confined to the few and then aired only at holiday. A few toothless old men and women regret them, members of families who with the passing of the feudal dispensation so gay for aristocrats, so cruel for others, have suffered the proverbial fate of those golden coconuts,\(^1\) nurtured in their prime in princes' gardens but destined to become some drinking vessels, some cups for rain-water and some to fall downwards so that neither rain can assuage their thirst nor earth their emptiness. Let us take a last glimpse at the wardrobe of romance, through eyes that knew the Perak court more than a generation ago, dim unregenerate eyes that hardly see how their treasures are faded, and mildewed, and moth-eaten, and vain.

This is an account\(^2\) of the dress of rajas, chiefs, gentry, sayids and their descendants of various degree, of rajas' slaves and of the common folk, both male and female. A great raja would wear red silk trousers, with a chevron pattern in gold thread running up each leg from the bottom, fastened at the waist by a piece of thinner cloth sewn on the top of the silk trouser and by a cord. His coat would be short-sleeved and have one gold button at the throat; his skirt be of Bugis silk; his waist cord of gold thread with fringed ends wound outside the skirt, nine cubits in length. In that cord he would thrust a kérís mounted with ivory hilt, the entire scabbard and fittings

---

1. Nyor quadrin.
2. For the Malay original, see Appendix pp. 79-82.
being of gold. His head-kerchief would be of silk, decorated with tiny gold patterns, or embroidered with the Creed in Arabic characters; it would be tied in the fashion called "the young coconut split in halves"; that is, it would stand up on the right side and lie smooth on the left, one end jutting out prominently. He would wear a short-sleeved silk inner vest with a fine pattern in white, yellow and black, like shredded ginger to look at. The Raja Muda and the Raja Bendahara would affect trousers adorned with gold braid, pieces of coloured glass and sequins round the bottoms. Their skirts would be decorated with tiny patterns in gold. Their waist-bands, in length ten cubits or eleven with the fringes, would have a large mottled snaky pattern. Their krises would be sheathed in gold only half way up the scabbard, and above have gold cord ornament. Their pockets would be (?) short-sleeved, and their skirts of medium length. Their head-kerchiefs would be tied in the fashion called "the single bean-leaf"; that is, three of its points would be brought forward and one stand erect. The Raja Muda's dress would be all yellow. The four great chiefs and the eight great chiefs and members of their families would wear trousers woven in latitudinal stripes of four colours; coats with "winged" skirts, collars high at the back, and one gold button at the throat. As for the sixteen lesser chiefs and the thirty-two lesser chiefs, the old men wore any kind of cylindrical cap if they fancied it; trousers of silk or cotton, of the Archinese pattern for which Kampong Sayong was famous; the bottoms of the trousers decorated with sparse gold thread only as far as their calves; a full skirt of Batu Bara silk or chequered Peninsular pattern; a silk waist cloth of the "time" pattern, without or with gold thread interwoven; a head-kerchief of the Batek cloth tied either in the style called "the bowl with the broken wing," with one end lopping over in front, or that over the skull in the style called "the pickle-pot cover"; if they preferred the cylindrical cap, it was of fern-stem, or embroidered with the Creed, or of Arab fashion. All headmen wore trousers long, or of Chinese pattern but narrower at the leg; jackets with only a slit for the head, one button at the throat, and wide sleeves; or jackets of the Teluk Blanga style, that is, with collar, three buttons and three pockets; inside the coat skirts with a tiny bee-like pattern; they affected Batek head-kerchiefs tied in the style of "the pickle-pot cover," or else cylindrical Arab caps.
Sayids dressed, some like headmen some like pilgrims returned from the Haj; their descendants wore trousers of Batu Bara silk with the "duck's web" ornament at the ankles; white coats open down the front, with five buttons and three pockets; skirts of Palembang silk; black cylindrical hats of fern-stem or head-kerchief of Batek cloth tied taut in the "pickle-pot lid" fashion. Court attendants dressed in similar style, but all who had free entrance to the palace would wrap their skirts outside their coats. On the left side of their waist-bands they thrust a kris sheathed in yellow wood with a gold-cupped ivory haft, the nose of the haft pointing to the left too and the haft itself wrapped in a kerchief of cloth of gold. Commoners wore Chinese trousers; a coat open down the front and folded across, with one button at the throat; tartan cotton skirt; a head-kerchief of Batek cloth from Semarang looms, two of the ends pointing towards the back of the head and a piece of them covering the nape of the neck in the style known as "the sitting hen." Old folk wore a cap twisted of screw-palm leaf wound round with white or coloured cloth, their coats, trousers and skirts of coarse white linen. Princesses wore silk cloth-of-gold trousers of the Acheinese shape, with the "duck's web" flap at ankle and full silk skirts; their jackets were short, of satin flowered in various colours, red, blue, purple or with gold thread; they had a slit for the head to go through and sleeves that were tight at wrist, the hem round edge of neck and sleeves being set with gold ornaments; they wore a waist-buckle to fasten their skirts; their shoulder-scarves were of cloth-of-gold of various patterns; or silk of various patterns, or Batek cloth, or Siamese silk; their skirts were cloth-of-gold from Batu Bara, silk of fine patterns, silk from Palembang, or silk with tiny embroidered flowers tied in the style called "the rolling wave": that is, wrapped round from the right-hand side and fastened on the left. All women dressed alike except that it was forbidden the common sort to imitate the dress of princesses and ladies. Court attendants could enter the presence with the ends of their shoulder-scarves hanging loosely down, but other women were strictly forbidden to do so and had to remove the scarf from their shoulders, gathering two ends of it in their hands before them. For gold ornaments: first there were jacket buttons, then a ring of fine decoration like "the blossom of the coconut
A ring with bezel as heavy as an elephant's foot, gold sandal blossom for the hair and gold or silver tinsel flowers, gold hair-pins, gold earrings set with rubies or one or more diamonds, or gold filigree ear-studs; hollow tinkling anklets of gold or silver called "the sleeping lanterns." Virgins wore a solid bracelet with spoon-like ends of gold or of alloy with gold ends; large round filigree earrings set with a ruby or a turquoise; a gold bead necklace. Boys wore a waist-belt of gold or silver cord; gold bracelets, flat within and oval without; round anklets of gold or alloy; a round gold filigree pendant set with one stone, attached to a gold or silver neck-chain with bean shaped fastening; they also wore a gold bead necklace. Little girls wore the spoon-end bracelets; a crescent-shaped gold filigree pendant; a necklace of gold coin-shaped filigree discs or a gold chain, and a gold bead necklace; they wore small round earrings set with one stone. Their garments were like those of their elders, but the children of common folk might not dress like the children of princes, above that station to which it had pleased God to call them.

FOOD

It is related of a mediaeval Malay embassy to China that the Emperor asked what food Malacca folk were fond of, and on getting the preconcerted reply—"Kangkong, not cut, but split lengthwise," set a dish before them which they proceeded to eat deliberately, taking them by the tip of the stalk, lifting up their heads and opening wide their mouths so that they might thus obtain a full view of the Emperor without offence to court etiquette. The device was not elegant, but it is hardly an exaggeration of what the European conceives Malay table manners to be: the shovelling of gobbets by dexterous greasy fingers to an up-turned mouth; the unclean civility of transferring in the aforesaid fingers spiced morsels to his guest's plate; the belch as a concluding grace
in the ritual of a peculiar courtesy. Again, the ordinary view of Malay food is exactly reflected in the sententious phrases with which that chartered admirer of European habits, Munshi Abdullah, turns up a methodical nose at the fare of his unsophisticated brethren of the East Coast: "I saw all manner of vegetables and vegetable condiments in the market, and spiced condiments and curries, but stinking stuffs predominated: fish-stock preserve, salted durian, dried fish, salted cockles, vile smelling jungle pods, and many kinds of condiment made of fish, and rank fish-paste, and sea-weed, and tree-shoots. What I did not see was respectable food, like meat, dripping, eggs, butter and milk."

It is only fair to look at the matter from the other side too. Perverse, perhaps, as the Egyptian of Herodotus' pages, the Malay looks at the white man's silent consumption of victuals as an act of animal gluttony, and prefers to sound repletion in his host's ear with no uncertain note. Unlike our great unwashed, he is most punctilious in the ablution of hands and mouth: originally he may have been satisfied with his fingers from poverty of invention; but when knives and spoons have been within reach for centuries, he has refrained because, while it is possible to keep his feeding hand from all defilement, it is hard to supervise the uncertain destinies of a spoon. It is true that in common with "the Burmese, the Kasisas, the Nagas of our Bengal frontiers and even the Chinese, and on the other hand the Javanese, the Balinese and the races of Sumatra," he exhibits an unholy aversion to milk and a depraved liking for stinking fish-paste, but were some cataclysm of nature to add to the zoology of his clime grouse and pheasant and sleek milch kine,
he might develop a taste for high game and gorgonzola and he would certainly become addicted to milk and beef: on the pilgrimage he learns to appreciate the flesh-pots of Arabia, and in his own towns he falters after the Western ideal with the help of margarine and tiuned milk of the Milkmaid brand! He cannot be accused of insular prejudice: the Chinaman, the Indian, the Javanese, the Arab, the Portuguese, the Dutch have all added recipes to his repertory of dishes.

The Malay has no fixed hours for meals. He will break his fast at dawn with rice cold from overnight or, if he be more luxurious and sophisticated, with unwholesome confectionaries and tea or coffee sans milk or sugar. About the hours during which the leisured classes of Europe take their breakfasts, or nearer noon, he has the first of his two principal meals of the day. Women and children, if they have no appetite for rice or if their employment delay the substantial meal, will indulge, in the heat of the day, in a fiery cold vegetable salad¹ eaten alone; its ingredients consisting of banana, pineapple, yams, beans, tubers and mengkudu cut fine and mixed with fish-paste and shredded chillies and flavoured with salt, sugar and tamarind. An hour or so after the mid-day meal, the town Malay will take tea and confectionaries, as also late at night. But the real Malay lets nothing but betel-chewing disturb his appetite between the curry and rice of the morning and the curry and rice he takes between dusk and bed-time: though of course in season men, women and children will surfeit themselves by eating durian and jack-fruit especially from morning to night.

¹ Rojak.
A complete betel quid consists of a plug of tobacco and a betel-leaf with tip and stem broken off, smeared with lime and folded to contain morsels of betel-nut and gambir according to taste: in the case of toothless old folk, the ingredients are pounded in a long tube-like mortar into a scarlet paste and transferred to the tongue on the pestle. To the old-fashioned Malay it takes the place of the pipe and peg, afternoon tea, coffee and liqueur, febrifuge and tonic: the habitué appreciates its quality with the same nicety that a connoisseur appreciates a tobacco or a vintage; and so for the old Sultans of Perak was reserved lime from Sungai Trap, leaves from the Chikus vines. The quid further served, like the toast, as a pledge of courtesy, hospitality and good fellowship, and was sent ceremonially on invitations to a feast, as a prelude to betrothal, on all occasions of etiquette. It was laid down in the Malacca code: "Shall the courtesy of offering betel be not returned, it is a great offence to be expiated by the offenders going to ask pardon with an offering of boiled rice and a betel stand; if the neglect be committed towards the headman, it is greatly aggravated, and besides the aforesaid offering the offender shall do obeisance and be fined ten mas; if previous to a marriage or other ceremony the customary offering of betel be not sent, giving notice thereof to headmen and elders, the party shall be fined the offering of boiled rice and a betel-stand; "shall a headman give a feast to his dependents and omit this etiquette, he shall be entitled not to the name of penghulu but of tuah-tuah only. At circumcisions and ear-boring, too, he who has not received the customary offering of betel cannot be considered to have had a proper invitation." The betel-quid was the Malay valentine, and the
highest favour that could be bestowed on a subject from a prince’s hand, or rather mouth. But the younger generation no longer admires the red saliva, the teeth-blackening effect, and so has discarded betel for “Cycle” cigarettes and the Burma cheroot: perhaps a more liberal diet and the cultivation of a more sensitive palate has hastened its disuse.

For curry and rice. “The rice is prepared by boiling in a manner peculiar to India; its perfection, next to cleanliness and whiteness, consisting in its being when thoroughly dressed and soft to the heart, at the same time whole and separated, so that no two grains shall adhere together.” Or as it is written of the food that the fairies brought to Awang Sulong Merah Muda in his distress:

“Fine as caraway from Rawa,
Were the grains of rice they served him:
Pinch the grains and straight you husked them:
Side by side arranged in order,
None were cross-cross, none were zigzag,
At edge of dish, with wavy border,
Heaped like mass of clouds in centre”

Malay cooks differ as to how exactly this consummation is to be attained: some advocate some dislike stirring with spoon, but the general principle is to put the rice into an earthen vessel with enough water to cover it, let it simmer over a slow fire, taking off all impurities with a flat ladle and removing the fire from under the pot when the rice is just short of burning. To an epicure well cooked rice is the alpha, just as well-spiced condiments are the omega, of good curry. Unfortunately for European taste, at marriages and festivals the Malay cook will try
to improve on perfection. He will\(^1\) boil the rice along with such spices as caraway seeds, cloves, mace, nutmeg and ginger and garlic, in dripping or coconut oil; or\(^2\) he will boil it in coconut milk instead of water; or he\(^3\) will gild the lily with turmeric, using glutinous rice. The inland peasant eats with his daily rice river fish and some boiled brinjals or bananas, hot with the admixture of scarlet capsicums, and in season he indulges in the delicacy of salted durian. The maritime Malay uses sea-fish and (with a squeeze of lime juice) that stinking condiment famous from Bangkok to Burma, so repellent to the uninitiated and so indispensable to the connoisseur, \(bêlachan\),\(^4\) the crushed salted paste of shrimps and young fry, to obtain which the Chinese fisherman will sail through every section of the fishing rules. Such is the daily food of the poor, but even the poor can contrive far tastier fare. It is easy to provide simple vegetable curries by spicing in a dozen various ways the brinjal, fern-shoots, spinach, convolvulus leaves, bananas, cucumbers, gourds, the different kinds of beans, the pumpkin, the Chinese radish. One recipe in full must suffice.

Take any edible vegetable leaf or fruit, and potatoes. Peel or slice them as the case may be, rejecting those that have been eaten by slugs. Clean and wash in a strainer several times. Mix a few dried prawns, one pepper seed, and an onion sliced; grind all together. Take the milk of a ripe coconut. Put the aforesaid vegetables and spices into an earthen vessel, close the lid and place it on the fire. If the\(^5\) vegetables taste saltish, plunge a burning brand into the pot and the salt taste will vanish.

---

1. Nasi minyak or nasi samin.  
2. Nasi lemak.  
4. In Malacca there is a kind called chênehâtok made of shrimps only. Another common paste is prik akam, made of crushed and salted shell-fish. \(bêlachan\) is called by the Burmese \(ngap\), by Javanese \(têrasi\), by Siamese \(kap\).  
5. Sayur masak lemak puteh.
Or¹ put in some chillies, and use dripping or oil in place of coconut milk. Or² use for spices pepper, turmeric, onion, garlic, fish-paste and dried prawns. Or³ pound coriander, caraway, turmeric and pepper, and fry onions and garlic with your vegetables. And so on, and so on, in a number of distinct ways. A safe rule in all Malay curry dishes is: never stint your coconut milk; a rule the observance of which differentiates the Malay from the Madras curry.

In addition to dried fish and a vegetable dish, the well-to-do will have a fish or prawn curry, a fowl curry, or alas! at feasts a tough buffalo curry, which often deceives the European into the belief that his Chinese cook can eclipse the culinary achievements of the Malay on his own ground: the preference for buffalo-meat to beef has been considered a relic of Hinduism, but may be only that for the easily obtained home commodity. I have before me sixteen recipes for fish curries and at least a dozen for chicken curries. I will give a few recipes in which either fish or fowl may be used.

Take your fish or fowl and clean and prepare them. Grind up together the spices—namely, pepper, an onion, garlic, salt, fresh turmeric: chop fine a little lêngkuas (alpinia galanga), a little citronella grass, shred a little ginger. Put all the spices with the fish or fowl. Pour in coconut milk. Add one or two acid limes (asam gelugur). Cook in a clay vessel to the boiling point.⁴

Prepare your fish or fowl. Shred onion, garlic, pepper, ginger; crush two or three pieces of turmeric. Put these spices with the fish or fowl and pour in coconut milk. Fry some shredded onion crisp. Put spices, coconut oil and fried onion into an earthen pot and cook to boiling point. Add two or three

¹ E.g., sayur réhab bangun. ² E.g., sayur ūtong masak limak. ³ E.g., kachang parpu masak kari. ⁴ Masak limak.
acid limes. Remove from the fire as soon as boiling has made
the liquid thick.\(^1\)

To curry fish, flesh, fowl or prawns, clean and prepare your
fish, flesh, fowl or prawns. Grind your spices, two or three
handfuls of coriander seed, a dozen capsicums, twenty black
pepper seeds, a few anise and cumin seeds and a little
turmeric: slice three or four onions, two or three garlics; mix
with the spices. Mix all with your fish or fowl. Slice five or
six onions, two or three garlics, a little ginger, a little cumin
and anise seed and nuce; and fry till half-cooked in dripping.
Then put in your fowl and spices: sprinkle a little salt, pour
in enough coconut milk to cover the contents; add a few potatoes.
With fish use tamarind; with prawn, \(\text{asam gilingur}\) and a little
pineapple or jack-fruit. If you like your curry to look red,
increase the number of capsicums.

Capsicum red is a colour too hot for the
European palate. But your prawn curry, whose
colour is a pale green shot with yellow, is superlative,
to the eye a feast of delicate hues, to the tongue a
thing of exquisite flavour, to the timorous fearful of
"death in the pot" a seduction and leading astray.
In life your prawn crawled: in death he floats
transfigured, the crustacean counterpart of a lotus
in a bed of tender green.

When you have your rice, your fish or fowl or
prawn curry, and your vegetable curry, you have the
means of satisfying a hunter's hunger but not of
tickling the dainty appetite. You still want certain
condiments that are the product of the soul and finer
feeling of the kitchen and are, in fact, the multiple
bouquet of your curry.

It is here that the cosmopolitan artists of Malacca,
Singapore and (perhaps a little way behind them)
of Penang excel. It is absurd to imagine that to
obtain the quintessence of a Malay curry you must

\(^1\) \text{Masak hatia}.\]
enter untravelled fastnesses. In Patani the Cambridge expedition was regaled with such relishes as sun-dried durian pulp, toads, red ants and fried cicada. What jungle hut can boast of ingredients that have to be imported from the coast, from India, from Macassar? What feudal village can pour out the abundance and variety of a large town market? Let me dip, an Agag among the saucepans, into esoteric mysteries.

Take your prawn and shell him alive, and clean him. Cut up fresh pepper seed, onion and turmeric and grind them to a fine paste; add salt and some thick coconut milk. Put prawn and all into an earthen pot, close your pot and heat over the fire till the liquid has become thick but not dried up.

There is a touch of Walton and the live frog in this, but your prawn's head is twisted off at the outset, so that really his quietus is no worse than that of your infidel fowl.

Take turtle eggs. Cut up and pound together citronella grass, lēngkuas, ginger, dry pepper, onion and garlic, mixing with it isi buah kēras. When it is all a paste, add your turtle eggs cut fine. Take the thick liquid of coconut milk and mix with it fine ground turmeric. Pour eggs, spices and milk into an earthen pot; close the lid and cook till your liquid is thick.

After these, other recipes may sound to James Yellowplush low, but they are excellent.

Take fern-shoots or beans cut lengthwise and wash them. Grind enough fresh pepper and a large onion, cut fine, with dried prawn. Mix this paste with the thick liquid of coconut milk and the minced liver of a chicken. Fry onion and garlic cut fine. Pour in your fern-shoots or beans, your paste, your fried stuffs and a little fish-paste. Close the pot and cook to boiling point.

*Sambal udang.*  
*Sambal tērubok.*
Another species of condiment is the pickle.

Take limes, cut them in quarters, not severing them till the quarters fall entirely apart; salt them and keep them in an earthenware vessel for two or three days; then dry them in the sun till they look half baked. After that bottle them. Fry mustard seeds in bijau oil till they expand; after which remove from the fire and allow to cool. Put shredded garlic and ginger into your bottle and pour in your mustard seed and its vinegar. Invert your bottle every day or so, so that all the limes may be moistened, but never open it till juice has begun to flow from the limes.

Take boiled eggs, shell them, cut them in halves. Grind to a fine paste sufficient spices—namely, coriander seed, cayenne, dry turmeric, an onion, garlic, anise and cumin seed. Fry mustard seed without oil. Fry sliced onion in oil till crisp. Then pour eggs, spices, mustard seed and fried onion into the pot together and cook; when half cooked, pour in enough vinegar to cover the eggs and cook to boiling point.¹

Take young bamboo shoots, clean and boil and cut into small pieces. Chop up fresh pepper and onion; peel some garlic; shred ginger; grind up fresh turmeric, coriander seed, cayenne, a little of each. Fry some onions in oil. Pour off the water from your bamboo-shoots and put them and the spices into the pot. Fill up the vinegar and boil all together.²

There are two kinds of pickle: the cooked, just described,³ and the cold,⁴ which consist of limes, mangoes, bēlimbing and so on, alternately salted and dried in the sun daily for a fortnight. There are yet two other sorts of condiments: one⁵ dry without coconut milk, one⁶ cooked in sugar: both of which, like pickles, can be kept for months. I will content myself with the recipe of a condiment delightful to those who have a sweet tooth. It can be made of jack-fruit, brinjal or pineapple. Despite Captain

¹ *Achar limau.* ² *Achar rēbong.* ³ *Achar.* ⁴ *Jērōk.* ⁵ *Strunding.* ⁶ *Pīchāli.*
Hamilton's opinion, no one who has tasted the pineapple of Malaya will endorse in full Charles Lamb's praise of the pine: "she is almost too transcendent; a delight if not sinful yet so like to sinning that really a tender-conscienccd person would do well to pause; too ravishing for mortal taste, she woundeth and excoriateth the lips that approach her; like lovers' kisses, she biteth; she is a pleasure bordering on pain from the fierceness and insanity of her relish." The sorry jade of the Peninsula borders more often on pain than on pleasure, but hear how she may be corrected and rendered innocuous, a chaste relish on a tiny plate.

Slice your pineapple. Grind small your spices: coriander seed, onion, garlic, pepper, anise and cumin, a little of each. Fry some onion in dripping, put pineapple and spices into the pot with the fried onion, and cook to boiling point. Add salt to taste, two or three spoonfuls of fine sugar and, if you like, tamarind. Remove the pot as soon as your condiment is cooked.

Such in all sumptuousness is a Malay curry. The poor benighted Malay may perhaps be excused if he share the opinion of the Chinese B.A., who left a Cambridge lodging-house with the impression that good plain food might be wholesome, but that its plainness, after the tasty dishes of the East, convinced one of the possibility of having too much even of a good thing. However, there are curries and curries, just as there are new laid eggs, country eggs, fresh eggs, eggs, and college eggs.

Most Europeans will go as far to avoid Malay kickshaws as they will to taste a Malay curry. There is much excuse and some little prejudice in the matter. What could the European chef do, if he were deprived by nature of milk and butter, and by religion of
lard! and if instead of flour he had to depend mainly on sweet glutinous rice? It is impossible here to set down a tithe of the confectionaries in use. A few only of the commoner sorts can be given.

For his early morning repast the Malay may take sugared fried bananas cold; or green beans, boiled, sugared, rolled in rice-flour and finally fried in oil. If he be sick, he may confine himself to a diet of pounded rice-flour fried in oil and mixed with grated coconut and a little salt. An hour or so after his mid-day rice, he may partake of bananas sugared and soaked in coconut milk, or of rice-flour boiled in a pandan-leaf case and rolled afterwards in grated coconut, or of sago boiled with grated coconut. But his richest recipes are reserved for the nocturnal junketings of the fasting month, for wedding and other feasts. Commonest among them are sweetmeats made of glutinous rice: the ways of cooking it are almost legion, some of them reserved for festivals, some simple and part of the peasant's daily fare. There are two ways of preparing it which are especially preferred. It may be steamed and cooked along with coconut milk and white sugar. It may be pounded to flour and simmered with coconut milk and sugar till it looks like black toffee. In season, durian pulp is cooked with sugar into a sweetmeat. A sweet mess of tender green colour is made of eggs beaten up with rose-water, flavoured with sugar, mace, clove and nutmeg, the resultant mixture being steamed. The Anglo-Indian "hopper" is found. Cakes are made of flour mixed with

---

1 Gandur kisturi. 2 Lémping beras. 3 Pingat. 4 Onde-onde. 5 Lémping sugu. 6 Wajek. 7 Dódal. 8 Lémpok. 9 Síti kaya Bombay. 10 Apam.
coconut milk and flavoured with salt,¹ of sago-flour kneaded with dripping² and so on. Palatable is a crisp macaroni-like biscuit³ made of flour and water. There is a thin wafer⁴ biscuit with a Dutch name, made of rice-flour, sugar and coconut-milk, kneaded to a paste and held over embers in a pincer-like iron, imprinted with floral pattern. Hard tasteless jellies are made of a species of sea weed. Malacca especially is famous for some agreeable preserved fruits.⁵ Cakes and sweetmeats are served in various fancy patterns, whether it be glutinous rice cooked in pandan wrappers or sweetmeats prepared in moulds; and these patterns rejoice in marvellous names. Those curious in æsthetic nomenclature may be left to unravel the form of such patterns as "the three virgins in one room,"⁶ "the smiling Sarifa and the laughing Saiyid," "Radin Inu passing on horseback," "the widow shrieking at midnight." Only the impertinent will detect reference to a nightmare quality in the cates.

¹ Kurh sīrābai. ² Kurh bangkit. ³ Roti rëmjis. ⁴ Kurh Bīlanda. ⁵ Halva (Ar.) ⁶ i.e., a trefoil pattern.
APPENDICES.

I.—KAMPONG.

KENYATAAN KAPADA SEGALA RAYAT TANTERA ISI NEGERI SEMBILAN.

DARI HAL KERBAU PANTANG LARANG.

Hai mèreka-mèreka sekelas rayat tentera isi Negeri Sembilan:

Titah Duli Yang Maha Mulia membuangkan istiadat yang telah jadi pantang larang fasal kerbau-kerbau.

Bahawa di-beri tahu kapada sekelas mèreka-mèreka telah dimerdéhekakan kerbau-kerbau pantang larang dan tiada di-milek lagi kapada tuan kerbau itu dan atas sa-barang jenis rupa kerbau kerbau itu menjadi berta kapada tuan yang mempunyai dia tiada-lah têpulang pada kedilah ya’itu Duli Yang di-Pertuan.

Di-dalam Balai Istana Besar,
Seri Ménanti,
Kapada 8th March. 1904.

Ahwal maka ini-lah nama-nama kerbau yang larang pantang ka-pada rayat pada masa yang telah lahu:

1. Kerbau jantan badol, ya’itu ujong tandok-nya ka-bawah lepas daripada telinga-nya.

2. Kerbau jantan sampaih kain, ya’itu lurus tandok-nya ka-kiri dan ka-kanan, atau pun salah suatu kédua-nya.


5. Kerbau bungkal ganti, ya’itu bulat ujong tandok-nya kadang-kadang jatoh bungkal-nya têtapi bêrganti balek.


8. Kørbau sopak muncpong-nya.
10. Kørbau bara api, ya'itu merah sepertti kain kèsumba.
14. Kørbau tèpok lalat, ya'itu kèmbang daging ujong ekur-nya
15. Kørbau-kørbau yang ményalahi daripada adat kørbau.

II. —THE HOUSE.

(1). "As for the design of Malay houses in the old days in Perak, the Sultan’s palace had seven interspaces between its pillars, and its main rafters reached only to the top of the pillars, not to a ridge-pole (sa-lari kautulang hubong-nya). The hall of audience was on the land-side and the kitchen on the water-side. There were verandahs on either side of the house. The roofs were all of nipah, the walls of interlaced wicker-work, the floor of laths of ibul. The palaces of the Raja Muda and the Raja Bendahara were similar, except that the former had six and the latter five interspaces only, but the audience halls were on the water-side (barok) and the kitchens on the land-side. The houses of lesser rajas and of the great chiefs had four spaces between their pillars; the roofs were slanting and concave and reached right up to the ridge-pole (i.e., were not-tiered); the audience hall and kitchen ran parallel and of equal length with the main building and did not project lengthwise as in the palaces of the greater rajas; the roofs were made of sago palm; the walls of wicker-work; the flooring of ibul laths; the audience hall was on the water-side. So also the houses of lesser chiefs and of penghulus, except that their interspaces were three only and the audience balai in penghulus’ houses was built on lengthwise and on the water-side that access might be easy for rayats. The houses of common folk had two or three interspaces; verandahs on either side; a kitchen (goajah mènjau) on the down-stream side; a straight roof-slope, bértam utapa; walls of wicker or bark; floors of bamboo." —An account written by Raja Haji Yahya.
(2). "The State hall in a modern Malay Court in the Peninsula consists of a long building oblong in shape, down the centre of which runs a long raised platform (s̄ri Balai) reserved for the use of rajas and saiyids. The space which surrounds this platform is called the pĕriban. The whole building is called the Balai rong or Balai bĕsar: it is usually joined to the palace at one of the narrower sides and a door from the interior of the palace communicates with it on that side; it has a number of pillars (tiang Balai) placed round it at regular intervals supporting the roof, but it is not walled in and is open to the air on every side except that on which it adjoins the palace. The broad verandah (śrāmbhi) which encompasses the s̄ri Balai is reserved for the use of chiefs and gentry who are not of royal blood. When any ceremony, such as the circumcision or marriage of any of the raja's relatives, is about to be celebrated, a temporary building is erected at the end of the Balai rong, which is situated farthest from the palace, running at right angles (mālinjang) to the main balai."—See Clifford and Swettenham's Dictionary, under Balai.

III.—DRESS.

REGALIA AND HEIRLOOMS OF THE PERAK SULTANATE.

(1). The actual regalia of the Sultan are very few in number. They consist, strictly speaking, of five indispensable articles worn by the Sultan at installation. To these five articles may be added two ornaments worn by the Sultan's principal wife, the betel-nut caskets (puan) borne along behind the Sultan and his principal wife, and a "talisman of petrified dew" to which great honour is paid. These regalia are said all to have belonged to Mudzafar Shah, the first Sultan. The other "regalia" are really heirlooms. Many Sultans made a point of adding one or two articles to the regalia inherited by them from their predecessors, but it is of course extremely hard definitely to lay down what is an heirloom and what is not. When Sultan Ismail was being pursued by the English in 1876 he carried the regalia with him in his flight: some of the articles were thus lost and others were damaged or destroyed. Furthermore the Colonial Government insisted on the surrender of the swords of State (bawar) held by the chiefs who were exiled to the
Seychelles—ex-Sultan Abdullah, the Mantéri, the Laksamana and the Shahbandar: these articles were (I believe) all lost. Another sword of State—that of the Bendahara—is also said to have been lost. The rest of the Crown properties are still in the Sultan's possession.

(2). The regalia that every Sultan must wear at his installation are the following:

(a) The sword known as chura si-manjakini,
(b) The chain known as rantai bunga nyiur,
(c) The armlets known as ponlok héranya,
(d) The signet called chap halilintar kaya gamat,
(e) The kris pésaka.

The Sultan has to wear these five things and to sit absolutely motionless while the band plays a certain series of notes a certain number of times. Each series is called a man. The Sultan fixes the number of man that he can sit out, but the number should not exceed nine or be less than four. Any movement on the Sultan's part at this time would be extremely inauspicious. The most important of the regalia is the sword of state known as chura si-manjakini. It is worn with a chain slung over the shoulder. The sword is associated with the spirit of the kingdom (jin Kérana) who is apt to press upon it at the time of installation. To satisfy the widow of Sultan Ali who insisted on this detail the present Sultan put a little pad on his shoulder to prevent it being injured by the weight of the Jin, and His Highness states that he did feel a curious pressure on three separate occasions at his installation. The Malay tradition about this sword chura si-manjakini is that it was the sword of Alexander the Great and that it was used by Sang Sapurb to kill the great serpent Sikatimuna which infested the land of Menangkabau. On that occasion the sword got terribly notched, and the notches—according to the story—can be seen to this day. But I must add that several Malay dynasties claim to possess this sword and that the Perak sword is not notched. It is a fine, light blade—probably a Damascus blade—of good workmanship, with a hilt of gold and a scabbard of cloth of-gold: the hilt has no guard whatever, the upper portion of the hilt is covered with Arabic lettering and the lower portion has a rough surface made to resemble shagreen. I have no doubt whatever
that the sword is neither European nor Malayan; its make is distinctly traceable to Syrian or Arabian influence, but of course the hilt may have been actually made in India or Persia. The Arabic inscription has not been deciphered; portions of it, at all events, are Koran texts. His Highness said that a local pupils had inferred from the Arabic that the sword had been used at the Prophet’s great victory of Badr. But the lettering is modern Arabic and not the Kufic character that was used for some centuries after the battle of Badr.

The ranlai bunga nyiar is a very pretty chain but has no special interest. The armlet (pantoh bērnaga) is in the form of a dragon coiling round the arm. The kēris pē酪ka (also known as the kēris tērjewa lok lima) has a sheath covered with gold, the gold being adorned with very minute thread or filigree work; it is a very beautiful object but has no history or tradition attached to it.

The only point worth noticing about these three last items is that similar articles enter into the costume of every Malag bridegroom. The armlet, the chain and the kēris are appurtenances of every king; the sword chura si-manjakini and the seal (kaya gamat chup halilintar) are the special distinction of the “line of Alexander.” The seal in question is a small silver seal with a piece of wood passing through the handle. The original piece of wood—the kaya gamat—has rotted away and has been replaced by a new piece. The inscription on the seal is Sēri Sultan Muhamat Shah Dzil Allah fi’l Alam (the Illustrious Sultan Muhammad Shah, God’s shadow on Earth). The seal kaya gamat is mentioned (under the name kaya kampit) as the seal of the Great Alexander in the “Malay Annals” of A.D. 1612. The word kampit in Sanskrit seems to mean “seal” just as the word chura means “sword,” so that these two traditional properties of Alexander are obviously traceable to Hinduism. But as the original wooden seal has rotted away we have no guide to what the kaya gamat really was. The royal armlet worn at an installation by the Raja Perēmpuan is known as the pantoh uap mewati and is only a small replica of the Sultan’s armlet. One other “dragon” and the other is by contrast the “little snake” and sophis pictus. The two betel-boxes borne behind the king and queen are known as the puah naga taru and the puah nyiar respectively. The
fittings are of gold. The royal talisman (méstika ômbun) is said by tradition to have been given by To' Têmoung, a great Upper Perak girl. She sent to Mudzafar Shah the first Sultan of Perak. It was always been reputed to possess the most marvellous medicinal properties. His Highness sent it to England for examination and it was pronounced to be a ball of glass. It is very slightly smaller than a billiard ball. The Malays still maintain that it is "petrified dew," and even His Highness is unwilling to accept the prosaic explanation given him by the people in London. Nevertheless this "petrified dew" illustrates a point that was brought very emphatically to my notice in this examination of the Sultan's heirlooms. The objects to which special value was attached by the old Perak Kings were either articles of gold and gems or strange foreign things that might be of little real value but were prized because the Perak people did not know what they were and could produce nothing like them. A ball of glass left by a casual stranger in an Upper Perak village some 300 years ago would be a source of endless wonder to the people and would become the subject of innumerable stories.

(3). His Highness the Sultan gave me every information and assistance when he permitted me to examine his heirlooms, and the following articles were declared by him to belong to the Crown as such and not to individual holders of the Sultanate. There is the kéris known as the kéris Hang Tuah because it is said to have belonged to the great Laksamana who fought against the Portuguese between A.D. 1509 and 1526. This kéris has a handle of the usual type and the lower part of the sheath was covered with gold, making it a kéris térapang. His Highness has now had the upper portion (sampil) covered with gold, making it a kéris térapang gabus hulu. There are two heavy swords of the European type with heavy basket hilts: the hilt of the smaller one (the pédang pérbiyanc) is suasa, i.e., of an alloy of gold and silver: the hilt of the larger one (the pédang rajawali) is of a curious cloisonné or niello work. I cannot speak with any confidence as to the origin of these swords.

There is a handsome covered bowl (mundam) resting on a platter: these things are made of gold and there are some stones set along the edge of the bowl; the work is Malayan and the
reputed date is about 1700 A.D. There is a kēris said to have been made by His Highness’s own father, the Bendahara Alang Iskandar: this kēris (known as the kēris Bali Istanbul) possesses a sheath of the most beautiful wood that I have ever seen. There is a small kēris the very blade of which is made of gold: this is ascribed to a Sultan who lived about A.D. 1700. There is a very curious waist-belt made up of sixteen plates, each plate being of a sort of niello or cloisonné. It is certainly not Malayan. There is a very strange breast ornament (the kharking alkah) for adorning the front of a woman’s dress. It is made up of six dragons: the two upper dragons approach each other with their heads and tails while their bodies curve outwards; between their heads is a fish; below them are two dragons stretching downwards parallel to one another; below these again are two more dragons crossed. The whole ornament is made up of a sort of mosaic of poor gems; it is non-Malayan. There are two large platter-tables of silver. These are in regular use at the Sultan’s meals. There is a very fine gold-topped betel-box made of the rare Ligur niello work with its fittings all of niello.—From an account given by Mr. R. J. Wilkinson on information supplied by the kindness of H.H. the Sultan of Perak.

PERAK WEDDING COSTUME.

(1). Of the wedding dress of the scions of great princes:

First, a medicine-man dispels evil influences. Portuguese thread is tied at the groom’s neck, two candles are stuck before a looking-glass, sacrificial water is sprinkled, saffron rice strewn and a little of the bridegroom’s hair clipped. Then the hair on his brow and his eyebrows is dressed and the hair on the nape of his neck cut in the shape of a sparrow’s tail. All his fingernails are stained red with henna. When the legal rites are over and the time comes for the bridegroom to sit in state, attendants dress him as follows:

Silk trousers, with a pattern of gold thread, a foot and a half deep at the bottom, a piece at the back at the ankle shaped like a ‘duck’s web,’ a cord down the seams; a coat of the style called

---

1 This bowl, since also stolen, was used for carriers’ limau. Shown Harrop’s alludes to “Achinese vessels of blue 77umum;” the word is hardly known in the Peninsula; and perhaps specimen was a relic of Achinese invasion and influence.
"sidāmēlaka", adorned with tiny patterns in flowered gold and silver and patterns in Portuguese gold-leaf; a long skirt, heavy with gold thread; a turban, bound with gold, decorated with brilliants and fringed with pearls and all manner of beads; a gold diamond-studded aigrette, with filigree pendant; a waist-belt repoussé work or studded with diamonds and circular gold ornament, hung by a chain round his breast-plate of nine tiers of plates; a gold collar at the sea; armlets with dragon-heads on each upper tier; gold bracelets fastened by a screw; hollow fretted gold anklets; on the index finger of his ring hand a gold ring, called "the sated elephant's footprint"; a diamond ring on the little finger, a gold ring with heavy bezel pattern of his left hand and a ring with three stones set in the kēris sheath of a ivory haft in fretted gold cup, the cross-piece of the gold set with diamonds and brilliants, the stem threaded with all manner of jewels; a piece of gold-wrapped round the top of the kēris; across the shoulders a scarf of thin silk adorned with gold thread, brought up each arm (like the cordon of an order). Thereafter with yellow silk in state on a pandam mat of nine layers covered with its corners embroidered in fern pattern. All the cum-silk, heralds, chamber-women and pages sit before parents to the regalia and awaiting the mandate of his royal before his face.

As for the sets to work address of the bride—First of all, an old wise woman several colours display all evil influences: Portuguese thread of before a tēng glass of sacrificial water is sprinkled; saffron rice clips them (the woman makes and waxes seven long hairs and then bride or thirteenth nail of the end of the hairs fall towards the it is a sign of hair remaining move after the clipping, fell straight as has been deflowered, but if the clipped clipped the stumps do not move, then she is dressed and that, arranged in the curling hair at the back of her neck is on a sparrow's tail. Her hair is done
into a roll. She is invested in bride's dress: silk trousers of Achinese cut, gold threaded at the bottom, and with the 'duck-web'; a gold threaded silk skirt of fine, small pattern; a crimson jacket stamped with gold-leaf with quilted collar, the edge of collar and wrists adorned with jewelled gold work; a scarf of cloth-of-gold or of the lime pattern interwoven with gold and with heavy gold-threaded border; a crescent-shaped pendant ornament; twelve tiers of gold breast-plates; a bead necklace of gold; nine rows of gold bean necklace; a long chain tucked into the waist-band; a Manilla chain of five rows; three rows of a necklace of gold coin-like discs; fine Arabian belt; on each arm four rows of solid gemmed gold bracelets with spoon-like ends; on each upper arm a gold armlet with snake's-head ends; hollow gold anklets; a large, round gemmed gold earring; on the index-finger of the right hand a plain, thick, round gold ring; on the little finger of the right hand a ring set with rubies and other precious stones; on the little finger-nail of the left hand a nail-guard surmounted by a jewelled filigree peacock; rings set with small rubies on every finger; on her brow a gold gem-studded frontlet; and above her chignon gold jeweller flowers. When all is ready, the bride is seated on a golden mat and fanned by her maidsens so that she may not swelter under her excess of clothing.

(II). Of the bridal dress of saiyyida, sheikha and pilg

First of all, ill-luck has to be dispelled and hair fr
Then the groom is invested in pilgrim dress: white / drawers, small at the ankle; a jacket of coarse white embroidered at neck and wrists; a short, long-sleeved vest in front, with three buttons; a Cashmere waist-band ' a plaited knot; in front a tight sleeveless under-vest; a tied in the Medina style, above it being wound a Cashmere shawl decorated with pearl bead lace, and a gold-paper aigrette. A short curved Arab dagger hilt and silver sheath, is stuck in the waist-band, is donned, of expensive fine material. Then the seated on a mat of seven thicknesses, with embro in the presence of pilgrims and the pious and wait till the hour of evening prayer is past beak in procession with drums and fencers prior to ti For Sharifas, first of all, evil influences are 2
case of princesses, their short front hair is brushed down and fringed, their dresses are combed and oiled and scented with ambergris. Then they are dressed in drawers of Arab pattern; a long jacket; a face-veil; a head-veil with shredded gold; a long shawl with gold fringe; on each wrist a gold bracelet fastened with a screw; gemmed pendants in the ears, two rows of gold chain round the neck; a ruby ring and rings with various gems on the index-fingers, and the little fingers and the ring-fingers of both hands; tinkling tiered hollow gold anklets. Kohl is drawn along the lower edges of both the eyes. When all is ready, etc.

(III). The dress of the brides and bridegrooms who are children of chiefs, gentry and sayids, is like the dress of lesser princes, no finer and no worse. If the head-kerchief is disliked, a head-dress like that of great princess may be worn, made of red cloth and decorated with gold paper scrolls and chevron ends and stuffed with cotton-wool, gold earrings being pinned on the ends. A crackling tinsel aigrette or a nossegay or rice fixed on rotan in fancy shapes will be stuck above the head-dress.

PAKAIAN ZAMAN DAHULU.

Péri menyatakan pakaian Raja raja dan orang Bésar-bésar
k Baik. Sayad-sayad, Inche-inche', Wan wan, Shari' dan
i Miur dan yang périmpuan pula, anak Raja, anak orang
anak orang Baik Sarjia, Siti-siti putri puthun mai anak
a anak inang ayer kaki ayer tangan raja sërla pula orang
banyak kan itu

bërmla; ada pun pakaian raja bésar-bésar itu bërélmaur
egal sutéra batang merah bérpuchok rélong bëngëng émas
lar itu sa-belah menyabelah bértingkah bërtali pula;
ang bérpuah émas sa-biji; berkain Bugis sutéra;
cang tali bëtong bérbëngëng émas bérambu-rambu
sambilanta bérbulang luar. Maka di-sisipkan
ê bërulu gading bérpenongkok émas urai, sampir
emapai ka-buntut-nya sémua-nya émas; di-këñakan
bértélëpek dëngan bëngëng émas atau tûngkolok
rah Arab, ikatan solek bélah mëmbang yasa
-tinggikan di-sa-belah kanan rata sa-belah kiri
rupa-nya itu pûnca tûngkolok itu këluar.
-nya baju péndek lëngan nama-nya sutéra
bentara-bentara raja itu pakaian sa-rupa bélaka. Maka
di-sisipkan sa-bilah kéris di-sa-bélah kiri-nya ya’itu kéris sa-pukal
bérasorang dan bérsampir kayu kamuning ulu-nya gading
bérpenungklok émas; bahwa kéris itu-pun changut ulu-nya sa-
bélah kiri juga dan sa-bélai ramal sutéra yang bértaburkan bénang
émas di-simpaikan di-ulu kéris itu. Shahadan lagi pakaian orang
yang këbanyakkan pula pakaik seluar gunting Chıná bujú pesék
sa-bélah bérbélah dada bérbuah sa-bihi kain-nya pélékat bénang
mantah; tèngkolok-nya Batek Sémarrang puncha kédua-nya
ka-bélakan sa-kérat pula ménudong tèngkol-nya ayam
méngeram náma-nya, dan yang tsa-tua kopiah-nya mëngkuang
lepar di-léngkar di-buat sa-ukur-ukur képala-nya di-balut déngan
kain puteh atau kain béragi-ragi di-jadikan kopiah-nya sèrta
seluar baju kain këmbong-nya kain puteh bélachu ya’itu kain
puteh kasar. Maka ada-pun pakaian raja-raja bérémpuan itu
béréaluar pasang Acheh sutéra bérbénang émas di-kaki-nya
bértapak stek pula kain këmbong-nya sutéra puhalam baju-nya
baju kain sitin yang bérbunga-bunga bérmacham-bérmacham ragen-
nya; ada yang merah, ada yang biru, ada ungu bihi ruméniya, ada
yang sitin bérbunga batang émas. Maka baju kuros tangan
kérlénggar ya’itu tangan këchil dan baju itu singkat binggah bawah
penggong labuh-nya itu sahaja. Maka di-buboh-nya bunga baju
pula dari-pada tèngkol sa-hingga ka-dada-nya dan ujong tangan-
nya kiri dan kanan: maka ada pun bunga baju itu émas
bérkarang: bérpènding émas pula pengikat kain itu dari luar:
bérélendang kain jong sarat atau kain chèlar bérbénang émas
sèperti hiris halau atau kain duri nibong sutéra puchok-nya
bénang émas atau kain limau tènggarun atau kain tiga sa-lumpat
atau kain béras patah atau kain bunga chéngkéh atau kain Balì
atau kain Champa atau kain pélang-pélangai atau kain batek
sèh kér, atau batek këmbong kain pérai Chíná hitam merah
bhiru ungu kuning puteh. Maka ada pun kain këmbong-nya pula
kain mas bi kain ténun Batau Bara kain sutéra puhalam halau
nips chera kinya rinek-rinek émpat, kain Pélémbang dan kain
eranak tèlécopok: nama ikat kain-nya itu ombak béralun ya’itu
uputar dari, ada kanan pèrmati-an-nya di-sa-bélah kiri. Maka
lah pakaian sekéliran pérempuan tiada di-tégahkan yang
sdi këtégan, anak hanya-lah bagi adat sèperti pakaian raja-raja
ang bésar, bésar anak baik tiada boleh di-pakai oleh orang
kkam za an dahulu kala. Maka apa-bila To' Béntara
përêmpan mêmakai, ia pun bërjalan ka-têngah istana puncha sêlendang-nya itu di-lêpasakan ka-bawah tiada pula di-simpan puncha-nya karna ia orang dalam: maka jikalau orang përêm-
puan yang bukan orang dalam tiada boleh di-lêpasakan puncha
kain sêlendang itu ka-bawah têgahan yang bêsar kapada istiadat
mêlaiñkan kain sêlendang itu apa-bila masok ka-dalam istana
tienda boleh di-taroh di-atas bau kanan lagi, di-jatohkan di-
punpun puncha-nya yang kêdua-nya taroh ka-hadapan baharu-lah
mêngadap.

Bab pêri mênyatakan barang-barang êmas pula. Maka
lêpas bunga baju itu bêrchinchin bunga nyiur dan chinchin tapak
guajah dan bêrbunga sêna êmas dan bêrbunga kêtar êmas atau
perak; bêrêchuhok tongset sa-batang êmas atau suasa bêraunting
dêlima atau intan përîmata satu atau banyak, atau kérabu
bêrpañah bêrtêlur ikan sêmuâ-nya, kéronehong êmas atau perak
di-buboh gênta pula di-dalam-nya, tanglong bêradu nama-nya.
Maka jikalau anak dara pula pakaian-nya sêpêrîti itu juga têtapi
bêrgêlang êmas bêrsudu atau suasa bêrsudu kêpala êmas,
bêrsuñang yang bêsar bêr pérdîmata satu dêlima atau pirus dan
mêrjan bêrgêlûgrû. Maka ada-pun pakaian anak-anak laki-laki
bêrgêndit êmas atau perak di-pînggang-nya bêrgêlang tangan
êmas bêlah rotan bêrgêlang kâtî bulat êmas atau suasa, bêragok
êmas bêrpañah bêrtêlur ikan di-karang bêr pérdîmata satu batu
dêlima bêngun bulat sêpêrîti bunga kiambang, bêrantai perak
bêrkachang sêpêt di-gantong kapada leher-nya. Maka bêrmêrjan
gêlûgrû juga. Maka jikalau kanak-kanak pêrêmpan pula
mêmakai gûláng bêrsudu êmas atau suasa bêragok êmas bêngun:
nya pipeh bêrtakah bêrawan-awan pula bêrpañah bêrbunga ikan
juga sêrta pula dêrham êmas nîpeh ênam-bêlas biçi bêrbungabunga juga di-gantongkan kapada leher-nya atau rantai êmas
dan mêrjan gêlûgrû dan di-buboh chaping êmas atau perak
mûnutu piêmêlan-nya itu. Maka têlinga bêrsuñang kêchîl-
kêchîl pêrîmata satu. Maka pakaian kain baju seluar-nya
sa-rupa sêpêrîti yang têrsêbut di-atas itu juga têtapi pakaian
anak-anak raja-raja dan orang bêsar-bêsar dan anak baik-bai-
mana-mana sudah di-pêrbut-nya itu tiada boleh di-pakai or
kêbanyakan sa-rupa dêngan itu di-kurangkan sêlûkit bêngu
jangan sa-rupa kapada pakaian pangiñat-pangiñat yang
di-lêbehkan Allah subhana wataala itu, jêngan sa-
mêlalul adat rêsam zaman dahulu kala.
PAKAIAN PENGANTIN DI-DALAM PERAK.

(1). Dari hal perraturan istiadat pakaian Pengantin putera Raja yang besar-besarn itu:

Mula-mula di-putuskan kera jat oleh To' Pawang yaani membuang pilak jembalang-nya; di-buboh bengang Pertokal kapada leher-nya kemudian di-buboh-nya pula dua batang dian kapada chermi muka serta di-perchehkkan ayer tepong tawar di taburkan berleh besar kunyit di-kérat dengan gunting sedikit rambut-nya; lepas itu baharu-lah di-andam dain dan kening di-kerat ekur pipit di-tengkok-nya berandam berekup pipit juga dan sa-génap jari-nya pun sudah di-buboh-nya himai kapada kuku-nya. Maka pada kétika sudah kahwin bendak disandingkan itu, maka pengantin yang laki-laki itu pun di-berti oleh sida-sida bénata memakai sa-léngkap pakaian yang indah-indah; seluar bérchalleng sa-hasta batang émas di-kaki-nya, bértulang belut bérpakap iké; baju sédérmmélkah bértélepok dengan émas bérpahat bérbunga-bungu di-sélang dengan perak bérpahat; di-téngh bunga itu di-buboh telépok pérada térbang; kain panjang; kain jong sarat bérbénang émas sémtua-nya; téngkolok bérésing (déftar) yang bérsalut dengan émas bératalah dengan pérmuta intan serta pula bérambahkan mutiara dan manikam pancha ragam; tajok malai émas intan di-karang; pénding émas bérpahat atau pénding bér-pérmuta intan bérşıla dengan délima; agok, dan dokoh sémilan tingkat; rantai kénkgalóng sa-lapis yang datang dan laut; pontuh bérma nga di-léngkan kanan dan kiri; gêlang kana émas bértrumjul bérkérawang bérpahat térus bérsku kéluang dua tingkat; kéronchong émas bérkérawang; chin chin émas pachat kényang kapada télunjok kanan; dan chin chin tapak gajah kapada kélíngking kanan; chin chin, intan di-kélíngking kiri dan chin chin pérmuta tiga kunang sa-kaban di-jari manis-nya; kérís térapang bérulu gading bérpénóngkokkan émas bérpahat térus sampil bérsalut dengan émas bératalah intan pudi manikam bérsalut dengan suasa bératalah pérmuta bérbagai warna. Maka di-simpai pula bungkus sutéra bérbénang émas di-ulu kérís térapang itu berkain chélari bértabur bénang mas di-buhatkan kindang-kindang (sayap sandang) di-kénakan pada baú-gya itu. Sa-télah sudah lalu-lah di-dudokkan as pé térana yang kékmasan di-atas chiu sémilan langkat bérulas dengan kain sutéra yang kékuningan bérpénjuru swan`fkat di-hadapi oleh sida-sida bénata inang.
pęngasoh kanda dan mandi budak kundang sakalian-nya bérjawatan pérkakasan Kéraajaan sa-kadar mënangikm titah ayahanda baginda sahaja hendak bérangkat béraraak langsong bérasanding itu sérta pula di-dindingkan suatu kipas émas* bérpancha logam ka-pada muka pérangtin itu. Arakain, maka tésábut-lah pula kessah istiadiat pératuran alat pákaián pérangtin putéra raja bésar yang pérémpuan pula. Maka mula-mula di-
putuskan kéraajat oléh To’ Bidan yaani mémbeuang pilak jémbe-alang-nya laul-lah di-buboh-nya bénang panchawarna ya’itu bénang Pártokal kapada leber-nya. Kémudian di-buboh pula dua batang dian kapada chérmin muka; sudah di-pérchek ayer tépong tawar maka di-tabur bértaeh béras kunyit; rambut-nya di-ambil oléh To’ Bidan itu tujoh hélai di-sapu déngan minyak lilin laul-lah di-kérat-nya. Maka jikalau rambut itu jatoh ujong-nya kapada pérangtin itu atau pangkal rambut yang tinggal itu ménagak yaani bérgréak lépas di-kérat itu-lah alamat tiada isú rumah-nya yaani laksana kuntum bunga angéansa sudah tórdaibulu di-séring oléh kumbang ménagambil madu-nya; dan jikalau tiada yang démikian itu tatkala di-kérat To’ Bidan itu bétul is jatoh mélintang di-hdapan-nya dan rambut-nya-pun tiada bérgréak; maka insha’llah taala bérkat putéra orang tuá-
lidi kapada lengan kanan dan kiri; keronchong émas ka-pada kaki-nya; subang émas permata intan; chinchin pachat kenyang di-telunjok kanan; chinchin permata délima berselang manikman di-kelingking kanan; changgal mérak émas bértatahkan intan di-kelingking kiri-nya dan chinchin permata délima ikat kunang-kunang sa-kabun sa-génap bari-nya; kilat dahi émas yang bértatahkan pudi manikman kapada dahi-nya; tutup sanggul yang kě-émasan bérbunga si-sit yang bértatahkan intan berselang pudi di-kěna ka-atas képala-nya pëngantin pérémpuan. Hata sa-telah mustaëd sakalian-nya, maka pëngantin itu-pun lalu-lah di-dudokkan oleh isteri raja-raja yang tua-tua di-atas pëtérauna yang kěémasan sambil di-kirap oleh sélélian dayang-dayang bìti-bìti pëwira dengan kes bérpuluh-puluh supunya jangan hangat sudah térkéna pakaian yang térmatat banyak itu.

(II). Dann hal Pëngantin tuan-tuan Sáyîd atau Sheikh dan orang yang sudah mënpu Haji. Maka ada-lah sëpérti aturan yang sudah di-sëbutkan, ini pula pakaian-nya:


(III). Dari hal pakaian Pengantin anak orang Bēsar-bēsar dan pakaian Pengantin anak-anak Baik dan pakaian Pengantin Sari dan Miur dan Mēgat:

tapi ada perbuatan-nya juga seperti adat ini dan sa-tengah terkadang-kadang tidak karna istiadat sudah menerima resam; kembaliakan pula suka mengikut bab yang kedua pakaian baju kahwin anak dara atau bercakwin janda, ada-nya.

NOTES.

The wedding dress of lesser rajahs, male and female, as also that of commoners, differs only in quality and not in kind from that of great rajahs; and the difference is due rather to purse than royal prerogative, because bride and groom are raja sa-hari, royal for the day. As a matter of fact, only scions of the Perak house, for example, are in a position to obtain the use of, and wear, the pontoh and tengkolong and the gold-bound destar in place of the baju sedermelkah (a pendaung sedermelkah is also mentioned) and the baju seroja, other rajahs wear, men the baju alang and women the baju kuroh; for the gelang kana are substituted gelang belah rotan borpahat bercakat telur ikan or any gold bracelets available: a kris pendok (see p. 44) or a kris merely with wooden scabbard, or nowadys no kris at all is worn. For the Persian destar, lesser rajahs wear the head-kérchef (e.g., tengkolok alang sutera hitam bértilépok persada télbang sémua-nya) and one may wonder if we have not here an instance of what Mr. R. J. Wilkinson notices in his General Introduction to the "Ninety-nine Laws" in this series: namely, how Sultans and the common folk welcomed Saiýda and their interference, but the old aristocracy looked askance at them. The Costume of divorcees, widowers and widows, or re-marriage, was somewhat subdued. Men would wear the baju bértilépok as worn by old datos; a sapphire ring; a plain kris: women perhaps a waist-buckle of jadam, silver inlaid with a composite black metal; bracelets of black shining wood, with fretted gold or silver ends; plainer rings and plainer silks. This account of wedding costume applies in all intrinsic particulars to Pahang and Johore also, but not probably to the Negri Sembilan, and there are a few differences in the northern States.

Below are appended lists of such patterns and clothes as are not noted in the text. In each case: (I) refers to Wilkinson's Dictionary; (II) to Clifford and Swettenham's; (III) to Logang I.A.; (IV) to the writer.
THE BAJU.

(I). Baju anggerka, a long overcoat or surtout. Ht. Abdullah; (The breasts overlap; it is of an Arabic pattern, Pij.) B. bajang, a kind of swallow-tailed coat, Sij. Mal. B. mēskat or bēskat, a coat with an ornamental collar worn at wedding (which crosses over the chest and is bound by a girdle, C. & S.)? From Muscat (R. O. W.) also-(Eng.) "Waiscoat." B. pesak sa-bēlah, a double-breasted baju (or B. tutup imam, L.). B. sēroja (Skt.) a coat with a quilted collar. Sej. Mal. (? with embroidered flowered pattern, cf. tikar tēkat sēroja Maxwell's Sri Rama. R. O. W.) B. sika, a Bugis coat with tight sleeves slit at the ends. B. tanggong, a buttonless baju. B. tēkwa, a long, tight, sleeveless coat, said to be of Bugis origin (worn next the skin by men and women, C. & S.). B. tēratai, a coat similar to the B. sēroja. B. tap, a loose baju with very loose sleeves, worn by women only. B. ubor, a coat with hanging collar.

(ii). Baju kakat or kutong, a tight blouse with short sleeves fitting close to the arm above the elbow: the only openings are two slits on the shoulders, which enable the wearer to take it on and off; the slits fastened by a single button near the junction of the neck with the shoulder . . . worn at work. B. ayat, a short-sleeved vest, printed with texts and worn in war. B. kajari, a long robe of silk, stuff, which hangs below the knee. B. sunting, a coat, with the opening on one side: sometimes regarded as a wedding garment to be worn by the bridegroom.

(III). B. sikat (? sipak), reaches to the waist, is loose, open and buttonless, has sleeves terminating a hand's breadth above the wrist and a via or collar two or three inches high. B. chara Linga, sleeves fit close to the arm, reach to the wrist, and have a loose slit cuff down to the knuckles (? Arabic and worn by hajis). "B. tangan kanching, a long gown reaching to the ankles, open in front and with buttons at the cuff; only worn by the old men when they attend the mosque or on occasions of ceremony. B. bestreb, a vest worn beneath the proper baju, fastened in front by the row of buttons of gold or jewels, without collar or sleeves; worn by people of station and wealth. B. kurong ohikah mungang (? oleka meuang), has a stiff collar with buttons, much worn in Jedah (? with
tights sleeves and waist and a full skirt). B. *baskat* (? *baskat*), has a wide additional piece of cloth on each side: one of these lappets is fastened by a row of strings within the other below the armpit on the right side, and the other fastened in a similar manner over the preceding on the left side below the armpit. It has a collar about two fingers' breadth board. Much worn by Malacca Malays, who appear to have adopted it from the Klings, as in other Malay countries it is not generally used. B. *Pendipan* or *bersonja*. (1) the name given to any coat, when the borders are lined with silk.

(IV). B. *Triluk Belanga*, collarless, *kurong*, has one button at the throat. B. *guntang* *Johor*, ditto but buttonless B. Penang, open all down, with buttons in place of frogs.

**TROUSERS**

(IV). *Seluar gadok*, the Chinese pattern, but narrower in the leg. S. *bamba*, a kind of Malay bell-bottom; may be seen in all the illustrations to Hurgronje's *Achinese*.* S. *Johor*, founded on English style. S. *lokchuan* of Chinese silk

**HEAD DRESS.**

(III). A.—Methods of tying the handkerchief: (1) *Belang mambang juntai kera*, the panghuma's mode, the two corners are freed from the folds, one is brought forward and concealed between the fillet and the brow and the other made to project like a horn or tuft. (2) *Kelongsong bunga*, has both horns concealed. (3) *Gulong tim*, has a single corner introduced between the fold and the forehead and pulled down an inch or two over the brow. (4) *Gulong padah*, has the loose end neatly arranged so as to cover the head like a rumpled cloth cap. (5) *Dayang pulang panggil*, ditto but reversed so that the fillet is behind. (6) *Lang meneongsong angin* has two projecting tufts and one of the ends hanging down towards one shoulder.

B.—Logan gives the following caps and description: *Kopiah Surati*, of cotton; k. *Btawin*, of gold thread; k. *sudu-sudu*, with a raised border behind; k. *belanga*, of thin cloth, k. *kap-kapi*, which covers the whole head and leaves only the face exposed; k. *Bugis*, of thick, soft material, made of the pith of the *rheum* plant or of Chinese *tangsi*, dyed black and bordered with silver foil.
JEWELLERY.

(IV). Gelang pintal, in the form of twisted cords; gl. puting dayong, with ends like a paddle-handle; gl. patah nêmat, a bracelet of ridged pattern; gl. tali-têmali, a bracelet of four or five twisted cord-like strands; gl. puchok rêbung, a bracelet of chevron pattern; gl. buah sirih, a bracelet with triangular ornamentation; gl. punggong siput, a bracelet ornamented with cross triangular grooves.

(1). Rings. Chinchin bêrapit, a ring with two stones; ch. bindu, with one stone; ch. chap, a seal ring; ch. ikat balai, a ring set with a square flat stone; ch. ikat Bêlanda, or ch. ikat Eropah, a ring with a stone set in open filigree so as to permit of the sides being seen; ch. kêreta, a plain gold ring with a round surface; ch. limasan, a ring set with one stone the surface of which is cut like a pyramidal roof; ch. Mahar, the seal of the State; ch. patah biram, or ch. susah hati, a puzzle ring; ch. peler itek, ch. pintal lîga, a ring of three strands; ch. seken, (shake-hands) a ring with clasped hands in gold; ch. wafak, a talismanic ring with horoscope engraved on it.

(IV). Chinchin ikat Bêlawi, a ring set with three jewels at a distance from one another; ch. garam sa-buku, a ring plain set with one stone; ch. patah nêmat, a plain ring with ridged outer surface; ch. pêrut lintar, a round ring; ch. tanam, with stones deep inset; ch. potong têbu, a ring with outer surface in sections; ch. kêtering, a ring with removable stone.

COURT DRESS.

Kain têtampan, a shoulder-cloth of yellow silk, embroidered, and with gold or silver fringe, worn by court attendants when waiting on rajas. (See "Malay Annals," passim).

Kain wali, a stole reaching to the waist (in Perak of yellow silk decorated with white and black and gold) worn by pages carrying regalia and state weapons.

* FOOD. *

(1). Rambutan Bêlawi, salak Jambi, binjai Malacca, limau Banjar, langsat- Palêmbang, is a saying that shows species of fruits especially esteemed by Malays.
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PREFACE.

For assistance in the compilation of these notes on Malay amusements I am indebted greatly to Abdul Hamid, Malay Assistant, Perak Museum; to Raja Haji Yahya, Penghulu of Kota Setia; to Raja Abdul Aziz, Settlement Officer, Krian; to Megat Osman, Malay Writer to the High Commissioner; and to Messrs. H. Berkeley, R. O. Winstedt, H. O. Robinson and J. O'May.

R. J. W.
LIFE AND CUSTOMS.

CHILDREN'S GAMES.

"In the games of children," says Dr. Snouck Hurgronje, "there survive dead and dying customs and superstitions of their ancestors, so that they form a little museum of the ethnography of the past."

Perak is rich in museum-exhibits of this class. Even the game known in Europe as hide-and-seek is turned, under Malay influence, into "the game of the spirit of the stag" and is invested with a little halo of elfin romance. It becomes the story of a certain hunter who set out with a troop of followers to trap and slay a deer, but, when successful in his quest, omitted to propitiate with due ceremony the spirit of the slaughtered beast. The hunter himself, as a magician, seems to have escaped the consequences of his rash omission; his companions were less fortunate. Possessed by the ghost of a hunted animal, each man hid from his companions, or else, in lucid intervals, began to search vainly for the others. The one survivor of this strange calamity escaped to his village and described the pranks that his friends were playing; the imitative instinct of children did the rest. And if a captious critic puts forward a suggestion that the name of the game may have given rise to the legend, our Malay folklorists point out that hide-and-seek is always played in low scrubby jungle such as deer love to haunt. Be the explanation what it may, parents object to hide-and-seek; they see in it a trace of irreverence to Unseen Powers whom the children are foolish to provoke.
In these quaint tags of old folklore we find one reason that endears the play of children to the anthropologist; in the wide range of some toys and games we get a second reason. When the members of the "Haddon" expedition visited Borneo they found that the local Dyaks could beat them easily at the game of cat's-cradle. Personally we fail to see what precise ethnological inference is to be deduced from the dire result of this international match; failure in such a contest must be admitted to cast a serious reflection on European prowess in infantile arts, but this may be due to the European habit of putting away childish things on the attainment of manhood. At all events, we may take it for granted that the game of cat's-cradle is widespread. So, too, is the use of the bull-roarer, a weird instrument, the noise of which is used by Papuan magicians to warn women away from their initiation ceremonies. The bull-roarer has been found in the Malay Peninsula in the form of a toy. But here again inference is dangerous. The wide range of tops and kites and the diffusion of a relatively modern game like chess should put us on our guard against rash ethnological conclusions. Then there is the pellet-bow. The pellet-bow is used as a weapon in Further India and only as a toy in Malaya. Is it in this country a discarded local weapon or an imported foreign toy? We cannot say. Conversely, the blowpipe, which is a weapon in Malaya, is only a toy in Nias. Must we conclude that the blowpipe ousted the bow in Sumatra while the bow ousted the blowpipe in Nias? It may be so; still, we cannot speak positively. The most unfortunate feature about this branch of anthropological research
is that it supplies us with no solutions to the riddles in which it is so rich. Though a happy hunting-ground for the theoretist, it is a bewildering labyrinth for a student of cautious temperament.

Another source of puzzling interest is to be found in the strange old sayings and quaint formulæ used by the players of most Malay games. These formulæ, even when they are meaningless jingles, persist over large areas and seem to be associated definitely with certain actions. A good example of this persistence is to be found in the game known as main hantu musang, in which a boy is supposed to be turned into a polecat by the repetition of a charm. The words in Perak are:

Chok gêlichok
Gali-gali ubi;
Di-mana kayu bongkok
Di-situ musang mênjadi.

In Selangor the words are the same. In Acheen (where the boy is turned into a monkey) the formula runs as follows:

Chho' kalichko
Kalichko kanji rumi,
Meuteumeung kayee cheuko'
Jigo'-jigo' le si-banggi.

Much of this formula is meaningless or inapposite, but the coincidence in sound must be more than accidental. What was the original text? And what did it mean? So too in counting-out to select the principal figure in a game¹ a curious old set of

¹ The game known as chikup-chikup puyak. In most games a stick is broken up into as many small pieces as there are players; the pieces are drawn at random, the child drawing the shortest piece opens the game.
numbers is used sometimes. In Perak the first ten numerals are:

(1) sandai  (6) nabi
(2) mandai  (7) maliki
(3) pêtala  (8) pakpông
(4) pêtanda (9) sêrunai
(5) lat lat  (10) dani

In Kelantan, the following were given to Mr. Skeat:

(1) sende    (6) nabi
(2) duande   (7) mai ki
(3) patah    (8) pa'pos
(4) patande  (9) sumpa
(5) nabin    (10) danye

In Kedah a somewhat similar list was repeated to the writer as being the ancient numerals of the State. Moreover, some unintelligible words keep recurring in different games and seem to suggest the existence of a lost language.

Children's games are also interesting for a fourth reason: they reflect to some extent ideals of education and culture. Even the Malays themselves see this. In a political pamphlet against the Dutch, an Acehnese leader referred to the toy weapons of his boys and to their love of playing at soldiers as evidence of the warrior-spirit innate in his fellow-countrymen. Public opinion in Perak encourages some pastimes and condemns others. In condemns certain infantile diversions because they involve pinching and slapping and dull a child's delicacy of touch. It sets its face against the strange "suggestion" games in which a boy is hypnotised into unconsciousness of his surroundings. Yet the hostility of parents to these amusements may represent modern ideas; the ancient world must have tolerated or
encouraged a different spirit to have allowed these pastimes to become so widespread and popular. Finally, children—even grown-up children—are mimetic and show by their mimicry the features that strike them as remarkable in whatever they imitate. When the officers of a European regiment are depicted as a pompous colonel, an obsequious major, and a fat "padre reading a book," we may infer that the existence of army chaplains rather startled the Malay mind. When we find that the "padre reading a book" is turned into ridicule we know what verdict the Malays pass on a profession that suggests to them a fish out of water. Similar deductions may be drawn from many other local diversions.

The early months of a child's life do not afford much scope for games in the ordinary sense of the word, but they allow of some slight possibilities in the matter of toys. The Malay believes in automatic appliances, even for amusing the baby, so he provides the child with a rattle and puts up over the cradle some brightly tinted paper streamers and whirligigs to be set in motion by every breath of air. Movement, colour and noise—those are the three things that amuse the infant and prevent his worrying his parents. When the child grows a little older and can move about the house he is given fresh toys: rag-dolls, toy guns, images of animals, and instruments for producing new varieties of sound. In the Perak Museum there are some elaborate tin models of crocodiles and other beasts that are believed to have been intended for the amusement of children, but as a rule Malay toys are as simple and cheap as they are ingenious. A bit of the midrib of the coconut-frond makes an excellent buffalo if a crescentic piece
of stick is pinned on to represent the backward curve of the horns and if a nose-ring and a piece of rattan is passed through one end of it: a buffalo of this sort can be drawn round and round the house at the heels of his little master. A hobby-horse is represented in Perak by a coconut-frond of which the outer end is left bushy to typify the horse's tail while the other extremity is bare save for two upturned pieces of leaf that represent the ears. But even a toy like this is a riddle to us, for riding is not indigenous to this country. The Malays of ancient Perak had neither horses nor roads. Did they bring over the hobby-horse from Sumatra? Did they copy it from Indo-China? Or is it a new invention, the outcome of the last few years?

As with toys, so with nursery rhymes. Hymns like "the lullaby of Our Lady Fatimah" may be safely addressed to a newly-born baby that cannot understand anything whatever, but the dawning intelligence of the child of thirty months demands something that he can follow. Rhymes for very young children have to be simple, both in wording and melody; the lines are short, the song is short—length can be given by singing the same words over and over again. Meaningless words are put in occasionally for the sake of melody. A good example of a very simple rhyme is the following:

Ikan kekek—ma'nilai-lai,
Gelama lorak—ma'nilai-lai,
Nanti patek—ma'nilai-lai,
Pulang soma—ma'nilai-lai.

1 A number are given in Appendix 1.
2 See "Life and Customs, 1.—Incidents of Malay Life."
One versicle may be humorous, like the picture of the old man whose beard could be used as a well-rope:

\textit{Buai-buai kadok,}
\textit{Kadok jalan ka-rimba,}
\textit{Panjang janggut dato',}
\textit{Buat tall timba.}

Another may be affectionate to the child, "precious as life to the mother":

\textit{Ayun tajak, buaikan tajak,}
\textit{Tanah P\textit{\textbackslash e}lembang, tanah Jawa,}
\textit{Ayun budak, buaikan budak,}
\textit{Budak di-timbang d\textit{\textbackslash e}ngan nyawa.}

Another, again, may be a pretty and poetic appeal to the child not to dawdle:

\textit{Buaya puteh, buaya k\textit{\textbackslash e}ramat,}
\textit{Naik B\textit{\textbackslash e}rkubang di-atas batu,}
\textit{Che' Puteh jangan-lah lambat,}
\textit{Bunga di-kurang sudah-lah layu.}

But all alike are marked by an extreme simplicity of language and ideas.

The first games played by children are also of a very primitive type. One infant tickles another: the child that stands the tickling longest is the winner. There are two such tickling-games. Pinching adds two more to the list. Knocking the fists together supplies still another game, while a form of slapping provides one last form of diversion to children of a very youthful age. The following account of one of these amusements\(^1\) gives a fair idea of the type.

This game is played by any number of boys. They sit down in a circle. One of them holds out his hand, palm downwards, when the skin on the back of

\(^1\) Known as \textit{jinjing-jinjing tikue.} Other games of the same sort are given in Appendix II.
it is pinched by another boy, who in turn is also pinched on the back of his hand by the next player. In this way each player, except the one whose hand comes to the top, is pinched by another. At last the boy whose hand is at the bottom enquires, "Oi nenek, ada-kah gajah di-bawah rumah" (Granny, is there an elephant under the house). One of the rest replies, "Ada" (Yes). "Besar mana mata-nya" (how big are its eyes), he asks again. "Sa-besar gantang" (as big as a gallon-measure), says one of his comrades. "Hai," exclaims the player whose hand is still at the bottom, "takut sakaya" (oh! I am afraid). Having said this, he withdraws his hand and pinches the back of the one at the top. Then the next boy whose hand comes to the bottom repeats the same questions in order to get to the top, and so on till they are all tired and inclined to stop.

Mimetic games are also common. Two good examples are those known as rangkai-rangkai periok and pong-pong along after the formulae used by the players. In the former a house is supposed to collapse. Two children build up the house in the following way: each grasps his friend's left elbow with his own outstretched right hand and his own elbow with his own left hand. The arms of the two children make up a sort of structure, the "house," that is to come crashing down. They sing:

*Rangkai-rangkai periok*

*Periok dari Jawa;*

*Sumbing wadikut terantok*

*Terantok di-tiang para.*

*Ayah nenek, ayoh nenek,*

*Rumah kita nak runtuk,*

*Entah ka-hulu entah ka-hilir,*

*Rak-rak-rum!*
"The house is falling, the house is falling; crash, bang, boom!" At these words the children let go their arms and bring down the structure with a slap against their sides. In the other mimetic game, pong-pong along, an egg (represented by a child’s fist) is "broken" at each round, the breaking being suggested by the conversion of a closed fist into an open hand. The little fists are placed one above another at the beginning of the game, while the players sing:

Pong-pong along,
Krinting riang-riang,
Kftapong ma’ balong,
Minyak arab, minyak sapi,
Pëchah tëlur sa-bii!

At these last words the lowest "egg" is "broken." Play goes on till all the little hands are open. The children then sing:

Përam-përam pisang,
Pisang masak sa-biiii,
Datang bari-bari,
Di gunggong bawa lari.

Each player then jerks back his hands, and the game is at an end.

Such amusements are soon outgrown. The child as he gets older desires something rougher and rather more elaborate in the details; he runs about more and seeks an outlet for his pent-up energies. But the process is gradual. The intermediate stage between diversions such as those just described and true sports such as hide-and-seek is represented by a large number of simple games of which we need only describe two specimens.
The game called *long-lang burong jawa* is played by about a dozen players. One is selected by lot to be the *nenek* (grandmother) or central figure, another is the *ibu* (mother) or leader, and the rest form up in queue behind the *ibu*. The line of children then starts marching round and round the *nenek*, singing:

*Long-lang burong jawa,*
*Minta tabek, anak raja lalu;*
*Ayam putih mendingang telur*
*Ayam hitam membawa anak.*

After this the leader (*ibu*) turns to the *nenek* and asks for the loan of a key. A key (represented by a twig or a piece of stick) is produced and is then supposed to be lost by the children. The *nenek* wants it back. A dispute follows. In the end the *ibu* offers to let the *nenek* have in exchange for the key any one of the children who may be pulled out of the queue. This is a challenge. In the struggle that ensues the players do their best to impede the *nenek*, but sooner or later the chain of children is broken and some one link is carried off to play the *nenek* in his turn.

The game called *putpat siku rembat* is of quite another sort. The players stand in a row with their backs to some volunteer, usually an adult, who has been good enough to agree to help them. He walks up and down behind the row of children, holding in his hand a small piece of paper or wood or leaf that is supposed to represent a ticket. As he moves up and down he keeps singing:

*Putpat siku rembat,*
*Buah lalu dari belakang;*
*Buta píchak mata melihat,*
*Siapa dapat ia melompat.*
While he is repeating this he slips the "ticket" surreptitiously into the hand of one of the players. At the last word of the formula the recipient of the ticket is expected to dash away from the line and put himself out of reach of the others. If he is touched by his neighbours before he can get away, he has to resume his place in the ranks. If he escapes untouched he goes a little way off and awaits the next item of the game, the selection of his steed.

The remaining players now gather round the adult, who asks each child in a low voice (so as not to be overheard by the "ticket" holder) what he would like to possess. Each mentions some article: the ticket-holder is called up, is given a list of the selected articles, and is asked to choose one of them. He makes his choice, and the original chooser of that article becomes his mount for the next stage of the game.

Mounted on his steed the ticket-holder now rides up and is asked for his "pass". He presents the "ticket" to the adult, who hides it in one of his hands and asks the "horse" to guess in which hand it is. If the guess is wrong the poor horse has to trot his rider round again and go through the same ceremony of producing the pass until at last he guesses rightly and is released from further service as a mount. The game then begins afresh.

We now come to pastimes that give some opportunity to a boy to show his strength and quickness. There are many amusements of this class.

The game of hide-and-seek is found in three distinct forms, one of which has already been mentioned because of the folklore attaching to it.
This is the main sembunyi or main hantu rusa. In this form of the game the principal player (or ibu) shuts his eyes while the others hide themselves in the surrounding scrub. At the cry of "ready" (sudah) the seeker opens his eyes and goes in search of his companions who remain in concealment till some one is found and is made ibu for the next round. The differences between this game and the two harmless forms of hide-and-seek will explain its unpopularity with parents. In the two variants the players are bound by the rules to conceal themselves within a limited radius of the ibu: in the main hantu rusa they may wander as far as they please. Again in the variants they are compelled to show themselves very speedily; in the main hantu rusa they remain in concealment, it may be for some considerable time. The Malays say that when the inauspicious game is played the spirits of the jungle show themselves to the children and tempt them away sometimes to sure hiding places, whence the player never emerges. Given an over-zealous child and a prowling tiger, the superstition is easy enough to understand. In any case, it is only this single form of hide-and-seek that bears an evil reputation.

The other two varieties are known as chēkup-chēkup puyoh and ibu anak. In the former the players hide themselves within a given radius of a tree or stump that serves as a goal or place of safety. It is the seeker's business to catch some player before he can reach this goal from his hiding place. In the game of ibu anak there is not even this amount of concealment. The players station themselves only at different places within a certain distance of the tree,
or stump, and at a given signal they make a dash for the goal while the *ibu* or goal-keeper tries to intercept them. It is interesting to note that there are no formulae associated with the harmless varieties of hide-and-seek. With the inauspicious *main hantu rusa* it is different. Before the seeker or *hantu rusa* starts to search for his companions he has to leap about and utter the following meaningless words: *te-ta moler-moler, sang piningkul, la-ugor, la-ugor, ghaug-ghau, tujang tindak, tujang datang, ghau-ghau*. Doubtless the formula varies slightly from place to place.

*Blind-man's buff* is known to the Malays of Perak as *main china beta*. It is played out of doors. A circle is drawn on an open stretch of sandy ground to mark the limits beyond which the players may not pass in their efforts to escape the blind-man. The first child to be caught or to be driven beyond the boundary becomes the blind-man for the next round.

*Main onych* or *main beronyeh* is the name given to another Malay pastime in which one boy, the pursuer or *ibu*, chases the rest, splashing or swimming after them in the water. The first boy caught becomes the pursuer for the next round.

Leap-frog is met with in Perak under the name of *lompat katak*, a curious coincidence, if it is a coincidence. The name is taken from the fact that the children have to shout *lompat katak* as they vault or leap over the stooping player.

But the strangest Malay amusements are those in which a boy is led by some sort of hypnotic suggestion into believing himself an animal. They are the more
interesting because of the formulæ with which the metamorphosis is effected. A link between the true suggestion-games and the ordinary games of blindman's buff and hide-and-seek may be traced in the pastime known as main tikam sëladang or main sëladang. In this ‘wild-bull’ game the player is only supposed to act the wild bull; he is not supposed to feel like one. He goes down on all fours in the centre of a marked space while the other boys stand around and exchange the following questions and answers:

Q. Tam-tam-kul
   Why this basket?
A. To carry charcoal
Q. Why charcoal?
A. To whet my spear.
Q. Why a spear?
A. To spear the wild bull.

On hearing this last proposal the wild bull begins kicking out in all directions; and the first player who is kicked or driven out of the arena becomes ‘bull’ for the next round.

The suggestion-games are taken much more seriously. In the game known as main hantu musang (to which reference has already been made) the principal player goes on hands and knees, is covered with a white sheet and is said to be hypnotised into unconsciousness by the others who march round and round him, stroking and patting him and repeating the following words:

_ Sang gõlisang,
  Pasang bunga lada,
  Kalau datang hantu musang
  Ayam sa-ekor pun tiada._
When the boy shows signs of taking on the nature of a polecat the formula changes to the one previously quoted:

Chok glichok,
Gali-gali ubi,
Dinama layu bongkok
Disitu musang menjadi.

After this the player is said to become possessed and to be quite unconscious of his humanity; he chases the others, climbs up trees, leaps from branch to branch, and so far forgets himself as to run the risk of injury by venturing on boughs too frail to bear his weight. In the end he is recalled to his senses by being addressed repeatedly by name.

Another Perak suggestion-game goes by the name of main kambing or "playing the goat." As in the case of the polecat the "goat" is hypnotised, but the formula is different—it runs as follows:

Chok chili chilau ong
Anal bandan obek-obek;
Ménari chichak ong
Ménari molek-molek.
Bangun kambing, bangun,
Nak main busit jantian;
Champak langkah panjang-panjang,
Champak langkah pendek-pendek.
Ménari chichak ong,
Ménari molek-molek.

This form of amusement, though popular among children, is said to be dangerous to the "goat," owing to his habit of butting against walls and posts when in a state of trance. Some of the elder boys are generally told off to see that accidents are prevented. Other suggestion-games (in which the player becomes
a peacock or an elephant) are recorded from Acheen. In Perak all the hypnotic diversions are disliked by parents.

Elder boys and young men like to take part in such games of strength and skill as are played with appliances—tops, marbles, kites, balls or quoits. Of these amusements the best known to Europeans is the Malay football, sepak raga, which is played with a rude light ball of plaited rattan. It demands a good deal of skill. It is a game for some ten or fifteen players who stand about in a circle and keep the ball in the air with a sidelong blow from the foot. Mr. A. W. O'Sullivan once saw a party of ten Province Wellesley Malays "keep the ball up 120 times without once allowing it to drop." They kick it upwards with the ball of the foot; and skilful players in so doing often bring the foot up level with the breast, a feat quite impossible to the ordinary European who can make nothing of the game." But sepak raga is losing its vogue. It is being replaced by the European game of football, which possesses the excitement of having the players divided into sides. So much is sepak raga losing ground that in a list of Perak games compiled by a Malay for the purposes of this pamphlet it was not even mentioned.

Another game, known as main porok, is played with a rude quoit made of a piece of coconut-shell with its edge rounded off and with a hole knocked through its centre. Standing with his back to the

* At the sports on the occasion of the opening of the Federal Council in 1909 the winning sepak raga team kept the ball up 30 times consecutively, but in practice when they were not nervous they are said to have done it over 400 times. A kick at the first rebound is permitted. Some Malays object to the game as irreligious on the supposition that the players of Hussein and his family played sepak raga with the heads of their victims.
target and with his quoit between his feet, a Malay boy with a skilful jerk of his right foot may send the quoit rolling in the required direction with a reasonable degree of accuracy. In the game of porok the players divide into two sides and draw on the ground two parallel lines at an interval of between twenty and thirty feet. On one line they lay the quoits of one side as targets; on the other they station the players of the other side. The boys are expected to hit their opponents' quoits with their own in the manner already described. Each boy is allowed three shots. If he fails he may be permitted to take his quoit between his feet and jump backwards till he succeeds or fails in making a clean hit at his adversary's porok. Should any members of the side fail to make hits the other side gets its innings. Should they all succeed a second test is applied. The players have to walk backwards and with heads thrown back till they think that they are in the vicinity of their adversaries' line. Then they have to lift their quoits over their heads and drop them on their opponents' quoits. The first side to be successful in both tests is declared the winner of the game. Porok is difficult to play, but practice makes perfect.

Marbles¹ are well known in the Peninsula, even in places where European influence has been very slight. Games played with them possess in some cases elaborate rules and curious technical terms that may throw some light on the history of the importation of these European playthings. In some cases marbles are only a substitute for a native plaything of the same type, such as the candle-nut or some small hard fruit. Games like tuju kepala and tuju lubang, for

¹ See Appendix III.
instance, may be played equally well with candle-nuts, marbles, or coins. In the first the players draw a long straight line on the ground and stake nuts on it. They then stand at the end of the line and take shots at the stakes with their playing nuts or tagan. A player who hits a nut wins it and all the nuts between it and himself. In this way the game goes on till the stakes have all been won. In tuju lubang the stakes may be placed in a hole, and the player whose ball falls nearest the hole may be allowed to take the pool. But further complications are very common. Games that are played with marbles exclusively are known as main guli or main jaka. They call for sharpness with the tongue as well as with the eye and fingers, since the players have to repeat certain words when certain things occur—e.g., when a marble is hit by another. Unreadiness or inability to do this before his opponent may deprive a player of the benefits of a successful shot.

The Malay game called sérémбан is played with cockle-shells. The player throws the shells into the air and catches them on the back of his hand. But there are many varieties of the game. In some cases it is only the playing-shell or tagan that is jerked up and caught; the stakes are snatched up from the ground while the tagan is still in the air. Of course a certain expertness is necessary if the player is to pick up shells quickly and yet be ready to intercept the tagan on the back of the hand, and further difficulties are added by rules as to which shells may be picked up and which must be left alone. There are at least six regular variants of this main sérémban apart from local differences of play.

1 See Appendix IV
Malay tops are of various sizes and shapes; they are spun by a string wound round the top instead of round the lower end. Usually they are made of very hard wood. The following is an example of a simple game played with them. A player tries to hit his opponent’s top while it is spinning: if he misses, he loses; if both tops revolve after a hit, the one that revolves longest is the winner; if he stops the spinning of his opponent’s top but fails to make his own top revolve, the game is drawn. But practice makes a Malay player so skilful that further restrictions and handicaps have to be devised to make a match interesting.

A primitive teetotum is sometimes met with in Malaya; it is made of a piece of wood or bamboo thrust through an areca-nut. Humming tops with hollow bodies are also known. One variety has a body constructed out of a piece of bamboo (joint to joint), the other out of the hard nut-like fruit of the kulim. A small hole is made in every case through the shell of the body so as to give a low reverberating hum like the growl of a tiger. The humming-top is used to amuse or alarm young children; it is not employed in games of skill like an ordinary top. Imported varieties of the European iron-shod type are also known and are used in special games of their own: a circle is drawn on the ground and the rival tops may push each other or wander out of this limited area, the ousted one being the loser.

Malay kites are of many shapes and go by many names. The best known in Perak are the “hawk,” the “peacock” and the “pomfret”—so called from their general outline. They are flown in the rice-
fields during the dry season between the harvest and the sowing. They are made of a thin stiff paper on a bamboo frame and may be of very large size; they are very well balanced, usually tail-less, and sometimes provided with a little automatic wind-instrument that gives out a humming sound. A good deal of pride is taken by a Malay in the adornment and general coloration of his kite, many fancy patterns being known and used in the larger settlements, especially where foreign influences prevail. Is the kite itself foreign? The paper of which it is made is certainly alien to the country; but, as a primitive kite made of leaf is met with, the argument based on paper is not conclusive. All over the East fighting between kites is common pastime, the object being to cut an opponent’s string and so deprive him of his plaything. In Malaya kite-strings are sometimes dipped in glue and coated with powdered glass to give them an unsportsmanlike advantage in this kind of contest.

There are also many toys that are not associated with any particular game. Among them we may reckon a whole armoury of miniature weapons: the bow and arrow, the pellet-bow (to which reference has already been made), the blowpipe, the sling, the throwing-stick, and various types of guns. The little blowpipe used by Malay children is made of a slender bamboo that has very long internodes; it may be used for killing large insects, small reptiles such as lizards, and even little birds such as the pretty sunbirds of Malaya. The projectile is either a small pellet of clay or a sharp unpoisoned dart ballasted with leaf or pith. The Malay sling is an ordinary catapult of rami fibre; it hurls stones or durian-seeds to some

1 Kertas jelutong. 2 See Appendix V. 3 Ochlandra ridleyi.
considerable distance. The throwing-stick has a cleft at one end from which a durian-seed can be projected by a sudden jerky swing. Toy guns are of all sorts. One, the bēdil chēnērai (so called because its projectile is the hard fruit of the chēnērai), works by atmospheric pressure. It is a sort of air-gun, a piston working in a bamboo-tube. Another, the bēdil batang payong (made of rusty umbrella-tubing), is a true firearm, the ammunition being Chinese cracker-powder. It is dangerous, especially to the child who fires it, and is unpopular with parents. Other toy-guns of a very effective character are made by utilising the springiness of a bent-stick working along a slit in a bamboo barrel. Some of these have a catch that is released by a trigger, by way of making the resemblance to a real gun closer.

Of course Malay children, like all others, are fond of imitating the pursuits of their parents. They use toy weapons and simple traps to procure game and fish for themselves, taking a far greater interest in hunting and trapping than they are likely to do at a later date when these occupations become part of the daily round of their lives. But they do not limit their love of imitation to cases where such imitation can be of real use; they extend it to matters like house-building and cooking and even to ceremonial. The following account, written by a Malay, gives a picture of child-life that may be paralleled anywhere:

In the game of hut-building, children imagine themselves men building a house. During all the proceedings they talk as men usually talk on such occasions. Some of them are left near the site of the proposed building, clearing the place and cooking for the party that is to return from the forest with wood, etc. Sometimes actual eatables are cooked, but more often earth and leaves are put in coconut-shells placed on the
fire in imitation of real cooking. Then they tackle whatever material they have and erect the house. Being a small hut the work presents no difficulty, especially as little neatness is required. The posts are of bamboo, the walls and the roof of pinang or pisang leaves, the former being woven like atap birlam while the latter retain their natural shape. Sometimes the hut is so small that only two or three children can be accommodated at a time, but this is easily remediable. They arrange that it shall be occupied by each in turn so that every one will have the opportunity of enjoying the sitting in it. Sometimes the model house is imagined as a grand big building. They decorate it with flowers, and if it is too small to hold a child they make use of it in another way. Its completion is nearly always followed by a marriage between two dolls. This celebration is entrusted to little girls, who manufacture the dolls themselves from rags and cotton. They imitate the way in which a real bridegroom is escorted, and go so far as to beat drums and gongs and fire crackers. The house is then assigned to the married dolls, which are represented as being the children of members of the party.

DANCES.

A casual glance at the dances and dramas of the Malays might lead us to infer that they all came from abroad. The wayang is Chinese; the bangsawan is a copy of our own comic opera; the ronggeng, gambok and joget come from Java; the boria was brought from Hindustan; the hathrah and main dabus are traceable to Arabia; the ma'yong and mendarah are relics of the old kingdom of Ligor. Indeed, we might go further and extend this theory to most local amusements—chess, draughts, cards, the Indian game of rimau kambing—all these things are foreign.
Search as we will we seem to find nothing but 'alien' elements in the chief pastimes of the Malays of to-day.

Yet this foreign origin of Malay entertainments is the last thing that we should expect. Take dancing, for instance. The aborigines of the Peninsula are keen dancers; the Indonesians of Sumatra and Borneo show the same trait; the classic civilisations of Java and Cambodia raised dancing to the position of a fine art. If national tastes are to count at all we have to remember that the Malays seem predisposed to amusements of this type—they flock to see anything, be it a Chinese wayang or a performing bear—and no great function (such as a royal wedding or a chief's installation) is considered complete without its due accompaniment of dramatic and terpsichorean side-shows. Are we then to infer that all this is a matter of acquired taste and that the Peninsular Malays have nothing that is really their own in the long list of local entertainments? Or may we conclude that foreign forms of amusement have supplanted the original plays and dances of the Malays themselves!

To some extent it is the old story of the professional and the amateur, of the specialist and the jack-of-all-trades. Not in Malaya alone has the modern cosmopolitan artist with his band of trained performers driven out the morris-dances and maypole-dances of the village-green. Now and again at some

1 Basissi dances are illustrated in Skeat and Blagden's "Pagan Races of the Malay Peninsula." The dances of the Mai Darat are illustrated and described in Cerruti's "My Friends the Savages." Of the northern tribes Mr. Berkeley writes, "The Bonggeng closely resembles the dances of the Jehsh or Sambai Sakai. In the latter, two, three or even four girls dance very gracefully and have different step-names—the 'yam,' the 'millet,' the 'maize,' and other foods. The Jehsh beat a coconut-shell on tough hides by way of music; the Sambai beat short lengths of thick bamboo on sheets of bark."
old-fashioned wedding in a sleepy hamlet of Perak or Pahang the European guest may be privileged to look upon the time-honoured entertainments of the people; but for the most part he sees nothing of the sort. A Malay chief would consider himself shamed if he regaled his guests with amateur performances of a bucolic type, when it is open to him to engage a pair of fashionable nautch-girls or a strolling company of ma’yong players. Our age is the age of the specialist, a being for whom the old Malay world had no place. Then we have to reckon with the puritanism of Islam. Modern Malay opinion is averse to a respectable grown-up girl or married woman treading a measure with a member of the opposite sex, or indeed to her performing in public at all. It allows children to dance, but it would condemn severely any father who brought up his child to the ill-famed trade of a nautch-girl. This puritanism has driven into the background the old non-professional dancing of the Malays and has replaced it by foreign entertainments, the invention of Javanese or Cambodian courtiers for the amusement of their long-forgotten kings. We are left to wonder what has become of the old national dances, what they were like, and where they may yet be seen.

The old order is changing before our very eyes. The European game of football, for instance, is acquiring a popularity that the national sepak raga never possessed; but football has not put an end to sepak raga. Football has become a fashionable game for the gilded youth of the country; sepak raga is relegated to the position of hide-and-seek, blind-man’s buff, tops, kites, marbles, and the other amusements that are tolerated in children and are condemned as
childish in people of riper years. The pastimes of children constitute a sort of lumber-room into which the diversions of their elders generally end by finding their way. To the student of ethnography this lumber-room offers a rich field of research, and it may help us to learn a great deal about the old-world dances that have been replaced by the nautch-girls of Java and the trained singers of Arabia and India.

Take, for example, the Malay dance known as *tarek papan, sorong papan*. The performers are a girl and a boy; the orchestra consists of child musicians who beat time upon a tambourine. The boy-dancer rises first and sings a verse of kindly invitation to his partner:

*Tarek papan, sorong papan,*
*Mainan orang saman dahulu;*
*Jangan-lah adek malu dan sapan,*
*Abang jangan di-béri malu.*

The girl then rises and dances in her turn, replying in a coy and shy manner that provokes her partner to further expressions of tenderness. The performance is in excellent taste throughout, but it suggests by its language a dance for adults rather than for children. It seems to imply that there was a time when mixed dancing was permitted by public opinion, and the sexes associated more freely than they do under the present Muhammadan régime. It also tells us something of the period of transition. When Islam put an end to mixed dancing it had to tolerate the ceremonial imitation of mixed dances on occasions such as weddings when Malay custom insisted on the observance of the old formalities. It is precisely on such occasions that the ancient dances of the Malays are to be seen. This dance—*tarek papan, sorong*
papan—is a marriage-dance; but a still more convincing example is the performance known as main qubang that may not be given at all unless it is given in the presence of two dolls dressed up as bride and bridegroom.

There are several varieties of these marriage-dances. Some, like those just mentioned, suggest that the young men and maidens, guests at an ancient Malay wedding, would rise up and dance with each other for their own pleasure and for the entertainment of others. But other performances were of a more ceremonial character. There is the so-called ‘blossom-dance,’ a curious blending of play, song and magic. A number of palm-blossoms are laid on the earth and are ‘vivified’ by incense and incantations. An impressionable girl is then stretched on the ground and covered with a cloth, while a second girl beats a tambor and sings the following appeal:

Ku anggit mayang, ku anggit,
Ku anggit pokok mângkuang,
Ku panggil dayang, ku panggil,
Ku panggil turun sa-orang.
Ku anggit mayang, ku anggit,
Ku anggit dahan tua;
Ku panggil dayang, ku panggil,
Ku panggil turun bâródua.
* * * * *
Ku anggit mayang, ku anggit,
Ku anggit di-pohon buloh;
Ku panggil dayang, ku panggil,
Ku panggil turun sa-puoh.

And so on to numbers higher than ten if the delay is necessary. Meanwhile the girl lying shrouded in the cloth is believed to be slowly losing consciousness and

1 See Appendix VI.
to become possessed or revivified by the spirit of the dance. Rising as if in a trance she picks up one of the palm-blossoms, holds it at arm's length and treads a measure with it, causing its stalk to sway in unison with her own movements and repeating in her turn the verses that she has just been hearing. After a time, when recalled to consciousness by the cessation of the music, she retires to her place, leaving the dance to be taken up by another performer.

Another entertainment that is popular at weddings is the bandan dance. In this case the players in the orchestra sing an invitation to "bandan" to come and dance for them. The appeal is answered by two children, a girl and a boy, who play the part of bandan and who dance before the rest. The words are rather pretty and the performance is graceful.

Another curious old-world ceremony is the harvest-dance that forms part of the procedure of gathering in the rice. The performers are a band of some fifteen or twenty young children, both boys and girls, who carry winnowing-sieves and other tools of the harvester. The troop is invited forward by an old woman taking up her position on the threshing-screen and singing to the children, who respond by dancing and putting questions for the old lady to answer in verse. When the spectators are weary of the dancing and singing the performance is brought to an end in the following very curious way: The girl-leader of the children's chorus sings a verse that purports to be a charm "making all things brittle." Having done so (doubtless with the idea of making the threshing easier) she leads her band of

---

1 See Appendix VII.  2 Perapos.
dancers to the screen by way of testing the efficacy of the magic. The children tramp and stamp on the screen; and when a lath has shown its brittleness by breaking, the charm is supposed to have done its work and the dance ends.

Again we have the war-dances¹ in which the fighting-man of a village mimics the passes, steps and strokes of a duel to the death. Even at the present day a performance of this type may be followed with breathless interest by the seniors among the spectators; it recalls to them the old wild days when the kēris was more than a curio. To the European and to the younger generation of Malays the dance is unintelligible; it is based on a system of fencing so highly specialised as to be unreal. In any case, it is hardly likely to continue to exist when the use of the kēris has been abandoned; and even if it does drag on a dishonoured existence as a game for Malay boys, the main silat will never preserve in its new form the curious wealth of technicalities associated with the national weapon of the country. The war-dance is nearly dead; the country-dances are dying, it is doubtful whether these ancient pastimes will survive another generation. Let this be our excuse for recording them before they pass away.

Not that Malay dancing appeals to everybody. "A couple of women shuffling their feet and swaying their hands in gestures that are devoid of grace or even variety"—such is Sir Frank Swettenham's contemptuous description of the ronggeng, the best known dancers of all. But we need not be quite so hasty with our verdicts. The ronggeng, as Sir Frank admits, has an undoubted fascination for Malays.

¹ Mentschak, main silat.
She has more. She has attracted the attention of great artists at home, the very last men to be interested by the crude performance defined in "Malay Sketches." A picture of a ronggeng girl has been painted by Sargent; another figures on a panel in the house of Alma Tadema. The merits of this form of dancing must surely be greater than Sir Frank's account would lead us to believe; but the explanation is simple. Here in the Peninsula we never see the ronggeng at her best.

Asiatic dancing is slow, stately, spectacular and dramatic; it has very little in common with the ideals of the ball-room. Moreover, it is less specialised than its sister-art of the European stage. A ronggeng sings and acts; she may owe her renown less to her grace as a dancer than to her ready wit or to the merit of her songs. To ignorant audiences in every part of the world a clever buffoon is more interesting than the most brilliant example of the graces of motion. If it is unfair to judge English singing by the performances of the stars of the music-hall stage, it would be equally unfair to condemn the true ronggeng because her dance is parodied in the Peninsula rather than performed.

The public dancing-girl of Java, known in the Sunda districts as a ronggeng, is the historical successor of the nautch-girl attached to the ancient Hindu temples of the country. From her earliest youth she is trained for her profession. So seriously was this training regarded that the Dutch East India Company established schools and diplomas for these girls and turned their dances into a source of revenue. The life of a ronggeng is not the life of a vestal; but she is a dancer first and a wanton afterwards. Such things are possible in Java where Hindu ideas survive.
in sufficient strength to allow of a girl being brought up to a profession of this kind. In Malaya the position is different. The *ronggeng* is not trained for the purpose; she only takes to dancing when her reputation is beyond the risk of any further injury. She begins her new life at an age when her Javanese sister gives it up; she possesses neither skill, nor training, nor youth, nor freshness. Small wonder then if her dancing often deserves the verdict that it is devoid of grace and even of variety. Still, if the woman is to earn her living she has to be attractive. She is dramatic; she has an ear for melodious and effective verse; she has memorised a rich assortment of epigrams; she trains her voice and her wit to meet the needs of the moment. If interest flags, she challenges some member of the audience to join in the dance and to bandy epigrammatic verse with her. In this way she makes her dance a very lively matter for the spectators; but as an exponent of the poetry of motion she is a failure.

Of one dance Sir Frank Swettenham speaks in terms of high praise. He is describing the budak *joget* or nautch-girls attached to the court of the Sultan of Pahang. These girls (four in number at the time of this description) performed seldom and did so only in private before the prince and his friends. I venture to quote from Sir Frank's account:

"They danced five or six dances each lasting quite half an hour, with materially different figures and tune in the music. All these dances, I was told, were symbolic, one of agriculture with the tilling of the soil, the sowing of the seed, the reaping and winnowing of the grain, might easily have been guessed from the dancers' movements. But those of the audience whom I was near enough to question were, Malay-like, unable to give me
such information. Attendants stood or sat near the dancers and, from time to time, as the girls tossed one thing on the floor, handed them another. Sometimes it was a fan or a mirror they held, sometimes a flower or small vessel, but oftener their hands were empty, as it is in the management of the fingers that the chief art of Malay dancers consists.

"The last dance, symbolical of war, was perhaps the best, the music being much faster, almost inspiriting, and the movements of the dancers more free and even abandoned. For the latter half of the dance they each held a wand, to represent a sword, bound with three rings of burnished gold which glittered in the light like precious stones."

Sir Frank inferred the Javanese origin of this dance from the fact that the musical instruments that accompanied it were foreign to the Peninsula. This inference is correct. The budak joget, or girl-dancers of the Pahang court, are only a far-off imitation of the great bands of ballet-girls that entertain the wealthy princes of Java. The Sultan of Jogja possesses a ballet of some thirty or forty dancers, all children of good families and all between thirteen and eighteen years of age. These girls1 dance only on state occasions, in splendid dresses and to the accompaniment of a most elaborate band of musical instruments. They have to undergo a long preliminary course (from the age of six or so) before graduating for this ballet; so, that if we allow for the girls in training and the musicians, we can understand that the upkeep of an institution of this sort would be too much for the finances of any poor Peninsula prince. The minor princes of Java keep ballets of seven dancing-girls,2 who are rather less elaborately dressed, trained and accompanied. A long way after these come the four budak joget of the Sultan of Pahang. Still the budak:

1 Bedaya. 2 Strimp
Joget do receive some training in their youth; and the impression made by their performance upon its European audience may help us to be more charitable to the ideals of Indonesian dancing.

To turn for a moment to the technique of the art, the Malay distinguishes between the step-dancing, the undulations of the fingers and arms, and the swaying of the body. While the European limits his attention to the first the Malay attends to all three, but chiefly to the second. The specific name for the arm-movement has been chosen to be the generic name for the art—a choice that shows very clearly what the people think of the relative value of the three items. To the expert the rhythmic waving of a mauch-girl’s arms and the movements of her fingers are full of meaning; he has a special term and a special explanation for each undulation. The dancing of the Javanese ronggeng is quite classical in its simplicity; but the years of training that it exacts from its exponents should put us on our guard against confusing simplicity and ease.

Two ronggeng dance at a time, each being dressed in the simple costume of everyday life and holding a scarf or kerchief between her hands. The performers take it in turn to sing humorous or sentimental verses, sometimes addressing each other and sometimes turning their wit upon the audience. It is permissible for male members of the audience to join in the dance with one or other of the ronggeng—a feature that accounts largely for the popularity of this form of entertainment in the Peninsula. There is another dance of the same sort, the gamboh, which is a pas seul, but it is very rare in British Malaya. It is only
effective with a trained dancer; and the Malay nautch-girl does not answer to that description. At the end of a ronggeng or gambok dance it is usual for the performers to give an exhibition of their skill by bending over backwards and picking up coins between their teeth. This acrobatic detail is really a test of the fitness of the dancer for her work; it is the hallmark of her training, so to speak. As art it is out of place, like the tuning-up at an opera. We do not want explanations to show us how the training is done.

Although Muhammadanism has done what it can to mar the beauty of the old Malayan dances, it has not hesitated to make use of the popular fondness for such forms of amusement by introducing similar entertainments of its own, in which the sugar of dancing is used to cover the pill of a religious lesson. It trains up children to dance and sing, but the movements of the dance are symbolical of prayer and the words of the song are Arabic hymns of devotion. In this way Moslem influence has introduced the hathrah, or catechismal dance,\(^1\) a form of dissipation that any pious haji can safely patronise. As a religious influence the hathrah is rather a failure. In its most innocent form it is a graceful performance that has been described as "a kind of parody on certain forms of worship;" in its more harmful developments it is best known as the infamous rateb sadati, the vilest thing in Acheen.

---

\(^1\) See Appendix VIII. The following legend about the origin of the hathrah was related to Mr. O'May:

"Once upon a time a ship was wrecked and the only survivor found refuge on a large rock. In this rock there was a hole through which the waves beat, making a very lovely sound. The shipwrecked mariner knew some Arabic and set to work to turn the music of the waves into a song, continuing the task after he was rescued and calling the resultant anthem."
Usually the *kathrah* is danced by a long line of boys who sing, sway, and prostrate themselves before the venerable pundit who instructs them in religious chants. The words are largely Arabic; the sentiment is religious; the professed object is to glorify God; the cost of the entertainment is met by a public subscription or by the generosity of the patron who gives it. When it opens, the boys are seen seated on a mat in front of their catechist who burns incense and exhorts them to devotion. They then rise and repeat a long chant, accompanying the words with certain slow, graceful and rhythmical movements, and ending the performance by falling prostrate before their teacher in the humble attitude of prayer. The general effect is pleasing. The uniformity of the costumes, the rhythmical unity of the dancing, the sweet boyish voices intoning the solemn Arabic words in the still night air, the softness of the light, the reverential gravity of everyone: these things combine to make the European spectator realise the possibilities of the religious dance.

We have been speaking of the *kathrah* in its most severely simple form. It has other forms, unfortunately, and may be spoilt by unnecessary accessories. The Arabian tambourine—beaten by the dancers themselves to furnish the only music that they need—is supplemented sometimes by discordant instruments. The performance is prolonged till the dancers sink with weariness and the spectators become sleepy with satiety. The solemnity of the measure is spoilt by glare, by tawdry display, and by the acrobatic *sabliok*—the licking up of coins from the ground. In some forms of the *kathrah*, the troupe is only a chorus to which one, two, or three pairs of dancers
sing and play. On these occasions the boy-dancers are dressed as women, the dialogue is not confined to religion, and the uniform is gaudy in the extreme—a crown of tinsel, a coat of spangles, a sarong and trousers of cloth shot heavily with gold. This dance is the Peninsular form of the ill-famed sadati of Acheen.

More remarkable than the hathrah is the weird religious dancing known as main dabus. Based upon the belief that perfection in mysticism renders the mystic exempt from physical pain, this dance attempts to prove the theory by practice. In the words of one of its verses,¹

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Bai'ullah, Tingku Saiyid Alam,} \\
\text{Bukit saman, kubur auha,} \\
\text{Dinuntut bessi yang tajam,} \\
\text{Hendak minawar bessi yang bisa.}
\end{align*}
\]

'for the cancer (of unbelief) there is no cure but the knife.' This "knife" or dabus is an awl or puncher that can inflict a severe but not a fatal wound, a very necessary limitation in a dance of this sort. In the frenzy of their mystical excitement the devotees stab themselves with their weapon and even put themselves to severer tests of pain. Sometimes the dancers are impostors, but they may also be fanatics who are prepared to do themselves serious injury if they can condone thereby to the greater glory of the Lord. And if the testimony of eye-witnesses (European as well as Malay) may be believed, these men are justified in their faith: they stab themselves yet feel nothing; they cast red-hot chains about their neck and come away scatheless.

¹ See Appendix IX.
A good account of the local branches of the great Muhammadan mystic schools has yet to be written. The most important orders that are found in the Peninsula— the Satariah, the Samaniah, the Kadi- riah, and the Nakshibandiah—look askance at the dabus dances. The order that controls these performances is that founded by Ahmad Rifai, a Moslem saint and mystic of the twelfth century A.D. It has decreed that no dabus dance may be held except in the present of a khulifah or delegate of the founder; nor can any one be a khulifah unless he can trace his spiritual descent from teacher to teacher back to the great Ahmad Rifai himself. These delegates of the founder claim to have his power of working miracles and to be able to heal any wound self-inflicted in the cause of religion. Here we must leave the matter. A dabus performance is not a dance in the usual acceptance of the word; it is a representation of frenzy by men who may be either conjurors or fanatics. When it is the former it is a fraud, when it is the latter it is a pitiful sight that can only please a man with a taste for the morbid.

One dance remains— if indeed it can be styled a dance. Once a year, in the month Muharram, it is usual for bands of strolling minstrels to visit the houses of wealthy Penang Muhammadans and serenade them with songs and evolutions that resemble military drill rather than the dancing that Malays are accustomed to. The songs are sometimes eulogistic and sometimes comic. These performances, which

---

1 The head of one of these orders is important enough to be the magnate who is ex-officio entrusted with the duty of investing the Sultan of Turkey with the Sword of Osman— a ceremony equivalent to coronation.

2 Since this was written a pamphlet has been published in Holland dealing with mysticism in Java and Sumatra.
are said to have been introduced by the old Indian regiments formerly stationed in the Straits and are known as *boria*, are based on a military model. A full troupe or "company" consists of a "colonel," a "major," a "chaplain" and twenty-four "privates." The music is provided by drums, trumpets and cymbals. The tunes are European or Indian. Each verse (sung by the leader) is followed by a chorus of the whole company, and it is from the key-word of the original Hindustani chorus that this form of entertainment derives its name. Nowadays there are many varieties of the *boria*. Sometimes the singers blacken their faces and dress themselves up as negroes; this is the *boria anak habshi*. Sometimes they disguise themselves as Chinese; this is the *boria china Canton*. Sometimes they figure as Klings and call themselves *mamak tongkang* and *hindu kuli*. They carry Chinese lanterns and perform at night only. One of their number takes the part of a clown and is got up to look ridiculous with a painted face and an exaggerated paunch. In the case of the military *boria* it is the chaplain who plays this part.

In the early days of the *boria* the singers, bearing about with them the effigy of a large scarlet hand, were wont to begin their singing with a chant in honour of the Prophet's grandsons, Hasan and Husain. All this is a thing of the past: Malay public opinion, though Sunnite, revolts against the idea of the massacre of Kerbela being associated with ribald music and song. The Malays know nothing of the fierce sectarian fights in India where the image of the hand of the martyred Husain drives the Shiites into a frenzy of hostility against the Sunnites—a hostility that is repaid with ridicule and insult. In the Straits
the anniversary of Kerbela is a day of mourning and all sectarian virus has been taken out of the boria. In place of the hymn to Husain the leader sings a commonplace verse to introduce his party; for instance (in the boria china Canton):

Kami sakalian china Canton,
Dari gunong gua turun,
Datang ka-mini mahu turun
Hendak pergi ka-terang Jipun;

or in the boria anak habshi:

Habshi ini Habshi lama,
Habshi champur muda teruna,
Habshi bermain sa-lama-lama
Habshi berjalan ka-mana-mana;

and the singing ends with a collection and cries of hip-hip-hurray! There is very little in all this to suggest the wild religious rancour that gave rise to the boria and was traceable in it during the early days when it first appeared in the Straits.

MUSICAL PLAYS.

Malay drama has failed to reach any standard of excellence. In the Peninsula it comprises three classes of plays: the comic opera or bangsawan, which is quite modern; the wayang kulit or shadow-show, which is very ancient; and the ma'yon and other dance-dramas of the old kingdom of Ligor. Each has its own good points. The bangsawan is amusing; it gives us some capital mimicry of types of men, well known in Malaya, such as the Chinese rikisha-puller, the Malay police-constable, the Sikh watchman, the Bombay pedlar and the Jafna-Tamil
clerk. The very ancient shadow-play appeals to antiquarians and has been celebrated in many papers read before learned societies. The *ma'yon* has interest of another sort. Too primitive for the average Englishman yet not primitive enough for the anthropologist, it merits attention as a picture of the childhood of dramatic art. For the Malay theatre was never a novelty that came full-grown into the world; it developed out of the dance. The recreational dance, the dance that was a pretty sight, the mimetic dance, the dance that represented a great historic event—these were the four stages that made ready the way for the drama. In the end, when the drama did come, it came as a variant or improvement of the dance, it could not copy nature and break altogether with the past. Convention fettered it on every side, fixing the number of players, the music, the costumes, the parts to be played, and the heroic *epos* from which the plots were to be taken. It left nothing to the discretion of the actors, except the topical "gags" with which a Malay clown raises a laugh among the audience.

The Thespis of the *ma'yon* was a certain man (named *jembakam* in some versions of the legend) who lived in the jungle and learnt the play from the aborigines. He taught it to others of his own race, fellow-exiles in the forest, until at last they became word-perfect and descended to the villages as exponents of the new art. There they created such a furore that "men left their dinners half eaten and rushed, spoon in hand, to learn the meaning of the strange music of the *ma'yon.*" That is one account. Another and more sophisticated story ascribes the discovery to a certain Shaikh who wandered about
the forest in search of chances of piety. This Shaikh met two Semang, husband and wife, who approached him warily. "I am tired," said the woman to her husband; "talk to me, that I may keep awake." So the husband talked, telling her the stories that are now the plots of the ma'yong and showing her the dances that figure in the performance. The Shaikh observed everything and told the tale to his pupils. We need not follow the story further—how the king's ears came to be filled with the renown of the Shaikh, and how the Shaikh was shocked to learn that his theatricals made him more famous than his piety. Let us only note that the ma'yong is regarded as tending to depopulate villages. We cannot explain why this belief arose. One story ascribes the danger to the Shaikh, who is said to have cursed in his wrath his pupils and the foolish game that he had taught them. Another version—by a curious kind of sympathetic magic—put it down to the charm of the original ma'yong that caused the villagers to rush out of doors even when the curry was just fresh upon the rice. Be the cause what it may, the result is the same: these musical plays are untoward and have to be sterilised by prayer and incantation.

The home of the ma'yong is in the north—in the regions once covered by the old kingdom of Ligor. This ancient State is the great mystery of the Peninsula. As far back as 400 A.D., we have old Chinese records that tell us of a powerful kingdom of "Langgasu" or Langkasuka, which seems to have filled up the north of Malaya, stretching from sea to sea. A thousand years later we meet in the Javanese story of the great war of 1377 A.D. the last mention of Langkasuka as an independent contemporary
State. We may infer that the great Siamese conquest of the fifteenth century put an end to the old kingdom. Langka, Langkasuka, Lakawn, or Ligor—call it what we will—lasted on as a Siamese viceroyalty under a "Raja" of its own up to recent times. The capital of the viceroyalty was at Nakawn Sri Tamarat, but the ruins of a more ancient capital are shown on quite another site. Its greatness is more than a tradition. Here and there, in the forests of the Siamese western States, we may find fallen cities and temples, the relics of a civilisation that built in imperishable stone. Now and again in the dialects, games, songs, and magical formulæ of the Malay kingdoms of the north we meet with strange words and expressions, the relics of an Indo-Chinese language that was not Siamese. In the same region we may find strange customs and strange arts, notably the <i>ch-<i>tam or gilt and enamelled silver-ware of Ligor. From this country also there radiate companies of strolling players, the <i>ma-yong, mëndora and <i>mekmulung, to the Malay south and the wayang <i>kun and lakawn to the Siamese north. High standards of architecture, high perfection of craftsmanship, a rich stock of plays and dramas: surely these things are evidence enough of the wealth and luxury of the ancient Langkasuka. As for the State itself, its story is forgotten: it has become a shadowy tradition as the fairyland of <i>alang-kah-suka, a mere variant of its real name. Some day perhaps the ruins will yield up their secret. But until that day comes the mystery of this old civilisation will lend a special interest to any relic of the fallen State, and the musical plays of northern Malaya can claim this interest.
Let us then depict the *ma'yong* as best we may. The company is made up of four chief players, a few supernumeraries, and a band of some dozen musicians. It plays in the open air, under a shed, but without a raised platform or stage other than the simple matting that convention allows to the dancer. The music is given by a pair of big drums, a pair of gongs, a native flute, a small kettle-drum, some castanets, and a staccato instrument with a wooden keyboard. These instruments, along with the masks and costumes of the actors, represent the whole equipment of the *ma'yong*.

Every company includes among its members a *pawang* or wizard.¹ He opens the proceedings with prayers and incantations, prayers to the great god Siva to spare the actors and musicians, and invocations of the spirits of the country that they may not be angered by this intrusion upon their domain. Tapers are lit; incense is burnt; charms are uttered, not only to Siva and the local spirits but also to the masks and instruments that form part of the show. This quasi-religious ceremony may be followed by some little interval of time before the shed is erected and the play begins. At last everything is ready. The leading actor then comes forward and asks what is the proper fee for the performance? He gets his reply: "A skein of thread, a quarter-dollar, a quid of betel; that was the fee paid to Wan Ni." Wan Ni was one of the first companions of Jemakam, who introduced the *ma'yong* into Malaya. "And what is the proper prayer?" says the actor. He is answered

¹ He also plays the part of the *pescu* or clown.
by some meaningless formula such as the following: "Rēni ma-rēni, ti-ti-ti-ti, rēni-ma-rēni, ti-ti-ti-ti, rēni ma-rēni." After some conventional verses he ends by inviting the spirits to return each to his own home and not trouble the dancers and musicians with faintness or dizziness:

Asal sirah pulang ka-gayang,
Asal pinang pulang ka-lampok,
Sīgala panjak pēngantin-ku1 jungan binasa,
Gia pulleh sedia-kala!

This ends the preliminaries and makes ready the way for the play.

The plots of the ma’yong do not differ in character from the regular Malay romance, though they belong to a cycle of twelve stories that is not represented in the published literature of the country. They differ in details one from another and often contain episodes in which wild animals and demons of the jungle have to play a part. In such cases they call for a fine assortment of masks. However, for all practical purposes they may be typified by the following simple example of a ma’yong play.

The first scene opens with the pa’yong or “jeune premier”2 coming forward and introducing himself to the audience. He is dressed as a young prince according to the ancient fashions of the northern Malay States: long wide trousers, a loose waistcloth of rich material, a short tight coat, a headdress of stiff-cloth with an aigrette, a belt, gold nail-protectors on both hands, a rich assortment of bracelets, and a

1 This word does not mean “bridegroom,” but the player of a certain instrument.

2 In some companies this part is played by a girl dressed as a man.
scarf flung over his left shoulder. He also wears a kēris and carries a curious wand. Dressed in the manner described, he dances and sings before the audience, and when he has been sufficiently admired he tells his hearers that he is off to find a companion for a journey in quest of a lovely princess-bride. Then follows the meeting with this companion, his fidus Achatēs, the pēran or jester of the play. This meeting is invariably a comic interlude, a scene of vulgar humour, in which the pair quarrel and fight for the better amusement of a simple audience. "Take care, you are blinding my ears, you are deafening my eyes"—such is a specimen of a joke at a ma'yong. Ultimately, when the jesting begins to pall upon the spectators, the two boon-companions go off on the best of terms and leave the mat free for the next scene of the play.

Incidentally we may mention that the clown or pēran invariably wears a mask to make himself still more ridiculous. This detail is insisted on by convention. He goes bare to the waist and carries a wooden sword. In the rest of his costume he is allowed ample discretion and aims at being as great a contrast as possible to the dandy prince with whom he has to act.

When the pa'yong and pēran have left the scene the heroine-princess (ma'yong or pūtēri) makes her first appearance. She is attired in a sarong spread out in the "billowy" pattern, a tight blouse (of which the hanging folds are tucked away under the skirt), a tight girdle with or without a big jewelled buckle to emphasise the slenderness of her waist, a long

1 In the north the breasts are often left uncovered.
scarf trailing over her shoulder, and a rich assortment of bracelets, brooches, chains, rings, and jewelled nail-protectors. When she has been on the stage long enough to allow the spectators time to recover from the sensation that so gorgeous an apparition would make in a Malay village she treats them to a song and a dance, takes them into her confidence and assures them that her one desire in life at the present moment is to go on a picnic to a distant pleasure-garden attached to one of her father's country-seats. After this she departs in search of her old nurse who may be able to help her to realise this wish. The old nurse or ma' inang is the feminine counterpart of a clown. She chastises the princess unmercifully and is answered with great tartness, to the amusement of the audience, but she yields in the end and carries off her protégée to interview the king.

The next scene is quite different. It represents the pathos of beauty in distress. The girl is refused permission to leave the palace. She weeps; the nurse supports her with prayers and jokes; and at last the pair get what they want out of the indulgent father. Away they go on their journey to the pleasureunce in the forest. The scene is now supposed to change to the country garden of the king. Prince and clown are the first to arrive by mere chance at this auspicious spot. The prince rhapsodises on the loveliness of it all; the clown turns the rhapsodies into ridicule. After a certain amount of this type of humour the prince and the jester perceive that two ladies are coming in their direction. They disappear at once into the nearest thicket leaving the place clear for any newcomers. Watching their opportunity they wait

1 This part is played by a man dressed as a woman.
till the ladies are disporting themselves in the river and then come forward and take possession of the dry clothes on the bank. This embarrasses the bathers. After a time the princess sends the duenna to open negotiations. This scene is the playwright's opportunity; it confronts the clown with his feminine counterpart. Greek meets Greek; jest is parried by jest; the fun becomes fast and furious. At last the two parties arrange a truce, the clothes are returned, and the prince is introduced to the princess. The play then becomes sentimental with love-scenes, poetry and an undercurrent of parody and jest from the ever-irreverent ma'-inang and p'ran. In order to bring matters to a crisis the clown comes forward with a miraculous love-charm with which he guarantees to win for the prince the heart of any lady in the world. The prince sanctions the experiment, and in a twinkling the princess has fallen in love with the clown, and the duenna with the prince. Complications follow; the prince is furious and thrashes the clown unmercifully amid the frantic plaudits of the audience. In the end, all is put right, so as to show in the final tableau the happy young couple receiving from the indulgent old king the Malay equivalent of "Bless you, my children."

Such then is the ma'yong of northern Malaya. Whether regarded as a drama, or as a concert, it is a poor performance, but it has been admired as a dance and possesses certain historical and linguistic interests that will cause it to be studied seriously when the northern States of the Peninsula come to be as well known as their sister-sultanates of the south. When that time comes we can only hope that it will not be studied (as is so often the case with Malay research)
by single examples of the different plots. We will explain why collation or comparison is necessary.

If an enquirer were to purchase from an actor of a ma' yong the copy of a play such as the Gajah Dangdaru he would get a story written mainly in the third person. The Malay playwright works on very simple lines; he borrows his plot from some cycle of local legend well-known to his hearers and then brings into the story a number of topical jokes and songs. He keeps to the outline of the tale, but fills up the details in the way that he thinks best. In course of time certain definite songs, dances, tunes, jokes and recitative passages come to be connected as old favourites with the Gajah Dangdaru and are given regularly at every performance of the play. The rest of the libretto varies with each troupe and has no special value. The interest of the ma' yong, such as it is, is centered in the constants: the outline of the story and the small details that are fixed in form. To study the rest is to study the vagaries of individual actors.

Anyone who examines a list of names of the commonest ma' yong tales and who reads such summaries of the plots as are procurable, is sure to be struck by a sense of their novelty. He cannot find them among the folk-tales of Perak and Pahang or in the shops of the booksellers of Penang and Singapore. They emphasise the difference in the past history of the north and of the south of the Peninsula.

So, too, if he takes the old songs and recitative passages that time has embedded in these tales he is met again by traces of alien speech and influence. He finds that the very names of the chief parts—ma' yong,
The principle of the wayang kulit is simple; it consists in passing certain leather figures before a bright light so as to throw the silhouettes upon a large cloth screen. The screen is between the player and the audience. The following details may be added. The figures are cut out of hide, parchment, or cardboard, and are fastened to long thin slips of wood by which they are manipulated. The lamp (which has its light concentrated on the screen for obvious reasons) is a hanging light, so that its gentle quivering motion may be imparted to the silhouettes on the screen and give them a more life-like appearance. Vegetable oils are used in preference to mineral oils as they are said to give less smoke. When not in actual use the puppets are stuck up on pieces of banana-pith so as to be ready to hand. These puppets are of rough design in many cases; but the Ligor figures are carefully painted and are very artistic when compared with the Java forms.

An orchestra is employed to play tunes appropriate to the incident depicted on the sheet; one tune for dances, another for battles, etc. Two men work behind the scenes: one recites the story while the other manipulates the figures. A magician recites propitiatory charms and burns incense before every performance both in the Straits and in Java.

Of the stories, Mr. J. D. Vaughan, an eye-witness, wrote as follows in the Journal of the Indian Archipelago very many years ago:

"An old man appears weeping for a long-lost son, and moves to and fro for some time bewailing his loss; the showman speaks each figure's part and alters the tone of his voice to suit the age of the speaker; a second figure comes on, representing a young man armed with a kéris, who endeavours to pick a quarrel with the first-comer, and the conversation is witty and
characteristic, eliciting roars of laughter from the lookers-on; a fight ensues and the old man is wounded; he falls and cries out that were he a young man or if his lost son were present, his adversary should not thus triumph over him. In his conversation he happens to mention his son's name; the young man intimates that his name is the same; an explanation ensues, and it ends by the old man discovering in his late adversary his long-lost son. The old fellow weeps and laughs alternately, caresses his son frequently and declares they shall never part again; the scene ends by the youth shedding tears over his late inhuman conduct, and he finally walks off with the old gentleman on his back.

"Warlike scenes please most: a warrior comes on the stage and challenges his invisible enemy to mortal combat; suddenly another figure comes on at the opposite side and a desperate fight ensues which lasts for a very long time and ends in one of the combatants being killed. Occasionally a battle in which ten or twelve figures join takes place, and for hours will the Malay look on at such scenes."

This account gives a very good description of the show as it appears to the spectators; still, it has to be supplemented on some points. In the Straits the stories depicted in these shadow-shows are taken usually from the Panji legends; in Java they are borrowed from the Ramayana and Mahabharata. But there is no very strict rule in the matter, and the form of some Malay literary works (such as the Hikayat Sang Samba of the Mahabharata epos) makes it quite clear that they were written in the first instance for use with a wayang kulit. Great legendary epics like the story of Panji in Java, the legends of Rama and of the Pandawas in India and the Homeric tales in Greece are episodical; they are split up into a thousand minor incidents of which each may be made into a complete story in itself. A performance of the wayang kulit may go rambling on for weeks. The spectators know this. They do not
want to see the end of the *epos*; they know the general outline already and are only interested in the episodes, the interludes, the digressions, and the humorous gags introduced by the players. The same is true of musical plays like the *ma'yong*. The spectators come late or leave before the end of the piece without giving the actors any grievance. What have they to stay for? They have sampled the skill and wit of the actors, the beauty of the ladies, the sweetness of the music, the grace of the dancing, the gorgeousness of the dresses—what more do they want? They know how the play is going to end; and they consider that no one except a glutton would insist on partaking of every item in a week-long bill-of-fare. The Malay is not a glutton; he is only a gourmet with a big appetite in matters theatrical.

However, to return to our *wayang kulit* where, as everything is stereotyped and made easy for us to understand, we can recognise all the characters at once by their profiles. Seeing a face with the nose and forehead in one long straight line—the forehead too receding and the chin too weak for European taste—we know at once that its possessor is one of the gods or heroes of old Java. But if we see a snub-nose and an irregular profile, then it is our business to hiss, for the face is that of some villain or evil spirit, some child of damnation who has come to circumvent the happiness of the hero and heroine. With clues like this it is impossible to go wrong or to applaud the wrong people. Then again, most people are interested in physiognomy. The narrow fox-like face, the thin arching lips, and the long almond-shaped eyes of the Javanese god represent ideal of self-mastery, of
asceticism, and of indifference to all mundane things. The big teeth, the beetling forehead and the coarse sensual mouth of the demon suggest the strong terrestrial appetites that are absent from the unearthly features of the gods. Yet the divine ideal is unsympathetic. In a far finer way the Greeks produced the same effect by depicting a cold perfection that was disdainful because of its very superiority to all human weakness. There is nothing kindly about the face of an old Greek or Javanese god.

A very human element in these shadow-shows is represented by the two clowns, Sëmar and Turas (or Chémuras). These characters keep up a running fire of disrespectful comment on the ways of the gods, heroes and demons, and prevent the play becoming monotonous. The quality of their humour is not over-refined, but the mere sound of the hoarse talk of Sëmar and of the squeaky replies and cockney accent of Chémuras is enough to set the whole audience in a roar. Incidentally these two characters furnish a great religious enigma. Coarse and contemptible as he is, Sëmar is identified in many of these plays with Sangyang Tunggal, “the one and only God.” One explanation is that the great divinity had a weakness for assuming the kind of incognito in which he was least likely to be recognised, but this theory will hardly serve to explain his being subjected to the filthy practical jokes that Chémuras plays upon him. Nor is there anything very refined in the local tradition that Chémuras was incarnated out of the dirt on the body of “the one and only God.” There is no doubt, however, that such traditions are widespread.
Take the *Hikayat Sang Samba*. This Malay romance is an adaptation for the use of shadow-shows,¹ and its original is the beautiful Kawi poem known as the *Bhauma-karya*. It deals with an episode in the Bharata War. In the last scene the forces of the great earth-demon *Bhauma* (the *Maharaja Boma* of the Malays and the *Antaeus* of the Greeks) have been crushed in battle and their leader has been slain by the monkey-god Hanuman. But the victory has been bought dearly: Sang Samba, the hero of the play, and the great Arjuna lie dead on the field of battle. In some old legends they are brought to life again by the water of life sent down for the purpose by the supreme god Siva (*Bṛāra Guru*). Not so in the *wayang kulit*. Siva refuses to revivify Sang Samba. The heroes of the Mahabharata are in despair; the disconsolate widow of Sang Samba is preparing to immolate herself upon the body of her dead husband, when with startling suddenness the unexpected happens. Sentr, who has been the butt of the earlier part of the story, turns himself suddenly into Sangyang Tunggal, the one and only God. He runs amuck in heaven, overthrowing God after god—Indra, Yama, and even the great *Bṛāra Guru* himself—and forces Siva to surrender the water of life that he has withheld hitherto. What is the explanation of such an ending—the buffoon overcoming the most holy divinity in Java?

The *wayang kulit* of Ligor is associated with the legends of northern Malaya² and has no connection with the Panji cycle or with the Mahabharata. The

---

¹ The narrator of this tale speaks of himself as *dahang*.
² Including the Rama stories.
orchestra, too, is made up of Indo-Chinese instruments. But the modus operandi is much the same in Ligor as it is in Java, and the character of the amusement offered is also the same; the cycle consists of twelve tales beginning with the story of Rama.

At the present time the bangsawan (or modern musical comedy) is the most popular form of theatrical entertainment in the country, unless perhaps we except the European circus. The bangsawan came from India, and is European in character. In its own way it is a very interesting production. It proves clearly enough that the Malay actor can be an excellent mimic with a keen sense of humour and a good eye for the ridiculous. The comic scenes at a bangsawan are well worth the applause that they arouse. On the other hand, the singing is poor, the dresses are gaudy, the scenery is inappropriate, the dialogue is devoid of literary value, and the elocution is bad. A captious critic might take exception to the plots also, and complain that "Hamlet" is made ridiculous as a comedy in which the part of the ghost is played by a clown. The impresario of a bangsawan cares nothing for such criticism; he is determined to give his audience their money's-worth of fun, whether the play be "Romeo and Juliet" or "Ali Baba" or "Genevieve of Brabant." Yet, with all its novelty, the bangsawan is convention-ridden. It is at its best when it introduces a strong realistic element—cooies, rikisha-pullers and other characters whom the actors mimic to perfection. But it is afraid to cut itself adrift from romantic legend altogether, or to give us an original play with a local setting. The violation of precedent would be too serious to contemplate.
So the incongruity of local scenes in classical surroundings is bound to continue. Needless to say the bangsawan does not open with any incantations or invocations of the tutelary deities of the country, unless the complimentary presentation of addresses and garlands to a Resident-General or other guest of the evening can be considered to partake of that character.

The vogue of the bangsawan is due largely to the success of one particular company, the "Wayang Kassim," or "Indra Zanibar." Established about twenty-five years ago it met with relatively little success at first. But it persevered. The manager was a man of ability who developed certain features of his show till they placed it far ahead of all others in popularity. Not that there was anything novel in his methods. He attracted excellent comedians, encouraged them to jest on the topics of the day, improved the scenery and accessories, and chose his actresses with a keen eye for beauty. Certainly he gave a good entertainment to his patrons, and turned his theatre from a wandering troupe of actors into a town-company with a permanent building of its own. But it is doubtful whether the success of the bangsawan has been of any real service to Malay drama. It is in most cases a tawdry show; and the host of imitators of the Wayang Kassim possess very few of the merits of the company that they copy. It should be added that the word "Zanibar" in the official name of the Wayang Kassim is a version of certain Dutch words meaning "sun and moon," and that the show owes a great deal to experience gained in Java and to actresses recruited in that island-empire of the Dutch.
INDOOR GAMES.

Although the Malays are great gamblers they owe their indoor games to foreign influence. Their ancestors lived an outdoor life, discouraged callers, and did their gambling in the form of bets at cock-fights—at which indeed they staked everything. What Malay has not heard of the fate of Pa' Kadok who lost all his property through betting excitedly against his own cock? Nowadays, however, as the cock-fights have gone, they are being replaced by foreign indoor games. Of course gambling among Malays is prohibited by law, but Enactments cannot eradicate a historic trait. In the days of native rule in Perak the right to license gaming-houses was a perquisite that went with the office of Raja Muda. Such a right brought the Raja Muda a considerable income, if we are to judge it by the fact that the gaming rights in a single village were let in 1875 for $100 per mensem. On a great occasion, such as a royal marriage or an installation, the money that changed hands may be estimated at from $20,000 to $50,000. The games at which money is lost or won by the modern Malay are usually games of the crude Chinese type, amusements that call for no skill if played fairly and can be understood without difficulty by any beginner. Foremost among these pastimes is the Chinese poh in which a die is hidden under a metal box and the gamblers stake on the face that they believe to be uppermost. This game has no antiquity and no interest, so far as Malaya is concerned.

Local chess is more venerable and more interesting. A full description of its intricacies cannot be given here, but the following general
remarks will be sufficient to indicate some differences that strike the European observer at once. The chess-board and chess-men are very crude, the squares not being coloured and the pieces being much alike; indeed, a foreign player finds it hard to understand the state of the game when a few chips or lines indicate distinctions that are marked by horses' heads, episcopai mitres and battlemented turrets in the case of European chess-men. A further element of trouble lies in the fact that the Queen is placed on the King's right at the opening of the game and that the moves of the pieces differ slightly from those allowed in Europe. The "openings" recommended in treatises on chess cannot be applied to the Malay game owing to these variations. The result is that the European expert is handicapped when playing against Malays for the first time, and is apt to come away with the impression that they are more skilful than they really are. Extreme specialization in such a trivial matter as chess-playing does not, however, appeal to the native mind: it would be regarded as a mild form of lunacy. It is not difficult—given this form of lunacy—to defeat Malays at their own game.

The origin of local chess has never been worked out with any exactness. Doubtless it came from India, but "India" is a vast country and "Indian origin" is a very vague term. Moreover, there are important differences in the game even within the Malay Archipelago itself. Students of comparative ethnography, if they are interested in chess, may be able perhaps to identify the part of India from which it came by the details of the Malayan game and by the technical terms used. The following list gives
the names of the pieces in Java and in the Peninsula respectively:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Java</th>
<th>Malaya</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>King</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Queen</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bishop</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knight</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Castle</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pawn</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>pidak, bidak</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

raju  raja  
palik  mantri
mantri  gajah
jaran  kuda
prahu  tir

The Western game of draughts has been introduced by the Dutch and bears the Dutch name of *main dam*. This *main dam* does not differ in any important detail from its European prototype; but it is played on a native uncoloured chess-board.

The game of backgammon is known to the Malays under the name of *main tabal*. It is played by women.

The game known as the “tiger-game” or as “the tiger and goats” is of South Indian origin as appears from the fact that an identical game is described in Herklots’ book on the manners and customs of the Muhammadans of the Deccan; it is also met with in Acheen and in Java. It is played with nuts or fruit-pips or small stones used as counters. The figure for the game (which resembles our “fox and geese” in general character) is drawn in the dust on the ground and is rather elaborate in pattern. A full description is given in Snouck Hurgronje’s “Achehnese.”

---

1 The only difference is that the crowned man (*dam*) can jump any distance along a line whether the intermediate spaces are occupied or not; it is thus very difficult to “corner” an opponent.

Another elaborate game of the same sort is known as main chuki. It is played with sixty white pips and sixty black pips on a board of 120 points—the points where the lines drawn on the board intersect. Main chuki appears to be well known in Java and is mentioned occasionally in old Malay literature.

Apit is played on a draught-board. If a player can place one of his pieces on each side of a hostile piece he takes it, or if he can move one of his own between two of the enemy's he takes both.

An indoor game that may possibly be of Indonesian origin is that called main chongkaik. The board is boat-shaped and its central portion is indented by two parallel rows of six holes each which are used as receptacles for the counters. A description of this game (which, curiously enough, goes sometimes by the name of chato or 'chess' in Acehen) is given in Snouck Hurgronje's "Acehnese," and in the Journal of the Straits Asiatic Society. In Java it seems to be known as dakon. The counters in common use are the hard nut-like fruits known as buak gorek or buah kâlich.

All the above are indoor games of skill that do not lend themselves readily to gambling. Some of them are very popular with peons, tambies and punkah-pullers who find that time hangs heavily on their hands.

Card-games are common in Malaya and are played either with European cards or with Chinese cards. They are pure games of chance as a rule and call for no skill whatever. Bridge and whist are not popular; "patience" is unknown.
The following are illustrations of Malay card-games:¹

(1) In the game called main sêkopong (Dutch: schoppen, "spades") hands of five cards each are dealt out. A player leads off; the others follow suit or discard; the highest card of the suit wins the trick. The player with most tricks at the end of the game is the winner.

(2) In the game known as main chabut every card has a definite numerical value; and the object is to get a hand that adds up to either twenty-one or thirty-one. Five cards may be drawn for the first; seven for the second. The player who gets nearest to the required total without exceeding it is the winner of the game.

The technical terms used in the games played with European cards are largely Dutch, thereby indicating their origin. But there are many local differences in the terms used in the various parts of the Peninsula.

The games played with Chinese "chicky" cards are Chinese in their rules and in the terms used. They possess no true Malayan interest.

COMBATS OF ANIMALS.

In the old Malay world cock-fighting was regarded as the king of sports. Like our horse-racing it furnished the gambler with a game that was a happy combination of good fortune and good judgment, and like our cricket and football it

¹ Notes on Malay card-games are to be found in Skaat’s “Malay Magic,” pp. 487–493; and in the Journal of the Straits Asiatic Society, No. 14, 45.
introduced into sport an element of local and even international rivalry through the practice of pitting the best cocks of different districts in matches one against the other. Moreover, it appealed to man's wilder instincts, to the joy of battle and the lust of blood. Cock-fighting is not to be dismissed as a mere unwholesome spectacle, a brutal contest between two lean and lanky fowls: the cocks stood for more than that. Even in our own national games one critic gazes in rapture on a national hero where another man only sees "a flannelled fool at the wicket or a muddied oaf at the goal." The golfer with his lost ball and the cock-owner with his dead cock represent achievement rather than futility and failure. They have gained their end even if it is at the price of their instruments. Their reward has been in the thrill of the game itself, a thrill that cock-fighting gives in a very marked degree. The old Malay boasted of the prowess of his cock, discussed its merits with the appreciation of a connoisseur, backed it with every dollar that he was worth, trained it with all the joy of anticipated triumph and watched its successes with an excitement that was almost delirious in its intensity. Left in the end with a mortgaged holding and a slaughtered bird he could still look back to many happy days of glorious life when he and his cock had been heroes of the hour. To such an enthusiast, cock-fighting was a many-sided delight, a compound of varied pleasures, like the multiple taste of the durian. And if the modern critic sneers at such enthusiasm as worthy only of a better cause, he should allow for the weakness of human nature
and remember the words of the cynic who said that there is no happiness for any man of brains in our modern Singapore unless he consents to bury those brains in a golf-hole.

Not that cocks were the only creatures which could be induced to fight and die in the interest of old Malay sports. Combativeness is common. Buffaloes, bulls, rams, quails, mole-crickets, the little fish called puyu-puyu—all these animals have enough of the gladiator instinct to allow of their being butchered for a show. Still, when everything else had been tried, the cock remained the king of fighters. At long intervals some ostentatious prince might honour a distinguished guest by arranging a fight between a tiger and a buffalo or bull, a royal spectacle that ended generally in a fiasco. At his best, in his own forests, the Malayan king of beasts is an overrated champion when compared with the buffalo or with the gaur; indeed, it is not long since the horns of so prosaic a combatant as the government stud-bull at Kuala Kenering were found to be adorned by pieces of the fur of a tiger. Away from his proper haunts the tiger slinks into the background and declines to fight boldly for his life. The last local exhibition of a contest between a buffalo and a tiger (which occurred some forty years ago at Johore in the presence of the Duke of Edinburgh) ended in an easy triumph for the buffalo. In the north of the Peninsula, when buffalo is pitted against buffalo, a better combat may be seen. Interesting owing to the surprising strength and energy of the animals, it gives a moment of breathless suspense while the two duellists charge one another.
with a rapidity that we would never have associated with their ungainly form, but unfortunately the interest is not kept up after the first onset. The weaker animal realises its inferiority almost at once and seeks to withdraw from the unequal struggle so that the issue is no longer in doubt. A contest between bulls is even less exciting. They charge with less violence, interlock their horns, and turn the combat into a mere game of push, till one or other animal makes up its mind to run away. Moreover, the high value of buffaloes and bulls makes it undesirable that they should be injured by any eagerness to fight to a finish. Mole-cricket and fighting-fish are certainly cheap, and possess all the pertinacious valour of the cock, but they lack individuality. They resemble each other too closely; they cannot be petted and made much of; they are not suitable subjects for the skill of a trainer and are wanting in all the human traits that endear the cock to his master. After all there is something singularly human about the crow of a wounded fighting-cock in the hour of its victory, and the Malays love and understand it. Even the defeated bird that crows lustily as though it has won is not without its Malay imitators. In fact, the cock has become a symbol of honour, the indefatigable fighter who rejoices in war for its own sake, and refuses to accept defeat.

The Malays recognise many breeds of fighting-cocks. They differ mainly in the matter of colour and are accounted lucky or otherwise according to the markings on their plumage. It is difficult to say why a fiery red cock, wasp-like with its long yellow legs, should be looked upon as invincible in war; but the experts tell us that it is so and their advice must be
taken for what it is worth. Let us therefore suppose that a Malay chief has found a cock that is entirely to his liking and has justified selection by beating such roosters as the village can offer to the assault of its maiden spurs. The proud proprietor keeps it fastened up within the house-verandah at night so that it may be out of the way of the predatory civet-cat, and he submits gladly to having his slumbers disturbed by the lusty crowing that shows his pet to be a cock of cheery disposition and high settle. In the morning he bathes it, shampoos it so as to make its limbs supple, and while he excites its passions by letting it have glimpses of other village cocks he does not let it waste its strength and energy on the petty rivalries of the farmyard. He holds it in reserve for higher things. Sooner or later he is sure to meet some boastful cock-fancier with a bird of his own and a foolish readiness to back up an opinion with a wager. Now comes the expert's chance. The challenge is taken up and a contest is arranged in true Malay style by witnesses being called in to testify to all the details. The stakes are all deposited with a stake-holder (who receives a percentage for his good services); and the cocks are plighted or "betrothed" to one another by the simple ceremony of allowing each bird one single peck at its rival. This clinches the matter; withdrawal after this point means forfeiture of the money staked.

The training of the cock for a contest is a very simple matter of washing and massage; and the selection of a champion, though it calls for expert knowledge, may be regarded as settled from the moment that the cocks have been definitely "betrothed." But the trainer is still very far from
the end of his troubles. He has to select a lucky time for the duel. Every day of the calendar is divided into five parts, and every one of these five portions of the day is regarded as being under the control of its own presiding genius, a Hindu divinity who rules the destinies of the hour. Each of these five divinities—Maheswara (or Siva), Kala, Sri, Brahma and Vishnu—favours a special colour. Siva favours pale yellow, Kala a brownish black, Sri white, Brahma red, and Vishnu green or blue. It stands to reason that a black cock has very little chance of success if it attacks a white cock at an hour when Sri is in the ascendant. The trainer has therefore to select a time when he cannot be handicapped by a malignant Goddess of Fortune. Nor can he easily find out what divinity is in the ascendant, for the old Hindu calendar is based on a week of five days and has no exact parallel in the Moslem month. Even when he has arranged this matter to his own satisfaction he has other mystic forces to reckon with. He has to allow for Seven Ominous Times presided over by the Seven Heavenly Bodies, each with a favourite tint of its own. The beneficent assistance given by Sri to a white cock may be quite undone by the malignant hostility of the planet Mercury favouring a black opponent. Then again there are the Signs of the Zodiac, the luckiness or unluckiness of the Moslem days and months, the quaint old Indonesian calendar of the Rëjang, and the exact position in the heavens of the Rijalu’l-ghaib or invisible spirits who bear the coffin of Ali suspended between Heaven and Earth. All these influences have to be allowed for. The auspicious time for a cock-fight may be made a matter
for the most abstruse astrological calculations. Last
of all there is the very real danger of an unsportsman-
like opponent burying a charm or talisman within the
sacred soil of the cock-pit. The discovery of a trick
of this sort generally ends in a free fight between the
partisans of the cocks, it is as bad as cheating at
cards, according to Malay notions of morality.

Sooner or later, however, the preliminaries are
over, and the great day of battle arrives. The
fighting-ground or cock-pit is marked out and the
spectators (many of whom have bets on the issue of
the fight) gather round it, waiting with true Malay
patience for the coming of the birds. At last one of
the trainers appears, holding his bird under his arm
as he squats down in the cock-pit to prepare for the
coming of his opponent. There he gives his bird a
final rub, smoothes its wings, and (when his opponent
is in sight) fastens the sharp steel weapons to the
cock’s spurs or to the poor mutilated stumps into
which the bird’s natural weapons have been converted.
The process of fastening on these spurs is a long and
weary business carried out with scrupulous exactitude
as any loose winding would be the ruin of a bird’s
chances of success. At last everything is ready. The
birds are excited by being allowed to peck at each
other while still held back in their trainers’ hands.
These sham attacks are the prelude to the real one.
At the word of command the birds are let loose and
the fight begins amid the wildest cheers of encourage-
ment from the partisans of each cock. A fight with
artificial spurs does not last long; the wounds inflicted
are too terrible for that. A fight with natural spurs
may go on for long time and is divided up into mains,
the time of which is regulated by a rude sort of water-clock. As soon as a bird refuses to continue the fight it is pronounced the loser. The following rules, given by Newbold, are interesting:

1. The winner takes the dead bird.

2. If a drawn battle, each takes his own.

3. No person but the holder shall interfere with the cocks after they have been once set to, even if one of them run away, except by the permission of the juara. Should any person do so and the cock eventually win the battle, the owner shall be entitled to half the stakes only.

4. Should one of the cocks run away and the wounded one pursue it, both birds shall be caught and held by their trainers. Should the runaway cock refuse to peck at its adversary three times, the wings shall be twined over the back and shall be put on the ground for the adversary to peck at; should he too refuse after it has been three times presented, it is a drawn battle. The cock that pecks wins.

5. The stakes on both sides must be forthcoming and deposited on the spot.

6. A cock shall not be taken up unless the spur is broken, even by the trainers.

"The beauty of the sport," says Sir H. Clifford, "is that either bird can stop fighting at any moment. They are never forced to continue the conflict if once they have declared themselves defeated, and the only real element of cruelty is thus removed." Opinions may differ on this point. It is obvious that the cruelty is greatest in the case of a plucky old fighting-cock that will not own to defeat. It is the coward that suffers least. The victorious bird described by Sir Hugh—"dragged and woe-begone, with great patches of red flesh showing through its wet plumage,
with the membrane of its face and its short gills and comb swollen and bloody, with one eye put out and the other only kept open by the thread attached to its eyelid'—surely possesses a grievance against the owners for whom it fought. It pays a high price for the pleasure of repentance and may have revised its first opinions about the beauty of the sport. The author of 'In Court and Kampong' is much fairer to cock-fighting when he admits its cruelty but compares it favourably with the fox-hunting of our English shires. The name of sport can indeed be used to cover a multitude of hideous cruelties.

Sir H Clifford's book 'In Court and Kampong' contains some vivid descriptions both of cock-fighting and of bull and buffalo-fighting. The author of that book, who sees with keener eyes than the average spectator and understands more, is able to describe an interesting sight where the casual looker-on would be only bored. These contests make no appeal to the average European, whatever they may make to the Malay. Moreover, they are becoming things of the past. When Raja Lumu of Selangor came to Perak to be installed under the name of Sultan Selaheddin Shah he brought with him an array of fighting-cocks that kept the local cocks employed for months. In those days every cock had its history and its roll of victories to lend interest to further struggles. Nowadays all is different. At the installation of the Raja Muda of Perak in 1908 a well-known officer from the wilder parts of the country brought down a train of bulls and cocks to try conclusions with the cocks and bulls of Kuala Kangsar. The result was not an unmixed success; the larger animals lacked training and practice; while the cocks of Kuala
Kangsar were a miscellaneous assembly of roosters that could neither crow nor fight. The glory of these combats has departed.

Elaborate as is the lore of cock-fighting in the Peninsula it is probably only a fragment of a still more complicated art that had its origin in Java. Its principal developments are the classification of fighting-cocks and in the extraordinary system of fortune-telling to which it has given rise. The same elaboration is not to be traced in the fights of any creatures other than cocks; but even there Java has the honour of giving us a wider range of combats. Wild pigs were even used for fighting, as well as goats, rams, bulls, buffaloes, ground-doves, quails, and mole-cricket.s. Probably the use of artificial spurs is to be traced to Java, while the cock-fights without spurs and the combats of fighting-fish may have been due to the influence of the old Indo-Chinese kingdoms of the north, for the fighting-fish, at all events, are indigenous to Indo-China; they represent a species that is not found in the south.

CONCLUDING OBSERVATIONS.

The foregoing chapters do not cover the whole field of Malay recreation. The question of enjoyment enters into almost all the affairs of life.

Excursions are a common form of Malay amusement. Sometimes a hunting-trip, sometimes an expedition to gather shell-fish or turtles' eggs, sometimes a fish-drive, supplies the ostensible excuse for the picnic, but its real object is sport for sport's own sake. The well-known minggilunchur, made known to fame by Sir Frank Swettenham, is a picnic.
to a natural water-chute on the River Dal near Kuala Kangsar. It is said to have been invented by a former District Officer of Kuala Kangsar who was the first to see the possibilities of the chute as a combination of aquatic sport with curry-tiffins. Pastimes of that type are about as Malayan as the curried dishes themselves; still the ménggélunchur appeals to Sultans and Chiefs in these happy days when a man may enjoy himself without putting forward any utilitarian excuses for his pleasure. Travel also is popular among Malays. No doubt, it enlarges the mind; but developments of that sort are not what the native traveller has in view. He treats the journey as a prolonged excursion and laughs away the petty hardships that it involves. And, after all, this love of outdoor amusements and of a fresh-air life is one of the healthiest features in the Malay national character.

In the province of intellectual recreation the position is less promising. The modern Malay reads books where his ancestors listened to rhapsodists; but present-day education rarely carries a native boy to the point at which reading becomes a pleasure, and it is very doubtful whether the ancient minstrels ever earned enough money to pay their way. A hearty welcome and a good dinner represented the most that they could expect for their services. The fact that vernacular newspapers are longer-lived than they once were, points to the growth of a taste for reading even though the growth may be slow. Meanwhile native scholars are few. Most of those whom we meet are eccentric who write pedantic poetry lamenting the dismal doom of persons condemned to live like orphaned strangers in the midst of an uncongenial
world. A few Malay dilettanti exist, who are devoted to hobbies like local customary law or ceremonial or genealogy or history or folk-lore. Happy is the European student who discovers one of these mines of information! Men with religious hobbies are common enough, but they take their pleasures sadly; and although they enjoy long prayers and the salutations of pious persons in the market-place, they would be horrified to have their occupations included under the profane heading of amusements. Still more common are lovers of witty conversation, of unwritten literature (if we may be pardoned the expression), of epigram, proverb, fable, riddle, and the smart sayings of famous raconteurs. Every Malay is something of a gossip; he has no affection for stern and silent men.

Careless and light-hearted the Malay certainly is; a lover of gaiety, women and song; but even his worst enemy would hardly accuse him of being self-indulgent. He is temperate, whether consciously or not. He does not eat to excess and is rarely corpulent. He has been known to drink, but never nowadays to be a drunken sot. He gambles, but only on special occasions. He may smoke opium; but it is usually in moderation. It is quite a mistake to suppose that the modern Malay is being corrupted by civilisation, by European spirits, by Chinese opium, by prostitution and by the vices that mining camps and sea-port towns have set up in his midst. Let any doubter read the Sījarah Melayu with its stories of the drunkenness and profligacy of the old Malarca Kings, or the East India Company's record of the potations of the Sultans of Acheen and Johor, or Goudinho de Eredia's condemnation of the ways of Malay women, or Admiral Matelief's description of Sultan Alaedin and his
court of inebriates, or Captain Hamilton's account of the iniquitous Sultan Mahmud II. Or, again, to come to more modern times, let him read Abdullah's story of his voyage to Kelantan and of the women who came down to the ships, or the unpublished diary of the murdered Resident of Perak with its constant references to the opium-smoking and profligacy that disgraced Malay court-life in the seventies; or indeed let him question any of the eye-witnesses of the conduct of the Perak Chiefs in the days of Sir Hugh Low. Time has thrown a glamour over the past; but in face of this host of eye-witnesses it is impossible to urge that modern civilisation has corrupted the Malay. The very converse is the truth: it has purged him of much of his old grossness. Present-day critics will find much to mock at in the modern Malay youth with his dandyism, his shiny shoes and the rose-tinted spectacles that are intended to play havoc with the hearts of maidens: he typifies a time of transition, a hobbledehoy period that has lost the careless charm of childhood without attaining the full-grown dignity of man. Popular criticism is always indulgent to the wicked and merciless to the ridiculous; it will not spare the modern Malay even though he may has shed his grosser vices without losing a love of freedom and of healthy exercise that may lead him on to a wholesome manhood in the end. A study of old Malay records leads to a fairer and a truer judgment; it encourages us to forget the trivial absurdities of the present when we remember the immense advance that has been made upon the past.
APPENDICES.

I.—NURSERY RHYMES.

(1)
Kayoh laju-laju—laju-laju,
Sampaí To' Penglima—sampaí To' Penglima,
Apa dalam baju—dalam baju,
Kutum bunga sêna—kutum bunga sêna.

Bunga sêna Dato'—sêna Dato',
Karang tajok malai—karang tajok malai,
Pimpin têruna masok—têruna masok,
Sêlawat hujong balai—sêlawat hujong balai.

Balai Che' Wan Kéchil—Che' Wan Kéchil,
Balai panjang lima—balai panjang lima,
Tumang dari kéchil—dari kéchil,
Sampaí bulan lima—sampaí bulan lima.

(2)
Kayoh, ma' bijau, kayoh,
Kayoh laju-laju,
Jumpa china tuha,
Beri makan sago.

(3)
Ikan lumut lumi—lumat lumi,
Makan lumut batang—makan lumut batang,
Nyonya kampong sunyi—kampong sunyi,
Baba suka datang—baba suka datang.

(4)
Pinang kotai lambong,
Sireh gagang layu,
Nyonya punya kampong,
Baba tumpang lalu.
(5)
Rumah che' Baiduri,
Tiang limau purut,
Chinchin pênoh jari,
Hutang bérsembakarut.

(6)
Anak musang jantan—musang jantan,
Panjat sêntul tinggi—panjat sêntul tinggi.
Bukan hutang makan—hutang makan,
Hutang sabong judi—hutang sabong judi.

(7)
Kêtam bérdayong.
Rama-rama bërkenudì;
Kêmbangkan payong.
Anak raja turum mandi.

(8)
Oi indok moh,
Kita ka-Mêlaka,
Mêmbuka pêti gewang,
Mêngambil jarum maa,
Mênnandingcan Si-Lunchat.
Chut-chat, chut-chat!

(9)
Oi indok, si-timbong gayong.
Nak ku-panjat, duri nya banyak.
Nak ku-têbang, bêliong sumbing.
Nak di-tunu, takut sangat—
Harimau jantan béranak kéchil.

(10)
Ikan parang-parang—parang-parang.
Gulai sama chuka—gulai sama chuka,
Nyonya gigi jaran—gigi jarang,
Baba tidak suka—baba tidak suka.

(11)
Henchang-henchut tali kéchapi,
Kényang pêrut suka bati.
(12)
Mengirek mengangin padi,
Sunting bunga si-balong ayam,
Kechil molek main ta' jadi,
Dunia di-pinjam sa-hari sa-malam.

(13)
Timang tinggi-tinggi
Sampai churnur atap;
Belum tumbuh gigi
Pandai bacha kitab.

(14)
Geling-geling sapi,
Berbulu télíngu-nya;
Di-mana Keling mati?
Di-hulu běńua-nya.

(15)
Tong-tong todak,
Sémbahyang jambu-jambu;
Ka-mana pèrgi hudak?
Ambil ayer sa-labu.

(16)
Raja Ratu di-Mélaka,
Puteri Dang dari Jambi;
Bukit batu cèrmin mata,
Nyiuir pinang habis mati

(17)
Anak gajah jantan
Pandai tikam chêlong;
Sudah sama padan
Bagai ayam sabong.

(18)
Anak rusa dandi
Pandai lompat tinggi;
Sudah untong kami
Tunang ta'-mènjadi.
II.—CHILDREN’S GAMES.

I am indebted for most of my information in this Appendix to Daeng Abdul Hamid. Malay Assistant, Perak Museum, and to Raja Abdul Aziz, Settlement Officer, Krian—both formerly of the Perak Secretariat. The curious little rhymes and other formulæ sung by children when playing these games are given in the form taken down by these two authorities, but I have to add that they vary greatly from State to State and that a satisfactory version can only be obtained by collating a long series of variants. Many of them are quite meaningless and may date back to older languages.
I. Gap-gap kudang.—This game is played by two children, or by children in pairs. It is a test of ticklishness. One child lies on his (or her) back, while the other player with swaying arms repeats the following words:

Gap-gap kudang;
Di-mana akrampang?
Jalok di-lubok,
Ikan banyak.

As soon as the formula has been repeated the tickling begins and the child that can stand it longest gets the credit of success.

II. Gênggam-gênggam melukut.—This is another tickling game. In this the children sit facing each other and tickle each other about the armpit.

The formula that precedes the tickling runs as follows:

Gênggam-gênggam melukut,
Melukut dalam gantang,
Dalang tikus mondok,
Mênyusup di-bawah halang.

The child that holds out longest is the winner.

III. Ketip-ketip sêmut or gêkêk sêmut.—The players lay their hands palm downwards one on another. The lowest hand but one pinches the back of the lowest hand saying, ketip-ketip sêmut (an ant is nipping you). The bitten hand is then withdrawn and is laid on the others, thus becoming the highest. The hand that is now lowest is nipped in its turn—and so on till the novelty wears off.

IV. Jinjing-jinjing tikus.—See text, pp. 7, 8.

V. Dêrbidas.—In this game the open hand of one child is drawn back by the finger; and then the finger is let go and the palm is jerked forward with a whack on the arm of the opposing player. The cry to desist—like our "pax"—is chup.

VI. Bêrapy.—In this game the closed fist is drawn back and is then jerked forward on the arm of the opposing player. This goes on till one or other gives in and cries chup—"pax."

VII. Rangkai-rangkai pêriok.—See text, p. 8.

VIII. Pong-pong along.—See text, pp. 8, 9.
IX. Sapu-sapu ringin — For boys. The children begin this game by taking their seats in a long line with sarongs tucked up to the knee and legs stretched out. They then swing their arms forward in unison and sing:

*Sapu-sapu ringin,
Kritumbong gayong-gayong,
Dalang ti-kalang
Membawa buaya kudong
Kudong kaki kudong langan
Sentak półok langan sa-brâlah

At the last word every boy draws in his left leg and seizes his right shoulder with his left hand.

In this new attitude they sing the same formula once more and then each boy draws in his right leg and seizes his left shoulder with his right hand. This leaves all the children huddled up with squatting haunches and folded arms. They then sing:

* Dong-dong pak,
Pelamam lubu-lubu,
Apa kena hidong wumpak?
Di-têrkam habi tadi

They then try to jump forward like frogs and owing to the constrained attitude the result is something like a sackrace, boys falling over forward or sideways to the amusement of the spectators and of themselves.

X. Longlang hurong pana. See text pp 9-10

XI Têbang-rebhu — This is an indoor game. All the players except one sit down in a row on the floor with their arms outstretched and their hands resting on the ground. The one exception or challenger comes forward and takes up a position in front of them. He then says:

*Têbang-têbang rehbu kudang yana,
Ikat junjung, awal-awal kudang ganti;
Sa-kopak, dua kopak, awal dera dera

While saying this he is allowed to test the strength of the boys by trying to knock their arms away from under them.
At the end of the formula, each player in the line draws up his left arm and seizes his right shoulder with it, leaving his right arm alone resting on the ground. The same formula is repeated and the same test of strength may be applied. After that, the right arms are withdrawn and the players face the challenger with folded arms.

The challenger then addresses them individually.

Tēbang-tēbang Pa’-Punggur,
Pa’-Punggur mati akar;
Che’ Ali ka-padang bēludongkan daun,
Sa hari ta’-ku-pandang, sa-rasa sa-tahun,
Akar apa ini?*

"What creeping plant is this," says the challenger pointing to the crossed arms of each child in succession. If the child is weak and timid he names a creeper that is weak and brittle; if he is prepared to take up the challenge he names a tough liana that does not give way easily. When all the replies have been received the challenger may take up one or more of the defiances and try to force the boys’ arms away from their bodies. Resistance is offered and the struggle provides the excitement of the game.

XII. Lompat katal.—This is our leap-frog. But in the Malay game the boys begin by jumping over the "frog's" outstretched legs. The "frog" then stands as in our leap-frog and gradually arises his back till some player fails to clear it. That player becomes the next "frog". As each boy vaults he shouts lompat katal (leap-frog), whence the name.

XIII. Pat-pat aiku rembat.—See text, pp. 10, 11.

XIV Champak bunga.—A number of boys divided up into two equal sides and draw lots for the start. The winners become the riders, the losers become the horses. A "flower" is constructed out of a piece of cloth twisted up into the shape of a rope and is thrown by one rider to another till somebody fails to catch it. The riders then dismount and become the horses of their adversaries.

The "flower" is thrown from side to side, the horses and riders standing in opposite rows. When everyone has caught it in turn the whole line of horses trots over to the other side.
and exchanges places with the opposite line. If the flower is
caught three times in succession by every member of the party
the horses cross and recross three times to mark the event.
This is called the mandi kuda or "bathing of the horses."

XV. Tikam seladang.—See text, pp. 13, 14.

XVI. Main hantu rasa.—See text, pp. 11, 12, 13.

XVII. Chêkup-chêkup payoh.—This is one of the "innocent"
forms of hide-and-seek. A certain spot—usually a tree-trunk or
post—is made the goal or ibu, and one of the players is told off
to guard it. He shuts his eyes while the others conceal them-
selves within a given area round him. At the cry of xudah he
starts off in search of the concealed "quails" and they have to
get to the goal before he catches them. The first boy caught is
the pursuer or goal-keeper for the next round.

XVIII. Ibu anak.—This is another "innocent" form of the
same game but there is no real concealment. The goal-keeper
stands by his goal; the others stand some way off. After the
cry of anak they have to seize an opportunity to dodge past him
and touch the goal before he can intercept them.

XIX. China buta.—This is "blindman's buff." A circle
is drawn on a piece of soft sandy ground and a boy is chosen
to be blindfolded. The first boy whom the "blindman" or
"blind Chinaman" catches or drives outside the prescribed limits
becomes the "blind Chinaman" in his turn.

XX. Main hiron suggest.This is a game in which one pursuer
chases the other players in the water. The first boy caught
becomes pursuer in his turn.

XXI. Main tutu.—A long line is drawn on a piece of
ground and players are stationed along it at intervals as its
keepers or guardians. Or a series of parallel lines may be drawn
with a guardian for each. The other players have to run through
the line of guardians passing in and out between them without
being touched. This game is played by moonlight.

XXII. Main kambing.—See text, p. 15.

XXIII. Main hantu musang.—See text, pp. 14, 15.

XXIV. Main kuching.—See Skeat's "Malay Magic,
p. 490.

XXV. Main tul.—See Skeat's "Malay Magic," p. 491

XXVI. Main tanggul.—See Skeat's "Malay Magic," p. 491
XXVII. Main gahak panjang.—See Skeat’s “Malay Magic,” p. 500.

XXVIII. Sepak raga.—Mr. O’May gives the following notes on sepak raga as played at Kuala Kangsar:

“I am told that the player to whose right the raga falls should kick it and that a player should not run more than three steps from his place unless the ball is kicked out behind him. The latter rule is not often observed.

“In one form of the game any player who misses the ball has to place a forfeit in the middle of the playing-ground (gelanggang), usually a handkerchief or cap which he happens to have with him. This may be won back by scoring for a certain moderate number of times without a miss, but a man who is playing badly is sometimes left with nothing but his sarong.

“An element of competition is introduced into the play of a team by marking misses and by excluding players who miss twice until only two players are left.

“The raga should be made of rotan sēga. The season for the game is the period of three months following the padi-harvest.

“There is a Chinese variant of sepak raga in which a shuttle-cock (ekor ayam) is used (J. R. A. S., XXXI. 63). It is not commonly played by Malays though popular among the smaller boys at this (the Kuala Kangsar) school.”

XXIX. Main awai.—Mr O’May writes:

“Aurai is a form of rounders. Two sides are picked (which need not be equal in numbers) and the captains toss for first innings. A brick, stone or piece of wood is set on end and a lime serves as a ball if an India-rubber ball is not available. The side that has lost the toss fields. One boy of the other side stands by the brick, throws up the ball and hits it away. If it is caught he is out (mati). If not, the fielder who stops it throws it at the brick and the striker stands behind the brick. If the ball touches the brick the striker is out, but if it rolls past he may stop it with his foot and if it bounces up and he catches it he scores a point and is entitled to omit the next stroke.

“There is a series of strokes that each side tries to get through before all the half-dozen (or more) boys in it are dead. These are in threes, each three being alike.”
"Awai (awal) satu, awai dua, awai tiga.—The first group. For these the striker faces the brick and hits the ball backwards after throwing it up. For the rest he has his back to the brick and faces the fielders.

"Sa-bēlah satu, sa-bēlah dua, sa-bēlah tiga.—Toss the ball up with the right hand and strike it also with the same hand.

"Dua-bēlah satu, etc.—Toss up the ball with the left hand and hit it with the right.

"Ikat satu, etc.—Use the right hand, holding the left behind the back.

"Tēpok dada satu, etc.—Strike the chest between throwing the ball up and hitting it.

"Kangkang satu, etc.—Raise one leg, pass the hand under it, throw up the ball, withdraw the hand and strike.

"Sepak satu, etc.—Let the ball fall, and kick—as when making a drop-kick at football.

"As each player goes out his successor begins at the satu stroke of the stage in which he came to grief. If the series is completed the boys of the successful side who have not yet been in take their turn all the same."

XXX. Main gayau.—Mr. O'May writes:

"Gayau is a wild fruit, round and flat. The game is played by sides, equal in numbers. When a coin has been tossed, the losers place their gayau one behind the other at intervals of (say) ten feet, upright on their edges. The other side try one after the other to knock these down with their gayau, kicking them from a point (say) twenty feet off in the same line, striking them with the side of the foot as in porok so that they skim the surface of the ground. If a player knocks down one of the enemy's gayau he gets another kick, delivered this time with the other foot. Sometimes the missile flies over the nearest gayau and strikes the second or even (very rarely) the third. Sometimes the same missile knocks down two gayau in succession. This is allowed; but if the second gayau is knocked down by the first it counts as a fault and closes the innings. So does a wrong statement of the score. This is a feature of the game: the captain of one side frequently asking the captain of the other what the score is, in the hope of catching him out through a mistake."
"The scoring is as follows:

If a player knocks down with his first kick—

1. The nearest gayau ... 100
2. The second gayau ... 4,000
3. The third gayau ... 10,000

or with his second kick—

1. The nearest gayau ... 1,000
2. The second gayau ... 10,000
3. The third gayau ... 100,000

If the first kick is a miss there is no second kick.

"The score is calculated negatively, the other side "owing" these numbers of points. If all of a side miss, they are given another opportunity of scoring. Each takes his missile and aims at one of the standing gayau of his opponents. If each now succeeds in hitting the target in three shots his side gets no credit in points but is allowed to start over again. At this stage they can help each other. Thus a player who hits his target with his first shot is allowed three shots at the targets which his colleagues have missed. If he succeeds with his second shot he is allowed two; and with his third, one.

"If the hostile gayau are thus disposed of the team begins again with a clean sheet. If not, their score is 0 and the other side begins. The side that scores the highest figure in its innings is the winner.

"The game is very popular."

III.—MARBLES (MAIN GULI OR MAIN JAKA).

(DESCRIPTION BY RAJA ABDUL AZIZ AND DAENG ABDUL HAMID.)

This is a game for any number of players. They begin by digging three holes on some open space, the holes being about 1½ inch in diameter and at intervals of about 2½ yards. Each player in turn stands by one of these holes and shoots his marble at the hole furthest from it, the player whose marble comes to rest closest to the hole is selected to open the game. But if in this competition one marble hits another (tingkin) every one has to begin again.

The opener of the game now squats on his heels over the hole at one end and shoots his marble at the hole at the other
end (lubang satu). His object is to send the marble into that hole. Probably he fails. Then all the other boys in succession make the attempt, perhaps with the same result. They then try again in the same order from the place where the marble of each has come to a standstill. The first to get his marble into the lubang satu leads off when it comes to shooting at the lubang dua or middle hole. The players go on in this way from hole to hole and back again, till they come to the lubang sa-puluh or middle hole (for the fourth time). The player who first gets into his hole becomes the raja or winner, but before doing so he has to knock away his opponents' marbles with his own so that none of them may be lying within a radius of 1½ yards of his goal. He then stops playing and stands out. The others go on until by a process of elimination only one player—the loser—is left in. The loser has then to pay forfeit, putting his fist in one of the holes for the other players to shoot at.

A feature of this game is that certain phrases must be repeated when a successful stroke is made. These phrases are:

(i) Sěmua chukup (the rules are complied with).
(ii) Sa-jěngkal raja, masok lubang ta'-korek, sok ta'-ulang, tīga kali raja, ta'-otek, tīga kali otēk raja, ta'-idar, ta'-jaka, ta'-idar pinang, ta'-idar punggong, tampan kuis, mantēri kědua raja.
(iii) Sěmua ta'-raja, jaka idar, jaka sapu, idar punggong, idar buah idar pinang, sa-jěngkal ta'-raja, tīga kali otēk ta'-raja, sok ulang, masok lubang ta'-raja, mantēri ta'-raja.

If the player is not alert enough to repeat one formula before his opponent repeats the opposition formula he loses the benefit of his successful shot.

These curious expressions are not meaningless; they are brief and idiomatic summaries of rules in the game. Their meaning is as follows:

Sa-jěngkal raja: "if after being hit my marble is left within a span's length of yours I win the stroke.

Masok lubang ta'-korek: "if my marble after being hit rolls into a hole (I win the stroke)."

Sok ta'-ulang: "you may not shoot from a hole near my marble."
Tiga kali raja: "if you hit my marble three times successively I win the stroke."

Ta'-otek: "you must not be too deliberate (you must play fast)."

Tiga kali otek raja: "if you play slowly three successive times I win the stroke."

Ta'-idar: "you must not move out of position"—i.e., "you must shoot at my marble from where your marble lies."

Ta'-jaka: "my marble must not be moved (by the stroke that hits it)."

Ta'-idar pinang: "the pinang (marble) must not be moved.

Ta'-idar punggong: "you must not squat in an unauthorised attitude."

Tampan kuis: "if my marble is stopped by another in its course after being hit I may jerk it away to a distance."

Mantéri kedua raja: "if my marble is hit and then another is hit I win the stroke."

Semua ta'-raja: "I stop your winning the stroke."

Jaka idar: "I may move your marble."

Jaka sapu: "I may move your marble and sweep the ground to improve my stroke."

Idar punggong: "I may squat in any attitude I like."

Idar buah idar pinang: "I may move any marble I please."

Sa-jingkal ta'-raja: "though after being hit your marble remains within a span's length of mine you don't win the stroke."

Tiga kali otek ta'-raja: "though I may have hit you three times successively and slowly, yet you don't win the stroke."

Sok ulang: "though I shoot from a hole near your marble (you don't win the stroke)."

Masok lubang ta'-raja: "though after being hit your marble rolls into a hole you do not win the stroke."

Mantéri ta'-raja: "a cannon does not win the stroke for you."

There are, of course, many local variants of these rules.

The Malay boy holds his marble in the curve formed by bending round his left forefinger against his thumb. He shoots it by inserting his right forefinger behind it and pressing forward.
IV.—MAIN "SEREMBAN."

(By Raja Abdul Aziz and Daeng Abdul Hamid.)

There are six kinds of seremban: s. raga, s. jala, s. chupak, s. kiling, s. angkat, and s. kuis, which are all played with the shells of a kind of shell-fish called in Malay kerring and sometimes with little nuts, but two of the above forms of seremban (s. raga and s. jala) are played with shells only.

S. raga and s. jala.—The boys, five or six in number, who desire to play, sit down in a circle and at the commencement of the game every one of them takes out his shells, puts them on his palm—say each boy puts 20 shells—and flings them up to a height of about one span from his hand. While the shells are thus in the air he turns his hand palm-downwards and some of the shells then drop on the back of his hand, and after the second fling he catches them with his hand. This part of the game is called beradlam. As a rule the boy who has caught the most shells becomes the first boy. Now he takes all the shells which have been used by the players in beradlam and puts them in his hand. Then he flings them up and finally catches them with his hand, as is done in beradlam. After this he takes one of the shells for his tapan, which he flings up to a convenient height, and while it is thus flying in the air picks up the scattered shells one at a time and then catches the tapan before it touches the ground. If the shells be two or more in a group he has to take them up altogether, and if one of them is left or while picking up the shells one at a time he touches any one of those lying near the one he wants to take, in both these cases he is said to be backed—in which case he has to stop with what he has got and let the player at his right-hand side play the remaining shells, and if he only leaves one shell the next player has to linting, which is like what is done in beradlam, but in the former there is only one shell while in the latter there are more shells to deal with. The player is required to linting three times successively as quickly as he can, then if he succeeds, he may take the shell and become the first boy in the next round. There is a little difference between these two kinds of seremban. In playing s. raga the shells that can be picked up are those
that lie bottom-upwards while in the other it is only the shell that lies with the hollow part upwards that a player is allowed to take.

S. chaupak.—The difference between this sërämban and the above two is only this: in playing this form of the game a player does not put the shells in one hand but in both hands and catches them with both hands too. As for the rest it resembles the above two in every respect.

S. këling.—In playing this sërämban a player must on no account leave three shells unpicked, nor is he allowed to pick up three at a time, otherwise he is said to be bëckèka, similarly if only three shells drop on the back of his hand.

Sërämban anç'kut and s. kùis.—In both these games no tagam is used. In the former a player with the shells on the back of his hand picks up the scattered shells one by one, but while so doing care must be taken not to let the shells on the back of his hand drop, and not to touch any of those lying near the one he wants to pick, otherwise he will be bëckèka. In the latter a player with the shells on the back of his hand does not pick up the scattered shells but draws them one by one towards him with his forefinger. The shell he is thus drawing along must hit one of the others or he will be bëckèka. When he has taken all the shells he flings up those on the back of his hand and then catches them with his hand.

V.—MALAY TOYS.

I. Kites (layang-layang or wau). See text, pp. 19, 20.
II. Tors (gasing). See text, pp. 18, 19.
III. Toy guns (bëdil or sënapang buloh). See text, pp. 20, 21.

IV. Traps. Malay children are very fond of simple traps for catching birds, fish and small animals. The best known are the sëkëkap puyoh for catching quails, the lopun pusai for snaring green pigeon, the tangkul këlam for crabs, and a variety of cage-traps known as jëbak. Trapping is the subject of a separate pamphlet of this series.
V. Slingos (ali-ali). The ali-ali is the common catapult. The missile is a durian-seed.*

VI. Toy beetle (kumbang). This toy is made of lalang-palm seed or piseh-seed. The seed is perforated by two converging holes so that two apertures are visible on one side and only one on the other. By passing a string through this and then twisting it and allowing it to unravel, the "beetle" revolves very rapidly and emits a humming sound. A game can also be played by making two beetles "fight"—i.e., knock one another till one or other breaks up.

VII. Toy buffalo (kérbaul pélèpah ujuri). This is a rough suggestion of a buffalo (see text). It is drawn along the ground by a string through its nose. Other toys of the same sort are the kéréta témperong and the iték ayer.

VIII. Whirligigs. These are known as bulang-baling.

IX. Toy bows. These are known as panah.

X. Pellet bows. These are known as térébl.

XI. Rice-pipe (bangsi). The simplest form of this rice-pipe is made by splitting the extremity of a rice-stalk (at the point where it is closed), then inserting another piece of rice-stalk and blowing into it. The vibration of the split strands makes a loud noise.

XII. Cock-fighting (sabong, main taji). There are a childish imitations of cock-fighting. In one game a calladium-leaf is fastened to a bamboo "spur" and serves as the armed cock. An opponent comes along with a similar "cock," and the two are thrown at each other till one leaf is cut to pieces by the spur of its opponent. In another game, a bamboo "spur" (taji)—really a square-pointed dart—is stuck through a durian-seed and serves as a "cock." Strings are attached to the durian-seeds and the "cocks" are whirl'd at each other. The seed that first has a piece sliced off is pronounced the loser.

VI.—WORDS SUNG IN THE "BLOSSOM" DANSE.
(See also Skret's "Malay Magic," p. 647.)

Ku anggit, mayang, ku anggit,
Ku anggit pokok ménghuang;
Ku panggil, dayang, ku panggil,
Ku panggil turun sa-onang.
Ku anggit, mayang, ku anggit,
Ku anggit dahan tua;
Ku panggil, dayang, ku panggil.
   Ku panggil turun bédua.

Ku anggit, mayang, ku anggit,
Ku anggit di-pohon sago;
Ku panggil, dayang, ku panggil,
   Ku panggil turun bértiga.

Ku anggit, mayang, ku anggit,
Ku anggit pokok mésapat;
Ku panggil, dayang, ku panggil,
   Ku panggil turun bérempat.

Ku anggit, mayang, ku anggit,
Ku anggit pokok délima;
Ku panggil, dayang, ku panggil.
   Ku panggil turun bérélima.

Ku anggit, dayang, ku anggit,
Ku anggit pokok kérénam;
Ku panggil, dayang, ku panggil.
   Ku panggil turun bérénam.

Ku anggit, dayang, ku anggit,
Ku anggit di-pohon chuchoh;
Ku panggil, dayang, ku panggil,
   Ku panggil turun bértujoh.

Ku anggit, dayang, ku anggit,
Ku anggit diatas lampan;
Ku panggil, dayang, ku panggil.
   Ku panggil turun bérlapan.

Ku anggit, dayang, ku anggit,
Ku anggit tiap-tiap bulan;
Ku panggil, dayang, ku panggil.
   Ku panggil turun sémblan.

Ku anggit, dayang, ku anggit,
Ku anggit di-pohon buloh;
Ku panggil, dayang, ku panggil.
   Ku panggil turun sa-puloh.
Ku anggit, dayang, ku anggit,
Ku anggit di-pokok Ṗempēlas;
Ku panggil, dayang, ku panggil,
Ku panggil turum bērsābēlas.

Etc., etc.

VII.—THE BANDAN DANCE.

The following are examples of verses sung in the "Bandan" dance:

Duri di-hadap daun jēlatang,
Turun luroh changkat di-daki;
Mari mēngadap Bandan datang,
Ini-lah ayer pēmbasoh kaki.
Ayuhai Bandan Suri!

Bērsunting bunga batang mēnjēlai,
Bunga jatoh, batang di-lempar;
Silakan Che' Bandan naik ka-balai.
Makan-lah dahulu sirch sa-tapur.
Ayuhai Bandan Suri!

Di-ambil budak chēpat bērlari,
Permainan orang zaman dahulu;
Lēpas itu bangkit mēnari.
Jangan-lah pula wēgan dan malu.
Ayuhai Bandan Suri!

Lēbat bunga gandasa-ri,
Mari di-sunting tajok malai;
Boleh-lah Bandan pandu mēnari,
Tētapi jangan malu dan lajai.
Ayuhai Bandan Suri!

Bunga di-kanang tiada bērtali,
Tali tērap tali yang layang;
Bandan hēndak mōbon kēmbali,
Tēngah kaseh bēr-champur sayang.
Ayuhai Bandan Suri!
VIII.—A DESCRIPTION OF A HATHRAH.

(BY MR. R. O. WINGSTEDT.)

The boys costumed as women wear long velvet gowns, crimson pink pale blue, above with tinsel; on wrists and feet bangles and anklets; on their heads turbans said to be of Persian pattern a foot high, very gardens of gilt-leaved pink-blossomed paper roses and crowned with black ostrich feathers. . . . Prostrate, their flowery turbans touching the floor, their hands clasped before them, the boys kneel in a row. Drums clash, the chorus of musicians roar out Arabic words; the boys rise slowly, the play of drooping hands lifted one above another, one above another, giving the idea of climbing and ascent. Then follows a dance by the two chief actors; gliding backwards in a narrow circle, close by one another, heads and feet moving in unison, arms held out now at full length with fingers always drooping and now resting on the hip. Others join them. First, they bend low so that all the quivering flowery turbans touch in their midst, then with one hand on hip and the other stretched out at full length towards the centre of the circle they fall outwards and backwards from the waist up, till they look like opening petals of a single exotic flower. The dance over, they kneel slowly down, and their hands rapidly dropping one over the other, one over the other, are like nothing so much as a falling chain of blossoms.

A comic interlude was introduced in the shape of a small chubby boy dressed in white European tropical clothes and a broad-brimmed foolish straw hat. And to show the versatility of Malay talent, I may add that among the many movements of the actors was a dance after the fashion of an English polka.

IX.—THE DABUS DANCERS.

The verses sung by these frenzied dancers are punctuated by cries of "Allah," "Ya Shaikh Abdul Kadir Jailani," etc. A tabor is beaten to accompany the cries and the singing.

Sadillah Tengku Saiyid Alam,
Bukit zamân, kubur sulia;
Di-tuntut bêai yang tajam
Hendak menawar—
Allah!
bési yang bisa.
Sailillah Tengku Sayid Alam,
Mëriam patah—
Allah!
rayat lari;
Péraya tambah bèhèruple hari,
Mong ol ditul didalam negeri.

X.—MALAY CHESS.
(Mr. H. O. ROBINSON.)

The game, known as main cháñur (Skr. chaturanga) and main gajah in the Malay Peninsula, was undoubtedly introduced from Arabia. It is difficult to say whether the game as played by the Malays more resembles the ancient or the modern form of European chess, it is extremely interesting nevertheless, as the following notes, illustrating its peculiar modifications, will show.

The board, láh cháñur or papan cháñur (Arabic láh which means a slate, a writing board, a tablet, and Malay papan a plank, a board) is of sixty-four squares, but with the squares all of one colour usually the natural colour of the wood used. The squares are marked by cuts in the board and for some reason which the native himself is unable to explain, two diagonal cuts joining the opposite corners are always present on every Malay chess-board.

The pieces, bunañ cháñur thirty-one in number are as a rule very clumsily made with a parang (chopper) from soft wood. One occasionally comes across a turned set, the writer is the fortunate possessor of an ivory set, over half a century old, which originally belonged to Raja Abdullah of the State of Selangor, an old warrior of well nigh fourscore years. The men are not always of different colours, a daub of lime generally serves to distinguish the white from the coloured. How the Malay can be satisfied with such a slight distinction in a game of intricacy is the first thought that comes to mind when one sees two men squatting on a verandah with a board between them and a crowd of interested admirers who are not at all
particular as to the rules of the game which concern them. The writer is not aware of any standard for Malay chess-men; Mr. J. B. Elsom, in his article on Malay chess published in the Singapore Free Press a few years ago, stated that the pieces are, or should be, practically similar to ours, with the exception of the rooks which are generally flat like draughtsmen. This has not been the writer’s experience; the sets in general use are very confusing and it is difficult to describe the shapes of the pieces without illustrations. The king and queen are identical in shape, the queen being about half an inch shorter; the bishop (elephant) and knight are not unlike the above-mentioned pieces in design but with longer necks and diminished in size in proportion to their value. The rook (chariot) is always flat like a draughtsman with a little knob on top. The pawn is a tiny cylindrical piece with a top knot. When not in use the pieces are placed in a net, very much like a lady’s shopping net but made of finer string with half inch meshes, and hung on a nail in the hut.

From the above it will be seen that the pieces in European chess can easily be used for the Malay game; in fact the writer has always found that the Malay is only too pleased to play a game with his boxwood set, as the marked distinction in the pieces is welcomed by him. And now we come to some interesting points where Malay chess differs from the European form of the game.

At the commencement of a game the queen, instead of being placed on her own colour, is stationed at the right hand of the king; this probably explains the reason why the board is uncoloured, or that there is no necessity for a coloured board. All book knowledge of the European openings is therefore useless in the Malay game, but one gets accustomed to this great difference after a little practice, and a man who plays a fair European game will generally find that the strongest Malay he meets comes off second best.

The king (raja) moves one square at a time in any direction. Castling is effected in various ways in different parts of the Malay Peninsula and Straits Settlements; the recognised method in Selangor is to move two squares whether a piece intervenes or not, but not in conjunction with one of the rooks. This is permitted even if the king is in check. The king may also,
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PREFACE.

Put bluntly, colloquial criticism on the objects of Malay art resolves itself as a rule into the verdict "rotten Malay trash" or into the eulogy "rippling Malay stuff" according to the prejudice of the speaker. I have endeavoured to be a little more discriminating; though I am aware that a wider survey of oriental art might have led me to be more severe in my judgments. Malay carving, for example, considered comparatively were almost insignificant. To the collector I should be inclined to say that silk weaving represents the highest and most uniform level of excellence attained: followed by the very rare best work in precious metal, whose signal merit (and limitation) is a chaste narrowness of range in design. It is not altogether easy to choose a good sarong, and to be infallible in the selection of Malay silver-work requires a special education or such happy intuition as few possess.

When one comes to the question of encouraging these native arts and crafts, one is confronted as it were with the problem how to put back the clock of the centuries. It may be consolation to remember that not only Malaya is burdened with the problem but India too has to bear with the procrastination of eastern craftsmen, the curse of aniline dye and in addition the tendency to produce hybrid trash for the market. The consideration of all this, it has been well said, should disillusion "those who think a resolution of the Government or an application of political economy will revive the native crafts straight off and produce a flourishing trade. It is true that many of these difficulties may be gradually overcome
by patience, time and occasionally by the influence of particular sympathetic and genial individuals, but they are difficulties nevertheless and should rather sober expectation than discourage intelligent effort, and should leave us content to be making slow progress, so long as it is in the right direction." But then are our efforts in that direction?

I have wherever possible either seen the technical process myself or got careful accounts from native observers but I am very greatly indebted to articles in various journals from the pen of Mr. L. Wray. I have to thank Messrs. A. Hale, Boden Kloss, Charlton Maxwell, H. C. Robinson and R. J. Wilkinson for reading each some or all of the chapters and suggesting corrections and alterations, and Mr. Rigby for the loan of books.

R. O. WINSTEED

MATANG
MALAY INDUSTRIES.

CARPENTRY.

I REMEMBER how some years ago, before I had tried to cultivate an eye for such minute detail as an iron nail, a planed surface or other ethnological distinctions, I was visiting the home of a Malay chief of the old school and ventured to praise the substantial character of his timber house. "Yes," he replied, "built of course by a Chinese carpenter. We Malays try all trades and are perfect at none. Each of us is herdsman, fisherman, hunter, boat-builder, carpenter as chance invites, and the foreign specialist comes along and beats us." I went away musing on the almost pathetic fate of children of the pastoral age surviving down to a century when the forces of industrialism have invaded their land. The old chief's instances may be supplemented out of the experience and reading of the most casual student of Malay life. Only in quite recent years and with the endeavour to prohibit the planting of dry hill rice can the pastoral be said to have left behind the nomadic age. House-building, the alpha of Malay carpentry, is still of so primitive a kind that migration is easy. Does a peasant plant padi on the hills or in a swamp he moves from his riverside clearing and builds a fresh hut on the spot for the season. It will be of the simplest type. Posts and cross-beams are of round untrimmed timbers, natural knots or forks being picked to form crutches, and the whole frame is lashed with rattan. For flooring there are round bamboo joints and across and above
them are laid bamboos opened and flattened\(^1\) by
notching the joints and by being put to dry in the
sun under the pressure of weights; or in more
substantial dwellings *nibong* trunks\(^2\) split into four
are employed. For walls and roof, broad palm-leaves
are dried and stitched with split rattan one above the
other like feathers on a bird’s wing or thatching\(^3\) is
made by stripping the leaves of the *nipah* palm from
the mid-rib, doubling them over a stick\(^4\) rather more
than a yard long and sewing them into that position
with rattan,\(^5\) the prepared *atap* being sewn on to roof
or wall so as to overlap one another close together if
the hut is to be permanent, some inches apart if it is
to be merely temporary. Or walling may be con-
structed of bamboo treated like the flooring laths and
then threaded in and out, one strip vertical one
transverse interlaced\(^6\) as for fencing; or it may be
made of sheets of bark\(^7\) such as are twisted into
rice-bin and howdah; or of pandan leaves trimmed
and stitched into the smooth ribbed matting\(^8\) that
forms a covering for native boats. Types of the most
primitive house-ladder, as it is found also in Dyak
houses, survive in notched *nibong* trunks that lead
up to jungle huts (and to high goat shelters) “the
wonderful light scaling ladders to which the
Portuguese allude in their wars with Acheen” Marsden
surmises; and up-country in ladders made of a couple
of crossed sticks fastened between two parallel
uprights. Strips of thatching will be left unfastened
along their lower edges to form at once the window
and its shutter dram and strips will be stitched on to a
light frame-work of bamboo or on to a few long laths
to form a rickety door. The *kampung* house has more

\(^1\) *Pulupat.* \(^2\) *Rimbahong.* \(^3\) *Atap.* \(^4\) *Mingkawang.* \(^5\) *Atap* or rattan. \(^6\) *Sawak.* \(^7\) *Kulit irap.* \(^8\) *Samir,* single; *kajang* mingkwang, double. \(^9\) *Tingkap* wood.
care expended on it, but in type it is identical with house in orchard or rice-field. And till the last decade or so, the prince's palace was only a copy of it on a large scale. If a peasant moves, it is he and his sons and neighbours that erect the new house. If a prince disliked dwelling in a place haunted by the ghosts of defunct ancestors, it was equally a simple matter to have a new palace and village built some miles down-stream and to convey thither wives and children, followers and shop-keepers, Malays, Chinese and Klings, the young delighted at the change, the old shedding tears at leaving familiar haunts. The men of one hamlet would build the central hall the men of another the kitchen, the men of yet another the front hall of audience; a court official or some Javanese or Bugis adventurer would do the carving. Every man brought his adze and chopper. High functionaries were the foremen, working on a plan sketched in outline by their royal master over betel-nut at a special assembly of chiefs and followers. The carpentry was rude, but criticism was keen and the high functionaries had a parlous time. "You'd scamp it, would you, Bendahara?" said Sultan Mansur Shah, when he discovered one of the cross-beams of his new palace to be a little small and dark in colour. A Sultan of Perak, famous for his strength of mind, so plagued his Bendahara at the building of a new palace with exacting instructions that the unhappy man tendered his resignation, which was accepted, and in his stead was appointed a "man of presence and understanding and of the royal house," a consummation royalty possibly had held in view from the beginning of its tantrums. The pastoral age, with its lack of competition and absence of trained technical skill, did not make for progress in handicraft, but the ethnologist may be glad,
because it was conservative and preserved faithfully usages nearer the beginning. The palace erected down the Perak river by Marhum Kahar that saw the expulsion of a line of commoners from the office of Bendahara was in its main features a good example of that style of house which as has been suggested would seem peculiar even now to Kedah, Perak and the north of the Peninsula, a type showing considerable advance in craftsmanship but found alike in humble huts and with more elaboration in the houses of chiefs. The walls are of very superior wicker-work\(^1\) plaited of the outer covering of leaf-stalks of the börtam palm, decoration being attained by varying the pattern in the plaiting in a dozen or so different ways, called for example, "'cross," "diamond," "the bat's elbow," "the sand-piper's footprint," by arranging vertical strips so as to show the outside of the leaf-stalk, and transverse to show the inside of the contrary way, thus securing a pattern in two harmonious shades of brown, by colouring the different strips white, black, yellow, blue, red. The panels of wicker-work windows and doors in this kind of house have wooden strips\(^1\) nailed outside to confine and frame them. Pegs are used in place of rattan lashing. In the far north in Patani and Kelantan, and again in Negri Sembilan, we get the house of plank and square timbers hewn and planed with adze; it is decorated often with chaste foliated carving, coarse as one would expect from the rough tools but on that account all the more effective.

The same craft that goes to building the house is applied to the production of hunting and fishing traps, the loom and such agricultural implements as the hand pestle and mortar for crushing rice, like

---

1. Tepee terangam, tepee likrupit.  
2. Silumpat, kilam; siku kiluang; topok kedah.  
that existing among the Dyaks, and the lever pestle worked by pressure of the foot; and to the manufacture of that rough furniture which has been seen elsewhere to correspond with the kinds of house. It is not a craft adapted to ornamentation in little, and carving, for example, is found at its best in the house. You cannot decorate cherry-stones if your tools are an adze and a chopper. The parrot-shaped haft to the Malay chopper even is of very simple design and execution, coming under that class which Pitt-Rivers diagnosed in his classification of savage weapons. "In many cases we find Fijian clubs have been converted into the forms of animals' heads and in all such cases we see by grouping a sufficient number of forms together that those which are in the shape of animals' heads have not been designed for the purpose of representing the animals' heads but their forms have simply been evolved during the numerous variations which the weapon has undergone in the process of development, and when the idea of an animal's head suggested itself, it has merely been necessary to add an eye or a line for the mouth in order to give them the resemblance in question." "The helves of Malay axes or hatchets," Mr. Skeat remarks, of the north "were frequently carved to represent a human face; in some cases even the teeth being visible. This face was said to represent that of a demon and recalls some Polynesian types of ornament."

We meet with nothing in the nature of cabinet work till we come to the making and ornamentation of dagger sheaths, a craft which may have got its note from Java, considering that Java has given its name to an almost universal type of haft. The craftsman is nearly always a court retainer, perhaps some poor dependent of the raja class. For this work, the
The choicest materials are employed: for hilt¹ and base,² ivory, fish-tooth, satin-wood, ebony, horn; for cross-piece,³ yellow satin-wood⁴ chosen for its veining and turning a rich brown with age, which, however, is not so esteemed by Malays as the royal yellow of the fresh cut wood: for stem,⁵ sêna or sêroyan. There are superstitious objections to ivory and horn but they are pressed only by the poor who cannot afford luxuries. The parts are sawn and rasped with tools that have no particular significance and whose names are the substantives of their functions:⁶ the drill⁷ is worked with a bow. The glue⁸ used for joinery is the curd of buffalo-milk; it is squeezed, formed into hard cakes and dried, and when required for use moistened with milk and mixed with quicklime. The completed sheath is polished with skate skins or rough leaves and varnished with a mixture of camphor and vegetable gutta that gives it the gloss of French polish. Even in recent years fashion has dictated changes in the shape of hilt and sheath and as the wearing of weapons has become merely ornamental their mountings have become prettier and less strong and serviceable: the hilt small, the stem narrow, the cross-piece thin and dainty with ends cut at a swagger angle. Perhaps the hilt had its origin in a crooked knot of wood which practical rough fighting specimens still resemble. But we can hardly hope to discover the idea that led to its evolution into the "fevered Javanese" (if that nickname rightly define the intention of the shape) crouching huddled with cross-arms and a faceless hooded projection⁹ that has been supposed to be derived from the python. In Patani we find in its stead a hilt called "the kingfisher"¹⁰

that if it has developed from the Java dêmam (though the only resemblance in normal specimens lies in a suggestion of the crossed arms of the Javanese type) bears small likeness to it now for the casual observer: and it may be due to comparatively recent imitation that some specimens have shorter "beaks" which would seem to show the progress of transition from the hood-like projection into a long nose; for a nose it is rather than beak and the row of carved teeth below it, the eyes and foliated cheeks with embryo tusks (the whole often picked out with gold) make it far more like an anthropomorphic figure than a kingfisher. The cross-piece of the Patani sheath bears a strong likeness to the Javanese type, which describes almost a semicircle and is characterized by long up-sweeping curved ends. This Javanese shape is not affected elsewhere in the Peninsula: the ordinary cross-piece and stem being somewhat like a hatchet head in appearance or if the ends of the cross-piece are trimmed and curved, it is not a bold sweeping curve and the piece resembles the section of an orange after which Malays name it. Other daggers, the long kêris and the "pepper-crusher" have everywhere foliated carving to their hilts, and the "pepper-crusher" sometimes has a parrot-head elaborated from that of the chopper-hilt. Bugis swords and occasionally kêrises have a "cockatoo" hilt. The making of sheaths is still practised in the vicinity of courts but the work is mostly poor and orders are few and far between: if Malay cabinet work is to survive, it must look for scope in other fields; the kêris is almost as obsolete as the walking sword and the next generation must see the craft of sheath-making extinct.

1 There is a rudely carved Pahang bete' pestle in the Taiping Museum with an anthropomorphic handle (of a very different type).
BOAT-BUILDING.

Bamboo and rattan furnish many of the utensils of the upland garden and homestead, and they provide hunter and fisher with trap and snare and the dweller on the higher reaches of a Malay river with his means of navigation. For up-stream above the rapids there are used only rafts, made of bamboos each some thirty feet long, lashed with rattan, cut off and fixed square in front and of tapering unequal length behind. Two or three layers of bamboo will be lashed one above the other for heavier burdens or for greater comfort; the even front ends pierced athwart and fastened together by one long wooden peg. Atop and amidship in the better-made rafts will be a platform raised a foot high on shorter lengths of bamboo and protected by a palm-leaf covering. Polers standing in front and astern manipulate long bamboo poles, and paddlers squat in front. In smooth reaches progress is slow; in rapids, however difficult, it is fairly safe even without offering and invocation that the raftsmen make to the spirit whose narrow rock-bound home of troubled waters is to be invaded, calling upon him to open its maze "like the palm blossom a slip from its sheath, like the snake that unwindeth its coils." Below the rapids, the raft will be sold to folk who have to go far a forest for bamboo or who welcome a ready-made floating bath-house. For in the smooth lower reaches the raft is supplanted by the dug-out.

Anthropologists have speculated how the primal savage must have been carried away in great floods perched in safety on the trunks of forest trees and how with that memory and the sight of split reeds or bamboo floating buoyantly down-stream he got his

1 Rakit.
idea of that almost universal type of primitive boat, the dug-out. There can be no doubt, they tell us, that the agent first employed for hollowing it was fire.

Folk-tales give us many glimpses of the dangers and difficulties that beset the Malay boat-builder with his primitive beliefs and his primitive tools; how he has to go for days up hill and down dale in search of a tree trunk large enough; how, when at last he discovers some huge father of the forest whose foliage “sweeps the clouds above and the earth below,” it is found to be inhabited by hostile jins that before felling can proceed have to be expelled with sprinkling of rice-water, smoke of incense and the assistance of jins in the service of the magician. Or perhaps some kind fairy spares him the heavy task of felling, pointing his way to

“Sacred wood of th’ upper marshes:
Tree trunk wreathed with shoots of screw palm;
Coiled about with magic dragons.
Axe nor adze had done the felling,
’Twas the lightning—may an earthquake
That had shaken its foundation.”

Anyhow, when a trunk of hard wood of the required length of the boat but much less in diameter than the intended width has been obtained, it is hollowed by means of fire, roughly shaped and planed with an adze. The hull may then be left to soak in water. Presently ember fires are lit along and underneath its sides and into the hollowed centre is poured water, which gradually swells the inside while the fire contracts the outside, till the width is increased and the sides expand to admit thwart being placed under

---

1. Kayu merbau midang sakti,
   Tumbok di-uda puya mahang;
   Yang dilengkong mengkuang puteh
   Yang dilengkong naga sakti;

   Tidak tumbang bertahtiyong,
   Yang di-tumbok hulimitar;
   Tidak tumbang bertahtiyong,
   Yang di-gonchang gape gaumah.

   From “Anggun Cher’ Tunggal.”
projecting ledges\(^1\) (cut along the inside just below the gunwale), so as to prevent the contraction consequent on drying. Sometimes this opening process is further helped by the lashing of timbers transversely below and above the hull, fastening their ends together with rattan and then straining them to serve the purpose of a press by leverage of wooden handles put into the rattan lashing: sometimes the whole business from the very beginning is done with adze alone, the builder considering that the drying of the sap by fire shortens the boat’s life: sometimes two boats may be “dug-out” of one large trunk, a small within a large, wedges being driven in to effect the separation. “All vessels of the dug-out class,” Pitt-Rivers observes in his essay on *Early Modes of Navigation*, “are necessarily long and narrow and very liable to upset; the width being limited by the size of the tree, extension can only be given them by increasing their length. In order to give greater height and width to these boats, planks are sometimes added at the sides and stitched on the body of the canoe by means of strings or cords, composed frequently of the bark or leaves of the tree of which the body is made. In proportion as these laced-on gunwales were found to answer the purpose of increasing the stability of the vessel, their number was increased; two such planks were added instead of one, and as the joint between the planks was by this means brought beneath the water-line, means were taken to caulk the seams with leaves, pitch, resin and other substances. Gradually the number of side planks increased and the solid hull diminished, until ultimately it dwindled into a bottom-board or keel at the bottom of the boat, serving as a centre-piece on which the sides of the vessel were built. Still she was without ribs or frame-work; ledges on

\(^1\) *Tembuku.*
the sides were carved out of the solid substance of each plank by means of which they were fastened to the ledges of the adjoining plank and the two contiguous ledges served as ribs to strengthen the boat; finally a frame-work of vertical ribs was added to the interior and fastened to the planks by cords. Ultimately the stitching was replaced by wooden pins and the side planks pinned to each other and to the ribs; and these wooden pins in their turn were supplanted by iron nails."

Malay boat-building well illustrates the truth of this sketch, though some of the steps in evolution are no longer commonly to be found. Rattan cords, for instance, have given way to wooden pegs in building strake upon strake, but are still used to stitch on the movable single plank or in-board wash-strake that is employed when it is desired to heighten the freeboard of a small dug-out¹ and increase the carrying capacity of that bamboo grill flooring which is almost parallel with the gunwale. Another such survival is to be found in a common form of wash-strake in sea-going canoes, "formed of a strong lacing of split bamboo withies and filled in with palm-leaf, the whole held in position by lashing to knees brought up from the boat's ribs:" it is light and allows the boat to be easily righted if it has been capsized in a heavy sea. Again, despite the introduction of iron nails, conservatism has clung almost universally to the use of wooden pegs. Mast-stays are of round rattans; and the anchor a fork of wood in which a stone is fixed. But to give in detail the building up of the Malay boat—

First prepare your keel-piece, either dug-out² or rarely of the European pattern.³ Then get ready

1 Sampan silih.  2 Sagur, for boats; srempu for tongkang Melayu.  3 Lunas.
ribs,\(^1\) knee-pieces\(^2\) and the side planking that is to come immediately above your keel pieces—garboard strake\(^3\) it is called in nautical phrase; which unlike the upper strakes\(^4\) of planking must at all costs be of hard durable timber. Have by you wooden pegs\(^5\) or nails of all sizes; bark\(^6\) for caulking and a mixture\(^7\) of pitch and resin. Then place your keel piece on stocks\(^8\) and shore\(^9\) it up straight and level with side props. Fit the ribs, approximately one every two feet apart in boats, one every four in larger vessels, near bow and stern fit a rib\(^10\) consisting of one forked piece of timber, to which the ends of the strakes of side-planking may be pegged fast, or in case of larger boats two or three such forked ribs. Warp\(^11\) the strakes of planking for the curving sides of your boat, fixing them in the required position by means of posts rattan lashings and levers, and lighting fires along them inside; plane off the sooty surface from each plank and cut a projecting ledge along its edge to fit into a similar edge on its neighbour plank—perhaps because the smooth dug-out is the original model, all real Malay craft are carvel built as opposed to the clinker type in which planking overlaps in ridges. Bore holes in the ledges for wooden pegs and again in those places where the planks are to be pegged on to the ribs. The ribs must never be as high as the top strake of your side-planking but must be elongated by having knees scarped on or dovetailed into the side of them. The ends of the strakes are pegged fast to stem and stern pieces of hard-wood called the "crocodiles"\(^12\) and outside these are nailed a false stem and stern.\(^13\) The knees that serve to elongate the ribs must all be

\(^1\) Gading gading for boats, kong for longboats. 
\(^2\) Lapi. 
\(^3\) Lemang. 
\(^4\) Papan timbang. 
\(^5\) Panak. 
\(^6\) Kulit gelam. 
\(^7\) Gala gala. 
\(^8\) Galang. 
\(^9\) Sokong. 
\(^10\) Chabong. 
\(^11\) Lupa. 
\(^12\) Buaya kung. 
\(^13\) Langga.
cut down level. On the top of them in large vessels will be nailed a gunwale\(^1\) of flat planks to form a foot-way for the sailors; in boats merely a light false gunwale\(^2\) or wash-strake of hard wood or *nibong*. Outside the upper strakes, below the gunwale, are nailed two rubbing-strakes\(^3\) the breadth of a "banana." Next, horizontal timbers\(^4\) stretching from stem to stern are nailed to the inside of the ribs, many in larger vessels, in boats one only on each side, to support thwarts\(^5\) and flooring. In sailing vessels thwarts\(^6\) with holes are employed to support the masts. Flooring will stretch from stem to stern, except that in boats a bailing-well\(^7\) will be left amidships and in vessels one amidships and one astern in front of the cabin. One or two plug-holes must be bored to let out water when the boat shall be dragged ashore. Lastly, every join and crevice has to be caulked with oakum and pitch or bark and resin.

The next thing is to launch the hull on the water. It has been business enough to drag the dug-out keel-piece from its home in forest depths painfully by means of elephant or buffalo down to the stocks by the water-side. But that task has no such superstitious reverence attaching to it as the dragging of the hull down the sand to the water. The magician is again to the fore, sprinkles the boat with rice water and makes incantations and offerings. Folk-tales tell how some barks were only to be launched with one strand of a princess’s hair for hawser, others only if seven pregnant women were laid down as rollers, and how the women would come out of the ordeal unscathed! The hull launched, rigging, rudder, mast and top hamper are adjusted. The Malay rudder is clearly derived from the paddle. In river

---

\(^{1}\) Leper-leper. \(^{2}\) Rubung. \(^{3}\) Pinang-pinang. \(^{4}\) Sinta. \(^{5}\) Sangkar bidang. \(^{6}\) Bam. \(^{7}\) Timba ruang. \(^{8}\) Mata kakap.
dug-outs, the paddle held "on the quarter" serves for rudder as in a Canadian canoe: in big fishing-boats, a large paddle "slung at the head on a stout upright and held at the neck by a rattan lashing." Most Malay boats are propelled by the paddle, the oar being found only with decked hybrid vessels, and the paddle is handled as in a Canadian canoe: the salmon stroke of Siam, China and the gondolier being alien and practically unused. For boats working up-river, poles are employed.

The sail in the real Malay boat is of the most primitive square type and made of matting. I cannot do better than borrow Mr Warington Smyth's expert criticism of it. "A boom along the foot of the sail is almost as necessary as the yard which spreads the head of the sail. The Malays, by the simple expedient of tilting the sail forward so as to bring the tack right back to the deck, have long converted this square-cut sail into the most powerful of lifting sails on a wind. The dipping lug is set taut along the luff by a spar bow-line fitting in a cringle the lower end of which comes to the deck abaft the mast. The yard being too light to stand alone by the wind is invariably controlled by a vang. The unhandiness of the dipping lug in tacking is felt to the full with this sail, owing to the stiffness and weight given to it by the material of which it is made and the boom along the foot; and the operation is such a long one, that the anchor is often thrown over while the manoeuvre is gone through with the two big sails..." A mast is always tall and light and there are never more than two.

A river-boat, to be propelled by pole and paddle, will be covered in from stem to stern with gracefully

1 Andang-andang, piruan. 2 Tombak sayang. 3 Bekas tombak sayang. 4 Lalai.
curved palm-leaf awning. A sailing boat will have a palm-leaf covered compartment at the stern.

Such in its essential features is the real Malay boat, in origin and in ultimate development a canoe. Mr. Warington Smyth has pointed out a practical reason for the survival of the original dug-out form in the shallow bars which make it impossible for deep-bodied boats to obtain shelter; and in the racing tides and baffling winds, which make imperative a boat to be easily propelled by paddles. "The Malay soon found that a long light craft, having plenty of accommodation along its sides for paddlers, was by far the best adapted to the navigation of these waters, and had the sailing vessel at its mercy nine times out of ten: moreover, the lack of the freeboard suitable for manual propulsion was not a serious danger in a locality where heavy weather is so little known. . . . As the centreboard and the lee-board are not found, the paddle retains its importance for working to windward."

Malay boats, though all essentially of the canoe pattern, have many minute variations and a number of confusing names. Mr. Clifford speaks of a Kelantan river-boat, called the grasshopper's head, and adds that, "needless to say, it resembles anything in the world more closely than it does the head of any known insect." It may be presumption to question the testimony of eyes so experienced as Mr. Clifford's, but I am inclined to wager on the analogy of the universal Malay faculty for descriptive nomenclature that the Kelantan Malay has up his sleeve a species of insect not included in Mr. Clifford's study of entomology. Anyhow, many a Malay boat is named after the style of its figure-head: the "dragon" boat,
the "crocodile" barge, the "cock" boat, the "hornbill": and nearly every part of a boat has some picturesque phrase descriptive of its characteristic note:

"Must-stays white as cords of silver.
Balustrade rail like covey's nestles,
Rudder hanging large like bees' nest.
Gallery baths like snakes uncowed."

White-painted oars, moving in time, remind the Malay of the flash of the wings of "a flock of doves."
A sail set at right angles to his boat sets him thinking of the "skate-fish stretched out to be toasted."

Local variations are common. The Pahang boats are often gaily painted. Kedah, Selangor and Malacca even can show differences in their fishing boats.

And of course foreign influences have produced many variations of the real Malay type, influences patent in the very names of the hybrid crafts—"schooner," "pinnae," "cutter," "sketch"—India, China, Portugal, Holland, England have all left their mark, occasionally in rudder and transom sterns, often in rig and sails. The rudder pivoting on metal fastenings, a pintle dropping into a gudgeon, though modern and European, has earned the nickname of "loin-cloth," as opposed to the Malay paddle type, which is called the "kicker."

"The Malay more than any other oriental," says Mr. Warington Smyth, "has adopted the jib or

1 Témbrang nya nama perak terlipas
Dayong nya nama par limas.
Tepi bérnama pagar tenggaling,
Kémudi bérnama Perah bergantong.
Dandán bérnama sawa ménjampai.

(Skat's "Malay Magic")

2 Sampan kumbat (Ked.) 3 Kakap pirum (Sel.) 4 Nadir (Mal)

5 Tongkang 6 Beranda, bole, lanchang, kumal (Mal) pasti, tendu.
7 Rom, sikuoke 8 Kokol pintu. 9 Kokol bétana. 10 Chawrat.

11 Kémudi or pok.
three-cornered stay-sail. This essentially modern product of Western Europe he has adopted, not only on large traders but on the sea canoe (kolek) of Singapore, in which also the old Malay lug has been altogether discarded, especially for racing purposes, in favour of the sprit-sail..." And again, "It should be remarked that for some trades involving long voyages and calls at deep-water ports, the advantages of big-bodied craft are fully recognised by the peninsular Malays and that between Singapore and Siamese ports, for instance, fine vessels of two hundred tons built on European lines are frequently to be met with. They are rather nondescript craft, often with overhanging clipper stems and deck-houses galore. The masts are very light and crooked-grown spars; the rigging and gear aloft make up in quantity what is lacking in quality. They are generally rigged with two nearly equal-sized masts and bowsprit on which from one to three jibs are set. The main-sail and fore-sail are either Chinese lugs or on the European fore-and-aft plan, the gaff being a standing spar controlled by vangs and the sail being set by hauling out along it and taken in by brails to the mast, topsails being used. The sails are of light material, when they are not, as in the case of regular Chinese or Malay lugs, made of matting; and they seldom set very flat."

MAT AND BASKET MAKING.

Basket and mat making must always have been part of the Malay's daily occupation. His house is made of bamboo, split, dried and wattled, or of wicker-work of palm-leaf stalks. His fishing traps are contrived of strips of split bamboo laced parallel to one another with cane. If he catches an animal

1 Cf. "Life and Customs" Part II. pp. 20, 21, 82. 2 Satin. 3 Koton.
in the jungle and desires to bring it home alive, he
looks about for a large bamboo, splits it open down
to a joint, splays out the split pieces fan-shaped,
interlaces them with cane, pops his animal inside,
and then laces up the one opening with cane. If he
wants to carry bananas to market, he uses a large
conical basket\(^1\) slung over the shoulder, of laced
parallel canes or woven in open-work,\(^2\) of bēmban\(^3\) and
strengthened with cane; and for smaller parcels, he
will carry in his hand an open-work bēmban bag with
rattan slip-cord\(^4\) to close its mouth. He will hang
his plates in a rack of looped\(^5\) cane-work and have
a stand of similar workmanship for his cooking-pots.
If he were a man of means, he would once carry his
parcels in a squat round basket\(^6\) and wear on his head
a cap of closely woven fern-stem, though nowadays
he prefers a Gladstone bag and a topi. In the
rice-field are used open baskets regularly woven of
dried strips of leaves of the common screw-pine,\(^7\) such
as is also employed for the coarsest matting. Malays
produce some of the best work of its kind in the
whole world, and experts speak enthusiastically of
"the infinite variety of technical processes and their
combinations, including root-work, stem-work and
leaf-work; bark-work, bast-work, skin-work and
spathe-work; loomless weaving under many names;
coiling in great varieties; besides winding, lacing,
braiding, netting knot-work and joiner-work."

"Fine mats" are cited among exports from Johor
by Chinese chroniclers writing three hundred years
ago. The task begins in the jungle, whither old
women go to cut the green leaves of the screw-pine.\(^8\)
They cut bundles of the leaves, bring them home, lop

---

\(^1\) Ambong, jaras.  \(^2\) Mata puan.  \(^3\) Clinogyne grandis.  \(^4\) Jērut.
\(^5\) Hānim; perhaps of European origin.  \(^6\) Kudai biršūmawat, i.e., of
steam with rotan to strengthen it.  \(^7\) Mengkuang (pandanus strocorpae).
\(^8\) Pandan.
them an even length and strip off the thorns from the spines of the leaves. After that the leaves are dried over an ember fire, split by means of a piece of wood with metal spikes fixed in its end (like a horse-comb) into strips of the breadth required; a hollowed bamboo or piece of wood is drawn firmly down each strip to press out all moisture or the strips are tied together and pounded in a pestle. The strips are folded into short bundles and soaked in water for three days, and after they have been dried a "pretty greenish-grey white" they are again pressed and polished with a piece of bamboo to prepare them for the plaiting. Then the plaiting begins. There are three chief methods of adornment; in mats, open-work and the interweaving of strips dyed red, black, yellow, which latter produces graceful diaper designs; in mats, and especially in baskets, the plaiting of raised fancy stitches, called the "rice grain," "jasmine bud," the "roof-angle," and so on. For the dyed work, it is noteworthy that the coloured strands are interwoven, and not, as with the exceedingly fine Batak work of Sumatra, super-added and threaded into interstices of the plaiting; also that in the north of the Peninsula there prevails, in pouches and other small objects, a debased colour scheme where crude greens, yellows, blues and reds are employed. All coloured work is practised mainly in jungle hamlets, perhaps because in towns it is not easy to acquire the vegetable used for colouring.

Of the process of the most elaborate "mad weaving" as it is called, Mrs. Bland has written the best and fullest account. "The construction of baskets is complicated," she writes, "and much more tedious than many people imagine. It starts from

1 Jangka. 2 Pidurpi. 3 Anyam gila.
a star of six strands and this produces twelve strands, for the weaving is done with both ends of every strand used. The whole basket is built up by the continual interweaving and crossing of the inner and outer strands and there is no foundation of warps round which to weave, as in English baskets: it is built up continuously round and round by weaving as in knitting a stocking. To the first star of six strands are added six more strands, round these are woven twelve more, then twelve more and so on till the size required is achieved. A six-sided shape is thus produced. The added strands are woven in always two at each corner, buku, or susoh as Malays term it, and the full mad stitch is achieved after the second round. The strands that go from left to right form the weaving strand. The weaving strands over and under which the other strands are pulled and folded are used for determining the size of the baskets. 'How many stitches?' the Malay will say when you order a basket. The crossing strand and the warp strand are the only other names possible to mark the distinctive action in 'mad weaving.' When the size is determined on and woven, a piece of split rattan is inserted and the sides of the basket next made, and in the weaving the rattan is completely hidden. The strands of the leaf of the screw-pine are glossy on one side only; so the Malays, by carefully turning their work, arrange that the basket shall be glossy both inside and out. The sides are woven round without any adding... The height achieved, another strip of rattan, covered with mengkuang, is inserted: a basket ready for this second rattan has an edge that resembles a cutlet frill. The strands are then all worked back again, that is slipped over their respective

1 From betanak. 2 Kata. 3 Duaan anyam. 4 Duaan selang. 5 Duaan bétul.
duplicates till the bottom centre of the basket is reached (when they cross each other for strength and are cut off invisibly): for this tedious process the Malays use an inserter of wood and brass, which resembles very much the prickers used by the American Indians in their basketry.

"The pretty designs are made by twisting the strands between thumb and forefinger. This produces a raised ornamental twist which is very attractive. The ornamentation starts from single stitches called the 'rice-grains,' and a star of six such stitches called the 'flower of Minusops lengi,' and the hexagonal built round that star (by stitches joining the end of the star together) called the 'bud.' These simple patterns are worked into large and small triangles and diamonds. The edging round all baskets is called the 'flowery belt.' Lids are made in a similar manner and of the same number of strands as the bottoms, only woven slightly more loosely.

"The women make and sell their baskets in nets of five baskets, each basket fitting into another very nearly—there should only be the difference of two strands between various shapes and forms—square, long, oval, triangular and diamond-shaped. All are built up in the same way, starting with a six-sided basket, but with added strands to bring it to any other required shape. This is an art by itself, and many who can make hexagonal baskets cannot make other shapes; so that the hexagonal are the cheapest, fifty cents extra being asked for the fancy shapes. The long and the square are the most difficult. The women also make a basket in tiers, one on top of another, the lid of the lower basket making also the

1 Phayteip. 2 Biras goring. 3 Dungk tenjong. 4 Dungk bentum; 5. bulat. 6 Puchok ribong; potong boji. 7 Dunga gending. 8 Gunun.
bottom of the next, and so on. Another shape is a tiered cone.\(^1\) They also make very coarse large ornamented baskets, which are much bought by Europeans for carrying clothes. It takes a month to make a ‘nest’ of very ordinary weaving, while a fine ‘nest’ takes from three to four months to complete, and this means daily steady work. For the ordinary hexagonal nests they earn from two dollars and fifty cents to three dollars, and for a fine one from four to five dollars.\(^2\)

Mrs. Bland shows that the industry is in a flourishing condition, that there is no fear of its extinction, but much of deterioration and hurry in workmanship, owing to increased demand.

Another art allied to pandan weaving is that of making dish covers. Sometimes they are actually woven by the ‘‘mad-weaving’’ method. Sometimes leaves of the rough screw-pine are dried, stretched into thin sheets, soaked and cleaned, twisted and sewn together into a conical shape like that of Chinese hats on old tea-caddies—this forms the inside lining of the cover to be made. Then the white inner sheath of bamboo is taken, torn thin, dried and placed across the bottom of a clay pot that has been inverted over embers and heated; having been so warmed, it is rubbed lightly or thoroughly with a bundle of ‘‘dragon’s blood’’\(^3\) according as a dark red or light red colour is required. Other strips of bamboo sheath are stained black. The red and black strips are cut into open-work patterns and stuck over the mēngkuang lining, the background which shows through the open-work patterns being of plain white bamboo sheath or pieces of red, white, green and gilt

\(^1\) Tudong gelok. \(^2\) $1 = 2s. 4d. \(^3\) Hence the name, tudong gedèr.
paper or cloth. The black pieces are cut into straight strips\(^1\) that divide red and white triangular panels.\(^2\) The outer edge is woven \textit{pandan}.\(^3\) This kind of cover is made in the Dindings.

---

**POTTERY.**

The potter's wheel was unknown during the stone and bronze ages, and Malay pottery is interesting especially from the fact that the potter's wheel is still unknown, except in embryo,\(^4\) although it has been familiar to their neighbours in India and China from time immemorial. In place of the use of the wheel, the whole process is done by hand.

Fine stiff clay is procured, dried, pounded, sometimes sifted even, because good clay means few breakages in burning; then mixed with water and kneaded and beaten now and again for several days. In some parts, it is said elephant's dung is mixed with it when cooking-pots are to be made, but as a rule it is left pure. The potter, generally an old woman, takes a lump of kneaded clay, places it on a plantain leaf or a wooden or earthenware plate, works it gradually with her fingers, revolving it in the process into a shape roughly resembling sometimes the base, sometimes the body of the vessel she contemplates making; leaving the upper rim of the section thinned and bent inwards to facilitate a join. When, after a few hours, the first section has hardened a little, another roughly moulded lump is built on to it; and

\(^1\) \textit{Rudul}. \(^2\) \textit{Pintu gidong}. \(^3\) On the pattern called, \textit{iang peri}. \(^4\) A wooden turn-table is found, "consisting of two pieces of wood cut out of a tree trunk, the lower of which has a central peg on which the upper revolves; but it was only used to turn round slowly by hand as is done with the ordinary wooden disc."
so on, one section being adjusted to the others till the whole is completed. Shaping and welding is done by pressure of the fingers of the left hand from the inside of the half-wrought vessel and by patting the outside with a wooden bat and stroking it with a knife-shaped piece of bamboo which is wetted from time to time. Rough edges, caused by the joining of the sections, are trimmed by the bamboo knife. If the vessel is to be round-bottomed, it is left to harden a while, then inverted and the outer circumference of its base pared down with the bamboo knife, after which the potter blows into it down the mouth till the flat bottom swells out into the shape of the natural gourd; or instead of blowing she may make a hole in the centre, distend the bottom with her fingers to the required shape, and then close up the hole. The surface of every vessel is burnished by means of a piece of smooth stone or brass. Decoration is effected by welding ribbons of clay on the surface of the vessel to form raised ribs, by tracing lines with the point of the bamboo knife, by impressing simple patterns from carved wooden stamps. After being dried the vessels are burnt in a wide shallow pit, pieces of wood being piled beneath between and on top of them, set on fire and left to burn out: a layer of earth is occasionally spread over the wood and the jars. The clay of some districts burns a terra-cotta colour, of others a bluish gray; if a black colour is desired, burnt jars are buried hot in a mass of *padi* husk or smoked over the fireplace. Resin is often employed to glaze the bottom of water-jars.

Technically Malay pottery is poor and negligible, but like most wares that keep simply and closely to natural forms, it can show some graceful shapes; jugs and jars for the most part being modelled on
the gourd and the coconut shell. Like so much Malay work, artistically it steals an adventitious charm from its amateurishness, its absence of uniform precision in form and patterning, its escape from monotony of colouring by what laborious ineptitude would condemn for flaws of clay and burning. It has been made in all parts of the Peninsula and there are local differences of shape. In Pahang and Negri Sembilan, especially at Kuala Tembéling (which, I am told, is the head-quarters of the art), we find vessels bearing stamps of superior decorative quality, sometimes spouted and having often as the motif of their form the short arc rather than the rounded almost circular curve. Kedah, that home of several important variations, has been credited with a rather ornamental type of water-jar decorated with running scroll patterns in which swimming fishes appear, of a darker red than the band that serves for background; but as the variation in colouring might lead one to suspect, the jars are actually of Tamil make. There are also water-jars coloured a dull brownish black and stamped deep to look like florid wood-carving; they are said to be in common use at ceremonies in Malacca, but I have been unable to discover the place of their origin; and to my mind the work smacks of vulgar sham.

Already the potter's art is merely a survival. Agricultural shows have stimulated native interest, it is true, and there are still kampongs down the Perak river, at Sayong and Pulau Tiga for instance, where one may see old women at work in little palm-thatched sheds under the shade of fruit trees. But alas! their wares are no longer indispensable; the hideous common blue glass decanter is ousting the gourd; Indian hardware has usurped the place of the indigenous clay cooking-pot. As a survival, however, the art
May linger, may even flourish in remote districts; it is easy to learn and affords some trivial earnings to old ladies whose fingers are innocent of the superior skill required for knitting in multi-coloured Berlin wool caps and socks for the infant cradled in a tropical clime.

METAL WORK.

TIN, BRONZE, COPPER AND BRASS.

The only metals that have been mined by Malays in the Peninsula are tin and a little gold. The Chinese chroniclers, writing at the beginning of the fifteenth century, record how "tin is found in two places in the mountains in Malacca, and the king has appointed officers to control the mines. People are sent to wash it and after it has been melted it is cast into small blocks weighing one kati eight tahil or one kati four tahil official weight; ten pieces are bound together with rattan and form a small bundle, whilst forty pieces make a large bundle. In all their trading transactions they use these pieces of tin instead of money." The same chronicles relate how about that time tin was among the articles of export from Johor and Pahang also. The Dutch established a post on the Perak river for collecting tin in 1650, and despite several massacres maintained their interest down to the end of the eighteenth century: the duty they paid filled the coffers of Marhum Kahar and enabled him to buy such luxuries as cannon. Hamilton, writing at the end of the seventeenth century, remarks how Perak "produces more tin than any other country in India," and towards the end of the eighteenth century its annual output of tin was estimated at five thousand pikul, rising to nine thousand pikul for the first half of the new century; the bulk of it won by Malay
miners in Kinta, Batang Padang and at a few places on the Perak river. In Klang and Selangor also mining was done, though on a lesser scale. Twenty years ago in Kinta there were some three hundred and fifty private Malay mines according to Mr. Hale's calculation, "all for stream tin washed out of the river-bed sand." For Malay mining was a very simple business, an occupation to be pursued by men, women and children after the rice-fields ceased to demand attention. "The galleries, stopes and shafts of the old mines at Selinsing in Pahang, work of a race that must have possessed no small degree of mechanical skill," the large pits "fifty feet across and twenty feet deep" found, for example, in Kinta and Batang Padang and popularly ascribed to the Siamese, are certainly not Malay.

The working of a Malay mine belongs rather to the province of magic than to the province of mechanics. Two primitive methods are practised, one suited to hilly, the other to flatter land. A Malay mine, worked at Kampong Senudong on the western slope of Bujang Malacca thirty years ago, was thus described by a French miner, M. de la Croix: "Small canals are brought from the river and run at the foot of the different cuttings, the ground cut down and thrown into these canals and dressed as in a sluice-box, the height of the face being ten to fifteen feet; when the ground has been stripped to the level of the water, it is divided, into small rectangular lots thirty feet long by fifteen wide, round which the canals are made to circulate. These lots are ultimately worked out but not to a greater depth than five feet below the water-mark. . . . The great fault with Malays

1 See Skeat's Magic, pp. 260-270 (quoting Hale's Article). A superstition I have not seen recorded is that on a mine the dead rise unless they are tied securely with rattan at neck, waist and ankles to a house-pillar. 2 Liris. 3 Lumbong.
lies in the inability to organize a draining system that will carry away the surface water." The canals carry off all the light soil, while the ore sinks down in the channel to be lifted thence and washed and cleaned in hand trays. The simplest form of this kind of mining consists merely in washing* tin or gold from the sandy bottom of ore-laden rivers, an occupation of which Rawa and Mandehling women especially seem fond.

The other method is to dig pits from which the ore-laden soil is lifted out in baskets and washed in wooden troughs; a method still more handicapped by the primitive procedure of baling out surface water in baskets.

The clean ore was smelted in clay furnaces* built in the shape of a truncated cone, with a hole on either side and supply hopper to feed the slag, the charcoal and or being put in the top. A most interesting form of piston bellows* was employed for blowing up the charcoal fire. "A peculiar forge-bellows entirely different from those employed by Hindus or the Chinese is found in form absolutely identical in Arakan and Burma, in Sumatara, in Java, in the Philippine Islands and in Madagascar. The description of this bellows, as given by William Dampier at Magindanao, applies absolutely, I believe, to its form in the other countries named: 'They are made of a wooden cylinder, the trunk of a tree, about three feet long, bored hollow like a pump, set upright in the ground, on which the fire itself is made; near the lower end there is a small hole in the side of the trunk next the fire, made to receive a pipe through which the wind is driven to the fire by a great bunch of fire feathers fastened to one end of the stick, which closing up the inside of the cylinder drives the air out.
of the cylinder through to the pipe. Two of these trunks or cylinders are placed so high together that a man standing between them may work them both alternately, one with each hand.'

"Old Malay ingots," Mr. Wray observes, "are of many shapes, and a considerable amount of trouble has evidently been taken in forming some of the patterns from which they were cast, though some have been formed by making a shallow depression in the casting-sand, into which the fluid metal has been poured. A common shape is a more or less conical cylinder, the upper part of which is six to eight sided or decorated with a simple scallop pattern. Nearly cubical lumps of tin are also of frequent occurrence; they are slightly tapered to allow of the pattern being easily withdrawn from the casting-sand. Some curious ingots have been collected in Lower Perak of the same shape as the Pahang tin-money—that is, like the mortar used by Malays for husking rice, only solid in the centre and with four small knobs projecting on the bottom. Another form is an obtuse cone, broken up into eight sides by raised ridges running from apex to base. Some of these ingots were cast in piece-moulds, probably made either of baked clay or of a soft red stone which is now sometimes used for making the moulds in which are cast the tin chains that are attached to the circumference of cast-nets. Piece-moulds are now never used in casting ingots—they are always cast in sand, from wooden patterns." Perhaps all these ingots were forms of coinage.

Rude models of elephants, tortoises and crocodiles were cast like the ingots, in sand after wooden patterns, or in piece-moulds of soft stone. Pahang

1 Col. Yule.
had the peculiar currency of tin "hat" money cast in brass moulds; Kelantan, Kedah and Trengganu round tin pieces with a round hole in the middle, sets of seven or nine being cast in moulds in the shape of a tree, a fact which Mr. Skeat surmises "may possibly give fresh meaning to the 'shaking of the pagoda-tree' which was formerly so familiar a phrase with Englishmen." The piston of the fire-syringe and of the betel-nut mortar is sometimes of tin. But the most advanced and ingenious work is the casting of jointless tin chains for fishing nets in moulds that consist of four separate pieces of brass, each piece attached to a wooden handle by means of which it can be fastened to or removed from its fellows; one series of links having been cast, the mould is opened and reversed so as to enable a second row to be cast through the first, the combined series forming a chain of solid unsoldered links.

Tin is used occasionally for inlaying wooden articles like sticks and dagger-hilts. "The design is cut into the wood, care being taken that it is slightly undercut; it is then covered with clay and dried; molten tin is next poured in through a gate which has been left for the purpose; when cold, the clay is removed and the surface of the tin filed up and polished."

Tin was of course employed along with copper (in the proportion of one to nine) for the manufacture of bronze articles such as a rare spear-head or dagger—a bronze dagger was presented by the waris on the return of the sword of office of the deceased panglima Kinta a few years ago. Of bronze, too, are the best Malay cannon, some censers, trays and bowls. Goldsmiths' chisels have been found made of a hard yellow-white bronze consisting of tin and copper "in the proportion of three or seven; not
wrought, but cast in a chill mould and finished by filing and cutting." A mixture of tin with five per cent. only of copper, and antimony, also have been used for the manufacture of betel trays and boxes.

A few antique pots and basins are made of hammered copper. But the bulk of household utensils are of brass. All bronze, copper and brass work has a Sanskrit name to its metal, though _gangsa_, the word for bronze, is little known and _tembaga_ is applied to all the alloys with the attributes "yellow" and "red" to distinguish them. Articles are cast by the _cire perdue_ process, a process obviously developed from casting simply in sand; and the Malay terminology of the art is distinct enough to deserve study. The article to be made is moulded rudely in clay and the clay mould covered with wax of the thickness desired for the metal. This wax layer is, of course, carefully moulded to the shape and thickness of the article to be cast; after which it is coated with alternate layers of fine sand and clay. When the sand and clay has dried, the mould is heated and the wax allowed to pour out through a gate left in the encircling clay. There is then a cavity formed by the melting and outflow of the wax model, a cavity of the exact shape and size of the article to be cast. Into this cavity melted metal is poured through the gate by which the wax has been allowed to flow out. When the mould has cooled, the outer shell is broken and the rough metal article is turned on a lathe to smooth its surface. "The Malay lathe is always a simple affair, and in one form of it the work is made to rotate in alternating directions by means of a cord which is attached to a flexible rod and passes round part of the work on the lathe to a treadle. When the treadle is pressed, the string is pulled and the work rotates in one sense, while the flexible rod becomes
bent; the treadle and cord are then released and the bent rod straightens itself, driving the work in the opposite sense. This appliance has also been in use in Europe." Several varieties of work exist. Some articles, of which we have examples in water-jars, bowls, basins and lamps (the exact counterpart of lamps found in India), are thick and heavy. Some, like trays and large lidded boxes, are thin and patterned with worthless florid realistic representations of butterflies, deer, flowers and birds, out-put for the most part from Palembang, which for centuries has been famous for its ware. Others, again, have petty fretted patterns chiselled or filed, such as may be seen in glass-stands and betel-trays manufactured in Penang and Singapore. Trengganu alone of native states would seem to have manufactured any quantity. The Chinese chronicles allude to copper, ironware and gongs as articles of import into Pahang in the fifteenth century. Brass-ware is certainly of foreign origin, mainly Indian touched with European influence; it is only in Borneo that we get Chinese influence producing fine types of gong and kettle. The brass-ware of the Peninsula deserves little attention on aesthetic grounds.

IRON WORK.

"There is the clearest possible evidence of animistic ideas about iron. For the sacred lump of iron which forms part of the regalia of more than one of the Sultans in the Peninsula Malays entertain the most extraordinary reverence, not unmingled with superstitious terror: it is upon this lump of iron when placed in water that the most solemn and binding oath known to those who make use of it is sworn; and it is to this that the Malay wizard refers when he recites his category of the most terrible
denunciation that Malay magic has been able to invent. It is possible that there may be in the Malay mind, at all events, some connection between the regalia and the more general use of iron as a charm against evil spirits. For the various forms of iron which play so conspicuous a part in Malay magic, from the long iron nail which equally protects the new-born infant and the rice-soul from the powers of evil to the betel-nut scissors which are believed to scare the evil spirits from the dead, are all alike called the representative symbols or emblems of iron." Now anthropologists have pointed out how this reverence for an object like iron probably arises when a rude tribe is first brought into contact with it and regards its wonderful properties as miraculous. And Colonel Yule has suggested with fair cogency that, taken along with other evidence, the feather piston-bellows demonstrates not only a connection between the Malay race and the people of Indo-China, but the use of iron prior to the Malay emigration from its original home.

The art of the Malay blacksmith may be respectable from its antiquity, but is not of superlative merit: it has produced no blades to equal the temper of Dyak swords, for example, and is fast falling into desuetude. "The Chinese blacksmiths at Malacca," wrote Newbold nearly a century ago, "manufacture immense numbers of Malayan implements of agriculture, adzes, hoes, spades, choppers, not only for the Peninsula, but also for the opposite coast of Sumatra." The art of kérisme-making, which alone superstition would confine to a Malay craftsman and which even rajas were not ashamed to profess in the old days, has for some years become practically extinct. In Perak a few choppers are made at Sungai Siput, and there are two or three old men at Kuala Kangsar who can at a push make a
kris, but that is all: the foreign specialist has everywhere ousted the native amateur blacksmith. The passing of his craft, at any rate in the Peninsula, where the making of daggers has never acquired fame, is nothing much to lament, unless one regard it as a symptom of the industrial change inflicted in a few decades on a medieval civilisation.

A palm-thatched shed, a clay furnace, a charcoal fire, piston bellows, some anvils fixed to wooden logs, a board to fend his bare shins from flying sparks, pincers, hammers, chisels and files; the stock in trade of the Malay blacksmith is ordinary and simple. But "the European cold and hot sets used for cutting off pieces of iron are replaced in the Malay smithy by a tool\(^1\) that is simply a cold chisel, but fixed in a long wooden handle from which the chisel projects at right angles, and in use the head of the chisel is struck with a hammer, while the handle merely serves to hold it in place."

Of agricultural tools manufactured, one may infer that the adze\(^2\) is the most ancient. It bears a close resemblance to the celt; shaped like a small spade with a square tang\(^3\) which is inserted at right angles in a socket of hard wood and bound with rattan\(^4\) at the end of a handle,\(^5\) curved, bending back near the blade, about two feet long and encircled round the grip with pieces of light wood.\(^6\) It can serve as adze, axe, chisel or plane.

Every Malay carries a knife which has an identity of form running through its particular divergencies, whether it be of Rembau or Patani or Perak make, whether it be small as a pocket-knife or large as a sword. "The back may be straight or

---

1 \textit{Lepe.}  
2 \textit{Btjowong, large; patil, small; rimbae, large and adze-like.}  
3 \textit{Puting.}  
4 \textit{Bekat, remat krawat (C. and S.).}  
5 \textit{Pendah.}  
6 \textit{Lubut, bawang gabas.}
with a concave curvature; it never has a convex curvature. The edge similarly may be straight or with a convex curvature; it never has a concave curvature." These words will serve equally well as a general description for the Malay knife as for the Dyak. The class may be divided broadly into two species, the one sheathless, having a blade broadest and heaviest at point, or rather end, for it has (with few exceptions) a transverse slanting blunt termination; the other sheathed, worn at the waist, having a blade broadest and heaviest in the centre, or rather just beyond the centre, with cutting edge convex and curving to a sharp point at tip of blade—it is the former species which bears, perhaps, an essential resemblance to Dyak knives and has the same generic name. Nearly every state, Patani, Kedah, Perak, Selangor, Rembau, affects some slight difference in the shape of its local blades; but most of the small knives used for the daily purposes of life can be referred to one of the above species with the exception, of course, of such highly specialized agricultural instruments as the semi-circular blade set in a piece of wood and used for cutting the ears of rice one by one not to frighten the rice-soul. But the study of agricultural tools belongs rather to the province of husbandry than to a paper on iron-work, and can only be handled adequately with the aid of illustrations.

A Malay enthusiast on weapons will give one a fearful and wonderful list. He will include in it a discus with a Sanskrit name, Persian knives and scimitars, the mace, and so on and so on—all the

1 Perang (also Dyak word). 2 Golu (also Javanese). 3 E.g., chordong leonggang jande with pick wall. 4 Tuai. 5 Chahra. 6 Baneer, bhanjar. 7 Chahmar.
armoury of his romantic literature, which itself is foreign. It is safe to say that if any of these were ever made by Malay smiths, they were anomalies; inferior copies of imported specimens. Even such a common knife as the little curved "cock's tail feather," probably had an Arab model; the small straight one-edged dagger, still worn in these days when weapons have to be hidden from prying policemen, is said to have been derived from the same source, though made by all Malay smiths. The fine blade, sometimes straight sometimes curved, that is a cross between the kēris and a sword, is of Bugis manufacture. The sword, if ever made locally, is certainly of foreign origin, and at any rate, as we are writing rather from the point of view of the student of metal-work than from that of the student of weapons, a short survey of those more familiar weapons in which the art of the Malay blacksmith shows at its best will suffice. Even here the smith of the Peninsula has little to boast of. The long kēris and the "pepper-crusher," from the carving of their hilts and their great vogue in the Negri Sembilan, would appear to come directly from Sumatara: the kēris from Java. It is idle to speculate whether its blade represents a dragon form and owes its shape to the piety of a tribe of naga-worshippers, or has been evolved merely on the model of the horns of butting animals, or found the later superstition to sanction the earlier utilitarian origin of the shape; whether, again, its continued vogue was due to superstitious respect or not rather to its peculiar fitness for warfare in a country of tangled cramping forest. Anyhow, the names of its

---

1 Lawi oyam. 2 Jimbang. 3 Hadak. 4 Sandang. 5 Pidang. 6 Tumbok lade.
mountings, its court prestige, the names of its shapes, the great respect for Javanese and Bugis blades, the greater number of varieties of Javanese damasks and their more definite nomenclature in that country are all clear evidence at least of its place of development. Even in Patani, where the kreis has some points that at first sight might appear anomalous, closer inspection will reveal affinities with the Javanese sheath; a Javanese name for the smith and Javanese names for the best known patterns. It is difficult to hit on any satisfactory methods of classification, unless we merely classify blades as of damasked steel or the modern plain steel; as of so many curves, or straight—the latter being the fashion for the light court dress kreis. The Malay will prize a kreis for its maker and name it after him; for its age and bloodstains; its grace of shape and grace of damask; its lucky measurements and lucky damask marks. Why one pattern of straight kreis should be called the "black fighting-cock with white markings"; another straight and trowel-like, "the cake spoon"; another plain with five sinister trailing waves, "the deadly vampire," may seem "miching mallecho" to the uninitiated, but will present little difficulty to those accustomed to the Malay aptitude for far-fetched simile. And the diffident may take comfort in the thought that the simile is often so far-fetched, of such old-world aboriginal origin that it is forgotten or overlooked even by Malays themselves, who try to explain it by inventing marvellous anecdote. For instance, the first well-known Laksamana of Perak is said to have seen a monkey sitting on a branch over

---

1 See "Life and Customs Part II" in this series, p. 44. 2 See Raffles' "Java." 3 Pandai. 4 Pandai seri. 5 Sapukal. 6 Jakab jantam, 7 Suda debeang. 8 Langenayar binc.
a fish-trap at the mouth of the Bidor river, a piece of rubber in his paws that looked like an unfinished kēris; seeing the Laksamana, the monkey dropped the rubber, which turned into a kēris that the Laksamana named "the swinging monkey." The story is ingenious, but study the tail of a monkey and you have a better peg on which to hang the simile. It may be futile to attempt to determine the exact significance of many damasks as of many shapes, but people are apt to waste a good deal of time and money on kēris-collecting without perhaps realizing the principle of selection and preference. Any mark that might have come on the blade by extraordinary means, as by pressure from the fire-proof fingers of some miraculous smith; or again, by what we should call accident, but what the primitive mind would take to be magic work of the living steel and to show its sympathies; any mark which could be construed to resemble some natural object or the initial of the name of Allah would enhance the virtue and value of the kēris: and the verdict of some famous smith or some famous fencer, and the success of their arms, would dictate to fashion the proper position of the mark on the blade. We may find it difficult, for example, to explain why marks like a "fish-navel," "a cucumber seed," or a "grasshopper's leg," should be expected to bring luck: we may doubt the modern Malay's explanation of the respect for the "mountain" damask as the aesthetic appreciation of his ancestors for the aloofness, power and beauty of

1 Bintang biru. 2 Kēris pichit. 3 E.g., bercak dayu, a rough "natural" corner under the cross-piece. 4 E.g., ronak split at the point cry for blood. 5 Pantai buntal. 6 Bilis simen. 7 Ganti bila lang. 8 Pamer gusung.
high places: we may prefer to believe simply that any mark remotely resembling a natural object was revered as the marvellous revelation of unknown power. But in any case, when we come to the \textit{Alif} mark and the \textit{Lam} mark, the process of Malay thought is obvious and indisputable.

"And at point the sacred letters, 
\textit{Symbol of the name of Allah},
\textit{Alif lam that greet the dying}."

The method of producing damask in a blade is the most complicated branch of the smith's work—except indeed in Trengganu, where subtle knaves wash and file on the surface of plain steel a pattern that soon comes off. The \textit{badek} and the "pepper-crusher" and the spear,\textsuperscript{2} even the \textit{golok} and the \textit{parang} are frequently damasked, but the art is most often and most carefully practised in the manufacture of the \textit{kris}. I must borrow, as well as I can without illustrations, an account founded on a description taken down by Mr. Skeat.

The smith begins by making a pile of short bars, alternately thick and thin; the two sets said by the Malay smith to be of different metals, one\textsuperscript{3} set made by cutting up and forging down a rod of wrought iron, the other\textsuperscript{4} by straightening, for example, the blade of a sickle. Microscopic examination did not bear out the smith's story and revealed merely a series of layers "of common wrought iron differentiated by no peculiarities of structure or composition and only

\textsuperscript{1} \textit{Lam} yadilah di-tunteng, \textit{Pemur alif tending sendiri-nye}. \textsuperscript{2} There are two species, \textit{badek} broad-bladed, \textit{sentenoh} almost squarish and narrow-bladed, used at court especially. \textsuperscript{3} \textit{Pisi} sri (Skeat). \textsuperscript{4} \textit{Badek}.
marked out by the line of very imperfect welds between the layers, which play a most important part in the formation of the damask pattern." But Mr. Skeat's description agrees with that of Newbold, who speaks of *bēsi pamur* imported from Celebes and Java mixed in the proportion of one to three with the iron of old hoops and nails or sort of iron brought from Billiton and then welded into a flat bar which is split into two. Possibly native tradition, founded on a misconception that the damask patterning is due not to impurities and imperfections in the welding of bars but to the use of different kinds of metal, demands the employment of iron from two different sources. Anyhow the pile of short bars, each alternate bar of iron from a different source, is heated, welded together in rough primitive fashion and drawn out to the same length. The long bar so formed is again heated and is then bent ("in the plane of the welds, so as to show on the flat of the scroll laminae standing on edge and welded together") into a scroll that looks like a row of capital 'S'es running one into and below the other, smaller at the bottom of the bar, bigger at the top. Two such scrolls are used for each *kēris*. Next, steel is forged into three strips of the shape of the two prepared scrolls, the central strip thicker than the others to form the body of the blade. Two small pieces are cut from the laminated bar of which the scrolls have been made, and bent into the shape of two large 'U' s to form the damask across the thick base of the blade. Finally, all the pieces are hammered and welded together—in centre a flat bar of steel: on either side of it a flat strip of thin steel; outside

---

1 *Biar.*  
2 *Blae baja.*
the flat side of each strip of thin steel (at the end which is to form the thick base of the blade) a 'U' piece of laminated iron. "No better treatment could be designed for the purpose of opening the welds and spreading the individual layers and at the same time driving the steel into the interstices from above and below; at the temperature of working, the steel is softer and more nearly fluid than the iron and will therefore force its way into any opening that may occur." When this pile has been welded, it is carefully forged down to the length and thickness required to produce a blade of lucky measurements. "The haft is then formed by notching the edge of the blade close to its base and gradually drawing the portion between the notches down to the form of a thin spike which is intended to enter the hilt. The next step is the production of the waves of the edge. Where these are small and numerous, they are produced by grinding and filing, but where they are fairly long they are made by forging. In this operation the entire blade is bent alternately to one side and then to the other; this is done by supporting its ends upon two anvils and holding it edge up while it is struck with a hammer. But the bending is localized at each successive spot required, by first heating the blade and then cooling it with water, leaving only that part red-hot where the bending is to occur. Each wave thus represents a separate operation of heating and bending. When the waves are finished, the kēris is driven into the ground for about two-thirds of its length and thus held firmly while the 'chin' of the blade is formed. Two notches are cut in one edge of the blade, the notches are filed out and the small tongues of metal left are then

1 Kuku gejoh.
bent’ into curves. ‘The cutting edges are roughed out with a file, the blade being held in ‘V’ blocks; in this operation the thick central portion of the blade is carefully left untouched. The next step is to heat the haft and twist it in a way which is believed by Malays to give it a better hold on the hilt. Then the collar or guard is welded on the blade at the haft end. This collar is made of a piece cut off from the end of the blade in the rough state and therefore consists of alternate layers of steel and laminated scroll; the piece is forged to the proper shape, punched to receive the haft and notched on the under side so as to form a sort of ‘mortice and tenon’ joint with the blade when pushed down upon it; some indentations are also punched on the sides of this collar and it is claimed they cause the pattern to appear more clearly at a later stage. The blade being now completed is hardened by first heating in the forge and then quenching in water, the temper attained being a mere matter of accident or guesswork. The blade is then ground to its final shape on a grindstone hung in a frame; the stone is driven by a string which is pulled and released in such a way as alternately to wind and unwind itself on the spindle of the stone. The outer layer of steel is entirely ground away and a pickling or etching process brings out the pattern by attacking and corroding the steel while leaving the iron untouched.’ This etching is done by means of a mixture of boiled rice, sulphur and salt, with which a hollow bamboo is filled and the blade laid in it for several days, till the damask has appeared on the surface; the edges of the blade being protected the while by a thin coating of wax. After that the blade is soaked in coconut milk or pineapple juice for several days; cleaned with lime-juice and, in cases of obstinate rust
spots, with charcoal and finally rubbed with arsenic. The blade is then ready, in all the beauty of watered damask and deadly curves, to excite the criticism of the connoisseur or the admiration of the teller of tales.

"Seven-waved the kris he carried,
Blade and cross-piece one unjointed;
Forged of parent primal iron,
Crushed with hammer, sifted after;
Fragment broke from Adam’s stave,
Chip of steel from Khorassan.
Would you clean the blade in water,
Choose the river’s upper reaches:
Would you clean the blade with acid,
Take it to an inner chamber.
If a month ago a stranger
Went and carried off his bundle
Stab the spot his feet have trodden,
He shall die before its magic:
If a month ago the swimmer
Hied from out some Bugis river
Stab where’er his ripples eddied,
He shall die before its magic.
If its point has drawn a blood-gout,
Let one drop but trickle earthward,
For a year the rice-crops wither;
Let one drop but trickle seaward,
For a year no fishes sport. 1

The kris is a fine type of dagger, marred technically by the difficulty its makers experience in getting hard steel and the fact that the etching and cleaning of the damask is so liable to ruin the sharpness of the edges.

Malay ordnance is of alien invention and extremely poor in execution. Its manufacture has probably been discontinued for years now, and I cannot do better than quote Newbold, who lived in more disturbed times. "Malays manufacture ordnance."

at Trengganu in the Peninsula," he observes, "at Gressek in Java; at Menangkabau; and formerly there was a foundry at Acheen. The following five descriptions of guns are most in use—namely, mériam, capable of carrying a six-pound shot; the iron rëntaka; the jala rambung, with a muzzle about as large as that of a blunderbuss; the ekur lotong, a small gun to which is attached a long curved appendage, resembling the tail of the monkey, set on at the button of the breech; and the lelah, whose ordinary range is about four hundred yards, though some will carry a thousand yards with an elevation. Lelah are often loaded with leaden or tin slugs and placed on swivels in outposts at an angle of their stockades so as to command two faces; the lelah is made generally of brass (sometimes of iron) with a calibre varying from one to three inches. . . . Their match-locks, of which the istinggar Mënangkabau is most esteemed, are long unwieldy heavy pieces; the barrels are formed by twisting a flat bar of tough beaten iron round a rod of the same and beating it into a consistent hollow cylinder. European pieces with locks are most preferred and now commonly used instead of the match-locks. Muskets, blunderbusses and rifles are often found in their hands. The barrels of the blunderbusses are frequently made by themselves, with muzzles in various fantastic forms such as the mouth of a tiger or snake, and mounted with European locks."

GOLD AND SILVER.

All the known styles of Malay gold and silver work are represented in the Peninsula—repoussé, filigree, niello, inlay.

Of these, repoussé is the commonest, most broadly distributed and employed for most articles. It is
found with certain traits of identity throughout the Archipelago, in Java, in Sumatra, in Borneo. It owes many of its patterns to Indian influence—the conventional lotus flower, the leaf of the sacred fig, and so on—but there is not a technical term that is foreign for metal, tool or pattern, so that there would seem to be no reason why it should be inferred to be Indian in origin. Indeed, it must be something more than coincidence that foliated pattern of the same chaste restraint and conventional character is the note of Malay wood-carving. That several influences have made themselves felt was only to be expected, and these divers influences may be seen in the two styles of lime-box in the betel set, the one type squat octagonal, always of silver, the other tall, straight-sided, circular, often gold-topped; or again, in the difference between the watch-like round style of tobacco box (that is tied in the corner of the kerchief) and the Negri Sembilan octagonal type of the same article. And it is very hard to allocate the different types. An article may be collected on the Perak river, for instance, where Sayong and Bandar, both famous for their arts, were places strongly infected with Bugis influence and Kota Lama was an Achinese centre. The small bowl is clearly modelled on the half coconut shell and bears round its brim primitive incised patterns zigzag, key, and so on. Possibly one shape of betel casket has been modelled after the seed-pod of the lotus, the top in imitation of the natural corolla. Large covered bowls have a jingling open flower of cut silver petals for handle, which reminds one rather of the tops of Buddhist minarets. Modern European influence is discernible in betel and tobacco boxes hinged and on feet. And it is perhaps noteworthy that a large round slightly oval-topped box (identical in shape with Burmese specimens) has
apparently a Dutch name.\textsuperscript{1} Squat deep spoons are
grounded on Chinese models. Javanese influence must
have been great and is to be looked for in gold work.
gold having been a royal prerogative in that type of
kingdom which came by way of Palembang to Malacca
and thence spread in the Peninsula to Perak, Johore,
Pahang. For specimens we may take waist buckles,
the dokoh, anklets, armlets, kēris sheaths, all of which
have specialized Javanese names, though doubtless
there may be divergence from the pure Javanese types.
This influence is no mystery, but is recognized by
Malays themselves in such stock patterns as the awas
Jawa. Malay foliated pattern is highly convention-
alized and chaste; the Javanese pattern tends,
perhaps, to be slightly florid and a shade more
realistic.

It is unfortunate that the largest collection of
silver in the Peninsula, that of the Taiping Museum,
fails of being representative because there is hardly
one big article typical of Malay work (which is
distinguished not by zigzag but by concentric bands
on the round tops of caskets) and because so many of
the small betel-caskets exhibit just the defects of
Malay silver and nothing more. For that Malay silver
has its defects is indisputable. Its quality is not that
of faultless execution: it is to Japanese silver work
what Crivelli is to Raphael. Its beauty lies in a
naive convention of design and in a naivety of
execution, which charms by its revelation of an
artist’s individuality where flawless stereotype would
leave one cold. The artist, whom his civilization
makes also a rice-planter, an amateur carpenter and
so on, is not a professional intent only on his art,
but rather a gifted amateur pursuing his craft by fits

\textsuperscript{1} Kēp. It is sometimes called chīpu. The uncertainty as to name
shows its foreign origin.
and starts and at leisure. "When you engage one of them," writes Maraden, speaking of course, of Sumatra, "his first request is usually for a piece of iron hoop, to make his wire-drawing instrument; an old hammer head stuck in a block serves for an anvil, and I have seen a pair of compasses composed of two old nails tied together at one end. The gold is melted in a piece of a periok or earthen rice-pot, sometimes in a crucible of their own making of common clay. In general they use no bellows, but blow the fire with their mouths through a joint of bamboo, and if the quantity of metals to be melted is considerable, three or four persons sit round their furnace, which is an old broken kuali or iron pot, and blow together." Obviously the border line between childlike naivety and childlike incompetency is very fine. The Malay craftsman crosses it easily enough unless his interest and enthusiasm be aroused. Writers on Indian art advert to "the tendency of all Indian craftsmen to leave their work crooked in line and unfinished in joints, to spoil a carving by allowing an ugly knot in the wood right in the centre, and so forth." There is the same trouble with the Malay. Hinges, screws, chains, soldering the fit of a lid—it is inconceivable that so good an artist could not compass such work if he set his mind to it, but the Malay has never been expert at such trifles yet. And he seldom or never does his best work on a small article. A craftsman who showed any unusual skill would not be left to execute villatic orders (which from the nature of old Malay rule were bound to be insignificant) but would be translated to the retinue of a chief, where he would be set to do work above the average, heavier, bigger, elaborate; and probably for dear life, on the rare occasions when his chief's interest was aroused, he would be doing the best he
could. The ordinary *kampong* does not contain silver-lidded bowls, kettles, or gold-sheathed daggers any more than the English cottage contains Sheraton side-boards and Dresden china; only the rich, or rather the powerful, could indulge in them. Moreover, very few Malays could afford to accumulate; old families were always giving place to new, for one thing; and when Chinese work was a fashionable novelty a family would not add specimens of it to a collection, but send their old Malay stuff to the melting-pot. Collections, till recently, hardly existed: articles were made for use at feasts, at weddings, at circumcisions, and not for the show-case. These are all facts which seem worthy of notice, because so few people appear to recognize them. They grumble at the price of large articles, overlooking their rarity and their weight, which is commonly about thirty dollars. Proud of escaping the Scylla of smooth Chinese imitation, they fall blindly into the Charybdis of rough prentice workmanship and, content that it is real Malay, triumphantly announce that they have paid dollar for dollar weight whereas rumour has it that oneself is spoiling the market by offering fifty cents more. And after all, it is something to escape the Scylla of Chinese imitation, as collectors, looking back to their early experiences, know. For the collecting of Malay silver work is a trying business as well as tedious and futile for all but the enthusiast who will devote some study to it, can wait if need be for years and has a fairly long purse. The beginner generally starts by ransacking Chinese pawnshops and buying specious imitations, too thin of shell, too neat and smooth of pattern, too finnicking in workmanship for the real article. Later finding his error, he looks out for travelling Malay dealers: and they too, recognising the tyro,
attract him with bargains, which their older customers have rejected for months as of poor workmanship or doubtful origin. When anything good is brought, probably he fails to discern its worth. Surely the silver bowls he has seen in so-and-so's cupboard were very different from the dealer's specimen, black with tobacco and betel juice, dented of lid, dog-eared of rim! Surely this gold dagger-sheath in two pieces, its base broken off, a gem missing, the gold of the base inferior in colour and quality to the gold of the sheath, is very different from the neat, perfect specimen in so-and-so's case. He does not know that it took his friend days to bring the bright gloss on his silver bowl, soaking an object that looked as black as a saucepan lid in tamarind water or ammonia and brushing it with soap-suds. He did not see his friend's sheath before the goldsmith resoldered its parts, burnished it afresh and set a fresh stone in place of the missing gem. Even when he is well advanced in guile and can detect a fraud and recognize the artical of genuine merit, he is not yet at the end of his troubles. He will buy an admirable specimen. He thanks his star that no further expenditure in that particular line will be required. Alas! after a week or so, a month or two, his dealer brings something which throws the old specimen, excellent though it be, into the shade, or exhibits a type of pattern sufficiently different to be indispensable to any collection aiming at completeness. Friends, too, will distract him with good advice, some urging him to burnish, some praising dirt and blackness; and he will not feel sure enough of his ground to answer boldly that good silver work does not require the adventitious aid of dirt and betel juice, and that Malay repoussé silver, however cleaned, does not shine hard and glittering like a
looking-glass, but wears a bloom as of frosted dulness. But one could expatiate on the joys and sorrows of the collector for ever.

For the process of repoussé. The craftsman first melts his gold or silver, as the case may be, in a clay crucible over a charcoal fire till it run fluid, when he adds a resinous substance to clear its colour. He chooses a mould of iron-stone or earthenware approximate in size and shape to the article in the making and pours in the melted metal: having previously oiled the mould so that the metal will not stick. As soon as the metal is cold, he removes it from the mould and gently hammers it on an anvil, large or small according to the size of the article, till the latter is thin and smooth and of the desired shape: for which operation the metal will be softened now and again by being reheated and then plunged into water. Next he fixes the prepared article upside down on a lump of melted rosin, taking care that there are no hollows between the rosin and the metal. For this process he employs a variety of chisels according to the decoration contemplated. Most of the pattern is wrought thus from the back of the thin metal, but finishing touches are given from the front; and in case of some of the finest work done on thick metal, like the border running round the side of a large heavy bowl for example, only the pattern in highest relief can be wrought from the back, and all niceties have to be chiselled from the outside or front.

As common as repoussé is a kind of filigree which is found on the neck pendant, the peacock-crowned cheese-scoop finger-ornament, the obsolete big round earring, the base of kēris-sheaths, the ring mounting of kēris and spear, the bosses applied to the tops of betel caskets and large round silver boxes. Here
again occur concentric rings. Within each ring is what Marsden calls floral, but what is rather foliated pattern bearing no resemblance at all to the pattern of repoussé work and so conventional that its resemblance to foliage is discernible but remote. This pattern is made of raised gold (or silver) wire, fine as cotton and twisted like cotton in strands. And it is, as it were, from a decorative point of view pinned down by tiny pin-heads of gold, or "fish-eggs" as the Malays name them, which are sometimes enlarged and wrought in the shape of very tiny conventional flowers. Filigree is commonly jewelled with one or more poor stones. It would seem to have come immediately from Sumatra, and Raffles states that "the Javans do not as a rule work gold into those beautiful filigree patterns common among the Malays of Sumatra." Marsden describes the process at length and observes that "there is no manufacture in the Malay Archipelago that has been more admired and celebrated than the fine gold and silver filigree of Sumatra." It is further noticeable that whereas gold filigree is found, in casket bosses especially, throughout the Peninsula, silver filigree, the existence of which would show the manufacture of filigree to be a common everyday business, is found, mainly in the Negri Sembilan. Anyhow, it is apparently a lost art in the Protected States and I must content myself with giving Marsden’s description of the process. "Their method of drawing the wire differs but little from that used by European workmen. When drawn to a sufficient fineness, they flatten it by beating it on their anvil, and when flattened they give it a twist like that in the whalebone handle of a punch-ladle by rubbing it on a block of wood, with a flat stick. After twisting they beat it again on the anvil and by these means it becomes flat wire with
indented edges. With a pair of nippers they fold down the end of the wire and thus form a leaf or element of a flower in their work which is cut off. The end is again folded and cut off, till they have a sufficient number of leaves, which are all laid on singly. Patterns of the flower or foliage in which there is not very much variety, are prepared on paper, of the size of the gold plate on which the filigree is to be laid. According to this, they begin to dispose on the plate the larger compartments of the foliage, for which they use plain flat wire of the larger size, and fill them up with the leaves before mentioned. To fix their work they employ a glutinous substance, made of the small red pea with a black spot ground to a pulp on a rough stone. This pulp they place on a young coconut about the size of a walnut, the top and bottom being cut off. After the leaves have all been placed in order and stuck on bit by bit, solder is prepared of gold filings and borax moistened with water, which they strew or daub over the plate with a feather and then put it in the fire for a short time, when the whole becomes united. This kind of work on a gold plate they call karang papan; when the work is open, they call it karang tirus. In executing the latter, the foliage is laid out on a card or soft kind of wood covered with paper and stuck on, as before described, with the paste of the red seed; and the work when finished being strewn over with their solder is put into the fire when, the card or soft wood burning away, the gold remains connected. The greatest skill and attention is required in this operation, as the work is often made to run by remaining too long or in too hot a fire. If the piece be large, they solder it at several times. When the work is finished they give it that fine high colour
they so much admire, by an operation they term "sibok. This consists in mixing nitre, common salt and alum reduced to powder and moistened, laying the composition on the filigree and keeping it over a moderate fire till it dissolves and becomes yellow. In this situation the piece is kept for a longer or shorter time, according to the intensity of colour they wish the gold to receive. It is then thrown into water and cleansed. In the manufacture of baju buttons they first made the lower part flat, and having a mould formed of a piece of buffalo horn, indented to several sizes, each like one half of a bullet mould, they lay their work over one of these holes, and with a horn punch they press it into the form of the button. After this, they complete the upper part. The manner of working the little balls, with which their works are sometimes ornamented, is as follows: they take a piece of charcoal and cut it flat and smooth; they make in it a small hole, which they fill with gold dust and this melted in the fire becomes a little ball. The price of the workmanship depends on the difficulty or novelty of the pattern. In some articles of usual demand, it does not exceed one-third of the value of the gold; but in matters of fancy, it is generally equal to it."

These two methods exhaust what is commonly known as Malay silver and gold work. There is also an unimportant method of inlay, in which silver or gold wire is "inset in an iron ground. It is used sometimes to ornament spear heads and I have seen it employed in the Kuala Kangsar Art School for the decoration of a stick handle. Very rarely iron betel-scissors are inlaid with some elaboration: Sir Frank Swettenham's British Malaya illustrates a fine specimen from Kuala Kangsar, and the Perak
Museum contains scissors so decorated in the shape of the kula sempurna. Kérises are sometimes inlaid with gold or silver Arabic lettering.

But by far the most interesting work in silver, next to repoussé and filigree, is a kind, or rather two kinds, of ware that must be called, though improperly, niello. The one is made by filling with enamel or pitch a silver or brass pattern obtained by the repoussé method. The scroll-like patterns show no affinity with Malay design and sometimes Arabic lettering is found in the decoration: the articles come from Sumatra and the art is most popular in the Negri Sembilan, whence most specimens are brought into the market. It is an art employed mainly for the decoration of waist buckles. The pitch forms the body of the design; the silver, veins in a blue-black ground. Specimens are found, something like it in appearance but belonging to the class of inlay mentioned above, where the base is a black oxydized metal, in which a pattern is chiselled out and gold is carefully inlaid in the recesses, the oxydized metal being then hammered so as to fix the gold firmly in place. Overlooking the fact that the body is black oxydized copper, observers have incorrectly described the space between the gold lines as “filled with black enamel, which is melted and subsequently polished, leaving the design in gold and the ground of polished black enamel.”

The most ornate of all workmanship in silver is the niello of the north of the Peninsula—a branch of art which though practised now only at Ligur in Siamese Malaya is done by Malay craftsmen who, according to the local tradition, are survivors of a body of exiles brought thence from Kedah during the wars. The articles wrought are conspicuous not only
for the grace of their pattern but for grace of shape too. Even the contour of the bowls is different from the half-coconut-shell contour of the ordinary Malay bowl. Spouted water-kettles with pivot handles and pyramidal lids are common. The lotus form predominates: it is the motif in large water-bottle stands, in bud-shaped slender vases, in pedestal dishes: but it is not found in the decoration, of which there are two species; one consisting of a delicate formal leafy tracery the other of a bolder patterning in which are introduced snakes, squirrels, deer, mythical figures. The best account I have seen occurs in Mr. P. A. Thompson’s “Lotus Land.” “From the twelfth or thirteenth century A.D.,” he writes, I know not on what evidence, “the art of making nielloware flourished at Ligur, the modern Nakawn Sri Tamarat, and lasted until the middle of the eighteenth century. This ware is made of silver. The vessel is filled with cutch and the pattern is traced upon it with a graver. The ground is then hammered down, leaving the ornament in low relief. Then it is inlaid with niello, which brings the ground up to the level of the ornamentation, so that the outer surface of the vessel is smooth and the designs appear in silver upon a black ground. In the oldest pieces the ware was left in this state, but later it became the fashion to gild the silver so that the outer surface was black and gold. In some of the best examples both gilding and the natural colour of the silver are employed in the designs with great effect. The interior of the vessel was always left plain and the reflex of the design shows through upon it. The black ground or niello filling was prepared by melting together in a crucible lead, silver, copper and sulphur. The resultant black mass, consisting of metallic sulphides of the three metals, was powdered and
fused into the hollows of the vessel, using borax as a flux. A similar method of decoration was practised in Persia, whence it was introduced into Russia, and in Italy the art was known as early as the ninth century A.D. In these countries, however, the pattern appears to have always been engraved in the metal, whereas in Siam it was hammered. Favourite figures on the old bowls were the mythical monsters Rachasi and Kochasi, who long ago lived on the earth, but when they saw men rode the horse and the elephant they became afraid that they too would be ridden, so they fled to the Himalaya fairy-land. More modern pieces were generally covered with a formal leafy design and less and less of the black background became visible. Niello ware is still made to a very limited extent, but the patterns have become coarser and the gilding is in larger masses than in the old work."

Apparently it is the craftsmen who wrought this niello ware that have also produced some silver-gilt work adorned with coloured enamel dots and leaves, sometimes with fine effect but oftener tawdry.

Niello is a very beautiful ware, but the gilding lends it an element of sham and impermanency; the plain silver interior contrasts incongruously with the gilt outside and the designs, exquisitely graceful as they are, lack the chastity of what in its finer examples is perhaps the crown of Malay art in metal, repoussé silver work. Not in niello, not in delicate microscopic filigree, but in the best repoussé only result stands commensurate with effort, sufficient neat, and beautiful.

It looks as if the hungry generations have trodden down niello and filigree irrevocably into the limbo of forgotten arts. Repoussé silver-work is done still and we lend it the helping hand of subsidy and of our indifferent approval. Will it survive? By all
historical analogy its demise cannot long be delayed if the work is pursued on present lines. What European would adopt the profession of goldsmith, if it consisted in making snuff-boxes for a few eccentric collectors? Yet we expect the Malay to work with all the zeal of his ancestors at producing betel-boxes, spear-hasps and drinking-bowls, which are now hardly more part of the furniture of his generation than snuff-boxes are part of ours. Conservative connoisseurs may decry change; but, humanly speaking, the only chance for Malay silver-work is, if we can suggest to the smith that the patterns of his huge obsolete waist-buckles would serve admirably for the back of hand-glasses and hair-brushes, that he should make cigarette-cases instead of betel-caskets, watch-cases instead of round tobacco boxes. The difficulty is that we have got to find a certain market for his wares, and to convince him that he can get this we must prove to him that there is a constant demand for them among his own countrymen. As yet there never has been such a demand: for his craft was perfected under a feudal system.

SPINNING, DYEING AND WEAVING.

Spinning is almost, if not quite, a thing of the past now; but formerly various fibres—pineapple, plantain, palm, as well as cotton—were spun into thread. The process of separating cotton fibre was performed by means of a small wooden hand-mangle, consisting of two rollers, whose revolution in opposite directions ejected the hard seed. The next thing was to divide the clinging fibre, and this was effected as in India, by means of a bamboo bow, which being

1 Busu.
twanged over a pile of it drove the soft fluff into a separate heap. The fluff was then rolled out and one end of a roll attached to a spindle and spun into thread by means of a spinning wheel. The completed thread was wound off the wheel on to a winder¹ and later removed thence and stretched taut between two horizontal hanging bamboos, where it was brushed and starched with rice-paste. After that operation it was ready for dyeing.

Formerly vegetable dyes were always employed of necessity. Raw Chinese silk was purchased, bleached with a lye made of water and ashes of the husk of the durian, or silk-cotton, or of the fruit-stalks of the coconut-palm; rinsed and dried. Colouring matter was prepared by an infusion of bark or leaves: for red, sticklac;² for yellow, turmeric, or the root of the kēdērang; for blues and blacks, indigo leaves or mangrove bark. Purples and violets were got by the admixture of sticklac and indigo; greens by admixture of turmeric with an infusion of chips of kēdērang or shoots of the young rambutan; grey by just dipping in indigo; orange by just dipping in sticklac. Lime was used to darken blues and yellows; immersion in fermented coconut milk to darken purple and black. A solution of alum in water and the acid fruit of the asam qēluqur fixed the colours. Different countries used different dyes according as they were inland or on the sea; Raman, for want of mangrove bark, had to be content with indigo leaves. Vegetable dyes were not supplanted all at once. Probably local scarcity of bark or leaf may have been the thin end of the wedge: the trouble in producing secondary colours and pure tones must have helped; at Sitiawan Mr. Wray found sticklac and turmeric in use for the production of reds and yellows, aniline dyes for green and blue. The

¹ Lit. 
² Malay.
natural depravity of man did the rest, and from the aesthetic point of view the essential beauty of much Malay silk has departed. Apparently it was not taste, but lack of the means to sin, as Mr. Wray suggests, that saved the weaver of old from colours that sear the eyeballs of the Elect: if further evidence were needed, it lies before us in the fact that taste is the product of quarters where foreign influences prevail and home fabrics are hardly worn. "You are fair my dear: why do you affect light-coloured shawls? Why not wear rich greens and reds?" I overheard a Malay lady of the old school say to a girl from the Colony. "Am I a red-crested green jungle parrot?" was the reply.

Whether the thread is home-made or bought European the skein has to be wound on to a spool to be inserted in the weaving shuttle of hollow bamboo closed at one end. This is done by slipping it over a large loose cylindrical wheel or winder revolving on a pivot against a wooden upright fixed in a heavy stand, and attaching one end of the thread to a fibre or rattan spool fixed transversely at a little distance from another cylindrical wheel, which is turned by a handle and revolves the spool rapidly by means of a driving cord. For laying the warp, the weaver employs a couple of parallel beams placed on the floor and having fixed in them a number of long upright wooden pegs; the parallel beams are connected in the centre by means of a sliding beam at right angles to them; and the whole represents as it were a squat capital "H," of which the cross stroke can be drawn out to any length; it is always drawn out to the desired length of the warp. Above it from the roof there is suspended

1 The whole process of unravelling (rumbak) the thread is called mshera. 2 Uting. 3 Bukoh pelting. 4 Torak. 5 Kusing. 6 Bahat (Hind.) 7 and
horizontally an oblong rack\(^1\) about four feet long and a foot wide, the long side of the frame being bored at equal distances to admit the insertion of spools on which thread has been wound. Thread is drawn down from these overhead spools, carried to and fro between the parallel beams on the floor and dropped at each end, one inside and the other outside the upright pegs alternately, so that the threads cross each other midway: threads of different colours are chosen from the different spools according to the pattern desired for the warp. The requisite number and variety of threads having been laid, the warp is ready for mounting on the loom.

The Malay loom is practically identical with the English hand-loom. Throughout the Archipelago, in the Peninsula, in Sumatra and in Java it would seem to be neater and better made than the loom used in India: and the weaver, instead of sitting in holes dug in the ground, sits on a raised flooring or on a cross-bench, her legs stretched out under the web. In the Peninsula, it is the northern states, Patani, Kelantan, Trengganu, that are famous for their weaving, and in the southern states the craft has only been carried on by immigrants from the north or by immigrants from Sumatra. There are some few differences in the technical terms, and the Peninsular loom is far more handy than the frameless, treadleless loom described by Marsden and illustrated in Hurgronje's book on the Achinese. "One end of the warp being made fast to a frame, the whole is kept tight and the web stretched out by means of a species of yoke, which is fastened behind the body when the person weaving sits down... (The heddles) cross each other up and down to admit the woof, not from the extremities as in our looms nor affected by the feet.

\(^1\) Plegan (i.e., Penjari, Blind.)
but by turning edgeways two flat sticks which pass between them."

The description does not fit the loom used now in the Peninsula nor does it fit the Batu Bara loom, which differs but slightly from the northern loom. The weaver of the Peninsula works sitting on a bench fitted to one end of the loom frame, with the warp, across which the woof is to be interwoven, extending away from her horizontally in the Batu Bara pattern, slanting downwards from her in the loom of the northern states, the latter looking to give a better command over the work. The further ends of the warp thread are wound round a yarn-beam or transverse board fixed in grooved side-posts that hold it vertically or slantingly according as the loom is the Batu Bara or Peninsula pattern. The yarn-beam may be drawn forward or backward by means of ropes running along the sides of the frame in Batu Bara looms, or in the Peninsula looms by the neater contrivance of a transverse bamboo tied parallel to it by sliding movable strings and fastened taut to the frame end by only one rope in the centre; this latter contrivance making the process of moving the yarn-beam to and fro simpler. No yoke is required behind the weaver's back to tauten the web, the nearer end of which is fastened on a transverse cloth-beam fixed securely in the outer wooden frame and the further end by means of yarn-beam and rope just described. One or more transverse laths are pushed in and out the threads of the warp to keep them in order; or a large weaver's sword inserted if it is desired to use special shuttles for gold thread. And the warp is

1 Both hand and thread looms are used by the Dyaks and the former are said to turn out better woven cloth (King Roth, vol. II, p. 30).  
2 Akik or bik.  
3 Pakan.  
4 Papan guolong.  
5 Penang.  
6 Kayu pinarch.  
7 Belibas: gelugin.  
8 Belera.  
9 Chebua.
controlled by means of a pair of heddles\textsuperscript{1} or vertical frames (a double pair may be used for complicated patterns) each of them carrying half as many loops made of white unbleached thread as there are strands in the warp. The strands of the warp alternately miss a loop in the one heddle and pass through a loop in the other; pass through a loop in the one heddle and miss a loop in the other. The heddles depend from bars across the upper frame of the loom by means of strings, one see-saw wooden yoke\textsuperscript{2} commanding them both and moving up at one end and down at the other like the beam of a pair of scales, as the weaver presses down one heddle or the other with her feet by means of two treadles\textsuperscript{3} or cross sticks which hang attached from each heddle by cords. The lowering of one heddle lowers every alternate strand and raises the other, a passage thus being left for the shuttle over one set and under the other set of strands. That heddle being allowed to rise and the other huddle being pressed down, a return passage is left for the shuttle over those threads of the warp\textsuperscript{4} which it passed under and under those threads which it passed over before. The threads of the woof are pressed by the weaver towards her and into position by a comb\textsuperscript{5} suspended in a vertical frame\textsuperscript{6} from a cross-bar on the top of the loom frame, and on the fineness of this comb the quality of the texture depends. As the cloth is woven, it is wound round the cloth-beam.\textsuperscript{7}

The colour scheme or pattern of Malay fabrics is secured in various ways. Tartan, chequer and stripe patterns result merely from the arrangement in warp

\textsuperscript{1} Karap. \textsuperscript{2} Chamang (Presk). \textsuperscript{3} kuda-kuda (Batu Bera). \textsuperscript{4} Sijak karap. \textsuperscript{5} Lonson. \textsuperscript{6} Sisir (Batu Bera); sikat; jantena. \textsuperscript{7} Glenp. \textsuperscript{7} Pters.

\textsuperscript{1} Karap. \textsuperscript{2} Chamang (Presk). \textsuperscript{3} kuda-kuda (Batu Bera). \textsuperscript{4} Sijak karap. \textsuperscript{5} Lonson. \textsuperscript{6} Sisir (Batu Bera); sikat; jantena. \textsuperscript{7} Glenp. \textsuperscript{7} Pters.
and woof of the dyed thread. These are the simplest patterns. Did they accompany the race in its migration from the north? The kain Champa is of draught-board pattern and Patani and Kelantan still produce coarse tartan skirts of vegetable fibre; the tartan must have been long and firmly established to resist the invasion of Javanese fashions, which succeeded only in ousting the tartan head-kerchief.

Then there is another style, which would appear to be peculiar to the north, and hardly affected south of Perak; which is found not only in sarongs, but more particularly in that shoulder-scarf which was the forerunner of the jacket. Parallels to the technical process are to be found in the dyeing of Dyak textiles, and, according to Raffles, in the dyeing of coarse yarn curtains in Java. The silk so dyed and woven in Kelantan, Trengganu, Pahang, marks the perfection of this kind of work and is evidently the product of a high civilization. Its colours are a rich blend of reds, yellows and greens, the shape of the pattern, if closely inspected, bearing a distant resemblance to the "lime," from which it has acquired its name. As a rule no gold thread is interwoven. I cannot do better than quote Mr. Wray's description of the work as he saw it done by a Kelantan Malay.

"The patterns are produced by a process of tie and dye, but unlike the Indian method, it is the warp threads before weaving which are tied and dyed and not the woven cloth. . . . A frame is constructed of four pieces of bamboo tied together with rattan or string so that it can be taken to pieces easily. The silk is wound on this frame till there is judged to be sufficient for the warp of the intended cloth. It is then separated into distinct bundles of perhaps

1 Ling Roth's "Natives of Sarawak, B. N. Borneo" (vol. II, p. 20).
one hundred threads each and these bundles are tied at either end of the frame; where a strip of the same pattern is repeated in the design, larger bundles of threads are required for that portion than when it only occurs once. Then the covering up with waxed thread for narrow bands of colour and with strips of banana stem for broad bands is begun, the thread or banana stem being bound tightly round the bundles of silk-thread in such a way as to expose only the portion of warp that is intended to form the ground colour. Two strings are then threaded through the loops of the bundles (in place of the bamboo frame which is untied) so that the position of the bundles may remain the same during the process of dyeing. The ground portion having been dyed, the parts which are to be, say, blue are unwrapped. These are next dyed, and so on until finally the white parts are untied. By this method the whole of the threads for the warp have a pattern produced on them. They are then put in the loom and woven in the ordinary manner with a woof of threads of the ground colour. The effect of these kain limau cloths is very charming and harmonious and a great deal of their beauty is undoubtedly due to the woof being of the ground colour, so that each portion of the pattern is mixed with their colour, whereby all crudity of tint is avoided."

The tartan and "lime" would seem to be the only two patterns to which the Peninsula can perhaps lay claim as distinctive of its civilizations, though there are many others now made in it. Of these others, by far most important is the style of the cloth of gold for which Batu Bara and Palembang are famous; for not only are there many of these Sumatran weavers in the Peninsula but their work is imitated closely in the looms of Trengganu, though the silk
is thin and of inferior quality: sometimes gold thread ornament is superadded on the lime pattern. "For the most part," Mr. Wray writes, describing the technical process, "gold thread is only applied to the woof, though occasionally a few strands are laid in amongst the warp, so as to produce longitudinal lines of gold in the cloth. When simple straight transverse lines or bands are desired, the gold thread is used in the ordinary way in the shuttle, but where detached floral or other patterns are required, separate bobbins of gold thread are used and the thread is inserted where required as the weaving progresses, one bobbin being used for each line of flowers or other adornments: as many as thirty or forty bobbins may be used for the weaving of one width of highly ornate cloth." In this style, the silk ground is most often a rich red, sometimes having a faint chequer traced in sparse white, blue or black threads, generally plain and dependent for beauty on the small geometrical and floral patterns interwoven in gold thread with a mass of gold thread decoration at edge and on the kêpala sarung.

What is obviously an imitation of this is made in Patani and Pahang by a process of gilding, similar to one employed in the Punjab. The name for the gold-leaf is Portuguese. "The cloth, which is usually of some dark-coloured indistinct plaid, is starched and then polished by laying it on a piece of hard smooth wood and pushing a cowry shell, attached to a strong wooden spring, over it. . . . The upper end of the spring is attached to the rafters of the house-roof. . . . A number of wooden stamps, with portions of patterns carved on them, are used by covering their surface with a gummy substance and impressing them on the cloth. Gold

1 One informant states it is waxed.
leaf is then laid on the sticky impressions and when
the gum is dry it is dusted off except where it adheres
to the pattern. It is then burnished with a cowry
shell. . . . The cloth cannot be washed. The
whole process is very similar to the gilding of book-
binding.** The effect is good, though the work
cannot stand beside the woven cloth of gold either for
beauty or for service. The 'polished' cloth suggests
a Bugis origin.

Last and latest of the processes practised in the
Peninsula is a method introduced apparently at a
recent date into Singapore by Boyanese craftsmen
and thence copied by nimble imitators of Trengganu.
Its fabrics' are gaudy and meretricious and, like
most things with those attributes, exceedingly popular.
Being an easier and cheaper process and of lighter,
more comfortable texture, and its colour scheme
giving scope for the use of every hue of aniline dye, it
is, alas, supplanting the richer and cluster kain limau
on the heads and shoulders of the fair. It also is
made by a process similar to one found in the Punjab.
'The silk is spread on a table having a padded top.
The pattern is imprinted in outline only by means of
carved wooden stamps; the stamp is pressed on a
pad of wet rag impregnated with red ferruginous
earth brought from Kling shops (khari), such as is
used by Hindus for making their caste-marks. The
stamp, having been charged with colour, is rubbed
on a stiff brush which is fastened with its bristles
upwards on the tray containing the pigmented pad.
The stamp, after brushing, is applied to the cloth.
The stamps are small, containing only a single flower
or a portion of a border, and considerable judgment
and skill is required to build up the pattern with
them. The outline thus formed in rather pale-red

---

1 Kain pilang or kain hawa.
lines which wash out in the subsequent process. The cloth may be single, but usually several thicknesses are tacked together at their edges and are done at once, the upper one alone having the outline printed on it. The outlined cloth is given to women who prepare it for the dyers. A good deal of the pattern is produced by stitching the cloth firmly together in puckers, and larger spaces which are intended not to take the dye are tied up tightly in pieces of the skin of the leafstalk of the banana, the workers of course being guided by the outlined pattern which has been printed on the cloth; the tied cloth is then given back to the dyers who immerse it for a short time in the dye for the ground colour (usually yellow, green and red). The cloth is then allowed to dry, the tying and stitching undone and all the threads pulled out. It now presents the appearance of a coloured cloth with a white pattern on it. It is next stretched on a short-legged wooden frame and patterns in different coloured dyes brushed in in freehand on the white spaces left and some on to coloured ground. It is then ready for sale."

Finally, though it is not practised by Peninsular Malays, it may be not out of place to quote Raffles’ description of the art of painting batek cloth, and by doing so to summarize all the branches of the art of weaving and dyeing known to the Malay race. Several kinds of batek skirt are popular in the Peninsula which can be identified by pattern, texture and smell. "White cloths are steeped in rice-water to prevent the colours from running," Raffles tells us, "and when they are dried and smoothed (calendered) commences the process of the batek which gives the name. This is performed with hot wax in a liquid state, contained in a small and light vessel either of

1 Batek kruum, batek gireek, batek balijang; batek Java.
copper or silver holding about an ounce and having a small tube of about two inches long through which the liquid wax runs out in a small stream. . . The different patterns are traced out on both sides of the cloth with running wax. When the outline of the pattern is thus finished, such parts of the cloth as are intended to be preserved white or to receive any other colour than the general ground are covered in like manner with the liquid wax and then the piece is immersed in whatever coloured dye may be intended for the ground of the pattern." The patterns are painted or printed into the white spaces thus left.

If we adopt the standard of comparative criticism, Malay weaving is the most beautiful, unique and valuable of the industries considered in this pamphlet, and since, at least for women, the skirt is hardly likely to be supplanted, it should not be hard to make it a live flourishing industry. Have we adopted any practical steps to show the Malay that it can be self-supporting and that it can give us fabrics without peer for colour and pattern! Are we not inclined to be conservative where we should be liberal in our views, and liberal just where we should be most conservative? I speak under correction, but if Europe can give us a hand-loom capable of producing textures as fine in less time than the Malay loom can produce them, let us by all means welcome and support it; the Malay will not be backward to accept. Then instead of maintaining one complacent old lady dozing over her loom with the indifference that comes of undisputed sway, let us stimulate the rivalry and intelligence of pupil and teacher by having exponents of all methods of weaving and dyeing, even Javanese women to teach the art of painting batik cloth. Let us, instead of turning the weaving mistress into an old age pensioner, show her
that it is the stuff as much or more than the weaving that commands a living wage, that it takes no longer to produce a silk sarong than to produce a cotton one, that silk is after all cheap and a month's work on a silk sarong will bring her twenty dollars, and a month's work on cotton only as many cents. Above all, in every Government institution instant dismissal should be the penalty for using aniline dyes and indulging in colour schemes crude and violent enough to break the comb of the loom. If the Malay can get to know that he should be proud of his vegetable dyes and that fabrics coloured with them can command a price, race respect may be left to do the rest. Circumstance, fate if you like, may be against him, but he and we shall have done our best.

CORD-MAKING.

The jungle Malay has many ingenious substitutes for cord and rope. He will plait strips of green hide to fetter the newly-trapped elephant; he will use rattan for binding together the timbers of his house, for the stays for his boat, the leading-cord in his buffalo's nose. He will make rope of a black fibre for driving fish, of pineapple fibre for fishing lines; and his children will use string of fibrous bark for their spinning tops. Cotton spinning, as we have seen, is practically an extinct craft: but rough cord-making is still practised by fishermen. Mr. Wray has described two methods. "In one a slender stick is fastened into a pear-shaped piece of hard wood and in the other a piece of tin is cast on the end of it. The stick is the spindle and the wood or tin is the whorl."

1 Tali ikah, i. riap. 2 E.g., bali kubis sterep.
These implements are whirled by placing them on the thigh, which is held in a slanting position, and rapidly pushing the open hand downward along the thigh, a rotary motion thus being given to the spindle.' Mr. Wray further speaks of a "much more complicated apparatus used in Pahang, a very ingenious contrivance for twisting three strands at one time by pulling a cord backwards and forwards." As a matter of fact, the apparatus is not confined to Pahang: it is found, for instance, in the Dindings also. It consists of a heavy lidless and bottomless box\(^1\), with three revolving sticks\(^2\) athwart and inside it, about eight inches apart, their ends piercing and projecting a few inches beyond the sides of the box. To each of these three ends a strand is tied and carried away from the box a little farther than the length of string desired over some squat "telegraph posts" so to speak, with three reels\(^3\) each to keep the strands apart; the further ends of the three strands being tied together to a lump of wood that is sometimes fitted with wheels so that it may draw near as the strands are twisted and shorten in length. The three thwart sticks are controlled by a cord tied round each of them and so arranged about a bamboo thwart beyond, that pulling to and fro keeps the thwarts revolving always in the same direction and twists the strands attached to their ends. In the case of rope, the completed cord may be doubled by hand, three double strands tied as above described and the process repeated again. Completed rope will be tanned with bark, before it is used for lines or netting.

\(^1\) Pinggerek. \(^2\) Kayu pinggerek. \(^3\) Kilai.
EMBROIDERY.

It is related of Turner the artist that on the occasion of his giving a dinner, when his housekeeper said she had got a leg of lamb and asked him what else she should order, he replied, "Another leg of lamb, I suppose, if one is not enough." The Malay has evolved his costume on the same simple lines; "Another skirt, my dear," we can imagine the primitive Malay male replying to the primitive Malay belle, when she asked him what she should wear as an upper garment: and his decision ruled down to quite recent times, so that it is no wonder to find that the Malay lady has little inclination for plain sewing—happy the oriental woman that she has not inherited a legacy of toil, due partly to climate but largely to lack of taste and neatness in design. For the pleasure of fancy-work, on the other hand, she exhibits both aptitude and liking. Embroidery of various kinds is employed to adorn the fringe of the mosquito curtain at marriages, pillow-ends, the small ceremonial napkins referred to on every page of the Malay Annals, which are thrown over betel-nut utensils at court and at betrothals, over a raja's drinking bowl and over the shoulders of court attendants. The invariable use of embroidered cloths at court, as well as the Sanskrit name of the curtain fringe, probably points to an Indian origin for the art: and the Chinese chronicles of the tenth century tell us how kings of Sumatra with Indian names wore "flowered silk adorned with pearls," used "canopies of feathers and embroidered curtains." Many divers influences, however, must have been at work to produce the modern styles of embroidery. Chinese art must have long made itself felt: the chronicles tell
how an emperor, at the beginning of the fifteenth century, sent kings of Malacca "velvets, silks and gauzes embroidered with gold," "suits of clothes embroidered with dragons, and one suit with kilins." Antique belts of scarlet cloth and silk trousers are still to be found beaded and with inlet discs of coloured glass, adornments that distinguish embroidered Chinese banners also. They are the exact counterpart of garments described in folk-tales at least three hundred years old; of Awang Sulong's trousers, for example:

"Round the feet, a hundred discs,
     Round the waist, a thousand patterns;
     Little gores with little discs;
     Larger gores with larger discs."

Very rarely a woman's shoulder-scarf may be seen, the ends woven plain and decorated with silk embroidery. Nowadays, however, embroidery is hardly ever used for the adornment of garments, but is reserved for the aforesaid appurtenances of court life. At the marriage of a raja of standing, as much as five hundred dollars will be expended on embroidered articles, on the long sleeping mats for him and his bride, their round pillows and their flat pillows, the fringe on the mosquito curtain, the fringe on the stand for their drinking vessels, the ceremonial sitting mats, their praying mats, the conical dish-covers: the cost of material alone probably reaches three hundred dollars at least. The art would seem to flourish at its best at Bandar on the Perak river and at Kuala Kangsar: and the workmanship of their mats, which will find Malay purchasers

1 Called adai-badai.
at as much as two hundred and fifty dollars for a single specimen, is the admiration and envy of other countries at industrial shows. It is the one art above all others for which Perak can claim now to be distinguished and in which the present generation can boast of excelling the work of its ancestors; and it is fine enough to challenge rivalry in any country: the patterns are chaste, the colours rich and well assorted, the workmanship exquisite.

As I have said, various kinds exist and a single decade will see one fashion ousted and another reinstated. Till lately embroidery in raised relief, perhaps a novelty from Europe, was the fashion in Perak, commanding in price half as much again as the old flat surface embroidery, which I understand is now in vogue once more. It is impossible to lay one's finger accurately on the home of styles so mixed and many. The earliest type may have been that where patterns cut in different coloured stuffs were hemmed neatly on to a ground material.\(^1\) The precious metals, as we have seen, were employed in place of lace, and in the bo-leaf fringe repoussé silver plates are commonly inset in the leaves. Sequins and discs of coloured glass from China would naturally succeed to these. A trashy substitute with poor folk is gilt paper patterning, the edges secured by stitching. The mosquito curtain-fringe, purses, and often watch-pockets and slippers, are covered with bead-work, all but the first clearly showing Chinese influence. Napkins, pillow-ends and mats are decorated mostly with embroidery in silk, or (apparently in modern times only) in raised\(^2\) gold thread. For the method of this raised work: the

---

\(^1\) Tībat bītlampang. \(^2\) Suji timbal.
uniformity of running pattern is ingeniously secured by drawing one section on a piece of paper, folding it several times against uncut paper and then cutting through the folded papers so as to give the design in duplicate or more as required: the open-work scroll thus obtained is placed on a larger piece of paper, where the rest of the pattern has already been drawn in free-hand, and used to guide the drawing of the uniform foliated scroll in its place within the larger design. The paper in its final shape is cut into open-work, the open spaces to be the plain background and the paper scroll remaining to be the embroidered pattern. The open-work pattern is then tacked on the material, which has been lined with canvas and stretched on a wooden frame which it is anathema for male-folk to touch—"let not the axe venture near the embroidery frame," runs a Malay proverb. In the case of raised embroidery, the pattern is cut in cardboard and line pattern is secured by stitching one or more piece of rotan sêga fined down into cord by being pulled through holes punched in thin iron, large to small successively. Gold thread is never stabbed through the material, but carried to and fro on a winder and stitched across the surface of the pattern by means of a needle and coloured thread.

The old simple foliated and conventional Malay patterns are admirable; and what service Europe has done the art in the way of material and craftsmanship, it has, alas! more than counteracted by introducing the bane of crude realism in design. Realism, however, is to be found chiefly in horrid samplers and on trifles like slippers: the large embroidered mats and pillow-ends are untouched and extraordinarily fine.
LACE

Lace requires little notice. It is manufactured in Palembang and in the Peninsula at Malacca. The word for it\(^1\) is Portuguese, and the Malay name for the small lace edging\(^2\) now made is merely descriptive of anything notched and zigzag. Technical terms for the pillows, bobbins and so on employed by the workers do not help us at all to the history of the art, being the ordinary Malay terms for similar objects no matter what their use: "the bat's elbow" for vandyke or chevron pattern, "the leech's stomach" for bar stitch, "the lotus blossom" for flower pattern, "the water-course" for interspaces, are very common descriptions of designs in weaving, carving and silver work. Letting alone its Portuguese name, it is obvious, from the nature of Malay dress, that lace is exotic and alien to the genius of the people.

The art would seem never to have been of much account, and now it has deteriorated into making a niggling silk lace edging of no delicacy of tissue and of colours mixed without taste or restraint; an edging detrimental to the neatness of the veils and handkerchiefs on which they are sewn. "Fifty years ago," writes Mrs. Bland, "really fine cotton pillow lace was made in Malacca and worn by chiefs and hajis on coats and trousers, and it may still be seen occasionally at weddings, but with the use of European clothing has more or less disappeared. The present generation are content to use nine to nineteen bobbins, while their grandmothers and great aunts used fifty to one hundred or even more. Moreover, they have lost all their patterns, all their fine bobbins and even their pillows. The white ants have

\(^1\) Renda. \(^2\) Bilu.
consumed them all . . . They never seem to have made white edgings; all their white laces being insertions joined together for trouser borders."

Mrs. Bland further adds, "The pillow' is of the simplest description—a rough wooden sloping stool, padded with cloth and stuffed with sawdust . . . The bobbins are made of wood, horn or ivory . . . The patterns are pricked out in paper . . . The most common stitch is the fastening stitch: it does not resemble the torchon 'half stitch' or 'whole stitch,' but seems to be original."

1 Bantal  2 Buah  3 Achuan (or 'epesal)  4 Ikatan: other stitches or sections of pattern, from foot of the lace to the top given are puchak or kipas, buah sreich, skutan kipas, panyambut, pireul lintah, tali ayer, kaki.
APPENDICES.

I.—THE HOUSE.

DARI HAL MEMBUAT RUMAH.


II.—BOATING TERMS

Below I give lists of words proper to boats and yachting:

(a). A list of words, whose meanings are to be found in Mr. Wilkinson’s Abridged Dictionary, (b) a list of words taken from other sources, notably from the same author’s large Dictionary and from MS. accounts of boating taken down by him and kindly lent to me, and also from the list at the end of Mr. Warington Smyth’s Article. I have not included words given in foot-notes to my text. Words marked with an asterisk are not real Malay, but ‘lascars’ terms.
(a) Amban, andakkan, andohan, anggol, angkok, angin (q.v.) anja, apil, * aria, aris, atong; bēranda, bedar, belok, bom, bubutan; chachi, chanda, chandit, chanting, chēkar, chēlaga, chēmat, chēpu, chiak; dandan, daman, dayong, dogang, dug; čempul; gandong, gębeng, gēguan, gēladak, gēladir, gēlēmat, gēlions, gīlis, gubang; jalak, jēgong, jērambah, jērobong, * jib, jōngkong, jongor; kakap, kalan, * kapi, katir, kēlat, kēlépat, kēlēndara, kēlík, kēliti, kēlulus, kēlweer (Dutch) kēmpang, kēpoh, kētiap, kērakah, kehel, kiap, kimbul, kolek, kong, kotak, kuku, kumai, kurong; labērang, labuh, langkup, launchang, leper-leper, linggis, liu; magun, mereng, mota; oleng, ongkak; pal, palkah, pakal, pantok, pating, payang, pēngapoh, pēdeuakan, pēnchalan, pērum, pērum, pelang, peper, pias, pilau, rēlang, rēmbat, riang, ris; sadak, sadau, sangkil, sanggat, sauh (q.v.) susang, * takal, taul, tēmberang, undak, wangkang, wet.

(b) Ambat, the breadth of a sail as measured by the bolt-rope aniang-anjing. (1) small nooses at the bottom of a boat's stays, (2) the stick at the end of the rope opposite the chachi, (3) tack-ring for sail fixed in chabang guling.

Angkul-angkul.—(1) metal ring for setting up stays to or belaying tack of sail both fore and aft, (2) the ornamental 'bit' across the stem of the kolek only, with crab's eyes lashed in position.

Arang-arang, the ring to which the stays of a ship are fastened.

Babar, spread (of a sail).
Bantal, rest, support
Bam, cross rudder-head, thwart supporting mast—bari (S’pore).
Bēlibat, a double-headed paddle.
Bēkas pēnyumpil, crutch for steering paddle.
Bēngku-bēngku (kajang) crutches or solid forks for supporting awning, stepped in joints of bamboo.
Birai, a thin sharp boat-side as distinct from broad gunwale.
Bērmat, a one-masted sailing boat.
Buah bērmbang, truck or cap at top of mast.

Chabang guling, horizontal fork bow and stern gunwale piece.
Chadak, sloping of masts (Selangor).
Chadi, outriggers.
Chawas, an oar used on a raft.
Chêmpêlong, a long paddling canoe (Sumatra).
Chupur, hole for mast.
Dangok, to be high aground stern only floating.
* Dapêras, a rope fender for protecting the ship's side.
* Gai pêlang jib, bowsprit stays.
Giang, a false keel not extending along the whole length of the true keel, a sort of shallow fin-keel of wood.
Gandar, shank of anchor, shaft of oar.
Gula, rattan grommets or oar loops.
Jêmpu-jêmpu, ensign-staff step
Jërumbong, jërumbong, bumpong, matting awning for goods on deck.
Jërêba, to lay a ship on its side (for caulkings).
Jilak, store-room in the bows of a native boat.
Kalok paku, figure-head
Kan, the ornamental balustrade of the dandar.
Kapa, a sort of very temporary gunwale
Kêladak, a locker (Kedah).
Kêladau, cable-bits extending across bows on which cable is wound.
Kêtam kêmud, a peculiar oval block with two holes in it used with paddle rudder.
Layar, (see Abridged Dictionary) and layar bataung, a triangular sail like a lateen sail, in Pahang the commonest form of Malay rectangular sail, layar bulu ayam, a kind of balanced lug with short well-peaked gaff and long boom; layar gawai, a top sail; layar pêngapoh, top sail; layar pênyorong, a mizzen sail; layar puchok jala, a 'shoulder of mutton' sail; layar top, a lug sail; layar sêmandêru, a sprit sail; layar sokong, a stay sail; layar apit, a batten lug; layar tanjông = l. batang.
Lepar, horizontal poles on which ends of kajang rest, supported on tupang.
Liang kumbang, limber holes, spaces left underneath the ribs for the passage of water to the boiling well.
Linting, pêlînting, (Sing.) the name given to a short wooden bar upon which the oars of a Malay boat are placed.
Mantil, a rope to hold the sail when it is lowered.
Mata kélam, short sticks with knobs on them, thus resembling a crab’s eyes on stalks fitted into the angkul-angkul.  
Murah, the lower fastening of a sail.  
Papap törapi, the strake next to apit tępang.  
Papap pelangkah, the strake next to the papap törapi.  
Papap guntong, or papap siar, the top strake.  
Papap lapek sauh, bow-sheets on which anchor is stowed.  
Pérapat, indented line.  
Pértrimpin, rope edging of luff of sail.  
Pıpıpang, fishing-boat of the sampan kotak type (Kedah).  
Sabang, a small triangular sail permanently attached to the mast and rolled round it when not in use.  
Sélisir, lockers for clothing (Kedah).  
Siku-siku, little pieces joining the thwarts.  
Simpir mérak, gallery on a native ship.  
Subang babi, false stem taking ends of rubing.  
Sudu iték, the upper portion of tangkup bélakang.  
* Tabur, a square sail; the second measuring from top of mast. i.e. under the top-sail gallant sail.  
* Tabur, bara, ditto on main of full-rigged ship.  
* Dol, ditto on the foremost.  
* Kélami, ditto on hind-mast.  
Tali anak, the lashing which holds cable to shank.  
Tali anja, peak halyard.  
Tali anggok, bob-stay of jib-boom.  
* Tali bara gai, main tack.  
Tali kidong, a halyard near the mast.  
Tali changking, peak halyard(hauling part).  
* Tali tèrengkit gai, forecastail rope used with boom of foremost.  
Tangkup bélakang, the wooden piece to which rudder is affixed (papap tutup muka).  
Tangkup buluan, bowhead = papap tutup muka (S’pore).  
Télétai, the slats of the rubing.  
Témbatu, fore and aft battens of out-rigged bow gallery.  
Tèrengkit, square sail between the lowest yard and the deck.  
Tèrengkit dol, lowest square sail on foremost.  
Tèrengkit sucai, the foresail.  
Tiang tępang, the foremost.
Tiang gapil, the mizzen.
Tongkas, movable hatch at bows; the next is gegas, the next bari.
Tuli, little cross-bar inside bows to which a cord is attached.
Tupai-tupai, cleat, a piece of wood fastened to mast thwart or gunwale for belaying ropes.
Umbang, lie moored between two cables, one attached to the shore, one to an anchored buoy.

III.—DARI HAL MEMBUAT TIKAR.


IV.—METHOD OF COLOURING KERIS AND OTHER BLADES WITH ARSENIC

By L. Wray.

The blade being clean, there are two distinct ways in which the solution of arsenic may be applied to it. These are known respectively as masak and mentah or cooked and raw. Warming masak must be done at night, and if there is any wind blowing under a mosquito net. The arsenic is prepared in the following way for colouring two keris blades. Take 12 cloves, 15 peppercorns, six bird peppers, one nutmeg and a piece of the root of a red-flowered climber called akar chëbara (Plumbago roses), of the size of half a nutmeg. Grind up all these; put into a cup and add the juice of one lime and a half and allow to stand. Strain through a piece of cloth and to the fluid add about half a draehm of powdered arsenic: the reddish-coloured crude arsenic sold in the bazaar is preferred by some and the white by others. The mixture is then put into a small cup or shell bulit kérang which has a temporary wooden handle made of a split stick with a sliding ring of rattan fixed to it, and is held over a fire.
and the contents allowed to boil until the mixture is reduced to about one-half and becomes almost of the consistency of cream, when it is removed from the fire. The blade is then taken by the shank in the left hand and the hot mixture of arsenic applied to it with the fingers of the right hand. It is worked and rubbed all over it, in the same way as the lime-juice was applied before to clean it, more of the mixture being added from time to time as required and occasionally a little coconut milk. If all is well, the blade will be seen to darken slowly in places and the damask come into view. The rubbing is continued till portions of the blade are nearly black. This takes from about thirty to forty minutes. The milk of a coconut whose shell is just beginning to darken is put into a basin and the fingers are dipped into it and slowly the arsenic is washed off. After it is all removed, the blade is rubbed for some ten minutes with the coconut milk and is then dried with a cloth and afterwards gently rubbed with a tuft of the fine shavings of a piece of dry bamboo. This dries and at the same time slightly polishes the parts of the blade that have not been darkened with the colouring mixture, particularly those thin bright lines of steel known as pamur perak. A good blade will now show all the tints and gradations of colour from a fine black to pure white. The final operation is giving the blade a slight coating of coconut oil. This is rubbed on sparingly all over it and then wiped off again as far as possible. This makes the blade brighter and also serves to protect it from rust. The second method known as warang mintah is performed as follows. The blade having been cleaned in one of the ways already described, is dried and put out in the sun to warm. A lime is taken and carefully peeled, a piece is cut off with the blade, and some of the juice squeezed out on to it. With the finger is dipped into the dry powdered arsenic and rubbed on; more lime-juice and arsenic are taken as required, and the rubbing with the fingers is continued, and towards the end of the operation a little coconut milk is added. During all this time the blade is kept in the sun, as the warmer it is the sooner the deposit of arsenic takes place. When it is judged to be dark enough, more coconut milk is added and the arsenic is gradually all washed away. The darkening goes on for some time after the removal of all the arsenic. When quite finished, the blade is dried with a cloth, rubbed with bamboo shavings, and finally dressed with a little
coconut oil. The time taken to warang a kāris by this method varies with the nature of the steel and the heat of the sun, from 20 to 40 or even 60 minutes. The result is, in appearance, the same as that obtained by the other method, but it is said not to protect the blade from the rust efficiently.

The edges of inferior blades, or those whose edges will not darken properly, are carefully rubbed over with the juice of a young betel-nut, or of the shoot of the coconut palm. Wherever these fluids touch the blade it will become quite black; veinings may also be traced on it with them. Again, parts that are intended to be white are sometimes coated with wax before the arsenic is applied, to protect them from its action. These are, however, hardly legitimate processes, and are only used to give inferior blades the appearance of better quality ones, like the sham colouring that is given to common gun-barrels in imitation of the real Damascus barrels.

Yet another way of colouring blades has been described to the writer, though not actually shown in operation like the two preceding methods. The blade is cleaned and is then rubbed with the following mixture: coconut-milk, black pepper, bird pepper and arsenic. This preparation is not boiled and the colouring is performed in the day in full sunshine.

When it is wished to remove the arsenic from a blade, lime-juice and fresh crushed sireh leaves are rubbed over it. Lime juice by itself or other real acids will not remove the coating of arsenic, and may therefore be used to clean and brighten up an old blade that has previously been coloured, the blade being afterwards washed in coconut milk and dried as already described.

It may perhaps be of interest to mention here that a very excellent preparation to preserve the blades of weapons is made by dissolving best white wax in spirits of turpentine or benzole. The wax should be cut up into thin shavings, put into a bottle, and just covered with the solvent. The bottle may then be stood in hot water until the wax has dissolved. When cold, the mixture should be of the consistency of cream. When using benzole as the solvent, the greatest care must be taken not to bring a light anywhere near the bottle during the time it is being heated by immersion in hot water. The cream is to be lightly applied to the blades and well rubbed in with a piece of flannel. When dry the blade presents a dead surface; and
the beauty of the damask is in no way interfered with. Vaseline and other oils make the blade look shiny, and they rapidly turn yellow and brown and afford very little protection against rust. They also have the added disadvantage that they make greasy marks on anything they come in contact with.

V.—BRAZIER’S TERMS.

*Arapan*, a wooden stand for cleaning charcoal.

*Chatokan*, an iron tool with a bent end.

*Chitkipak*, placing wax in a wooden mould (also, sound of a man sinking in deep mud.)

*Chur*, to pour molten brass into a brass mould.

*Dedarun*, a tool with a wooden handle and iron end.

*Gang*, a brazier’s chisel: *g. mapar* (cf. *papar*), a flat-ended chisel.

*Galmar*, an iron tool for cleaning a vessel.

*Galgyar*, the process of drying and kneading wax.

*Gogol*, a long-handed chisel.

*Larasam*, burnt clay that is removed from a mould.

*Malit*, to scrape wax off a mould.

*Nunuun*, the molten wax that flows out of the clay mould.

*Orong-orong*, a round stick.

*Padu*, weld together.

*Parat*, to pour molten brass into a mould abortively when a fresh model in wax has to be made.

*Përupin*, the baked shell (*antah*) that is discarded.

*Pindun*, lathe stand.

*Tapai*, the clay mould enclosing the wax model.

*Telünan*, the cleaning frame used by a coppersmith.

*Ragup*, a kind of pincer.

*Undan-undan*, a sort of projecting post against which a coppersmith presses a pot when working at it.

*Urian*, a brazier’s mould after use.

*Walasan*, lever for working, (1) brazier’s bellows, (2) turning lathe.

*Landasan, pänypit, pënyukat*, are used.
VI.—GOLDSMITH’S TOOLS.

Andas; pēmukul; pēnyēpit api dapur; pēnuang (tēmpat tuang ēmas); kui (bēkas masak ēmas); kikir bēlah rotan, kikir bulat, kikir tiga sagi, kikir nipis, kikir nipis kasar; pēnyēpit kēchil; ragum; pēnyēpit pulas, pēnyēpit alip, pēnyēpit ēmas, pēnyēpit bulat; pēnotok (tēmbaga gangsa achnuan); pēngunun (tēmpat tarek ēmas lobang kēchil-kēchil); pisau meja potong ēmas; gērgaji kēchil mata halus; bēsi kēchil pahat bunga ēmas; pēmukul kēchil pahat bunga; tali bēsi buat ikat barang ēmas; sētegil (bēsi chungkil barang-barang); dēral (pēngorek lubang ēmas); sēkurap (buat barang subang); kērok (kikir burok asah bagi tajam boleh kikir apa-apa barang); sērkal, potong buat gigi; pisau potong gigi sikat ēmas; sanglanting (bēsi bulat gilap bagi kilat); tangkam kērabu (bēsi bulat tēngah ada lubang, panjang boleh pēgang); gērgaji bēsar boleh potong barang bēsar; sētegel bulat; sētegel nipis; sētegel tiga sagi, sēpērti biji timun. Hēndak sēpoh-garam champur tawas sēndawa. Ēmas muda hēndak bagi merah, masak asam merah bēlerang tusi.

VII.—SILVERSMITH’S TOOLS.

Kēlubong atau hēmbus; landasan bēsar; landasan tinggi pērgunaan pada sarong-sarong dan lain-nya; landasan kēchil pērgunaan pada barang yang bulat sēpērti chēmbul; tukulan bēsar, tukulan sēdang tukulan kēchil; tukulan kayu mēngētokkan barang yang sudah bērbunga supaya tiada binasa ukiran-nya; sēpit arang; kikir kēchil, ragum; sēpit kēchil atau gērdhu; guntung bēsar; guntung kēchil; bēsar yaani tali ayer pēmbulat atau buntar, jangka guna-nya mēnyamakan tépi; pandam yaani damar bagi tēmpat hēndak mēngukir; sēpit chunan; kui; pēnyugi tēmbaga atau bērus; pēnyugi bulu; pasir halus atau amang bijeh. Pahat gēlong yaani pahat batang awan atau tali ayer yang lēnhong; pahat tali ayer; pahat batang awan; pahat kētanahan; pahat bunga sēmbok; pahat bulat bēsar; pahat bulat kēchil; pahat kājar atau pahat pēmotong
VIII.—NAMES OF CHARACTERISTIC PATTERNS ON GOLD AND SILVER ARTICLES.

Kéronchong bérkéraawang; agok awan Jawa, agok karungan tēlur ikan bēkas tangkal awan larat; dokoh awan larat; pinding ḍemas bérpahat bunga kuandur; chinchin tapak gajah awan bunga sāsāntkai dan tēlur ikan; bantal bulat awan bunga kundur; bunga baju bunga sa-kuntum; subang ḍemas karungan tēlur ikan awan bunga sa-kuntum bunga kērār ya-itu bunga kēmbang sa-tahum; changgal mērak awan larat, batil perak awan bunga sa-tangkai; chēpu perak bērgēlugar awan bunga; chēpu bērkéraawang bunga pahat tērus; daun budi awan bunga kayu; mērjan bērgēlugar; cheper perak bērpunchok rēbong; bantal perak awan jambangan; gunung-gunung perak sumpit béras bérpahat bunga simpur.

IX.—DARI HAL MEMBUAT TALI PENGAIIL


Note.—This describes string-making by means of the spinning-wheel.
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GENERAL EDITOR'S PREFACE

The printing of this monograph on rice planting terminates the issue of the "Papers on Malay Subjects" published by direction of the F.M.S. Government as the outcome of the proposals explained in the preface to the first pamphlet, "Malay Literature, I." The series is now complete; and a special "Committee for Malay Studies" has been appointed by the Government to deal officially with future work on the same lines.

The Committee's scheme may be outlined as follows:

The less technical portions of the "Papers on Malay Subjects" (as the edition of each pamphlet is exhausted) will be revised and reprinted for the use of Cadets working for examinations and as an introduction to advanced studies.

The more technical portions will be rewritten and expanded into a series of monographs for the use of Government Officers and others requiring detailed information on special subjects.

Whatever Malay historical records now exist in manuscript form will be edited and published so that they may be made available for reference. The publication of some of these records has been taken up already by the Straits Branch of the Royal Asiatic Society.

The publication of the best Malay literature, whether modern or classical, prose or poetry, will be taken up by the Committee until a representative series of texts has been issued for natives and others interested in the subject.

The preparation of "Readers" and other elementary text books for the study of the Malay language will also be undertaken.

R. J. W.
MALAY INDUSTRIES.

RICE PLANTING.

I.—PRELIMINARY.

A DETAILED description of the routine of padi planting is to be found in the 30th volume of the Journal of the Straits Branch of the Royal Asiatic Society. This is the best preface to any remarks on padi cultivation in the Peninsula. As other and more lucrative branches of agriculture are so much in evidence at the present time in this country it is perhaps necessary to explain that enquiry into Malay methods of rice cultivation is desirable chiefly because this branch of agriculture possesses a special attraction for the natives of the Peninsula. "They are strongly attracted to agriculture," wrote Colonel Low in 1838, in his "Dissertation on the Soil and Agriculture of Penang,"—"the unmaritime Malay could not exist without his bêndang or rice field, and to the preparation of it every other passion for a while gives way. His enthusiasm in the work is such that a positive and greater gain could hardly bribe him from it. Beyond this Malayan agriculture is deficient in method and always falls short of the fullest productive point."

In Malay communities, as they existed in the Peninsula until forty years ago, there was, outside the Settlements, little or no trade in agricultural products. Agriculture, such as it was, did not go very much further than was required to supply the actual necessities of life for the agriculturist.

Rice being the first of these necessities it is natural to find that a rude ritual has been elaborated and that various arbitrary rules have been framed for the
guidance of the padi planter. Even if it is difficult to appreciate many of these rules some measure of interest must attach to all of them, inasmuch as it is impossible to make any profitable attempt to stimulate enterprise in the industry without some knowledge of the customs and superstitions which attend it.

If his harvest is bad the Malay is prone to attribute failure to one of two main causes. It is either sayup piama or sayup saladang—that is to say, he blames the weather and the consequent delay in planting, or he blames the holders of adjacent lands for not clearing and planting simultaneously. It was probably to meet the need for order and simultaneity in planting operations that the office of pawang padi came to be recognised: padi planters found it necessary to set some authority above themselves and by following the direction of that authority in all matters relating to cultivation to ensure a certain degree of cohesion.¹

This office is generally a hereditary one, or nearly so, and devolves with certain symbols of office in the same family. The pawang is guided in his calculations by various rules: he has his own particular "taep" which embodies all the custom and ceremonial which he has picked up from those who taught him his trade, supplemented by any additional rules which he may be prompted to devise for himself. Some of these "taep pawang" have been committed to writing but no one edition appears to have obtained any pre-eminent reputation. Different rules are found in different localities. The reasons for some of these rules are easily seen; others are surrounded with so

¹ Vide the 12th of the Ninety-Nine laws of Perak. The customary honorarium of the pawang was 10 gantangs of padi from each bilamin.
much hocus-pocus that it would appear to be impossible to obtain any idea of the reasons which underlie them. The rule, for example, which forbids a man, when working with the *tajak*, to cut his own shadow, may be attributed easily enough to a proper appreciation of the ill-effects of the sun's rays on the spine, but what explanation can be found for the search for the *tongkat mandah* or for many other of the *semangat* ceremonies?

II.—THE CALENDAR.

In former days the most important duty of the *pawang padi* was to determine the correct time for commencing padi planting operations. It is, of course, impossible for Malay agriculturists to make use of their calendar of twelve lunar months for the purposes of a calling that is intimately connected with the changes of the seasons. Nevertheless, the ordinary Malay cultivator, if asked when rice is sown, will invariably reply that it must be done in some particular lunar month. Dr. Snouck Hurgronje, in his work on the Acehnese, notices this peculiarity, which is the more remarkable as the Acehnese, in addition to their lunar calendar, have a very elaborate method of determining the solar year. "It is customary in Malacca," says Muhammad Jafar (in his description of padi cultivation which has been referred to above), "to plant padi once a year, the time usually falling between the months of Zalkaedar and Zamhejah." These lunar months now roughly correspond with the months of December and January, when, of course, no Malacca Malay would ever think of planting padi. The fact is that Malays, though they have not a very full knowledge of their reasons
for doing so, make use of many devices for ascertaining the seasons of the solar year: they express themselves at the moment in terms of the lunar year merely because it is more convenient for them to do so.

In Perak and Kedah it appears to be customary in most of the rice-growing districts to ascertain the correct time for beginning agricultural operations by observation of the Pleiades (bintang kētika or bintang tujoh). When at 4.30 a.m., or thereabouts, a few grains of padi slip off the palm of the hand, the arm being outstretched and pointed at the constellation (tatang bēneh), or when, the arm being so directed, the bracelet slides down the wrist (susur gēlang), it is considered to be time to put down the padi nursery. There are, of course, variations and additions. If, when the Pleiades are in the favourable position, one of the stars appears to be particularly bright, this is supposed to indicate early or late rains, according to its position in the constellation. To the ordinary observer it would not appear difficult to imagine the existence of a bright star anywhere in the Pleiades, and there is no doubt that the Malay's imagination in this matter generally subserves his convenience. When he forecasts early or late rains he usually has in view the quality of seed-grain which is in his store and, according as he wishes to make use of his nurseries of padi tua, padi pēnēngah or padi muda, he prophesies to suit his book. According to this custom the latter half of the month of July is the correct time for planting the padi nursery of heavy grain.

In some localities it would appear customary to be guided to a large extent by actual observation of the sun, calculation being made from the time when
it is thought to be exactly overhead at noon. Nothing in the nature of a sundial seems, however, to have been invented. Dr. Charles Hose has pointed out that the Kenyahs and Kayans of Borneo find the correct season for rice planting by observation of the sun. These people set up a pole, which is carefully and even superstitiously guarded, and make their reckonings by the shadows cast. Possibly, where the custom of sun-observation is followed by padi planters in the Peninsula, it is to be attributed to immigrant settlers from Borneo.

Another, the method of reckoning which is commonly observed in Perak, involves no overt recognition of a solar calendar. This custom necessitates the keeping of the seed-grain in the store for a certain definite period, which varies with the character of the grain and may be anything between four and seven months. The lighter the grain is, the longer it is thought necessary to keep it. In explanation of the custom Malay padi planters say that this period of rest is vital to the productive power of the seed and that, if the best results are to be obtained, nurseries must be planted on the expiration of the interval fixed by custom in each case, not earlier and not later. A constant period is thus kept between harvest and seed time in each year and the misleading lunar calendar is consequently disregarded. The vice of this system is that it tends to make the planting season run unduly late, as the effects of one late season are liable to be felt in succeeding years. To obviate this, some pawangs, when the seasons begin to run too late, have a habit of ordaining earlier planting than custom would permit. When this is done the seed grain is first sun-dried, the pawang
declaring that one day's sun-drying has the same effect on the seed as one month's retention in the store.

In northern Perak, Kedah and Petani, the old Siamese calendar is still used to ascertain the planting season. According to this system December is, roughly speaking, the first month of the year. Custom makes it necessary that padi should be planted in the beginning of the eighth month.

In addition to these more widely known customs each neighbourhood has, ordinarily, its own rough method of reminding itself of the approach of the padi-season. The flooding of a particular stream, the fruiting of the pérak, the sëntul, or some other tree; any such indication, which is locally understood, is sufficient to bring the elders together to discuss the season's prospects and to suggest reference to that pawang whose opinion is best regarded.

In speaking of native superstitions regarding the seasons Colonel Low says "It is probable that a failure of the crop may be looked for once in ten or twelve years; for in these regions there is evidently a cycle of seasons, though the cause is not apparent." This idea has found native expression in the "Siamese" cycle of twelve years, running as follows:

<p>| | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>Chual</td>
<td>Rat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>Chalu</td>
<td>Bull</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>Kan</td>
<td>Tiger</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>Tau</td>
<td>Rabbit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td>Marong</td>
<td>Dragon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.</td>
<td>Maseng</td>
<td>Serpent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.</td>
<td>Mamia</td>
<td>Horse</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.</td>
<td>Mamah</td>
<td>Goat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.</td>
<td>Wank</td>
<td>Monkey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.</td>
<td>Raka</td>
<td>Cock</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11.</td>
<td>Chaw</td>
<td>Dog</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12.</td>
<td>Kun</td>
<td>Pig</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

^ Literally, "tortoise," a euphemism.
As far as can be gathered, the fifth, sixth and twelfth years are generally considered to be the most favourable and the seventh and eighth the most unfavourable for planting padi. The present year, 1329 of the Hejira, corresponds with the third of the cycle. This cycle is well known to pawangs as far south as the Kuala Selangor district. The words, which are said to be of Cambodian and not of Siamese origin, are used at least as commonly as the Malay equivalents which, it will be noticed, are not in every case exact translations.

The use of this cycle amongst the Siamese is of very great antiquity. According to Gerini, the Mon-Khmer (Cambodian) tribes came down from southern China and settled in Indo-China early in the Christian Era, penetrating to the extreme south of the Malay Peninsula. The Siamese-Lao tribes, also from southern China, came down later, beginning their influx about the 6th or 7th century, and gradually wrested the greater part of Indo-China from the Mon-Khmer people, from whom they, in their turn, borrowed a great part of their civilisation.

As to the use of the "Siamese" cycle by Malays, it may have been introduced into the Peninsula by the Mon-Khmer tribes before the advent of the Siamese or it may have been introduced by the Siamese themselves at a later date. The former alternative would seem to be the more likely, inasmuch as the Siamese occupation of Malay territory was never of a very permanent nature.
III.—CEREMONIES PRECEDING CULTIVATION.

As soon as the time for setting the nurseries has been definitely fixed there is usually something in the nature of a propitiatory ceremony. The character and style of this depend very much on the wealth of the community and on the number of planters of padi who are able to join. Once in every three or four years, in most rice-growing districts, it is conducted in a style which is more than ordinarily lavish and is more communal in character. For the particular advantage of his own rice fields (mēmēlas ladang) a padi-planting Penghulu usually celebrates the beginning of each rice year by killing a kid and setting a feast for his neighbours. For the extraordinary and more elaborate ceremony he institutes a regular collection: a buffalo is bought out of the common fund and is ceremonially slaughtered; there is general feasting and a ceremony in which all the padi planters join under the presidency of the pawang. This ceremony assumes diverse forms in different localities.

It is probable that all these ceremonies have had a common origin in an ancient ceremonial which was performed in times of stress as a measure of general relief, the beneficial effects of which were not supposed to be confined to agriculture. In olden times, "Ere human statute purged the gentle weal," it was customary in Perak to banish solemnly all evil influences from the country by the rite which was called mēngilirkan sumbang. Briefly, this ceremonial seems to have been as follows: On a set day the Sultan Muda, the Raja Kēchil Muda and the chief pawangs from all the down-river mukims assembled at Chigar Galah. After solemn invocation of the hantu raja-raja, hantu sungkai and hantu bēlias by the Sultan
Muda, a buffalo was slaughtered and all present indulged in a kenduri. The feasting over, the head of the buffalo, with various parts attached, was placed on a raft which had already been prepared for the purpose and which, as being the receptacle or emblem of all things evil, was given the name sumbang. A bërchantu for seven days and nights followed, and the raft was then started on its journey down stream, the Raja Köchil Muda and the pawangs accompanying it. A halt was made at a pre-arranged stopping place in each mukim where a kërbaul balar was slaughtered and there was a kenduri and bërchantu for one night. The pawangs of the mukims were left behind in turn, having, each of them, supplied a substitute to attend the Raja Köchil Muda. On arrival at the mouth of the river all disembarked at Kota Sétia, the raft being allowed to drift out to sea with its supposed burden of ills. The triennial ceremony which Perak padi planters observe seems to be connected in some way with this rite. The word bërsemah is applied to it, and this is said to be a word which can only properly be used in reference to ceremonial conducted by the Sultan Muda or Raja Köchil Muda. It is possible that the name was given in the first instance to the ceremony which was performed by the Raja Köchil Muda at each mukim when on his triennial trip down river and that it has, by analogy, adhered to ceremonies which are neither conducted on the banks of the Perak river nor dignified by the presence of the Raja Köchil Muda.

As these ceremonies are of the bërchantu type and so opposed to the stricter doctrines of the Mahomedan religion, they are, in the more thickly populated neighbourhoods at least, modified to suit the scruples
of the orthodox. Nowadays, beyond erecting a genggulang and sangka, the rayat do not ordinarily participate in the bérhantu. They are not present while the pawang is holding converse with the spirits but they arrive on the scene as soon as this part of the performance is over and partake freely of the kënduri. Still the older formularies have not been forgotten; in times of trouble they are much relied on. They unfortunately entail a considerable amount of cruelty, tail-cutting and mutilation of buffaloes. Similar but perhaps more brutal ceremonies have been described by Mr. A. E. Jeuks as practised by the Igorot padi-planters in the Philippines.

IV.—NURSERIES.

The propitiatory ceremony over, the real work of the cultivator begins. His first concern is his seed-grain, which, if he is a careful planter, he has selected at the last year's harvest and has carefully preserved in sufficient quantity to meet every eventuality. The method of selection of seed varica. In some localities the finest padi in the bëndang is allowed to stand until the rest of the grain has been harvested. When there is no doubt as to its ripeness it is gathered, trodden out and stored by itself. Sometimes seed-padi is merely handpicked from the general store. Should the planter find his store of seed run short he does not seem to hesitate to make use of purchased grain or to make arrangements for buying seedlings from a neighbour who has put down a larger nursery than he requires. As a general rule, however, the Malay is extremely particular about his seed-grain and is careful to use the best obtainable. In those localities where the banting or pubul padi
custom has crept in he is still careful to see that his seed-padi is hand-plucked and is trodden out. If a reason is to be sought for every custom, that which underlies the curious "semangat" ceremonies is most probably to be found in the necessity for the selection and preservation of seed-grain.

The ordinary allowance of seed is four gantangs for every orlong (1½ acres) which is to be planted. This is carefully measured out, the "mother seed" being mixed with it, and soaked in water for two days and two nights. The water is then run off and the seed is spread on mats where it is kept for about three days. At the end of this time it has germinated and is ready for the nursery. Banjarese padi planters generally cover the newly sown nursery with pisang and other leaves. After six days these are removed, and after a further period of seven days the plants are taken out and planted together in a cleared spot in the bendang, care being taken to allow more room than the nursery plot afforded to the seedlings. A second nursery is thus formed in which the young plants are left undisturbed until the usual period of 44 days,¹ from the time of first planting, has elapsed. Banjarese say that this practice makes the young plants healthier besides effecting a saving in seed, it being sufficient, if this custom is followed, to allow three gantangs of seed to the orlong. For the first nursery they prefer to use a raktit formed of pisang leaves and stumps; this is covered with a thin layer of soil.

Where it not for bird and insect pests, and the native disinclination to worry about getting rid of

¹ This number seems to have a special and superstitious value attached to it. Compare the 44 days pentang after child-birth, the setting up of the tomoholones 44 days after death and the maceque quorum of 44.
them, it would appear to be preferable to sow nurseries broadcast. It is customary to put down three nurseries with an interval of about a month between the preparation of each. These are called *padi tua*, *padi penengah* and *padi muda*. At first sight this custom appears to suggest a defensive declaration by the pawang when he feels that he cannot rely on his skill or luck in fixing the time for the rains to begin. A different explanation (given by a pawang) suggests that the custom has sprung into use of late years since District Officers have taken over the functions of *pawang padi* and have, by an annual edict, prescribed the time for beginning planting operations. As a matter of fact the custom is an old one and is based altogether on motives of utility. It enables the padi planter to be always ready for the rains and it also helps him and his family to plant a very much larger area than it would be possible for them to open up if only one species of padi were planted. A different variety of grain is used for each of the three nurseries, the lighter grains being planted later. The planter is thus enabled to continue his labours in a more or less leisurely fashion, and by adjusting the species of padi to the time of planting, so to arrange matters that his entire field, heavy grain and light, is ready for harvest at the same time.

In Malacca it is customary to steep the seedlings, as soon as they have been removed from the nursery, in a "stock" manure, in the preparation of which the greatest care is taken. This is a compound of silt and bones in the proportion of two parts silt to one
part bone. With the exception of bat guano, which should also be mixed with silt, it would appear that no other manure has been used by padi planters in this country with any very good effect.

V.—PREPARATION OF THE FIELDS.

As soon as the nurseries have been sown all energy is concentrated on the preparation of the fields for the reception of the seedlings and on the repairing of fences and water-courses. Owing to differences in the quality and condition of the soil the methods of preparing the fields for planting differ widely in different localities. Muhammad Jafar thus describes the Malacca custom:

"Now during the time the grain is in the nursery they start ploughing in the other plots, going from one to the other until all the plots are finished. They repair the bunds and patch them up with earth so that the water in the field may not escape and the land get dry. When the bunds have been repaired they begin to harrow, starting from the plot first ploughed (other than the nursery plot) because there the land is soft and the grass is rotten; having been soaked in the water for so many days it is like manure. Then they replough the field and harrow it again."

In the Peninsula the best methods of cultivation seem to be employed in the Settlement of Malacca, and there the tojak, tênggala, sikat, sisir, pênggiling, bajak, kuku kambing and changkul are in common use for the preparation of the sawah. In the Temerloh district of Pahang, on the other hand, the paya, or natural swamp, is cleared with the parang, and, as the transplanting is done simply with the
hand, no other implements are ordinarily used. The tajak is an indispensable implement. Colonel Low, writing in 1836, describes it as "a valuable instrument, ranking between a scythe and a hoe. It is used to pare the surface and destroy weeds and long grass. It is fixed to a much more upright handle than that of the scythe and the workman wields it in much the same way that a golf player does his club. Every cultivator has several of sizes." In the Negri Sembilan the place of the tajak is to a large extent taken by the changkul. A wooden changkul is there a customary and significant present to a bride. Among the methods of cultivating the rice field must be mentioned the pijakan kérbau. A herd of buffaloes is turned into the flooded bêndang and is driven to and fro until the mud is fairly trodden up and the grass and weeds have disappeared. This most unsatisfactory method of cultivation is gradually falling into disuse.

The buffalo cannot be used for the cultivation of all rice fields. In some localities these animals founder and are completely useless owing to the softness of the soil. Where it is possible to use a ploughing buffalo its economic value is great, as the rayat is thereby enabled to open up a very much larger area than he could otherwise bring under cultivation. Many animals are kept for hire, the rate being rarely less than ten dollars for the season's work. In spite of its very great usefulness the buffalo is not an unmixed blessing to the padi planter. It is an animal which is extremely liable to disease; and every epidemic means bad cultivation, abandonment of rice

1 Appendix A gives a list of the principal agricultural implements employed by padi-planter.
fields and all the disadvantages which attend uneven cultivation. It cannot be used at the plough for more than six or eight years and it should not be worked during the heat of the day or for more than three hours daily.

VI.—PLANTING AND CARE OF THE FIELDS.

When the fields have been prepared and the water-courses and fencing attended to, the women begin to plant out the seedlings. This is regarded by all Malay peoples as the women's particular share in the labours of rice cultivation and it is astonishing with what proficiency and rapidity the work is carried out. The young plants are pulled up by the roots in bunches of sufficient size to be grasped easily in the hand. The roots are rapidly cleaned and the tops cut off. Then comes the inevitable ceremonial. This is generally conducted by the pawang on behalf of a number of padi planters who gather together for the kënduri which is called arwah. After incantations and the usual display of white cloth and tali têrap (both of which commodities appear to be indispensable to the pawang) a square wooden frame is placed on the ground in a selected part of the bëndang. Inside this the pawang plants the first seven bunches of seedlings, seven seedlings being inserted by the buku kambing each time. In this rite it is easy to see traces of the animism which is at the root of the sêmangat padi ceremonial. The invocations vary in form in different localities. Low selects as characteristic:

"Sri Dangomala, Sri Dangomali,
Hëndak kirim anak sëmbilan bulan."
It may be mentioned in passing that the same figure is made when the semangat padi is taken and that the kënduri which is then indulged in is likewise given the name arwah. This ceremonial over, for the remainder of the day all labour in the fields is forbidden. On the next day the work of transplanting begins. This must be performed in silence, the seedlings which are held in the left hand must not be dropped and the tongue must be pressed against the roof of the mouth while the kuku kambing is actually in use. This instrument carries from five to nine seedlings at once and is used seven times in quick succession. While each seven bunches of seedlings are being planted the tongue must be kept in the uncomfortable position described. Considering the sex of the workers the conditions imposed are not light and cannot fail to be conducive to rapidity in planting.

In the district of Upper Perak and in few other localities the place of the kuku kambing is taken by the more primitive chëkam, a wooden instrument. In some districts in Perak it is customary for a bride to receive a present of a kuku kambing and a tërëndak from her husband, much care being spent in adorning them.

After the rice field has been planted up its owner makes a ceremonial circuit, scattering incense and such invocations as he may have been taught to rely on. When all the rice fields in his domain have been brought under cultivation the pawang makes his circuit. Three days later the padi planters assemble at a pre-arranged spot on the confines of the rice area where there is a kënduri and a bërhaantu ceremony. This is an appeal to the Gods of the
jungle to deal gently with the rice crop and to avert pests and disease. It is the last ceremony before harvest, and after it has been concluded the padi planters are free to look for work of other kinds to occupy their time until the harvest claims them. Only the men, and generally only the elders, appear at this bérhantu. The incantations are not very interesting, and it is probable that various localities and pawangs use different forms.

There is, however, no doubt about the fervour of the participants. The expression is widely different but the spirit is the same as that which animates the Hymn to Pan:

"Winder of the Horn
When snouted wild-boars, routing tender corn
Anger our huntsmen: Breather round our farms
To keep off mildews, and all weather harms:
Strange ministrant of undescribed sounds,
That come a-swooning over hollow grounds,
And wither drearily on barren moors:
Dread opener of the Mysterious Doors
Leading to universal knowledge—see,
Great son of Dryope,
The many that are come to pay their vows."

This rite, and that with which the padi year is commenced, are distinctly of the bérhantu type and are widely different in character from the sëmangat padi or arwah ceremonies. It is probable, too, that their origin is more remote. Similar bérhantu customs are found among the Bontoc Igorats, who do not appear to be affected by animistic or sëmangat ideas.

Labour on the planted fields is expended but grudgingly by the Malay. He generally understands
that it is well to weed his fields thirty or forty days after planting. A miniature \textit{tajak}, which is called \textit{kēri}, is used for this purpose. He will also stretch ropes over the field, improvise scarecrows, repair his water-course when forced to do so, complain vehemently of other people's laziness and abuse the weather. When the harvest is a poor one he adopts an attitude not unlike that of R. L. Stevenson's Scotch Gardener: "Paul may plant and Apollos may water," but all blame must be ascribed to Providence on the score of insufficient rain or the ravages of vermin.

The principal padi-pests are rats and padi-borers.\footnote{"This insect is either \textit{Chilo oryzatellus} or a nearly allied species. It was suggested that some other plant might serve as food for this pest between one padi season and the next. This surmise has been found to be correct. The plant, or at least one of them, is the Indian corn, and the part attacked is the flower stalk": Mr. L. Wray.} Newly opened land near jungle is most subject to the attacks of vermin, rats being especially destructive on wet nights when there are few birds of prey on the wing. Although his magic is not much relied on for the destruction of vermin the \textit{pawang} still has his value in that department as, \textit{except} in matters important enough to merit the attention of the Penghulu, he is the authority nearest to the rice planters and is generally practical enough to induce them to believe that union is strength when padi pests are dealt with. In some localities it is necessary to combine in erecting fences against the ravages of pigs or larger animals, in others it is advisable to unite in burning off the padi straw as soon as possible after harvest, as a protection against the padi-borer.

Though rice is subject to many insect pests it is comparatively free from fungoid diseases. It is known to be affected by a form of \textit{ustilago} or
smut fungus, the grain being transformed into a mass of dark powder consisting of the spores which propagate the fungus. The principal insect pests appear to be sorok-sorok, a species of mole-cricket which attacks the nursery, the evil-smelling chënangau and various species of bënah.

Muhammad Jafar thus describes the transition stages in the growth of the padi:

"Ten days after the young rice has been transplanted it recovers its fresh green colour; in thirty days the young shoots come out; in the second month it increases more and more, and in the third it becomes even all over. After three months and a half its growth is stayed and in the fourth month it is styled bunting kënhil.

"At that stage the stalk has only five joints, and from that period it must be fumigated daily till the grain appears.

"About the time when the stalk has six joints it is called bunting bësar; in forty days more the grain is visible here and there, and twenty days later it spreads everywhere. At this time all the water in the field must be drawn off so that the grain may ripen quickly. After five or six days it ripens in patches, and a few days later the rice altogether ripe.

"From the time of transplanting to the time when it is ripe is reckoned six months, not counting the days spent in ploughing and in growing it in the nursery, which may be a month or two, or even (if there are many plots) as much as three months to the end of the ploughing."

Care must be taken not to open water-gates too soon after the padi appears in the ear; if the water is drawn off too early the tendency will be towards light grain.

The task of opening water-gates and draining the fields brings the padi planters together again. Throughout the planting operations the necessity for simultaneous drainage has been kept in view, those
who planted late being careful to select nurseries of light grain so that their crop may ripen at the same time as their neighbours. From the time when the water is run off the fields there is ample work to occupy everyone in making preparation for the harvest. Implements must be in readiness and receptacles for the crop. Mats are wanted on which to dry the grain and, where neighbours assist one another, arrangements must be made for the order in which the fields are to be reaped.

VII.—HARVEST.

For months beforehand the Malay has been looking forward to the harvest-time with high expectation. He regards this season very much as an English schoolboy does his Christmas holiday. He is determined to enjoy himself, and he does. To the native of Perak there is no festival in the year which is at all comparable with the bêlota, the padi-planters’ Saturnalia. This is the Malay Harvest Home. Each planter keeps open house in turn, when all his friends come to help him to tread out his grain. Even the reverend elders assume for the time the manners of children and verses (pantun) are bandied with the gentle licence which is characteristic of Malay junketings.

The harvest begins with the most interesting of the padi ceremonies, that of taking the simangat padi, the emblem of plant vitality which is supposed to hand on the torch of life to the next season’s crop. This custom seems to have had its origin in the remotest antiquity and, with the doubtful exception of Acheh, appears to be observed in some form throughout the Malay Peninsula and Archipelago.
In speaking of the ceremonies observed by rice planters in Province Wellesley, Low remarks on the care which is taken "in order to propitiate the spirit of the padi, the Malayan Ceres for whom the Malays have no distinct appellative but express their meaning by the words sëmangat padi—the chaba yendai of the Burmese—which implies that the spirit of the padi vanishes through terror when not conciliated. The Siamese and Sam-Sam cultivators, who are Buddhists, call their Ceres Me Pho Sop Chan, 'the exalted mother of grain'!" The same writer gives at length the Malay legend, which is still accepted, regarding the origin of padi: "Adam and Hawa, our first parents, say the Malays, had two sons and two daughters. The daughters, to whom they gave precedence, were Normani and Aski: the sons were Soorbani and Aknini. The earth did not yield enough food for the subsistence of mankind: Adam therefore conveyed, by Divine Command, one son and one daughter into the plains and having sacrificed them and chopped them into small fragments he scattered these over the ground. On his returning home Hawa enquired what had become of the children. Adam replied that they were abroad in the field. Six months' afterwards she asked again where they were. Adam said 'Come and I will show them to you.' They then went forth on the plain and called on the children by name bidding them return. The other two children who had followed answered 'We are coming.' Adam and Hawa now beheld with wonder the wide plains waving with the golden harvest. On a sudden all the grain became sëmangat or instinct

---

1 Some pawangs call it nur haryati'ul or nur mariah. In some places the Hindu Sri is used.
with life, and then, rising in the air like dense swarms of bees, poured onwards with a loud buzzing noise until it entered the habitation of the first man and woman from whom it had its birth. Hence it is incumbent on cultivators to treat padi with respect.''

With this legend may be compared, in passing, Sir Alfred Lyall's remark in his "Asiatic Studies": "My conjecture is that a great part of what is called animism—the tendency to discover human life and agency in all moving things, whether waving trees or wandering beasts—begins with this ingrained conviction that some new form or habitation must be provided for the spirits of dead men."

Snouck Hurgronje, in writing of the Acehnese, mentions "a custom, the meaning of which has been wholly forgotten but which is still pretty generally followed, is that of planting in a clump together the remainder of the seedlings left after the bendang is full. This is called inong padi. Sundry expressions in the folk-lore indicate that inong meant originally mother. One is involuntarily reminded of the indung pare or 'rice-mother' of the Sundanese, a truss of ripe padi taken at harvest time and fastened together in a peculiar way. It is placed in the padi store underneath all the other trusses after sundry traditional ceremonies and is not moved from its place until lapse of time has made it indistinguishable from the rest. Superstition does not play such a great part in padi planting in Aceh as it does in Java. We can at most point to the defunct custom of the inong padi as a parallel to the regular worship of the rice-goddess in Java."

Starting from the conviction that all standing padi is instinct with life the Peninsular Malay seems
to have proceeded further to the idea that grades exist in the rice-field as among mankind, that certain heads of padi are recognised as being of superior caste or quality and that they command respect accordingly. In the ceremonial connected with the sēmangat padi it is natural to find that the Malay rice-planter is concerned with these dignitaries of the padi-field alone. Whether the conception of caste among plants is a logical result of animistic ideas or whether it is to be attributed to the necessity for selecting something to typify the harvest, around which a ceremony may be woven, is a question which it would seem impossible to determine.

The criterion of dignity is eccentricity or malformation. Each of the freak grains which the padi-field is wont to produce is invested with a name and in some cases with attributes of its own. These appellatives differ in various localities. The best known are tongkat mandah, putēri bērtudong, padi bētina, padi bērdukong and padi mēndhara. The first named is the best and can, it is said, be found in most rice fields if search is made for it. It is usual to begin the search for the tongkat mandah three days before the time fixed for taking the sēmangat padi. If the tongkat mandah cannot be found, shift is made with one of the lesser dignitaries, and on the day appointed by the pawang (to quote Muhammad Jafar) "seven heads are reaped as representing the sēmangat padi, and, immediately afterwards, another handful to be used as 'mother-seed' for the coming year. The sēmangat padi is wrapped in a white cloth, tied with a tērāp-string in the shape of a little child in its swaddling bands and is placed in a small basket; the 'mother-seed' is put in another basket; both baskets
are fumigated and are placed in the rice store one on the top of the other." The head of padi which contains the tongkat mandah, or other semangat sign, is one of the seven heads which are taken.

Immediately after the semangat padi has been taken and before it is deposited in the store it is customary to reap hurriedly either one or three baskets full. This is supposed to be for the sustenance of the Rengkesa, the "rubber fiend" whom Malays accuse of spiriting away their crops. The idea seems to be that this particular fiend will, if a meal is provided for him, be ashamed to harry the fields of his hosts. Englishmen thought to attain the same end by the cheaper method of calling him Robin Goodfellow.

In the Northern States of the Peninsula the semangat padi superstition appears to be even stronger than it is in the South, the reason probably being that Buddhism, unlike Islam, has never felt itself forced to look askance at these ceremonies. "The Siamese," says Low, "when the grain is ripe, tie nine bunches (before pulling them up or cutting them) together with white thread and then invoke Buddha, the Bali and the Hierarchy. No fire must be taken out of the house for the ensuing three day... On the fourth day the nine bunches are cut and placed in the granary as consecrated first fruits. The Sam-sams after their pooja and its accompanying offerings to the Pho Sop, select one hundred and eight padi stalks, this being the number told by Buddhist priests in their rosary in memory, or in honour, of the Holy Foot. These stalks are then fashioned into the figure of a female, much in the same manner as the harvest-maiden is formed in some northern counties of Britain. This figure is clothed, and being then considered the
representative of Mo Pho Sop, offerings are made to it of rice and fruits and it is duly consecrated by five Buddhist priests. It is afterwards placed above the new grain in the granary and five stones are laid on it to prevent its escape. When any grain is to be beaten out the image is also brought forth and told what quantity is required."

As soon as the ceremony of taking the semangat padi is over, and the procession has returned to the house, the Malay padi planter is forbidden to work for the remainder of the day and for the two succeeding days. During this period he and his family are placed under restrictions identical with those which follow a birth in the house: nothing may be brought out of the rice field or kampung, lights may not be put out and the strongest precautions are taken against noise. An iron nail is placed in the store near the semangat emblem, which is, in fact, treated exactly as if it were a new-born infant.

For reaping the crop Malays ordinarily use the rénggam or tuai to cut the heads of padi. This is a very unpretentious implement. If a European had to choose between it and a nail-scissors for the purposes of harvest he would probably select the latter. The introduction of the sickle, an implement which saves both time and expense and which is used commonly enough in Krian, Province Wellesley and in the coast district of Malacca, is to be attributed, with the banting or píkul padi custom, to Chinese influence. It is astonishing how conservative Malays are in the matter of using the rénggam and treading out their padi. It would appear from a comparison of methods now observed and those which were described by Low, that the Chinese custom of harvesting has not become
a whit more popular in this country during the last seventy-five years. Malays say that their objection to the sickle is that, when this is used, the reaper can hardly prevent himself from cutting unripe grains which would be passed by if the tuai were employed. Further, they consider that Chinese methods are an offence to the semangat padi. As rice in certain conditions has recently been shown to be a dangerous food, it is hard to condemn customs which may, for aught we know, be founded on very good reason.

According to the method of threshing which is borrowed from the Chinese, a tub without top or bottom is set on a mat in the middle of the padi field: against the edge of this, or against a contrivance fixed inside it, the padi-heads are beaten until all the grain has fallen in. The Malay custom is to tread out the padi until grain and straw are separated. Though custom has been complacent enough in some localities to allow the treading out to be done by buffaloes, it turns from the Chinese method as being an insult to the semangat padi. It is probable that the good cheer which attends the harvest season has had a powerful influence against the introduction of the more business-like and less sociable methods of threshing which are practised in other countries.

With the exceptions of Upper Perak, Patani and the States of the north of that country, where padi is sun-dried and stored with the stalk attached, it appears to be customary throughout the Peninsula to store padi in the grain after it has been threshed or trodden out. Padi-stores vary considerably in design and, of course, in capacity. Before the grain is stored the floor of the granary is covered with straw. This custom is
attributed by Malays to sēmangat superstition, but is more probably due to the necessity for the straw as a protection against mould and the moisture which rises from below the store. A few lēnggundi leaves are mixed with the grain. These are bitter leaves and help to keep insects away.

VIII.—PROFITS OF THE INDUSTRY.

In an enquiry into the economic aspects of rice planting in the Peninsula, Sir William Maxwell wrote:

"Rice land in Penang yields a return which may not be averaged higher than 75-fold or nearly 300 gantangs of paddy for each orlong; but it has been considered advisable to rate it here at 60-fold only. The rice land, or bēndang, of Province Wellesley gives an average return of 117½-fold; the maximum degree of productiveness being 000 gantangs of paddy for an orlong (or 1½ acres) of well-flooded, alluvial land, or 150-fold; which number of gantangs are equal to 300 gantangs of rice, weighing nearly 4,520 English pounds. The present average produce has been very moderately estimated in this account at 470 gantangs the orlong of paddy. The quantity of seed invariably allotted for an orlong of land is 4 gantangs. In the estimate of future produce as available for the support of the local population, 480 gantangs an orlong have been assumed as the net average produce, this increase being admissible on the score of the improving productiveness of the land. The average produce now derivable, as above specified, from one square mile of bēndang land will be 284½ koyans of paddy, or 142½ koyans of rice, affording food sufficient for the support of 1,915 souls; so that, were every orlong to have its complement, the population of this Province might be more than doubled without outrunning the means of subsistence. Prospectively viewed, the number which a square mile will be sufficient to support may be rated at 1,956 souls. In Siam, 40-fold is
estimated a good average produce. At Tavoy, on the Tenasserim Coast, the maximum rate of productiveness of the rice land was, in 1825—and is still believed to be—nearly the same as the average of Siam; while the average was only 20-fold, at which last rate the produce of a square mile would support about 1,000 souls. There the return for seed sown is not only thus small, compared with the return for the quantity sown here, but to obtain the above average of 20-fold, or 200 gantangs of paddy from one orlong of land, it would be requisite to sow 13 gantangs of seed. The difference in favour of this local Malayan husbandry is therefore 210 gantangs of paddy for each orlong cultivated—besides the profit arising to the latter by the saving of labour. To obtain, on the Tavoy Coast, the clear return of 470 gantangs of paddy—being the average above stated for Province Wellesley, including land newly cleared, and not yet become fully productive—it would be required to cultivate 1½ orlongs and to sow 23½ gantangs of seed.

The total present population of the latter Province could be supported on the average quantity of rice raised on 24 square miles of superficies; while on the coast adjoined to, an area of about 43 square miles will be required to supply food to such a population.

The very superior fertility of the Province Wellesley soil depends on its alluvial composition, and on its being level and easily accessible to water—and in some localities, on its being comparatively new; but this last circumstance does not seem to operate as might be supposed, for some land, which has been longest under cultivation, or upwards of 20 years, yields the largest crops."

The non-cultivation of the tracts of land available for rice planting on the coasts of the Peninsula was attributed by Sir William Maxwell to the following causes:

"1. Want of population.—The population is sparse, whole districts being uninhabited. Men can choose their occupations and are not forced into agriculture by competition."
"2. The high rate of wages.—Scarcity of labour, consequent on sparseness of population, results in the fixing of a high rate of remuneration for a day's work. If the agriculturist can earn as a labourer twice as much as the cultivation of his fields will bring him, he will abandon agriculture and live on imported rice.

"3. Competition of more profitable employment.—The gutta-percha industry is one of these. The Malay padi-planters of Batu Pahat and other places in Johore abandoned their lands, some generations ago, to collect gutta, and their descendants are now growing up, in many cases, entirely ignorant of agriculture.

"4. The high standard of comfort and luxury demanded by modern Malays.—A purely agricultural life requires that the cultivator be satisfied with poor fare and that his style of living be simple, modest and economical. As satisfying these conditions the Malays of Negri Sembilan are an almost ideal peasantry. Their methods of cultivation are excellent, they preserve their ancient habits and traditions and they are satisfied with little. In Malacca, where the Malays are good cultivators and much attached to their fields, cultivation is only one of a man's means of livelihood. The same may be said of the Malays of Province Wellesley, Penang and of some places in the Malay States.

"5. The smallness of profits derivable from padi-planting as compared with other kinds of agriculture.—Chinese are hardly ever found growing rice.

"6. The cheapness of imported rice.—This is so closely connected with the question of wages that it is difficult to treat the two subjects separately. It seems to be obvious that an immigrant population in a new country, with the boundless food supplies of Burma and Siam on either hand, can import rice more cheaply than they can grow it."

Under present conditions the cost of bringing twenty orlongs of jungle land under rice cultivation
and the profits derivable therefrom are approximately as follows:

First year:

(1) Clearing jungle, 20 orlongs

(2) Nursery

(3) Cost of planting at $2 per orlong

(4) Cost of caring for and watching the bendang for six months at $6 a month

(5) Cost of reaping, carrying home, threshing and storing

(6) Rent for one year

(7) Granary, to last for seven years

(8) Bags, mats, baskets, etc.

Total $738

The return at 480 gantangs per orlong would be 9,600 gantangs having an approximate value of $768.

Second year:

Cost of clearing 20 orlongs with the tajak

Items 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6 above

Cost of implements

Total $351.50

The profit for the second year would therefore approximate $320. For the third and fourth year this should not vary. After the fourth year the plough can be used, should the soil not be too soft to preclude its use altogether. Besides diminishing the labour of agriculture, the use of the plough generally involves the keeping of buffaloes and the profits
attendant thereon. Where it is necessary to hire ploughing buffaloes the cost of cultivation for the fifth year would be:

Two wooden ploughs at $10 each ... $20.00
Two sikat at $5 each ... ... ... 10.00
One pinggiling ... ... ... 2.50
Hire of buffaloes and cost of ploughing at $10 the orlong ... ... ... 200.00
Items 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6 as in the first year ... ... ... 184.00

Total ... $416.50

It will be seen that the cost of cultivation goes up with the first year's ploughing; after this year the cost of ploughing is reduced to $5 an orlong, the total annual expenditure thus becoming $316.50 approximately.

Many different kinds of rice are planted and the yields per acre vary to a considerable degree. For trade purposes the Krian Malay plants two or three varieties of grain which are favoured by the Chinese buyers, but when he grows rice for his own consumption he is more particular. Malay gourmets profess to be able to recognise most of the well-known rices by the taste when cooked, and the saraup padi, which is commonly grown for export, is rarely eaten by the well-to-do. Certain kinds of rice are regarded as appropriate for presents, others for festive occasions. It is said that as many as a hundred and thirty different varieties are planted in the district of Krian alone.
APPENDICES.

A.

TECHNICAL TERMS USED IN RICE-PLANTING.

Piama
Gālong eyer
Tēnggala
Batu pēngasah
Kāchar
Mēngawat
Sēmai
Mēnamam
Pērdeh
Padi mēnirus
Mēngampis
Rēnggam
Pinch
Pisau
Jērami
Raga lu
Hurus
Pondok
Jēlapang
Sayup piama
Petak
Sisin
Bangku
Mōlonggok
Pēnggiling
Chap

Chēkam
Sulam
Bunting
Pēringgi
Gēmai
Mēngirek
Pēnggiau
Tong
Tikar
Hēmpa padi
Salang
Changkul balas
Tajak
Chakar
Kapar
Badai
Unting
Kuku Kambing
Mērumput
Pērēmping
Ruman
Kēdap
Raga sodok
Nyiru
Padi bērnas
Kandar

B.

MALAY DESCRIPTION OF RICE-PLANTING.

INTRODUCTION.

Ada pun orang kērja bēndang itu čempat jēnis pēhrjaṁ-nya:
(1). Di-tēnggala tanah yang di-dalam petak bēndang-nya
itu di-tērek uthē kērbau akan tēnggala-nya. Apabila habis di
bungkar tanah itu dēngan sisir di-tērek uthē kērbau juga
kémudian di-balas aisir pérata dua atau tiga lapis. Make tanah itu pun hanchur-lah dan rumput-rumput-nya itu pun mati; di-chabut sêmai di-tanam dêngan tangan atau dêngan kuku kambing.


**DEFINITIONS**

*Awap pîma* = awal waktu buat bêndang, ya itu di-dalam musim.

*Sayup pîma* = akhir musim buat bêndang, ya itu sudah hampir mengadap musim panas. Ada pun mênunjokkan sayup pîma itu ada-lah sêpêrti bunga gélinggang sudah bêrtaji, dan pokok képulut bérbunga, dan bureng tuau dan pébaka' sudah galak; dan bureng bálam têrlalu marah, hingga sa bérbënyi den menngëlupur di-atas tanah; dan tékukur mërébok di-hutan galak.

*Bata* = guna-nya mënahankan ayer dalam petak; dan lagi guna-nya buleh di-jalankan di-atas-nya.

*Gëlong ayer* = guna-nya mengëluarkan ayer atau mengambil ayer mosok ka-dalam petak-nya.

*Petak* = bérti-nya di-kêlilingi ubeh bata-nya.

*Tênggala* = guna-nya mëlékangkan tanah itu se-akan-akan tanah yang këna changkul.
Sisir = guna-nya menghanohurkan dan mēratakan tanah yang di-tēnggala itu.

Batu pengasah = guna-nya mengasahkan tajak yang tumpul itu bēri tajam.

Tajak = guna-nya mēmotongkan sakalian rumput-rumput yang di-dalam petak bēndang-nya.

Bangku = guna-nya buat tēmpat dudok mengasah tajak itu.

Chakar = guna-nya buat himpun rumput atau chakar angkat naik ka-batas.

Kēchar = guna-nya mēnudongkan tanah dengan kapar rumput itu kurang tumboh.

Longgok = guna-nya supaya sēnang di-chakar rumput itu angkat naik ka-batas.

Kapar = sakalian rumput-rumput yang tērtajak di-dalam petak-nya itu di-namakan kapar.

Mēngaut = di-kuut sakalian rumput-rumput yang di-dalam petak itu angkat ka-batas.

Pēnggiling = guna-nya mēnggilingkan rumput-rumput itu supaya hanchur dan tēnggēlam naik lumpur.

Badai = guna-nya tatkala sudah di-pērbuat bèkas sēmai di-tarek-lah batang pisang ka-atas-nya supaya rata tanah itu kēmudian di-tabur padi bèneh ka-atas-nya.

Sēmai = hērti-nya padi yang tumboh daripada tabur di-mana-kan bèndak di-tanam-nya itu.

Chap = hērti-nya sēmai yang tērchabut itu di-ikat kēchil dengan daun-nya di-namakan chap.

Unting = sēmai yang tērchabut itu ikat dengan tali bēsar-bēsar di-namakan unting.

Mēnānam = di-tanam sēmai yang tērchabut itu ka-dalam petak bēndang-nya.

Tēgap = di-tanam bèri bètul masing-masing nirai-nya pokok padi itu.

Mērumput = mēmbuangkan rumput-rumput yang tērsēbut tumboh di-dalam padi-nya.

Chēlam = nama kayu buat lubang bèndak buboh sēmai itu.

Kuku kambing = guna-nya buboh akan sēmai itu ka-dalam chēlah kuku-nya di-tikam ka-tanah sambil bērdiri.

Pērdēk = di-tanam kērap-kērap buat tarch sulam padi yang mati itu.
Sulam=menggantikan tanam padi yang mati itu.
Mënimas=batang padi itu sudah tirus ya-itu sudah bêndak bunting.
Bunting=sudah ada padi di-dalam batang-nya ia bêndak kéluar buah.
Mëmanah=kéluar buah jarang-jarang satu tangkai.
Mëngampar= padi itu sudah banyak kéluar buah-nya.
Përinggi= buat padi itu muda têtapi-nya baharu sedikit kéluar buleh-lah di-kétam ambil buah-nya di-rêndang tumbok buat ringgi makan.
Përëmping = buah padi itu sudah dêkat masak, buleh-lah di-kétam ambil rêndang tumbok akan padi-nya buat émping di-makan.
Rënggam = buat kétam padi mêmotongkan tangkai padi itu.
Gëmaï=padi yang têrkétam itu di-ikat dengan jërami-nya.
Bakul=guna-nya buat isi padi di-përbuatu daripada méng-kuang.
Piñoh = di-susun padi gëmaï itu ka-dalam pélapang.
Mëngërek= di-hërek padi itu di-atas tikar mêméngluarkan daripada tangkai-nya.
Rëuman=tangkai padi yang sudah kéluar buah itu.
Piñau pënggiau= guna-nya mêmotongkan batang padi.
Këdup=batang padi yang têrkërat di-hëmpunkan sa-chukup-chukup buleh di-pëngang angkat pukul ka-dalam tong.
Jërami=batang padi yang têlah di-ambil buah-nya di-nama-kan jërami.
Tong=guna-nya di-pukul padi dalam-nya.
Raga sodok= guna-nya buat kaut padi di-dalam tong atau di-atas tikar.
Raga lu=guna-nya isi padi ka-dalam-nya.
Salang=guna-nya buat létak raga lu itu sënang di-kender pulang.
Tikar=guna-nya buat lap-k jêmur padi di-atas-nya itu.
Nyira= guna-nya buat tampi padi atau buat angin padi (hurus).
Hurus=di-tuangan padi itu tatkala angin kënchang tërbang-lah sakalian hëmpa tinggal-lah padi yang bûrnas di-atas tikar itu.
Hëmpa padi=padi yang tiada bûrnes di-dalam-nya.
Padi bûrnas=padi yang elok ada isi di-dalam-nya itu.
**APPENDICE.**

Pondok = guna-nya buat bértédo hujan atau papan dalaman-nya.

Pingandar = guna-nya buat kandar padi itu bawa pulang.

Jelapang = guna-nya buat isi padi itu ka-dalam-nya.

---

**DARI-HAL ORANG KERJA BENDANG.**


DARI-HAL ORANG MEMBUAT BENDANG TAJAK GILING.


DARI-HAL ORANG BUAT BENDANG
• TAJAK KECHAR.

masing-masing mēnabur padi bēneh yang sudah di-rēndam ka-
dalam-nya. Sa-tēlah sudah masing-masing mēnajak sakalian
rupput dalam bēndang-nya, sērta di-pērbusat-nya batas
yang mana putus itu, kēmudian di-gulong-nya dēngan chakar
rupput yang sudah tajak itu, sakalian buat sēpērti batas. Sa-
tēlah sudah di-pēram-nya ēmpat lima hari baharu di-ahal-nya
dēngan chakar sakalian-nya kēmudian di-pēram-nya pula bērī
masam dan mati rumput itu, baharu-lah masing-masing mēngē-
cher; dan sēmai pun di-chabut-lah buat chap atau unting di-
bawa tanam dēngan chēkam atau kuku kambing, dan di-tanam-
nya pērdeh. Maka tatkala bēsār sadikit padi itu, di buang-nya
rumput dan di-sulam-nya sērta di-tēbas-nya batas. Maka pada
mula-nya padi itu bēranak dan mēniru dan bunting kēluar buah-
nya mēmanah dan mēngambar dan pēringgi dan pērēmping,
kēmudian masak-lah buah-nya; datang-lah tuan-nya mēngētam
atau mēnggiat batang-nya buat kēdap di-pukul ka-dalam tong,
di-kaut jēmur ka-tikar di-angin. buang hēmpa-nya di-kandar isi
ka-dalam jēlapang-nya; dēmikian-lah di-kērja-nya hingga habis,
ada-nya.

DARI-HAL ORANG BUAT BĒNDANG TAJAK KAUT.

Maka orang yang bēndak buat bēndang itu bērsiap-lah pērsak-
kas-nya ya-itu tajak dan changkul dan chakar dan barang yang
bērguna kapada-nya. Maka tatkala sampai pia-ma-nya, masing-
masing mēmbuat bēkas sēmai-nya, di-tabur padi bēneh-nya yang
tēlah di-rēndam itu ka-dalam-nya. Tēlah sudah mēnajak-lah
masing-masing bēndang-nya hingga habis; kēmudian di-longgok
dēngan chakar di-tark naik ka-batass sakalian-nya. Maka jika
ada rumput yang tumbuh di-rēntas dēngan tajak. Kēmudian di-
chabut-lah sēmai tanam-nya sērta di-rēdeh buat pēnyulam. Sa-
tēlah bēsār bunting-lah ia kēluar buah-nya, dan mēmanah dan
mēngambar dan pēringgi dan pērēmping. Kēmudian masak-
lah ia; datang-lah tuan mēmbawa rēnggam di-kētam-nya atau
di-kērēt pukul ka-dalam tong di-kaut jēmur di-angin buang
hēmpa-nya di-kandar pulang isi ka-dalam jēlapang-nya, di-kērja-
nya sampai habis; dēmikian-lah, ada-nya.
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PREFACE.

This little essay on the Wild Tribes of the Malay Peninsula represents the work of many persons besides myself. I wish to express my special indebtedness to the following gentlemen:

(1) for information about the Semang Paya and their language: to the Orang Kaya Mantri, Malay Magistrate, Selama; to the Assistant Penghulu of Ijok; and to Messrs. Robinson and Kloss, of the Museums Department;

(2) for information about the Sakai Jeram and their language: to Mr. Hubert Berkeley, District Officer, Upper Perak; to Mr. H. C. Robinson, Director of Museums; and to the Vernacular School Teachers at Grit and Lenggong;

(3) for information about the Sakai Jeher and their language: to Mr. Berkeley and to Messrs. Robinson and Kloss;

(4) for information about the Northern Sakai: to Mr. Berkeley; to Mr. E. M. Schwabe, formerly of Tanjong Rambutan; to Mr. Gordon Brown, of Sungei Krudda Estate; to Mr. Boden Kloss; and, above all, to the diaries left by the late Mr. Williams;

(5) for information about the Central Sakai and their language: to Mr. H. C. Robinson; to Mr. W. H. Lee-Warner, of the Civil Service; to the Penghulus of Sungkai and Temoh; to the Assistant Penghulu of Chenderiang; and to the Vernacular School Teachers at Tapah, Slim, Kinjung, and Gunong Panjang;
(6) for information about the Besisi and their language: to Mr. H. C. Robinson; to Mr. F. A. Callaway, formerly of Pulau Lumut; to Mr. H. B. Ellerton, formerly District Officer, Negri Sembilan Coast; and to Mr. Caldecott, District Officer, Jelebu;

(7) for information about the Jakun and their language: to Mr. E. A. Dickson, formerly District Officer, Kuala Pilah; to Mr. J. P. Swettenham, formerly Executive Engineer, Kuantan, Pahang; to Mr. Wallace, of the Survey Department; to Mr. Minehan, of the Survey Department; and to Mr. A. J. Sturrock, formerly District Officer, Temerloh.

I have also to thank Mr. Caldecott, of Jelebu, for very careful enquiries regarding the Kenaboi Sakai in his district.

It was at one time my intention to write a supplementary pamphlet on the Sakai languages. This intention has been abandoned because such a work would be out of place in this series of non-linguistic papers; because it would involve the use of special type; and because it would take up a great deal of time and space if all the fifty or sixty vocabularies are to be reproduced in extenso. Some special use of this material may be made later, but for the present I am content to publish the general conclusions, together with a brief comparative vocabulary (to illustrate the common element in the languages), and a grammatical note on the dialect best known to me.

R. J. W.
INTRODUCTORY.

If the extent of our knowledge of the wild tribes of Malaya was to be measured by the mere weight of the books that have been written about them the subject would not afford much scope for further research. The work of Messrs. Skeat and Blagden covers some 1,600 pages; Dr. Rudolf Martin's book is almost as voluminous; then we have a fifteen-shilling "fasciculus" by Messrs. Annandale and Robinson, a French work on "Perak et les Orang Sakey," a book by Signor Cerruti on "My Friends the Savages," many essays by Father Schmidt and others on the Mon-Annam affinities of the Sakai dialects, and innumerable articles by Vaughan-Stevens, Clifford, Hale, Knocker, de Morgan and other authorities, reliable or the reverse. But with all this mass of literature we know next to nothing about the aborigines of the Malay Peninsula. No European has ever mastered a Sakai dialect or made himself familiar with the inner life of any single Sakai tribe. The flying visits of scientific observers represent very little more than the intelligent globe-trotter and his notebook of first impressions. They may tell us some simple facts about the shape of a Sakai's house, the colour of his skin and hair, and perhaps a few details about his clothing, habits and weapons. To such notes there may be added a short vocabulary of some 200 or 300 words. There our information ends; and, after all, it rests only on some brief conversations (usually through an interpreter) and a few photographs and measurements taken in a hurry. Is it surprising that
our experts disagree when every writer has to begin by discussing the reliability of other people's work? Paucity of evidence leads, of course, to plenitude of criticism and explains why books are big when facts are few.

The line of discussion usually followed in such cases also tends to kill popular interest in the wild tribesmen of the Peninsula. They are represented as inaccessible persons who are remarkable principally for their cephalic index and their Mon-Annam affinities—and baits of this sort fail to attract the general reader. No sane savant is likely to give up the best years of his comfortable life to the study of wandering tribes who lead lives of hardship in the recesses of unhealthy forests; nor is it probable that any practical planter or trader will take an enthusiastic interest in the cranial proportions of the savages that he meets. It is to be feared that there will always be a distinction between the people who know the wild tribes and the people who write about them.

In the early days of European trade with the Far East the Peninsular aborigines were known through the Orang Bñua or Jakun of Malacca, and were regarded as mere simian savages, the Bìnuas Sátíyros of the old Portuguese maps. The first traders took no interest in them. At a later date when research became more popular and when the British occupation of Penang brought our students into relation with the Semang, the presence of negrito tribesmen in a Malayan country roused much curiosity and led ultimately to the belief that the other wild races were only the result of blends between the Semang and the Malay. This was the "Pan-Negrito" theory that influenced the writings of Miklukho-Maclay.
course, no one believes in it now. Even from the beginnings of Sakai investigation the theory was questioned by those who had knowledge of the existence of fair aboriginal tribes showing no trace of either Negrito or Malay admixture. A mystery seemed to hang over the wild tribes of the Peninsula and to suggest that somewhere in the Malayan forests there might be found the most primitive tribes on earth, men who would represent the missing link of Darwinism. In the end a man was sent out to solve this mystery—a collector named Vaughan-Stevens whose work in the early nineties did much to advertise Sakai research in Europe and to rouse expectations that were never destined to be fulfilled.

I knew the "Professor," as Vaughan-Stevens was styled. He was a simple kindly man who possessed a great gift of imaginative exaggeration. He told me that he had made the acquaintance of the wilder Sakai by festooning a forest tree with beads and pieces of cloth and by listening to the comments of the ambushed savages until he had heard enough to enable him to speak their language. Indeed he was full of strange tales and stranger resources. By covering himself with tar he claimed to make himself leechproof and independent of clothes. If he was unlucky enough to break his leg, he simply thrust the injured limb into a swamp: the sun caked the mud into a natural splint and gave the patient no trouble except that of digging himself out when the cure was complete. Any one who totalled up—as I did—the periods of time that Vaughan-Stevens asserted spending in the different savage countries that he had visited was impelled to the conclusion that the "Professor" was either a Methuselah or an Ananias.
He was neither. He was a humourist who did not expect to be taken seriously. But afterwards, when his professional work came to be impugned, these jesting stories of his idle hours were also quoted against his memory with a Teutonic solemnity that made them still more ridiculous. Jokes though they were, they have been fatal to his name. He has become a discredited writer whose work serves as a red rag for the horns of the ethnological expert.

Vaughan-Stevens was no “Professor”; he was not even a sarant; he was an expert collector sent out to collect skulls and anthropological exhibits for a syndicate of scientists in Germany. Within his limits he did his work well. His skulls were genuine; and there is no suspicion attaching to his blow-pipes, quivers and bamboo-combs. But his employers expected more. Ignorant as he was of Sakai and even of Malay, he could not hope to get any real insight into the ideas and beliefs of tribes whose plane of thought is so far removed from our own. When asked to give information of this sort he could only do his best; and his best was a bona fide conjecture by a very imaginative person. Moreover, it is doubtful whether his employers had any conception of the cost and danger of journeys through the wilds of the Peninsula. Vaughan-Stevens was miserably poor; he could not afford to engage coolies and elephants or equip expeditions through the jungle. By working at outposts like Ulu Selama and Kuala Medang he met the tamer aborigines and obtained through them some information about the wilder tribes. He succeeded in making good collections of museum-exhibits, though he was handicapped in his accounts of them by his ignorance of Sakai and Malay. In the end things
wont against him. He made no startling discoveries, for there were none to be made. He found that the Sakai were too human to be interesting and that the wild tribes differed very little from the tame. The close connection between the human Semang and the simian siamang—regarding which one French anthropologist wrote for information to Sir Hugh Low—proved to have no existence except in sound. Disappointed, impoverished, aged, ill and discredited, Vaughan-Stevens drifted to Borneo, where he died miserably from an overdose of morphia, self-administered. Surely, his story is a sad one; and the futility of his life-work is not its least tragic feature.

Vaughan-Stevens' best work lies in his collections. His records of customs and beliefs may be regarded as valueless, though they were based on first-hand information and though there is no evidence of imposture or even of extreme carelessness. First-hand information is of very little use without a satisfactory medium of interpretation; that, at least, might be learnt from the failure of Vaughan-Stevens. Not that the lesson will ever be learnt. The policy of studying the aborigines by means of flying visits and anthropological picnics will always be more attractive than the dreary labour of mastering their language before attempting to understand their thoughts. An excursion of a few days to "unexplored Malaya" turns a traveller into an "authority"—in the absence of anyone to say him nay—and entitles him to add his quotum to the misinterpretations and misunderstandings that obscure all Sakai research.

Of far higher value to these studies is the work that has been done by students who were resident in the Peninsula itself—notably, Sir Hugh Clifford in
Pahang, Mr. Skeat on the Selangor coast and Mr. Cerruti in the Batang Padang mountains. Sir Hugh Clifford possessed much local knowledge and was a master of the Malay language, the one practical medium of communication. Besides collecting very accurate and very useful vocabularies of "Senoi" (Central Sakai) and "Tembe" (Northern Sakai) he rendered a great service to methodical research by insisting on the importance of tribal divisions as against the slipshod process of treating all the aborigines as one or even two peoples. Mr. Skeat's prolonged study of the Coast Besisi added very materially to our knowledge of the aborigines. The Besisi have lost, it is true, many of their distinctive beliefs and customs through long contact with the Malays, but they still retain their ancient language; Mr. Skeat's vocabulary and his "Besisi Songs" supply the fullest linguistic data that have yet been published about any aboriginal tribe. Mr. Cerruti's recent book on the Mai Darat of Batang Padang is another contribution of importance. Although he was not a linguist like Sir Hugh Clifford and Mr. Skeat, he wrote of a tribe with which he had many years intimate acquaintance, confined himself to that tribe, wrote only of what he had himself observed, and had no theories of his own to advance. His account of the life of the Mai Darat is very full and true.

The rest that has been written about the aboriginal tribes is either the notes of excursionists who have paid flying visits to the Sakai or else it is the work of scholars in Europe who have built up theories and inferences upon the notes of others. The former type—of which Dr. Rudolf Martin's book is the most brilliant example—may be dismissed as
insufficient and inconclusive even when it is accurate within its own narrow limits. Of the latter type the writings of Father Schmidt and of Mr. Blagden are the best instances. While it is premature, perhaps, to discuss the Mon-Annam affinities of languages so little known as the aboriginal tongues of the Malay Peninsula, there is no doubt that Mr. Blagden's analysis of these languages—in their relation to one another—is of very practical value. He shows us where one dialect ends and another begins—and inferentially he enables us to learn how many wild tribes there are in the country and how far the limits of each tribe extend. He gives us, in fact, a dialectic and tribal map of the aboriginal races of Malaya.

There are, however, certain limitations that must be associated with the analytical work of Father Schmidt and Mr. Blagden. They worked in Europe, using such materials as were already in existence. If they lacked information on any point, they could not supplement their store of knowledge by making enquiries on the spot; they had to be content with what they had got. Moreover, they worked on linguistic data only. A student working in the Peninsula itself is at a great advantage. If his information on any point is insufficient he can supplement it; if it is doubtful he can check it. This advantage is my justification for the authorship of this little pamphlet on the aboriginal tribes. Its conclusions are based on the collection of nearly sixty type-vocabularies (of over 200 words each) filled up by workers in all parts of the Peninsula. Nothing has been left unrepresented or uncorroborated—each dialect being represented by two or more vocabularies.
taken down by different observers and independently of one another. In each case also the linguistic data have been supplemented by the collection of information regarding the culture and customs of the tribe.

The results of the enquiry have been the reverse of sensational. They do not bear out Mr. Blagden's theory that there are (at least) three distinct linguistic groups in the Peninsula each with its own dialects and sub-dialects. The vocabularies tend to show that there are five dialects spoken and that these dialects have so many words in common that they may be regarded as belonging to one single language-group. Corresponding to these five main differences in speech there are important differences in race and culture, so that it may be taken for granted that there are five distinct tribes or races of aborigines; the Semang, the Northern Sakai, the Central Sakai, the Besisi, and the Jakun. We can now proceed to discuss each in its turn.
THE ABORIGINAL TRIBES.

PART I.—DIVISIONS OF RACE AND CULTURE.

THE SEMANG.

The word Semang is a term applied by the Malays of Kedah to the negrito aborigines who live in their country. Like most names given by a dominant to a subject people it has come to be regarded as contemptuous, so that no wild tribesman will answer to it. "We are not Semang," say the negritos of Ijok, "we are Sakai of the Swamps; if you want Semang you will find them on the hills behind us." "Not so," say the negritos of the hills, "we also are not Semang, but if you cross the valley of the Perak to the main range of the Peninsula you will find Semang on the heights behind the rivers Piah and Plus." Should the traveller carry out these directions he will find in the Plus mountains a fairer race of aborigines who likewise repudiate the designation of Semang. A name that is rejected or misapplied in this way is a fruitful source of error and confusion, especially among anthropologists of the excursionist type who accept uncritically everything that they hear. Paradoxical as it may sound, the man who calls himself a Sakai is never a Sakai. That name also is contemptuous; and no true Sakai will own up to it—he prefers to call himself a "mountaineer" or "man of the forest." But the negrito, who belongs to a lower plane of culture, is flattered when he is taken for a Sakai, and accepts the word at once. Whence more confusion; but for the purposes of this paper the word Semang may be taken as the tribal equivalent of "negrito."
To puzzle the ethnologist still more the negrito is nomadic and trades with the fairer or "Sakai" tribes. Many a Sakai blow-pipe, bow or quiver must have found its way to Ijok or Selama or Siong, there to be sold to some confiding collector as an example of negrito culture. Under such circumstances controversy becomes endless; there is always a host of eye-witnesses to impugn any statement about the "Semang." For the purposes of this paper the expression "Semang" when applied to a blow-pipe, for instance, refers to a type of blow-pipe that is found exclusively among negritos; it does not preclude the possibility of other types being also bought, borrowed, or imitated. On the other hand, the Sakai with his higher culture is not likely to copy the wretched appliances of a humbler race.

The characteristics of the Semang in his most primitive state may be summarised as follows. He is a short lightly-built person of very negroid type, nomadic in his life, lax in his morality, and filthy in his habits. He plants little or nothing, preferring to live on wild fruit, roots and the produce of the chase. He does not build permanent houses, but is satisfied with a mere screen-shelter, or at best a "bee-hive" hut made of palm-branches. In sexual matters he has no race-jealousy. Of his religion very little is known. He seems to be free from that all-pervading terror of ghosts and of the dead that is so marked a feature of Sakai beliefs. On the other hand, he fears lightning and thunder to such an extent that observers have credited him with the possession of a thunder-god. He seems to have some sort of faith in a future life.

In the Federated Malay States, negrito communities are still to be seen in the sub-districts of
Selama and Matang and in Upper Perak. At one time they were to be found on colonial territory as well; but the last Semang (who ‘twittered like a bird’ according to the enumerator) was recorded from Province Wellesley at the census of 1891. Elsewhere also they are dying out. There are about twenty-six ‘Swamp-Semang’ near Ijok and three in the Matang district. A special interest attaches to these few surviving coast-negritos because of their isolation and comparative freedom from Sakai influence and admixture.

In Upper Perak negritos are known to inhabit the banks of the Perak river from Lenggong to its source. They go there by the name of ‘Sakai Jeram.’ Mr. Berkeley, the District Officer, who knows them well, writes of them:

‘They live on the flat near the Perak river though they make very little use of it and are poor men on a raft or in a rapid. They speak a different language to the Sakai Bukit, with many words the same. They are usually thin and small, and often show signs of skin disease (kurap). They never wash. Yet the Sakai Bukit confess to being afraid of them, and they undoubtedly are. They plant rice, bananas, and all sorts of things, but never plant enough, and are always in a state of hunger and want. They live in wretched houses and shift quarters very often.’

Racially they are of a pure negrito type, but in the matter of culture they are in constant relation with the Northern Sakai and with the Malays. Their language is nearer Northern Sakai than the Semang of Ijok, though they show a racial inability to pronounce the letter r. They were visited by Mr. Nelson Annandale, who was misled by their name into believing them to be expert boatmen, and whose assertion that they were ‘sensitive to wet’ may be taken as an anthropologist’s equivalent for
Mr. Berkeley's plain Saxon statement that "they never wash."

On the mountain-range separating these negritos of the Perak river from the negritos of Ijok are a few nomadic negritos who are described as "Hill Semang" or Semang Bukit. They have no very distinctive tribal character, being in relation with both the Semang Paya on one side and the Sakai Jeram on the other. Some of them were photographed and measured by a distinguished ethnologist with rather cruel consequences; the illnesses that chanced to follow on this experience were ascribed to the photographer, with the result that many of the Semang died—perhaps of fright—and the rest fled. "The aggressive ways of the modern anthropologist," as one member of the Institute described them in a playful way, may be productive of misery and death when applied without consideration to these poor superstitious savages.

On the banks of the streams that flow into the Perak river near its source there is found a small and little-known negrito tribe that goes by the Malay name of Sakai Tanjong or Sakai Jetar. Mr. Berkeley writes of them:

"They live in the Singoh, Sora, and many other rivers on both sides of the Perak. They clear no jungle and plant nothing at all, but live on jungle roots. They are terrible thieves and steal from the clearings of the Bukit and Jeram Sakai. Still they are careful to avoid encroaching on the territory of their neighbours, even if their neighbours have ripe jungle fruit and they have none and there is only a little stream dividing them. They live in huts made of a few palm-leaves bent over and they hang about villages to help to pound or harvest padi. They talk an absolutely distinct language (as compared with the Sakai Jeram and Sakai Bukit) and appear very closely akin to the Semang on the Kedah slope."
The dialect of these *Sakai Jëher* is distinct, as Mr. Berkeley points out, from that of the negritos of the Perak valley (who have really exchanged their own language for the speech of their Sakai neighbours), but it is closely akin to the Semang dialect spoken by the swamp-negritos of Ijok and also to that spoken by the Pangan negritos of Kelantan. Quite apart from the evidence of race there can be no doubt of the Semang affinities of these *Sakai Jëher*.

The so-called "Semang of Plus" may be ignored. True negritos may be found occasionally in the lowlands of the Plus valley; but they are either nomadic *Sakai Jëram* from the Perak river or nomadic *Pangan* from Kelantan. Moreover, as we have seen, the term "Semang" is applied erroneously to the Plus mountain-tribes that are not true negritos. The *Pangan* of Pahang may also be disregarded, as their real habitat lies in Kelantan and outside the geographical limit of this paper. The negrito tribes of the Federated Malay States are three in number: the *Sémang Paya*, the *Sakai Jëram*, and the *Sakai Jëher*. It is difficult to find any racial or cultural difference between them, beyond the fact that those nearest the Sakai have borrowed a certain amount of their neighbours' culture and show slight traces of Sakai blood. In the matter of language the distinction is marked more clearly: the *Sémang Paya* speak a Semang dialect and cannot pronounce the letter *r*;\(^1\) the *Sakai Jëram* speak a Sakai dialect but retain many Semang words as well the inability to sound the letter *r*: the *Sakai Jëher* speak a Semang dialect but are able to use the letter *r*.

\(^1\) They soften it to *y*. 
A difference has also been drawn by making the bow a Semang and the blow-pipe a Sakai weapon. I am disposed to question this distinction. The negritos use a very simple blow-pipe and quiver of a type never found among other tribes, but they also share with their fairer neighbours the use of the bow and of the elaborate Northern Sakai blow-pipe and quiver. The quiver that is used by the Semang only is a small and simple appliance, \( \frac{1}{4} \) inch to 2 inches in width, containing very few darts, and stoppered by the use of a handful of leaves. It is worn with the aperture turned downwards so as to prevent the rain seeping through the stopper and spoiling the dart poison. But the quiver that is used by the Northern Sakai and by the Semang tribes in their vicinity is the most elaborate quiver in the Peninsula: it is very large (2\( \frac{1}{2} \) to 4 inches wide), highly adorned, and closed by a well-fitting cover of woven fern-fibre. It is difficult to believe that the low culture of the negritos is equal to such fine work (though it is equal to obtaining blow-pipes and quivers by barter for jungle produce): still less that it is equal to making the iron-tipped arrows that are associated with the Semang bow. The fact that the bow is the weapon of the Andaman Islanders is sufficient to explain why its occurrence in the Peninsula was ascribed to the Peninsular negritos. Such a theory may be true of the past, but at the present moment the blow-pipe is the true weapon of both Sakai and Semang.

**THE NORTHERN SAKAI.**

On the main range of the Malay Peninsula from Gunong Berembun in the south to the extreme limits of Perak in the north there are found certain
aboriginal tribes that possess a distinctive culture of their own. To begin with, they live in large substantial communal houses like the Dyaks of Borneo—not in leaf-shelters like the Semang, nor in cranky huts like the Central Sakai of Batang Padang. In the second place, they are good craftsmen, making excellent blow-pipes, elaborate quivers, powerful bows, and even iron-tipped arrows. As regards physique they are taller and stouter than their aboriginal neighbours; moreover, they are cleanly in their habits and suffer little from skin disease. Although they are migratory they are less so than the other wild tribes, and their crops take longer to mature. For an aboriginal race their standard of culture is so high that it entitles them to be regarded as a distinct tribe or element in the population of Malaya.

But when we come to define their exact relationship to the other wild tribes we have many difficulties to face. These Northern Sakai have no objection to intermarriage with other aborigines and show many traces of mixed blood. In the extreme north they are dark with every sign of Semang affinity; in the south they show no such sign. Culturally they stand far above both the Central Sakai and the Semang. In the matter of language they possess words that are traceable neither to Semang nor to Central Sakai. On the whole, the Northern Sakai may be regarded as a mixed tribe containing some peculiar racial element that has raised them above their neighbours. What that element is we cannot say, but we cannot dismiss the tribe as a mere cross between the negritos of the north and the Central Sakai to the south.
The Northern Sakai may be divided into two or even three subdivisions. One large section of the tribe occupies the mountainous country to the north of the rivers Piah and Plus, and has been left untouched by European or Malay influence. Of these people, the *Sakai Bukit* of the local Malays, Mr. Berkeley writes:

"They live along the hills from Ulu Piah to the north, rarely below 2,000 feet, although they make clearings lower down. They are tall, active, well-fed, very clean, and bathing often. They plant tubers of many sorts, sugar-cane, millet, good kinds of bananas—also pandan and *méngkum* for their baskets. They build good houses, generally on the ground, with walls ten feet high, like a Chinese cooly-house, but sometimes well above the ground."

These *Sakai Bukit* are the men described by Mr. Annandale under the name of *Po-Klo*.

The large communal houses that are so distinctive a feature of the culture of this tribe have been seen in many places. Mr. L. Wray found one in the valley of the Plus and another (I believe) near the upper waters of the Telom. Mr. Hale records a similar house from Ulu Kinta. Mr. Annandale seems to have seen them (through a telescope) from Temengor. And this recorded evidence can be supplemented by unpublished testimony. Mr. Berkeley has found communal houses at various places on the mountains of Upper Perak. Survey parties have reported them from Gurnong Grah. The late Mr. Woodgate when surveying in the vicinity of Cameron’s plateau came across one of these long houses in which he counted the hearths of fifteen families. A French mining engineer, M. Descraques, in the service of the Société des Étains de Kinta, had a similar experience. When
sent out on a prospecting trip into the Batang Padang mountains (behind Kuala Dipang) he found that the Central Sakai aborigines of the foot-hills refused to accompany him beyond a certain elevation as they objected to enter the territory of an alien race speaking a different tongue. Pressing on with only one companion he came upon an extensive clearing where he saw a large communal house raised on posts to a height of some four feet from the ground. He described the occupants of this house as men of heavy build and sullen expression, who showed no hospitality and were even menacing in their attitude, though they did not go so far as to attack him. Mr. Henggeler when travelling on the mountains between Perak and Kelantan (at a height of about 4,000 feet) had another experience of the same sort. He found a clearing with a long unoccupied communal hut. He and his party camped there for the night. During the small hours of the morning some fifty Sakai entered the house and sat round the intruders, glaring at them and declining to speak Malay though one or two seemed to understand what was being said. They refused to sell or barter anything; and when it was daylight they followed Mr. Henggeler for some distance beyond the limits of their clearing. So much for the testimony of European eye-witnesses. Of other evidence there is also a good deal, in the form of statements by Malays and by the aborigines themselves.

Clearly, therefore, communal houses are to be found throughout the Northern Sakai area, from Temengor in the north to the Batang Padang mountains in the south. But they are only to be found at great elevations. The aborigines of the foot-hills
build huts like the Malays and have assimilated a great deal of Malay culture, though in language and physique they resemble the Sakai Bukit of the highlands. All that we know about the beliefs of the Northern Sakai has been learnt from these low-country tribes and cannot be proved (at present) to be true of their wilder neighbours. It may, however, be surmised that the "tame" aborigines differ from the "wild" only in the fact that they have discarded their old communal houses and the use of the bow and are losing other racial traits such as the making of bark-cloth and the painting and tattooing of the face. Briefly, they are becoming sophisticated; one of them indeed has so far forgotten his tribal isolation as to find his way to the Taiping Gaol on a life-sentence for murder.

If we assume the beliefs of these low-country Northern Sakai to be identical with the ideas of their neighbours on the high hills, there is evidence to prove a close connection between the Northern Sakai and the Central Sakai. That evidence is as follows. In the year 1892 there died of fever on Gunong Riam in Ulu Kinta a Trigonometrical Surveyor, the late Mr. Williams. This unfortunate gentleman spent the last weeks of his life in noting down the language and customs of the Sakai around him. His vocabulary of Northern Sakai contains between 400 and 500 words and represents the best linguistic material available for the study of this tribe. His notes on custom are less valuable, but they contain some very striking passages:

"In regard to the disposal of the body after death, some bury their dead, others build a hut high enough above the ground to permit of a full-grown man passing under it. The hut is
rooted in and covered on all sides. With the body are placed food, water, luxuries in the way of tobacco, betel, etc.—a little, in fact, of everything used in life, including clothing and weapons. For three days a fire is kept lit at the grave, then it is deserted for a fortnight, when the relatives return and keep a fire burning for twenty days. This completes the ceremony.

"Should the victim come to his death by a tiger none of these ceremonies are performed because the tiger is feared and is understood to take upon itself the necessary formalities and expenses of the usual ceremony.

"It is only the paucang who is laid out in a hut after death; all others are burned. The grave is the depth of an ordinary man's height. The position of the head at death is noted; and when the body is laid in the grave it is laid in the same direction."

This curious distinction between a magician's burial and that of an ordinary man finds an exact parallel in the customs of the Central Sakai who bury the common folk but expose the body of the sorcerer in a hut. The respect paid to tigers is also a Central Sakai trait; while from another passage in Mr. Williams' notes it is clear that he was kept in ignorance of the real names of his aboriginal followers. The significance of these details will appear in the account that will be given of the Mai Darat of Batang Padang and Gopeng. The general conclusion to be drawn from Mr. Williams' observations seems to be that the Northern Sakai and the Central Sakai share the same religious beliefs—a very important point of connection between these two tribal divisions. Another detail of this sort is the common practice of tattooing and painting their faces—a practice that is not to be traced in the other three Sakai divisions. But there are also great dissimilarities. The Northern Sakai are cleanly in their habits; the Central Sakai are the reverse. The Northern Sakai keep to the heights; the Central Sakai (with certain notable
exceptions) prefer to live at an elevation lower than 2,000 feet. The Northern Sakai blow-pipe is a better weapon than its Central Sakai counterpart, while the quivers are of very different types: that in the north is adorned with elaborate incised patterns and is covered with a woven stopper or cap of stiff black or dark green fern; while that in the south is plain and unadorned, and has a soft and loose cover of light-coloured matwork. Again, the Central Sakai preserves keenly the purity of his race and is (in places) of a very distinctive and uniform physical type: the Northern Sakai is not of uniform type and does not seem to possess the same feeling of race-jealousy. These are differences enough—apart from language, facial appearance, the long communal houses and the use of the bow—to justify the separate classification of the Northern and the Central Sakai.

The bow should not, however, be regarded as the national weapon of the Northern Sakai. The blow-pipe has superseded it in daily use as the instrument with which the savage kills the birds and small mammals that he eats. Even as a weapon of war—and war is extremely rare—the arrow is a clumsy and costly weapon when compared with the dart. It is as a deterrent or terroriser that the bow is famous. With all deference to Mr. Cerruti, the Sakai dart has little penetrating power, does not fly far, and can be turned aside by a thick suit of clothes. Not so the arrow, which travels a great distance, and inflicts a ghastly wound. Rare, clumsy and costly though its use may be, the Northern Sakai bow is known by name to tribes that neither see it nor make it; and all their stories of the bow unite in locating it in the great mountain mass inhabited by the Northern Sakai.
It is from these tribes, and from the Semang who trade with them, that every specimen of the Peninsular bow has been obtained.

**THE CENTRAL SAKAI.**

On the main range of the Malay Peninsula between Mount Berembun in the north and Tanjong Malim in the south we find a third race of aborigines—the "Central Sakai" of Blagden, the "Senoi" of Clifford, the "Mai Darat" of Annandale and Robinson and "My Friends the Savages" of Cerruti. Of these varied designations the first is the least confusing, now that we know that the Northern Sakai of the Pahang valley, a different race, also speak of themselves as Senoi and Mai Darat. The Central Sakai have abrupt racial frontiers both to the north and to the south. Question a Mai Darat of the upper Kampar valley and you will be surprised to find that he knows next to nothing about the Ulu Kinta aborigines from whom he is only separated by a low spur of the great range. It is the same in the south when we come to the Besisi border. The line of demarcation is clear and unmistakable; there is no mixed tribe, no half-way house, so to speak, to break the transition from one race to another. To the east, however, where the same tribe meets the Jakun, things are different; we meet there with curious mongrel communities, half Jakun and half Senoi, with a patchwork language and culture that we cannot classify with any definiteness. But there is nothing known as yet to explain why the Central Sakai should intermarry with their eastern neighbours while refusing all intercourse with the tribes to the north and to the south of them.
The culture and customs of the Central Sakai are the special subject of the second portion of this pamphlet, so that at this stage we are only concerned with the place of this tribe in the ethnology of the Peninsula. There can be no doubt that its closest affinities are with its neighbours to the north. The two races share the same beliefs and possess the same type of tribal sorcerers, the same double system of burial and the same practice of tattooing and painting the face. The languages, too, are very closely connected; and it would not be surprising to learn that the elaborate grammatical structure of the language of the *Mai Darat* of Kampar is to be found also in the speech of the alien *Mai Darat* of the Plus. This represents a very intimate relationship indeed as compared with the position of the same tribe relative to the Semang, the Besisi and the Jakun. Even in little things the relationship shows itself: the songs of the Northern and Central Sakai are alike meaningless, while those of the Besisi and Semang are full of meaning; the men of the Northern and Central Sakai conceal their names from strangers, while the Besisi, Jakun and Semang make no such concealment; the numeral systems of the two races are also akin. But while these two Sakai tribes are related more closely to each other than to the rest they differ from one another in some important details. The Northern Sakai are a cleanly race; the Central Sakai are dirty to a disgusting degree. The Northern Sakai know the use of the bow; the Central Sakai do not. The Northern Sakai build long communal houses of very massive construction; the Central Sakai live in flimsy huts. The Northern Sakai make large communal clearings where they live for two or three years at a
time; the Central Sakai have only small family clearings which they abandon till the crop is ready for harvesting. One might almost suspect the Central Sakai of being a degraded offshoot of the northern race were it not that it seems to be the purer race of the two. The Northern Sakai intermarries readily with other races; the Central Sakai refuses to do so. The racial type of the aborigines of Sungkai and Slim is unmistakable and has no parallel anywhere else in the Peninsula. It suggests a pure race, a highly specialised physical type, and not a decadent offshoot of the more powerful Northern Sakai.

For an aboriginal tribe the Central Sakai are well known to Europeans. Signor Cerruti lived with them; Dr Rudolf Martin measured them; Sir Hugh Clifford studied them; Messrs. Annandale and Robinson visited them, and "Professor" Vaughan-Stevens associated them with the most sensational of his many stories. They may be regarded as the "stock" or "show" Sakai of the Peninsula, the aborigines who will be exhibited to the globe-trotter when that ubiquitous gentleman begins to overrun this country. But between them and their visitors there remains always the barrier of a racial suspicion that is not to be overcome and of a language of overwhelming difficulty. Much is known, but much more remains to be known. It is uncertain whether their country has been fully explored. From the mountains behind Sungkai and Slim, the very home of the purest Central Sakai, there come rumours of the existence of the long communal houses, the larger clearings and the more organised communities that we associate with the Northern Sakai culture. As tangible evidence of some such mystery collectors have obtained from this
region—the region furthest removed from the Northern Sakai area—blow-pipes and quivers that show signs of a better craftsmanship than that of which the Central Sakai are capable. Moreover, while the true "Senoi" quiver is plain, the quivers brought down from these distant hills are covered sometimes with incised patterns suggesting the art of the north. In spite of all the evidence that has been collected about the Central Sakai I am not satisfied that we know enough.

It must be remembered also that the Central Sakai families do not wander at will over the whole of the area where their language is spoken; they confine themselves to the valleys in which they were born. The Mai Durut communities live in the lower valleys; the Mai Būrtak and Mai Miloi are known to occupy certain portions of the higher slopes. All these are kinder "Central Sakai" tribes. But we are not in a position to say that the whole of the mysterious upper country is occupied by the Mai Būrtak and Mai Miloi. It may be otherwise. And until we know more about the Northern Sakai—the most highly civilised yet the least known of all the Sakai races—it would be unsafe to dogmatise too freely about the ethnological position of their nearest relatives, the well-known Central Sakai of the Batang Padang mountains.

THE BERISI.

When the Portuguese were in possession of Malacca they found that their hinterland was occupied by two aboriginal races, the Céllates who are marked

---

1 Since writing the above I have learnt from a European eye-witness of the existence of a communal house—with five hearths—on the mountains behind Ulu Yaim in Selangor. This extends the North Sakai area a long way southward though still confining it to the higher ranges.
on the old maps as inhabiting Sungei Ujong and the
Benua of Mount Ophir and beyond. There is some
doubt as to the Malay equivalent of Cellates. The
word has been interpreted variously as Orang Laut,
Orang Selitar and Orang Sëlat, but none of these
explanations can be regarded as adequate. The
territory inhabited by the Cellates is that occupied
by the aboriginal Besisi and not by the Orang
Laut or Orang Selitar who live elsewhere. The
third suggestion, Orang Sëlat, could only apply to
the Singapore aborigines, who likewise are not Besisi.
Perhaps Cellates is the equivalent of Sisi Laut or
Besisi Laut, a name still borne by the Besisi of the
Jugra coast. Be that as it may, the Cellates of the
Portuguese correspond exactly with the Besisi of to-
day and occupy the same area. Moreover, Albuquerque
tells us that the old kingdom of Malacca itself was
created by the fusion of a party of fugitive Malays
from Singapore with a local settlement of these
aborigines on the Malacca river. This tribe is
interesting if only for the influence that it must have
exercised on the formation of the Peninsular Malaya
of to-day.

The Besisi are found on the western slope\(^1\) of
the Peninsular watershed from Tanjong Malim in
the north to the end of the main range at Gunong
Tampin in the south. They are also to be met with
on the other side of the Malacca Straits, on Pulau
Rupat and near Bengkalis; indeed, in all probability
the Besisi are identical with the Sumatran "Sakai"
who inhabit the great island as far as the borders of
the Batak country. Their cosmopolitanism (for no

\(^1\) Also at a few places on the Eastern slope—e.g., at Langkap and
at Pertang in Jelabu.
maritime tribe can maintain a perfect isolation) makes them an uninteresting people of mixed blood and indeterminate customs. Nevertheless, they have certain characteristics that differentiate them markedly from the other aboriginal races—notably from the Central Sakai, to whom they present an antithesis that is almost perfect. The former, the Central Sakai, have a very simple patriarchal government; the latter, the Besisi, have an elaborate official hierarchy: a Batin, a Jënanq, a Jëkra and a Pënhulu Balai. The former dwell in low lean-to shelters; the latter (in the interior at least) live in lofty tree-huts. The former are extremely superstitious; the latter are careless and sceptical in matters of belief. The former live on the mountains; the latter live mostly by the sea and find the hills a barrier instead of a home. The former have a most complicated grammar; the latter have one of extreme simplicity. The former have no poetry; the latter have much. The cultures of the two are distinct and the physical characteristics are also distinct, though the mixed blood of the Besisi makes it difficult to describe a Besisi "type." On the other hand, the Besisi approximate to the Jakun. The Jakun have the same elaborate official hierarchy with the same titles; they are a coast people; and they share the same connection with the sea. Moreover, they may be classified with the Besisi on grounds connected with their numeral systems: the Semang have one system (1, nai; 2, bie); the Northern and Central Sakai have a second (1, ne, nanu; 2, nar; 3, ni); the Besisi and Jakun have a third (1, mui; 2, mbar; 3, mpe). We thus see the numerals testifying to the association of the Northern with the Central Sakai and of the Besisi with the
Jakun. But in both cases there are important reservations to be made. The Besisi numerals go to "three" only; the Jakun go as far as "seven." The Besisi have tree-huts; the Jakun have huts of the Malay type but raised on posts very high above the ground. The Besisi are indifferent to religion while the Jakun build elaborate graves that show an implicit belief in a future life. Differences of this sort are not negligible and fortuitous; they justify the separate classification of the two tribes.

The Besisi are found in small communities scattered about the coast of Selangor and Negri Sembilan where they have been for centuries under Malay domination. They have copied Malay houses and modes of life and retain very few of their primitive characteristics. Were it not for their very distinctive language it would be difficult to identify them at all. Moreover, the irreligion or agnosticism of the Besisi has taken all racial colour out of his customs. His funerals are unceremonious interments and he denies the possibility of a future life. As for evil spirits, "I wish we could see them," said a Besisi to me, "as we could avoid them and escape illness altogether." Here we have the widespread theory of the ghostly origin of disease—even a Malay accepts that view—but we have none of that horror of the supernatural which is apt to accompany a belief of this sort.

The Besisi living by the southern slope of the great Selangor mountains are a shy unwarlike people who have accepted without resentment the terrible wrongs inflicted on them by past generations of Malays. Ask for the family history of many of these aborigines and you will be told a harrowing tale of
the cold-blooded and unprovoked murder of their parents—narrated calmly as though such murders were the most natural thing in the world. There is something almost uncanny in the patience with which such injuries were borne. There is something pitiful, too, in the uncomplaining manner with which these men accept their lot of inferiority to the petty traders who exploit them ruthlessly from day to day. Except for their tree-huts and their tribal pattern of blow-pipe and quiver the Besisi of the foot-hills seem to have no distinctive culture of their own. They wash for tin in the mountain streams, sell the fruit of old abandoned orchards in their forests, and collect jungle produce for barter with the Malays. A few have found employment on rubber-estates: some, indeed, have come under the influence of Roman Catholic missions and been converted to Christianity. Here we have nothing of the shyness or suspicion that makes the Central Sakai hold themselves aloof from the outer world and limit all intercourse with it to a single tribal emissary, the kepuh nong. Indeed, the Besisi seem to prefer dependence on others: they are a parasitic race with few tribal crafts and industries. But like all races that are patient under sorrow and tribulation they do not die out. For four centuries and a half, from the days of Mudzafar Shah of Malacca down to the present time, history tells us that these Besisi have been an exploited and persecuted people. Throughout this period they must have been absorbed by hundreds into the general Malay population through conversion and inter-marriage, besides having lost hundreds more of their number through violence and murder, yet they seem to be as numerous as they ever were, even if they have
failed to act up to the saying that "the meek shall inherit the earth." In time doubtless they will lose their language and become indistinguishable from the Malays. But they will not die out: and this racial vitality of the Besisi is one of the very features that differentiate the tribe from other aboriginal races like the Semang, who retreat slowly before the advance of civilisation and perish miserably when the opening-up of the country robs them of their old hunting-grounds and drives them further back into the inhospitable mountain ranges of the interior.

THE JAKUN.

Scattered about the State of Johor are a number of small communities of people known generically as Jakun, Bēnuā Jakun and Orang Bēnuā. They are obviously the "Binuas Satyros" of the old Portuguese maps, but they have lost their language and most of their customs and have taken to Malay, except for a few doubtful words that have puzzled etymologists. Schmidt failed to make anything of Jakun; and Blagden, in the absence of real data, elected to class the Jakun dialects in a linguistic group of their own, with such reservations as "much doubt must remain whether it can be considered as a unity," and again (of one dialect) "Kenaboi must be regarded as the best specimen of Jakun recorded or else as not being Jakun at all." Cryptic utterances of this sort are generally a scientist's way of classifying the unknown.

Under the circumstances there was a good deal to be said in favour of the well-known old recipe, "First catch your Jakun." He was not an easy person to capture. All that was known—or believed to be known—about him was that he used a wooden
blow-pipe, buried his dead in a characteristic type of grave, and spoke a language that represented one or more linguistic groups of its own. It was no use looking for him in Johor for, whenever caught there, he only spoke Malay. He was said to retain his native language and culture in certain parts of the Negri Sembilan, on the Upper Rompin, on the minor rivers between the Rompin and the Pahang, and especially in the Kuantan district. In the Negri Sembilan he was captured repeatedly, but whenever questioned he spoke a minor Sakai dialect classified by Blagden as a "South-Eastern Subdivision of Besisi." The Jukun group of languages seemed to be receding further and further away.

In the meantime certain other evidence was being secured. While the language had become more remote, the blow-pipes and graves were coming nearer. A specimen of the wooden blow-pipe was collected from the vicinity of lake Brâ in the heart of the "South-Eastern Sakai" country; and Jakun tombs were reported in other parts of the country occupied by this same tribe. The general conclusions at this stage seemed to be that the radius of Jakun culture was more extensive than had been suspected and also that "South-Eastern Sakai" was a more important language than the fragmentary information at Blagden's disposal had led him to infer. A little later a "South-Eastern Sakai" vocabulary collected by Mr. Sturrock of Temerloh contained a very suggestive item—the word Jakun itself (jak-kun) with the meaning "man" attaching to it. This may seem a small matter, but every ethnologist knows that tribal names (e.g., Clifford's Senoi, Annandale's Hami, the Mai in Mai Darat, and perhaps the word Simang
itself) are often the word for “man” in the dialect of that tribe. Nor could there be any doubt about Mr. Sturrock’s accuracy, in view of the fact that the two component parts of jah-kun (jah, person; kun, male) appeared with their correct meanings in Blagden’s own vocabulary. Slowly the conclusion seemed to be forcing itself upon me that the mysterious Jakun language was simply “South-Eastern Sakai” and that the existence of a separate linguistic group or groups was a myth. But corroboration was wanted from centres that were Jakun beyond all doubt—from the Rompin and its neighbouring rivers and from Kuantan. Unfortunately, I never succeeded in getting a vocabulary from the Rompin river itself. From one of the rivers very near it I got a short word-list; it was pure “South-Eastern Sakai.” In the end, by the assistance of Mr. J. P. Swettenham, of Kuantan, I secured a full vocabulary of Jakun from the Kuantan district, where the first wooden blow-pipes were found. That also was “South-Eastern Sakai.”

It seems clear now that “South-Eastern Sakai” is not a local patois of Besisi but a language spoken from end to end of the area over which the Jakun culture extends. Moreover, this dialect contains the word “Jakun.” Under the circumstances, Blagden’s theory that Jakun is a separate linguistic group must be abandoned; the language must be classified as a “Sakai” dialect along with the rest. Indeed, it is allied so closely to Besisi that Blagden himself failed to draw any very broad line of demarcation between the two.

We have dwelt already upon the close connection in culture between the Jakun and the Besisi. Both
have the same elaborate official hierarchy—the Batin, Jinang and Jekra; both dwell on the plains and are connected with the sea; both associate freely with the Malays. While the foundation of Malacca is associated with the Besisi, that of the Negri Sembilan is associated with the Jakun.¹ We now turn to the differences. The Jakun blow-pipe is made of wood; that of the Besisi is made of bamboo. The Jakun does not build tree-huts; he only raises his house on very lofty pillars. Lastly, he believes implicitly in the future life of the soul.

The following description of a Jakun grave will be of interest, if only for purposes of contrast with the burial customs of the Northern and Central Sakai. The account is taken from the diary of a trigonometrical surveyor working in the Negri Sembilan.

¹I visited the grave of a Jakun Chief. The grave had a bark roof standing on poles about 4 feet high to protect it. The base of this grave had four round logs, 4 inches in diameter, round it, forming a rectangular space 8 feet by 3 feet. The space between these logs was filled with pugged clay. On top of this clay were four logs of lesser dimensions about the length and width of a body, and the space between these logs had been filled in also with pugged clay. On top of these smaller logs were four planks standing on edge, each plank erect and just inside each of the logs. The two side-planks were resting on the logs which marked the length of the body. The other two planks—at the head and foot—were slotted into the side-planks.

These planks were cruelly carved on the side at each end and were further ornamented with black charcoal lines.

¹ Incorrectly, I believe. The Jakun of Negri Sembilan tradition seem to me to be the tribe known as Mantra, Blendas, or Biduanda.
"At the head and foot of the grave (inside the planked space) were two memorial boards. One was covered with the dead man’s singlet; the other had his towel. Two calabashes and a half coconut-shell also rested on the ground.

"I understood from my Malay companion that the body is usually placed about 3 feet deep, rolled in a mat.

"This grave had a small ditch (about 6 inches broad by 6 inches deep) dug round it."

It may be added that the "memorial boards" were probably the tangga semangat or "ladders of the soul," by which the spirit of the deceased is believed to mount to his home in the heavens; and that the "small ditch" is the moat on which the dead man paddles his ghostly canoe.

The numeral system of the Jakun is interesting, not only for its relative completeness—it goes to "seven" while all other Sakai numerals stop at "three"—but also because it indicates linguistically the source from which it came. It is close to Khmer, but still closer to Mon. Evidently there were colonists sent to Pahang in early days by some highly civilised people; the old mining shafts prove it. The Jakun aboriginal tribes who inhabit the country where the old mines were situated seem to have picked up from the colonists the numerals that they used, just as their fellow-tribes in the north and west are now learning the Malay names for all numerals over "three." The Jakun numerals, like the relics of the ancient kingdom of Ligor, indicate that it was the western and not the eastern branch of the great Mon-Khmer culture that influenced the Peninsula. This fact is to be regretted from the standpoint of historical research since it is the other branch—the Khmer or Cambodian branch—which is the more likely to attract investigators.
MIXED AND DOUBTFUL TRIBES.

We have seen that the boundary-line between the Sakai divisions is sometimes very easy to draw. In such cases, as at Sungei Raya and Tanjong Malim, the observer passes abruptly from one language and culture to another; but more often, perhaps, he finds that the change is effected through a whole series of mixed tribes. The Semang Paya fade gradually into the Sakai Jeram through the Semang Bukit; the Sakai Jeram change slowly into the Sakai Jeher through the Orang Kenchior of the Upper Perak River. In these instances the change is mainly linguistic; for all these tribes differ very little indeed in race and culture. But when we come to Western Pahang we find a long series of communities that are quite indeterminate; they borrow their words, characteristics and customs sometimes from Central Sakai, sometimes from Northern Sakai, sometimes from Jakun, and sometimes even from Besiai. These aborigines seem to possess nothing that is distinctive; all that they have is traceable to one or other of their neighbours. Blagden did them the honour of classifying them in a special division as "Eastern Sakai"; he might not have done so on fuller data.

Perhaps the best known of these mongrel communities is the Sakai settlement on the River Krau in Pahang. For the purposes of this enquiry Mr. A. J. Sturrock collected a very full vocabulary of the Krau dialect and added the following note on the burial customs of the tribe:

The Krau Sakai leave utensils on the grave: a cup, a plate, a water-vessel, a chopper (parang), and seven leaves, each loaded with rice. The relatives and friends have a feast at the burial-place, and the utensils are left that the deceased may satisfy
himself before taking his final departure. They are left also with a more utilitarian end; for should the spirit go unfeasted to the other world he would, no doubt, return and trouble his neglectful relatives. Having had due respect paid him and due provision made to satisfy his last hunger, he goes in peace, never to return. There is thus no need to leave food for him in future, and, in fact, it is never done. The spirit never returns to the world; Sakai never see the spirits of their relatives or of anyone else. As regards the future life of the spirit nothing is known. He never reappears, and the Sakai philosophers do not trouble about him after he has been suitably sent on his last journey.

Here we have an exact replica of Central Sakai custom and belief. But along with this we get Jakun custom also:

The grave is marked by a slab of wood, notched in such a way as to show it to be a grave but not so as to show who is buried there. There are separate abodes for the wicked and the good. The attributes of the former are the popular fiery ones. Of heaven there seems to be no definite conception except that it is pleasant enough to live in. I asked for details of its pleasantness but could get none whatever. To reach heaven the spirit has to pass through hell, and is accompanied on the way by a cat and a dog, the cat going first and the dog last. On reaching hell the cat sprinkles water on the pathway and cools the atmosphere, while the dog performs the same duty behind the spirit. Where the water comes from I did not find out, nor what finally becomes of cat and dog. The flames burn underneath. The path to heaven lies through the centre of hell.

All this wealth of detail is quite foreign to Central Sakai beliefs.

If this account of the Krau Sakai was true of all these little mongrel communities it might be possible to analyse their customs and beliefs and to show their exact relationship to the purer tribes. Unfortunately, they differ among themselves. Let us
leave the Krau Sakai and consider Mr. Sturrock's account of the Bra Sakai, who live much closer to the Jakun and Besisi border:

The Bra Sakai, like the Krau Sakai, leave utensils on the grave—namely, a cup, a plate, a water-vessel, and a block of wood to mark the grave. Regarding the utensils my informant was unsatisfactory. He said, and repeated, that they were left to mark the grave and with no other end in view; a statement which the nature of the articles appears to contradict. When I put it to him that they were there for the benefit of the deceased or his spirit, the Sakai denied it. After death, he says, there is nothing; all is finished. Then, however, when I asked him where the deceased went after death, he said he did not know; perhaps to another clearing and another house, but he did not know, he said; and he repeated that there was nothing after death. And probably to the present generation that is so. There is no idea of a heaven and hell among the Bra men.

Here we have the Central Sakai utensils and the the Jakun tangan sémangat or memorial board, combined with the purest Besisi agnosticism. Whatever the Besisi may believe, they assert persistently that they know of no life after death.

The Krau Sakai and Bra Sakai alike have chiefs whom they style Batin like the Besisi and Jakun. In other respects they differ from one another. The Krau men remember the North Sakai bow and describe it accurately even to the barbed iron point of the arrow, though they do not use it; the Bra Sakai know nothing of the weapon. The Krau Sakai do not use bamboo combs; but they have bértam ear-ornaments (like the Central Sakai) and paint their faces. The Bra Sakai use bamboo combs, but no ear-ornaments and no paint on their faces. It is the same with the dialects of these mixed communities: the vocabularies differ from district to district, but
nothing is distinctive; each word is traceable to some one or other of the main Sakai languages. Under the circumstances the aborigines of Western Pahang cannot well be classified; they are essentially mongrel or mixed.

A mixed or doubtful tribe of quite another type is that known to the Malays by local names such as "Blandas," "Biduanda" and "Mantra." The difficulty of classification in this case is due to the large Malay importations that have swamped the aboriginal elements in the language and left us with very little on which to base a standard of comparison. Yet there is something very distinctive about these Biduanda. They are not a coast people, but occupy the higher lands between the Besisi on one side and the Jakun on the other. They have some very remarkable beliefs, notably legends of the sun, such as suggest a connection with the Central and Northern Sakai. They are also very superstitious and believe in many spirits of evil. The Malay element in their speech is not a modern importation; it is often archaic and is common to the wilder as well as the tamer tribes. But it so facilitates intercourse with other races as to cause the tribe to fuse rapidly with the Malay population and to disappear. At the present moment the purest Mantra or Biduanda communities are to be found in the great mountain mass about Gunong Hantu, between Selangor and Negri Sembilan. These communities are very nomadic and wander from the U'lu Kenaboi to the Pahang slopes of the great central range of the Peninsula. There they are said to possess a distinctive type of hut—a tent-like triangular arrangement with sloping sides and a bamboo flooring that is not raised to any height above
the ground. Elsewhere this tribe is well known to European students through the "Mantra Mission" at Ayer Salak, in Malacca, an aboriginal religious settlement that is now little more than a name: the men's nomadic habits have taken most of them back to the jungle, while the women have preferred to marry into the more settled homes of the Chinese. When I last visited the settlement I could not find a single pure-blooded Mantra; the tribe cannot now be studied at Ayer Salak. Father Borie, the founder of the mission, knew and wrote a great deal about this tribe, but his writings suffer much from the fact that he had a thesis to support. That thesis was his belief in a prior conversion of the Mantra by the Apostle St. Thomas; and he cared for little else.

Another dubious tribe must be described as "Hervey's Kenaboi." The doubt in this case assails the very existence of these aborigines. Mr. D. F. A. Hervey, C.M.G., formerly Resident Councillor of Malacca, took down on two occasions from wandering Sakai calling themselves Orang Kénaboi vocabularies that show no affinity to any other language in the world. Mr. Hervey is a reliable authority and his vocabularies carry weight; but a most careful investigation has failed to confirm them. The people who live in the Kenaboi valley and who go by the name of Orang Kénaboi, have been questioned and supplied vocabularies of their language, which turns out to be Mantra. Nine vocabularies in all have been collected for or by me in the localities where Hervey's Kenaboi might be found; yet none of these vocabularies bear out his informants' statements. Under the circumstances we must suspend judgment.
It would be unsafe to base upon those two doubtful lists of words inferences that would modify very materially the present data about the wild tribes of the Peninsula.

A "doubtful" dialect of yet another sort is the so-called Pantang Kapur of Johor. This is an artificial language that may or may not contain traces of older tongues. The popular account of this form of speech is that it is used by camphor-seekers to deceive the spirits of the jungle wherein they work. These spirits understand Malay and would conceal the camphor if they overheard the plans of the seekers. All this sounds plausible and has been accepted—far too widely—as truth. But there is evidence that this explanation is due to the incurable Malay habit of romancing. The Pantang Kapur is spoken in one locality only, a locality in which little camphor is found. The language is worth investigating perhaps as an example of the artificial form of speech, but it does not possess much ethnological value.\(^1\) Certainly there is nothing of special racial interest either in the words or in the people who use them.

In this brief sketch of the wild tribes of the Malay Peninsula we have passed in review the five great divisions of the aborigines and have referred briefly to the few communities that do not fall readily under one or other of the five heads. Far more, however, remains to be done. It is even uncertain whether in the recesses of our mountain forests there may not still survive some tribe like Hervey's Kenaboi that

---

\(^1\) I have since obtained in Jelebu some words of an artificial language (of a type quite different to the pantang kapur) from an aboriginal Orang Tanjung who came from Bentong in Pahang.
may throw quite a new light on the ethnography of
the Peninsula. Some time ago in that very Kenaboi
region a zealous policeman found one of our aborigines
and arrested him without delay for not having taken
out a licence for his dog. The unfortunate man did
not know a word of Malay, spoke volubly in a tongue
that no one could understand, and was discharged
for want of an interpreter. He was last seen running
as fast as his legs could carry him in the direction
of the nearest jungle. Incidents of this kind will
always keep the aborigines at a distance. To what
tribe did that man belong? From the locality, one
would have expected a Mantra; yet he was not a
Mantra. We can never be sure that all the tribes are
known. Apart, however, from this question of the
present distribution of the aborigines there remains
the question of their past distribution. The legend
of the Sun eating his children is found as far south
as the Mantra of Malacca. So is it with other beliefs.
Tree-burial extends far to the north and to the south
of the Sakai region. Only a short time ago the
attention of a Negri Sembilan District Officer was
drawn to a case where the natives refused to admit
the death of a person whose tomb was well known.
He made enquiries, and was informed that the
deceased, who had been a sorcerer, was now a well-
known tiger of the locality. Here again we have a
Sakai belief altogether outside the radius of the tribe
with which it is associated. The study of the present
dialects and customs of the wild tribes has been used
in this pamphlet to differentiate between one
aboriginal division and another and to indicate where
each can best be investigated. A more exhaustive
study of customs and beliefs and a careful analysis
of the languages may help us to go many steps further, and to speak with some measure of confidence about the past history of the Peninsula and the origin and relative antiquity of the tribes that inhabit it.

PART II.—THE CENTRAL SAKAI.

As soon as the number of racial and linguistic divisions among the aborigines was known it was hoped that the investigation might be pushed a stage further by studying one of these divisions in detail at some convenient centre, for it was obvious that very little could be done by hasty visits to the wilder parts of the Sakai country. An opportunity presented itself in 1909 when I found a Sakai who was willing to leave his native valley and to teach me his language. He became homesick from time to time and had to be allowed frequent visits to and from his friends and relatives, but he remained with me for some three months of actual residence, giving me a vocabulary of some 2,500 words and a great deal of information about the manners and customs of his people. Of course the question suggests itself how far are this Sakai's statements to be trusted? I can only say that no leading questions were asked (a favourite source of error), and that all the information obtained from him was checked whenever possible by vocabularies obtained from others and by Mr. Cerruti's account of the same tribe. As I always found my Sakai to be telling the truth on such occasions, I see no reason to suspect him of inaccuracy in cases where his statements could not be verified. Moreover, he was always consistent when asked the
same question after the lapse of some weeks. With so extensive a vocabulary—2,500 words—consistency would be impossible if fraud was intended. True he was a "tame" Sakai; he was proud of his knowledge of Malay; and while this fact lessened the possibilities of any misunderstanding of my meaning or of his, it also led him to show off his knowledge by interlarding his Sakai stories with Malay words and metaphors. But he was not a Muhammadan, and the copiousness of his vocabulary will defend him against any suspicion that he had given up his own speech for the tongue of the foreigner.

His teaching was interesting also because it justified my fear that the information picked up by questioning casual aborigines was useless. It had been evident to me from the very first that Sakai had an elaborate grammar and was not to be understood by translating the Lord's Prayer or taking down a few sentences as had often been suggested as a means of judging idiom. The language is difficult owing to its curious phonology and its "silent" final consonants. I can only describe the sound by saying that the first part of the word is pronounced harshly and jerkily, while the final letter is often whispered. The suppressed final in Malay suggests the principle: though in practice Malay is simplified by the fact that a "silent" final is always $k$ and need not be distinguished from a suppressed final $t$, $p$, $n$ or even $ng$. If any European claims that he can speak Central Sakai, believe him not; the truth is not in him; a little cross-examination would soon dispose of

---

1 The Sakai $o$ is like $o$ in "stock" or "stork," never like the $o$ in "stare." The $e$ is also rather harsh like the French $i$, not $i$. 2 Like the French $ya$ in "Cigogne."
such a claim. But for mere lexicographical purposes the final consonant may be brought out clearly by making the Sakai pronounce it before a second word commencing with a vowel. It can then be noted down. Three months do not represent a long period of study, it is true, and they were not sufficient to enable me even to approximate to the sound of Central Sakai. With the grammar it was otherwise. Things began to explain themselves in three months, though very gradually; and the explanations were not always what I had expected. It is, however, with the beliefs and customs of the Central Sakai that this brief sketch is concerned: questions of language must stand over for the moment.

The Central Sakai believe in a sun-god. They cannot be called sun-worshippers, for they make no offerings to their divinity nor do they hold services in his honour, but they call the sun "god" and regard him as the source of all life and as immeasurably superior to the many ghosts and spirits of their mythology. There is no parallel in their minds between the power of their demons and the power of their god: the two work on different planes. But a Sakai is very reticent on the question of his religion and speaks in visible awe of the subject whenever he refers to it. The information as to their god came to me quite by accident when discussing the meaning of a word, nor could it be supplemented much by further questioning. My informant avoided talking about it. So far as I could learn, the sun does not interfere in the affairs of men beyond providing life, heat and light. Was he all-virtuous? "No, he could hardly be called that," said my informant, "for he 1
own children." This Thyestean repast seems to have had its justification—for "if one sun is so hot how could mankind have borne the heat of many?"—but my Sakai had his doubts about the abstract morality of the sun's conduct. So too had the moon, for "she fled from the sun in order to save the lives of her own children, the stars. That is why the sun and moon are never seen in company; that also is why the sun lives alone while the moon is surrounded by numberless children."

Inferior though they are to the sun in their dignity and power, the great spirits of disease are of more importance to the Sakai because of their pernicious interest in his private life. Chief among them is the spirit of small-pox or Nyani Tod—but his true name must not be uttered, he is "the stranger, the new arrival." He is a demon of appalling terror to these timid peoples of the hills, and he appears to them in dreams, wearing the guise of a great Malay Raja with a whole train of attendant ghosts. He has many rivals in wickedness. There is the Nyani Ludau who comes in the semblance of a Mountain Sakai, 3 wearing a pendent loin-cloth and carrying the deadly blow-pipe from which he shoots the invisible darts that cause racking pains in the joints, in the waist and in the bones. If he elects to use his worst weapons he kills instantaneously, but usually he desires the misery and not the death of his victim. He haunts bare rocks and the stony beds of streams; doubtless he is responsible for Mr. Cerruti's statement that "the foaming torrents and noisy cascades that dash down the ravines have inspired the Sakai with terror."

1 Tehek.  2 Hai Mido.
Then there are others. There is the Nyani Kēngmok who gives dysentery and diarrhoea; he wears the form of a dog. There is the Nyani Ngōi, of protean animal semblance, who gives hæmorrhage and pain in childbirth. There is the pig-shaped Nyani Pēnghōnt who gives cramp in the legs and arms. There is the Nyani Lēngwēk, shaped like a siamang, who gives stiff necks and headaches; he too has a euphemistic title, mai ku-jukū, or "the gentleman on the tree." For he loves certain trees—notably, the jēlutong, the pulai and the larger species of ara. There is the Nyani Sēnget (but it is safer to call him "the icy one," mai pēchir) who looks like a Malay and gives you cholera. The Nyani Bēnaket brings fever, but he is not a Nyani of the regular type: he is born of the exhalations of the poison-tree at the navel of the sea—the tree that slew the gigantic Saurians with which the world was once infested. In this case the victim dreams of fire. So too the spirit of tooth-ache is a sort of white ant that gnaws at the roots of our molars and goes by the name of Get. The spirit of elephantiasis is formless—or if he has a form no dreamer has yet identified him—he is the Nyani Sēmēlit. Some ghosts have less insidious methods. The Nyani Chēnyen looks like a child; he haunts the water (especially all where the river is deep) and cuts at his victims with a small knife; he eats his prey besides killing him. The ghost-bird or Nyani Klāk imitates the cry of a man and trades on the inquisitiveness of strangers. The victim approaches; the bird swoops; the spirit of life leaves the man when he loses his wits during the momentary unconsciousness of a startling shock—but that moment

1 Monitor-lizards (biawak). 2 The Malay piano pawng.
is fatal: the bird carries off the spirit of life and the man sickens and dies of inanition. There is the vampire (Chröng-Sôk), human-shaped, long-haired, drinking the blood of its victims.

There are also the ghosts of special localities, of each holy place or kâramat with which the country is dotted. These spirits are slow to anger, but they dislike being disturbed and are apt to let the trouble of their peace learn the impropriety of his behaviour. A thunder-storm is a favourite form of warning. On the other hand, the invisible elves of the forest,¹ the shy Orang Bunian of the Malays, are friendly to man and bring him luck. Some visible ghosts speak Sakai and hurt nobody, but they are exceptional. There are also monstrous animals that are believed to prey on man. There is the Tungul Man or cannibal coconut-monkey that walks erect and is found in lonely uninhabited forests where he eats any Sakai who has a taste for exploration. There is the dragon² who lives under the earth and ought only to be referred to as "the person down below."³ There is the Malay Mawas with arms of iron and an iron pot-shaped head in which it both cooks and eats its dinner. There is the Klâng Blok, or roc, a giant bird that has fortunately been an absentee from this country as far back as the memory of man can go; but who knows!—it may return. Then even well-known animals are bad enough in their way—the tiger who goes by many names lest he should take offence, and the crocodile who must be referred to politely as "our old friend in the water."⁴ And all the Central Sakai believe in Yêi the Malay Kêlèmbai, the wizard who turned everything into stone and was driven out of the

¹ Man T'ipos ² Naangcan (Malay) naga. ³ Krom to. ⁴ Man-ma pasu.
country in terror through his mistaking a toothless old man for the baby of some new gigantic race. Yéi’s house is shown on Mount Iréu; and Gunong Banglak contains the tomb of his son.

The Sakai’s one protector against these evil spirits is the communal wizard, the na-halau or mai-halau as he is called. This gentleman is not a pawang in the Malay sense. The pawang is something of an impostor: he is a specialist in some pursuit to which the black art is only subsidiary. He is known to the Sakai as pawák. The na-halau is a wizard pure and simple. He is a soothsayer and witch-doctor: he holds seances to predict the future, and can locate and extract from a patient’s body the dart of the Nyani Ludau. A man like this is, of course, a great help to a superstitious people. He holds his seances by night only, squatting in a little bee-hive hut with his followers all gathered around it. He purifies himself by unwonted ablutions in cold water, burns incense, utters prayers and ends by being “possessed” by a familiar spirit who descends and occupies his body. The ravings of the na-halau are the voice of the spirit: the audience takes note of what it can interpret. A woman may be a na-halau but rarely takes to the career.

The na-halau is associated in an extraordinary way with the Peninsular form of lycanthropy, the were-tigers of Malaya. He is not buried when he dies but is exposed in a small hut or tree-grave along with certain simples and incense. On a certain night—the seventh according to Cerruti—the wizard’s gunik (or familiar) appears in the form of a tiger, carries off the body, tears it open and releases the

1 Gunik.
soul. If the heir of the dead man elects to keep vigil over his father's body and if he shows no fear, the tiger-spirit may initiate him into his father's black arts. He becomes a sorcerer there and then. But the supply of sorcerers by this process is not great; the death-rate is too high. The ordinary na-halau prefers some safer system of apprenticeship. Moreover, the position of a na-halau has its responsibilities as well as its honours. A wizard should know neither pain nor fear. If he utters a groan during his last illness he loses the honour of tree-burial: the tiger-spirit will have none of him. Indeed, many a wizard has lost his reputation when dead owing to the tigers declining to touch his body.

The strange dual system of burial, the ablutions, the alien type of hut used by the na-halau and the allusions to special formulæ in an unknown tongue seemed to suggest a foreign origin for these elements in the Sakai religion. In reply to repeated enquiries I was assured that the words used in invocations are Malay and that the power invoked is described invariably as Suh-Sidik. But whatever may be the Malay veneer over these practices the idea of tree-burial is too widespread in the north of the Peninsula—even in Siamese districts—to be explained as some abandoned Malay custom. The use of foreign formulæ tends to show that these aboriginal tribes, however great their isolation, are not superior to the adoption of foreign customs and beliefs. Signor Cerruti gives a vivid account of the panic excited by

1 "The last chap to be buried in a tree in Perak," writes one of my informants, "was Pawang Kwa, who was stuck up in a bungor tree half a mile from the village of Raja Kayu between 1870 and 1875, as near as I can judge. Perhaps a little later. He is now a tiger with a white patch." This, of course, is of Malay.
an eclipse of the moon. Yet the term for an eclipse shows that the Sakai have accepted the old Indian legend of the moon being swallowed by the dragon Rakhu. Even in dealing with so primitive a tribe as the Mai Miloi it is impossible to escape from traces of alien influence. Now and then a strange custom is revealed for which no parallel can be traced at the moment; still, we cannot be sure that it is confined to the tribe. The women of the Mai Miloi are reported to cut off their tresses whenever the giant-bamboo sheds its leaves. A rainbow is said to be created out of the blood of a tiger's victim and to rise from the spot where the victim has been slain. Such practices and beliefs seem unique—that is all that we can assert at present.

Turning from the religious to the political system we find that the smallest political unit among the Central Sakai is the family-group. Every family—by which is meant a living patriarch and all his descendants, and not a mere menage of husband and wife,—keeps together and keeps to itself; it does not unite with others for mutual protection and social intercourse. Exogamy means marrying into another family, not into another tribe. A number of these family-units living within a definite area and recognising a common hereditary chief make up the Sakai State—if such a term is permissible in the case of so small a community. Among the Mai Darat the chief is described by the Malay term Pênghulu (headman) and may even bear a high-sounding title such as Maharaja Bêlia Indêra, Chief of the Ulu Kampar Sakai, or To'Sang, Head of the Bujang Malaka Sakai. Among the Mai Miloi and Mai Bertak

1 Gêchek bi-lip Raku.
the Chief's designation is ra'nau. A ra'nau settles disputes between one family and another, and keeps peace generally in his tribe. The foreign relations of the community are looked after by a kēpala nong. A kēpala nong is a sort of go-between or interpreter who guides strangers through his own tribal area and sees that they do not get caught in any of the man-traps that beset the path; he also knows Malay and is known to the Malays to whom he goes on trade-missions with the produce of his tribe. This official is the one link between a Sakai community and the great world outside; his work enables the rest of the tribe to maintain a perfect isolation. A trespasser, if caught in a strange country, used to receive scant mercy; he was sold into slavery among the Malays. There was indeed a fixed price for such slaves in the days when the first British officers came to Kinta: two rolls of coarse cloth, a hatchet, a chopper, and an iron cooking-pot.

Within the family-group property was held in common; and the unsuccessful hunter who did not contribute his proper quota to the family cooking-pot received food from the others and a sufficiency of bad language was well. Sakai legends contain tales of idle prentices who were left by their industrious relatives to starve in the jungle, but the tone of the story condemns such a policy as unnatural and tells us how the idle ones were helped by sympathetic spirits till they triumphed over those members of the family who prized their dinner more highly than their family love. Communist ideas are strong among the Sakai. At the same time, their communism does not imply liberty, equality and fraternity. There is a vast amount of ceremonious family etiquette and

1 The Malay bēling. 2 The Malay panyang.
a host of technicalities regulating the mode of address of one member of the family to another. It is a serious offence for a young Mai Darat to address an elder by his personal name; such an address afflicts the person addressed with hydrocele. This belief makes a Sakai very chary about revealing his true name to strangers who may misuse the knowledge. He prefers to describe himself by some Malay designation that means very little. Judging by the fictitious names given to Surveyor Williams on Gunong Korbu the Northern Sakai show the same unwillingness and probably share the same belief. The close family relationship between the members of each of these small communities forces them to seek their husbands and wives outside it; for the Mai Darat object to the marriage of near relatives—even first cousins. Such marriages are incest, and "God will not have them." Incest of this sort (for it does occur) is one of the few things that can stir an aboriginal community to its very depths. It seems to invite the divine wrath, and no Sakai feels safe till the scandal is put an end to. And as the Sakai political system has no means of compulsion or punishment for dealing with cases of this sort the tension becomes greater than ever.

When the ra'nau or Chief holds an enquiry he may, if he chooses, administer oaths and even ordeals. The oath is "May I be eaten by a tiger, may I perish under a fallen tree, may I be slain by a ghost," for these are the terrors that loom largest before the vision of a Sakai. Convert that oath into a curse—"may you be eaten by a tiger"—and you have the nearest approach to abuse of which a Mai Darat is capable. There is also a curious form of ordeal by holding
molten tin in the hand, but this way of settling veracity is probably more talked about than practised.

The Sakai have many industries: agriculture, shooting and trapping for the men; plaiting and bark-cloth-making for the women. They are learning more. The Mai Milo, for instance, are said to rear fowls for sale to the Malays. They use no fowl houses or runs; the fowls roost on the neighbouring trees. "But what of hawks and civet-cats?" is the natural enquiry of anyone who knows how poultry-farming of this sort would fare in his own less-favoured plains. The answer is simple: the Mai Milo does not take to poultry-rearing till he has eaten every hawk and civet-cat in his neighbourhood. Indeed all the Central Sakai domesticate animals—wild pigs, wild dogs, rats and jungle-fowl—but they never eat their pets. The Mai Darat have taken kindly to rice-planting and have already invented a vocabulary of technical terms describing the various stages in the growth of the grain. The Mai Milo and Mai Bertak are more conservative; and even the older men of the Mai Darat sometimes refuse to eat rice. They prefer their own foods: millet, sugar-cane, gourds and tubers, which they plant in the most primitive way. A growing crop is not watched by the more primitive tribes: they plant it, fence it and surround it with traps, and then they go away; when the right season comes round they return to the clearing and gather the crop. During the interval they support themselves by shooting, by trapping and by finding wild fruit. Of course they are improvident and never store up food for the future; a Sakai may starve while his crop is growing, for there are seasons of famine when no wild fruit is in season and when birds and animals are
scarce. The only Sakai practice that suggests foresight is the curious one of making large fenced traps and ground-baiting them, perhaps for months, till the animals in the vicinity gain confidence with impunity and make the place a habitual resort. A trap of this sort would not be worth the trouble that it entails but for the fact that it enables a Sakai family to invite the whole country-side to a wedding or dinner without the haunting fear of the larder running dry. The family meals are catered for by less pretentious traps—noose-traps, spring-traps, pitfalls, and weighted spears that are dislodged by a catch and fall on an animal from above. It is said that the fine scent of an animal protects him until time has effaced completely the odour of the hands that made the snare. Old traps are therefore best; and the forest is full of them.

All shooting is done with the blow-pipe; the bow is known by name but never used. As a means of killing game the blow-pipe owes its efficiency to the fact that its darts are poisoned. Now poison inspires terror, and terror leads to exaggeration. The legend of the deadly upas-tree has reached Europe in a most sensational form, and even Signor Cerruti, who knows the Sakai well, expresses incredulity when his samples of poison do not prove very deadly on analysis. The facts are these. The principal poison used by the Central Sakai for their darts are the sap of a large tree (*antiaris toxicaria*) and of a small creeper (*strychnos tiente*). The latter, as its name indicates, is a form of strychnine and is the more fatal. Besides these poisons the Sakai use other deadly things—the venom of the cobra, the sting of a centipede, scorpion or wasp—but use them so clumsily that their efficacy
may be discounted altogether. The two real poisons, the anchur and the strychnine, depend for their success upon their freshness, upon the skill with which they are prepared, and upon the amount that is injected into the wound. Moreover, the quality of the strychnine varies, as all plants vary, with the elevation at which it is grown, so that the great reputation of tribesmen like the Mai Börtak is due to the height at which they live and not to any special skill possessed by them in preparing the poison. Again, the blow-pipe has no great propulsive force. Signor Cerruti's suggestion¹ that a true Sakai can send a dart through a man's body is incredible on the face of it, and can be disproved by a study of the dart itself. Very near the point of the dart will be seen a little notch cut in the wood. This notch is made in order that the point may break off and remain in the wound. There are technical terms in Central Sakai both for the point that adheres and for the part that breaks off, so that the notching is not the work of one or two men only. This practice would be useless if the dart penetrated to a depth of more than a quarter of an inch into the wound; and the stories of its passing through a man like a bullet may be put aside as the figments of a very lively imagination. But for small birds, mice, rats, squirrels and even monkeys a good brew of Sakai poison may be effective enough.

The Mai Darat are excessively unclean in their personal habits. Even their apologist, Signor Cerruti, admits this discreditable trait in their character. But there are degrees of uncleanliness: and the Mai Darat, filthy as they are, shudder at the dirtiness of the Mai Miloi who are credited with living on the

¹ He makes it from hearsay and not on his own authority.
vermin in each other's hair. It sounds rather paradoxical to add that the Central Sakai, with all their dirt, are great dandies in their own original style. They keep hairiness within bounds by the use of pincers, run a porcupine-quill through the cartilage of the nose, tattoo their foreheads and paint their faces with streaks of various dyes, wear garlands of flowers round their heads, paint their bark-clothes with different patterns, and put leaf-girdles round their waists. A line of these painted savages passing silently and in single file through the jungle is a very striking sight, strangely reminiscent of the stories of Fenimore Cooper. Moreover, the Sakai is a devotee of fine art in his way. He is musical, using three instruments—the nose-flute, the bamboo-zither, and the bamboo-drum or sounding-board. He has regular tunes named and associated with these instruments: "plaintive longing" and "dear recollections" are the significant titles of two of his flute-pieces, while the zither-tunes are named after bird-notes, tree-felling, and other forest-sounds. The player on the chêntok is a mere accompanist; love-songs and oratorios are not for his unaided efforts. In oral literature the Sakai are weak, even for a primitive tribe. The Semang sings of his monkey and the Besisi has his songs about the rhinoceros; but the Central Sakai can only string words together without rhyme or meaning or any use except that of displaying the power and range of his voice. Nor has he any proverbs or proverbial sayings. The Mai Darat of the plains have a few riddles (probably taken from the Malay) and a few polite metaphors of obvious foreign origin, such as "her beauty is like the

1 Chêntok.  2 Krop.  3 Chêntok.
newly-risen sun, she dazzles.” Doubtless the young and travelled Mai Darat finds expressions of this sort very effective with the ladies of his tribe when he returns to them after his wanderings, but the more hardened Malays from whom he learnt his metaphors would only laugh at his accomplishments. The older men and women are said to have a rich stock of stories for children. The two or three tales that were narrated to me did not impress me favourably either for style or matter. A Sakai tale is related in a series of short jerky sentences with much repetition of detail and never a change of style. On the whole, I am inclined to think that Central Sakai will interest the philologist and the grammarian rather more than the litterateur.

There are artists in design also among the Sakai. The nests of the little bee known to the Malays as kelulut supply a material for polishing and colouring the surface of bamboo-quirers and blow-pipes and also for staining the punctures of the tattoo-thorn. The prah-fruit when left to rot in earth provides a rich dye. Other dyes are obtained from the kijai, the kësumbu, the plant known as gëtak kныu, and similar sources. The curious markings incised on bamboo-combs and on blow-pipes have been the subject of a very imaginative theory. The designs are conventional. A Mai Darat looking at a comb will enumerate the names of its panels: one is “the snake” (a scaly design); another, perhaps, is “a wild-cat” (a striped or spotted design); another “a gourd,” from the shape of the gourd-seeds. The descriptions will not commend themselves as pictures to a European to whom “a wild-cat” suggests the outline of a cat; but given a sufficient range of such designs and a
sufficient simplicity of pattern, a very ingenious man might represent whole sentences on a blow-pipe and make it resemble an obelisk of quaint hieroglyphics. Of course the Sakai do not possess either the necessary multiplicity of patterns or the ingenuity to use them on the Egyptian plan, but the idea that they might do so—or did do so—suggested itself to the fertile imagination of Vaughan-Stevens as soon as his informants began “explaining” the panels on their combs. He found himself, as he concluded, face to face with the mother of all alphabets, the half-way house between the language of symbols such as flowers and the ideographic lettering of the Egyptians and Chinese. It would indeed have been a stupendous discovery if it had rested on any basis of fact. But unfortunately it did not. Though the panels are interesting as designs they are not used as hieroglyphics. To a Sakai they are things of beauty; art for art’s own sake, and with no vile utilitarian motives to sully pure art.

In conclusion, it will not be out of place to supplement Signor Cerruti’s account of the life of a Sakai from the cradle to the grave. The birth-customs call for no remark, except for the fact that the placenta and umbilicus are buried under human habitation so that the rain may not beat on them, and turn them into the angry birth-spirits that Malays believe in. Twins are objected to. When of different sexes one of the pair is given away in adoption, and anything suggestive of twins (such as a double banana) is never eaten lest the evil of a double-birth should follow. The education of a Sakai child is a very simple matter, but he plays no games in the European sense and has to be satisfied withimitating the
pursuits of his elders. Betrothals are arranged by the parents—often at a very early age—though the inclination of the parties is not forced if they object to carrying out the contract. This is true, at least, of the Mai Darat; the Mai Miloī are said to be laxer, to leave everything to sexual passion, to have no marriage ceremonies, and even to exchange wives from time to time. Polygamy is tolerated though very rare. Among the Mai Miloī divorce is said to be as informal as marriage, and even among the Mai Darat of Tapah it is simply a matter for the parties to decide for themselves; among the Mai Darat of Kampar marriage is taken more seriously and is only dissolved if the elders of the community permit its dissolution, in which case a twig is broken solemnly to typify what is being done. In disease the only doctor is the na-halau. When a Sakai dies who is not a na-halau he is buried in the ground, and his blow-pipe, quiver, and chopper, with food enough for one meal, are left upon his grave to provide the soul with a repast preparatory to his last long journey. What happened if the soul was left unfed? "He would hunt up his relatives to know the reason why." Why only one meal? "Because one meal is enough to get him away from the spot—and that is all that the relatives want." And whither did the soul go on this last long journey? "Allah only knows," said my Sakai who had picked up many Malay expressions, "I cannot guess. I have heard our old men say that the soul goes to God, but what they meant by this is more than I can tell you." He may have known more than he choose to reveal, but this was all that I could learn from him. And, after all, few civilised men could give a better explanation.
APPENDICES.

I.

The following list of words (names of parts of the body in the different Sakai languages) is given to illustrate the relation of the five dialects to one another and the difficulty in the way of regarding them as belonging to more than one linguistic group in the matter of vocabulary. I do not, however, wish to question the possibility of their being regarded as belonging to different systems in the matter of grammar or ideology.

Semang (Sg.) includes Semang Paya and Sakai Jeher—both forms being given if different, the Paya form first. Sakai Jeram is not given as it is a mixed or intermediate dialect. In the case of North Sakai (N.S.), Central Sakai (C.S.), Besisi (B.) and Jakun (J.) alternative forms are given where the discrepancies in my vocabularies are serious; but small differences in spelling are not recorded.

COMPARATIVE VOCABULARY.

HEAD, kui or koi in all dialects.

EAR, Sg. anting, 'nteng; N.S. qēntok; C.S. 'nták; B. tōkn; J. tōng, tang.

EYE, Sg. med. mid; N.S. mat, man; C.S. mat; B. met, mēnt; J. mot, mōat.

NOSE, Sg. moh; N.S. moh, mōh; C.S. moh; B. moh, muk; J. muk, mōh.

CHEEK, Sg. kēbang, kapor; N.S. kapor, kapong; C.S. ming, kēming; B. gubuk; J. ming.

MOUTH, Sg. heng; N.S. nyar, nyang; C.S. 'mpāk; B. pākn; J. [mulut].

LIP, Sg. chaq, lēnut; N.S. sēntor; C.S. ngyingyoi; B. [bibir]; J. [bibir, bibik].

TONGUE, Sg. lētig, lēnteg; N.S. lēntak; C.S. lēnta; B. [lidah]; J. lēpip.

TOOTH, Sg. lēmon, hain; N.S. moing; C.S. lēmoing; B. lēmoing; J. lēmon, lēmun.

1 Words in square brackets are Malay or related to Malay forms.
chin, Sg. ankik, yungka; N.S. chakā; C.S. jëngkā; B. jëngkang, 
[da̱guk]; J. [da̱gu], gékdā.
neck, throat, Sg. chëna-ad, ngud; N.S. tangun, gélok; C.S. 
(throat) lëngi, tang’n; (neck of neck) [tangkok], rungkok;
B. [tëngkokn]; J. lëngi [tangkuk].
shoulder, Sg. këlapai, klapor; N.S. pók, pòg; C.S. gëlpál; B.
[bahor]; J. [bahok].
arm, Sg. bëling, chëndren chias; N.S. (upper arm) sapol, shapal;
(lower arm) chëndren tık; C.S. (whole arm) këngrit,
(FOREARM) chëndren tók; B. (upper arm) chëmer; J.
(FOREARM) bëling.
Elbow, Sg. kanyang, këning; N.S. kanyong; C.S. kanang; B.
[siku]; J. chinchung, changchong.
hand, Sg. chas, chias; N.S. tik; C.S. tók, tuk; B. tih, t’hih;
J. t’hi, ti.
thumb, Sg. [ihok] chas, tabok (chias); N.S. tabok; C.S. knông 
tók; B. gënek t’hih; J. godé ti.
finger-nail, Sg. télkok chas, chëndros; N.S. chëndros; C.S 
chëngros; B. kukut, J. chëros, chërus
thigh, Sg. bëluk, bëlok, bëlut; N.S. bëlek, bëluk; C.S. lëmpa;
B. blu; J. blu.
knee, Sg. këltom, kaltong; N.S.karôl; C.S. kurôl; B. [lutut];
J. kaltong.
lower leg, calf, shin, Sg. gau, gor; N.S. këmong; C.S. (lower 
leg) këmong, (calf) gàdâl këmong, (tendon Achilles) kajek;
B. kêjôl; J. [bûtis].
foot, Sg. chan; N.S. jûk; C.S. jûk; B. jøon; J. long.
heel, Sg. doldol, dúbul; N.S. dëldol, kënul; C.S. (back of heel) 
chanong, (underpart of heel) [tumit], (heel-pad of tiger)
kënôl; B. [tumit]; J. [tumit]
sole, Sg. tapak chan, tårba chan, dada chan; N.S. tapar-jûk,
dada jûk; C.S. tapar jûk; B. tapak jûku; J. tampar long
Tok, big Tok, Sg. wong chan, tabok chan; N.S. tabok jûk; C.S. 
knông-jûk; B. [jari] jøon, kënen jøon; J. [jari'] long.
breast, chest, Sg. sawab. [dada]; N.S. [dada], dahub, bot;
C.S. (chest) utôh, (breasts) mem, (space between breasts)
chënop; B. (chest) ngûh, (breasts) tûh, tûh; J. [da'da’].
back, Sg. kiyok, krok; N.S. kruk; C.S. chëlôt, kënok; B. chëlôt;
J. chëlön.
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HEART, LIVER, Sg. yus kanyais, klangis, rus; N.S. káp, hasus;
C.S. (heart) nus, (body of heart) kébük nus, (valve of heart)
tungkul nus, (interior of heart) sop nus, (liver) ris, (spleen)
káp, (waist) wék; B: tungkul gris; J: gris, gris.

STOMACH, INTESTINES, Sg. chon, ech chon, ét; N.S. kút, ék; C.S.
(exteriors of stomach) kót, (interior of abdomen) ét, (intestinal
channel) chong ét, ét wét, (stomach proper) ét pédöl; B. ó-öt,
chong ó-öt; J. lépách, wét.

NAVEL, Sg. los, dut, dud; N.S. panik; C.S. sók; B. puneyh; J.
[pusat], musat.

BLOOD, Sg. maham, bhum, N.S. lót; C.S béhip, (arterial blood)
képar; B. mahám; J. mahám.

BOKE, Sg. [tuleng] jing, jeng, jéheng; N.S. jaik; C.S. jédék; B.
jadon; J. jaang

SKIN, Sg. kétuk, N.S. sémpek; C.S géthó; B. [kulit]; J. [kulit].

HAIR, Sg. sók, sóg; N.S. sók, sóg, shuóg; C.S. (hair of head) sók,
(whiskers, etc.) səntól; B. sók; J. sa’ ók.

II.

NOTES ON CENTRAL SAKAI GRAMMAR.

One of the minor tribulations that a local student of Sakai
has to undergo is the well-meant advice of critics in Europe as
what is wanted of him. I have been asked for “A few simple
sentences—surely they can present no difficulty”; or, again, for
the Lord’s Prayer translated for comparative purposes into all the
aboriginal tongues; in fact, it has even been suggested to me in
perfect seriousness that I should get my Sakai to parse their
sentences so as to set all doubts about their grammar at rest.
Aborigines do not take kindly to interrogations of this sort.
They have a grammar without the trouble of having to learn
all about it; and they translate in a very primitive way. If you
ask a Sakai to put a Malay sentence into his own language, he
either translates your words or your meaning. If he does the
former he is too literal; if the latter he is not literal enough.
When asked to repeat what he has said so as to enable you to
remember it and take it down, he says the same thing in
different words. That again is no use. He then says that he
is exhausted and can do no more.
It is fatuous to attempt to build up a grammar from a few simple sentences, even if the sentences are obtained. Still more unwise is it to read foreign grammars—such as Mon-Annam prefixes and infixes—into Sakai. If we knew as little about Malay as we do about Sakai the presence of words like \textit{katib}, \textit{kitab}, and \textit{maktab} might lead a hasty student to read the Arabic grammar into the Malay language. It is quite possible, for instance, that Besisi has borrowed Mon-Annam derivative forms from some Mon-Annam language without adopting the process of word-building by which they are created. The question before us, however, is to find out the ideology and grammar of living Besisi. And if Mr Skeat’s “Besisi Songs” are any criterion, modern Besisi does not use infixes and prefixes, Mon-Annam or otherwise.

Under the circumstances I can only venture to speak as to one dialect, Central Sakai. As to that dialect I speak with some confidence; and though I may be in error as to points of detail, I can assert positively that infixes and prefixes are in regular use, and that a derivative, built up in this way from a root-word, is recognised by the Sakai themselves as being a derivative and not an unconnected word. The relation between a root and its derived forms was brought to my notice in some cases by my Sakai informant himself and the function of the prefix or infix was explained, crudely perhaps, but in a way that showed a knowledge of its real character.

The Central Sakai root-word is usually monosyllabic. The introduction of an infix (that may be written \textit{n}, \textit{m}, \textit{an} or \textit{en} and is a very short syllable indeed) makes the word substantival—\textit{e.g.}:
\begin{itemize}
  \item \textit{jis}, daylight; \textit{jins}, a day, twelve hours.
  \item \textit{pad}, fire-warmed; \textit{p\textsuperscript{d}nd\textsuperscript{p}}, the thing toasted or warmed;
  \item \textit{koh}, striking; \textit{knok}, club, striker;
  \item \textit{chok}, prod, stab; \textit{ch\textsuperscript{e}nok}, prodder, spoke.
\end{itemize}

A prefix \textit{p\textsuperscript{r}} turns the root into a verb, or a passive root into an active root—\textit{e.g.}:
\begin{itemize}
  \item \textit{dat}, die; \textit{p\textsuperscript{r}dat}, kill;
  \item \textit{mong}, journey; \textit{p\textsuperscript{r}mong}, to go;
  \item \textit{l\textsuperscript{e}t}, extinguished; \textit{p\textsuperscript{r}l\textsuperscript{e}t}, to put out (a fire);
  \item \textit{bet}, sleep; \textit{p\textsuperscript{r}bet}, to close the eye.
\end{itemize}
These two forms can be combined so as to form a verbal noun—e.g.:

dat, die; përdat, kill; përëndat, murder;
löt, extinguished; përlöt, to put out; përënglöt, an extinguisher;
göi, to be married; përgöi, to wed; përënggöi, marriage.

In all these cases pronunciation demands that the word should be as near a monosyllable as possible—e.g., prndat, prnglöt, prnggöi.

Reflexive, intensive or repeated action is expressed by reduplication. But since pronunciation demands that the double-word should approach a monosyllable in sound the first half is modified and shortened while the second is emphasised and accented—e.g.:

tök, to extract; t'lkök, torn out, up-rooted.
suk, torch; s'kauk, illuminated (by many torches);
chip, walk; chuchip, walk about, promenade;
páp, warm; pépáp, to keep warm, to warm oneself;
jar, run, jirjar, to run about.

So much for the principal prefixes and infixes. We now come to the finals.

In certain cases the final letter of a Sakai word changes to n, ng, or m. Sometimes this follows a law of euphony owing to the coincidence of two consonants—e.g.:

chip, bird, chim-klák, hawk, eagle;
klák, hawk; kláng-blok, roc, garuda;
chërök, long, high; chérông-sök, long-haired one, vampire.

But there are cases where the alteration cannot be so explained—e.g.:

mai, person; mu mam, one person;
dök, house; nu d'ngnön, a house;
rök, dart; nar r'ngnön, two darts.

I could find no rule as to this.

The conjugation of the verb is as follows:

göi, to be married;

'nggöi, (I) am married;
ha göi, (thou) art married;
ki-anii (he) is married:
bi-gōi, "on se marie";
hi-gōi, (we) are married;
lōi-gōi, (you) are married;
uboi-gōi, they two are married;
ki-gōi, (they) are married;

bērsōp, to feed;
'mbērsōp, (I) feed;
ha-bērsōp, (thou) feedest;
ki-bērsōp, (he) feeds;
hi-bērsōp, "on mange";
hi-bērsōp, (we) feed;
lōi bērsōp, (you) feed;
uboi bērsōp, they both eat together;
ki-bērsōp, (they) feed;

neng, to see;
'n-neng, (I) see;
ha-neng, (thou) seest;
ki-neng, (he) sees;
bi-neng, "on voit";
hi-neng, (we) see;
lōi neng, (you) see;
uboi neng, they both see;
ki-neng, (they) see.

It should be added that these expressions do not necessarily include the pronoun or subject. If it is desired to emphasise the pronoun or subject the phrase might run: en 'nggōi, I am married; kō ki-neng ha-en, he is looking at me; rōi ajōh ki-joi ha-en, the fly is following me about. But the pronoun may be omitted when no ambiguity arises.

There are also idiomatic uses of some of these forms—e.g., kōh, to strike; bi-kōh, people are striking. "on se bat"; dat bi-kōh, to be killed in an affray. So, too, the first person plural is often used where we should use the indefinite "one," "they," "people."

The past tense is expressed by the word ya: ya 'n-dat, I died; ya-ki-dat, he died. But this word is also used idiomatically—e.g., ki-dat ya-manu, he was killed by a tiger. So also the future is expressed by ha: ha 'n-dat, I shall die.
APPENDICES.

But ha, like ya, is used idiomatically as a preposition—e.g., ki-neng ha-en, he is looking at me; ki-joi ha-en, he is pursuing me.

The adjective precedes the noun that it qualifies—e.g., chērōng-dōk, a lofty house; dōk chērōk, the house is lofty. The comparison of adjectives is expressed by the word ju (than): kuchōk ēntoi ju prōk, the cat is bigger than the mouse. Ju also means "from"; cf. Malay dari, which is used in the same way for comparisons.

There is no regular article in Central Sakai, but the demonstrative pronouns—ajōh (that), adōh (this)—may be used if emphasis is desired.

The interrogatives are bu (who), ma (what), 'mpil (when)—e.g., lōi bu, who are you; ma ki-pēdeh, what does he say; 'mpil tihau, when did you arrive.

The personal pronouns are en (I), ha (thou), lōi (you, polite than ha), ko (he, she, it). The possessives are en (my), he (your, thy), i (his, hers, its). This last is very common and idiomatic—e.g., ma i-ŋrokh, what does he say—i.e., what are his words. The possessive precedes the noun to which it refers—e.g., en-mēnō ya-dat, my father is dead.

Adverbs are very common. The principal are:

madeh, here;                        kintōh, over there;
ditōh, there;                        kīnudeh, on this side;
ditah, up stream;                    kīnjōh, thence.
direh, down stream;

Some of these suggest a verbal connection that is not to be explained by the present method of word-building.

The most important prepositions are ju (from) and nu (to).
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KUALA LUMPUR.
LIST OF MALAY PROPER NAMES
WRITTEN IN ROMAN AND MALAY CHARACTER.

Sir,

I have the honour to submit to the Resident a list of Malay proper names written in Roman and Malay character, and to venture the opinion that, if this list was printed in pamphlet form, it might be useful for distribution throughout the States to all Departments of the Service, more especially the Land and Registration Offices.

2. In the practice of my duties as Registrar of Titles, I have come face to face with very considerable difficulty owing to the great diversity of spelling used by different officers, and especially by clerks who have had no chance of learning how to accurately write Malay names in the Roman character. The great difference in transliteration often renders it necessary to appeal to the Court for an explicit order before registration can be effected, delay is thus caused, which is irksome to the public and unsatisfactory to the Registrar.

3. Names as originally written on old deeds cannot be altered and must be continued in all documents relating to them, but by the introduction of an uniform system of spelling now, the old bad transliteration will, by process of time, gradually become eliminated, and not only will much future trouble and complication be avoided, but Government will not have to bear the reproof of publishing careless and unscholarly work as at present.

4. In the list of names thus submitted I have altogether abstained from the use of accents or tactual marks and have endeavoured to give a plain rendering of each name as well in Malay as in Roman character, which can be used and understood by clerks as well as highly educated scholars of the Malay language. I am aware that in both characters a more scholastic rendering might be given, but for the purpose for which this list is designed I think it would be inadvisable, as leading to complication and controversy.

5. If the list is considered worth publishing, I would ask that it be printed in pamphlet form, with about a page left blank after each letter, so that persons who feel an interest in such matters might with ease add more names to the list, and thus perhaps by collaboration at some future time prepare a more complete and correct edition for publication.

I have, etc.,

A. HALE.

Registrar of Titles, Selangor
and Collector of Land Revenue, Kuala Lumpur.
No. 2004/01.  

BRITISH RESIDENCY.  
Pahang, 16th September, 1901.

SIR,

I have the honour to acknowledge the receipt of your letter, Misc. 3644/01, of the 6th ultimo, enclosing for my criticism a list of Malay names which has been compiled by Mr. Hale.

2. Taken as a whole, Mr. Hale is to be congratulated on the accuracy of his compilation, and I agree with Mr. Duberly in thinking that issue of the list would be useful and that it would be a good thing if Land Officers and others were instructed to make use of it when transcribing native names.

3. There are a few criticisms that I should like to pass upon the list as it stands.

**Awal** should not be spelled with an $h$.

**Alam**, in the Malay, should be spelled with an $an$, not with an $af$, and I think that the hard breathing should be indicated by the $'$ or by some other arbitrary mark to distinguish the $an$ from the $af$.

**Badingara** should be spelled with an $a$ not with an $e$.

**Bendanaka**, on the other hand, should be spelled with an $e$ not with an $a$. The root is $bend$, a thing.

**Chahia** not $Chanah$, is the female name. It is spelled wrongly also in the Malay, being given a final $h$, which does not belong to it, and being deprived of the $h$ in the middle of the word.

**Chik** is more correct than $Chai$. It is a contraction of Keckil, but is always pronounced as though it ended with a $kaf$ and is usually written either that way or with an $amrah$.

**Dato’** is incomplete without the $amrah$ which is marked by the $’$. The $amrah$ has the same effect as a final $kaf$.

**Deman** is given an $h$ in the middle of it which does not belong to it.

**Dollah** by reason of the $kasrah$ has a double $l$ and should not be written with a single $l$ only.

**Godam**, I think, is more correct than $Gudam$.

**Itam**, and all similar names, should not, I think, be given the initial $h$ when transcribed. The $h$ is only introduced in writing Malay for convenience' sake. It is not an integral part of the word, and it should be dispensed with in transcription, just as we write $als$, not $alu$.

**Jambul** is more correct than $Jambol$.

**Jempul** is more correct than $Jempel$.

**Keckil** is the correct form, not Keck.

**Lakamana** should not be deprived of its second $a$.

On what principle is $Madafa$ spelled with a $ph$?

**Usman**, I think, is preferable to $Osman$. Also $Umar$ to $Omar$.

Panglima is right.
PREMATA, which means a jewel, is the correct form. It should not be written Pamata.

Rawshan should not have an h inserted in the middle of it.

Suleiman is, I think, more correct than Sleiman. In no case should an h be inserted.

Usher should be spelled with an e, not with an i. It is a form of puteh, which word Mr. Hale has spelled correctly.

I notice numerous omissions, among them are the following:—Abu Nanas, Anjang, Damun, Eimbok, Esah, Gadoh, Itam, Jeragan, Lop, Meran, Nuh (the form Nor only is given), Pakeh, Pet, Raus, Sakur and Yop. Also, if Juru krah is given, why are not all the other Jurus given too, and such words as Pakir as well?

5. I return herewith the original list compiled by Mr. Hale.

I have, etc.,

Hugh Clifford,
British Resident, Pahang.

NOTE BY THE COMPILER.

I desire to tender my thanks to Mr. Clifford, c.m.g., Resident of Pahang, for his appreciative and kind criticism.

A. Hale.

Kuala Lumpur,
6th June, 1901.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Arabic Name</th>
<th>Malay Name</th>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>Pronunciation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Abas</td>
<td>عابس (عابض)</td>
<td>m.</td>
<td>Abas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abasiah</td>
<td>عابسية</td>
<td>f.</td>
<td>Abaiyah</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abadiah</td>
<td>عابديه</td>
<td>m.</td>
<td>Abadiah</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abdullah Sani</td>
<td>عبد الله ساني</td>
<td>m.</td>
<td>Abdullah Sani</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abdul Karim</td>
<td>عبد الكريم</td>
<td>m.</td>
<td>Abdul Karim</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abdul Rani</td>
<td>عبد الرحمن</td>
<td>m.</td>
<td>Abdul Rani</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abdul Hamid</td>
<td>عبد الحميد</td>
<td>m.</td>
<td>Abdul Hamid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abdul Manap</td>
<td>عبد الناصر</td>
<td>m.</td>
<td>Abdul Manap</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abdul Salam</td>
<td>عبد السلام</td>
<td>m.</td>
<td>Abdul Salam</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abdul Latib</td>
<td>عبدlocale</td>
<td>m.</td>
<td>Abdul Latib</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abdul Rakun</td>
<td>عبد الرحمن</td>
<td>m.</td>
<td>Abdul Rakun</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abdul Akil</td>
<td>عبد العاقل</td>
<td>m.</td>
<td>Abdul Akil</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abdul Rahman</td>
<td>عبد الرحمن</td>
<td>m.</td>
<td>Abdul Rahman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abdul Lajis</td>
<td>عبد الرحمن</td>
<td>m.</td>
<td>Abdul Lajis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abdul Rahim</td>
<td>عبد الرحمن</td>
<td>m.</td>
<td>Abdul Rahim</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abdul Aziz</td>
<td>عبد ازيز</td>
<td>m.</td>
<td>Abdul Aziz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abentara</td>
<td>ابنتارا</td>
<td>m.</td>
<td>Abentara</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abraham</td>
<td>ابراهيم</td>
<td>m.</td>
<td>Abraham</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abu Bakar</td>
<td>ابن بكر</td>
<td>m.</td>
<td>Abu Bakar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abu Namas</td>
<td>ابن ناس</td>
<td>m.</td>
<td>Abu Namas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abu Nusah</td>
<td>ابن نوه</td>
<td>m.</td>
<td>Abu Nusah</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abu Talib</td>
<td>ابن طليب</td>
<td>m.</td>
<td>Abu Talib</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adam</td>
<td>ادم</td>
<td>m.</td>
<td>Adam</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adan</td>
<td>ادن</td>
<td>m.</td>
<td>Adan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adau</td>
<td>ادو</td>
<td>m.</td>
<td>Adau</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adu</td>
<td>ادو</td>
<td>m.</td>
<td>Adu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agam</td>
<td>اجد</td>
<td>m.</td>
<td>Agam</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ahmad</td>
<td>احمد</td>
<td>m.</td>
<td>Ahmad</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aji</td>
<td>اجي</td>
<td>m.</td>
<td>Aji</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ajid</td>
<td>اجيد</td>
<td>m.</td>
<td>Ajid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'Alam</td>
<td>عالم</td>
<td>m.</td>
<td>'Alam</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alang</td>
<td>الانغ</td>
<td>m.</td>
<td>Alang</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ali</td>
<td>علي</td>
<td>m.</td>
<td>Ali</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Badat  M.  بادع
Baginda Kari  م.  بگیندا کاری
Baginda Sati  م.  بگیندا سانی
Baha  ف.  بهاه
Bahaman  ف.  بهامان
Bakar  م.  بقار
Bakir  م.  بکیر
Bahir  م.  بهیر
Bainul  م.  بینول
Bandar  م.  بندر
Bandara  م.  بندر
Baginda  م.  بگیندا
Bangkas  م.  بنگکاس
Bangsa Balang  م.  بنگسا بالغاز
Barak  م.  بارع
Bariah  م.  باریاه
Baru  م.  بارو
Basah  م.  بآساه
Basi  م.  بسی
Batin  م.  باتین
Basirun  م.  بسیرون
Bato  ف.  باتو
Bejaia  م.  بجاية
Bendahara  م.  بد درا
Bendaharap  م.  بد هارف
Berasch  م.  براسیه
Berina  م.  برینا
Beringin  م.  برینگین
Betong  م.  بتونگ
Betua  م.  بتوا
Bidin  م.  بیدین
Bikap  م.  بیکف
Bilal  م.  بیلول
Bili  م.  بیلی
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>C</th>
<th>D</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Chabang</td>
<td>Dachi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chaohi</td>
<td>Dagang</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chahia</td>
<td>Dahian</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chamar</td>
<td>Dahil</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Champak</td>
<td>Dahip</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chantek</td>
<td>Daik</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chapang</td>
<td>Daiman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chat</td>
<td>Daing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chatar</td>
<td>Dakum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chik</td>
<td>Dalal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chongkil</td>
<td>Dalam</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chop</td>
<td>Dali</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chulan</td>
<td>Dalil</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dalima</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Daman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dangsa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dapat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dapti</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Darah</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Darunin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Datang</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dato'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Daud</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Daun</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dawi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dedap</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Demang</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dendam</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dewa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dewaangsya</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dewar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Diawan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dilim</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dinah</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Disah</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dogam</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arabic Name</td>
<td>Gender</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------</td>
<td>--------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dohar</td>
<td>m.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dollah</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dolat</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doman</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Donan</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dramah</td>
<td>f.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dris</td>
<td>m.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dushat</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duakim</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dualim</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duali</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duasim</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dubin</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dugun</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dukun</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dulong</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dundang</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duraja</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duraji</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dusi</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duwasa</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fajar</td>
<td>m.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fakir</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Famin</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fatimah</td>
<td>f.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fidu</td>
<td>m.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>ج</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ibaru</td>
<td>Jabar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Idris</td>
<td>Jabut</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Idrus</td>
<td>Jaharah</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ilias</td>
<td>Jahia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Imah</td>
<td>Jahis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Imam</td>
<td>Jakar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Imam Kari</td>
<td>Jalang</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Imam Muda</td>
<td>Jali</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Imam Penghulu</td>
<td>Jalil</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Imam Prang</td>
<td>Jamaiah</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Imbam</td>
<td>Jamal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Imbang</td>
<td>Jamalih</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Imbul</td>
<td>Jaman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Imbun</td>
<td>Jamaludin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ina</td>
<td>Jamariah</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inah</td>
<td>Jambaran</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inak</td>
<td>Jambi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indika</td>
<td>Jambul</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indut</td>
<td>Jamil</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inek</td>
<td>Jampal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insun</td>
<td>Janggi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intan</td>
<td>Jangkit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iram</td>
<td>Jantan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Irul</td>
<td>Jantimah</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isa</td>
<td>Janum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ishak</td>
<td>Japar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iskandar</td>
<td>Jara</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ismail</td>
<td>Jebrah</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Itam</td>
<td>Jemaat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Jemah</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Jemakat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Jemali</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Jempul</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Jenal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Jenang</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Name</td>
<td>Gender</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>--------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jidin</td>
<td>M.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jidu</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jihin</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jihu</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jiantan</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Johan</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Johar</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Johari</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Josen</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jubah</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Juta</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jukaia</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Junid</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Junong</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jura Krah</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jusi</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Khatib</td>
<td>Labas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kintong</td>
<td>Labuhan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kitam</td>
<td>Lakim</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Krejan</td>
<td>Laksamana</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Krema</td>
<td>Lalu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Krinan</td>
<td>Lamah</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kuahloh</td>
<td>Lampai</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KUBU</td>
<td>Lamat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kulub</td>
<td>Limat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kumantan</td>
<td>Lumi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kumbang</td>
<td>Lumi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kumsiah</td>
<td>Lasi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kunling</td>
<td>Latc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kuntul</td>
<td>Latib</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lamsah</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lawah</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lebar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Leber</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lela</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lela Angsa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lela Perkasa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lemah</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lembara</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lempik</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lili</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lijah</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Limah</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Limpah</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Luntok</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Linta</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lipah</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lipang</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lipat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LOS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LUNA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LOR</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Ludin
Lumah
Lumut
Luso
Ma‘Ali
Ma‘Alip
Ma‘Arab
Ma‘Arif
Ma‘Aris
Ma‘Arsad
Ma‘Arup
Ma‘Asim
Mabih
Madun
Ma‘Din
Mading
Madut
Magat
Maharaja
Deraja
Maharaja Inda
Mahat
Mahia
Mahindun
Mahium
Maimunah
Malia
Malikota
Mahmud
Ma‘Kota Mara
Malana
Malayu
Malim
Mamad
Mambal
Mambang
Mamin
Mancha
Mandelika
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Arabic</th>
<th>English</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>مانجوك بيمي</td>
<td>Munah</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>مانجوريا</td>
<td>Munagkin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>مانتي</td>
<td>Muntil</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>مانتيكا</td>
<td>Mura</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>مارا پادات</td>
<td>Musa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>مراه</td>
<td>Musi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ماروی</td>
<td>Mustafa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>مارزوکی</td>
<td>مسلماه</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>مات آری</td>
<td>مس اری</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>مات کالی</td>
<td>مس کالی</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>مات سه</td>
<td>مس سه</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>مات سرا</td>
<td>مس سرا</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>مات سوم</td>
<td>مس سوم</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ماتا مراه</td>
<td>منتا یورد</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ماوی</td>
<td>مناوی</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>میدان</td>
<td>میدان</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>میلام</td>
<td>میلام</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>منانتی مالین</td>
<td>منانتی مالین</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>منگیانگ</td>
<td>منیاگ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>منتی</td>
<td>منتوی</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>مسا بانگسا</td>
<td>میسا بانگسا</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>مرک</td>
<td>میراک</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>مران</td>
<td>منیرا</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>میدی</td>
<td>منیدی</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>میدون</td>
<td>منیدون</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>میمون</td>
<td>منیمون</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>مین</td>
<td>منی</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>میناھ</td>
<td>میناھ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>مینتال</td>
<td>مینیال</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>میزان</td>
<td>میزان</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>موستیک</td>
<td>موستیک</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>موهما</td>
<td>موهما</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>موسیماد</td>
<td>موسیماد</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>موسری</td>
<td>موسری</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>مودا</td>
<td>مودا</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>موبن</td>
<td>موبن</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>موبان</td>
<td>موبان</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arabic Word</td>
<td>Arabic Meaning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------</td>
<td>----------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>رددوك</td>
<td>Paducah</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ندود ميني</td>
<td>Paduka Menti</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ناكور</td>
<td>Pagor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ناكي</td>
<td>Pago</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ناكور</td>
<td>Paha</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>فاهم</td>
<td>Pahan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>فاهس</td>
<td>Pahit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ناكه</td>
<td>Pakah</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ناكه بنيو</td>
<td>Pakih Bima</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ندنيا</td>
<td>Pandita</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>فندق</td>
<td>Pandak</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>مهج رمبوب</td>
<td>Panjang Rambut</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>نفلينا</td>
<td>Panglima</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>نهج</td>
<td>Panjang</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>نيدي</td>
<td>Piah</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>نيديي</td>
<td>Pihi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ننجم</td>
<td>Punjam</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>فانه</td>
<td>Patah</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>فينه</td>
<td>Pinah</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>نيدي</td>
<td>Pisah</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>نيديي</td>
<td>Pati</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>مودو</td>
<td>Pudu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>فانيين</td>
<td>Patinan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>نموثون</td>
<td>Pumpon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>نيدي</td>
<td>Pimah</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>نديق</td>
<td>Pendek</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>نديكور</td>
<td>Pendekar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>نفيهلو</td>
<td>Penghulu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>نرف</td>
<td>Perba</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>نفاير مناني</td>
<td>Peria Sati</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>نرفامات</td>
<td>Permata</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>نفييس</td>
<td>Pesan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>نفيسم</td>
<td>Pet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>نفيتا</td>
<td>Pita</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>نفيتال</td>
<td>Pintal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>نفيتاس</td>
<td>Pintas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>نلمان سامان</td>
<td>Plita Saman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>نفاسا</td>
<td>Puasa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>نแผهلا</td>
<td>Puncha</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ننالوكي</td>
<td>Punggok</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>نناله</td>
<td>Puteh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>نفيلي</td>
<td>Paham</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>نفيليست</td>
<td>Pahit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>نفاليه</td>
<td>Pakah</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>نفاليه بينو</td>
<td>Pakih Bima</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>نفندتيلا</td>
<td>Pandita</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>نفندق</td>
<td>Pandak</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>نمهج رمبوب</td>
<td>Panjang Rambut</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ننفلينا</td>
<td>Panglima</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ننهج</td>
<td>Panjang</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ننيدي</td>
<td>Piah</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ننيديي</td>
<td>Pihi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>نننجم</td>
<td>Punjam</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>نفانه</td>
<td>Patah</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>نفينه</td>
<td>Pinah</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ننيدي</td>
<td>Pisah</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ننيديي</td>
<td>Pati</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>نمودو</td>
<td>Pudu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>نفاينين</td>
<td>Patinan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ننموثون</td>
<td>Pumpon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ننيدي</td>
<td>Pimah</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ننديق</td>
<td>Pendek</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ننديكور</td>
<td>Pendekar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ننفيهلو</td>
<td>Penghulu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ننرف</td>
<td>Perba</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ننفاير مناني</td>
<td>Peria Sati</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ننرفامات</td>
<td>Permata</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ننفييس</td>
<td>Pesan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ننفيسم</td>
<td>Pet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ننفيتا</td>
<td>Pita</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ننفيتال</td>
<td>Pintal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ننفيتاس</td>
<td>Pintas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ننلمان سامان</td>
<td>Plita Saman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ننفاسا</td>
<td>Puasa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ننแผهلا</td>
<td>Puncha</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>نننالوكي</td>
<td>Punggok</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ننناله</td>
<td>Puteh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ننفيلي</td>
<td>Paham</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ننفيليست</td>
<td>Pahit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ننفاليه</td>
<td>Pakah</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ننفاليه بينو</td>
<td>Pakih Bima</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ننفندتيلا</td>
<td>Pandita</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ننفندق</td>
<td>Pandak</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ننمهج رمبوب</td>
<td>Panjang Rambut</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>نننفلينا</td>
<td>Panglima</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>نننهج</td>
<td>Panjang</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>نننيدي</td>
<td>Piah</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>نننيديي</td>
<td>Pihi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ننننجم</td>
<td>Punjam</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ننفانه</td>
<td>Patah</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ننفينه</td>
<td>Pinah</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>نننيدي</td>
<td>Pisah</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>نننيديي</td>
<td>Pati</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ننمودو</td>
<td>Pudu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ننفاينين</td>
<td>Patinan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>نننموثون</td>
<td>Pumpon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>نننيدي</td>
<td>Pimah</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>نننديق</td>
<td>Pendek</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>نننديكور</td>
<td>Pendekar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>نننفيهلو</td>
<td>Penghulu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>نننرف</td>
<td>Perba</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>نننفاير مناني</td>
<td>Peria Sati</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>نننرفامات</td>
<td>Permata</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>نننفييس</td>
<td>Pesan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>نننفيسم</td>
<td>Pet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>نننفيتا</td>
<td>Pita</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>نننفيتال</td>
<td>Pintal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>نننفيتاس</td>
<td>Pintas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>نننلمان سامان</td>
<td>Plita Saman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>نننفاسا</td>
<td>Puasa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>نننแผهلا</td>
<td>Puncha</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ننننالوكي</td>
<td>Punggok</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>نننناله</td>
<td>Puteh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>نننفيلي</td>
<td>Paham</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>نننفيليست</td>
<td>Pahit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>نننفاليه</td>
<td>Pakah</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>نننفاليه بينو</td>
<td>Pakih Bima</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>نننفندتيلا</td>
<td>Pandita</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>نننفندق</td>
<td>Pandak</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>نننمهج رمبوب</td>
<td>Panjang Rambut</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ننننفلينا</td>
<td>Panglima</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ننننهج</td>
<td>Panjang</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ننننيدي</td>
<td>Piah</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ننننيديي</td>
<td>Pihi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>نننننجم</td>
<td>Punjam</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>نننفانه</td>
<td>Patah</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>نننفينه</td>
<td>Pinah</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ننننيدي</td>
<td>Pisah</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ننننيديي</td>
<td>Pati</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>نننمودو</td>
<td>Pudu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>نننفاينين</td>
<td>Patinan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ننننموثون</td>
<td>Pumpon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ننننيدي</td>
<td>Pimah</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ننننديق</td>
<td>Pendek</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ننننديكور</td>
<td>Pendekar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ننننفيهلو</td>
<td>Penghulu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ننننرف</td>
<td>Perba</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ننننفاير مناني</td>
<td>Peria Sati</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ننننرفامات</td>
<td>Permata</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ننننفييس</td>
<td>Pesan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ننننفيسم</td>
<td>Pet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ننننفيتا</td>
<td>Pita</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>मूलक</td>
<td>नाही</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------</td>
<td>-------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Raiah</td>
<td>F.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Raja</td>
<td>M.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rajiah</td>
<td>F.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rakina</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rakna Mentri</td>
<td>M.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ramah</td>
<td>F.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ramleh</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ranli</td>
<td>M.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rantau</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rapat</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rapiah</td>
<td>F.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rapil</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rasiah</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rasim</td>
<td>M.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rasu</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rasul</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rawi</td>
<td>M.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remah</td>
<td>M.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rendah</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rendang</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rhood</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rindu</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ripin</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ruka</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rukiah</td>
<td>F.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rusiah</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Senal</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tampinah</td>
<td>Ubaiah</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>---------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tampun</td>
<td>Uda</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tanai</td>
<td>Ujang</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tanjong</td>
<td>Ukun Jinjang</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tara</td>
<td>Ulama</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taram</td>
<td>Ulu Balang</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tarangkari</td>
<td>Umar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tanlah</td>
<td>Umbi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tempoi</td>
<td>Unggong</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temunggong</td>
<td>Untong</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tijah</td>
<td>Unus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Timah</td>
<td>Urai</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tunun</td>
<td>Usih</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tinah</td>
<td>Usman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tung</td>
<td>Usoh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tolah</td>
<td>Usoh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Topu</td>
<td>Usop</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tuhok</td>
<td>Uteh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tukang</td>
<td>Uyah</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tukum</td>
<td>Uyamm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tunggong</td>
<td>V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tungku</td>
<td>V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Name</td>
<td>Gender</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------</td>
<td>--------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yahia</td>
<td>m.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yabudah</td>
<td>f.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yakil</td>
<td>m.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yakim</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yakob</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yaman</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yam Tuan</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yang</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yang-di-per-Tuan</td>
<td>m.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yasih</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yasim</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yatim</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yop</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yul</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yuda</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yunus</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>